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Preview 
, .. a pfychedelic drug if one which, without caufing 
physical addiction, crat'mg, major pSYJiological disturbances, 
delirium, diforientation, or amnesia, more or len reliably 
produces thought, mood, and perceptual changes otherwise 
rarely experienced except in dreamf, contemplative and 
religious exaltation, flashes 0/ vivid im'oluntary memory, 
and acute psychoses. 

-I.estt:r Grinspoon ~nd James S, Bakalar, 
PJ'yc/;edelu Druff Rt'wnJuiered 

Mind-altering substances have been used in all societies except among 
the Eskimos and some Polynesians, and thus many of the plamsdiscussed in 
this lxx>k have long and exotic histories. Muchof the hIStory, inc1udingearly 
New World native use, is undocumented, and much IS veiled in legend. We 
may never know whether Buddha's last meal was of mushrooms ('PI~;"S food'·). 
However, many scholars have now accepted the identification of Fly Agaric 
mushrooms as the inspirational "Soma" in the world's earliest religious text, 
the Rig- Veda, and evidence Seems strong that ergot, an LSD-like substance, 
was the mysterious kykeon, used for more than 2,000 years in the annual 
ancient Greek Eleusinian Mysteries. 

The anthropologist Weston La Barre characterized the use of mind
altering plants as being the source and mainstay of ··the world's oldest pro
fession"-that of the shaman or medicine man. He adds that such a specialist 
was "ancestor nO[ only ro both the modern medicine man or doctor and the 
religionist priest or divine, but also ancestor in direct lineage to a host of 
other professional types." Shamanism in the New World was fostered by 
indigenous psychedelics that are powerful and quite safe. The Old World 
had to rely on less dependable, more erratic substances, such as hashish, 
belladonna, thorn apple and Fly Agaric mlJshrooms. It is now evident that 
the prescriptions of specific plants in the recipes in witches' brews of the 
Middle Ages was not as superstitious or random as earlier supposed., 

After accompanying Columbus on his second voyage, Ramon Paul 
brought back word of cohoba sniffing among natives in Haiti. The earliest 
account of peyote was set down in 1560 in Bernardino de Sahagun's History 
0/ the Things of New Spain. In 1615, botanical notes made by the Spanish 
physician Francisco Hernandez about the mind-changingeffectsof morning 
glory seeds were published. 

The first report on use of Amanita muscaria mushrooms among Siberian 
tribesmen didn't appear until 1730. Forty-one years later, a Swedish 
botanist accompanying Captain James Cook on his first voyage to the 
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Hawaiian Islands described kava-kava and the natives' ceremonial use of this 
substance. One year later, Sir Joseph Priesdy, who first iso]atedoxygen,pro
duced nitrous oxide (N:{)). At the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
Baron Alexander von Humboldt, after whom the Pacific current is 
named, gathered together the first "scientific" repon on the use of yopo 
SflUff in the Amazonian region. 

Around the middle of the nineteenth century, the pace of knowledge of 
psychoactive substances greatly quickened. In 1839, W. B. O'Shaughnessy 
intnxl.uced Cannabis indica into the WeStern pharmacopoeia, and five years 
later Theophile Guautier established Le Club des Haschischim in Paris. In 
1851, the British explorer Richard Spruce firs[ observed ayahuasC4 pracrices 
among the South American natives; four years later, Ernst Freiherr von 
Bibra published an account of seventeen plants capable of affecting the 
mind. Urging others to srudy this field, he described it as "nromising for re
search and fraught with enigmas." 

In 1864. the earliest description of psychoactive effects from dr African 
bush Tabernantha iboga appeared. It wouldn't be until near the end of the 
nineteenth cenrury, however, that peyote investigations eventually pnx:luced 

Ernst Friherr von Bibra laid the foundation for modern 
pbamwcological studies in his 1855 Die narkotischen Genuss
mittelund der Mensch (Narcori( lnebriants ["mediums of 
enjoyment"] and Humanity). 

, ... 
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the world's first psychedelic compound in crystalline form. Louis Lewin, 
another German important in the development of modern psychopharma
cology, traveled to the southwestern United States and brought peyote back 
to laboratories in Berlin. Eight years later, Lewin's rival, Arthur Heffter, 
~lated "mezcalin" from Lewin's specimens. After fractionating the 
alkaloids, or nitrogen-containing compounds, from this cactus, Heffter was 
able to locate the source of peyote's psychoactivity only by trying the various 
fractions himself, 

The first account of the peyote experience from someone who had 
aaually tried it appeared in 18%. This came from a distinguished author 
and Philadelphia physician, S. Weir Mitchell, who then forwarded "peyote 
buttons" to the prominent psychologists William James and Havelock Ellis. 
After ingesting them in his flat in London, Ellis called the resulting exper
iences "an orgy of visions" and "a new artificial paradise" (from the tides of 
his twO reports). James, however,gota severe stomachache alter eating only 
one, declaring that he would "take the visions on trust." 

Scientific curiosity about peyote dimmed shortly after the turn of the 
century but was revived in 1927 by the French pharmacologist Alexandre 
Rouhier, who gave an extraction from the cactus to several students and 
published accounts of their "exotic" visions. A year later, Kurt Beringer 
published his 315-page study De,. Meskal,nrausch (Mescaline InebriatIon). 
A year after that, an English monograph that attempted to catalog the 
elements of "mescal visioru;" was pililished. By this time, a continuing interest 
in what we now call psychedelic states was emerging. However, there was 
little indication yet that psychedelics would evenrually affect and enchant a 
great many people. 

That eventuality began to take shape in 1938, when the Swiss chemist 
Albert Hofmann synthesized d-lysetgic acid diethylamide tartrate-I.SD-25. 
In mid-April 1943, Hofmann apparently absorbed some of this compound 
through the skin of his hands and thus learned what animal tests had failed 
to show: that this substance was a mind-altering drug that had about 4,000 
times the potency of mescaline. 

In 1947, Werner A. Stoll, the son of Hofmann's superior, broadcast 
news of this discovery in scientific literature. Within cwo years, Drs. Nicholas 
Bercel of Los Angeles and Max Rinkel of Boston brought I.SDto the United 
States. 

The change that would take place in our thinking about molecules and 
their ability to affect the mind was catalyzed during the mid-1950s. In a 
slender, much noted book, Aldous HuxJey described how his "doors of per
ception" had been cleansed by 500 milligrams of mescaline sulfate. In May 
1957, Life magazine published the third part of a "great adventures" series 
with ten pages of color photographs: R. Gordon Wasson described how he 
had become one of the ficst two white men to be "bemushroomed" Since 
then, knowledge about psychedelics has grown steadily, as have the numbers 
of people interested in them. 
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Origin of tbe Word Psychedelic 
In the early 19,)0s, researchers Humphry Osmond and John Smythies 

wrote a paper about the mental effects of mescaline that came to the anemion 
of Aldous Huxley, who invited Osmond to visit him if he should be in the 
Los Angeles area. Huxley's wife, Maria, was initially apprehensive about 
such a meeting, fearing that Osmond "might wear a beard." When Osmond 
did go to LA. for a psychological conference, Maria was satisfied that he 
was not a Bohemian or a mad scieneist (!ledido'r have a beard), and he stayed 
with the Huxleys. Maria, ironically, finally asked about getting some mes· 
caline for Aldous. Osmond's reaction to the proposal was favorable, with 
one reservation: 

The setting muld hardly have been better, AkioU'l seemed an ideal subject, 
Maria eminently sensible, and we had aU taken to each other, which was very 
important for a good experience, but I did not relish the possibility, however 
remote, of being the man who drove Aldous Huxley mad 

In the lirerarure then available about what we now call psychedelic 
drugs, the term most commonly used to describe the effects was prychoto
mimetic (meaning psychosis-mimicking). Yet it is evident from Huxley's 
descrip£ion in The Doors of Perception that when he tried mescaline sulfate 
he was not going through some kind of "imitation psychosis." Huxley believed 
he had. experienced something akin to mystical experience. He was considered 
an authority on the subject, being the author of one of the classics in this field, 
The Perennial Philowphy. 

Osmond was already sensitive to the lack of an adequate term for the 
mental state induced by mescaline and 1.5D. He and his colleague Abram 
Hoffer had been observing LSD's effeers in the treatment of aGlte alcoholism, 
and the states produced in their subjectS were not as expected. Having read 
in the literature that LSD produced temporary psychosis, they had reasoned 
that such a substance could be used to touch off a kind of artificial and con
trollable delirium tremens. About 10 percent of those who experience d.t.'s 
never drink again. 

Osmond and Hoffer tried !.SD on two patientS-one recovered, the 
other remained an alcoholic. They began to use LSD as regular treatment for 
their worst akoholic cases, and it gradually became clear that recovery seemed 
to occur most commonly when the dJ.'s hypothesis was forgotten altogether. 
Hoffer has since commented: 

... by 1957 it was apparent that even though many of our patientS were helped 
by LSD, it was not its psychotomimetic activity which was responsible. In 
spite of our best efforts to produce such an experience, some of our subjects 
escaped into a psychedelic experience. 

The new term came out of a regular correspondence that developed 
berween Osmond and Huxley. Psychedelic--coming from the Greek pryche 

From "Plychotomimetic" to "Psychedelic" 

Humphry Ormond. an early LSD, mercaJine, morning 
glory reed and adrenolU/in rerearcher. proposed the 
word psychedelic. 
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(soul) and delein, to make manifest, or de/oun, to show, reveal-was first 
proposed in 1956 by Osmond. 

Huxley took the lead, proposing words derived from roots relating to 
"spirit" or "sou!." He invented the word phanerothyme and encased it in a 
couplet for Osmond's consideration: 

To make this trivial world sublime, 
Take half a gramme of phanerothyme. 

Osmond has since remarked that the word Huxley sele(ted was too beautiful. 
He replied: 

To fathom hell or soar angelic, 
JUSt take a pinch of psychedelic. 

Especially noteworthy about psychedelic is the presence of the first e
which varies from the ordinary way of combining Greek roots and thus 
dissociates this word from the misleading connotations of psychotic. Soul
mam/erting belongs to the category of meanings that make sense in terms of 
~tr.ast: fust as empty implies full, as child implies aduit, so soul-manifesting 
Implies an enlargement or actualization of consciousness. This point about 
psychedelics is ohen hard to get across. 

For better or worse, Osmond's psychedelic has been largely accepted as 
a description of the state produced by the substances to be discussed in this 
book. 
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This journal, mainly edited by the psychologist Ralph Metzner, promoted 
the adjecti~'e and noun that eventually came to be most closely associated 
with LSD. mescaline and similar substances. 

Similarities to Various "Synonyms" 7 

Other Terms Propo~d 
The word intoxication IS said to have more synonyms than any other 

word in English, but none of them conveys the essense of a psychedelic rrental 
state. To be psychedelicized is not at all the sarre as being drunk. 

Intoxication by alcohol may hint at the experience that is characteristic 
of psychedelics. Hermann Hesse speaks of alcohol in Steppenwo/f as being 
capable of "lighting the golden trail" William James wrote about the impulse 
it gives to mystical feeling and "Yea-saying." However, it cannot approach 
the revelatory power of psychedelics, and its well known drawbacks-loss of 
lucidity and sometimes of memory-put it in an altogether different category 
from LSD or mescaline. If any of the intoxicatIOn synonyms are to be used to 
describe soul-manifested states, the best is probably inebriation, because it 
lacks the connotation of poisoning contained in tox;·. 

Hallucinogen is another word commonly used for substances pro:iucing 
a psychedelic experience. There is some truth in the charaaerization, for 
users often see "visions," especially with the eyes dosed. However, most 
users consider the hallucinatory effect to be only one part of the experi~nce
often a minor part. Even so, the man who formulated the word psychedelic 
used hallucinogen in the cide of a book he wroce lacer wich Abram Hoffer. 
Richard Evans Schultes and Albert Hofmann in their books about the botany 
and chemistry of these substances weight the various descriptive terms and 
settle on hallucinogenic and haUucinogen, while pointing out how inacrurate 
they are. The chemist Alexander Shulgin, after explaining that most MDA
like comp:mnds evoke no visual imagery at all, labeled them Hhallucinogenic" 
substances in his writings. 

Even in the second edition of his book on the botany of psychedelic>, 
the ethnobocanist William EmbOOen retained che title Narcotic Plants, 
1bese psychedelic plants and related mmpounds are quite the opposite of 
narcotics: unlike opiates, they are basically stimulating, and they are non
addictive. (Psychedelic> also differ from true stimulants; they increase lucidity 
but llOt, as with amphetamine, at the expense of psychological warmth.) 

The most common psychiatric term for these botaniOlIs and compounds 
has been psychotomimetic, stemming from a concept proposed in the late 
nineteenth century by the French doctor JJ Moteau de Tours. He was the 
first to raise the hope that chemirnls could produce ir.sights coward the allevi
ation of mental illness. The hope was only partially realized. While the 
psychedelic state may have some similarities (0 psychotic ones, the differ
ences are more numerous and more significant, a main difference being that 
the induced state is known to last only a short while. By the l%Os, few of the 
therapeutic projects using psychedelics were attempting to bring about 
psychotic mental states. Yet the term still lingers, with papers describing 
blissful, beneficial results ascribed to some "psychosis-mimicking" drug. 

Another psychotherapeutic term that has much currency, especially in 
Europe, is psycholytic, which has been specifically limited to refer only to low 
dosage use of psychedelics in conjunction with therapeutic sessions. Shulgin 
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has compiled several more from the prominent psychotherapemic literature: 
deltrients, de/uslOnof!,em, dys/eplin, misperceptionoxens, mysticomimet;cs, 
phantasticants, pharmakons, psychotaraxies, psychotieantf, psychotogens 
and schizogens. Many observers have favored Louis lewin's suggestion of 
phantastica, but this early formulation never caught on 

Several writers have turned to German or Sanskrit to find more 
appropriate words, but these have largely been ignored. More notable terms 
are peak experiences, a term popularized by the psychologist Abraham 
Maslow; altered states, popularized by the psychologist Charles Tart; alter
native ftates, coined by Norman Zinberg; and cosmic experience, popular
ized in William James' The Varieties of Reli!!.lOus Experience. 

The latest term proposed comes from the team of Ruck, Bigwocxl., 
Staples,Ou and Wasson, writing in theJanuary.June 1979 Journal of hyche
delic Drugs. They feel strongly that "not only is 'psychedelic' an incorrect 
verbal formulation, but it has become so invested with connotations of the 
pop-culture of the 1960s that it is incongruous to speak of a shaman's taking 
a 'psychedelic' drug." They offer entheof!.en, calling it 

a new term that would be appropriate for describing states of shamanic and 
ecstatic possession induced by ingestion of mind-altering drugs. In Greek the 
word entheos means titerally "god (theos) within," and was used to describe 
the condition that follows when one is inspired and possessed by the god that 
has entered one's body. It was applied to prophetic seizures, erotic passion 
and artistic creation, as well as to those religious rites in which mystical states 
were experienced through the ingestion of substances that were transsubstantial 
with the deity. 

Combining this Greek root with gen, "which denotes the action of 
'becoming: " they argue further for the suitability of entheogen: 

Our word sits easily on the tongue and seems quite natural in English. We 
could speak of entheogens or, in an adjectival form, of entheogentc plants or 
substances. In a strict sense, only tnose vision-producing drugs that can be 
shown to have figured in shamanic or religious rites would be designated 
entheogens, but in a looser sense, the term rould also be applied to other 
drugs, both natural and artifiCial, that induce alterations of consciousness 
similar to those documented for ritual ingestion of traditional entheogens. 

After being around for a couple of years. the term entheogen has entered 
the ethnobotanicalliterarure and is about to be induded in the Oxford Enf!.l;sh 
Dictionary. So far as popular usage is concerned, it doesn't seem to sit as 
easily on the tongue as orginally claimed. For now, the term psychedelic, 
even if a little shabby and cheapened by overuse, will have to do. It is 
commonly understocxl., and since 1976 it has been included in the Addenda 
to Webster's Third International Dictionary. Here, with illustrations, is 
Webster's perception of this book's theme: 

Chemical and Botanical "Cltme";ngs" 
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lru;pired by LSD and mescaline, the term psychedelic has since been 
used for many plants and synthetic compounds that proouce similar changes 
in the ordinary functioning of consciousness. Exactly which substances 
shouJd be included in this category and which should not has been a subject 
of considerable controversy for several reasons. Andrew Weil has discussed 
some of these considerations in the foreword to this book. The main difficulty 
is chat there are several components to the psychedelic experience, 
appearing in different combinations and intensities with each drug. If one 
tries to index psychoactivity according co response to color, for example, 
chen the MDA and marijuana compound-clusters would be excluded by some. 
(Many people would exclude marijuana because it has a different chemistry 
than most of the others and aces more subtly. However, for some people its 
use can be "inspiring" and it has widened "the scope of the mind" for many. 
Aside from the variations among mind-altering compounds, there are 
variations among users to consider. Some people seem especially sensitive 
to a very wide range of substances. Jean Cocteau felt quickening, mind- and 
soul-manifesting effects from opiates. The creative response he showed to 
chose drugs is rare. 

Well over a hundred compounds and plants are discussed throughout 
this book. Most are "iOOoles," a very small part of the world of chemical 
compounds. The non-indole psychedelics also tend to ""cluster" together in 
chemical families, though the dissimilarity among the various families is 
roo gteat to make chemical composition a defining characreristic of a 
psychedelic substance. Botanical considerations are similarly confounding. 
Researchers in related fields have had equal difficulty in trying to delineate 
the acrion of psychedelics-after decades of intensive investigation. Alben 
Hofmann, reacting to being known as the father of LSD, said: "It stanedoff 
in chemistry, and went ioro an and mysticism."' 

Generally speaking, the psychedelics considered in this volume touch a 
spiritual core in their users, have exhibited physical healing qualities, have 
been used titualistically, facilitate creative problem-solving and change the 
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sense of time and spatial relationships. They arc neither addictive nor toXIC. 

Because their most significant action is mental, and thus faIrly non-speCific, 
Andrew Weil has characterized a psychedelic as being like "an espt.,,(lally 
active placebo," meaning that the user's resJXlnse depends very much on his 
or her expectations. Arc Kleps, much experienced with psychedelics, was 
once asked, "What are the side-effeccs of LSD?" He said, forthrightly, 
"There are noching but side-effects." The same could also be said about most 
of the substances to be discussed in this book. 

Perhaps the easiest way [0 distinguish a compound as psychedelic is by 
means of two primary mental criteria: (I) that it induces enlargements in 
the scope of the mind, and (2) that these enlargements or new perceptions 
are influenced and focused by the user's "mind set" and by the "session 
setting." Osmond has provided a broad but usable definition of "enlarge
ments," saying that "the brain ... acts more subtly and complexly than when 
it is normal." ·'Mind se(,·' usually shortened to set, refers to the user's attitudes 
preparations, preoccupations and feelings toward rhe drug and toward othe; 
people in attendance at a psychedelic session; sellin? is a word for the 
complex set of thtngs in a session's immediate surroundings: rime of day, 
weather, sounds or music and other environmental factors. If results don·t 
vary considerably with sets and settings, the compound almost certainly isn·t 

a "psychedelic." 
Most psychedelic substances fall into one of nine main compound

clusters. Each of the comp:lUnds in each cluster is unique. Many will be 
discussed ahead, but for the sake of conciseness emphasis will be put on JUSt a 
few representatives from each group. The nine dusters will be presented in 
the order of importance to regular users. Here is a listing of these clusters 
and their representatives: 

Cluster 1: The LSD Family, the major catalyst opening ··the psyche
delic age" and the archetype 

Cluster 2: Peyote, Mescaline and San Pedro, a cluster once consid
ered the most powerful, the "door opener" for psychedelics in the 1950s 

Cluster 3: Marijuana and Hashish, the earliest recorded psychedelics, 
which ev:hibit synergistic action with all of the others 

Cluster 4: Psilocybian Mushrooms, the easily identified, gently 
persuasive and yet powerfully mind-changing fungi containing psilcx:ybin 
and/or psilocin that fe-introduced an appreciation of psychedelic 
effects in the late 19705 

Ouster 5: Nutmeg and MDA, the empathic compounds that create 
few "visuals," stimulating research into discrete psychedelic effects 

Ouster 6: DMT, DET,DPTandOdlerShon-ActingTryptamines, 
a family of varying intensities but including the psychedelic that's the 
most impressive visually 

Nine Major Famibes 11 

Cluster 7: Ayahuasca, Yage and Harmaline, the "visionary vine·' 
complex from the Amazon that is a ··telepathic'· healer 

C1~ter 8: Iboga and Ibogaine, the bush from Africa used in initia
tory n.tes and by hunters ~o. pr.oduceexrended stillness, and its principal 
aikaknd that produces VIVId unagery and stimulation 

Ouster 9: Fly Agaric, Panther Caps and "Soma" the colorful 
fascinating, sometimes frightful, legendary mushrooms' that have bee~ 
~sed .shamanically and may, as "Soma," have provoked "the religious 
idea m homo sapiens" (R. Gordon Wasson) 

Wbat are the Common Effeasl 
Some of these subst~O(:es cause nausea or giddiness upon ingestion, but 

the usual co,urse f~r users IS to reach an initial "high plateau" shortly after the 
~)Oset of actIon; thIS plateau constitutes the first quarter or third of the exper
lence .. After that, there is. often a build-up of intensity to the '·peak" of the 
expenence, usually oclu~nng abour halfway through the session. During the 
~nd h.aJf of the eX~rtence, rhe effects gradually diminish, although mental 
st1mulatlo~ may. last 10 a more subdued fashion for some time. Memory of 
the expenence IS generally sharp and detailed, and physical after-effe<:ts are 
minimal. Feelings of elation are not uncommon and may continue for a day 
or longer after the experience has ended. 

.Whatever its duration, the experience widens the scope of awareness. 
One is transported internally to what Huxley called "The Other World"-a 
locale, experie?,ed sp,iritually, esthetical and intelle<:tually, The environment 
percel~ed during ordmary states of mind isn't altered, but the perception of ir 
IS. ~I~ perceptu.al trnns~ormation of the external world is temporary, but 
the JOs'gh.ts provld.e? by Ir are often SIgnificant and lasting. The quality of 
psychedelic re<:ogOltlon can be compared crudely to seeing the same glass as 
half empty and then seeing it half full. 

. A CIA agent illustrates such a switch-over in awareness resulting from 
hiS lSD experience, As he told it to John Marks, the agent began 

seeing all the colors of the rainbow growing out of cracks in the sidewalk. He 
had always disliked cr~ks as signs of imperfection, but suddenly the cracks 
became natural stress hoes that measured rhe vibrations of the universe He 
saw ~ople with blemished faces, which he had previously found sli~hrly 
repulsive. ·'1 had a change of values about faces," he says. ·'Hooked noses or 
crook~ teeth would beroffie beautiful for that person. Something had turned 
loose In me, and all 1 had do~e was sh~ft my attitude, Reality hadn't changed, 
but 1 had. That was all the dIfference In the world between seeing something 
ugly and seeing truth and beauty." 

~nerally, an initiate's first comment focuses on heightened aware
ness of mternal and external sensations and on alterations in "unalterable 
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reality," Dr. Oscar janiger, an early LSD researcher, listed these as "an un
usual wealth of associations and images, the sharpening of color perception, 
the synesthesias, the remarkable attention to detail, the accessibility of past 
impressions and memories, the heightened emotional excitement, the sense 
of direct and intrinsic awareness, and the propensity foe the environment 'to 
compose itself' into perfect tableaus and harmonious compositions. " 

Thoughts often seem to occur simultaneously on several "levels"-a 
dramatic demonstration of the mind's ability to resonate at different fre
quencies. The linear nature of ordinary thought is replaced with a more 
intuitive, holistic and "holographic" approach to understanding reality. 
Many investigators have compared the logic of this "Other World" to that of 
dreams and other functions often associated with the right hemIsphere of 
the brain. 

Description of the psychedelic experience as a kind of dream state 
where one is wide awake and remembering or as a state in which right hemi
spheric brain functions are amplified is consistent with most experiential re
ports. These are usually full of comments about enhanced sensitivity to 
rhythm as well as new appreciations of music and dance. 

Many obsenrers feel that the rhythmic aspect of this experience marks 
a progression into deeper "stages." Robert Masters and Jean Houston describe 
four stages of deepening awareness in their The Varieties of Psychedelic 
Experience. 

Walter Houston Clark, another LSD pioneer, is among those who 
speak of psychedelics as mainly "catalysts" to feelings, understandings and 
thinking. A psychedelic "adds nothing to our consciousness, but it brings to 
the surface many parts of our consciousness that had been lying dormant 
most of our lives." Recently Clark gave out 140 questionnaires asking users 
about the nature of their experiences. He noted that "there wasn't a single 
one" of those responding who didn't mention at least one-and most 
mentioned several-of the characteristics in "the universal core" of mysticism, 
as compiled by a leading religious scholar. Clark's conclusion from his own 
observations and from those of the respondents 

has been that the typical person, wherever he's found, rums out to be a mystic 
when you go right down to the bottom of his personality. What I'm saying is 
that all of us here in this room are potential mystics. As William James said in 
his chapter on mysticism, "Given the appropriate stimuli, mysticism will 
come to the surface." 

Aldous Huxley had a similar point of view. After writing about how 
use of psychedelics had deepened his feeling for the spiritual, he received a 
letter from Thomas Merton, a Trappist monk and noted poet. Questioning 
the validity of drug-induced mystical experience. Merton asked aoout dis
tinctions that might be drawn between mystical and aesthetic aspects. In 
January 1959, Huxley resjxmded with his evaluation of the "deeper" aspects 

FUNCTIONS OFTEN ASCRIBED 
TO THE BRAIN'S 

RIGHT 
LOBE 

the craftsman the dancer 

feminine 
the artist 

mysterious 
light 

relational 
intuitive 

oblivious to time arid space 

paSSion artistic endeavor 

spatial awareness 

non-linear, non-analytical 

balance 

awareness of one's own body 

musical ability 

recognition of faces 

language tone & accent 

the "dark" side 

the dreamer 

passive 

holistic mentation 
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of the psychedelic experience <reprinted in hIs Moksha writings. edi[('d by 
Horowitz and Palmer). He stated that 

there are those whose experience seems to be much more than aesthetic and 
may be labeled as pre-mystical, or even, I believe, mystical. I have taken mes
caline twice and lysergic acid three or four times. My first experience was 
mainly aesthetic. Later experiences were of another namee and helped me to 
understand many of the obscure uneranc.es to be found in the writings of the 
mystics, Christian and Oriental. An unspeakable sense of gratitude for the 
privilege of being born into this universe. (,Gratitude is heaven itself," says 
Blake-and I know now exactly what he was talking about.) A transcendence 
of the ordinary subject-object relationship. A transcendence of "the fear of 
death. A sense of solidarity with the world and irs spiritual principle aoo the 
conviction that, in spire of pain, evil and the rest, everything is somehow aU 
right. 

Finally, an understanding, not intellectual, but in some sort total, an under
standing with the entire organism, of the affirmation that Gxi is Love. The 
experiences are transient, of course; but the memory of them, and the inchoote 
revivals of them which rend co recur spontaneously or during meditation, con
tinue to exercise a profound effect upon one·s mind. . There is a feeling-l 
speak from personal experience and from word-of-mouth reports given me 
by others-that the experience is so transcendently important that it is in no 
cirrumstances a thing to be entered upon Iight-heartedly or for enjoyrrent (In 
some respectS, it is IlOt enjoyable; for it entails a temporary death of the ego, a 
going-beyond. ) 

Some have criticized this and similar descriptions from Huxley on the 
ground that most people don't have the intellectual and imaginative resources 
that he brou,1!;ht to this experience; his response, they claim, was arypical. 
This objection has some validity, but Walter Clark has indicated that most 
users do have experiences along similar lines. What individual users make of 
them is influenced by their knowledge, religious feeling, willingness to 

accept new perceptions as valid, circumstances under which the psychedelic 
was taken, and the amount of attention subsequently paid to the insights or 
feelings aroused. 

Almost no one who has taken a powerful psychedelic has come away 
unimpressed. Psychologist Ralph Metzner observed over a period of years 
that people awakened by psychedelics to the myriad possibilities for human 
consciousness often go on to pursue other ways and methods of increasing 
awareness. Osmond, writing in the Annals oj the New York SoaetyoJ Med
Inne, described the awe that is a frequent sustained effect: 

Most subjects find the experience valuable, some find it frightening, and 
many say that it is uniquely lovely. All, from [anthropologistJ.S.] Slotkin·s 
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unsophisticated Indians to men of great learning, agree that much of it is 
beyorxl verbal description. Our subjCX"ts, who include many who have drunk 
deep of life, including authors, artists, a junior cabinet minister, scientists, a 
hero, philosophers, and businessmen, are nearly aU in agreement in this 
respect. For myself, my experiences with these substances have been the most 
strange, most awesome, and among the most beautiful things in a varied aoo 
fortunate life. These are not escapes from but enlargements, rurgeonings of 
reality .... 

Andrew Wei~ who has sought out and tried most of the psychedelics, 
recendy [Old a gathering that their greatest impact for him-and he hopes 
for sociecy-has been the elimination of limitations. Here are some of his 
comments: 

I had begun to do hatha yoga. I was expetimenting with being a vegetarian 
and I had never done any bOOy-work before, arxl, for Ire, yoga was very dis
couraging. I found that there were a number of posrures that IlOt only could I 
not get in, but there seemed to be no hope of getting in. There was one in 
panicular that was really a great stumbling block to me, and that was 'The 
Plough." I would lie on the floor and get my feet over my head, and when my 
toes were about a foot from the floor 1 would get an excruciating pain in my 
neck. I felt so bad I could hardly get out of the position I was in. 1 tried for at 
least four or five weeks to work at that every day, but there was no progress. 1 
made a little progress at first, and then hit what seemed to be an absolute limit 
defined by this pain in my neck. I was really on the verge of giving up. I 
thought that I was too old (I think I must have been twenty-eight then) and 
stiff. I thought I had waited too long to do yoga; it was just an impossibility. 

. Well, we all took acid on this perfect day. 1here were puffy clouds, butter
flies and aU the usual things on a wonderful spring day. I was feeling so good 
that at some poim I thought, ''Well, gee, I ought to try doing some yoga pos
tures." And I lay down, and I tried The Plough. When I thought I had about a 
foot to go, my toes touched the ground-and I couldn't believe it! I raised my 
legs and lowered them, and kept raising them and lowering them, and not 
only was there no pain in my neck, it felt great! 

I burst out laughing, it was so woooerful-and suddenly I had this 
feeling that nothing was impossible, that all the limits I had imagined just 
weren't there suddenly. And, "If I could do that, why couldn't I do aU these 
other things that r never thought 1 could do?" In fact, I began doing some of 
them. 

The next day, still elated from this experience, I tried w get into The Plough. 
And, a foot from the floor, there was that excruciating pain in my neck again. 
But there was a differenre. I knew I could do it now,and the fact that I knew it 
~as possible motivated me to keep working at it. If I had not had thatexper
.ence, I woukl have given up. There was no reason to think that I would have 
continued in that direction. Having had that experience changed what that 
meant for me. 
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Wbal are the Benefits to Humanity? 
Many benefits are conferred upon humanity by these extraordmary 

substances that affect thinking and feeling; illustrations abound for nearly 
every psychedelic 

The first crest of the psychedelic movement, in the 1960s, coincided 
with a general recovery of the religious impulse, seen especially in the revival 
of interest in Eastern religions. A new flexibility in religious belief and spir
ituality came about at a rime when influences such as existentialism had con
vinced many that "GOO IS dead." The psychologist Stanley Krippner has 
suggested that the psychedelics were "the single most important factor in 
bringing back dedication to this country." 

A sense of harmony spread with the use of psychedelics, along with a 
new appreciation of non-violence. However, these religious feelings weren't 
cqanized; they ocrurred spontaneously within individuals and were accepted 
largely as recognitions common to people who had seen beyond ordinary 
states of consciousness. A large percentage of users became vegetarians 
after an eight- or ten·hour experience made them feel that they couldn't eat 
flesh any more. 

Mary Bernard raised the question of the possible religious origins and 
a:msequences of psychedelics in The American Scholar: 

When we consider [he origin of the mythologies and cults related to drug 
plants, we should surely ask oorselves which, after all, was more likely to 
happen first: the spontaneously generated idea of an afterlife in which the dis
embodied soul, liberated from the restrictions of time and space, experiences 
eternal bliss, or the accidental discovery of hallucinogenic plants that give a 
sense of euphoria, dislocate the center of consciousness. and distort time and 
space, making them balloon outward in greatly exparxled vistas? 

Perhaps the old theories are right, but we have to rerrember that the drug 
plantS were there, waiting to give men a new idea based on a new experience. 
The experience might have had, I should think, an almost explosive effect on 
the largely dormant minds of men, causing them to think of things they had 
never thought of before. This, if you like, is divine revelation .. 

Looking at the matter coldly, unintoxicated and unentranced, I am willing 
to prophesy that fifty theobotanists working for fifty years would make the 
current theories concerning the origins of much mythology and theology as 
out-of-date as pre-Copemican astronomy. 

Psychedelics have brought us closer to an understanding of the human 
mind, as is evidenced by new directions in formal srudies of the brain. Krippner, 
who has visited many investigators in fields dealing with "alternative real
ities," has remarked that the main impact of psychedelics from a scientific 
point d view was to get people interested in research into consciousness: 

not only with psychedelics, but with sleep, dreams, biofeedback, hypnosis, 
meditation, etc. Many of the very prominent consciousness researchers raday, 
though few will admit it, were turned on to this whole experience by their 
early acid trips back in the 1960s. 
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Krippner described the magnirude of these effects while introducing a 
panel discussion in July 1981 on the social and cultural implications of con
sciousness research: 

I think it would be no exaggeration to rompare the discovery of LSD, and the 
use of LSD, by such pioneers as Dr. [Stanislav] Grof, whom you heard last 
night, to the Copernican revolution, the Darwinian revolution, and the Freud
ian revolution. 

The Copernican revolution took the human being's planet our of the center 
of the universe and out of the center of its own solar system and pm it on the 
periphery. The Darwinian revolution placed the human being in directdescem 
from lower animals. The Freudian revolution pointed OUt that much of human 
motivation is unconscious, rather than conscious. Human beings were still 
holding on to that little bit of conscious motivation that they had until Albert 
Hofmann came along with LSD, suggescing to us that what little conscious 
motivation we have is chemical in nature and chat it can be influenced very 
radically by chemicals. 

This was premature, because within the last few years there have been 
many experiments with endorphans and other neural transmitters which 
suppon this view. The chemical basis of behavior, of memory, of cognition 
and of perception is now taken for granted more than it was back at that time. 

For individuals, psychedelics have facilitated problem-solving and 
creativity, encouraging many users to take more responsibility for their 
destiny. Duocan Blewett, an early Canadian researcher, has described the 
effect of psychedelics on personality as akin to "the-development of self-aware
ness," but which is the beginning of a progression or "move from being a self
aware organism to a state of being where an individual resp:>nds sp:>ncaneously 
in Zen terms." 1bese drugs often encourage the conviction that reality is self
determined rather than predestined. Many aspects of this change in attitude 
are diSUIssoo in Timothy Leary's books, particularly his Neurologic, Exo
PfycholoRY and ChangIng My Mind, Among Others. Many users agree with 
his notion that these substances promote "self-actualization" and that their 
use facilitates ·'re-imprinting" of more desirable attitudes. 

Many of the medical benefits from psychedelics haven't been explored 
very fully, but even the limited work to date has given us a new understanding 
of the psychosomatic aspects of ill health. & will be pointed out ahead, most 
of these substances have extensive healing histories that are worthy of further 
study. A mooei for such study may be found in the approach taken by the 
recently formed Beneficial Plant Research &sociation in Carmel,California, 
which is especially interested in the tonic and other benefits ascribed to the 
use of coca leaves. This group's "Coca Project" has gone through the red tape 
to get approval for a comprehensive investigation of coca's efficacy as: (a) 
treatment for painful and spasmodic conditions of the gastrointestinal tract, 
including gastritis and pepticuJcers; (b) a topical anesthetic in dentistry; (c) a 
treatmem for acute motion sickness; (d) a treatment for laryngitis; (e) a sub
stitute stimulant for coffee in patientS who are dependent on coffee but 
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OUlnot tolerate its irritant effects on the gastrointestlOal or urinary systems; 
(~ a regulator of c.arbo~ydrate met~bolism in cases of hypoglycemia and 
diatx:tes; .(g) an adjunCtIve therapy In programs of weight reduction and 
physical fitness; and (h) a rapid-acting antidepressant. 

As a result of their mental experiences, many users have become more 
QVare of what the bcxfy's needs are and how to take care of them and these 
people have given impetus to the renaissance in organic farmi'ng, herbal 
lore, health flX>ds and many other nature-inspired practices for improving 
the functioning of the human bcxfy. 

PsychedeJi~. which once helped create a 'generation gap," have also 
tta.d the effect of Improving ~amily relationships, as happened for psychologist 
~ard AIJ?Crt. After takmg a large dose of LSD one night, he went to a 
famdy reUOlon the next day. His brother asked, ··How's the nut business?" 
This "digging at e~ch other" was typical of his family; it "was our form of 
love. It was a JeWish, middle<lass tradition·' 

. Still aff~ted by his psychedelic state, Alpert saw an arrow coming out 
of his brot~er s mouth, slowly crossing the table. In his mind, Alpert reached 
up, took thIS. arrow ,~nd p~t it next to his spoon. TIlen he "piCked up a heart 
~ bl~w t~IS over to hiS brother and said, "Gee, your kids are getting so 
Illcrechbly big and handsome." A look of confusion crossed his brother's face 
because Richard wasn't playing the family game. After some silence, hi~ 
~ther sent ~~er anot?er arrow: "Well, you're certainly not growing much 
hair, are you. Alpert s response was to reach up for this arrow and set it 
dow.n on the table .. He sent back another heart shape: ··Boy, your wife i~ 
gettlOg more beautiful all [he time." 

. Alpert. says that by mid-afternoon all of the family-husbands and 
WiveS. and kids gathered in the living room-were experiencing the family 
bond 10 a new way, enjoying just being together. ··There was this incredible 
love feast." No~y. wanted to leave. When it was time to break up, every
~Y Stood. outSide 10 the street, "and for a long time nobody could get into 
their car to go. Nobody wanted to break the love bond that had been formed." 
The gathering, by all reports, "in fact had been a totally unique experience in 
everybody's life." 

His experience and reports of similar effects from many other users 
caused Alpert to ~cor.ne interested in the nature of "contact highs,'· where 
one person consCIOus m a special way can bring about changes in conscious
ness?f o~her people. This phenomenon suggests that psychedelic mind ex
pansion IS not solely the result of chemical stimulation. 

eou.uercultural Influences 
The development in the 1960s of an "alternative culture" was the re

sul~ of many influences, chiefly the Vietnam war, the availability of psyche
deilc drugs, and the prosperity that enabled "war babies" to become '·f1ower 
children·' Thousands and then millions of people began [0 experiment with 
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psychedelics, ending the earlier phase when the population of users was 
limited mainly to Native Americans and experimental subjects. Several 
important consequences were to flow from chis change. 

For many people, taking a psychedelic became something of a political 
act. Experimenting with marijuana, for instance, wasa "statement" that the 
government's case against it was exaggerated. Benevolent experiences with 
marijuana led many users to question authority in other areas as well; if the 
government misinformed people about marijuana, what about our role in 
the Vietnam war? What else might be in error? Use of stronger psychedelics, 
no doubt, also contributed to people's skepticism. 

Psychedelic festivals called "Be·ins" were the natural outgrowth of the 
feelings of unity experienced by early users, as were many efforts at communal 
living. Whereas previously psychedelics were usually taken by only one 
person, often in aclinical setting, the new emphasis was on open, uncontrolled, 
large-scale enjoyment of expanded consciousness. Consequently, much of 
the public became frightened at the massiveness of this "movement," 
fearing that some alien force was stealing its children away. Alperr, viewed 
by many at the rime as a leading psychedelic ··Pied Piper," blames the over
exuberance of early LSD missionaries for triggering a general hysteria about 
psychedelics, especially Ken Kesey and the Merry Pranksters, who condocted 
··Acid Tests" where LSD was available in a punch . 

We thought we had a few more years of sneaking under the wire with legit
imacy before the whistle got blown. But Ken made them blow the whistle. I 
mean, the day after the SanJose ··Acid Test,·· the big headline in the paper was 
about a 'Drug Orgy." Then the legislators had to act. 1heir hand had been 
forced. 

Once legal restrinions were enacted, promising scientific srudies were 
currailed. James Goddard, head of the Food and Drug Administration at the 
time, declared that alleged creative and other benefits from psychedelics 
were "pure bunk" Janiger, reflecting on the stigma suddenly thrust on LSD 
researchers, said that he had come to be perceived as 

a villain who was, you know, trying to seduce people into taking it. It was ab
solutely bizarre~ From the heroes, we were suddenly some creatures who 
were seducing people mto changing their consciousness. 

The use of psychedelics on a mass scale released enormous creative 
impulses that continue to affect us all. Whether or not one uses these sub
stances, they have permeated society down to the grass roots. Many had 
hopes that these powerful compounds could be absorbed in society in 
legitimate ways, thereby changing the characrer of use and avoiding unneces
sary paranoia. Ivan Tors, probably best known as tre producer of the 'Flipper" 
TV series, was one who gave up LSD once the laws banning psychedelics 
went into effect: 

ReleaJinR C,.eati~'e ImpuheJ 2] 

My u~ringing.was such that the thought of doing something illegal would 
pu.t ~ In a negative state, and thus interfere with my I.SDexperiences. I feel 
thIS IS true of others as welL and may aa:ount for many of the untoward reactions 
of those who use LSD in the underground. 

Questions about Impurity and Other Complications 
By the beginning of the l%Os, four powerful psychedelic agents were 

available, though ~.ot yet widespr~ad: peyote, mescaline sulfate, psilocybin 
and LSD-25. MaClJuana and hashish were more widely available. Most of 
those wh? swallowed the stronger substances up until about this time 
proba.bl.y Ill~ested pure psychedelics. Sandoz Pharmaceuticals spent about 
$3 mdbon III sen?lllg out sa~ples of LSD and psilocybin for investigative 
purposes. Mescaline was available from a variety of chemical houses, and in 
most states peyote could be ordered through the mail. 
. Were there any negative resules? Surprisingly few. In 1960, Dr. 

Sidney Cohe~, attached profeSSionally to UCLA and the Veterans Hospital in 
LA., wrote sixty-two doctors who had published papers on use of LSD and 
mescalinejpey?te, ~sking about dangers of such psychedelic treatment. 
Forty-four reph~ With detailed comments, covering more than 5,000 patients 
and volunteers given psychedelics in more than 25,000 sessions. Thedosage 
range III the case of LSD went from 25 meg. (millionths of a gram) to 1,500 
meg.; 200 mg. to 1,200 mg. was the range for mescaline. 

In this su~ey, not a single physical complication was reported---even 
wh~n psychedelics were given to alcoholics with generally impaired health. 
1111s result was somewhat unexpected, because it had been assumed pre
viously that a diseased liver would proouce an adverse reacrion. There was 
also a surprisingly low incidence of major mental disturbances. Despite the 
profound psychic changes that occur when a person is under the influence of 
LSD o~ mescaline, psychotic and other adverse reactions lasting longer than 
forty-elght hours .d~veloped in fewer than 0.2 percent of the cases reported. 
~ attempted SUICIde cate was just over 0.1 percent. Not one case of addic
tion was reported, nor any deaths from toxic effeers. 

If this sampling of 5,000 early psychedelic users is divided into two 
classes-mentally sound volunteers and people who were mentally unstable-
the findings seem even more encouraging. Among those who volunteered for 
lS~ or mescaline experiments, a major or prolonged psycholo~ical compli
catlO~ almo~t never occurred. In this group, only one instance of a psychotic 
reaction lasting longer than two days was reported, and there were no suicides. 
~mong the mentally il~ however, prolonged psychotic states were induced 
tn."?n~,out of every 550 patients."' In this group, "one in 830 attempted 
SUICide, and one carried the attempt through. 

In evaluating these statistics, it should be pointed out that at the time of 
this survey (1960) the proper uses of these substances for therapy were not 
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well understood. Some of the negative reaaions, furthermore, were delib
erately brought about, since many of the doctors were trying to produce 
"model psychoses" in their patients, and some even gave the drugs in con
junction with electroshock treatment Nevertheless, such statistics clearly 
demonstrated that the dangers in using these powerful drugs were far less 
than had been expected. 

Since this 1960 survey, new and more appropriate techniques have 
been introduced, and the methods of administering psychedelics have been 
refined. These advances have resulted in the reduction of potential hazards. 
Dr. Hanscarl Leuner, an outstanding European expert on psycholyti( therapy, 
has since had this [0 say about Cohen"s findings: 

Cohen ... showed very well how low the relative risk of the therapy is, if it is 
carried out responsibly by qualified doctors. Thus, we actually are threatened 
less by adverse results. or severe complications, than we had to assume at the 
starr. Our experience has shown that this risk am be reduced to practically 
zero in a well-instirurionalized therapy, as in our clinic. This holds for [he 
activation of depressions and schizophrenic psychoses, as well as anempted or 
successful SUICides. 

As a result of psychiatric and psychological experiments, many mental 
patients and volunteers (an example of the latter is the novelist Ken .Kesey) 
were exposed to the effects of LSD and other psychedelics. Sandoz deserves 
most of the credit for this, because it distributed LSD and psilocybin to licensed 
researchers all over the world, mostly free of charge. This was done with 
hopes that a researcher somewhere would find a medical use for these novel 
compounds. 

But then the picture changed. Books like Huxley's, first-person 
accounts from a number of others (like the nutritionist Adelle Davis, writing 
about Exploring Inner Space under the name Jane Dunlap), and additional 
research such as that with psilocybin by the psychologist Timothy Leary and 
associates at the Concord, Massachusetts prison system, led before long to 
heightened expectations. Many millions of people developed a desire to 
experience a "psychedelic trip"-in contrast to a "psychotomimetic" one, 
which appealed to few. Many people, who lacked access to certified dispensing 
physicians, soon determined that they would get some one way oranother. 

As psychiatric experimentation expanded into personal experiment
ation and interest in psychedelics spread, the supply of pure dru~s manufac
rured by pharmaceutical houses ran short of demand. The underground 
chemists went to work. The first underground lab to attract public attention 
belonged to two partners, Bernard Roseman and Bernard Copely, who were 
arrested in 1%2 for "smuggling" 62,000 doses of LSD because of a story they 
told to misdirect attention from the fact that they themselves had made this. 
(Production of LSD at this time, however, was still legal.) The disturbing 
part about Roseman's account of this affair-in his book LSD: The Age of 
Mind-was his mention that cheir LSD rurned into a blackish, slimy 
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material. He tried .it anyway and was impressed by the effects, and so the t';I;o 
of chern pdck?ged It for ~Ie. The purity of psychedelics on the black market 
has been an Issue ever smce. 

By l?6S, t~ first massive manufacturing and distributing operation 
hadoome mto bemg~sley'~ marvelous "tabs." YetStanleyOwsJeycame 
hom .a background of Interest m amphetamine, and some users soon raised 
questIons as to whether he liked to add "speed" to theprod t B E' ho h . uc. ruce Isner 
w. as wr~tten mu~h about. the question of psychedelic puriey, talked 
with Owsley s lab aSSIStant Tim Scully and believes th,t 5 d 
added. " a pee was never 

October 16,. I%? is an important date in psychedelic history-it was 
the day when Caltforma outlawed LSD (an action SOOn to be repeated by the 
~ederal gove.rnment), and the ~ay of the first "Be-ins," occurring both 
10 San FrancISCO and ~ Y?rk Ory. Soon after, Sandoz-the only legItimate 
source. of.l:SD a~d psdocybm-stopped supplying these chemical agents to 
~rlcan mvestlgat?~. Sandoz rumed over the remainder of its stockpile 
to Its New Jersey faclltey to the National Instirute of Mental Health, which in 
~ soon metalled research programs using psychedelic drugs in human 
subjeCtS from ~ore"than a hundred down to a grand total of six. The chances 
of anyone gettmg pharmaceutically pure" LSD rapidly dwindled. 

In 1~7, DOM-~ called STP-was introduced to the counterrulture 
but ~n withdrawn amId comroversy over excessive dosages and impurities. 
It still a~a~ on rare occ~ions, someti~ sold as STP but often disguised by 
a less stlgmatJu:t na~e. Or~nge Wedge appeared in early 1968, in strong 
dosa~ and ava'I~le mtema~lonally; it was followed in early 1%9 by another 
masslV~ psychedehc production effort-the "Sunshine" trip. In both cases, 
allegatIons sprang up that these products had been adulterated with speed 
STP, strychnine, etc. ' 

By the early 19705, doubts about the purity of underground products 
we~ ~ommon-and for good reason. There were weak 'blotters' of LSD 
reqtilflng ~ur or fi~e t~ "get a buzz." At about this time, nearly a hundred 
drug analysIS organIZatIOns, the most prominent being PharmChem in Palo 
Alto, began to examine the quality of underground psychedelic products. 
What they found was not reassuring. Quality comrol was non-existent. A 
summary from PharmChem for the year 1973 showed the following: 

Of 405 samples said to be: LSD, 91.6% were as alleged, 3.4% had no drug at 
all, 3% were actually DOM, PCP and others, and 2% had DOM, pcp and 
methamphetamlOe In addition to LSD. 

Of 127 samples said to be marijuana, 89.7% were as alleged, 6.3% had no 
drug at all, l.6% was nicotine and 24% had PCP and " add" 
marijuana. ' cocalOe m luon to 

Of 64 samples said to be THe, none were as alleged, 95.3% were PCP, and 
the rest were LSD and other substances. 
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William Drake's view of the inefficiency of pot smoking Unfortunately, 
ealin!!, is etten len efficient because of incomplete absorptIOn from the 
intestme. Uf;n!!. afJeraf!,e marijuana cOnJaininf, 1 percent THe, smokml!, 
rou/?hly one gram provides a minImal high, a condition also obtamahle 
by eating about three grams. Michael Stark! estimates that when pure, 
YHe is roughly three times more potent when smoked than when 
eaten. "Smoking about 6 mg, or eating about 15 mg, of THe will/eel 
like a minimal high to mOIl people; whereas smoking 30 mg or eating 
75 mg will tend to produce very intense effects, comparable to those 
from LSD." 

other vegerable maner. &jueeze doth tightly to prevent waste. Discard resi
due in cheesecloth Refrigerate mixture again until butter or margarine con
geals on top of liquid. (Active ingredients of marijuana are now dissolved in 
oil.) Carefully skim off congealed butter or margarine and discard liquid. 

This paste can be used in any recipe instead of butter or margarine. 
The active ingredients aren't weakened by being cooked again. It can also be 
packed into capsules or shaped into suppositories. 
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Hasheesh Candy.-Tru: ARABI .... "Gl7lfJB" or 

ENCIUNTME>n' coofcctionized.-A mOllt pleasurable and 
bannl ..... timulant. __ Curco NervollSn .... We&lm .... , Mel. 
ancholy, &e.. Inspire. all claMe~ with. new Jjfe and ener. 
gy. A complete mental and physical invigorator. Send 
for circolat. Beware of imil&liona. 2:1 cen~ and $1 per 
box- Imported only by the 

GUNJAH W ALLAH CO .• 4'1'6 Broadw.y. N. Y. 

Two quick, efficient recipies: 0) To a brownie or corn bread mix 
weighmg about 1 VZ pounds, add I cup of cleaned commercial grass that's 
been broken up by a blender and sauteed in butter or margarine for about 
fifteen minutes. Cut into nine or ten portions after baking as usual; take one 
or two at a rime. (2) Melt half a cube (VB pound) butter in a pan and in this 
saute a third to a half ounCe of moderately potent grass for about five to ten 
minutes over low heat (noc near any flames). Without allowing this to 
splatter, pour in eight ounces of vodka or rum rather swiftly and boil at a low 
temperarure for another one to five minutes (depending upon how much 
akohol you wish to evapxate). Strain the result, removing as much as 
possible of the juices into cups. Sweeten to taste with honey if desired; suf
ftciem for two to four people. 

A FREN:> WITH WEED 15 A FREJII> INDEED! 
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Of 185 samples said to be mcscaline, 17j<j( were as alleged. 7.60/( had no 
drug at aU, 6L6q: were LSD, I L47r were LSD + PCP, and there were three 
that were pcp and two others as well. 

A single sample of DMT was as alleged. 

Of 59 samples said to be MDA, 71.29( were as alleged, with the rest 
(28.81X) composed of 008, OOM, 2,S-DMA, PMA, pcp and LSD + PCP. 

A single sample said to be MMDA was found to be LSD. 

A single sample of ibol!,aine was as alleged. 

Of 33 samples said to be PCP, 84.9r;f were as alleged, Ill%- had no drug at 
all, 3% were marijuana. 

If marijuana products are excluded, just over 55 percent of so-called 
"psychedelics" tested out as claimed (501 out of 906 samples). More than 9 
percent contained no psychoactive substance at all; a full 34.5 percent were 
assayed as so~ entirely different mind-altering chemical. Although many 
of these samples may have been sent in for testing because there was already 
some question about their content, this rundown indicates a serious problem 
with the purity of black market psychedelics from that era. 

The early 1970s was the worst period of misrepresentation. Siva 
Sankar recorded findings that were even worse when better analytical equip
ment was used: 

Marshman and Gibbins tested 519 samples of street drugs for which the 
vendor's claimed composition was available. Of the samples alleged to be 
LSD, 44'* contained LSD with 2 or more contaminants, or even were 
mixtures of intermediate chemicals resulting from unsuccessful attempts to 

synthesize LSD. None of the drugs alleged to be mescaline contained mesca· 
line. Lundberg, Gupta and Montgomery analyzed several alleged street drugs, 
mostly from the California area. Of 96 samples sold as psikxybin, only 5 
contained psilocybin. The rest were either LSD or mixtures of LSD and phen
cyclidine. 

It's unfonunate that underground manufacturing and distribution of 
psychedelics developed this way. The purity of a complex chemical is diffi
cult to test, and doubts about the purity of an untested chemical can create 
paranoia, multiplied easily while in a psychedelic state. Furrhermore,an im· 
pure dose may well encourage fundamental misinterpretations by the novice 
as to the nature of the psychedelic experience. 

All the results I have ever seen indicated that "Sunshine" (as an 
example of a suspect psychedelic) was pure LSD-25. The Pharm01em listings 
above show virtually all the acid examined to have been pure, though the 
matter of contaminants may not have been examined very thoroughly. 
PharmChem found a quantitative average for acid during 1973 of 67.25 
meg.; during 1974. % mcg. It was mescaline and psilocybin that were gener
ally found to be misrepresented. This situation has since improved, but 
there is still good cause for being wary. 
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While most atrention has forused on purity to acmunt for the bummers 
experienced by many using black market acid, it should be noted that the 
psychedelic m?I~le~ are de.licate and should be handled genrly in transport. 
.Also. most OXidize fairly eaSIly and should be kept away from light, heat and 
water. 

Uu and Misuse 
The qu~tion of ~Je and miJuse has always been a difficult one in regard 

10 psychedelics, and It can never be answered satisfactorily because the 
experience depends so much upon circumstances, attitudes and the presence 
or absence of a titual. These points will be emphasized throughout this book: 
the traditions of shamanistic use, the "Gcxxl Friday experiment" and the 
~ork at Spring Gro~e Hospital will be given as examples for setting up good 
ranla.Is. If users think of the psychedelic experiences as sacramental, as a 
speCIal event to be prepared for, the results are bound to be better than if 
they're viewed as "recreational," as a way to stave off boredom 
.. Timothy Leary. goes to the heart of this matter in an essay entitled 
After the Sober, Senous, Safe and Sane 70s, Let Us Welcome the Return of 

1.5,?" He restates a controversy that raged among the pioneers of the psyche
delic age as to whether these substances should be reserved for use by only a 
few Or whether they were appropriate for "democratization even socializa
tion." In any .event, the choice was probably beyond the con~rol of the early 
users. SummlOg up what he sees as the results from "seven million Amer
icans" having used LSD, Leary concludes: 

Our current knowledge of the brain and current patrerns of LSD usage 
suggest that the Hux.ley.Heard-Barron elitist position was ethologicaHy 
correct and that the Gmsberg-Leary activism was naively democratic. Our 
error in 1%3 was to overestimate the effect of psychological set and environ. 
mental setting. We failed to understand the enormous genetic variation in 
human neurology .... 

LSD and psilocybin did seem to be' fool-proof inrelligence-increase (12) 
drugs because au,. experimentJ We1"e JO JucceJJ/uI! In thousands of ingestions 
we never had an eoouring 'bad trip" or a scandalous "freak-out." Sure, there 
were moments of terror and confusion aloft, but confident guidance and calm 
grouoo·control navigation routinely worked. Our mistake, and it was agrave 
one, was that we failed to understand the aristocratic, elire, virtuous self
confidence that pervaded our group .... 
. I.t was the Heisenberg Determinacy once again_ We produced wonderful, 
InSightful, funny, life-enhancing sessions because we were a highly selected 
group ~edicared. to the scientific method. We were tolerantly acceptant of 
ambIguity, ~e1atlvely secur~,. good-looking, irresistibly hopeful and romantic. 
So we fabncated the realities which we expecred to create. We made au,. 
JeJJ;om wonderful beC4Mfe we were wonderful and expected noth;nf, but 
wonder and merry d;lcovery/ 
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Psychedelic usage can be life---changing, particularly in terms of one's 
relationships with others. The spiritual insights achieved may make it diffi
cult to live in the same way one has in the past. Leary's guidance as to who is 
most likely CO gain from the experience is worth keeping in mind (it is put 
with his characteristic flamboyance): 

ACID IS NOT FOR EVERY BRAIN .. ONlYTI-IEHFALTHY,HAPPY, 
WHOLESOME, HANDSOME, HOPEFUL, HUMOROUS HIGH
VELOCIlY SHOULD SEEK TI-lESE EXPERIENCES. TI-lIS EUTlSM IS 
TOTALLY SELF-DETERMINED. UNIESS YOU ARE SELF-CONFIDENT 
SELF-DIREcrED, SELF-SELECfED, PLEASE ABSTAIN. ' 

Dealing with Difficulties 
Dr. Stanislav Grof provides a useful stan in evaluating the possibility 

and meaning of a turbulent experience with a psychedelic: 

The problem is the definition of a 'bummer." Difficult experiences can be 
the most productive if properly bandied and integrated. 

TIle best set and setting and quality of LSD cannot guarantee a "good" trip, 
if this means easy, pleasant, uncomplicated_ The problem is more manage
mem of the experience than the experience itself. We can increase the produc
tiveness of sessions. 

Although this book isn't designed as a session guide for tripping, it is 
appropriate here to provide some background on minimizing tight moments 
that may develop. The management of a session and the role of "guides" are 
treated in Masters and Houston's The Varieties of Psychedelic Experience, 
in Leary, Metzner and Alpert's The Psychedelic Experience and in Cohen 
and Alpert'S LSD. 

John Beresford, a psychiatrist who has had much experience with 
psychedelKs since the early 19605, outlines a basic strategy: 

Confrontation is precisely what should be avoided wben a person who has 
taken LSD shows signs of agitation or depression or in some other way is 
manifesting resistance to tbe nameal flow of the experience. What the person 
helping can do then is seatch for and suggest an image or idea which comple
ments the image or idea which acted as the springboard of resistance. The 
resistance is undone and the normal flow of the session can proceed. 

Art Kleps, with more than two decades of interest in psychedelics, 
makes many suggestions in his Boo Hoo Bible about the often crucial role 
pbyed by the gu;d" 

As long as there are romplaints about or fears of loss of egotheegois not lost, 
nor is it diminished in any simple way. You are not, in this situation, dealing 
with a six year old child, who can easily beput oHor led down the garden path. 
The ego at bay is a mobilized ego, alert to all danger, suspicious of your every 
move and word AlwaYJ assume that the [user I can "see right through you;' 
no matter how bizarre his behavior. Be honest. If you honestly think 
distraction is called for, then say so. For example, "Well, if questions like that 

Psychedelic "Tt/!,ht Spots" 
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are bothering ~u, why.nor look at some of these picrures mstead?" Don't pre
tend a .sud~~n Interest 10 somethmg you are not really interested in at all. As 
fo~ say 109, Try not to thmk about it" or something of the sort, well, try not to 

thmk .of a purple cow yourself and see how much luck you have .... 
Le~ s come nght out with it: unless you are enlightened, don't bothertrying 

to .gulde Ivo~y Sessions-sit by if requested to do so, bur make no pretense of 
bemg anythmg more than a servant, "ground control"' or whatever the hell 
Y?U want to call it. The fact of the matter is that fakery is impossible in this 
slruauon anyway; there are no standards; there is no third party, no precedents, 
no law. It all depends, and it depends on nothing constructible. Grrum. 
stances, and circumstances only_ 

Finall~, he~e is a list of some "do's" and "don't's" that Bonnie Golightly 
and I complied 10 OUt LSD-The Problem-Solv,ng Psychedelic: 

I) VJer iJ in control and C4n change directIOns. Under the influence of such 
substances, the: uset is ~ot simply adrift, a tourist cast off at the mercy of the 
elements and JO the gnp of forces that cannot be influenced. He or she is 
instead, yet in wotrol and am change directions. Because of the overwhelmin~ 
nature of what occurs, however, this may not be easy to remember. 

The user under the influe~e of a psychedelic can function normally and can 
also alter the eX~flenn:. TIllS should be fully grasped before taking this type 
~f druE:' ?nce Into a sesSlun, the user s.hould take time Out and practice 
n:versmg scnsanons. Water may taste bke wme lust by thinking it; a light 

?':'Ject can be made to feel heavy; or another's glistening tears can be turned 
mto a d.,!-eyed expression of joy. When sufficiently skilled, the user will be 
able to select hallucinations" at wilL 

2) Preparing for "take·off." For the initiate, some difficulty may be encoun
tered in "take-off," since the transition is comparable to a jet thrust. Care 
should therefore be taken to reduce rigidity and awkwardness. The best 
approach for entering "inner space" gently is made with the aid of a "fluid,'" 
not-too~highly strucrur~ selection of music and simple breathing exercises, 
or poSSIbly a massage, sJOce a tense, tight arritOOe may grow OUt of "waiting 
for something to happen .. ' 

3! "Golng wit~" nf!gatif';! .rtateJ. During the eight or ten hours of altered 
reality undet tbe mfl.uc?ce of most psychedelics, much that is shocking or dis
tasteful may ~Olr w.I~m the user, especially unpleasant fantasies of a physical 
nature. ~rdlac ~.JallSts as well as other doctors ofren direct: their heightened 
psychedelIC sensitIvity to their bodies and witness in sutgical detail the actions 
of Internal organs. These physical scrutinies also preoccupy the layperson. of 
cou.rse, an.d birth experiences-being born or glvmg binh-are within the 
0r.dmary line of psychedelic events. As mentioned previously, disorientation 
With regard to time may terrorize the most valiant. 

. Many fri~htening "hallucinations" are mainly subjective experiences with 
little ~IS In ~eryday f~a. If the user wants them to "go away," the best 
remedy IS to dISpense With the natural impulse to "fight them." "Going with 
them" or "giving one's self over" disperses the unwanted vision and the "screen" 
is cleared for something else. 
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Facing terrifying psychedelic events may call for courage and stamina 10 

early sessions. 

4) Boosting the experience. If resistance remains high, theexpeflcnce may 
become repetitious, leading up to a crucial point but without a breakthrough. 
The user vacillares-hot and cold, bade. and forth, endlessly affixed to the 
same treadmiU. He or she cannot make decisions, and has been through all 
this many times before. . 

In such instances, 'boosting" may be called for. An additional dosage IS 

usuaUy enoogh to "break the set" and move the user off his or her plateau. Dr. 
Duncan Blewen gives the rationale: 

One of the things we discovered IS that if you don't give a large enough 
dose of the drug, a person gets into a sort of interim position, with one 
foot in the camp of the usual frame of reference and the other in the 
camp of unhabimal perception. 1be user finds it impossible to make a 
break between these twO .... But if a large enough dose of the drug is 
used, so that the person is propelled rapidly out of the ok! context and 
cannot maintain the self-context as previously, then-rather than 
becoming more uncomfortable as you would think-he or she becomes 
much more comfortable and able to accept as valid this new and novel 
way of seeing the ,""odd. 

A reason for the occasional vortex-like recurrence of the same material 
seems to lie in the fan that the drug effects come in waves, and if the user is 
allowed to persist in one area too long, he or she may be caught in an undertow. 
The favored method for breaking through this "hang-up" is to change the 
subject matter rompletely-with the intention of returning to it later if .it 
seems worthwhile. If the rerurrent material is deliberately brought up agam 
after some time has passed, the subconscious will have had a chance to devise 
other approaches and the insight level will probably be more acute. A goOO 
technique in such instances, borrowed from hypnosis, is to suggest that in a 
specified length of time the user will rerurn to the problem and then be able to 
resolve it. 

S) Recognrzing physical symptom/. 'The development of physical symptoms 
(such as coldness, nausea, pressure on the spine, restlessness, tingling, rremors 
or ~a pain in the kidneys") is often the bcxly's way of evading psychedelic 
effeers. With peyote, and to a lesser extent with sacred mushrooms or 
morning glory seeds, these effects may be attributed to the drug, but with LSD 
and moSt other synthetics such symptoms are most frequently a sign of resis
tance. The guide should in such cases recognize these symptoms as an 
indication that the drug is about to take effect, and should reassure the user 
that these physical symptoms will soon pass. with "the psychedelic experierx:e'· 
caking their place. 

6) ReaainR, to verbal stimuli. Another evasion of the full psychedelic exper
ience may involve over-intellectualizing what happens and talking on and on 
throughout the session, Because language depends upon familiar ways of 
thinking, reliance on words keeps much that is non-verbal from developing 
and restricts the psychedelic experience. To carry on a lengthy conversation 
confines '·psychedelia" even further, since the user when questioned or spoken 
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to is somewhere "OJ( in orbit" and must then rome back and (ouch down before 
replying. For the average person, a period of verbalization may nut develup 
into a problem, but a rigidJy defensive person, on the other hand, may use 
words to avoid the experieoce, and as (ime passes may become increasingly 
desperate, or even aggressive, reacting with hostility towards the guide. A 
variety of menacing motivations may be imputed to the guide. In such a siru~ 
ation the guide should refuse these various "ploys," gently reminding the user 
what he or she is there for. 

7) Physical com/011. If (error grips the user continuously during the sessrin. 
physical comforting may lend the needed reassurance. But as pointed out 
previously, this is a delicate matter unless the guide is certain that the user will 
not misinterpret the gesture. Because attendant psychedelic distortions may 
seem too vile or alien to be shared, the user who has lodged in a crevasse can 
most successfully be brought alit, if other means have not been satisfactory, by 
the guide's taking him or her into the arms and soothing the frightened tripper. 

8) Counter-diversion. If "reversing" any disturbing "hallucinatory" material 
has not dispelled anxiety, counter-diversion should be attempted. The user 
should be encouraged to try some appropriate physical activity such as dancing, 
keeping rime to music, playing the piano or even gardening! Taking deep 
breaths and paying attention to the lungs as they expand and contract IS quite 
effective. Such diversionary efforts will in aU probability become the new 
focus of attention. 

9) Extra resources, The skilled guide always has extra resources up the 
sleeve or is capable of fast, imaginative thinking. One example, which can 
serve as a pattern for the latter, occurred when a user decided she was made of 
metal and was unable to move. "Oh, you're the friendly reO-x in that TV seriaL·' 
the guide remarked genially, and as the user was familiar with the program 
referred to, she immediately "recognized herself' and began moving gaily in a 
deliberate parody of an automaton's gyrations. 

Leary had an amusing and instructive episode to recount along these lines. 
An electronics engineer had taken psilocybin and was reacting with great 
anxiety, 

... his traveling companion was unable to calm him down, The psychol
ogist in charge happened to be in the bathroom. He called to his wife, 
who was drying the dishes in the kitchen: "Straighten him out, will you?" 
She dried her hands and went into the living room. The distressed 
engineer cried out: '·1 want my wife!" and she put her arms around him, 
murmuring: ··Your wife is a river, a river, a river!" "Ah!" he said mote 
quietly. ·'1 want my mother!" "Your mother is a flver, a river, a river!" 
"Ah, yes," sighed the engmeer, and gave up his fight, and drifted off 
happily, and the psychologist's wife went back to her dishes. 

10) Elim;nat;n[!, unpleaJant "halJucinations." Pinpointing the source of an 
unpleasant "hallucination" can eliminate it rapidly. One user, for instance. 
convinced that the house was on fire, said he could actually see his ··charred 
limbs" in the ruins. He was set straight when he was shown a burned-out 
candle in an ashtray, sriU smoking because the wax had been set afire by cigarette 
butts. Another person was able to deal with distasteful psychic material when 
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told that he was "merely a visitor pasSLn,g through a slum' and that "a better 
neighborhood would soon emerge_" 

11) "Game-playing." Crises do sometimes arise even in well planned 
sessions. If the user is unable to cope with them in a sober manner, the guide 
may suggest "game-playing." The user should be instnued to think of him
self or herself as a versatile actor who must portray a character in a serious 
role, stand aside and let the play begin. 

12) Gettin[!. home. If the user has insisted upon taking a stroll through 
heavy traffic, wants to drive a car or undertakes some other ill-advised pursuit, 
and if the guide has been outwitted or lost contact, the user should remind 
himself or herself that what is happening IS due to the psychedelic taken and 
that its effectS will, in time, wear off. Finding the way home is not an impossible 
feat, and the user should try to recall, step by step, how it was done the day 
before_ Since evaluating distance may be difficult, it is important to obey all 
traffic signals rigorously in crossing streets, taking a cue from the surge of the 
crowd. Any inclinations towards bizarre behavior should be rurhed, bearing 
in mind that the mission is simply to get home. 

If the user has been driving a car, upon realization of the situation it's im
portant to park as soon as possible, and take a cab, a bllS or proceed on foot 
Although the user may not believe it, most people will have no idea of his or 
her condition, either through their own preoccupations or the simple fact that 
it is not always easy to detect psychedelic drug behavior. 

In point of fact, "runaway" and out-of-control sessions are extremely 
unusual Once a psychedelic experience has been completed, the carry-over 
depends on where the stepping stones have been placed or if the desired 
bridge has been reached. Ideally, time should be allowed for relaxation In 

"normal reality" to let the subconscious integrate its new insights. This]s 
the time to put the "psychic house" in order, to spemlate about what has 
been tesolved and what remains to be resolved. 

Drawbacks to Psychedelic Usage 
Most users of psychedelics claim that the effects from these substances 

on their lives have been beneficial. Many, in faa, state that they have been 
influential in producing the most meaningful and positive experiences of 
their lives. On the other hand, a small number of people who have used 
psychedelics have had what they consider to be long-term negative ·eHefts. 

In the days when these drugs were taken with less awareness of [he 
psychedelic experience>s fX>tentials, there were undoubtedly drug abuse 
tragedies. Much of the bad press for psychedelic drugs originated from these 
occurrences. The illegal starus of LSD, psilocybin and MDA came about as a 
result of the dangers inherent in self-experimentation during the 1960s. 

A variety of psychedelic substances are now widely used throughout 
our society, even though it is usually illegal to buy, sell or even fX>ssess them. 
Although this author believes that their dangers have been vastly exagger
ated (and are much less than the dangers of akohoi), abuse of these substances 
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can and has occurred. Almost aU of this at present can be characterized as 
involving unintelligent use. 

. Because alt~ratio.ns in consciousness produced in psychedelic states can 
poss.lbly lead to ImpaIrment, care in choosing the circumstances, dosage, 
~ty of drugs, companionship and related matters should always be exer
aso: .. Th?ught.\ess and reckless use of these compounds is a violation of their 
positive, Indeed sacred, charaaeristics. 

The best J:>sychedelic experiences are life-changing and life-enhancing. 
Through~ut thiS book appear both a) enthusiastic statements in regard to 
rh~ benefits, and b) warnings where appropriate about dangers. Attention 
paid to. these matt~rs will help bring the time when psychedelics will be 
~~ w]d~ly ~ppreCiated in our society for their medical, therapeutic,creative, 
religiOUS, mSlghtful and relationship-enhancing capabilities. 
Future Directions 

In. the future, psychedelic users are mostly likely to be self-selected. 
They will ha~e an ?pponuniry to experiment with an array of comfX>unds 
that ca.n pr'o~lde Wide variations on the basic LSD experience. In an Omni 
~azlOe artIcle a~ut "Furure Drugs," Alexander Shulgin notes the impli
cations of synthes]zlng drug analogues of known psychedelics: 

. The time will come when we'll separate all our senses and capabilities-the 
VISual from the auditory, the tactile from the sense of smell as well as wit 
intellectual capability, creativity-and l be able J co enhance them with drugs: 

Being able tp .choose psychoactive compounds with more specific effects 
than ~I?' mescallI~ and psilocybin has already resulted in more subtle 
possib]lltIes, ~long wuh giant strides in our understanding of how alterations 
III ~ch?actlve molecular structures affect their duration, as well as empa
thetIC, v]sua.l.and mher qualities_ New psychedelic substances may have 
some surprISing effects. In the future, we may have psychedelics that go 
beyond LSD for power and interest. 

" Relate~ t~ these developments have been interest and experimentation 
10 the ~ynerglstlC effects derived from ingesting different psychedelics within 
a relatively close timespan. Use of MDMA to induce a relaxed mental set 
pc~c to fa.kin? LSD, or employment of DMT together with another psyche
delic, qua.hta~lvely a~ter the consequences that would ordinarily come about 
from taklOg ,USt a Single compound. Synergism-"'the simultaneous anion 
of sep~r~te .a~ncies which, together, have greater total effect than the sum 
of tru:1r IOd]vldual effects"-is a well recognized quality of drugs and seems 
espec1ally characteristic of psychedelics. L.M. Boyd, who writes a syndicated 
newspaper column about oddities called "Grab Bag;' once gave ananalogy in 
terms of food: 

. You don't get Out of beans what you get out of meat. You don't get out of 
flee what you get our of meat. But although the vegetable proteins are incom
plete separately, they>re complementary. So you do get OUt of beans and rice 
togerher what you get out of meat. Curious_ 
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Impressive breakthrou,ghs h~ve been mad,e recently in. mapping 
"receptor-sites" for chemICals entering the bram, In phot?grap~ln~ neural 
activity, and in improving analytical equipment. Evidence Isconflrmmg that 
several psychedelics are normally present in people's heads. H~rmaJa alka
loids appear in the pineal gland, possibly in greater con~entratlons among 
yogis (see Chapter Seven). D~T, di~cussed in Olap~r SIX,. has been located 
in the brain and in cerebrospinal flUId (see the Medtcal Tnbune, October 5, 
1977 for an early repon), 

Moreover it's now clear that many of the substances outlawed by drug 
legislation are a~rually important neurotransmitters .. ~h.uJgin, in.a 1977 talk 
in San Francisco, commented on the federal prohibitions against peyote 
which proscribe "every compound" of this plant: 

... if this were pushed into a point of legal absurdity, since d.opa~ine is a com
pound of the plant, and since it· sa mandarory neurotransmitter In our normal 
functions it would mean in a very humorous way we would possibly all be 
possesso;s and carriers of a &hedule I drug in our normaL healthy state, 

A related finding from other recent analyses is that opium-lik~ sub-
stances are concentrated about twenty times as strongly as normal 10 the 
milk of mammals. Because such compounds appear in letnlCe and many of 
the grasses that cows rommonly graze upon, some nursing babies must be 
starting life "getting stoned." 

Along with greater sophistication about the r:t~~y roles played by 
psychoactive compounds in people's lives and the POSSibility of ex~ur~ to a 
wider variety of psychedelics, users in the future will also be benefiClafies ~f 
recent techniques that (l) aim at realizing the "peaks~' of the psychedebc 
experience through nondrug means, and/or (2) are designed to enhance the 
productiveness of sessions. Bruce Eisner, writing about such contemporary 
research, sketched some examples: 

. . . we see such practices as Stan Grof placin~ a blindfold on th~ experiencer in 
a quiet room, putting on music and telling him or her togo With the flow,and 
Salvador RlXjuet who takes groups of twenty or more and bombards them 
with light, sound' and other means o~ sensory o~edoad John Lilly tells us that 
a sensory isolation tank is best, while Jean Millay woul~ t~e her ~ c~n
neeted to a biofeedback device. And then there is Jay HIppie, merg.lOg With 
the light on a secluded beach. 

Concepts and traditions from Eastern religions and shamanic Pfl?
cedures will continue to be assimilated into Western culture and they Will 
alter our sense of human potentialities. Dr. Stanislav Grof has illustrated 
this point by describing how he tried to fit his ob~rvations.fro.mLSDexper
iences into the Freudian outlook about psychologICal functlomng for several 
years. Eventually, he had to give this up, since this hardly.took into account 
··ancestral, raciaL evolutionary, past incarnation, precogOltJ,?n and telepathy, 
planetary and extra-planetary, and ti~ ~nd space travel phenom~na, as 
Michael Horowitz summed up Grofs findings, that regularly crop up In such 
sessIons. 
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Huxley described his eXfX"Ctarion about the major influence from 
psychedelics as essentially proclucing ··an everyday mysticism underlying and 
giving significance to everyday rationality, everyday tasks and duties, every
day hwnan relationships:· That, no doubt, is occurring now and will in the 
future. This is but one of the prominent ateas catalyzed by these drugs, 
however, and their eventual impact upon society involves much mare. 

That experiences caused by psychedelics have now become much more 
manageable is evidenced by the closing of ··psychedelic rescue services" and 
by a decline in users seeking help at hospitals. We can anticipate that future 
usage will make significant contributions to psychological and physical 
health, to creative innovation and to an understanding of some of the 
stranger aspects of human behavior. 

The fact is that, as the science fiction writer Norman Spiorad says, 
"psychochemistry [has] created States of consciousness that had never 
exirted before." Taking a psychedelic dramatically changes the traditional 
ootions of "free will." Spinrad's view is that "psycho-chemicals are a declar
ation of independence from the minds we were born with," and that hence 
"we will no longer be able to COUoton our 'naturally evolved· brain chemistry 
as a benchmark of sanity." 

Even though many psychedelic experiences do not have much reso
naoce, others have consequences all out of proportion,esperially when people 
apply the heightened sensitivity prompted by these substances todiscipli~s 
that they have pursued for years. Shulgin, again, provides a good example. 
He has described in a book entitled Mind DruRS how he has been able, under 
the influence of MDA-like compounds, to twist molerular arrangements 
around in his head, and thus could view them differently and from unusual 
angles. That ability has turned out to be unusually productive. A more dis
quieting example, to emphasize the ·'amorality·· of science, is that of a futurist 
associated with a think tank on the East Coast who spent much time during 
his first psychedelic session considering bombing patterns over China . 

As these examples suggest, the consequences from the experiences of 
psychedelic trips might come to have great significance. It should be empha
sized that even if all psychedelic substances were to be wiped off the face of 
the eanh, tremendous effects they have already catalyzed would nonetheless 
continue on by themselves. This aspen of psychedelic consequences was 
perhaps most dearly stated when a physician remarked to a medical gather
ing that although he hadn·t actually ever taken a psychedelic, LSD had 
"changed my life completely." 

The future impact of psychedelics will be the sum of changes proouced 
in millions of individual sessions. Most will be coosldered beneficial by their 
users, a very small number will not. May it be, as Alan Watts hoped, that by 
the end of this century we will have accepted the opportunities offered and 
be "swimming in the ocean of relativity as joyously as dolphins in the water." 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The LSD Family 
(the archetype) 

April 19, 1943: Preparation 0/ an 0.05% aqueous folu/ion of 
d-/yserg;c acid diethylamide tartrate. 

4:20 P.M.: 0.05 cc (0.25 mg LSD) [250 micrograms] in!!,ested 
MaOy. The solution is tasteless. 

4:50 P.M.: no trace of any eflea. 

5:00 P.M.: slight dizzines.r, unrest, difficulty in concentrlJtion, 
visual disturbances, marked desire to laugh 

-Alben Hofmann 

HISTORY 

Of all substances that excite the visionary powers of the mind, LSD is 
the most potent. It belongs to a class of substaoces that can be divided into 
[W(} groups, One group occurs naturally, in the fungus ergot and in members 
of the wO<Xl.rose and morning glory families. The other group is produced 
semi-synthetically, the most important member being LSD. Both groups 
exhibit a four-ring crystalline chemical structure. Unlike most of the psycho
active molecules dealt with in this book, which are called amines, these LSD
type compounds are all amides. 

In a curious circle of roincidence, knowledge about the psychoactivity 
of the natural group came along only after the synthesis of LSD by Dr. Albert 
Hofmann He wrote the lab notes quoted at the beginning of this section. 
Unlike most chemists. who even today work mainly with synthetics, Hof
mann was drawn toward study of natural substances at the end of the 1920s. 
Under the supervision of Dr. Arthur Stoll, who isolated the first ergot alka
loid in a pure chemical form, Hofmann later synthesized a number of ergO[ 
analogues (dosely related compounds) at Sandoz Pharmaceuticals in Bascl, 
Switzerland. 

The First LSD Experiences 
Hofmann's laboratory syntheses of ergot analogues resulted in the 

construction of many new lysergic acid derivatives. Several turned out to be 
useful in medicine---especially in obstetrics, geriatrics and the treatment of 
migraine headaches. The twenty-fifth compound in the series his team 
produced-lab coded lSD-25-was expected on the basis of its molecular 

35 
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Dr. Albert Hofmann, diJC01xrer of LSD (photo taken in 198]). 

structure ro be a circulatory and respiratory stimulant. Tested on 
experimental animals in 1938, it made them restless and caused them to 

display strong "uterine-constricting" effeas. These results were not of suf· 
ficient interest to the Sandoz staff; further testing ceased. 

In the spring of 1943, Hofmann received "a peruliar presentiment:" 
He felt that LSD-25 might possess properties other than those observed 10 

Sandoz' initial investigation. He therefore set about resynthesizing this 
substance, intending to resubmit it to Sandoz' pharmacological depan~en.t 
for further examination. That was "in a way unalmmon," he wrote In hiS 

Fint Observatiom of LSD's Effects 37 

autobiography, "for experimental substances were as a rule definitely stricken 
from the research program, if they were once found uninteresting from the 
pharmacological aspect." 

In the course of recrystallizing "only a few centigrams" (hundredths of 
a gram) for analysis, a strange thing happened to Dr. Hofmann. 

1 suddenly became strangely inebriated. The external world became changed 
as in a dream. Objects appeared to gain in relief; they assumed unusual 
dimensions; and colors became more glowing. Even self·perception and the 
sense of time were changed. When the eyes were closed, there surged upon 
me an uninterruprecl stream of fantastic images of extraordinary plasticity 
and vividness and accompanied by an intense, kaleidoscope-like play of colors. 
After about two hours, the not unpleasant inebriation, which had been 
experienced whilst I was fully conscious, disappeared. 

Hofmann's was the first human experience of LSD, an accident that 
would never have occurred under careful laboratory conditions. "It was 
possible that a drop had fallen on my fingers and had been absorbed by the 
skin." One drop. 

TIle most powerful psychedelic agent known at that time was mescaline. 
To receive a psychedelic effect, the average human body has to absorb a third 
of a gram or more of mescaline. However, LSD is about fOUf thousand times 
as strong as mescaline. A drop on his skin was enough-perhaps 20-50 
micrograms (millionths of a gram, abbreviated. mcg.)-to give Hofmann a 
light trip lasting noticeably for two hours. If LSD were only a thousand 
times as strong as mescaline, Hofmann would probably not have felt its 
mental effects. 

But he did notice. Three days later he resolved to apply methodical 
analysis to his accidental discovery. 

A cautious man, Hofmann started by ingesting a quarter of a milligram 
(250 mcg.), intending to increase the dosage as necessary to complete a full 
description of the effects of the drug. That at least was his intention. 

Forty minutes after administration of the conservative first dose, less 
than fifty words along in his efforts to record observations, came a far 
more powerful reaction: the first intentional human experience of LSD. 
Hofmann was unable to continue his description in the lab notebook as ··the 
last words could only be written with great difficulty": 

I asked my laboratory assistant to accompany me home as I believed that 
my condition would be a repetition of the disturbance of the previous Friday. 
While we were still cycling home, however, it became clear that the 
symptoms were much stronger than the first cime. I had greac difficulty in 
speaking coherencly, my field of vision swayed before me, and objects 
appeared distorted like the images in curved mirrors. I had the impressionof 
being unable to move from the spot, although my assistant mid me afterwards 
that we had cycled at a good pace. 

Expecting anmher short, "not unpleasant inebriation," Hofmann found 
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the extremely small quantity he had ingested "to be a substantial overdose," 
causing a profound disruption of ordinary perception. 

The faces of those present appeared like grotesque colored masks; strong 
agitation alternating with paresis; the head, body and extremiti~ sometimes 
cold and numb; a metallic taste on the tongue; throat dry and shriveled; a feel
ing of suffocation; confusion alternating with a clear appreciation of the 
situation. 

I lost all control of time; space and time became more and more disorgan
ized and I was overcome with fears that I was going crazy. The worst part of it 
was that I was clearly aware of my condition though I was incapable of 
stopping it. Occasionally I felt as being outside my body. I thought I had died. 
My "Ego" was suspended somewhere in space and I saw my body lying dead 
on the sofa. I observed and registered clearly that my "alter ego" was moving 
around the room, moaning. 

A doctor arrived after Hofmann reached "the height of the crisis" and 
found a somewhat weak pulse but normal cirrulation. Six hours after he 
began the test of d-lysergic acid diethylamide tartrate for memal effeccs, 
Hofmann's condition "improved definitely," though 

the perceptual distortioru were still present. Everything seemed to undulate 
and their proportioru were distorted like the reflections o~ a choppy water 
surface. Everything was changing with unpleasant, predomlOantly poIsonous 
green and blue color tones. With dosed eyes multihued, metamorphosizing 
fantastic images overwhelmed me. Especially noteworthy was the faa that 
sounds were traruposed into visual seruations so tha~ fr~m every tone or 
noise a comparable colored picture was evoked, changlOg LO form and color 
kaleidoscopically. 

Fearing he had poisoned himself with a substance he himself had made, 
Hofmann was particularly concerned that he hadn't ma~e a proper "I.eave
taking" from his wife and family, who h~d tr~~led earlier th~t mOfOIng to 
nearby Lucerne. After a night of frightemng VISIOns, he felt reheved the next 
morning aoo curiously rejuvenated. 

What I found further surprising about LSD was its ability to prodoce such a 
far-reaching, powerful, inebriated condition without leaving a hangover. 
Completely to the contrary, on the day after the LSD experiment I felt myself 
to be in excellent physical and mental rondition . 

A sensation of well-being and renewed ]ife flowed through me. Breakfasl 
tasted delicious and was an extraordinary pleasure. When I later walked OUI 

into the garden, in which the sun shown now after a spring rain, everything 
glistened and sparkled in a fresh light. The world was as if newly.created AU 
my senses vibrated in a rundition of highest seruitivit~ th.a~ persIsted for the 
entire day .... It also appeared to me t'? ~ of.great slgniflc~oce that I could 
remember the experience of LSD inebnatlon 10 every detaIl. 

Early Distribution 0/ LSD 
With this eye-opening, frightening experience, Hofma~n entered a 

W s but lon£ familiar to mbal users of 
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sacred. mind-altering plants. LSD was something genuinely new in two 
important ways. First was the extreme potency of thIS rompound-which 
fpes out at 100,000-300,000 substantial doses to the ounce. Second, LSD 
was the first psychedelic that does not occur in nature. Mescaline had been 
synthesized after analysis of peyote, but it was the same drug as in the plant. 
LSD never existed before Dr. Hofmann synthesized it. 

When his superior, Arthur Stoll, read the report, he telephoned 
immediately to ask, "Are you certain that you have made no mistake in the 
weighing? Is the stated dose really correct?" Professor Ernst Rothlin, 
director of the pharmacology department at Sandoz, and tWO of his 
colleagues then repeated the experiment using only a third of what 
Hofmann had tried. Even with this reduction, the effects were "extremely 
impressive and fantastic." As Hofmann has put it since, "All doubts in the 
statements of my report were eliminated." 

Subsequent studies were carried out by Werner Stoll, the son of Arthur 
Sroll, involving fony-nine administrations to twenty-two people at the 
University of Zurich. In 1947, he published the first article on LSD's mental 
effects in the pages of the SwiJf ArchiVe! of Neurology. This was followed 
in 1949 by his second communique on LSD to this journal, entitled "A New 
Hallucinatory Agent, Active in Very Small Amounts." Two further srudies 
on clinical experiences with LSD were issued that same year. 

Six years after Hofmann's discovery, LSD made its way to the United 
Stares. It was taken to Los Angeles by Nicholas Bercel, a psychiatrist now 
specializing in the electroencephalograph (EEG), who had been handed 
some casually by Werner Stoll with a request that he try it. LSD was 
requested and received through the mail at Boston's Psychopathic Hospital, 
where it was first given to Dr. Robert Hyde, the Assistant Director. After 
swallowing 100 mcg., he became paranoiac butdaimed that there was noeffea 
and that the hospital had been cheated. He even insisted on making his 
hospital rounds. An associate commenting later said, "That was nor Dr. 
Hyde's normal behavior; he is a very pleasant man." 

The psychiatrists A.K. Busch and w.e Johnson also sent for LSD, 
looking for "a good delirient" for use in therapy. They thought LSD "might 
shake up things," as Busch later remarked. By August 1950, they were dis
CUssing the drug's role as a possible aid in psychotherapy in an American 
journaL Diseases of the Nervous System: 

We believe that LS.D.-25 is a drug which induces a rontrollable toxic stare 
within the nervous system, that reactivates anxiety and fear with apparently 
just eoough euphoria to permit recall of the provoking experiences. It does 
this without the sluggishness Of speech difficulties so frequently encountered 
during 1.S. T. [Insulin Shock Therapy J and following E.c.T. [Electro
convulsive Therapy]' 

On the basis of the preliminary investigation, L.S.D -25 may offer a means 
for mure readily gaining access to the chronically withdrawn patients. It may 
also serve as a tool for shortening psychotherapy. We hope further investi
gation justifies our present impression. 
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The history of LSD until 1%6, when curbs were placed upon further 
experimentatIon, can be seen in microcosm i.n Dr. Hofmann's. first two 
expenences of the drug: initially there was keen mterest and optimIsm; as the 
power of LSD came to be understood, there was panic. On the basis of 
Hofmann's light first experience, Sandoz hoped that it might be marketed 
generally, like barbiturates and tranquilizers. Sandoz thus distributed LSD at 
cost to many investigators, trying to find a standard use for it. 

Sandoz was understandably nervoUS about some of the wilder aspects 
of Hofmann's second trip, such as the "out of the I:xxly" experience, not to 

mention other aspects which Hofmann has since described as deeply 
rellgLous. Nevertheless, the people at Sandoz saw a potential for the drug as 
a "psychotomimetic" or "schizogen." In the literature distributed with LSD, 
Sandoz recommended it as an agent for producing a "model schizophrenia" 
that could be used by psychiatrists and psychologists to explore their 
patients' states of mind. Sandoz urged that this new substance be tried in only 
minimal amounts. The earliest sru(Hes used miniscule dosages of 20-50 mcgs. 

Thanks to the successes of Freudian and Jungian psychology aoo to 
discoveries about m<XXl alteration, researchers in many fields were rx>ised ro 
make a frontal assault on the disordered mind and regarded LSD as very 
promising. On the basiS of an analogy with malaria and yellow fever, it was 
thought that duplicating psychosis or schizophrenia using LSD for an eight
or ten-hour period might well prodoce insights leading to an evenrual cure. 

Little of this work panned Out as hoped, since there are significant 
differences between the LSD state and the various psychoses, in which 
hallucinations, for instance, are usually auditory rather than visual. The 
analogy was wrong, but it launched LSD into a new decade. 

A Decade of GinicaJ Use 
At the start of the 1950s there were only handfuls of papers discussing 

LSD; by the end of that decade more than five hundred had appeared. This 
output is a gcxx:l measure of how fascinated psychotherapists were with the 
many possibilities LSD opened up. Recently it has come to light that much 
of this work was encouraged and supported by the CIA and later by Army, 
Air Force and Navy intelligence. In effect, these agencies triggered an 
explosion of interest in and use of LSD during the 1960s. In the meantime, 
more and more research scientists entered this new field, fascinared by its 
possibilities. 

In 1953, Dr. Ronald Sandison established the first LSD clinic open to 

the public at a small mental hospital in England. Before long, additional 
centers sprang up in Germany, Italy, France, Holland, Czechoslovakia, 
several Scandinavian countries, Canada and the U.S. Nearly all used low 
dosages in a variety of therapeutic approaches. Slowly they changed the 
image of this "psychosis-mimicking" drug. 

Samples of LSD along with a batch of Sandoz tranquilizers scheduled 
for study were sent in 1954 to the Psychiatric Research Institute in Prague, 
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Czechoslovakia. The package was opened by a medical soodent, Stanislav 
Grof, who was intrigued by the informational leaflet's description of LSD as 
an agent capable of producing a temporary "mo.:iel psychosis." Grof tried the 
LSD in conjunction with a strong flashing light. 

We were doing all kinds of experiments. My preceptor, who gave me LSD, 
was interested in the EEG among other things, and also in something that's 
called "driving the brainwaves"-which you can do either using a stroooscopic 
light or an acoustic input. And then you study wherl"ler the mrresponding 
brainwaves would pick up the frequencies that you are feedin,/!: inm the 
system . 

So when I was "'peaking" on LSD, a nurse would come and say, ·"It"s EE.G 
time." She would take me to this little ~ll. I would lie down and she would 
take my regular EEG tracing. 

And then came the time to "drive my brainwaves." And so she brought 
the strobe light which we were using, asked me to close my eyes, put the thing 
above my head-and oorned it on. 

And this incredible blast of white light came. And the next thing that I 
knew was that my consciousness was leaving my lxxly. Then I lost the clinic. 
Then I lost Prague. Then I lost the planet. Then I had a feelingofexisring in a 
totally disemlxxlied stale and literally becoming the universe---experiencing 
it. There was 'big bang,"' there were sort of "white holes," "black holes."' 

While this was happening, the nurse very carefully was following the 
irutructioru-and started at aoout three cycles, took it up to sixty and back and 
forth, and put it Gleefully in the middle of the "alpha" range, and then the 
"theta" range and "delta" range, and then ended the experiment. 

And then I somehow found my lxxly again-and ended up very imp"esJed. 
So what I did, I joined a group of people who had access to psychedelic 
substances. 

Dr. Grof went on to manage LSD observations on human subjects at 
the Psychiatric Research Instioote in Prague and later did similar work at 
Spring Grove Mental Hospital near Baltimore. Evenooally observing more 
than 3,500 sessions, he introduced views about the LSD experience quite 
different from those appearing in the early literature. On the basis of his 
research, he came to believe that psychiatric concepts were inadequate, and 
he saw the LSD-induced "psychoromimetic" reaction as potentiaUy healing
when, for example, a disruptive experience was allowed to continue to 

resolution. 
In Los Angeles, Or. Nicholas Ben:el was active in "psychophysiological 

investigations," publishing articles about LSD in scientific journals and 
introducing this drug to research and medical scientists. 

In 1954, Dr. Oscar Janiger, who had been interested in LSD since 
reading Stoll's first account, was given a chance to try the drug at a mountain 
retreat: "From that moment on my mind didn't stop for one minute.'" He 
wrote Sandoz requesting LSD for a "naturalistic soody" and received a 
"materials grant"' (an ample supply). 

Janiger set about his study in 1955. His third subject was an artist who 
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claimed the experience was the equivalent of "fOUf years in art sch{X)]" and 
entreated Janiger to give j[ to other artists. Janiger wasn't expening this 
development, but he evenrually gave in and starred a subproje<.t in which one 
hundred artists drew a Kachina doll before, during and after LSD ingestion. 
By the end of his investigations in 1962,Jamger had given several thousand 
administrations of I.sD to 875 individuals, many from the creative com
munity in Los Angeles, as well as "plumbers, carpenters, and hOll5eWIVeS

whatever that means-and people from diff(.'n:nt educational and ethnic 
b-dckgrounds." 

Another imponam figure during the 19505 was the emgmatic, flam
boyant AI Hubbard, who bought 4,000 vials of Sandoz LSD and became an 
early 'Johnny Appleseed," repeating a circuit across Canada, down the West 
Coast to L.A. and back. He gave LSD to many luminaries, including Aldous 
Huxley and Gerald Heard, and helped establish a long-running LSD clinic in 
Vancouver, B.C While most LSD investigators at this time were very 
cautious, Hubbard saw value in using what were thought to be "massive 
doses," a practice that became common during the 1960s. 

Toward the end of the 1950s, Dr. Sidney Cohen, a psychiatrist 
affiliated with the Veterans Hospital at UCLA, pnx:ured large supplies of 
this novel drug. He became interested when he heard that this substance 
was a "superior delirient." Afterself.-experiinentation, he told his colleagues 
that although LSD was not a "true delirient," it was worth intensive study. 
An account of Cohen's first trip can be found in his The Beyond Within (p. 
106), which he wrote but attributed to an anonymous doctor. 

As Jani,ger recalls, it was from Cohen's group that S(.X"ial (non-expen
mental) use of 15D rni,ghr conceivably have arisen in the Umred States: 

These people had first taken it experimemally, because that was the unly 
way it was given at all. Then it was just a shorr step for people whohad taken 
it to say, "Let's try it [again]" and to make up some circumstance which would 
justify it. At the beginning, nobody would dare say, "'Let's just take it."" . 

So in somebo;1y's home there would be six or eight people, and they would 
take the drug. I was at one or two of those, and Huxley woold be there, and 
Heard, and you would meet this strata of people. It was here that you met 
those people who were a mixture of the investigators, plus those people who 
were some of their subjects-who had shown a spa:ial affiniry toward or 
interest in the drug. 

Other distribution routes to the general population were developing. 
From about 1957, a leak sprang up at Sandoz' Hanover, New Jersey plant. 
O1ester Anderson, author of The Butterfly Kid and several other books 
about this perioo, says that large amounts of LSD and psilocybin with the 
Sandoz label were being conveyed into 'beatnik" Greenwich Village and 
being taken by musicians, theater people and many others living Bohemian 
lifestyles. 

A fair amount of peyote had also become available as interest in 
psychedelics spread. Many people had read Aldous Huxley's Doors of 

Dr. Stanislav Grot, who received LSD 
in 1954 and subsequently observed 
more than 3,5{)() feffions. 

Dr. Oscar Janif.!.er, who supervised 
thousand admmistrations of 

. LSD to 875 people. 

AI Hubbard, left, an evangelical 
distributor of LSD dUrinf? the 1950s, 
encouraged use of larf?e doses. 
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Perception, in which he describes mystical feelings evoked by mescaline 
sulfate, and R. Gledan Wasson's Ufe magazine acoounr of the discovery of 
"sacred mushrooms" and their ceremonial use in Mexiro. The newcomers 
attracted to LSD were not looking for a psychotic-type experience, nor were 
they interested in basic research. However, they also weren't taking it JUSt 

for fun or to get high. The drug had acquired a mystical aura. Although it 
was used less solemnly and with less forethought than before, its use incor
porated overtones of spiritual or artistic value. Many were using it to 
enhance creative behavior. 

In Palo Alto, California, LSD was being studied both at the Veterans 
Administration Hospital and at Stanford University. At Stanford, the 
anthropologist Gregory Bateson-who had been introduced to LSD by Dr. 
Harold Abramson, one of LSD's pioneers-arranged in 1959 for the poet 
Allen Ginsberg to take it as pact of a research program thac was secretly 
sponsored by the military. The rXlVelist Ken Kesey also received LSD in 
Palo Alto, using his experiences as the basis for his One Flew Over Ihe 
CUCkOO'f Nefl. Kesey's further adventures with LSD are celebrated in Tom 
Wolfe's The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Tefl. From Palo Alto LSD began 
seeping into San Francisco. 

Abbie Hoffman, whQjie first LSD was supplied by the Army, relates 
how interest in the drug burgeoned along the West Coast toward the end of 
the 1950's: 

Aldous Huxley had told me about LSD back in 1957. Andltriedrogetit in 
1959. I stood in line in a clinic in San Francisco, after Herb Caen had run an 
announcement in his column in the Chronicle that if anybody wanted to take a 
new experimental drug called LSD-25, he would be paid 1150 for his effon. 
Jesus, that emptied Berkeley! I gm up about six in the morning. but I was 
aoout 1.500 in line ... so I didn't gee it until 1965. 

With the closing of the decade of clinical use came perhaps the most 
important discovery since Dr. Hofmann first synthesized LSD. Late in the 
summer of 1959, Hofmann received a parcel of seeds from a researcher he 
had made contact with while investigating the sacred Mexican fungi. The 
seeds were of what was then called Rivea corymbofa, otherwise known as 
ololiuqui, a Mexican morning glory. In the summer of 1<)60, Hofmann 
isolated the active principles and identified them chemically. They were 
ergot alkaloids. "From the phytochemical point of view," commented Hof
mann when disclosing these results, "this finding was unexpected and of 
partirular interest, because lysergic acid alkaloids, which had hitherto been 
found only in lower fungi in the genus C/avicepf, were now, for the first 
time, indicated for the higher plants, in the phanerogamic family Convol
vulaceae." First synthesized in a laooratory, LSD was now found to have a 
counterpart in nature. 

, Jtfi/it4ry and CIA Inlerert 

Turbina (formerl)1 cul1ridered 
Rivea) corymbosa. a Mexican 
morninf!. plory found to contain 
~yrergic acid amider. 

if. Decade and a Half of Covert Use 
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The CIA became aware of LSD 10 the very early 195Qi. That 
l/lOO,OOOths of an ounce could derange an individual for eight to ten hours 
was a I?atter of ~reat concern to people there. They sought to find out more 
about Its potential than could be gleaned from a few journal articles. They 
wanted to know how it could be used as a weapon, and whether it would 
work as a truth serum learning about "psychotomimetics" such as LSD 
became still more importam co the CIA in 1951 when military intelligence 
reported, erroneously, that Sandoz had sent fifty million doses to the Soviets. 

In 1953, a military operative in Switzerland indicated that Sandoz 
wanted to sell 10 kilograms-22 pounds,oraOOut l00million doses-on the 
open market. A secret coordinating committee that included CIA and 
Pe~tagon officials recommended unanimously that the CIA should buy it all 
for JUSt o~er a quarter million doUars in order to keep it "out of the hands of 
the RUSSians or other possible buyers." CIA chief Allen Dulles approved, 
and soon two Agency representatives were sent to Sandoz to negotiate. 
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As it rurned out, their informant had mistaken a milligram for a kilo
gram, miscalculating by a factor of a million. The president of Sandoz told 
the visitors that all production until then amounted fa less than 40 grams
under 1 Y2 ounces, The ergot used by Sandoz as a starting material had taken 
many years to find As a result, it seemed likely that the world supply of LSD 
would always remain small. 

Nonetheless the Swiss company indicated a willingness to step up its 
efforts and produce as much LSD as the CIA wished. Ie further agreed to 
keep the CIA informed about all future production as well as requests for 
purchases commg in from other parts of the world. 

The CIA established a research team in the o,emical Division of its 
Technical Services staff. Richard Helms, then heading ClandestineServlCes, 
recommended the project in eacly April, 1953; a week and a half later
almost exactly a decade after Hofmann's first trip-Allen Dulles approved, 
The project was dubbed ''MKULTRA'' (superseding 'Project ARTIGlOKE," 
mentioned in the Psilocybian Mushrooms chapter) and given an initial 
budget of $300,000, The goal'. "to investigate whether and how it was 
possible to modify an individual's behavior by covert means." Heading the 
group of about half a dozen was a protege of Helms, Dr. Sidney Gottlieb, 
who was authorized to draw on the Agency's account. 

This group was interested in determining the effects of LSD and other 
drugs in diverse situations. Unlike Sandoz, which was seeking therapeutic 
applications, the CIA was providing grants through front organizations [0 

encourage any research. Gottlieb and his associates soon became sponsors of 
LSD srudies conducted at a number of prestigious institU[ions: Boston 
Psychopathic Hospital, Mount Sinai Hospital and Columbia University, the 
Addiction Research Center of the National Institute of Mental Health, the 
University of Oklahoma and the University of Rochester. "Suddenly there 
was a huge new market for grants in academica," wrote John Marks in his The 
Search for the ''NJam;hurian Candidate," currently the best description of 
these activities. Academics collaborating with the OA in LSD investigations
some wittingly, many unwittingly-issued a multitude of articles in the 
scientific literature. These reports hardly reveal what a few of the "witting" 
were trying to find out for the ClA. 

An outstanding example is Dr. Harold Abramson, a New York 
immunologist who apparently delighted in administering the drug to 

intellectuals-Qfle instance being Frank Fremont-Smith, who later chaired 
one of the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation conferences that brought [Ogether 
early LSD researchers. Abramson wrote prominently about LSD in sci
entific publications, mainly about such things as the effect of the drug on 
Siamese fighting fish (they float at an angle with their noses nearly out of the 
water, and their color darkens) and the use of low dosages in aiding psycho
therapeutic "transference," It wasn't publicly known until the late 1970s 
that the CIA furnished him with $85,000 in 1953 to provide-as Gottlieb 
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put ir-"operationally pertinent materials along the following lines: a. Dis
turbance of Memory; b. Discrediting by Aberrant Behavior; c. Alteration of 
Sex Patterns; d Eliciting of Information; e. Suggestibility; f. Creation of 
Dependence." Abramson kept in touch with many who had begun to 
investigate clinical uses of LSD, reporting his findings and theirs to the CIA. 

Gottlieb hired Abramson and others and funded academics as a rela
tively inexpensive way to acquire a broad range of information about 
LSD and similar substances when used in more or less ordinary settings. 
The CIA also wanted information on how LSD could be used for its own 
special ends, information (hat professors were hardly likely to provide. Only 
a month after its establishment, the Gottlieb group set up a safehouse in 
Greenwich Village where people could be observed after they had been 
given the drug without "informed awareness." The person in charge was 
George White, a New York narrotics agent who had carried out experiments 
wi[h Cannabis derivatives in search of a truth serum for the OSS (a fore· 
runner of the CIA). The CIA paid the rent and provided White with money 
ro hire prostitutes. Their job was to see whether individuals could be led 
under the influence of LSD to disclose closely-held secrets. 

Desiring control of LSD as a policy objective, the CIA was worried 
about its dependency on a foreign supplier. In 1953, the Gottlieb group 
merefore approached Eli Lilly & Co., which had already been working on a 
process for fully synthesizing LSD. The next year Lilly's chemises made a 
breakthrough, manufacturing small amounts of LSD from chemicals rather 
man ergot. An Agency memo to Allen DuIres proclaimed that the govern
ment could now buy LSD in "tonnage quantities." 

Each member of (he Gottlieb group took LSD several times and even 
dosed each other during the summer of 1953. Scarcely half a year after the 
establishment of MKUL TRA came an unexpected blow that threatened to 
end all the goings-on. One of their university sources had told Gottlieb's 
group that LSD might be dangerous in some cases, mentioning a Swiss 
doctor who had become depressed after she took the drug and who was 
rumored to have committed suicide. Gottlieb had furthermore been warned 
twice by his superiors not to tum on outsiders. He was to see first·hand how 

,',' trawnatic uninformed administration could be, 
The Technical Services branch of the CIA, which funded the Gottlieb 

group, was also paying $200,000 a year to scientists with the Army Chemical 
Corps at Fan Detrick for investigations relating to chemical warfare. In 
November 1953, Gottlieb's staff gathered with their Army associates for a 
three-day brainstorming retreat at an isolated lodge in the Maryland woods. 
During the second evening Gottlieb passed around a glass of Cointreau 
which-unknown to the others-he had spiked with LSD. All but two tried 
the Cointreau. Among (hose who partook from Gottlieb's glass was Dr. 
Frank Olson, a specialist in airborne delivery of chemical weapons, who 
came to believe that he had revealed important secrets during his subsequent 
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LSD trip. He became depressed and was sent, accompanied by Gottlieb's 
assistant, to see Dr. Harold Abramson_ Reluctantly, Olson agreed to emer a 
mental hospital. The night before commitment, he died after crashing 
through a window on the tenth floor of the New York Statler-Hilton Hotel. 

Any CIA involvement with LSD was quickly covered up, only coming 
co light in 1976 -twenty-one years later-as a result of the Rockefeller 
Commission's review of illegal CIA domestic activities. In 1977, Olson's 
family was invited to the White House for an apology, and Congress passed 
a bill to pay Mrs. Olson and her three children 5750,000 in compensation_ 

Gottlieb was reprimanded by his superiors. For a short while his 
supply of LSD was taken from him. CIA oU[IX'sts in Manila and Atsugi, 
Japan were told not to use the LSD that had been shipped to them. 

Richard Helms persisted in advocating that the "dirty tricks" branch of 
the CIA continue to experiment with LSD, and soon Gottlieb resumed dis
tributing the drug. George White, promoted to Regional Narcotics Chief, 
moved his safehouse operation to San Francisco twO years later, where he 
continued dosing people until 1966. 

Military intelligence in each branch of the armed services also heard 
about LSD, and they were fascinated.. By the mid-1950s, they too were 
funding LSD studies. This secret CIA and military involvement is carefully 
documented by John Marks (1979). The O1emical Warfare Service at the 
Army's Edgewcxxi Arsenal stockpiled enonnous quantities of LSD and other 
psychoaaive compounds, synthesizing known psychedelics like LSD and 
others that may still be unknown to the outside world. For example, MDM 
(see Chapter Five), which has only recently been recognized as a psychedelic 
agent, is identical to Edgewcxxi's "EA [Experimental Agentl-1475." 

Army spokesmen began talking publicly about large-scale use of LSD 
in war. In contrast to the emphasis on individualized administration favored 
by the CIA, Army officials were showing Congressmen and the press films 
of soldiers who were unable to march in formation after being dosed with 
LSD in their morning coffee. LSD was advocated as a way to conduct 
'bumane warfare" against an enemy. Dr. Albert Hofmann later revealed 
that the Army was contaaing him "every two years or so" to request Sandoz' 
aaive participation in its effofts. The requests were denied. 

The Army engaged in covert "field operations" overseas. A notorious 
example is the fOrrure of James Thornwell, a black American soldier in 
France, who was suspeaed of having stolen classified documents in 1%1. 
We will probably never know the full story on at least nine others, referred 
to as "foreign nationals," who were subjected to the Army's LSD interrogation 
project, "Operation THIRD CHANCE." 

Thornwell, then twenty-two, was first eXJX>Sed to extreme stress, 
which included beatings, solitary confinement, denial of water, food and 
sanitary facilities and steady verbal abuse. After six weeks, he was given 
LSD without his knowledge. The interro,l!;ators threatened ··to extend [his l, 
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shattered I state indefinitely"· according to an Army dommt:nt duJ.l up later, 
"eYen to a permanent condition of insanity.·· In the late J 970s, Thornwell 
sued the U.S. goverrunent for $10 milhon; the U.S. House of Represf.'nta
rives approved a compromise settlement of 5650,000 in 1980. 

The Big Wave Hits 
Just after the election of John Kennedy to the presidency, a 

pediatrician of English extraction working in New York City wrote 
Sandoz on New York Hospital lenerhead requesting a gram of LSD. A 
package came by return mad to Dr. John Beresford, with a bill felr 52H5 
(the approximate COSt of manufacture at the time). Beresford had tried 
other psychedelics, was impressed by the mind/body questions they 
posed, and was eager to test this new product. Results were clear. He 
(herefore gave part of his gram-over time-to a few asSOCiates, 
including an acquaintance known as Michael Hollingshead. 

Hollingshead is important to this chronicle because he managed before 
long to give some of this gram to Donovan, Paul McCartney, Keith Richard, 
Paul Krassner, Frank Barron, Houston Smith, Paul Lee, Richard Katz, Pete 
La Roca, Charlie Mingus, Saul Steinberg, Timothy Leary, Richard Alpert, 
Ralph Metzner, Alan Watts and manyothets who contributed to the coming 
international awareness of LSD. ·There is some possibility,·' wrote Hollings
head later, "that my friends and I have illuminated more people than anyone 
else in history." His memoir bears the publisher's title, The Man Who 
Turned On the Worta'. 

With his part of gram "'H-00047," Beresford, with Jean Houston and 
Michael Corner, opened an LSD foundation in Manhattan in 1962, the 
Agora Sciemific Trust. The impressive, valuable work carried out there is 

John Beresford, who received a 
gram of Sandoz LSD and tried to 
describe its psychoactive effects 
scientifically. 

Michael Hollingshead, who dis
tributed part of Beresford's gram 
to Timothy Leary, Paul McCartney, 
Donovan, Keith Richard and 
many others. 
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described in Raben Masters and Jean Houston's book entitled The Varieties 
0/ pfychede/;c Experience. 

That same year Myron Stolaroff and associates established another 
important LSD soody center, the International Foundation for Advanced 
Study in Menlo Park. This institution was set up to examine the effects of 
LSD and mescaline upon carefully selected subjects, The results from several 
hundred adm'inisrrations were significant, especially in regard [Q "learning
enhancement" and "creativity," 

By 1%2, the number of people who knew about LSD had increased 
geometrically. Some were enthusiastic about trying the drug but had no 
access to LSD psychotherapists, the original "gate-keepers." In response to 
the demand for LSD, the first generation of "acid chemists" arose. 

A notable early effoit was a batch of 62,000 tablets of questionable 
rontent synthesized in 1%2 by Bernard Roseman and Bernard Copely. 
These tabs figured in the first "LSD bust," when Food and Drug Admin
istration agents charged the two with "smuggling" (manufacturing of LSD 
was then perfectly legal). 

Stanley Owsley entered the trade after having been frustrated in his 
efforts to obtain pure LSD. His trademarks-"White Lightning," "Purple 
Haze"-and others such as "Batman," "Purple Double-Domes" and "Mid· 
night H01.lr"-were associated with "tabs" of high quality. An enormous 
amount of this production was given away, yet Owsley became perhaps the 
first LSD millionaire. When he was captured in 1%7, 200 fresh grams-a 
million substantial doses-were confiscated. 

The first big wave of popular interest was gathering momentum. In 
1 %2, the Gamblers issued the first record including a song about LSD. Many 
folk musicians were getting "cerebrally electrified." Talk of LSD spread 
beyond Bohemian and university circles; even Henry Luce, publisher of 
Time and life magazines, and his wife tried the drug. Luce, wandering out into 
his garden in Arizona, heard a symphony in his head that impressed him gC(~atly 
because he had previously considered himself tone-deaf. He also acquired af
fectionate feelings for the cacti there. This may not sound like moch, but he 
claimed it was important personally because he previously "had hated them" 

To centerstage came Dr. Timothy leary. 
Already engaged in psilocybin research at Harvard, leary was one of 

those who partook of "Lot No. H-00047." He took a tablespoon and a half 
from Hollingshead's mayonnaise jar of LSD au with sugar-icing-and 
didn't talk for five days. Richard Alpert, his close associate, "told everylxxly 
not to touch the sruff-we had JUSt lost Timothy." When Leary came back, 
Alpert remembers him as saying, "Wow!" 

Leary's LSD experience, roming after more than a hundred psilocybin 
trips, changed his life. '1 have never recovered from that shattering 
ontological confrontation," he wrote later. "From the date of this session it 
was inevitable that we would leave Harvard. .." The break was not long in 

popular Interest Grou'S 

Timothy Leary, who was the fi,.st to 
proclaim LSD as "ecstatic," "jun." 
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ooming. "LSD is more important than Harvard," proclaimed Leary in 1%2. 
Before Timothy leary, the academics had never quite come clean about their 
experimenting with LSD. leary alone emphasized publicly that the drug 
was "ecstatic," "sensual" and "fun." "It gives you levity and altitude," was his 
explanation once, "where you see the implausibilities and you see the incon
gruities and the ridiculousness of what you had taken so seriously before." 
He gave the media a clear and emotionally charged image to transmit. Before 
long leary's name was tied inextricably to the compound now known simply 
as "lSD." 

Leary and associates tried in many ways to train people in the use of 
this drug, which they saw as a key to the "new age." Even before leaving 
Harvard, they established an off-campus organization known as IFlF (the 
International Federation for Internal Freedom) and laid plans for an 
experiential LSD center on the beach at Zihuatanejo, Mexico. When they 
advertised this opportunity the next summer, IFIF received more than 1,500 
applications. Leary requested 100 grams of LSD, about a million doses, and 
25 kilograms of psilocybin, about 2Yl million doses, from Sandoz, and sent a 
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check for $10,000 as a deposit. Sandoz rerurned the check when Leary 
couldn't provide proper import licenses. The Mexican center lasted only a 
short while, because of hyped media attention after an American whom rtx;y 
wouldn't allow to participate caused trouble and after an unrelated murder In 

the vicinity. Leary and his colleagues tried to set up an experiential cemer on 
the Caribbean island of Dominica but their visas were canceled the day the 
main group arrived. 

Finding haven at last on a 2,SOO·acre estate in Millbrook, N.Y., they 
announced formation of the Castalia Foundation. Here they began turning 
on many influential people as well as conducting ,advertised ','nondrug 
workshops" in consciousness change. They started ,their PJychedell~ ReVIew 
in the summer of 1%3 and traveled around the United States lectUring about 
LSD. They pioneered in the presentation of "light shows," Learyeventually 
set up a religion-the League for Spiritual Discovery, This was not intended 
as a mass organization, but was limited to a hundred people centered around 
the Millbrook esrate who were dedicated to showing others how they 
themselves could "help recreate every man as God and every woman as 
Goddess," Leary emphasized that it would "not repeat the injunction 
classically used by religious prophets: Follow me, sign up in my flock. It 
imposes no dogmas except one: Live out your own highest vision." 

The Monterey, California Pop Festival of 1963 (four years before the 
film Monterry PoP) marked a new relationship between LSD and music. 

The fifty-one room "Big House" at Millbrook., N. y" a psychedelic 
center where the Castalia Foundation experimented U"ith LSD 
trainin!!.. r 
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Many there tOok LSD to celebrate and enhance their appreciation of this 
festival. Musicians and artists soon began wide-scale experimentation with 
ways to perform that would complement, direct and heighten the effecrs of 
lSD, or present a "flash" of the experience for the uninitiated, Within a 
year, the Searles were singing to everyone, 'Turn off your mind, relax and 
float downstream/This is not dying" (words taken directly from The Psyche
delic Experience, a book issued by Leary and associates). 

By the middle of the 1960s, an important shift in avam-gardeenergies 
rook place in San Francisco that was to reverberate powerfully throughout 
the Western world. This shift involved a geographical move of only a few 
miles-from North Beach to a vicinity near the crossing of Haight Street 
and Ashbury Avenue (dose to Golden Gate Park). Here LSD users banded 
together, soon signaling the dawning of the new age. 

North Beach had served for years as home ground for beatnik activ
ities and had become a center for culrural ferment in America, The beats 
generally favored stark contrasts of black and white, in their dress and in 
their thinking. They emphasized the role of the Artist and the Bohemian, 
relebrated blacks as culrure heroes, and were politically active against the 
Bomb. Their style found expression in after-hours poetry and jazz in 
roffeehouses. Their taste in drugs inclined to pot, speed and heroin 

The Haight-Ashbury community, catalyzed by LSD, wore the colors of 
a rainbow and was not emphatically male dominated. It celebrated not the 
agonies and triumphs of the Individual Artist but rather was "into" 
rommunal living and a new ''Bay Area" style of music and dancing, Its 
approach was softer. If it emulated anyone, it was the tribal American 
Indian. 

By 1966, Haight-Ashbury was rife with new energies provided by 
LSD-using musical groups such as the Jefferson Airplane, the Grateful Dead, 
Big Brother and the Holding Company and Country Joe and the Fish; by 
artists such as Mouse, who with his colleagues re-established the powerful 
appeal once accorded posters; and by the Diggers, who gave away fD<Xl. and 
clothing, That year, the brothers Ron and Jay Thelin opened the nation's 
first "headshop" and helped launch the first "psychedelic newspaper," The 
San F,.ancisco Oracle, 

Similar but less conspicuous developments took place in East Green
wich Village at about the same time-and half a year later the new style was 
evident in the low-rent centers of most large U.S. cities. The participants 
were mainly whites in their teens to thirties, the 'baby boom" sons and 
daughters of people who were secure financially. 

An LSD or "fiower+(hild" lifestyle was further enrouraged through 
other "Be-ins," rock music performed with light shows, dozens of 
psychedelic newspapers and communal living. This proselytiZing occurred 
throughout the U.S. and to a lesser extent in Western Europe, radiating 
especially from LoOOon, Hamburg and Amsterdam. 
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Announcement for the most impreHive "Be-in," January 
14, 1%7, in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park. 

The movement was proclaimed at the time as a second Renaissance. 
Seen in retrospect, it was at the very least life-altering for millions. Some 
three or four years of social experimentation, touched off by mass use of 
LSD, can be credited with having sparked a host of liberation movements. 
This period changed American attirudes toward work, toward the police and 
the military, and toward such groups as women and gays. It began our now
established concern with consciousness-raising and personal growth. 

Artifacts reflecting the creative ferment during this time are beSt 

displayed in Plychedelic Art with commentary by Robert Masters, Jean 

Thi~ ,"Better living Thru ChemiItry" poster from 1967 San r::ranc;sco 
?J::(les the, "hippie" attitude: non-threatening, welcommg-everyone 

tng the,r own thing "-and clear also about the ,mportance of 
prychedelic chemicaIJ to the scene. The tone of such an appeal 
~ontrasted sharply with establishment preoccupations as reflected 
", the media: ghetto riots and the war in Vietnam. 
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An example of the "l'isionll1'1'" drtu'ork jeatured In tbe tub/otd San 
Francisco Oracle, t/Yif lIa/Irm'J fint ,md. m the opiniol1 of mull), 
people. heJt 'pJ)'<'iJedeli( lIeu'rpaln:r.·' 

"' • 

Houston and Stanley Krippner. Lester Grinspoon and James Bakalar from 
Harvard have compiled a list of LSO'scomributions-largely missing before 
then-to our popular language: 

turned on, straight, freak, freaked out, stoned, tripping, tripped out, spaced 
out, far our, flower power, ego trip, hit, into, mike, plastic [meaning "rigid"], 
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I!JlJBB 
Movement C4rtoonist R. Cobb here ref/eas the hippies' 

conviction that their alternative was both obvious and compelling. 

going with the flow, laying [a] trip on someone, game-playing, mind-blowing, 
mind games, bringdown, energy, centering, acid, acidhead, good trip, bum 
nip, horror show, drop a cap or tab, karma, samsara, manrra,groovy, rapping, 
crash, downer, flash, scene, vibes, great white light, doing your thing, going 
through changes, uptight, getting into spaces, wiped our, where it's at, high, 
ball, zap, rush, and so on . 

The big LSD wave crested during "tbe summer of love," 1%7. "Wear
ing flowers in their hair," several hundred thousand people came to San 
Francisco. "Gonzo journalist" Hwlter Thompson recalls the atmospherics 
of this period: 

San Francisco in the middle sixties was a very special time and place to be a 
part of. Maybe it meant JOmething. Maybe nm, In the long run ... but no 
explanation, no mix of words or mUsic or memories can touch that sense of 
knowing that you were there and alive in that corner of time and the world. 
You could strike sparks anywhere. There was a fantastic universal sense that 
whateVer we were doing was right, that we were winning. Our energy 
would simply prevail. There was no point in fighting-on our side or theirs. 
We had all the momentum; we were riding the crest of a high and beautiful 
wave. 
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LSD Becomes Illegal 
With the LSD wave came a wave of esmblishmem panic. The federal 

ban on LSD and related drugs was the first bill proposed by President Johnson 
in 1%7. 

A clash between traditional American mores and the values adopted by 
users of Hofmann's crystal had been on its way ever since Harvard University 
sent Dick Alpert and Leary packing over the issue. The media hurried the 
conflict to its moment of crisis: for a while it seemed there wasn't a nationally 
distributed magazine that didn't have an LSD article, usually sensational. 
Time was the first to jump in with a series of articles appearing in late 1%5 
and early 1966 in its Psychiatry section. These articles railed against LSD 
with dire warnings about hordes of "acid heads," some of whom were taking 
"walloping overdoses." Time declared that the "disease" was striking every
where: "By best estimates, 10,000 students in the University of California 
system have tried LSD (though not all have suffered detectable ill effects). 
No one can guess how many more self-styled 'acid heads' there are among 
oddball cult groups .... " (March 11, 19(6), 

Dr. Huston Smith of M.I.T. wasn't far from the mark when he cold an 
LSD conference in 1966 that the confusion about this drug was so great and 
our knowledge about it so small ·'that there is no hope of telling the truth 
alxmt it at this point .. · All efforts to arrive at a deliberate and mformed 
evaluation of the drug were swept aside by the headlines of that year: 

• On March 26th, Timothy Leary was arrested in Laredo after Jess than half an 
ounce of marijuana was found on his daughter. The sentence was thirty years. 
Leary was suddenly transformed into the LSD movement's first manyr. 

• On April 6th, a five-year-oki girl in Brooklyn swallowed a sugar rube 
impregnated with LSD that her uncle had left in the family refrigerator. She 
was rushed to the hospital where her stomach was pumped. She got the scare 
of her life through this procedure, and remained on the critical list for two 
days. Published reports of her being examined later indicated that she made a 
full recovery. 

• On April 11th, Stephen Kessler, a thirry-year-old ex-medical student was 
charged with the murder of his mother-in-law, having stabbed her 105 times. 
When taken in, he muttered, "What happened? Man, rve been flying for 
three days on LSD. Did I kill my wife? Did I rape anybody?'" At the Brooklyn 
police station, he kept insisting, Tm high, l"m really high,·' and when asked if 
he were "'high·· on drugs, he replied. "Only on LSD"· (New York Timer and 
New York Herald· Tribune, April 12, 19(6). 

• On April 16th, G. Gordon Liddy, then assistant prosecuting attorney in 
Dutchess County, N.Y., broke into national prominence by leading a raid on 
Leary·s Millbrook estate, where, at a cost of $60 per weekend, nondrug tech
niques were being used to teach people how to get "high." Liddy sinCE has said 
that he liked Leary from the moment he first set eyes on him at 2 am, but that 
he was ·'acting under orders." A small amount of marijuana was found III the 
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room of a visiting journalist, and Rosemary Woodruff, who was to bet.ume 
Leary's wife, was held in Jail for a month for refusing to testify before agrand 
jury about activities on the estate, 

The headlines prompted an appetite for still more coverage. Special 
interviews with district attorneys, college presidents, narcotics agencs, 
dx:tors, biochemiscs and others who might be considered authorities appeared, 
creating an atmosphere of national emergency. 

The chairman of the New York County Medical Society's Subcommittee 
on Narcotics Addiction said that LSD was "more dangerous than heroin."' 
The FDA and Federal Narcotics Bureau launched new ·'drug education·· 
programs. Three Senate subcommittees investigated LSD use. Bills that 
made possession of LSD and other psychedelic drugs a felony were intra
Iilred into state legislatures throughout the nation. New York State Assembly 
Speaker Anthony J. Travia, pushing legislation that called for a minimum 
sentence of seven years, declared that he would defer public hearings on the 
law until after it passed because "the problem is so urgent." 

Walter Winchell issued an item reading, "Warning to LSD Users: You 
may go blind." 

Bill Trent, writing III the Canadian Evening Telef!.ram about an archI
teCt's serious and successful attempt to solve a design problem by taking 
lSD, titled his story "The Demented World of Kyo Izumi." 

The mass-market Confidential Flash asserted in a full-page cover head
line, "LSD KILLS SEX DRIVE FOREVER." The Pol,ee Gazette reprinted a 
report from The Journal of the American Medical Arrociation with a new 
tide: "LSD and Sex Madness." 

In one of the Senate LSD hearings, Senator Robert Kennedy tepeatedly 
asked why the studies mnducted by the National Institute of Mental Health, 
which had been so valuable a month earlier, '·no longer were considered so?" 
It was a question almost nobody wanted to hear or have answered. In shan 
order, existing programs were drastically cut back. Before long, there were 
new, tighter regulations. Any investigator who had ever experienced the 
drug personally was now forbidden to conduct LSD research of any kind 
whatsOever. 

And yet, as the Consumers Union's book on Lcit and Illicit Drugs 
notes, "by shutting off the relative trickle of Sandoz LSD into informal 
channels, Congress and the Food and Drug Administration had unwittingly 
opened the sluices to a veritable LSD floOO. By 1970 it was estimated that 
between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 Americans had taken an LSD trip." The 
Consumers Union noted further that driving the drug and its users under
ground augmented certain of ics hazards, listing them under the following 
headings: 

1. Increased expectations of adverse effects. 
2 Unknown dosages. 
3. Contamination. 
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4. Adulteration. 
S. Mistaken attribution. 
6. Side effects of law enforcement. 
7. Lack of supervision.. . 
8. Mishandling of paniC reac~lons. 
9. Misinterpretation of reaUlOn5. 
10. Flashbacks. 
11. Preexisting pathology. 
12 Unwitting use· 

. . f "LSD casualties;' see "Adverse Effects 
For. a more care~,l acco~~;~~~~ in Psychedelic Drufl.J Reconsidered. and Their Treatment, pp. .. f m Buffalo NY made an D M' on Cohen a genetiCIst ro , . "' In 1%7, r. .al~ . ~\Kliced the public's view of LSD. Re~n-announcement that sJgrufJCa~tlh P A J hb rea Cohen decided to examme iog from a visit to th~ Halg t- s uryld a 'ho had been given LSD on 

f Ifry seven-year-o man W d chromoso,?es ro~ a I . - r hospitalization. The patient was foun four occaSIOns durmg a fifteen-yaks" h I Dr Cohen also spilled LSD h mal bee t an usua . . to have more c (omasa II nd observed damage to the chromo-. be· inghumance sa .. Into a test tu . contain. ted ut that similar results could be achIeved wIth 
somes. Later It was POI~ ~ that Cohen·s patient had received regular the same amount of mIlk aTh . nOW proven chromosome-breakers. treatments of Librium and maline, 

" 

A druf!, ~ust at Tompkins Square, New York City, 
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Nonetheless, on the basis of his examination of a single patient and his cell
spilling experiment, Cohen published his conclusions in Science. By evening, 
the charge that LSD could break chromosomes was in all the nation's media. 

Shortly thereafter, twO doctors in Portland, Oregon reported that they 
had found an excess of chromosomal breaks in users of street acid. The chart 
they provided revealed that extra breakage occurred only among users of acid 
who were also users of amphetamine, which has since been established as a 
chromosome-breaker. Once again the papers had a field day. A full-page ad 
for a McCall's article on LSD featured a baby broken into parts. Ironically, 
the article itself cast doubts on the charge of chromosome damage. 

Retraaions of mistaken opinions and findings about the use and effects 
of LSD are quiet and very rare, and so it was in regard to the chromosome 
charge. Even though studies conducted by the National Institute of Mental 
Health and others disproved the allegation, even though Timothy Leary's 
chromosomes were examined and showed no abnormal breakage, even 
though other drugs have now clearly been established to be chromosome
breakers while LSD has not, the media took little if any notice of the new 
evidence. 
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'Timothy Leary, much to our surprise, showed, In 200 cells, only two 
with chromosome ahemawns, one in each cell. This finding is about as 
spectacular as must be the amount of LSD that he prohably has taken in 
the past 8 years. I am at a loss to understand or explain this negatiw 
findinf!.. II -Hermann usco, M.D., Cancer Re.rearch Institute, 

New Enf!.land Deaconers Hospital, BOJton, MaJS. 
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As a footnote it should be ptlimed out that at the trial of Stephen 
Kessler (the "MAD LSD SLA.. YER" of the April headlines) it was JeJ.rned 
that he had taken LSD five times in minimal doses (l0-50 mcgs.) between 
the summer of 1964 and March 1966 (a month before the murder of hIS 
mother-in-law). Other drugs may have been influential in the slaYing: 

The defendant made no mention of having taken LSD just before the kill
ing of Mrs. Cooper, but said that on AprilS, a Saturday, "I felt funny, I had an 
indescribable feeling and took one-and-a-half grains of penrabarbital" and 
could recall nothing mUfe until after the murder, the following Monday 

-N. Y. TImes, October 10, 1%7 
Both doctors told the JUry of eleven men and one woman that Kessler 

had told them he had drunk three quarts of lab alcohol, cut with water, and 
taken more sleeping pills on the days in question. 

-N. Y. Post. (hober 18, 1%7 

Ebb and Resurgence 
In 1977, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) issued a 

National Survey on Druf; Ahuse based on a sampling of 4,594 people. The 
report estimated that ai:x)Ut ten million Americans (6 percent of the 
population over the age of twelve) had by then used a strong psychedelic, 
mostly LSD, with somewhat over a million falling into the category of ·'reg
ular users." 

The peak years were from 1 %5 to 1968, followed by a substantial 
decline in LSD use. Many were frightened by the chromosome-damage 
charge or by experience with adulterated or badly made LSD. Others were 
put off by the overwhelming nature of "high-dose tripping" or by its illegal 
status, fearing that the need to act furtively would interfere with and badly 
taint the LSD experience. large numbers of previous users turned to 
meditation to get high. 

Some of the leading underground chemists had been arrested. The 
LSD available was generally weaker and less pure, though there were excep
tions-tabs known as ··Mighty Quinn," "'Blue Cheer,'· "Pink Swirls" and the 
red, white and blue "Peace Sign." Appearing in 1%8, "Sunshine'· acid (an 
orange tablet less than a quarter of an inch across) was the first large opera
tion after LSD possession was made illegal. Tim Scully, a prominem second
generation chemist, made some but said that most "Sunshine" came by way 
of Ronald Stark, who brought approximately thirty-five million doses over 
from Europe. 

LSD use seems to have reached its lowest ebb in the early 1970s and 
manufacturing shrank to a small scale. Those seeking LSD could find pink. 
blue and purple "microdots" but very little else. 

Then came "computer acid" (one hundred dots in rows of twenty by 
five on a sheet of blotter paper the size of a dollar bill), which was of pretty 
good quality and very convenient for distribution. At about the same time 
arrived "Windowpane" (also known as Tlearbght"), which contained I.SD 
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inside a thin gelatin square a quarterof an inch across. Both showed improve
ment in potency and purity, giVIng impetus to the flOWIng in of another LSD 
wave· 

By the end of the I970s, it was evident that a general reassessment of 
the earlier, massive LSD experimentation had taken place and that a less 
flamboyant reacquaintance with LSD had begun. The quality of the products 
:u>n av~ilable, mming. from many diffe~ent sources, was no longer so seriously 
III question. Of great Importance to thiS resurgence of interest was the wide
spread home-production of psychedelic mushrooms. LSD came back into 
limited public discourse as a sidelight in conferences on the effects of psycho
active mushrooms. 

Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, very few people actually exper
ienced sacred mushrooms. The bulk of mushrooms examined at testing 
facilities during this period were shown to be almost entirely non-psycho
active, and many had LSD or PCP added (usually in small amounts). In 1976, 
successful methods for growing the Stropharia (often called Psi!ocybe) 
CNbensis mushroom species were published with clearly identifying photo
graphs. Nearly a quarter million of these instruction books and booklets 
were sold over the next few years, allowing great numbers of people to 
experience-Dr re-experience-psychedelic effects from a natural source. 

Many who feared synthetic products because of the uncertainties of 
quality and identification were willing to give narural psychedelics a try. They 
had been used for millenia, and nothing had been charged against them in 
tenns of chromosomal or other damage. Thanks to the gentle psychoagents 
in the Stropharia cubensis mushroom species, many people discovered or 
renewed an interest in LSD. 

Several wnvenings of ··psychedelic activists'· were initiated by Weston 
La Barre and especially R Gordon Wasson, and their call for a re-examination 
of mushrooms was generalized gradually to other psychedelics, including 
ISO. In 1977, Dr. Albert Hofmann and his wife Anita flew to the Olympic 
Peninsula in Washington State for a Mushroom Conference. Wasson,Hof
mann, Carl Ruck and Danny Staples presented evidence that the famous 
Eleusinian mysteries were catalyzed by lysergic acid amides extracted from 
grasses on the nearby Rarian Plain. Their thesis has since been published as 
The Road to Eleusis. 

Similar gatherings oc(l.Jrred in Santa Cruz (Ot·wber 1977), in San 
Francisco (September 1978), in Los Angeles (january 1979), in Sama Cruz 
(july 1981) and in Sama Barbara (March 1982). 

Another generation of young LSD chemists seems to have taken over 
from those who were active in the 1%Os. At the time of this writing (mid-
1982), acid is widely available in myriad forms. Almost all current products 
contain considerably less LSD than Owsley once thought proper but appear 
~o be good quality. Though available in crystalline or liquid form, most LSD 
IS still distributed on blotter paper, which is convenient but exposes the drug 
to almost the greatest possible oxidation and damag(' from light. 
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Carl Ruck, Albert Hofmann, R. Gordon WaSSon and Danny 
Staples at the Second International Conference on HaliucinoKenj,
Mushrooms, held in October 1977 near Port Toumsend, WashtnRlon. 
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Recent blotters range in appearance from graph paper (containing 
fifry times fifty, or twenty-five hundred, "hits") to fancy color imprints on 
separated half-inch squares. These are often intricately designed, featuring a 
four-color Mickey Mouse as the Sorcerer's Apprentice in Fantasia, Rosi
crucian symbols, a phoenix, a dragon or an Eye-of Horus. Some users of L~D 
object to the more flippant symbols-Plutos or SmxlPYs; they argue that 
such designs in combination with the usually low dosages encourage an LSD 
experience that is little mOfe than recreational. 

LSD has recently appeared in a hardened gel in the shape of a tiny 
pyramid. This is convenient for distribution, yet the hardened surface reduces 
potential for oxidation. Tablets with LSD spread throughout offer a similar 
advantage in stability over blotters, one example being the "Om" tab. An 
appropriate direction in the packaging of LSD would be to emphasize 
known dosage and purity, as was the case with the original Sandoz ampules 
which contained one milligram per milliliter of water in a resealable glass 
container. That kind of quantitative and qualitative care has not appeared 

as yet. 
The course of LSD history over the past few years has been influenced 

by the establishment of several publications and institutions, including High 
Times and similar magazines, the Fitz Hugh Ludlow Memorial library in 
San Francisco, NORML (the National Organization to Reform Marijuana 
Laws), PharmChem in Palo Alto and other drug-testing facilities and the 
tradition of annual Rainbow Gatherings in various parts of the u.s. Also 
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From left, Bonnie Golightly, Ram Dan (Richard Alpert), Allen 
Gimberf?" Albert Hofmann and Ralph Metzner gathered for a 
,o,,?qu;~m entitled "LSD-A Generation uter" at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz in October 1977. More than 4,000 people came 
If) hear Dr. Hofmann'S talk. 

nocable are books from Stanislav Grof, Albert Hofmann, Carlos Castaneda, 
limothy Leary and many others. 

Dosage is down, causing less potential for panic, along with less 
spectacular results. The number of people interested seems on the rise. 
Charlie Haas summed up a decade's change in his "Notes on the Acid Re
naissance" for New West magazine (August 13, 1979): 

LSD-the scariest and most tantalizing thing you can buy without a pre
scription, the white hope for instant psychotherapy that became a OA toy and 
a bazooka in the Bohemian arsenal, the portable Lourdes that oiled the transi
tion of American youth from Elvis to Elvish and made all those honor 
students start dressing funny and printing up those unreadable purple-and
aqua .posters-that LSD-is as nationally fX>pular now as it was ten years ago, 
despite the fact thar the same media which (hen could speak of nothing else 
~re now virtually silent on the subject. Among people who swallow it or sell 
It, or ~ho monitor its use from the vantage point of drug-abuse counseling, 
then: IS some sporting disagreement as to whether acid has been enjoying a 
renaissance for about twO years or never went away in the first place, with the 
former view in the majority. But there is a mnsensus on at least two points: 
The bad ~riI-?s .and men~al casualties that made such hot copy in the '60s seem 
to have diminished radically, and the volume of acid changing hands suggeStS 
that there are aaually more users now (han there well' a decade ago. . 

~ 
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CHEMISTRY 
Resemblances and Differences Between LSD and Other Substances 

LSD-25 is a crystalline molecule that shares, along with many other 
psychedelics, a two-ring "indole" nucleus-composed of one atom of 
nitfogen, eight of carbon and seven of hydrogen-in its chemical strucrure (a 
drawing of indole appears on page 262), This basic structure is common to 
the short-acting tryptamines, ibogaine, psilocybin, harmaline and other 
psychedelics, and it bears considerable resemblance to the chemical structure 
of serotonin and dopamine. neurotransmitters that carry electrical impulses 
across synapses in the brain. Mescaline and MDA-Jike compounds coma in 
only one of these rings. Nitrous oxide (ND) and the rues in marijuana 
have considerably different chemical Structures. 

On top of the indolic nucleus, there are two additional rings in the 
stroemre of the LSD molecule. These are typical of the LSD family of 
chemicals: to synthesize LSD and its analogues, one has to obtain the 
preformed lysergic acid "skeleton" first and then manipulate its chemistry 
through quite difficult processes. Such is not the case with the one- and [Wa
ring psychedelic compounds, which can be synthesized more readily and 
altered to a much greater extent. 

Lysergic acid, usually appearing as a metaoolic product of the fungus 
Clavicepf purpurea (growing on rye or barley), has an unusual chemical struc
rure with what might be considered two asymmetric centers. Dependence of 
pharmacological action on the asymmetry of such compounds has been 
widely observed. Researchers have shown that psychedelic agents such as 
LSD interact with serotonin in synapses throughout the brain. Related 
drugs that are not psychedelic almost always lack such action. 

Other Psychoactive Lysergic Acid Derivatives 
Through the systematic production undertaken by Sandoz, a great 

many lysergic acid derivatives have been created and studied. Originally pro
duced for medicinal purposes, these derivatives were re-examined after dis
covery of LSD's psychoactive effects. Some are psychically inactive, while 
others have varying psychoactive potentials. The most powerful is LSD-25 

Among the many know!"! iysergic acid amides, a slight change in the 
four-ring structure has considerable consequences in terms of psychiceffects. 
For example, LSD-25 turns a beam of IX)larized Ijghtc10ckwise (this is repre
sented by the d for dextro at the beginning of its chemICal name). The lor 
"levo-rotary" form, its mirror image, turns such a beam counterclockwise 
and has virtually no psychoactive effect. 

Comparing the structure of LSD-25 to that of the two most active 
ingredients in related ootanicals-the baby Hawaiian woodrose and certain 
morning glories to be discussed at the end of this chapter-you'll see that 
these sources of LSD-like effefts have different chemical structures. 

rl Chem"ai Sirna""" 
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LA- I J I and isoergine,.which were synthesized in (he laboracory before 
they. were known to Octur m narure, are significanc members. of the LSD 
family. Others have such names as MLD-41, AiD-52, OML·632, LAE-12, 
BOL-148, MLA-74, ALA,lO, LPD-824, LEM-775. DAM-57, LME, LMP, 
lAMp and LEP. Of these, the acerylated (ALD-52) and methylared (MLD. 
41~ analogues are the next mo~t pot~nt to LSD, possibly because they are 
qUJc~y converted to LSD upon mgestlon, Four others have about a third of 
ISO s strength, four about a tench, with the others being much milder. 

o 

" 
H "C22-N'~t::2 

~ I " 
N 
I 
COCH3 

N-acetyl-d-iperKJC acid 
diethylamide (A LD·)2) 

2-hromo-d-IyIerKic acid 
diethylamide (80L-148) 

. ALD-52 is the LSD analogue thar's been most often represented as 
acid on the psychedelic market in the last few years CSunshine" was allegedly 
~-52, though t~is has been di~puted). It has slightly over 90 percent of 
iSD s.pote~cy .and IS transformed mto LSD-25 upon contact widl water. The 
resultmg trip IS generally said to be smoother than one with LSD-25. 
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BOL-148 is of special interest because It played a consj~erable role, In 

psychedelic history, BOL-148 diffcrs from LSD-2'5 b.y a smg!e. bromIne 
tom which renders it Inactive in terms of mental functIon. Yet It IS capable 

~f p;oducing more anti-serotonin activity than LSD, and it also produces 
some cross-tolerance with LSD. This compound seems to contradICt .the 
simple model that the effects of psychedelics are r:nediated by seroroom. 

The fact that it blocks, or is cross-tolerant, WIth LSD was one reason 
for the spread of interest in LSD as a p~yc~oromimetic: the theory was that if 
psychosis had a chemical cause, and a sImIlarly cross-tOlerant .substancecould 
be found, then it would nullify psychosIs lust as B01.-148 nullifIes [he psycho-

activity of LSD-2S. . _, 
It is still possible that serotonin and dopaml~e have s?methmg to do 

with LSD's effects but after almost four decades of Investigation of thiS com
pound, there's stili no dear and accepted explanation for LSD's ani.on. Spec
ulating on the mystery surrounding the psychoactive agent he discovered, 
Albert Hofmann wrote: 

It is perhaps no wincidence bur of deeper blOlogical significann: thar of th.e 
four possible isomers of lSD, only one, wh~ch rurresponds to r13mrallyser,Wl 
a,:id,causes pronounced memal effects. EVidently [he mcmal functlOn5ohhe 
l-uman organism, like its bodily fun(tIOn5,;lfe partllularly senSItive !O those 
substances whICh possess the same configurations as narurally ocrurrtng 
compounds of the vegetable kingdom. 

LSD is generally considered cross-tolerant with mes~aline but ~ot wi~h 
psilocybin-meaning that use .of LSD a day before takm.g mescaline wlil 
reduce the impact of the mescalme (less ~olerance devel~ps If the order of t.he 
compounds is reversed). It is well esrabhshed that LSD. Iscross-rolerant With 
itself-self-limiting, in the sense that If a second dose IS taken a d.ay later the 
effects will be considerably diminish<..o. This tolerance endures SignifICantly 
for three days and does not fully diSSipate for a ~eek. Abram Hoffer has 
remarked that LSD is ItS own greatest enemy. ThiS feature acts as a control 
on human abuse of this drug. 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
I.SD can be swallowed, taken on the tongue (producing perhaps the 

most rapid effects), or absorbed through the skin (particul~rly wit~ DMSO). 
It has been ingestt..o 10 the form of eye..Jrops and baked 10 cl.X.lkl~ or ca,ke 
frosting. It has been ingested by almost every means except smoktn,K I!,D 
taken by mouth has effects almost as rapidly as by Intnu:nuscular InJec[[()~. 

Anywhere from twenty minuteS to an hour after ~elng s~allowed, thiS 
chemical-which often produces an immediate '"metalbc t~ste .-~ay cause 
one or a few of the following physical sensations: slight chill, dJiatlon of the 
pupils, vague physical unease concentrated .i~ the mus.des or throat, ten~e
ness, queasy stomach, tingling in the extr.e~lt1es, dro"'.'~lness; Whe~, a n?Vl~e 
is asked, "How do you fee!?" the answer IS hkely t~ be I do~ t know or Dif
ferent." If asked "J.bout feeling all right, the expenencer will probably not be 

very sure. 

PhYJ;cal Mptertef 

The physical sensations which accompany LSD are usually minor. 
Often they cannot accurately be likened to sensations ever felt before. As 
time passes, such physical effects usually disappear. In a few instances, how
ever, they persist throughout much of the experience. 

Th~ eff:ct of aparticular dosage varies greatly from person to person. 
Body weight IS certalOly a factor, but time of day, use of other drugs, mental 
set and physical setting all play important roles. Generally, 100-250 mcg. is 
considered a good initial dose, and this can be adjusted at the time of the next 
session to suit the individual. 

Another considetation IS the extent of other drug usage. Olronic 
alcoholics and heavy narcotics users who are on maintenance doses usually 
need about twice the ordinary amount of LSD to arrive at comparable effects. 
(Narcotics users who have been free of opiates for less than a year are often 
hypersensitive, and their dosage must be adjusted with great care. Pretreat~ 
ment with a minor tranquilizer may be indicated.) 

Distribution of LSD throughout the Body 
. LSD is a very curious chemical. When ,given by injeCtion, it disappears 

rapidly from the bio<xl. Itcan be observed when ta~ed with Carbon 14 in all 
the tissues, particularly the llver, spleen, kidneys and adrenal glands. The 
concentration found in the brain is lower than in any' other organ-being 
only about 0.01 percent of the administered dose. Sidney Cohen, in The 
Beyond Withm (p. 380), has estimated that an average dose results in only 
some 3,700,000 molecules of LSD (about 2/100ths of a microgram) crossin,g 
the blood:brain ~arri~r to interact with the billions of cells that make up the 
average-size bralO- and then for only a very few minutes." 

LSD is highly aCtive when administered orally, absorbed through 
mucous membranes or through the skin, and IS almost completely absorbed 
by the gastrointestinal tract. wncentrations in the organs reach peak values 
a~teronly .ten to. fifteen minutes; then they decrease very rapidly. Anexcep
[Ion to thIS rapid decrease has been observed in studies with mice, which 
show activity in the small intestine increasing over a period of a few hours. 
~me 80 percent of in;ested LSD is excreted via the liver, bile system and 
Intestinal tract, with only about 8 percent appearing in urine. After two 
hours, o~ly 1 to 10 percent is still pre~ent in the form of unchanged LSD; the 
res~ COnsists of water-soluble metabolites-such as 2-oxo-2,3-dihydro-LSD--
which do not possess any LSD-type influence on the central nervous system. 
. Psychic effects of LSD reach their peak about one to three hours follow
mg. ingestion, when much of the substance has disappeared from the body·s 
major organs, including the brain, though measurable amounts persist in the 
hlocxl. and brain for about eight hours. 

It is not at all uncorrunon to find users experiencing alarming symptoms 
o~ sensatio?s, e.specially during the early phases-the impression of giving 
birth, mehmg IOto the floor, belOg born, and so on. A few feel that their 
hean has stopped beating or that their lungs aren't operating regularly any 
more. These symptoms should also be taken as a sign of altered perception. 
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No one is on record, for instance, as ever having suffered an LSD-provoked 
heart attack. However ocId it may seem at the time, the body carries on with
out problems. 

For those concerned about immediate medical hazards in ingesting 
LSD, short references might be in order, just for the record: Abram Hoffer 
has estimated, on the basis of animal studies, that the half-lethal human dose
meaning half would die (a standard measure for drugs)-would be about 
14,000 meg. But one person who took 40 mg. (40,000 meg.) survived. In the 
only case of death reportedly caused by overdose Uourna/ of the Kentucky 
Medical ASSOCIation 75: J 72-17.1), the quamity of LSD in the blood indicated 
that 320 mg. (320,()(X) meg.) had been injected intravenously. Those concerned 
about this might also look up "Coma, Hypertension, and Bleeding Associated 
with Massive LSD Overdose: A Report of Eight Cases," by].C Klock, U, 
Boerner and c.E. Becker in Clinical Toxicolog)', Vol. 8, No.2, 1975. Large 
amounts were taken on the assumption that the LSD was cocaine; no one died. 

Worries about whether the body under ordinary amoums of LSD will 
operate all right are only mental illusions. Whatever the mental effects 
induced by this drug, a physician might notice only: 

A slight increase in blood pressure 
A slight increase in pulse rate 
An increase In salivation, and in lactation in women 
A slight rise in temperarure 
Dilation of the pupils 

Pupil dilation occurs more markedly as a result of oral administration 
than from injection. (Dr. Grof thought pupil dilation the only invariable 
effect of LSD for quite a while, bm then observed an instance in which this 
oscillated with '"pinning.") ISD doesn't affect respiration, though anticipa
tion of such an effect may, on a few occasions, cause small alterations. 

Measurable Effects on the Brain 
LSD produces slight changes in the EEG, usually with decreased ampli

tude and increased frequency of brainwaves. Generally, there is a decrease in 
the alpha rhythm-though, in some cases, there is an increase. Many 
chemical changes occur in the brain-most of them in the midbrain, which 
regulates awareness and modulates emotional responsiveness. Recent 
attention has focused on substantial concentrations found in the brain-stem 
and in the dopamine receptor system, both responsible for more complex 
expenences. Hoffer and Osmond's The Hallucinogens discusses quite a 
number of reactions that can be seen regularly when LSD affects the mind's 
functions. No one really knows, however, which of these alterations are 
most important, because all occur simultaneously. Much of the metabolizing 
of LSD takes place in the liver, where peyote also kx:lges. Perhaps it's as the 
Egyptians used to think: that the liver is '"the seat of the soul" 

Brain Acti""'ity 
7I 

As su~sted ~bo~, our .understanding of how !.SD works physiologically 
and neurologICally IS stIll, rudlCnemary, at best speculative. By the beginning 
?f the I 970s, .the most IOtensively examined hypothesis dealing with this 
tnterface of mlOd and body-regarding the displacement of serotonin at the 
synapses-ca~~ to be regarded as a "red herring." Other theories such as 
those e~phaslZlng specific ':receptor sites," have not really been ~erified. 

Bnmbl~ombe and PlOder summarize the COntroversies in their 
HallucmOKentc AKents (1975): 

. most of. the evidence which has emerged since 1966 lends support to the 
~ode ~f actIOn. of LSI? proposed that year by Freedman and Aghajanian, that 
IS that Interactions With the 5-HT r serotonin 1 receptor are the primary anion 
of the drug and that the observed changes in metabolism of brain amines are 
seconc:Jary pheno~ena. Other biochemical changes attributed to the action of 
halloonogens, parrirularly LSD, such as me effects on brain pseudocholinesterase 
levels (Thompson, T.ickrx:r, .and .Webster, 1955), are so contradictory that 
they appear to offer little Insight lOto the mode of action of the drugs (Giar. 
man and Freedman, 1%5; Hoffer and Osmond, 1%7; Brown, 1972; lee Chap
te~ 4). Nevertheless, a large number of guestions remain unanswered. It 15 

still nor dear whether LSD IS acting as an agonist or as an antagonist, neither 
IS It {~Iear whether the drug has direct or indirect presynaptic actions, and, 
~ost Im~)f(ant of all, the ways in which the drug-receptor interaction and the 
bIochemICal changes are translated into neurological and behaVIOural 
phenomena are very uncertain. 

One disco~ery that may seem panicularly relevant is the '"complete 
reve~sal of amplitude laterality," described by Goldstein, Stolzfus and associ
a~es 10 1~7? after they m.ade chronograms of the electrical activity of lefrand 
r~ght ocClpltal EEGs of fight-handed volunteers before and after administra
tIon ?f se~ral psychede!ics. TJ:tey found a '"progressive narrowing of inter
hemlsp~enc EEG a.mplmlde dIfferences with eventually complete reversal 
(to the ~I~ht) of theIr relationships." In simpler language,data processing in 
the beam s cerebral conex was preferemialiy shifted under the influence of 
LSD. from the ~ore analytical left hemisphere to the visuo-spatial right 
hemIsphere. 1111.s ~ms an economic and fairly satisfactory explanation of 
how ~ psychedelJ~ like LSD increases the '"scope'" of the mind, brings artistic, 
CreatIve, rhythmIC and problem-solving abilities to the fore and evokes 
phenomena that Freud referred to as manifestations of "the unconscious." 

One often hear~ that much of the brain is usually dormant. Depending 
on d?sage,!.SD may ~ncrease mental power perhaps by attivating the visuo
spa.oal centers. In thIS sense, LSD and other psychedelics could be considered 
de/i~erate and unconscious agents oj the ri{[ht lobe. For a full discussion of 
the Implica~~o.ns of this theory, consult Roland Fischer's "Cartography of 
Inner Space 10. the Drug Abuse Council, Inc's 1975 Ixxlk entitled Altered 
States oj COnJClOu.rneH. 
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R. Cobb's cartoon vieU' oj the ph}'Sica/ 
consequences of psychedeltc and nicotine use. 

The LSD Family 

Effects upon Chromosot1US 
It has now been well established that the pure LSD molecule doesn't 

affect chromosomes at alL This is evident from repeated tests made before 
and after administration of up to 2,000 meg. quamicies. A summary of the 
first sixty-eight studies and case reports-the bulk conducted by NIMH
can be found in Science magazine (April 30, 1971). The article conclude ... 
that "pure LSD ingested in moderate doses does noc damage chromosomes 
in vivo, does not cause detectable genetic damage, and is nor a teratogen or 
carcinogen in man. 

LSD and Physical Health 
The preceding sections give some idea of how the body reacts during 

the ten to twelve hours of the LSD experience. In some cases, there are also 
long-lasting physical effects that should be mentioned. Many doctors have 
reponed, often with pleased surprise, that their patients have achieved 
spontaneous relief from organic ailments after using LSD. Dr. TT. Peck, Jr., 
for instance, at the Josiah Mat}', Jr. Conference on LSD, remarked: 

In treating patients for various and sundry psychological complaints, we 
found that some would come back a week or two later and say, "The headache 
is gone."' We asked, "What headache?" They replied, "Oh, the headache I've 
had for 10 or 15 years."' 

Medi.::al Value 73 

A substantial number of cases entered In medical records have now 
established L.o;;D as a competent agent in the cure of such physical ailments as 
arthritis, partial paralysis, migraine headaches, hysterical deafness, skin 
rashes, and so on. 

Dr. Peck reported on his smdy of 216 mentally disturbed patients who 
were given LSD. Forry-six of these patients suffered also from some physical 
illness-including various forms of arthritis, asthmas thac did not respond 
ro hypnosis, migraine headaches and lasting rashes. Thirty-one of the forty
six made an "excellent" recovery from their symptoms, while five others 
found marked relief. Other doctors who have treated similar problems with 
LSD have found that such stubborn conditions can often be eradICated in the 
course of a few sessions. In their book on the use of LSD in the treatment of 
neurosis, Drs. Ling and Buckman list five case histories of successful migrame 
cures-all of which had previously been considered hopeless. They also give 
a full-length account of LSD's use in treating a severe case of psoriasis, with 
impressive photographs showing the patient before and after treatment 
(again, the condition had previously been adjudged hopeless). S. Kuromaru 
and co-workers inJapan have shown that chis multi-functional subscancecan 
be used with good results even in the treatment of phantom limb pain. 
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These photographs were taken before and after treatment of set/ere 
psoriasis with LSD and Ritalin. 
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Pain Reduction 
Tht' most enraptured "acid heads" are aware that LSD IS not-and 

never can be-a panacea, a solution to all of this planet's problems. This 
most powerful psychoactive compound hasn't becndemonstnlted to keep us 
from aging or to r('verse the course of fatal diseases. However, it does with
out doubt offer important benefits for people confronted with terminal ill
ness. This is an area in which research, particularly atthe Veterans Hospital 
in L.A., the Menninger Clinic in Topeka and Spring Grove Hospital near 
Bai[lmore, h'as impressed skeptics. 

Aldous Huxley Jesuvcs speCIal (r(.'tht as the inspiration fof this 
research, because he wrote about its possibdities in his last novel, [fland He 
took LSD on his deathbed. The medical world became aware of LSD's ability 
to change the perceptions of death in the mid-1960s when the American 
Medical Association published a report on fifty dying patients who had been 
given the drug in a Chicago hospital. In this preliminary study conducted by 
a noted psychiatrist, Dr. Eric Kast, LSD was shown to be moreeffe(.""!ive as an 
analgesic or pain relieV('r than any of the frequently used morphinedenvatives: 

In 50 patients, most with advana~d cancer and SOJTl(" with ;:anWt'nt", LSD 
relieved pain for wllsakrably lon;:ef pcruxis than such fX1wl'rful dru;:s dS 

mt'pcridine and dihydro-murphinone On the avera;:e, freedom from pam 
lasted two hours with 100 m);;. meperidine. thrt't' hours with 2 mg. dihrdro
morphinone and 92 hour.r with 100 mCI!. LSD [italics added]. 

To the amazement of observers, terminal patients given LSD changed 
in their artirudes from depression, apathy and anguish to sensitivity, poignancy 
and deep feeling for people. They movingly expressed gratitude for life itself. 
LSD seemed ro enable many ro face death with equanimity. 

Instead of denial or fright, these patients generally experienced a feelint! 
of being "at one with the universe" and looked upon dying as merely another 
event in eternal existence. "It was a common experience," wrote Dr. Kast, 
"for the patient to remark casually on his deadly disease and then comment 
on the beauty of a certain sensory impression." Such desirable emotional 
balance lasted long after LSD's pain-killing action wore off, for up to two 
weeks in some cases. Later studies have confirmed how impressive the short 
but profound impact of LSD can be for the dying. 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
A few pages can only hint at the range and variety that LSD has caused. 

Here are a couple of greatly condensed paragraphs attempting definition. 
The paragraph on the left is taken from The Varieties of Psychedelic 

Experience by Robert Masters and Jean Houston; the one on the right is part 
of the definition of LSD-25 in Robert R. Lingeman's revised and ufXiated 
edition of DrUf?S From A to Z. These summaries, distilled from many de
;ocriptions of the dru,g's menta! eHens, art" comprehensive and yet incomplete 
·n conveying [he quality of the L')J) ('xpt'fien(:e. 

Variety of f:1/ects 

Even the brldest summation 
of tht' psychologICal t'ffects 
would have to IIxlude the fullow
ing: (hangt's in visual, auditory, 
tactilt', olfactory, gustatory, and 
kinesthetic perception; changes 
in experiencing time and space; 
changes in the rate and content 
of thought; body imagechanges·, 
hallucinations; vivid ima,gt's
eidetic Images-seen with the 
eyes closed; Wearly heightened 
awareness of color; abrupt and 
frequent mc:xx1 and affect changes; 
heightened suggestibility; 
enhanced recall or memory; de
personalization and ego dissolu
tion; dual, multiple, and frag
mentized cons.ciolL~ness; seeming 
awart'ness of internal or};ans 
and pnx:esses of the bud}" up
surge of unconS(ious matenals; 
enhanced awareness of linguistic 
nuances; increased sensitivity to 
non-verbal cues; sense of capacity 
to communicate much better by 
nonverbal means, sometimes 
including the telepathic; feelings 
of empathy; regression and 
"primitivlZation", apparently 
heightened capacity for cuncen
tration; magnification of char
acter traits and psychodynamic 
processes; an apparent naked
ness of psychodynamic processes 
that makes evident the inter
action of ideation, emotion, and 
perception with one another 
and with inferred unconscious 
processes; concern with philo
sophical, cosmologIcal, and re
ligiaIS questions; and, in general, 
apprehension of a world that 
has slipped the chains of normal 
categorical ordering, leading to 
an intensified intert'st in self and 
world and also [Q a range of re
sponses moving from extremes 
of anxiety to extremes of 
pleasure 

Th~ dru;:·s subj~(tiV(' ~ffe(ts 

are spe(!acular if taken III largt' 
doses. They are similar to those 
produced by other hallucinogenic 
drugs but on a grander s.caJe (if a 
large dose is taken) and include 
stimulation of the central and 
autonOmlf nervous systems, 
changes 10 mood (sometimes 
euphoric and me;:alomaniac, 
sometimes f~arlul, panicky, and 
amaety-riddenL d sense of thre-Jt 
to the ego; an mtemification of 
colors so that they seem brighter; 
intensificatiun of the other 
senses so that maudible sounds 
becomt' magnified or food tastes 
better or normally unnoticed as
pects of things (such as the 
pores in concrete) become strik
ingly VIvid; mer;:in,g of senses 
(syne~thesIa) so that sounds are 
seen as color patterns; a wave
like sense of time so that seconds 
seem like an eternity; distortions 
in the perception of space so 
that surrounding objects seem 
fluid and shifting; a sense of de
personalization, of being simul
taneously /xlth within and with
out oneself; a closely related 
feeling of merger (dissolving) 
with the external world and a 
loss of personality; a perception 
of ordinary things as if seen for 
the first time unstructured by 
perceprual ··setS"; hallucinations 
of flowers, snakes, animals, 
other people, erc., which subjects 
usually know t{l be hallucinations 
thuugh they arc powerless to 
stop them; a sense of doseness 
to, or merger with, other persons 
in the room as if oo.rriers between 
individuals had been dissolved; 
eriliafl(ed sensUUlSness and sexual 
stimulation (the drog is neither 
an aphrodisiac nor an anaphro
disiac, but irs overpowering 
mental eHet:ts tend to make It 
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General Effects 
If the experience is all it is said to be, how can anyone go "through this 

kind of thing without turning into a terrorized blob of babbling jelly?" Art 
Kleps might have JUSt finished reading either of the above descriptions 
when he asked this question. 

The state is diffiruIt to describe because it is akin to mystical experience, 
which is. . ineffable! 

'How to describe it!" exclaimed Henri Michaux, the French poet and 
painter, speaking of this psychedelic experience. "It would r~ire a picturesque 
style which I do not possess, made up of surprises, of nonsense, of sudden 
flashes, of bounds and rebounds, an unstable style, tobogganing and prankish." 

However, r must now turn around and add that in many ways LSD can 
also be viewed as a relaxant, as a means to mental calm and to centering. It 
frequently puts the user in a serene state of mind, at ease. Many users describe 
it as bringing on the feeling, perhaps foe the first time, that they are ... home. 

If that sounds like a contradiction, so be it. The states ofconsciousness 
brought about are often paradoxical. This might be expected from a catalyst 
that channels the brain fcom a dualistic to a unitary wayof looking at th iogs. 

Here's what Allen Ginsberg had to say when Playboy magazine asked 
what LSD does: 

'What does a trip feel like? A creeping sensation comes ovec your body, a 
change in the planetary nature of ~'our mammal eyeballs and hearing orifices. 
Then comes realization that you·re a spirit inhabiting a vast animal body con
taininggiant apenures,holes, circulatory systems, interior canals and myster
ious back alleys of the mind. Anyone of these back alleys can be explored for a 
long, long way, like going back into recolleaions of chiJdhOCld or going forward 
into the future, imagining all sorts of changes in the body, in the mind or in 
the world outside, inventin,c; imaginary universes or recaUingones that existed, 
like Egypt. 

Then yoo R'alize that all these exist in your mind simultaneously. Slowly 
you approach the mysterious feeling that if alI these histories and universes 
exist in your mind at the same time, then what about this one you·re ··really"· 
in-or thmk you are? Does that also exist only in your mind? Then comes a 
realization that it does exist only in your mind; the mind cn:ated it. Then you 
begin to worxler, Who is this mind' At the height of the acid experience, you 
realize that your mind·s the same mirxl that·s always existed in all people at all 
times in all places: This is the Great Mioo-the very mirKl men call God. Then 
comes a fascinatlOg suspicion: Is this mind what they call God or what rhey 
used to call the Devil' Hcre·s where a bum trip may begin-If youdt'Cide it·s ,I 
demunic Creatur. You get hung up wondering whether he Jhouldexlstor nor. 

Tu get off that train uf thought: You might open your eyes and see yuu·re 
sitting on a sofa in a living room with green plants flowering on the mantel
piece. Outside the window, wind is moving through the street in all of its 
forms-people walking under windy trees-all in one rhythm. And the more 
you observe the synchronous, animal, senuent details around you, the more 
you realize that £'l·erythinx is alive You become aware that there·s a plant 

Paradoxical Nature of Awareness 77 

with giant cellular leaves hanging over the fitl'place, like a huge unnoticed 
creature, and you might feel a sudden, sympathetic and intimate relationship 
with that poor big leaf, wonderil1£: What kioo of an experience of bending 
and falling down over the fireplace has that stalk-blossom been having fur 
several weeks now? And you realize that everything alive is experiencing on 
its own level a suchness existence as enormous to itas your existence is to you. 
Suddenly you get sympathetic, and feel a dear brotherly-sisterly relationship 
to all these selves. And humorous, for your own life experiences are no more 
or less absurd or weird than the life experience of that plant; you realize that 
you and plant are both here together in this strange existence where trees in 
the sunroom are blossoming aoo pawing toward the sky. Finally you find out 
that if you play them music, they grow better. 

So, the widenmg area of consciousness on afid consists in your becoming 
aware of what's going on Inside your uwn head cosmos-all those corridors 
leading into dreams, memones, fantasies-and also what's happening ootside 
you. But if you go deep enough inside, you may find yourself confronted wich 
the final proolem: Is this all a dream-nature? Great ancient question: What is 
this existence we're in' Who are we? Then can come what Timothy Leary 
terms the "clear light" experience or, as they call it in South America, "looking 
iota the eyes of the Veiled Lady"-looking to see who it is, doing or being all 
this. What's the self-nature of it ail? This is the pan of the acid experience 
thac's supposed to be indesuibable, and I'm not sure I've had the properexper
ience to describe it. 

Allen GinsberJ!., "turned on" to LSD by the 
u.s. Army, became the poet laureate of the 
psychedelic mO"/-'ement. 
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The LSD Family 

Dosage Considerations 
The action of LSD is diffiLUIt (0 classify because it isn't spedic, like 

aspirin or Miltown. More confusing, it also has variable effects at different 
dosages. Dos?;e5 estimated by weight resuh in widely flucruating reactions 
in different aO:l1als. Furthermore, within a given species there may be idio
syncratic responses---even when subjects are all of the same age, weight and 
sex. Dosage can be one of the most imponant determining factors. 

Most users are affected by dosages above about 20 meg. Amounts JUSt 
above this produce effects somewhat like a long-lasting "hash high"; Hof. 
mann's initial trip is a fair example. From about 75 meg. up to about 125 
meg., the amount usually taken, I.sD can emphasize internal phenomena, 
although it is frequently used at this level for Interpersonal matters, problem
solving or for the enhancement of sensations (for example, at a rock concert), 
A heavy dose-on the order of 200-250 mcg.-produces a predominantly 
interior, revelatory experience. Higher doses tend to intensify the trip rather 
than lengthen it; above 400-500 meg., there seems to be a "saturation poim," 
beyond which increases make little difference. 

Therapy and Everyday Problem, 
From the beginning of its history, LSD ha<; been used as an aid to psycho

therapy. The first report in the literarure, which stressed low oral dosages 
(20-30 meg.), gave an account of how the compound was administered to 
sixteen normal subjects and (0 six schizophrenics. 

Until the time research with LSD was dramatically curbed in 1966 
more than 40,000 mental patients had received it in dosages running from 
20 meg. to upwards of 2,500 meg. It was administered privately in some 
instances, and in others it was given to whole hospital wards. Some people 
received only one dose; others had as many as 120. In most instances, LSD 
was used in small amounts as an adjunct to psychotherapy. Other patients 
took it as a one-time, high-dosage treatment. 

Many early investigators screened out psychotics and schizophrenics, 
but some did not and often claimed surprising success with such cases. Patients 
usually received this treatment from only one therapist, but several researchers 
came to believe that better results could be obtained when the compound 
was given by several persons. 

Among many varied techniques, hypnotism was sometimes used in 
conjunCtion with LSD. Other people installed nurses as "parent surrogates" 
for their patients. Still others encouraged their patients to "an out" aggres
Sions during the LSD session, giving them objects to tear up or hie. Some 
therapists depended primarily upon symbolic interpretation of familiar 
objects and universal insignia. Others concentrated on dream materials. 
Some used only LSD; some combined it with Ritalin, Librium, DramamlOe 
or amphetamine. Others added one or another of the mind-altering drugs, 
such as CZ-74 (a psilocin derivative). 

Psychotherapeutic Use 79 

Almost from the beginning, psychiatrists and psychologists realized 
that many effects of this dru~ had implications relevant co personal growth, 
IlA. Sandison was one of the earliest practitioners to recognIze the potentials 
of LSD, 

There 'are guxl reasons for believing that the LSD experience is a manifesta
tion of the psychic unconscious, and that its material can be used in psycho
therapy in the same way that dreams, phantasies and paintings can be used by 
the psychoanalysts, 

A characteristic of the LSD experience particularly fascinating to 

Freudian analysts has been its power to cause the patient to regress to early 
traumas, which could then be relieved. This chemical IS stilJ used as an aid in 
"transference.'" Dr. Gordon Johnsen, of Modum Bads Nervesanrorium in 
Norway elaborates: 

If we get sexual pervens, for example, we may question what kind of treat
ment to give them; we want tofindouta little more about them. We could use 
three or four weeks fiming out, but we shorten that and say we will try if we 
can find out more with one or tvm LSD sessions. We use small doses then. We 
find that the symptoms are dearer', they are willing to speak more openly to 
us; we can get a clearer picrureof the diagnosIs. We have used it in that war to 

save time, 

By the time of the Josiah Maey, Jr. Foundation conference on LSD at 
the eoo of the 1950s, it had become clear that this semi-synthetic drug seemed 
to affirm the conCepts of most of the psychological "schools." The Freudians 
were using LSD to abreact their patients and to explore Oedipal and other 
notions. The Jungians found that this drug manifested mandalas and rebirth 
experiences in their patients, A fascinating account of an extended Freudian 
treatment appears in My Self and I, written by the Kirlian researcher and para
psychologist Thelma Moss (under the name Constance Newland) Dr. 
Donald Blair, an English consulting psychiatrist, summed up his view of 
lSD's results: 

People who have had psychotherapy or psychoanalysis for some time, as 
much as eight years, and haven't gotten anywhere, do so with the drug; it does 
break resistance. You get neurotic patients who have been to numerous 
therapists, analysts, and they don't get better. Then they come to one of us 
who are usin,g lSD and thanks ro the effect of rhe drug, they do get better, 

Experimentation with large, "single-shot"· LSD doses began in the [ate 
1950s. A great many therapists using this approach starred to see in their 
patients what Sherwcod, Sro[aroff and Harman later termed "the stage of 
immediate perception'" 

... he comes to experience himself in a totally rew way and finds that the a,ge
old question "who am p" does have a significant answer. He experiences 
himself as a far greater being than he had ever imagined, with his conscious 
self a far smaller fraction of [he whole than he had realized, Furthermore, he 
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h h
· If < by no means so separate from other selves and the 

seestatlSOwnseb 'h fh 
bo h· h" ml"'ht have thought. Nor IS t e eXIstence () t 15 

universe a ut 1m as... " I . 
I 

"ed self so intimately related to his corporea eXistence. 
new y expenen<. . d d ssibl oot new to the 

These realizations, while not new to mankm ,an po. .y . 
subject in the intellectual sense, are very new inan expene~al ~7~;r~at IS~ 
h new in the sense that makes for alrered behavIor. em IVI ua see 
~lee:r~y~hat some of his actions are not in line with his new knowledge and 
that changes are obviously called for. 
Records kept of alcoholic recovery rates following inges~ion of LS~ 

constitute the firmest quantitative data so far ~n the effe:ts of thiS substance 
The are especially impressive when one co~slde~s tha.t Independent studieS 

, y dOff t meth···L achieved substantlally Identlcal results. In most 
usmg I eren LJl1!> h ld be f d 
instances, the patients were chosen from the worst cases t atcOu oun . 
Some studies using different procedures have not been as. s~ccessfu.l.) 

( Abram Hoffer had this to say when he published stat~stlcs relatmg. to 
more than 800 hardcore alcoholics who had been treated m the Canadian 

LSD program '. . 
When sychedelic therapy is given to akoholics using method~descnbed In 

h I
' P .L,ut o~-third will remain sober after the therapy IS completed, 

t e Iterature a1J\ ..... nd I ' I h ' 
and one-third will be bcnefi({l-d. If schiwphre~lcs a ~ vanans t osc 
showing a particularly purplish component of unneJ are excluded ff(~.~~ 
therapy the results should bebetterby a~t 3Ope.rcem. TIlereare no p IS 
papers using psychedelic therapy which show It does not help about 50 per 
cent of the treated group. . . . h . 

Our conclusion after 13 years of research is that properly used LSD.t erap) 
convert a large number of alcoholics into sober members. of sOCiety . 

~vnen more important is the fact that this can be done very qUlddy and there-, 
fore very economically. Whereas with standard therapy one bed might b\ 
used to treat about 4 to6 patients per year, WIth L';Donecaneaslly treatup t{ 

36 patients per bed per year. 

The majority of LSD therapists had agreed just before being d~ni~ 
LSD that this drug is superior to other forms of treatment In ItS 

access to . h rd' '1 pond 
effect on the whole range of neuroses and disorders t a~ a man y res s 
to s choanalysis. Typical reports indicate that even :with severe problem n 
onf io to 15 percent of patients failed to achieve any Improveme~t. Whe e 
Hotlywood Hospital in Vancouver, B.C., Canada, followed up elghtY;I~, 
patients for an average of fifty-five months, it fou.nd that~5 ~r~~n~r~~~: 
total remission of their problem, 34 percent wet~ Impro~ .an . r 

h ed At the University of GOttingen s PsychlJtrlc Hospital, D 
were unc ang . ed h ed 76 cent of the 
Hanscarl Leuner's results, independently.rat ,s .ow . per bias or 

P
atients with character neuroses, ~epresslve"rea~~lons, anxdl~tyI' phnoev,lua-

. .. I ed or recovere. n a 
conversion-hystena were great y Improv . I' Lon:! Dr Ling states: 
tion of his work at Marborough Day Hosplta In on,. 

An analysis of 43 patients treared pri~ately . shows t~a~4 af~ 'r~:~;;~;, 
well and socially well-adjusted. SIX afe Improved,onea a one 

.,: 
" 
l' 
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one had to leave for Africa before treatment was flnishl"<l, and one failed to 
respond satisfactorily, so treatment was abanduned. 

So far, most of the successful reports on the treatment of mental pItients 
with LSD deal with neurotic patients who have been motivated to get well. 
1bece seems to be tacit agreement among therapists that LSD is not effective 
in dealing with psychoses. Practitioners who have undertaken LSD treat
ment of schizophrenics have been regarded as brave or reckless. (Schizo
phrenia is a term so vague that even the American Psychological Association 
has eliminated it from their list of disorders.) 

LSD does noc work very well with patients whose mental derangements 
are seriously advanced. It may precipitate a worsening of the condition. 
Nevertheless, a large body of evidence indicates that those who have admin
istered LSD in such cases have often obtained positive reactions that are 
wonhy of broader consideration. 

Dr. Fred F. Langner used LSD effectively with a number of severely 
disturbed persons, mainly "schizophrenics." After he used LSD in over 
2,000 patient sessions, he concluded that pseudo-neurotics and paranoid 
schizophrenics do not respond favorably and may, in fact, suffer clinical set
backs. However, he observed that schizoid personalities, whose egos are not 
too brittle, may through LSD have their first experience with "feeling.'" One 
of his patients said, "1 know now that I never knew what people were talking 
about when they talked about feelings till I took LSD. I didn'tkoow till toward 
the end of my second year in therapy thatfeelingscouJd be good as well as bad." 

LSD has been described by Aldous Huxley as a means of insight into 
the "Other World." As an instrument of therapy, it has brought many back 
imo contact with reality. Here is another pIradox, another example of the 
unifying aCtion of LSD. Consider a comment by Norma McDonald,a recov
ered schizophrenic: 

One of the most encouraging things which has happened to me m recent 
years was the discovery that I could talk to normal people who had had the ex
perience of taking mescaline or lysergic acid, and they would accept the things 
I told them about my adventures in mind without asking stupid questions or 
withdrawing into a safe smug world of disbelief. Schlwphrenia is a lonely 
illness and friends are of great importance. I have needed true friends to help 
me to believe in myself when I doubted my own mind, to encourage me with 
their praise, jolt me out of unrealistic ideas with their honesty and teach me by 
their example how to work and play. The discovery of LSD-25 by those who 
work in (he field of psychiatry has widened my circle of friends. 

The best accounts of "acid therapy" in English are Stanislav Grof's LSD 
Prychotherapy (1980) and Milan Hausner and ErnaSegal's The Highway to 
Mental Health: LSD Prychotherapy (1979). The latter details Hausner's use 
of lSD as an adjunct to psychotherapy for more than twenty years in Czecho
slovakia. In reviewing this volume, John C R~d, who participated in 
lSD experiments as a doctor at Spring Grove Hospital, wholeheartedly wel
comed it "as an encouraging sign that goOO work with psychedelics is still go-
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~-Te in the world n Pointing to its "constant theme ... ofcorrec-109 on somewl ~ . .. b'" 
rive/healing experience emerging from the pattent sown su consCIOUS, 

Rhead added these comments: 

The furuarrrmal belief in the capacity of the human psyche to. ~ self-healing 
under the proper cirOlmstances is but one of the many strikmg parallels 
between Dr. Hausner's conclusions and those of the group at t,he Maryland 
P h " - Research Ceorer Manv passages of Dr. Hausner s book sound 

SYClatrlC .,'. f"d'Mldndlh 
very much like the things that my collea,;,'uesj nen Sin ary an a ave 

thought, said and/or written . _ . , __ _ 
Examples of these similarities ace found In the folluwmg areas. the critical 

importance of interpersonal (rust in conducting sllCcessf~1 psychotherapy 
. h h >·I,~ ,he use of music, the imfXmance of havmg the therapIst! w"~~__ .. doh. 

guide experience LSD as part of an ethically adequate tral~Lng to t IS type 
of work, the unique value of artistic productions byt~ patient fo~ both asse~s
ment of func£ioning as well as integration of emergmg ~ulxonsCious ma~na~, 
the presentation during the LSD session of significan~ ~Jeru from the ~t~nt S 

I f ( horoaraphs) in order to stimulate aSSOCiatiOns and fresh mSlghts 
I e e.g., p " f d· h I f 

and perspectives, the need to include the concepts 0 many .. Iverse sc 00 ~ 0 

psychotherapeutic thought in order to understand and utJilze LSD, the Im
portance of working through and integrating the exper.iences that emerge 
during LSD sessions and the fundamental value or reahty of the mystIC or 
peak experiences that f~que~t~y occur. . . 

I believe that these Similarities are the result of two groups of relatively 
blind but curious and well-intentioned investigators independently havm.& 
taken the rime to grope rather thoroughly over the ~~tire elephant. As IS 
commonly noted in the literature of comparative religion, there really does 
appear to be only one elephant. 

Even though a decade and a half has passed since t~e pa~ic of the.mid-
1960s, federal regulations and hospital ··Human Rights commlt.tees 
continue to block requests to use psychedelics on humans. They ar~ afraid of 
negative publicity and lawsuits. When Walter Houston.Clark mserted a 
questionnaire addressed to research professi.o~als in BehaVIOr Today and the 
NeU'sletter of the Association for HUmamstic Psy~hology, nearly all who 
replied stated thar they would like to do psychedelic research. 

Of rhe first hundred people who responded to Clark's request, half had 
been associated at one time with controlled drug studi~s. Asked why they 
weren't engaged in such work any mO.fe,eighty-<?ne mentlo~governmemal 
red tape, sixty cited other bureaucratlC obstruction, ~v~nty-elght wrote t~at 
they weren't able to secure clearance and fifty-three mdiCate? I~ckof funding 
as ·'large reasons." Asked to rate the promise of psych~hcs 10 the ~ental 
health area, .. assuming opportunity for controlled expen~ent~tlon, none 
called it negative, one thought it might be neutra~, .seven .per~[ved It as ~~~ 
fifteen felt it was mooerate, thirty-four conslder~? It high and .~hlrty.-s.1 
believed that investigation of psychedelics hel~ our breakthrough posslbd
iues (another seven didn't answer thIS question). 

"Breakthrouf(h" Possibih/in 
83 

··00 I feel any patients are being denied an experience of significanr 
value as a result of non-acceptance of LSD as a therapeutic tool?'· Dr. Langner 
asks. ·Yes, I do." 

Creative Stimulus 
A large number of testimonials indicates that LSD can dissolve creative 

bJockage. Many examples are presented in Robert Masters and Jean Houston's 
Prychedelic Art and in Ralph Metzner's The EWalic Adventure, which con
tains full reporrs from participants in the Menlo Park creativity studies (in
cluding two architects and an engineer-physicist who was working on a 
model for a "photon"). A general presenration of that creativity research can 
be found in Charles Tart's Altered States of Conwousnes.s. In the Fall 1980 
Hllmanistic Psychology Institute Review, Stanley Krippner summarized the 
findings of nine major studies in this area. 

A notable early example was architect Kyoshi Izumi's design of a 
psychiatric hospital in Canada. He was given LSD by Humphry Osmond 
before he made several visits to traditionally designed mental instirutions in 
order to evaluate the effects of their design upon people in altered states of 
consciousness. Izumi found that tiles on walls glistened eerily and recessed 
cbets yawned like huge, dark caverns. He noticed that raised hospital beds 
were too high for patients to sit on and still touch the floor with thei( feet 
and a sense of rime was lost because of the lack of docks and calendars. Worst 
of all were the long corridors. (Osmond called the thousands of square feet 
of polished tiles in these institutions "illusion-prooucing machines par excel
lence, and very expensive ones at that. If your perception is a little unstable, 
you may see your dear old father peering out at you from the walls .... ") 

These insights, which were made clear through his use of lSD, resulted 
in humi"s design for "the ideal mental hospital," which was commended for 
outstanding architectural advancement by theJoinr Information Service of 
the American Psychiatric Association. The first hospital on his plan was built 
in Yorkton, Saskatchewan and was imitated soon after in Haverford, Penn
sylvania. The prototype has been reproouced sevetal times since, mainly in 
Canada. Bonnie Golightly and I summarized distinguishing features: 

The Yorkton hospital consists of small, cottage-like clusters of n:oms, thirty 
to a unit, joined together by underground p'Jssageways . There are many 
windows, low and unbarred, eliminating the old, dismal barnlike aspect of 
mental hospitals. The walls are painted in pleasant, flat colors, and each patient 
has his own room in one or another of the clusters, rather than a bed in an 
austere, nearly bare ward. The beds are low to the floor, and the rooms are 
furnished with regard to making it easier to define the floot as a mere floor, 
not a pit. Also, the furniture iscomforrable and not unlike that with which the 
patient is familiar at home. The closet problem has been solved by installing 
large, movable cabinets which the patient can clearly see possess both a back. 
and a front. Clocks and calendars abound. while floor tiles are sparingly used. 
The emphasis throughout puts patient needs foremost, without sacrificing 
utility. 
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In 1955, Berlin, Guthrie, Weider, Goodell and Wolff reported on four 
prominent graphic artists who made paimings during an LSD experience. A 
panel of art critics judged the paintings as having greater value than the 
artists' usual work-noting that use of color was more vivid and lines were 
bolder, though the redmical execution was somewhat poorer. Similar results 
were reported by Frank Barron in his Crea/it'ity and Psychological Health 
and by Oscar Janigee, who gave LSD to a hundred artists and had them draw 
an Indian Kachina doll before, during and after theif experience (july-August 
1959 issue of The California Clinicianl, 

By way of contrast, studies made with volunteers who were not partic
ularly interested in LSD's creative potential reflected no significant changes 
in creativity. William McGlothlin, Sidney Cohen and others, and then the 
team of Zegans, Pollard and Brown, reported these findings in theloumal of 
Nervous and Mental Diseases (1%4) and in the Archives of General Psychi
atry (1%7) respectively. Six months after three 200-mcg. LSD sessions, the 
McGlothlin team found only one major distinction: 62 percent of their sub
jects reported "a greater appreciation of music.·· An increase in the number 
of records bought, time spent in museums and number of musical events 
attended was also significantly greater than for two control groups, who 
were given either 25 mcg. of LSD Of 20 mg. of amphetamine per session. 
Cohen wrote in 1%5: "All that can be said at this time about the effect of 
LSD OQ the creative process is that a strong subjective feeling of creativeness 
accompanies many of the experiences." The Zegans group concluded that 
"the administration of LSD-25 to a relatively unselecred group of people, for 
the purpose of enhancing their creative ability, is not likely to be successful.·' 

On the ocher hand, the Institute for Psychedelic Research at San Fran
cisco State College, headed by Fadiman, Harman, McKim, Mogar and Stol
aroff, came to remarkably positive findings when they gave LSD and meSCd
line to professionals who were faced with technical problems that they had 
been unable to solve. Hypothesizing that ··through carefully structured 
regimen, a learning experience with lingering creative increases could result;· 
this group administered psychedelics to twenty-two volunteers. By the time 
of their report in November 1965, six had already seen concrete benefits in 
their work. At this point, the Institute's access to psychedelics was renninated. 
Comments made by some of the people taking part in this project indicate 
something of the way LSD affected their thinktng: 

Looking at the same problem with (psychedelic) materials, I was able to 
consider it in a much more basic way, because I could form and keep in mind <I 
much broader picture. 

I had great visual (mental) perceptibility; I could imagine what was wanted, 
needed, or not possible with almOSt no effort. 

Ideas came up with a speed that was breathtaking. 

I dismissed the original idea emirely, and slartt.J to approach the graphiC 
problem in a radically different w<ly Thai was when thinJ.:sbeJ.:<In to happen. 
All kin..l~ "f ..Iiff .. rf'nr n,,~sibilities came to mind. 

VIe in Technical Problem-Solvin!!. 85 

Diminished ft"Jr of makin,l( mist<lkes or being emb<lrrassed. 

I was Impressed with the intensity of concentration, the forcefulness and 
exuberance with which I couki proceed roward the problem. 

In ~ha[ seemed li~ 10 ~inutes, I had completed the problem, having what 
I conSidered (and stili consider) a classic solution. 

.. ~rought abo.ut almost total recall of a course that I had had in thermo
dynamICS, somethmg that I had never given any thought about in years. 

In 1%9, Stanley Krippner su.rveyed :80 profeSSional anists reported 
to have had at !cast one psychedelic expenence (eighteen, as it turned out, 
~ad never taken a psychoa~ive chemi~al). These included "two award-winning 
film-makers, a Guggenheim F:l1ow In poetry, a recipient of Ford, Fulbright, 
and Rockefeller stU?~ grants In painting, several college faculty members, 
and numerous mUSICians, actors, and writers;· mainly from the New York 
area but with a significant proportion from around the world. 

. ~en asked how psychedelic experiences influenced their art, none 
sa~d hiS or her work had suffered, "although some admitted that their friends 
?light disagree with rhis Judgment." Five stated that their psychedelic exper
Iences .had. not influem.w their work one way or the other, but most were 
enthUSiastIC about the effects. The painter Arlene Sklar-Weinstein, who had 
gone through only one LSD expe.rience is representative: "Ie opened thou
sands of doo~,s for me and dramatically changed the content, intent, and style 
of my work. 

Of the 180 artists survey~, 114 said thar their psychedelic experiences 
had affe<."ted th~ content of thelf work; they mainly cited their use of eidetic, 
or closed-eyes, Imag~ry as .a sourCe of subject marter. Fully 131 responded 
that there had ~e~ a noticeable .imProvement in their artistic technique,'· 
most often mentlOOIng a greater ability to use colors. In addition 142 attributed 
a change in creative approach to the psychedelics. Many indi~ated that dor
maO( interests in art and music had been activated by psychedelic sessions. 

LSD h.as ?elped to end writer's block. Ling and Buckman's The Use of 
LSD and Rttaltn tn the Treatment of Neurosis cites the example of a "we11-
known ~uropean writer" whose major work, translated into twelve languages, 
w~ ~~ltten ~ubsequent to LSD usage. Previously, he had had a "burning 
~eSlfe to wme but had been unable to finish a single manuscript. Under the 
l~fluence of LSD, he was confronted with a sudden awareness that he could 
die .. ··With this horror of death rt'alized, I started to experience a most fan
caStlC happiness with the realizatillO that a fter all I do not have to die now ··It 
freed h.im as an artist: he no longer felt he was writing ··with my neck u~der 
the gulilotine." 

I a~ n.o l?nger af.raid of putting nne letter after the other to say what I want 
and ~hls J~ linked With an enorr:'0us number of things, such as spetx:hlessness 
and inarticulateness. The feeh ng of being dumb, not being able tn express 
myself, was probably one of my most unpledsant inner feelio 

I [I b gs .... 
now ~m (apa Ie of ~ressing what many people would loV(' to express 

bur for WI.1Kh they ~anl"ll.Jt flOJ the words. I did oor find the words before be. 
(ause J tfled to JVOJd saying the essential thin~s. 
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Krippner quoteS the Dmch writer Ronny van den Eerenbeemr as having 
responded similarly: 

When very young, I started writing stones and poems. The older I got, the 
more I had a feeling of not being able to find something really worthwhile to 
write abom. My psychedelic experiences taught me that what I used to do was 
no more chan scratch the surface of life. After having seen and felt the center 
of life, through the psychedelics, I no?': think Ido have something worthwhile 
(0 write about. 

At the conclusion of his survey of the effects from LSD and similar 
psychedelics, Knppner writes: 

Little scientific research has been undertaken with psychedelic drugs since 
advances in information theory, brain physiology, and the study of conscious
ness. . have revolutionized OUf understanding of those areas. This increase 
in knowledge and theoretical sophistication affords science a unique oppor
tunity to srudy the creative act. Creativity has been a perperual enigma; now, 
at last, it may be prepared to divulge its secrets. 

A final poinr about the creative process: it does not seem to have (00 
much to do with conventional I.Q., as measured by existin,g rests. Frank Barron, 
while a Research Psychologist at the Umversity of California Institute of 

Personality Assessment, compared more than 5,000 productive and creative 
individuals with others in their field who had similar I.Q. but limited pro
ductivity: 

The thing that !i.-as imponant was something that might be called a cos
mological commitment. It was a powerful motive to create meaning and to 

leave a testament of the meaning which that individual found in the world, 
and in himself in relation to the work!. This motive emerged in many way~, 
but we came across it over and over again when we compared highly creatiY!: 
individuals with those of equal intellecrual ability as measured by I.Q. tests, but 
of Jess actual creative ability. The intense motivation having to do with thiS 
making of meaning-or finding meaning and communicating it in one form 
or another-was the most important difference between our criterion and 
control groups .. 

r think that as a result of the psychedelic experience there's a heightened 
sense of che drama of life, including its brevity, and a realization both of the 
importance of one's individual life 'and of the fact that a s·acred task has been 
given to the individual in the development of the self. 

Religious Considerations 
At the core, LSD enables the users to transcend ordinary reality and 

feel religious effeets. Aldous Huxley described the experience with a term 
from Catholic theology, "gratuitous grace." He wrote Father Thomas Merton 
about similarities perceived by one user to spontaneous mystical experience~ 

A friend of mine, saved from alcoholism, during the last fatal phaseuf the dis
ease, by a spontaneous theophany, which changed his life as complete!)1 as Sf. 

Contrived Religious Expenence 87 

Paul's was changed by his theophany on the road tu Damascus has taken 
lyS:t'rgic. acid c.wo or three times and affirms that his experience under the drug 
IS. Identical wl.th the spontaoeuus experience which changed his life-theonly 
difference belOg that the spontaneous experience did not last so long as the 
chemically induced one. 

Ala? .Watt.s, philosopher and Zen master, had a bad first impression, 
charactenzmg h,IS LSD experience as "mysticism with water wings." During 
~o later ex~nments c?nducred by associates of the Langley-Porter Clinic 
III San FranCISCo, he qUICkly changed his mind: 

I was a~azed and somewhat embarrassed to find myself gOlOg through states 
of consclOusne~s that corresponded precisely with every description of major 
mystical experiences that I had ever read. Funhermore, they exceeded both in 
depth a~d In a J:'t'illiiar qua.liry.of unexpectedness the three ,. natural and spon. 
raneous experiences of thlskmd that had happened to me in previous years. 

The religious aspect of LSD ingestion registered strongly among the 
gro~p at Harvard running the Psilocybin Research Project. Shortly after the 
proJee.t had begun, Michael Hollingshead showed up with a jar filled with 
LSD; It w~s given to third-year Ph.D. students in behaviorism. Hollingshead 
reflected m 1981 on that small class of students and their Instructors: 

Al when-he runs the Meher Baba group. He gut his Ph.D. in behaviorism. 
Alpert already had his Ph.D. He's a Hmdu saint. 
Leary already had his Ph.D. He became the "High Priest." 
Ralph Metzner-he got his Ph.D. He is now running healmg work and 

wholistic therapeutic groups in San Francisco and Berkeley, the rotaloppusite 
of behaviorism. Ralph accepts that within each person there's a spiritual 
entity which can be moved jf it's once awakened and allowed not only to see 
but also to be. 

Gunther Weil is now the director of the Media Center of the University of 
Massachusetts, but he's also been running the Gurdjieff gruup in Boscun. He 
is closely identified wich the Gurdjieffian work. He has put out records, he has 
tried t? create art movies, he's lectured on the acculturation of the psychedelic 
expenence. 

Al Alschuler-well, he's still at Harvard in the School of Education as far as 
I know. He has moved away fmm strict behaViorism mto creative educational 
techniques, but through the system. 

Paul I..l·(·-who, when I first met him, wasn't one of the students. He was 
Paul Tillil'h's right·hand man. And he had J vt"ry profound experit"nce. He's 
now teaching herbs in Santa Cruz. 

Rolf von Eckansberg-he's in Philadelphia, running the Open House 
System, where certain houses arlO always open to ex·prlson inmates. 

Hollingshead concludes that for these people LSD was instrumental in 
realization of the importance of their religious nature: 

To use Aldo.us ~uxley's expression, "the doors of perception" were opened, 
and [hey saw mside the house--this house of many mansions which is also 
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llle Self. And then the elIxIrs closed ill midni.':hr and they were hack in Iheo~d 
humdrum again-hut vouchsavcd a ,Rlimpse of the ather" And then, bll by bl!, 

they began to discover East,ern writings,_ the Tao Te ChinK, the I Chin/!, the 
Vedas, the Upanishads, SufI masters, various forms of muslCthat are desIgned 
for people who afe in the house to dance. And they began to move off mto 
different areas, which accounts for why they are where they are now. 

HouS[Qn Smith Professor of Philosophy at MIT, similarly described 
chis most importam ;spect of psychedelics (based mainly on his observation 
of effects from LSD). 

given the right set and setting, the dru,gs (ao induce religious experie~es 
indistinguIshable from ones that oc(Ur spontaneously. N~r need set and settmg 
be exceptional_ The way the statistics arecurre~tly ru?mng, It 100k.s as If from 
one-fourth to one-third of the general population WIll have rehglous expe~
iences if they take the drugs under naruralistic co~itions, meani,ng by t~IS 
conditions in which the researcher supportS the subJe<:t but doesn t try [Q in

fluence the direCtion his experience will take. Among subjects who have 
strong religious inclinations to begin with, the proportion of th~ having 
religious experiences jumps to three-quarters. If they rake them In semng~ 
which are reiil':ious toO, the ratio soars to nine OUt of tcn. 

Dr. Smith has gIven a useful definition of "a religious experieoce:' callin~ 
it an experience that elicits from the experiencer a centered response, a re
sponse from the core of his or her being. 

As his being includes thoughts, feelings, and will .. a r~lig~ous e~perience 
triggers in the experiencer a triple movement: of th~ mmd 10 ?eile£.. of the 
emmions in awe, and of the will in obedience. A religIOUS expenence IS awe· 
some, convinces the experiencer that its noeric disclosures are true, am lays 
upon him obligations he acknowledges as bindinR 

In various LSD srudies, episodes of a religious narure have often b:ttn 
manifested even when the intent of the srudy had nothing todowith religIOUS 
consciousness. "Cure for dipsomania," William James once said, '"is religio
mania," a proposition confirmed in the LSD alcoholism studies. 

For the 206 psychedelic sessions guided or observed by Ma~ters and 
Houston-112 with LSD-the statistical breakdown on the followmg page 
(rounded to the nearest percentage) indicates the type and frequency of 
religious images that arose among [heir subjects. 

The Masters and Houston report on mystical experiences is especlal.ly 
interesting because they have taken pains to be more exacting. than most 10 

terms of religious criteria. In their The Varieties of Psychede/lc Expen~nce, 
they certify only one subject reaching the profoundest depth and only SIX as 
attaining the "'introvenive mystical" experience. About the latter, they 
comment: 

It is of interest to observe that those few subjects who attain to this level of 
mystical apprehension have in the. course uf their li.ves eith~r_~cr!vely sough! 
the mystical experience in medltatlun and other splntoal dlS>l:lplmes or have 

EmerR,ence of ReiiR,ioUJ ImpulJes 

RELIGIOUS IMAGERY N = 206 sub;ecb 
Percent 

ReligiolU imagery of some kind: 96 
Religious architecture, temples and churches: 91 
Religious sculpture, painting, stained glass windows: 13 
Religious symbols: cross, yin yang, Star of David, etc.: 34 
Mandalas: 26 
Religious figures: Christ, Buddha, Saints, godly figures, 

William Blake-type figures: 58 
Devils, demons: 19 
Angels: 7 
Miraculous and numinous visions, pillars of light, burning 

bushes, God in the whirlwind: 60 
Cosmological imagery: galaxies, heavenly bodies, creation 

of the universe, of the solar system, of the earth 
(experienced as religious): Ii 

ReligiCJU8 Rituals 
Scenes of contemporary Christian, Jewish or Muslim Rites: 8 
Contemporary Oriental rites: 10 
Ancient Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Mesopotamian 

and similar rites: 67 
Primitive rites: 31 
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for many year.; demonstrated a considerable interest in integral levels of con
sciousness. It should also be noted that all of these subjects were over forty 
years of age, were of superior intelligence, and were well-adjusted and creative 
personalities. 

When the historical scarcity of mysticism is kept in mind, these limited 
claims by Masters and Houston are all the more impressive. They may yet 
Substantiate the comment from Ram Dass' guru that religion would come to 
America by way of a pill. 

A number of commentators-notably the sociologist Richard Bunce 
and the psychiatrist Norman Zinberg-have recently argued that LSD's 
effects are essentially in line with "recreational drug use." However, most of 
these observers became interested in this wmpound in the 1970s, when the 
usual dosage had dropped to 50 to ]00 meg., far below dosages taken in the 
1960s, which frequently exceeded 250 mcg. Dosage isa primary factor in the 
emergence of religious impulses. Lesser amounts generally have lesser effects, 
although small doses on occasion have induced psychically powerful results. 
H "recreation" is the user's only aim, LSD is riskier than most other drugs: 
the soul may manifest itself anyway. 

BOTANICAL SOURCES OF LYSERGIC AGD AMlDES 
AND THEIR HISTORIES AND EFFECTS 
19-e and Other Grasses 

The lysergic acid used for the synthesis of LSD was originally obtained 
from a rye-attacking fungus called Claviceps purpurea. The sclerotium, or 
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fruiting body, of this filamentous fungus is known as ergot and contains the 
"skeleton" for making (he psychoactive molecule. Many (imes during the 
Middle Ages, and on other occasions up until the first quarter of this century, 
it was baked inadvertently into bread. Those who ate it felt the terrifying, 
sometimes deadly, consequences of ergot poisoning, which appeared in 
gangrenous and convulsive forms and was often called "St. Anthony's fire." 
People thus affected often experienced ecstasies, but frequently they went 
into "St. Virus' dance." Sometimes bodily extremities blackened and fell off. 
Thousands died. 

Raven, Evert and Curtis in their Bw/oJ!)' of Plants note that In om: 
such epidemic in 994 AD., "more than 40,000 died. In 1722,ergotism struck 
down the calvary of Czar Peter the Great on the eve of battle for rheconquesr 
of Turkey, and thus changed the course of history." When it was realized 10 
the seventeenth century that ergot-infected rye baked into bread was the 
cause of these outbreaks, they became less frequent and less extensive. The 
last ergot epidemic occurred in southern Russia during 1926-1927. (A popular 
book and many writers have erroneously described a mass poisoning in 1951 
in the southern French Dry of Pom-Sc. Esprit as the result of ergotism. Thirty 
people felt that they were being pursued by demons and snakes, and five died. 
The cause, however, was actually an organic mercury compound that had 
been used to disinfC(t seeds.) 

At least thirty alkaloids appear in different kinds of ergot, varying in 
strength and chemical arrangements with the host medium, the weather 
and other local circumstances. The most common are "peptide alkaloids" of 
an ergotamine-ergotoxine grouping (not soluble in water) and these have 
been responsible for the twO forms of ergOtism. The other alkaloids are Iyscr
gic acid amides (which are water soluble), the most imp:Jfwnt being erg10e 
(d-lysergic acid amide) and ergonovine (d-lysergic acid-l-2-propanolamide). 
The latter was isolated independently by four groups of researchers in the 
1930s and thus was variously known as ergometrine, ergobasin, ergotocine 
or ergostetrine. 

These distinctions of botanical chemistry are important to this story 
because of a challenging question R. Gordon Wasson posed to Albert Hof
mann in July 1975: "whether Early Man in ancient Greece could have hit on a 
method to isolate an hallucinogen from ergot that would have given him an 
experience comparable to LSD or psilocybin?" 

Hofmann's response a year later was yes, such effects could havenccurred 
with ergot grown on wheat or barley (rye wasn't known in ancient Greece), 
and an even "easier way would have been to use the ergot growing on the 
common wild grass Paspalum." OnAprill, 1976,Hofmann confirmed such 
a possibiliry when he took an oral dose of 2 mg. of ergonovine maleate, equiv
alent to about 1.5 mg. of the ergonovine base, which is about six times the 
normal dose used In medicine for postpartum hemorrhaging. He found (hat 
this dose produced mild psychedelic activity that lasted more than five hours. 

E,.gotism/ Possible ErJ!.onOt}jne Use at EleuslS 

E,.&ot, the dark pa,.asitic lun~us shown he,.e w'Owing on rye, 
~y hav~ pronded the anctent ~thenians lor 2,(}()0 years with 
kykeon, the psychedelIC used m the Eleusinian mysteries. 

II has b~~ used by modern chemist.r as Ihe precursor lor 
synthestztng LSD. The word "ergol," meaning a rooster's 
spu,., comes from the French. 
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Evidence marshalled for this thesis by Wasson, Hofmann and the Greek 
scholar Carl ;:\.P. Ruc~ alon~ with a new translation of the "Homeric Hymn 
to Demeter, appears In theIr The Road to Eleusis: UnveilinN the Secret of 
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the MyrleneJ (1978). They demonstrate that the potion us~ .f<?f more than 
2,00Cl ~ars in these annual "mysteries" (mysterious ~o the umm[mt~ bec~use 
the penalty for revealing the ceremony was death) mvolve~ wa[e~ infUSIons 
of infected barley and the sclerotium of Claviceps pa.rpa/t growmg on the 
wild grass Paspa/um distichum, which flourished. thr~ughout the ar~a and 
particularly on the Rarian plain. The compl~~ hlstonc.ai ra:onstructlon of 
these events in the words of Jonathan On, for the fIrst tIme places the 
sacred mush~(x)m [of ergocl in our own rulrural past." 

,: 
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Hofmann wrote In his autobiography, '"The cultural-historical mean
ing of the Eleusinian Mysteries, their influence on European intellectual 
history, can scarcely be overestimated. Here suffering humankind found a 
cure for its rational, objective, cleft intellect, in a mystical totality experience, 
that let it believe in immortality, in an ever-lasting existence." 

Up to three thousand people annually were initiated "in a perfect way" 
for two millenia, until the suppression of these rites under Chtistianiry in the 
fourth century A.D. Anyone who could speak Greek and who hadn't com
mitted murder could present themselves once for this initiation. Half a year 
of preparatory rituals began in the spring, culminating in September in a 
procession lasting several days from Athens to the temple at Eleusis. The 
ceremony occurred at night; ancient writers hint that important things were 
seen-in a room "totally unsuited for theatrical performances" (as Ruck de
scribed the temple). Among those initiated were Aristotle, Sophocles, Plato, 
Aeschylus, Gcero, Pindar and possibly even Homer, plus many Roman em
perors (such as Hadrian and Marcus Arelius). 

Aristides the Rheror in the second century AD. called the experience 
"new, astonishing, inaccessible to rational cognition." The "Homeric Hymn 
to Demeter," which tells us most about what occurred, states "Blissful is he 
among men on Earth who has beheld that! He who has not been initiated 
into the holy Mysteries, who has had no part therein, remains a corpse in 
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Oaviceps purpurea: (a) a ['ery younX ovary of T)'e in the Spbacelia staRe: 
(h) older ovary, u·jth the Spbacelia in its upper part. u-bik the sclerotimn 
h heing formed in the lower; (c) longitudinal section throuf!.h the same 
ltage aJ (b). All figures are enlarxed-(a) about eiXht timeJ, and (bl 
and (C) about five times. 
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gloomy darkness." Pindar remarked "Blissful is he who after having beheld 
this enrers on the way beneath the Earth. He knows the end of life as well as 
its divinely gramed beginning." Cicero said of Eleusis: "Not only have we 
received the reason there, that we may live in joy, but also, besides, that we 
may die with better hope." Aristotle revealed only that these Mysteries wece 
an experience rather than something learned. 

The Road to Eleusis appeared in 1978; so far as I know, nobody since 
then has tried an aqueous solution of ergot, which is understandable,given 
the history of ergotism. On the other hand, Paspalum distiehum, as described 
by Hofmann, contains "only alkaloids that are hallucinogenic and which 
could even have been used directly in powder form." 

In the January-June 1979 issue of the Journal of Psychedelic DrupJ, 
Jeremy Bigwood, Jonathan Ott, Catherine Thompson and Patricia Neely 
report on their attempt to replicate Hofmann's finding in three experiments 
with ergonovi~ maleate, each ti~ in one pastoral setting. They were follow
ing up Wasson and Ruck, who tried the same amount as Hofmann but "did 
not experience distinct entheogenic effects." 

With Thompson acting as a guide, rhreeof them took 3 mg. of ergo no
vine maleate, which appeared as a slightly phosphorescent blUIsh solution in 
water. Fifteen minutes later they felt like lying down and looking at the sky; 
then there were "very mild visual alterations, characterized by perception of 
an 'alive' quality in inanimate objects," Most of this effect passed within an 
hour; walking along the beach, they experienced mild leg cramps. Bigwood 
saw eidetic imagery before going to bed, and the three "slept easily ... awaken
ing refreshed. in the morning." 

The three experimenters were "convinced. that ergonovi~ was psycho
active, but only JB. was persuaded the drug was entheogenic." They decided 
to try it again twO weeks later in an increased dosage of 5 mg., but Neely took 
only 3.75 mg. "'Again, we experienced lassitude and leg cramps, more pro
nounced than in the earlier experiment." The psychic effects were more in
tense than previously, particularly eidetic imagery. "Now it was dear to all 
of us that ergonovine was entheogenic .... The entheogenic effal"s, however, 
were very mild, while the somatic effects were quite strong. We had none of 
the euphoria characteristic of LSD and psilocybin experiences." 

To derennire if higher consciousness alteration was ?JSsible, they tried 
larger oral doses of ergonovine maleate a week later. This time, Neely rook a 
dose of 7.5 mg. and the others took 10 mg.: 

Dne of us (J_D,) described "flashes in periphery, ringing in ears, inner rest
lessness" 40 minutes after ingestion, and later noted "mikl halluciaJsis, cramps 
in legs" [and] felt the cramping in the legs as painful and debilitating. The 
psychic effectS did fX)t increase with the same magnirude as the somaticeffecrs. 
For what seemed like hours, we lay on our backs atop a small pumphouse, 
watching fluffy cumulus clouds pass silently above us. The effects were still 
quite imenst' SIX hours after ingestion. One of us experienced ;lbundant 

,.I 
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eidetic imagery, rapidly-cha.nging, colorful geometric patterns, undulating, 
never still. We all had a slight hangover the following morning. 

Morning Glories 
When the ~nquistadores subdued the Aztecs, early chroniclers reo 

corded t~t the Indtans ma~e.rel.igious and medicinal use of peyote, another 
ps~hoactJve plant named tl,tliltzln, and a srnalllemil-like seed called ololiuqui 
The thir~, alleged t? have been used also for purposes of divination, cam~ 
from a ville known III the Nihuatllanguage as coaxihuit/ (or "snakeplant''j. 

I' 
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When he published some botanical notes by the Spanish physician 
Hernandez, Ximenez stated In 1615 in regard tu ololiuquI: "It matuTs little 
that this plant be here described or that Spaniards be made acquainted with 
it." He expressed the generally negative Spanish attitude. Hernandez and 
others had described the plane, indicating that it was held in great veneration, 
and illustrations~as in the Florentine Codex-suggested that it was a mem
ber of the familiar bindweed or morning glory family (Convoh'u/aceae), but 
knowledge of this species and its seed was lost wall but a few Zaporec, Cllinan
tee, Mazatec and Mixtec tribes, dwelling mostly In Oaxaca in southern Mex
ico for more than four centuries. 

The ethnobotanist Richard Evans Schultes sent samples of a cultivated 
Mexican morning glory to Hofmann in 1959, when it was still called RIf'ea 
corymboJa. He had seen it employed in divination by a Zapotec shaman in 
Oaxaca. Corymbosa is now considered one of five T urbina species-the only 
one appearing in the Americas. Though there are more than 500 species of 
Convolvulaceae widely scattered around the globe, they seem [0 have been 
used for their psychoactive properties only by tribes in the New World. 

In 1960, Hofmann analyzed (he constiruems of these seeds and declared 
that RIVea (Turbina) corymbosa contained ergot alkaloids. This information 
was hard for the scientific world to accept because: (a) previous chemical 
analysis, recommended in 1955 by Humphry Osmond after self-experi
mentation with morning glory seeds, had shown no psychoactive prlnciples, 
and (b) until that time ergot alkaloids had been found only in the rye fungus 
Claviceps purpurea, which belonged in an entirely unrelated wing of the 
plant kingdom. "Chemotaxonomically," said Schultes, commenting on the 
unexpected discovery of lysergic acid amides in morning glories, "such an 
occurrence would be highly unlikely." Hence, many researchers suspected 
that spores from fungi already in Hofmann's lab had somehow invaded the 
tissues of the morning glories examined. Later, however, chemical analyses 
substantiated Hofmann's claim. 

The principle agent in this plant was found to bed-lysergic acid amide, 
which had already been synthesized and was known as both ergine and LA
llI. Other alkaloids of lesser imp::mance found to be psychoactively 
influential in Turbina corymbosa were d-isolysergic acid amide (isoergine), 
chanoclavine, elymoclavine and lysergol. 

In 1960, Don Thomas MacDougall reporred that seeds of Ipomoea 
vtolacea were used as sacraments bycerrain Zapotecs,sometimes in conjunc
tion with ololiuqui and sometimes not. These morning glory seeds, called 
badoh negro, come from the same botanical family-but are jet black rather 
than brown and are long and angular rather than round, When analyzed, the 
badoh negro seeds were found to have the same mentally-affecting amides as 
Tumina (Rivea) corymhosa, except that ergometrine-a strong uterotoruc
showed up in place of lysergoL 

Some people believe that badoh negro is the seed the early Spanish 

Lysergic Acid Amide,r in MON/inr; Glorie,r , 
•• j 

MORNING GLORY 
HEAVENLY BLUE 

39¢ 

FERRY-MORSE SEEDS 

"The most popular Mortling Glory," reads the 
back of tIm "Heat'en/y Biue" seed packlge, 
"Huge, {:orgeous flowers bluom pro/use/;' on lush 
vines. PartIcularly effective in combination with 
the pure uhite of Pearly Gates." 
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records refer~d to ~s tlitliltzin (the Nahuatl word for 'black," slightly altered 
by a rever~ntJa.l suffIX). These ~ turned out to be stronger in psychoactivity 
than oIOItUqUI. The total alkalOid content of the Rit'ea (Turbina) is 0,012 
percent, while that of Ipomoea IS about 0.06 percent, Ameri<.:an varieties of 
Ipomoea viola~e~ containing d-lysergic acid amides are: Heavenly Blue, 
Pearly Gates, flymg Saucers, Blue Star, Summer Skies and Wedding Bells, 

If you comI:'are LSD-25 and the main ingredient of ololiuqui-the first 
an~ second drawmg on page 67-you'll see that the only difference is substi
OJ,tlOO of two, hydrogens in the amide group for two ethyl radicals, This 
slight change In the molecule makes LSD 50 to 100 times more active than 
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the central ingredient In morning glories. The F,nl Book of Sacraments of 
the Church of the Tree of Life compares the experiential differences between 
the seeds and LSD: 

The effect of these alkaloids in combination is similar to LSD and other 
hallucinogens, but more tranquil. Some people experience nausea during the 
first hour. Large ooses are not recommended. After the major effects have 
worn off one usually feels very soft and relaxed . 

It is nor advisable for people with a history of hepatitis, jaundice, or other 
serious liver disease to take [these] lysergic acid amides. Because several of 
the alkaloids in this family of sacraments have powerful uterus-stimulatin~ 
properties we recommend that they nor be taken by pregnant women. 

Hawaiian Woodroses 
Chemical investigations have confirmed the appearance of ergot alka

loids in other Convoh'ulaceae (bindweed or morning glory) species, notably 
in the Argyreia genus (in at least eleven species), the large Hawaiian woOO
rose and in Stictocardia tila/olia (which contains six amides of lysergic acid in 
its seed). 

Of these plants, the one that has been most used as a psychedelic is the 
baby Hawaiian woodrose. This acrually isn't a rose, but rather a woody climb
ing vine or liana with silvery foliage and violet flowers. When dried, the 
leaves curn tan on the outside and a light, warm saddle brown on the inside. 
The po:! has the color of caramel. This beautiful arrangement has resulted in 
its use in floral displays and corsages. Native to India, it is now CUltivated 
throughout the world's tropical regions. 

Otto Degener in his monumental Flora Hawaiienfif in the 19305 
described the baby Hawaiian woodrose as thriving in the Islands in drier 
regions at lower elevations, flowering durmg August and early Septemlx-r 
and then becoming ··a prolific seeder, the ground under a large VIne often 
being crowded with erect, bud·covered seedlings." According to William 
Emboden, this has been used as an inebriant by poorer Hawaiians. It has 
been only occasionally taken by those in the American drug subculture, though 
advertised in High Times. At art fairs in California, a mixture of five of 
these baby seeds ground up together with ginseng, damiana, gotu kola and 
bee pollen and pressed into a date has been sold under the name ··Utopian 
Bliss Balls." 

Lysergic acid amides are quite concentrated in the seeds of this 
ornamental, much more so than in psychedelic morning glories. Four to six 
seeds (the contents of one or two pods) are the equivalent of 100 to 150 
Ipomoea morning glory seeds and will produce a full-blown experience. The 
result is generally more tranquil than what is induced by LSD. While LSD is 
perceived by most users as having stimulant effects, to which a few people 
are particularly sensitive, the botanical sources have more of a slowing or 
depressant effect. Some users complain that [hey have had a hangover, which 
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has been characterized by Emboden as possibly involving '"nausea, constipa
rion, vertigo, blurred vision and physical inertia." More often, however, 
these seeds have invigorated their users, leaving them feeling as though they 
had been on vacation afterwards. 

Lysergic acid amides including chanoclavine, ergine, isoergine and 
ergonovine are present in the psychoactive Argyreza species-speciosa. 
4C1ila, hernesii, capitala, osyrenj"is, watlichii, splendens, hainanensis, obtusi
folia and pJeudorubicunda, mainly concentrated in the seeds. The larger 
!;Iawaiian woodrose (MeN"emia tubemsa) also produces such amides, but 
like the others is not nearly as potent as the baby Hawaiian woodrose. A 
recent thesis at Harvard illustrates the interest so far: it lists more than 250 
references to ArK)'Teta 1JeNJosa. 

FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
. The plant sources of lysergic acid amides contain not JUSt one psycho

acttve molecule but several: variations in effect are {Xlssible due to growing 
~ns and other envi~onmental influences on the chemistry of the plant. 
Agam, I should mentIon that in the American varieties of psychedelic 
Ipomoea there is a uterotonic effect-hence these should not be used by 
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pregnant women. It's a 8000 idea to check as well to see if the seed company 
has added anything toxic to the seeds. This should be indicated on the package 

In the case of the proper Ipomoea morning glories, each seed IS the 
equivalent of about 1 meg. LSD; the usual dose lies between 100 and 200 
seeds. Many early investigators failed to get any reactions at all. The reason 
in almost every instance was found to be that they had failed to grind the 
seeds first. The seeds should be ground to a flour before use; it's also a gcxxl 
idea to soak them in water-the psychoactive components are soluble
and then to strain the liquid through cheesecloth. The amides of value are in 
the liquid, which is ready for consumption. 

As for the baby Hawaiian woodrose, the dose usually taken IS four to 
eight seeds, although some users advise that no more than two or three 
should probably be taken the first time. With Hawaiian woodroses or 
morning glories, high dosages are not advisable-beyond a certain level, 
experience so far has shown a tendency for limbs to get bluish. (From re
ports I've seen, it's not dear whether the seeds had been dissolved and the 
amides strained out before ingestion.) 

Albert Hofmann has remarked that when he produced ALD-52, it had 
to be kept in solution and cold because it was quite unstable. Most of the 
other analogues have been tried by only a few people in research studies and 
have never appeared on the black market. A methylated form that product'S 
LSD-type effects lasting only four to six hours has recently been distributed 
in Europe. 

LSD appears in crystalline, liquid and many ocher forms. As a crystal, 
a substantial dose can barely be seen by the naked eye. Usually, it is dissolved 
in ethyl alcohol or another solvent and then dropped onto a carrier, usually 
blotter paper. 

\'Qhen Sandoz distributed LSD, it delivered it in sealed vials or in bottles 
of calibrated dosage from which precise amoums could be removed by syringe_ 
Such guamitative, not to memion qualitative, care hasn't appeared yet in the 
black market. More than a few users have discovered considerable 
differences in the dosage of blotters on the same sheet of paper. Some acid is 
strong enough to provide four trips from a single tab or blotter, while in 
other instances the amounts are in the range of 25 to 50 mcg. per blotter. 

Ergot was the starting material used until the early 1960s. At the 
beginning of that decade, the Farmitalia Company of Milan, Italy developed 
a method for growing this fungus in vats on ClavicepJ paJPa/i. It offered this 
for sale at S 10,000 per kilogram until well past the mid-1960s, when such 
work was suspended_ 

In The pJychedelic Reader, Gary Fisher described dosage levels for 
psychotherapeutic sessions as being quite high (generally over 250 meg.) He 
also touches on the use of other drugs in conjunction with LSD, parricuiarly 
small amounts of amphecamine and psilocybin as initial pretreannent. 

Checkinf[ Purity 101 

LSD deteriorates slowly over time, oxidizing into iso-LSD. In abom a 
decade, poten,), decreases by about half. Some writers have exaggerated the 
deterioration involved. It does, however, dIsintegrate rapidly in the presence 
of light, oxygen and moisture. 

Determining the purity of an "acid" sample is not easy for most users. 
In the first appendix to this book, some of the technigues are detailed; Bruce 
Eisner discussed many of the relevant issues in the January 1977 High Times 
in an article entitled "LSD Purity: Cleanliness is Next to Godheadliness." 
Analyses of LSD quality can, however, be obtained by sending a sample to 
PharmChem, 3925 Bohannon Dr., Menlo Park, CA 94025, along with S I 5 
and a random five digit and single letter code. Mark the oU[side of the 
envelope "Hand Cancer' and then call (415) 328-6200 two or three days 
after you suspect they have received it for results_ 

Pharm(lIem's analyses are based on thin-layer andgaschromacography. 
It had been criticized for not taking into much account some of the possible 
by-products, such as "lumi-LSD," that may be pre-sent, but it currently 
checks for 350 psychoactive compounds and a large- number of impurities. 
Umil1976, this and other testing stations were- allowed to make quantitative 
assays, but this has now been curtailed by federal regulations except for those 
having the proper licenses. "It doesn't make sense for LSD users not to be 
able to know what they are USlOg," Jeremy Bigwood comments about the
curreor situation, "even if the state- believes it to be illegal at the time." 

Crystals of ergotamine ("E. T. "), the precursor uSlkJlly used in the 
manufacture of LSD after extraction from ergot fungus. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Peyote, Mescaline 
and San Pedro 
The white man I!,oes mto his church house and talks about 
Jesus; the Indian ,.;oes mto his tepee and talks to jesus. 

-Quanah Parker 

HISTORY 
Peyote, a slow-growing, unobtrusive and acrid-tasting cactus, appears 

to be native to two areas of northern Mexico, each with its own species. The 
yellow-green Lophophora di/luJa ,grows in a high desert in the staw of 
Queretaro, some three hundred miles south of Laredo, Texas. The green
blue Lophophora u'illiamm inhabits approximately one hundred thousand 
square miles south of the Rio Grande. 

In Lof!hophora dil/usa. 90 percent of its alkaloids are in the form of 
"pellotine" and there are only trace amounts of mescaline (the first synthe
sized psychedelic compound). It has larger and whiter flowers than its more 
familiar relative L williamJ;i and appears to be an earlier evolutionary form_ 
Its growing range is less than fifty miles in diameter, and it is relatively little
known and unavailable to most people. 

Lophophora williams;; contains a substantial amount of mescaline. 
Its rangeland, shaped something like a mushroom, extends as far south as 
Zacatecas, but the cactus is most plentiful in the central desert of northern 
Mexico. 

Mesoamerican Accounts 
Many people writing about the discovery of peyote suggest that some

one lost and starving in the desert came upon this plant and ate it. Native 
aCCOUnts emphasize that the srarving wayfarer heard a t'o;ce saying that this 
plant should be eaten. The plant was carried back as a divine gift to bting 
COUrage and peace to the user's tribe. 

Archaeological evidence discovered recently in caves in Texas, induding 
Stores of still-psychoactive cacti, indicates that peyote was used ceremonially 
3,(X)() or more years ago. When the Conquistadores wrote about its wide
spread use, they remarked mainly on the Otichimeca, Toltec and Aztec 
regions. However, many anthropologists think it was first used by the 
Tarahumaris, who live closer to its j.;rowin,g area 
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In his History 0/ the Tbin~J of Neu' Spain, also known as the Floren

tine Codex (circa 1560), the Spanish priest Bernardino de SahagUn estimated 

from eVents in Indian chronologies that peyote had been used at least 1,800 

years earlier. Most Aztec records were destroyed by Cortez and his successors 

-especially Juan de Zumarraga, the first archbishop of Mexico. In the 

words of Edward F. Anderson, Zumarraga ··searched throughout the former 

Aztec empire for manuscripts and other pieces of information about their 

civilization and, in an orgy of unparalleled destruction, burned thousands of 

Aztec documents and other items." Sahagun tried to recover and record the 

medical knowledge of Aztec and other priests. 

SahagUn, a Jew converted to Catholicism, probably under duress, spent 

most of his adult life in Mexioo and re:ame a great oollecror of pre-Columbian 

cultural data. His informants, Aztec noblemen who also had been converted 

to Catholicism under threat of death, left us our best information about 

native life prior to the Conquest of the New World. Their manuscripts, 

filled with hundreds of drawings, are available now in an English translation 

of the Spanish by Anhur Anderson and Otarles Dibble alongside t~ original 

Nfuuatllanguage of me Aztecs in a twelve-volume set; a final 1982 volwne 

offers background material and Sahagun's prologues and interpolations. 

The Spaniards "discovered" such things as chocolate, potatoes, corn 

and tobacco in the New World, along with three psychoactive agents: mush

rooms, morning glories and peyote. Peyote was associated by the Spanish 

with the blocxiy sacrificial rites of t~ Aztecs and condemned shortly there

after as "R.aiz diabolid' (the devil's root). An observation from 1591 (like 

many others) reported that under the influence of peyote the Indians would 

"lose their senses, see visions of terrifying sights like the devil and were able 

to prophesy the future." Once European notions of witchcraft came into 

play, the Holy Office of the Inquisition enacted the first drug laws in the 

New World. In 1620, use of peyote was formally denounced as an act of super

stition because it was for "purposes of detecting thefts, of divining other 

happenings and foretelling future events." As late as 17(JJ, peyote was 

equated with cannibalism in a Catholic text. 

The Spaniards made very determined efforts to stamp out peyote prac

tices. Over a period of two centuries, a great many Indians were flogged and 

sometimes killed when they persisted in using it In one instal"lCe, an Accaxee's 

eyeballs were said to be gouged out after three days of torture; "then the 

Spaniards CUt a crucifix pattern in his belly and turned ravenous dogs loose 

on his innards." With the breakup of the Mesoamerican civilizations and 

their extensive transportation and communication routes, peyote distribu

tion was interrupted, and familiarity with the cactus receded to the Olihuahuan 

Desen. 
Use of peyote continued among the rural Indians of north Mexico. 

Anthropologists believe that the peyote rites practiced today among the 

Huichol, Cora, Tepecano, Yaqui and Tarahumara tribes are close to those 
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that ~x!st~ in pre-CiJ!umbian times. In this tradition, peyote has been used 

for dlvlOa.tlon In shamamc ntuals, 10 the treatment of ailments, in festivals 

and even In games (among the T arahumaras, it has been used for endurance 

in twenty- and fony-mile foot races). 

Among the Huichols, an annual pilgrimage for gathering peyote still 

~curs at the ~nd of the rainy season in October or November. Representa 

oves of t?e tribe-now numbering approximately 25,CXXl people-undertake 

a sacred Journey of over 300 miles to the desert regions where the peyote 

grows. In the past, the gatherers often used to be gone for over a month. 

i 

~~~------~~~~~~ 
An"exampte of Huichol "yarn paintings," made of brightly colored "day

glo yarns ~ttached to a backing with beeswax. The symbols in this 

rep,.esentatton of the hunt for peyote reveal its afSociation with the 

deer, whic.h is believed to have left the plants in its tracks after it first 

appeared In peyote COUntry, 
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Today they are accompanied by automobiles and usually return in much less 
(jme. Reverence fOf rhe "hum" remains unchanged and is marked by 
vows of fasting, of celibacy, and quite often of silence. The hum involves 
cerrain pucification rituals, such as a "confessional" the first night out,during 
which the pilgrims in rurn recount theif sexual history. Prayers offered 
during the search rulrninate in special retemonies when the first plant is 
sighted Upon theif return to the tribe, the pilgrims are greeted with dancing 
and many expressions of happiness. Preparations for drying the peyme 
begin, and fresh bunoos are consumed_ Peter Furst comments in his Hal/u
cinoRem and Culture on the intensity of the religious exuberance in the 
peyote country and in the Sierras: "Huichols willliteraUy sarurate themselves 
with peyote, chewing it incessantly for days and nights on end, getting little 
sleep and eating little normal food, until the entire social and narural environ
ment and the individual's relationship to it take on a wholly mystical 
dimension." 

Peyote Passes to the U.S. 
Up until the time of the Civil War, there were few recorded instances 

of peyote use north of the Rio Grande. During the war,some white soldiers 
experienced the effects of this cactus, and several U.S. marshals, who were 
jailed once Texas went Confederate, got inebriated on this "green whiskey."' 
After the war ended, contact between Indians north and south of the border 
increased By the beginning of the 1870s, peyote had definitely begun to 

spread northward. 
A peyote religion eventually developed throughout the entire United 

States as a result of proselytizing by Bert Crowlance, Mary Buffalo,Jack Bear 
Track, Elk Hair, John Rave and many others. The Plains Indians especially 
valued "visions." 

Much of the subsequent history of peyote in the U.S. was influenced by 
three exceptional men who were active at the time of crisis among Indians, 
when they were being herded onto reservations. The Indians had lost their 
buffalo and all hope that their lands would be restored by the Ghost Dance. 
This was the time of the Wounded Knee massacre. 

The first of the three was a Caddo-Delaware-French individual named 
John Wilson, who had been renowned as a Ghost Dance leader. Having 
learned of peyote from a Comanche, Wilson went with his wife into the 
forest, where he conswned about fifteen buttons a day for two weeks. As 
Francis Speck described the effect in his "Notes on the Life of John Wilson, 
the Revealer of Peyote, as Recalled by his Nephew, George Anderson" 
(1933), "Wilson was continually translated in spirit to the sky realm where 
he was conducted by Peyote." He was shown the "road" that led "'from 
Christ's grave to the Moon in the Sky which Christ had taken in his ascent." 
He was told to walk in this path for the rest of his life and to remain faithful 
to peyote's teachings. He was taught ceremonial details, such as how the face 
should be painted. He was also instructed on how to sing [he songs that 
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were to form a principal part of the worship ceremony (he knew more than 
twO hundred of these). Wilson introduced many Christian elements into 
subsequent peyote practices. 

A second figure influential in the spread of a Christian peyotism was 
the half-Comanche Quanah Parker, a chief who in 1884 became deathly ill. 

Quanah Parker (1839-1911) contributed greatly to spread of the 
highly ritualized Christian practices associated with peyote. He 
insisted that women not be restricted from these ceremonies. 
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When he failed to recover under the care of at least one white doctor, his 
aunt finally took Parker to a curandera, thought to have been a T arahur~lara, 
who revived him with peyote tea in only a few days. That experience 
changed Parker's life. A militant before, he decided to rurn his back on violence 
and to help spread peyotyl as a unifying force for a "pan-I.Mian moveme~t." 

The third man was James Mooney, an anthropologist from the Smith
sonian Institution. In 1891, he traveled into the still-dangerous Oklahoma 
territory, where he became a participant in peyote practices. He became con
vinced that the Indians ought to unite in a Native American Church (the 
name is thought to have been his suggestion) to protect their right to use 
peyote. Mooney called for a meeting of "Roadmen," peyotist representatives 
of the Great Spirit. In 1918 they incorporated and wrote the charter of the 
Native American Church. 

The "peyote cult" had already developed among some Apaches and 
Tonkawas and then among the Comanches and Kiowas by the turn of the 
twentieth century. As time passed. use of this plant became common in 
more than fifty American tribes, including the Cheyenne. Shawnee, Pawnee, 
Arapaho, Chippewa, Blackfoot, Crow, Delaware a nd Sioux. Instead of the 
shamanism in the Mexican practices, these tribes emphasized a communal 
ceremony of chanting, meditation and prayer, blending Christian elements 
into their theology in most instances. 

john Wilson and others emphasized that this form of Christianity did 
not include guilt for the crucifixion of Quist. In Wilson's view, Quist was 
given to the whites and they crucified Him. Indians were thus exempt on 
this score; they could receive religious influences directly and in person from 
God through "the Peyote Spirit." Many accounts exist of peyotists who have 
had visions relating to Christ. The anthropologist Weston La Barre has 
argued, however, that Christian elements--of great importance to many
are usually little more than an overlay on the pan-Indian elements, or at least 
have been subordinate. 

By 1922. the number of ceremonial peyote users had grown to a~ut 
13,000. It has been said that at present more than half of all North American 
Indians belong to the Native American GlUrch (about a quarter of a million 
peyotists altogether). Although there is a good deal of individual and group 
variation, peyote meetings regularly begin at sundown on Saturday night. 
Remarkably, there are few church buildings in this religion. Some wooden 
chapels have been built, and some groups have constructed cement altars, 
but ordinarily, peyote ceremonies are conducted at a hogan or in a tepee set 
up for the occasion. Most often, fewer than a score of people participate, 
gathering around a fire that lights a crescent-moon altar to "Father Peyote." 
They stay together until some time after sunrise. Then they join others in a 
large communal meal. 

The experience is presided over by a Roadman or Road Chief, who 
represents the Great Spirit and shows "the peyote road." At least three 
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others officiate: the Fire Chief, who represents the Angelic Host,guards the 
door, ~ends the sick, and builds and stokes the fire; the Cedar Chief, repre
~ntatlve of t~ H~ly Ghost, who brings any disoriented participants back 
IO~ commUOIon with the others by waving cedar incense; and the Drum 
ChIef, who represents Jesus and keeps up a beat all night long. 

ysually, ~ach participant in rurn sings four peyote songs. A point of 
~1.tJon leadlOg to a kind of "second wind" for the experience is reached at 
midnIght, when the Roadman goes out of the tepee and blows a whistle "in 
the directions of the four corners of the earth." Another shift in mood occurs 
at the arrival of false dawn, when a woman representing "Peyote Woman" 
enters (he tepee bearing water and simple foc:xl.. Many observers agree with 
anthropologIst ].S. Slotkin, who testified in congressional hearings in the 
late 1930s th~t ~e had "never be<:n. in any white man's house of worship 
where there IS eIther as much reitglous feeling or decorum." John Wilson 
an~ others. emphasized sobriety and the creation of better family lives in 
merr teachmgs, and many testimonials since indicate that Indians have used 
th~ powerful mental drug in soci~lly acceptable ways. "It is the only holy 
~hmg that I have become aware of 10 all my life," said the Winnebago Crash
JOg Thunder when he was converted to peyotism by an experience with the 
cacrus at age forty-five. 

From the beginning of this century, zealous whites-and a few lndians
have attempted to outlaw use of this sacred cactus <.generally in the name of 
"protecting" the peyotists). The first case seems to have been brought 
~ainst three Kickapoos in 1907 in Oklahoma (who were found guilty and 
fined $25 each and court COSts), and it was followed by many other efforts to 
ban the practice. 

Legislation againSt peyote has been introduced at the federal level a 
number of ti~es, succeeding only recently. But earlier laws banning peyote 
were passed 10 eleven states, mainly in the Southwest. In 1960,Judge Yale 
McFate of Ari.zo~a handed down a definitive opinion overturning the state 
law and sanctlomng peyote use by Native Americans under the Fourteenth 
and First Amendments' protection ensuring religious freedom. Since then 
Jndian peyotists appear to have had no further trouble with law enforcemen; 
agenci~s. The f~erallegislation banning the use or possession of peyote and 
mescallOe contaIns a special exemption for the "nondrug use of peyote in 
bona fide religious ceremonies of the Native American Church." 

Scientific Scrutiny and Diffusion among Non-Indians 
Some people claim that Mrs. Anna B. Nickels. a resident of laredo 

initiated modern pharmacological and scientific studies of peyOte in the earl~ 
1880s by sending samples to Parke, Davis and CD. and to other investigators 
in North America and Europe. The records are lost however and other 
hisrorians declare that it wasn't until 1887 (hat Parke.' Davis and Co. began 
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distributing dried peyote, obtained from Dr. John Briggs of Dallas (who 
obtained it from his brother in Mexico). 

Dr. Louis Lewin, a scientist and artist often caBed the "father of rrxxiern 
psychopharmacology," received some of this material, labeled "Muscale 
Bunon," in Germany in 1887. The next year, he traveled throughout rhe 
southwestern United States and took dried specimens back to Europe, where 
he S(X)n isolated numerous alkaloids from peyote. He gave some of his 
samples to the botanist Paul Hennings of the Royal Botanical Museum in 
Berlin for srudy. In 1888, he stimulated other pharmacologiali investigations 
by publishing the first report on the cactus' chemistry. 

The first account (by a white) of "peyote inebriation" was published in 
1897 by the distinguished Philadelphia physidan and novelist Weir Mitchell, 
Soon after, he sent "peyote buttons" -the part of the plant growing above
ground-to Havelock Ellis, a pioneer in psychological and sexual srudies. 
Ellis had read Mitchell's narrative and soon publisred two influential acrounts 
of his own experiments under the influence of peyote in the Bri#sh Journal 
of Medicine. 

The scientific examination of peyote stimulated by Lewin's enthusiasm 
resulted in the isolation of the principal psychoactive component in 1897, 
Arthur Heffrer, Lewin's colleague and rival, made this identification by 
systematically ingesting a number of alkaloid "fractions" made from peyote; 
as in the case of psilocybin larer, animal tesring had been inconclusive as to 
th:!ir various psychoactivities. Heffter named th:! isolate compound "mezca1in" 
(which soon became "mescaline") and reported that "mescaline hydroch1oride, 
0.15 g, produces a pattern of symptoms which differs in only a few respects 
from the one obtained with the drug (peyote)." 

Over time, scientific interest in mescaline-first synthesized in 1919 
by Ernst Spath-supplanted further investigations of peyote. The last ex
tensive study in this period of the cactus' mental effects was reported III 1927 
by the French psychologist Alexandre Rouhier, who caused a stir with his 
accounts of the exotic "visions" experienced by his subjects. 

Also in 1927, Lewin's colleague Dr, Kurt Beringer, a friend of Hermann 
Hesse and Carl jung, issued a 315-page description of the effects of mescaline 
entitled Der MeskaJinrausch (The Mescaline Inebriation). At the same time 
a short book by Heintich KlUver took issue with Ellis' earlier opinion that 
the chief feature of mescaline "visions" was that they were "indescribable," 
Kluver tried to catalogue the visual forms of the ··hallucinatory constants" 
induced by this mysterious substance as basically gridwork, spirals, cobwebs 
and runnels. 

Through the first half of the twentieth century, peyote aroused very 
little interest in North America among non-Indians, aside from a few isolaced 
instances. A "peyOte meeting" held in an apartment in New York Gty in 1912, 
for example, was described by Mabel DOOge Luhan in her Movers and Shakers. 

w.uis .Lewin (1850-1929) took peyote to J:.'urope and initiated 
SCientific inve.rtif!,attOns mto its properties in the late] 880s. 



S, Weir Mitchell, a Philadelphia physician and novelist, published 
the first description of peyote's mental effects, He sent the cactus 
to Havelock Ellis, pioneer in sexual studies, who tried it in wndon; 
he also sent it to the psychologist William James, who ingested one 
button, got "violently sick" and wrote his brother that he would 
"take the visions on trust." 

Early AttentIOn Among Whites 

Kurt Beringer (1893·1949), an 
aHociate of Carl Jung and Hermann 
Hesse, published a description of his 
mescaline studies in 1927-Der 
Meskalinrausch (The Mescaline 
Inebriationl. One of his subjects 
becdme fuJCI11dted with trytn,; to put 
the 'II/nous Juccession" of mescdline 
ItlIa,;es on film; later, Walt Dime)' 
hired hun uS the chief 1/1.rua/iJt for 
Fantasia. 
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Awar:eness of peyote was slow to develop even among the anthropologists 
studymg native practices. Most of them were mainly interested in recording 
ear~ier .'ndian traditions and thus failed to notice the burgeoning religion of 
theIr tlIre; wntemporary Indian practices began to draw attention only 
after a series of papers on Winnebago peyote rites were published by Paul 
Radin staning in 1914. 

Weston La Barre's The Peyote Cult-a book that became something of 
a bible among members of the Native American Church-was based on 
fiel~ ,:"ork undertaken .during the summers of 1935 and 1936. The Peyote 
RelIgIon by ).S. Slockm-the next major anthropological study-wasn't 
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published until 1956. Slotkin spent a good deal of time ~mong t~e Menomini 
and other Indian tribes; thanks to his defense of peyOte In lawsUIts, he became 
known affectionately as the "national secretary" of the Na£ive American 
Church. David Aberle's The Peyote Religion Among the Navajo (1966) is 
an exhaustive study of how peyote spread to a tribe opposed to its use. The 
Navajos had had many objections to peyote; they didn't feel it was traditional. 
However, federal interference with their traditional but "unecological" 
methoos of sheep grazing eventually brought many of the tribe into the 
pan-Indian movement and then into the Native American Church. 

A Decade Opening th< "Psychedelic Doors" 
In the early 1950s, the Story took a significant rum The British psychi

atrist Humphry Osmond-along with Canadian associates John Smythies 
and Abram Hoffer-began to examine the properties of mescaline in con~ 
nection with their research on psychosis and schizophrenia. In 1952, 
Osmond and Smythies published a six·page article about their findings in 
the Journal of Mental Science, Their provocative theories about the actions 
of brain chemicals attracted the attention of the novelist Aldous Huxley, 
who soon offered himself as a guinea pig for further experimentation Thus 
it was that on a lovely May morning in 1953. in the los Angeles hills, Huxley 
took mescaline sulfate-the first of ten psychedelic experiences, This event 
was to change the way many people look at the world today, 

!king the center of controversy was nothing new to Huxley, a renowned 
author whose ideas expressed in thirty-nine previous books had been dis
cussed at practically all levels in Western society, He had been honored for 
d«ades by the literary world after a series of novels whose "cynical" and "im
moral" characters had shocked the sensibilities of many people, Still, he 
must have been surprised by the intensity of the enthusiasm and the antag
onism with which his The Door! of Perception (1954) was r«eived. 

In this book of less than one hundred pages, written in a month, 
Huxley reported on his initial mescaline sulfate experience and sperulated 
on the nature of such radical mental transformations, Many readers were 
outraged by his apparent embracing of an experience so alien to our rulture
so "pagan" and "mystical." The book shone as an unexpected bright light 
through the gray complacency of technological civilization Some of his literary 
followers didn't at all like his lead this time; they claimed that his thinking 
had become "mushy." R.C. Zaehner, a professor at Oxford specializing in 
the srudy of Eastern religions, took mescaline sulfate with the intention of 
testing Huxley's assertion that a profound "mystical state" had been induced 

by a drug. In My!tici!m: Sacred and Profane, Zaehner described his exper
ience as a minor "pre-mysticism" that reminded him mainly of Alice in 
Wonderland. 

The interest in mescaline and peyote awakened by Huxley's book was 
greatly augmented by Robert DeRopp's popular Druf,s and the Mind (1957) 

Re-awakened Intere!t at Mid-Century 

Aldous Huxley surveyin;: Los Anr.;eles from 
the Hollywood Hill! on that May morninf, m 
1953 when hiJ "door! of perception" were 
cleamed with 400 mg, of mescaline suifate. 
Hi! experience became a turning point in the 
history of psychedelic!. 
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and by David Ebin's The Drug Experience (1%1), Both provided lengthy 
accounts of "classic" peyote and mescaline experiences. By the early 196Qs, 
(he media were definitely fascinated by these substances. Alice Marriott 
wrote about peyote in The New Yorker, John Wilcock in the newly estab
lished Village Voice and Allen Ginsberg in Birth. (Ginsberg's poem Howl 
was composed following a night on peyote walking through the streets of 
San Francisco.) Here is the text of a signed letter, to give another instance, 
sent to life magazine after it published an account of the "sacred mushrooms" 
of Mexico in 1957: 
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Sirs: I've been having hallucinatory visions accompanied by space suspen
sion and time destruction in my New Yark apamnent for the past three years. 
produced by eating American-grown peyote cactus pianrs. I got my peyote from 
a rompany in Texas which makes COD. shipments all over the country for $8 
per 100 "buttons." 

Peyote could then be acquired by mail from Laredo and nearby areas 
simply by requesting it, and it soon became a fairly familiar object on many 
college campuses and in beatnik and artistic circles. In 1960, one of the first 
peyote busts among whites occurred at the Dollar Sign Coffee House, an East 
Greenwich Village cafe that sold the ground up cactuS over the coumer in 
capsules. The proprietor, Barron Bruchlos, had mail ordered 310 lbs. of this 
cactus, certified by the Agriculture Department to be without pests. His 
supply was confiscated, but he was never charged. 

Huxley's book opened an era when a number of pioneers of the 
psychedelic movement first turned on. Robert Masters, who published the 
earliest account of its effects in the sexual realm in his Forbidden Sexual 
Behavior and Morality (julian Press, 1%2), had his first experience with 
peyote during the 1950s in Louisiana. In 1960. Arthur Kleps wrote to Delta 
Chemicals Co. in New York for mescaline sulfate and tried 500 mg. The 
experience resulted in his leaving his job as a state prison psychologist, In 

addition to other considerable changes in his life. Here is how he described 
what dccurred: 

At that point I retired to the bedroom and closed my eyes (it having occurred 
to me that if I kept them open a monstroos gobbler from outer space might 
come around the cornet any moment) and found myself watching a 3-dimen
sional color movie on the inside of whatever it is one looks at when there isn·t 
anything there. All night, I alternated between eyes open tertor and eyes 
closed astonishment. With eyelids shut I saw a succession of elaoorate scene~ 
which lasted a few seconds each before being replaced by the next in line. 
Extra-terrestrial civilizatiOn<;. Jungles. Organic computer interiors. Animated 
cartoons. Abstract light shows. Temples and palaces of a decidedly prc
Colombian American type. There was no obvious narrative connection 
between scenes or aesthetic coherence to the whole. The most awesome and 
sublimely well executed spectacles, things mat compared quite well with the 
best in Western an, alternated with gross caricatures. There was never any 
hint of a "technicar breakdown though-if something merely silly was being 
presented it was always dressed with all the slick perfection of a Walt Disney 
fearure, plus all kinds of extra touches Disney could never have afforded l..et\ 
say that ··despair·· was being depicted in the form of the conventional cartoon 
castaway on a cartoon raft-a twO-second thrownaway flash. Well, Just for 
kicks why not add a transparent ocean, perfectly and variously tinted, in which 
bob a billion seahorses, singing and playing perfect tiny musical instruments' 
Certainly. Coming right up. That was the spirit of the thing. No job too 
large, 00 job tOO small. The difficult we do tight away, and the impossible. 
we do right away too. 

Psychedelic Movement Pioneen Turn On 

Art Kleps is Chief Boo Hoo of the Neo-Amen·can Clmrch. Author 
0/ The Boo Hoo Bible and Millbrook, he first experimented with 
mescaline sulfate in 1960. 

1!7 

Bu.t I. have exposed the conclusions I arrived at later in the terms of my 
desc[JptlOn. What I was seeing was a kind of language of the gOOs the ultimate 
vocabulary of. th~ mi~d, ,:"hich was, naturally, much more than j~t a colle(tion 
of ~ou~. I d.ldn t thlOk It th.rough ~ntillater, bur at the time the tip-off was a 
r~lo diSCUSSion I turned on m a val~ attempt to make the visions stop. Every 
~mgle w?f.d e~anated from the radiO got a magnificent image to go with it, as 
If the. [.[Jvla bemg spok~n had been the life's work of generations of media 
techniaans on planets given over to the production of soch artistic wonder5-
all for the purpose of this one showing in An Kleps' one man screening room. 

Discovery of Mescaline in Other Cacti 
1he scientific discovery of mescaline and related molecules in cact" 

other tha~ peyote began in 1945 with the first report that the San Pedr~ 
cactus (Tnchocerus pachanoi) was used in rituals by the Indians of Andean 
Ecua~r. These shamanic practices were quite similar to rituals developed in 
~exlCo for peyote. By 1950, it was established that mescaline constitutes 
a ut 1-2 percent of the San Pedro cactus when dried, about 0.12 percent of 
the fresh plant. 
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Tbc San Pedro cactUJ (Trichocerus pachanoil crmtafnJ mCJ(-aline .md 
has been used shaman/cally lor diwnaltrJn and healinp, in the Andes lor mllrt 

than 3,()()() )'ean. In the U.S., it IJ f!,etll'rlJify a Jrna/! plant, hut if (un , 

ultain a hl!lf!,bt 0/ tu'entJ' feet. Its /fou'cr, arc furf!,c and/raf!,rant. Tb.err 
nneli IJ remrniJCent 0/ '"Bcach Nut" dJi!u'ing gum and If I'Cry' attrut:lll'(' 
10 bccs. 
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This columnar cactus attains from nine to twenty feet in height in part 
of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, mainly at elevations between 6,000 and 9,000 
feet but occasionally as low as sea level. Some U.S. commercial cactus outlets 
carry it for sale, and it seems (0 grow easily anywhere if given plenty of sun
light. 

Archaeological evidence relating to the San Pedro cactus goes back well 
over 3,000 years. A Chavin stone carving from a temple in northern Peru, 
which shows the principal diety holding the San Pedro,dates from 1,300 B.C; 
almoSt equally ancient textiles from this region depict the cactus with jaguar 
and hummingbird figures. Ceramics made between 1,OOOand 700B.C show 
the plant associated with deer. Other pottery of a somewhat later date 
exhibits the plam in conjunction with the jaguar again and with spirals, 
thought to represent the cactus' mental effects. 

After the discovery of mescaline in the San Pedro cactus, it was soon 
found in other tall, colwnnar Trichoceri as well as in a Stetsonia species from 
Sooth America, in Cereus jamacaru from Brazil, aoo in the giant Pachycereus 
pecten-ahorig;num of Mexico. (1ne Mexican cacrus contains another psycho
active compound-pectenine-which also appears in the Carnegiea g;Rantea 
of the u.s. Southwest, where it is called "carnegine." 

In 1972, mescaline was identified in a caCtus native to the U.S.
Pe/ecyphora are/Ii/ormis. This 'hatchet cactus" has traditionally been used 
in native rituals but has been assayed for mescaline content at less than o.cxxxn 
percent of tbe dried cactus' weight. Alexander Shulgin calrulated that one 
would "need aoout 100,000 cacti to achieve ari effective dose of mescaline." 

The San Pedro cactus in tbe fresh form has about 0.01 percent mesca
line, whicb is a fairly typical percentage for nine of the ten Trichoceri known 
rocontain mescaline. Tnchocerus peruvianus, however, is at least ten times 
as potent as the others. This branching, candelabra type of cactus, originally 
rollected in Peru, has a mescaline content equal or superior to that in peyote . 
.Jeremy Bigwood comments that it would not be all that surprising to find 
that this cactus has been used in Andean shamanistic rituals, although no 
archeological evidence has been presented to date. 

Mescatme and Peyote Go ·Underground" 
Throughout the 1950s and l%Os, mescaline could be purchased from 

severaJ chemical supply houses in the form of sulfate or hydrochloride crystals. 
In 1970, mescaline and peyote were "scheduled" as part of a Comprehensive 
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act, which established penalties for 
POSsession, manufacture or distribution: "a term of imprisonment of not 
more than 15 years, a fine of not more than $25,000, or both." Title 21 pro
scribes possession of "all parts of the plant presently classified as lnphophora 
williams;;, whether growing or not, the seeds thereof, any extract from any 
pan of such a plant, every compound, salt, derivative, mixture or preparation 
of such a plant, its seeds or extracts." 
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Various forms of mescaline have continued to appear over [he last 

dozen years but generaJly only in small amounts made for a few people in the 

counterculture. Other U.s. citizens wishing to have a mescaline experience 

have therefore traveled to the Chihuahua Desert of northern Mexico to get 

peyote. Many of these have taken large quantities back home with them. 

Because of the law against possession of peyote and its constituents, recent 

mescaline use has been mostly sporadic and thus unrirualized. exploratory 

and recreational. 
Indian peyotists provide the mainconremporary example of mescaline 

and peyote used as a means of psychic exploration. A quarter million practi

tioners have taken this potent psychedelic---oftenquite frequently, ohen for 

years, often in large amounts withom significant physical, psychologicaJ or 

social problems. The exemption provided in the law for members of the 

Native American Church has in faa fostered a tradition of spiritual growth 

and communal interaction. 
The Church of the Tree of Life, centered in the San Francisco Bay area, 

tried for years to develop a rimal somewhere between that of the Native 

American Church and that followed by the Huichollndians of Mexico. Some 

members felt that the Native American example was tOO constricted and 

forused; they desired a non-cienominational rituaJ encompassing greater 

possibilities for expression and introspection. (The NAC," commented 

one, "hasn't produced. the marvelous, anistic, creative explosion seen among 

the Huichols.") Although the attempt to find a middle ground was pursued 

seriously, the results were unsatisfactory--{)r "somewhat hokey." 

Native and N",,-NatWe Use under The BiU of Rights 
The Church of the Tree of Life attempted to obtain the legal exemp

tion allowed to Indian practitioners. So did the GlUrch of the Awakening, an 

Arizona-based group founded by John and Louisa Aiken after the deaths of 

their two sons in the 1950s. Claiming peyote as one of its sacraments, the 

GlUrch of the Awakening took its case up to the Supreme wurt. Years later, 

the justices refused to hear the appeal. Only in regulations relating to the use 

of peyote does the government curtail religioU'i freedom and actively discrim

inate on the basis of skin color. 

A recent case testing this law involves the Native American Church of 

New York, which has met regularly and openly in East Greenwich Village 

since the early 1970s. This group is particularly interesting because of the 

legal conundrums that have resulted from its religious use of psychedelics. 

In the mid-1970s, this church was granted legal status under the author

ity of the New York State Health wmmissioner's discretionary power to 

grant exemptions to the drug laws, The group then wrote the Drug Enforce

ment Administration requesting federal cenification as bona fide peyotists. 

Exemption from the law banning peyOte was denied. An appeaJ went to the 

2nd District Court. 
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. Meanwhile, the ch.urch went on buying and selling peyote, in many 

mstances from vendors licensed by the government who weren't themselves 

peyotists. Receipts went to the DEA and to the Department of Public Safety 

in. Texas. Alan ~ir,nbaum, a leader in this church, began a correspondence 

with the wmm1sslone.r of the Department of Narcotics in Albany, New 

Y~r~. He asked to be licensed as a distributor of peyote and made the com

mlSSloner aware that he had been receiving shipments of peyOte for several 

years. 

The results of the 2nd District Court trial were perplexing, Judge Milton 

Pollack ruled that the church was not bona fide because it was felling peyote. 

On the other hand, he dedared that Birnbaum-although he, too, was selling 

peyote-was bona fide because he sincerely believed that "peyote was God." 

New York State police came to the church on a separate matter and 

Birnbaum showed them receipts of purchase for the 20,000 peyote bu;tons 

on the premises. Remarkably, the police left without confiscating any. 

However, new "Rockefeller drug laws," which limited the Health Commis

siOl~r's power to grant exemptions to Schedule III drugs, soon brought the 

police back. They said they didn't want to arrest Birnbaum. But they did 

want to take the 20,000 peyote buttons, and the only way they could do that 

was by arresting him. 

Ju~ge .Pollack's ruling that the church was not bona fide was appealed 

on constlttltJonal grounds and denied because in the opinion of the new judge 

Birnbaum hadn't been found bona fide! He also declared that if anyone were 

~ be ~ce~te.d ~s bona fide, then .pe~ote could be used in worship by everyone 

m the JunSdlCtiOn of the 2nd District Court, which includes Vermont Con-

necticut and New York. ' 

An appeal that the Birnbaum case be dismissed "in the interest of jus

tice" has been denied. Birnbaum is now facing a sentence of fifteen years to 

life. 
, While generating all these complications, the judicial system has lost 

Sight of the principle at issue, articulated very simply by Alice Marriott and 

Carol Rac~lin in a comment on the NAC as a whole: 'That the Bill of Rights 

~ t~e VOlted States wnstitution grants each man his right to worship God 

m his own fashion is incontrovertible,'" 

T ... kking Back to Peyote Country 
Severall:x)(lks-such as Fernando Benitz's In the Ma~jc lAnd of Peyote, 

Barbara Myerhoffs Peyote Hum and Joan Halifax's Shamanic Voices

along with shorter accounts from Peter Furst, Michael Harner and others 

describe the Huichol Indians' annual trip to gather peyote. These reports 

have encouraged many Americans to make similar journeys, 

Prem Das, a white who apprenticed himself for five years to Huichol 

shamans Ramon Medina Silva and Matsuwa recently led a group from the 

Esalen Institute in Big Sur to peyote's native area. The Mexican doctor 
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Peyote seekers line up by the highway near the city of Zacatecas for 
a blind/o/ding ceremony that preceder symbolic passage through the 
mythic "cloud gates" and entrance into the sacred country. 

Salvador Roquet IS anmher who has taken people to (he home of hikulr 
(peyote). An author from the Harvard Divinity Sch(X)j has even written In 
account of experiencing peyote sixty paces from the Huichols. Not being 
Huichols, he explains, whites don't go to exactly the sacred spms. After 
ingesting peyote, they may "learn how to be a HuichoJ" by watching them 
from a respectful distance. 

Much of the peyote growing in the more accessible parts of the Olihuahua 
Desert has been picked by people without the sense [0 leave the root. It can 
still be found in remote areas but is in danger of extinction. 

BOTANY 
In their four-volume The Cactaceae, written at the rurn of the cenrury, 

Britten and Rose describe 1,235 species of cacti; the numberofc1early identi
fied species has since gone well beyond 3,000. Peyote is unusual among caal, 
displaying spines only as a seedling. It has been found to produce more than 
sixty separate alkaloids and is thus, as Richard Evans Schultes described the 
plant, "a veritable chemical factory." In Peyote-The Divine Cactus, Edward 

Oddities about Peyote 

When Indians collect peyote, they generally use a u'ooden knife 
and. take on'! the part that grows above wound so tlut the root. 
which conttans mescaline, wd/. then produce a cluster of "buttons_" 
These c~sters, which have been known to spread to as much as 
fONr or fIVe feet across, are regarded by the Huichols as especially 
racred and powerful. 

123 

Anderson prese?ted the ,~esults of twenry·five years of study of its botanical 
aspeer.s, condudJ~g t~at Lophophora seems to stand by itself in possessing 
a particular combmatlon of morphological characters unlike any other group 
of cacti." 

The root of peyote, which is quite large in relation to the portion above 
ground, looks like a. rurnip or ~arrot and is topped by the "button," which 
resembles a dull bllllsh- or graYISh-green pincushion with a bit of fluff in its 
center. l?is wool-like fluff. may have given peyote its name, which is thought 
~ be d~nv~d from a ,:,:,ord In the Nahuatl language meaning "cocoon-silk" or 
caterpdlar s cocoon. The flowers and the black "warty" <-cd 

I h· , ..... s emerge 
rom [ IS fluffy center. 

.Richard Heffern, in, hi.s Secretr of the Mind-Altering Plants 0/ Mexico, 
describes some characterIStICS of this plant: 

Instead .of thorns, rhe peyote cactus has small, shan tufts of acotron/ike material. 
Buned In rhe.cencer of each rufr is a tiny, rhin-walled, fleshy pod containing 
several very tmy black seeds. The plant grows ourward and downward from 
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the center, Each tuft was originally at the top center of the cacrus. Each time a 
flower appears at the top of the plant, it is fertilized and is followed by the 
appearance of the furry tuft encasing the seeds. The furry tuft tnen moves 
outward and downward; another flower appears and begins the cycle all over 
agam. 

It is interesting to note that peyote is one of the slowest-growing plants in 
existence. The period from the time a seed germinates until the plam is large 
enough to bloom for the first time is approximately thirteen years. When 
peyote was sold in the United States cacrus nurseries up until a few years ago, 
the problem of slow growth was partially overcome by grafting the peyote 
cactus to the root of a very fast-growing Oplmlia cactus. This technique greatly 
accelerated the growth of the peyote cacNS. Regardless of what method is 
used, however, the plam will never grow to more than about four inches In 

diameter. Instead, new plants appear at the base of the old ones, forming the 
characteristic peyote clusters. 

There are problems of nomenclarure confusion that are worth sorting 
out. Much of the muddle stems from confusion of the name mescaline 
(which Heffter derived from the Mescalero Indians) with the mescal bean, 
which is highly toxic, or with the mescal plant, which is a maguey and the 
source of a famous Mexican fermemed liquor known as "pulque." Confusion 
with the bean is particularly interesting in that the tree it comes from
Sophora secundiJlora-is often found together with peyote. About the only 
thing aside from cacti that blooms on the desert, growing up to thirty-five 

Peyote produces delicate flowers that 't'ary in co/or from white to 
reddish-pink and UJuaJly appear between March and September. 
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feet with f1am~~ant, large violet-blue and scariet, highly fragrant flowers 
somewhat remlfllscent of wisteria, the presence of the mescal been tree is 
often taken as a clue to peyote's location. There is evidence that its bean was 
used as an oracular medium as far back as 10,000 ~ars ago. It is still honored 

P~y01C. U"df linl dercrihd m 1560. The lint pawlI puh/i.lhinl!. i.l 

hmonllalll4mc lor 11 Ui.lJ Ibe French hotaniJt Charlo uffl4ire u·ho In 

1~45, called it Echino<:actus wiJllamSli in 4 hort1cultural catalog.' He 
didn! descrthe It. hou·et-er. The de.rcription l'aJjdutin~ the binomial 
J~on, came from a'!other l!lIropean hotanist, Prince Salm-Dyck, who 
didn t prol/tde ~n tlluJtrat~on. Abol'e II the lint pllblrshed iTlkll!.e 01 
peyote. uppeannl!. In Curns' Boranical Magazine in 1847. 
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and worn by peyotists. The mescal bean, however, is highly poisonous and 
can produce death, reportedly even if as little as a half of a single seed is 
ingested. 

A great deal of botanical p::Hher about the peyote plant results from its 
having been classified first by Lemaire in 1845 as Echinocactus williamsil, 
then by Voss in 1872 as Anhalonium wil/iamsjj and then by Coulter in 1891 
as belonging to the Mammitlaria genus. By the end of the nineteenth cenrury, 
botanists had placed it in five separate genera. It was only in 1894 that it 
began to be known by its present name Lophophora. The name wphophora 
derives from that tuft in the center; it means "crest-bearer." 

The Lophophora Genus 
For a long time after the adoption of the designation of Lophophora, 

debate continued as to whether there were acrually two variants-the 
williamsii and the lewinii. This controversy was ended in the late 1930s 
when Richard Evans Schultes displayed a photo of a single plam bearing the 
characteristics of both. Since then, L. williamni has become the standard 
designation. Those who saw a difference between the williamsi: and leu"ltltl 
types were actually seeing a difference between an early stage of the plant 
and a later stage. A greater concentration of mescaline appears as the plant 
gets older. The oldest plants are revered by the Indians and kept as personal 
amulets or placed on the crescent altar to represent "Father Peyote.'.' 

In 1%7, a botanical description of another Lnphophora species was 
proposed: Lophophora cU//usa. The plant in question appears to be restricted 
to a tiny area in the state of Q-leritaro in central Mexico. Yellow-green 
rather than blue-green in color and lacking ribs, L dif!usa seems to have a 
considerably different chemical makeup, and some botanists now think it is 
an earlier evolmionary form of the more familiar L williamsii. 

Since the designation and acceptance of the L di//usa species, Swedish 
investigators have re~xamined the plant material used in Germany by 
Lewin and his associates. They found. that it was oomposed of both L williams;: 
and L di//usa species, which look somewhat similar. However, 90 percent of 
the alkaloids in L diffusa are in the form of a sedative called "pellotine," with 
only trace amounts of mescaline present, so it's understandable that the 
initial studies came to different, contradictOry conclusions. (Anderson re
counts the complexities wrought by this error on page 1360f his authoritative 
Peyote-The Divine Cactus.) 

In the mid-1970s, two Czechoslovakian botanists proposed two more 
species in the Lophophora genus. L /nci; was reported to have been first 
collected in 1931 and then again in 1974 from the vicinity of San Pedro in 
Coahuila, Mexico. It was to be differentiated from L williamsi; by a grayer 
skin, by the shape of its ribs and seeds, and by its "carmine-red flowers:' L. 
jourdaniana was described in 1975 as having come from an unknown 
location in Mexico; it was said.to differ from other Lophophora in having 

, 
. .'1':7''-· 

!he~e drawings. 0/ the crorr-!ectioned interior 0/ peyote and 0/ 
Its nbbed exteno~ appeared ~n Alexandre Rouhier's 1927 study. 
The. number of nbs and theIr arrangement ~'ary with aE!,e and 
envIronment; the number of ribs can ranE!,e from four when 
very Y0ImE!, to fourteen in maturity. . 
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The first peyote to be scientifically examined came to the 
laboratory in Germany in dried form. When dried, the succulent 
part of the cactUJ shrivels greatly, while the center tultI remain 
much the same. &Jilin!!. the specimens only partially restored 
their original appearance, as indicated by this drawing from 1888. 

"rose-violet" flowers and in being impossible to fertilize with the pollen of 
the mher species. The specimens chosen to typify these proposed species
the "holotypes"~reside in an herbariwn at a university in Pilzen, Czecho
slovakia. 

More than five years have passed since division of the Lophophora 
genus to include these possibly new species was proposed (detailed morpho
logical descriptions can be found in The Journal of Ethnopharmacolo!!Y #1 
and in Anderson's book). To date, botanists seem skeptical, although few 
have done relevant field work. Schultes commems that he hasn't seen the 
plants in question but doubts mat there are significant differences. AOOerson 
severely criticizes the descriptions provided by the collectors and says about 
the chemical reports issued in 1977 and 1978 that they "do not clarify the 
starns of these taxa, especially when L fricn from Coahuila and within the 
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center of distribution of L wiUiamili is reported to have an alkaloid consti
rucion similar to that of L dif/uia from Queretaro."' 

High Timel has on occasion run ads offering AriOcarpUI fiuuratuI
often called "living rock" or "peyote cimarr6n" cactus-and Ariocarpul 
ffltMSIII for sale as a kind of "peyote." These horny, triangular-leafed cacti ace 
koown among the Tacahwnaris and Hwchois as uuwiri and Iunami, "false 
peyote." Although they contain alkaloids similar to mescaline, the Indians 
regard them as "an evil," dangerous because they are somewhat stronger 
than peyote and "will drive people mad" when ingested. They are not 
recommended. 

TridJoceri 
.T en ~pecies of T richoceri are known to contain mescaline: T. pachanoi, 

T. bridgem, T. macrogonuI, T. tericheckii, T. U'erdermannianuI, T. cuzco
IItlfiI, T. /uivinanuI, T. taquimba/emiI, T. va/idul and T. peruvianul. These 

Stm Pedro caetUI il sometimel Itacked high for Iale by South American 
herb vendori. 
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cacti are the next richest botanical source of mescaline after Lophophora 
wiliiamsII- T peru~-ianuf containing about equal concentrations, the other 
nine with less than a tenth of peyme's psychoactive strength, 

T richoceri grow much faster than peyote-which may take five years 
when grown from seeds to reach a 3Jt·inch diameter-and they contain only 
a few alkaloids in addition to mescaline. When planted in shallow soil, half
inch slices from the cactuS root easily. A two-foot-high San Pedro grows an 
additional four inches or so in about half a year. 

CHEMISTRY 

i3 .Phenethylamines and Tetrahydroooquinolines 
The sixty or so alkaloids in Lophophora wiJiiams;; fall mainly into two 

groups: the {3 -phenethylamines, to which mescaline belongs, and a larger 
assortment of tetrahydroisoquinoliner. Both kinds differ from LSD and 
most other compounds regarded as psychedelics in that they don't have a full 
indole smlCture. 

Most of the alkaloids found in peyote have never been tried on humans 
in pure form. Only four of these besides mescaline have been described sub
jectively. Much of this work was done by Arthur Heffter, who identified 
mescaline back in 1897. In 1977, Alexander Shulgin summarized the human 
tests at a conference in San Francisco: 

AnhaJonodine leads to sedation at levels of 100-250 mg. in man-a slightly 
quieted state, but absolutely no central [nervous system] effects of any type 
whatsoever. 

Pellotine has acrually been the most explored, and has acrually been intro
duced as a drug-in Gennany in the 19205, as a pa'lsible sedative. And, indeed, 
in 15-30 mg. doses in man taken orally, there is a sedation, a quieting. AI 
levels of 50 mg. subcutaneously, a person is led very gently into a quiet sleep, 
with 00 afrer-effeas and no hangover. h appears to be a very effeaive salative. 
Heffler ran it up to 240 mg.-at which point, he achieved a state of dizziness, 
a stare of gastric upset, but apparently nothing beyond sedation as being some 
direct effect upon consciousness. 

The third rompound, anhaJonine, is one of the methylene-dioxy groups 
that has been evaluated It has been evaluated at 100 mg., with no central 
effects whatsoever. 

The fourth compound-the most toxic-is lophopherine, which is extremely 
toxic to rold-blooded animals, and was approached very cautiously by Heffter 
in his evaluations. At 20 mg., he had quite a radical vaso-dilation and an 
immediate headache. He pursued it religiously up to 50 mg.-at which there 
was quite a drop in heart rate and a rompensatory increase in blcxxi pressure, 
but no mescaline-like central effects whatsoever, no visual effects and no inter
pretative effects akin to mescaline. 

Shulgin's conclusion, after three decades of interest in the chemistry of 
peyote, is that "the tetrahydroisoquinolines have to be more or less discarded 
as being major contributors" to this cactus' ability to affect mental states. He 
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Dried peyote buttonI beside bottles of the major synthetic form 0/ theIr 
prychoactive compound. 

feels that these compounds may have secondary effects and may augment or 
interact with mescaline. "But for a first approximation, mescaline itself has 
to be considered as the principle component of the peyote that is active." 

Fsca/ine, Prosca/ine and Similar Synthetic Compounds 
The mescaline molecule is the simplest of the t3 -phenethylamines. 

Hundreds, if not thousands, of similar compounds have been synthesized in 
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laboratories. These compounds bear a chemical structure that resembles 
ephedrine, which in the 1920s was "the primary reference standard" for 
stimulatory action in the central nervous system. 

Gordon Alles, a pharmacologist associated with the Medical School of 
the University of California in los Angeles and the initial sponsor of Edward 
Anderson's peyote studies. was very interested in this area of chemistry and 
eventually synthesized a number of psychoactive compounds that have 
chemical structures similar to that of mescaline. The best known of these are 
amphetamine and MDA. His discoveries inspired further investigations 
that led to the creation of quite a number of "one-ring" substituted phenyl
isopropylamines, which look much like mescaline on the molecular level but 
so far rarely have been found in the naruml world. Many of these compourxis 
will be discussed in Chapter Five. 

Five compounds are identical to mescaline except for modification at 
one point on the molecule's ring, but these are expensive to make and. so far 
have been experienced by only a few people. 

C~O~CH2CH2NH2 

CH,b~ 
OCH, 

Mescaline 
(C J J H 17 03N, or i3 -3,4,5-trimethoxyphenethylamine) 

CH'O~NH, I", 
CH,CH,Ctt,O 

CH, 

&caiine Proscaline 

Escaline and proscaline are the best known of these analogues and differ 
from mescaline only in that the methyl group in the 4-position on the ring 
has been replaced by an ethyl or by a propyl group. Both compounds, in 
Shulgin's words, "appear to be qualitatively indio>tinguishable from mescaline 
in their action." There are twO main differences: these "substiruted" com
pounds cause less nausea than mescaline and are active in dosages of 40-80 
mg., and thus exhibit about a five-fold increase in potency. 

Also synthesized are 2-6-dichloral-TMPEA (trimethoxy- {3 -phen
ethylamine) and 2-chloral-TMPEA-these are the 2/xlichloral and 2-ch1oral 
analogues of mescaline-and 4-thiomescaline, a compound in which a sulfur 
atom replaces oxygen in the 4-position. The last has been found to affect the 
central nervous system. In thelournal 0/ Psychedelic Drugs forJanuary-June 
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1979, Shulgin discusses escaline and proscaline, and makes this important 
note on the sulfurated variant: 

Ir is active j~ humans at 10-25 mg so it rep~ts a 12-foJd iocrease in potency 
over mescalme. Of all the compounds mentioned in this review it comes 
most closely to ?eing what should properly be called a psychotom'imetic. It 
p~ces a .vel)' ~ntense ~ di<;~ga~ psychotic state mat has some aspeas 
of Visual dlS(Qmon but pnmanly disrupts the mental integrity. 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
Taste and Nausea 
. PeyOte has a bitter taste and causes many users to feel nauseous. Refer

Clng to mgestion, Indians have often said that peyote is "a hard road." San 
Pedro has a similar taste, but among those who have tried both cacti it is 
~rally c~:msidered ~ier to swallow and keep down Crystals of mescaline, 
while lackmg the aCCid taste, may also cause nausea in a SUbstantial number 
of people. Discussing this aspectof,~~ mescaline experience, Robert DeRopp 
has: ~?lmented that use of peyote IS about as unpromising a passport to an 
artifiCIal paradise as can be imagined." 

For some people, the nausea is an insurmountable barrier. William 
James had .perhaps t~e most extreme reaction on record: eating just one 
bunon, whICh wouldn t be enough to prompt mental activity caused him to 
be "violently sick"' for twenty-four hours. ' 

. Nausea and ga~ing ocrur sufficiently often in Native American Chunn 
praa:~ces that there IS usuaJly an official, aside from those already described 
w~o IS designated as the "shovel man." He is prepared with a tin can todeai 
with any such difficulties. 

Many of the Huichols and North American peyotists claim that when 
~ eat,~ peyote, one is "tasting oneself": if the user is pure, this cactus is 
sweet. Barbara Myerhoff, accompanying the Huichols during their 1%5 
~ 1966 hunts, recorded that they urge new participants to "Chew it well. It 
IS sweet, like tortillas." No one vomited, but no one savored it either: 

Hui~~ eatiD!? it look like anyone. else wirh a rrnuthful of peyote: they grimace, 
suckmg m their cheeks and movmg their eyebrows up and down in a most 
characteristic manner-a reaction to the shockingly sour taste of the Glctus. 

1he Indians ge~rally fast before using peyote to diminish the potential 
~r nausea; c~)Osumption of food and especially alcohol prior to peyote inges
t~n greatly IOcreases the chances of vomiting. Sometimes the gag reflex is 
triggered purposely, as when they are trying a cure. 

1he Irxiians are interested in the mental and healing effects brought about 
by peyote, so they consider the initial problem of taste arxi nausea as incon
sequential: . Certainly, it is much less trying to the physical organism than 
other tradmonal methods used to achieve "visions" of the Great Spirit. Though 
peyote may be a shock to the stomach, its brief Stress hardly compares with 
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going out into the wilderness alone for a fortnight, carrying along JUSt moc
casins and a loin doth, much less with some of the other ordeals endured to 

raise altered states of consciousness-one extreme example being that of 
swinging by ropes inserted around muscles in the chest. 

It's interesting that some of those who wrote about their use of peyote 
during the 1950s and 1960s were able to reconcile themselves to peyote's 
gagging effect as basically compensatory, Beringer earlier had described this 
experience as one in which the user gets the hangover first, then the inebri
ation. More chan a few people believe at some level that they may not have a 
profound or even enjoyable experience without having to pay for it. 

A surprising effect noticed among many who have gagged after ingest
ing peyote is that this frequently results in their getting enormously "high," 
Even when it seemed that nothing could have been kept down, results can be 
profound. After nausea has conferred a certain seriousness on the experience, 
there is probably some psychological release felt at the point of vomiting 
that propels these people immediately into a psychedelicized state. 

A myth that purports to explain the bitterness and nausea associated 
with the psychedelic cacti has gained some currency. Some people believe 
that the tufts and center of the peyote button contain strychnine; others have 
made the same assumption about the core of the San Pedro. Strychnine IS 

absent in both cases. 
The tufts In peyote are ineer, and in at least one experiment a whole 

handful of this hairy material was ingested without producing any effect. 
The Huichols always eat these "eyebrows of the peyote." Some people prefer 
to remove this non-psychoactive section, but it is a personal preference, like 
not eating the inner "choke" of an aerichoke. As to the San Pedro core, the 
Indians of the Andes slice up and then boil the entire canus when they art" 
preparing their psychoactive concoction. 

One might well ask: "If there is nausea and vomiting, then doesn't it 
mean the plant must be toxic?" Masters and Houston answer in their The 
Varieties of Psychedelic Experience that "although toxicelemems are present, 
the margin of safety is very great and serious poisoning is virtually Wlheardof.'· 

Coursing through the Body 
Following the consumption of mescaline or peyote, there's often a 

slight increase in pulse rate and blood pressure accompanied by sweating, 
salivation and possibly a small rise in body temperature. The most prominent 
visible alteration is dilation of the pupils. As with amphetamine and LSD, 
mescaline may later leave the user feeling ravenous. Like pot, it frequently 
also brings on a desire for sweets. 

Peyote and mescaline are often thought to be spectacular mental drugs 
because they produce visual and other cerebral sensations, Curiously, little 
more than about 2 percent of ingested mescaline ever penetrates the blood
brain barrier. When mescali~e was tagged with radioactive molecules of 
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carbon, investigators were surprised to observe that nearly all of it went to 

the liver. From there it goes to the kidneys and isexpelJed within six to eight 
hours, 

Because mescaline lodges for the most part in the liver, some concern 
has been expressed about its use by those with liver ailments. It is worth 
noting that during the 1950s and 1960s this drug was given to a number of 
alcoholic mental patients, many of whom had severely diseased livers, with 
Iinle untoward effect. 

Medical and Health ;1spects 
There is a long list of ailments that this psychedelic is said to be useful 

in treating. Indians have employed it for everything from dandruff to wounds 
to cancer, including TB, YD, diabetes, flu, cramps, pneumonia, rheumatism 
and toothache Even among Indians opposed to using it in religious rites, 
there's great respect for its medical efficacy. 

Indians use peyote as much for the maintenance at good. health as "for 
religious worship, Frank Takes Gun, often referred [Q as the national presi
dent of the Native American Church, comments: 

At fourteen, I first u.sed Father Peyote. This was on the Crow Reservation 
in Montana, and I was proud to know that my people had a medicine that was 
God-powetful. listen ro me, peyote does have many amazing powers. I have 
seen a blind boy regain his sight from taking it. Indians with ailments that 
hospital doctors couldn't cure have become healthy again after apeyote prayer 
meeting. Once a Crow boy was to have his infected leg cur off by reservation 
doctors. After a peyote ceremony, it grew well again 

Western notions of physiology and healing tempt us to dismiss such 
reports as nothing more than exuberant "witch doctor talk." However, it is a 
maner of record that these economically deprived people generally enjoy 
bener-than-average health, and reliable observers have confirmed that 
when they do become sick and ruen to peyote, the cactus seems to help them. 
louise Spindler, an anthropologist who studied the Menomini tribe, was 
among the earliest to notice these effects, describing how women peyotists 
often kept a can of ground peyote for brewing tea, used in "an informal fashion 
for such things as childbirth, earaches, or for inspiration for headwork 
patterns." Edward Anderson points out that in some Indian languages the 
word for peyote is the same as for medicine-azee (Navajo), biis;nR 
(Delaware), puak;t (Comanche), malum (Omaha), o}ay-bee-kee (Shawnee), 
waJena (Taos) and nau'-tai-no ieee (KickaJXlO). RE Schultes has commented 
that peyote use for medicinal purposes is so well known that it was made 
into a verb by rural Mexicans: empeyotizarse means to self-medicate. 

Dr. T.T. Peck of the San Jacinto Memorial Hospital in Baytown, Texas, 
made similar observations. He first became interested in LSD as a result of 
having seen the effeCts of peyote: 
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When I went into general practice as a country doctor in Texas, I was very 
impressed that some of our Latin American patients, despite their fX'verty 
and living conditions, were extremely healthy. One day, I asked one of my 
patients how he stayed so healthy, and he wid me that he chewed peyote 
buttons ... then I became interested in these drugs that could promise physical 
as well as mental health. 

In the late nineteenth century. American rrrdical professionals became 
aware of peyote's health benefits after observing its effects among Indians. 
Once he be<:ame familiar with use of the cacrus in treating illnesses,James 
Mooney recommended it to Dr. D.W. Premiss and Dr. Francis P. Morgan, 
the latter a noted pharmacologist, and they decided [Q undenake tests with 
the peyote buuons Mooney supplied. 

Their subjects were suffering from a variety of physical complaints
chronic bronchitis with asthmatic attacks; neurasthenia; nervous prostration; 
chronic phthisis with facial neuralgia and catarrh; persistent cough; and 
even "softening of the brain." A repon by Prentiss and Morgan appeared in 
the August 22, 1896 Medica/ Record, proclaiming that the "effect of the drug 
was little less than marvelous" in one case; they sang the praises of peyote 
with almost equal gusto in others. They recommended it for use as an ami
spasmodic and for treatment of general "nervousness," insomnia and color
blindness. One example: 

Gentleman, aged fifty-five years. (bronM": bronchitis wirh asthmatic anacks. 
Much distressed by an irritative cough which kept him from sleeping .... In a 
letter received from him recently he states rhat he has improved very much, 
being able to sleep all night wirhout rising, which he has not been able to do 
for tWO years; and that, although he has no need of it up:m some days, he 
carries a piece of a button in his pocket constantly, as its use relieves the tickling 
in his throat at once and gives bener relief than any other remedy which he 
has ever tried.. 

Westerners rend to maintain a distinction between peyote as a vision
producer and peyote as a medicine. Among Indians, these qualities are 
regarded as being much the same: peyote is thought to put them in contact 
with the spirit world from which illness is derived. From their point of view, 
Western medicine is based on human intervention. Peyote visions, being a 
kind of divine intervention, are thus more powerful and provide a surer 
means by which to Jearn how to cure ailments. 

One would think that by now questions about the medicinal efficacy of 
peyote and mescaline would be settled, but so far there haven't been good 
controlled studies of comprehensive scope. One constituent in peyote
peyocactin, which is also called hordonine-has been shown by James 
McCleary and his colleagues at California State University, Fullerton, to be 
an antibiotic active against a wide spectrum of bacteria, having an inhibitory 
action against at least eighteen strains of penicillin-resistant Staphylococcus 
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aureus. This antibacterial characteristic may account in part for its healing 
effects when applied to wounds. 

Another area that should be probed fuerher is peyote's effect upon eye
sight. The peyote literature includes many reports of restoration of vision, to 
which I might add myown repon: having worn glasses since the age of three 
because of astigmatism and near-sightedness, I gave them up after taking a 
fair amount of peyote. In the absence of clinical data, all we have to go by is a 
large amount of individual testimony. Much of this is of a remarkable sort. 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
Similarities and Differences with LSD 

LSD and mescaline cause dramatic changes in the web-spinning 
aaivities of spiders. Moreover, we can easily distinguish between the two 
substances by observing the webs constructed under (he influence of one or 
the orner psychedelic. The web is more regular or "'perfect" under LSD and 
more abstract and irregular under mescaline. This difference is especially 
interesting because most ··blind" studies of mental effects have shown that 
human volunteers are unable codifferentiate between these two compounds. 

In much of the writing aoout psychedelics, little effort has been made 
to clarify the differences between LSD and mescaline effects. In The Varieties 
0/ Psychedelic Experience, for example, Masters and Houston spedfy the 
agent ingested by their 206 subjects (of whom 89 received mescaline) but 
then seem co take it for granted that stages and charaaeristics of mescaline 
experience will be the same as those under LSD. They noted no great differ
ences between the effects of LSD and mescaline in the creativity studies cited 
in o,apter One. Aldous Huxley, writing to Humphry Osmond in December 
of 1955 about his first experience with LSD (75 mcg.), emphasized the re
semblances (and re-emphasized them later after moreexJ:eriences with LSD): 

The psychological effects, in my case, were identical with those of mescaline, 
and I had the same kind of experience as I had on the previous occasion
transformation of the external worki, and the urxierstanding through a reali
zation involving the whole man, that Love is the One . I had no visions 
with my eyes shut-even less than I had on the first occasion with mescaline, 
when the rmving geometries were highly organized and, at moments, very 
beautiful and significant (though at others, very trivial) . Evidently, if you 
are not a congenital or habitual visualizer, you do not get internal visions 
under mescaline or LSD--only external transfiguration. 

Some people more experienced with both psychedelics have reponed 
noteworthy differences in their responses co LSD and mescaline. They gen
erally indicate that peyote and mescaline are "warmer" and "more earthy" 
than LSD, which is usually seen as being more ·'cerebral." The mescaline 
present in the cactus appears to increase considerably a feeling of fellowship 
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Normal net of Zilla-x-notata Cl. Nets made by thh 
spider after comuming drug-dosed flies appear opposite. 

that is only sometimes prompted by LSD. Shulgin remarks that under mes
atline "There is a benign empathy shown to both inanimate and living things, 
especially to small things." AlJen Ginsberg and others have suggested that 
mescaline-more than other psychedelics-produces a state of mind very 
receptive to (he complex of benevolent attirudes expressed in Wordsworth's 
narure JXX!ffiS. 

There haven't yet been any studies comparing effeC[s from mescaline 
with those from peyote. The Church of the Awakening used both faiclyexten
sively and charaaerized mescaline effects as "identical with those we had 
obtained through the use of peyote itself' (in John Aiken's words). 

There are many reports about the effects of peyote and mescaline 
coming from people who have used these substances in remarkably different 
ways and in a multitude of settings: from use in experimenrallaboratories to 
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recreational use to use as pan of a meditative regimen. These reports empha· 
size a variery of major effects, which will be illustrated under the following 
categories: sacramental aspects, visual effects, auditory effects, dimensions 
outside time and space, creative potential, psychological safety and psycho
therapeutic potential Several may occur within a single experience. In his 
studies, Beringer found that he was unable to peedia what would come up in 
any particular mescaline session, even if he knew the experienrer well. Prem 
Das, writing in Art of the Huichol Indians. agrees that the "spirits" in peyote 
don't do "what one expects." 

Dosage and Timing 
Some prefatory comments about dosage and timing are in order. Gen

erally speaking, three fairly large peyote buttons-each perhaps 1 Vi" across
are required to achieve any marked effect upon feelings, intellect and rognition. 
Peyotists in the Native American Church often take thirty to forty over a 
single night. (lames Mooney recorded having heard of someone who took 
ninety!) 

The Huichols often use one to four buttons for lesser effects, inhibiting 
"hunger, thirst, fatigue, and sexual desire" (according to Kal Muller, who 
lived for two years among these Indians). During their annual pilgrimage, 
peyote hunters conswne many more, which are further potentiated by fasting 
and sleeplessness to produce "visions" and "communication with deities'" 
Hoffer and Osmond assess an average peyote button as containing less than 
25 mg. of mescaline. 

Early studies of mescaline, detailed in Kluver's book, generally involved 
doses of a fifth to a half of a gram. Shulgin puts the average dosage used in 
experimemal investigations at between "300 and 500 mg of the sulfate salt, 
which is equivalent to 225-375 mg of the hydrochloride." 

When mescaline or peyote is swallowed, mental changes usually begm 
to occur within an hour; injection of mescaline brings them on more quickly. 
Sometimes, however, the effects don't come on until the passing of another 
hour, and sometimes not until after another two or three hours. Over thiS 
interval, most of the physically distressing effects disappear, and the user 
then is in good hwnor and "at languid ease" (as Weir Mitchell expressed the 
transition). 

Over the next twO to four hours, the experience flows to a peak and 
then descends over another four to six hours, if the mescaline was taken all at 
once. The sedative, possibly jaw-tightening effects from lophophorine and 
other alkaloids wear off fairly quickly. If peyote is taken over an emire night, 
as is usual among many Indians, the state of being "high" is extended, of 
course, as are some anesthetic effects (so that one can sit for twelve to fourteen 
hours without feeling much pain). 

Sacmmental Aspects 
Peyote and mescaline 'are "psychedelic," which for many users conooteS 

an experienL"e that is "mystical," "sacred" or 'blissful" (even if there are diffi-
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cul~ies alo~g the way). The psychedelic stare of mind can range from the 
philosophICal to the personal and usually includes a lucid recognition to the 
effect t.hat "1 ha~e seen so many things in myself that need changing .. ' The 
~1J(}e eX~rlence almost always permits excellent recall of such percep
nons, and Indians have said chat peyote has brought about a better life for 
many of its users. 

Louis Lewin .went to the heart of this matter when he SOrted through 
the many extraordmary aspeCts of the mescaline experience and declared the 
~st importam one to be "modifications of the spiriruallife which are peculiar 
lfl mat they are felt as gladness of soul." Huxley called it "without question 
the most extraordinary and significant experience this side of the Beatific 
Vision": 

Words like Grace and Transfiguration came to my mind, and this of course 
was what, among other things, they stood for.. . The Beatific Vision, Sat Chit 
Ananda, Being-Awareness-Bliss-for the first time I understood, not on the 
verballeveJ, not by inchoate hints or at a distaoce, but pte<isely and completely 
what those prcxligious syllables referred to. 

Among Tahamaris, Huichols and Native American peyotists, the cactus 
is valued as a medium for revelations from deities or their representatives or 
from peyote itself. Most Huicholchildren are brought up in an environment 
of reverence for peyote; its centrality in their culture is illustrated by the fact 
chat nursing mothers are especially encouraged to take peyote. About two
~ of Huichol young men are peyotists, taking the caCtuS on many occasions 
durlflg the year and making extensive preparations for their "sacred hunt." 
To fin in the details of how fully peyote use organizes Huichol culture the 
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco's book Art of the Huichol Indians 
OOse,:,es that the cactus "IS used for comrollin,g the rain, for tUring, for 
~lesslflg the people, for locating the deer and planning the sacred deer hums, 
tn the election of Huichol governing officials, and in many other ways .. ' Of 
all accounts of peyote's effects among North American Indians, the most 
sympathetic possibly comes from Humphry Osmond, who joined in the 
reremonies of a peyote group in North Battlefield, Saskatoon, Canada (re
printed in his Psychedelics). 

In the early 1950s,].S. Slatkin was invited by Native American Church 
leaders to live among them in order to report on their peyote practices. He 
observed many peyatists who had "religious" experiences-intimations of 
God taking care of them and visions of the "Great Spirit'" Jesus appeared 
before one woman and comforted her after the death of her son. Slatkin 
mentions a couple of instances involving Indians who were atheists until 
taking peyote. John Aiken cites a similar response. 

Arnold Mandell, the founding chairman of the Psychiatry Departmem 
at the University of California at San Diego, noted that despite much 
emphasis on the "visuals" aroused by peyote, both Weir Mitchell and Have
lock El1is had metaphysical experiences under its influence. Ellis described a 
"detached yet acutely aware brain state" and characterized his experience in 
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ms of the "maJ·esty of its impersonal nature," Mitchell told the American 
tet led" . fh 
Neurological Society in 1896 that peyot~ ~ rev.ea a certam se~se 0 t e 
things about me as having a ~ore posl~J~e eXistence than us~a1. . 

From people most sensitive to religiOUS ma[~rs come 5,011 more,lm
pressive reports. John Blofeld, who was especia11~ IOteres~d In Budd~lsm, 
h d great doubts about Huxley's claim that mescalme could mduce yogic ex

a rieoces of a high order (see Ralph Metzner's The Bertat;c Adventure). 
~ter taking a quarter of a gram of mescaline, he bega~ to ~ntemplate the 

tterns that embellish sacred buildings, and. "for the flcst time, I saw r~m 
~a nor arbitrary decorations but profo~ndly meani~~ful." !"lis fjrst mescalm~ 
experience wasn't painless: it started With a sense of appalling ~ntal torture. 
Eventually Blofeld made a "total surrender" and "ce~ to chng ... to ~lf, 
loved ones, sanity, madness, life or death." The expenence was transforming: 

F hellish tonnent, I was plunged into ecstaSy-an ecstasy infinitely exceeding 
- he )d. anything de9:ribable or anything I had ~gined from what t wor s acrom-

plished mystics have struggled to describe. Suddenly t~ere dawned full aware
ness of three great truths which I had long accepted mtellectually but never, 
until that moment, experienced as being fully sell-evident. 

These were: (1) an awareness of undifferentiated unity, (2) an aware
ness of unutterable bliss ('so intense as (0 make it seem ,~ikely that .~y a.nd 
mind would be burnt up in a flash") and (3) an awareness of all ~hat IS unpiled 
by the Buddhist doctrine of 'dharmas,' namely, that all ~hlOgS, whet.her 
objects of mental or of sensory perceptio.n, are alike de~old of o,::,n-belOg, 
mere transitory combinations of an infirute nwnber of I~pulses. Blofeld 
comments that these "impulses" are analogous to eleaneal charges., and 
"This was as fully apparent as are the individual bricks to som~n~ starlOg at 
an unplastered wall. I actually ~xperi.enced .th~ ~omen~ary nSiOg of eac~ 
impulse and the thrill of rulminatlon With whiCh It Immediat~ly ceased tO~. 

This kind of report is fairly typical among people comlOg to mescallOe 
from a background of religious study. Houston Smith con:mented that 
when he rook mescaline he felt as if some five layers of consciousness were 
perceptible ("I was to some degree aware of them all simultaneously"). He 

wrote that 
the emanation theory and elaborately delineated layers of Indian cosmology 
and psychology had hitherto been concepts and inferences. Now they were 
objects of direct, immediate perception .... 

It should n04: be taken from what I have written that the experience was 
pleasurable. 1be acrurate words are significance and terror~r .awe, in Rudolf 
Otto's understanding of a peculiar blend of fear and fascmatlon 

Visual Effects 
Heinrich KJiiver said of the "mescal" experience that the visual effects 

were its primary aspect, and he attempted to describe them using a '!,?ited 
number of "form<oostants." For instance,grating, lattice,jretwork,j,/,?,ree, 
honeycomb or cheJsboa,.4 desif!,ns represented one form-constant. Oosely 
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related were cobweb figures. Kliiver also noted spira/s, and images "designated. 
by terms such as tunnel, funnel, alley, cone or ~·eJSe/." 

This schematization of images seems to be only a crude description of 
me .visual experi.e~Q' appa~~m from ~t mescaline reporrs. OneofBeringer's 
subjects, a phYSiCian, saw fretwork constantly but also felt himself become 
part of it. Hoffer and Osmond comment that one of theif sub;ecrs had similar 
crystalline perceptions: "He saw a square screen or lattice before him.. '. At 
each node on the screen there was a nude girl dancing in time to the music." 

K.l~ver classified other visual aspects of the mescaline experience, 
notably mcrease of dimenfionality (often involving perception of a shift 
f~ two t~ three dimensions), ;nc,.~ase of ~j,,'idm:H and ","'anatlOn in per. 
ceptlOn of sIze. Zaehner presents an illustratIon of Increased dimensionality: 
when he looked at pictures in books, the "things depiaed seemed to be trying 
to escape from the material in which they were depicted" lllustrating the 
increase in vividness, Ellis said that as he ate a piece of biscuit 

it suddenly streamed our into blue flame. For an instant I held the biscuit close 
to my leg. Immediately my trousers caught alight, and then the whole of the 
right side of my bOOy, from the foot to the shoulder, was enveloped in waving 
blue flame. It was a sight of wonderful beaucy. But this was not all. As I placed 
the biscuit in my mouth it burst out again into the samecolured fire and ilium. 
inated the interior of my mouth, casting a blue reflection un the roof. The 
light in the Blue Grotto at Capri, I am able to affirm, is not nearly as blue as 
seemed fpt a short space of time the interior of my mouth. 

An example of changes in size occurred during Osmond's first exper-
ience with mescaline: 

At one moment I wouki be a giant in a tiny cup!:oard, and the next, adwarf in 
a huge hall_ It is difficult enough to explain what it feels like [() have been 
Gulliver, or Alice in Wonderland, in the space of a few minutes, but it IS nearly 
imposSible to communicate an experience which amounts to having been un· 
certain whether one was in Brobdingnag or Lilliput. 

Indians have been fairly reticent to outsiders about describing their 
peyote visions, perhaps regarding them as private. Many apparently con
sider the visual effects to be of minor importance, although Slatkin's The 
Peyote Religion (excerpted in Ebin's The Drug Hxperience) frequently 
mentions visions of Christ, the Great Spirit or a personal totem. 

Kal Muller, in Art of the Huichollndiam, describes an impressive 
instance of "visuals" from a peyote pilgrimage undertaken by an Indian seek
ing to determine if he should become a shaman: 

The father of a Huichol friend of mine, a middle-aged shaman, told me that he 
had gone to Wirikuta as a young man and hadeaten thircy-five peyote buttons 
atone sitting. Two unknown old men appeared at his side, just like the assis
tants of the tsauririka. One told him to look into the fire, where he saw a cype
writer, writing by itself. '!he other told him to pull the sheets out of the type
writer and read what was on tnem_ He did, even though he cannot read_ The 
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sheets kept coming out of the typewriter all night, and he kept "reading" and 
chanting what he saw. 1ne next day the other pilgrims told him that dunng 
the whule mght he had performed as a tJtJunrika, singing In a complinted 
riruai, and that surely the gods wamet! him to become a shaman. 

The earliest reports among whites were by skilled literary men-Weir 
Mitchell and Havelock Ellis. Writing toward the end of the nineteenth cen
rury, both emphasized the visual qualities of peyote: 

Mitchell: The display which for an enchanted two hours followed was such 
as I find it hopeless to describe in language which shall convey to others the 
beauty and splendor of what I saw. Stars, delicate floating films of color, then 
an abrupt rush of countless points of white light swept across the field of vIew. 
as if the unseen millions of the Milky Way were to flow in a sparkling river 
before my eyes ... zigzag lines of very bright colors ... the wonderful loveliness 
of swelling clouds of more vivid colors gone before I could name them. All 
the colors I have ever beheld ace dull in comparison to these . 

FJ/iJ: At first mere was merely a vague play of light and shade which Sllggested 
pictures, but never made them. Then the pictures became more definite, bur 
too confused and crowded to be described, beyond saying that they were of the 
same character as the images of the kaleidoscope, symmetrical groupings of 
spiked objects. Then in the course of the evening, they became distinct, but 
still indescribable-mostly a vast field of golden jewels, studded with red and 
green stones, ever changing .... The visions never resembled familiar objws: 
they were extremely definite, but yet always novel; they were COnst,lOtly 
approaching, and yet constantly eluding, the semblance of known things. I 
would see thick, gklrious fields of jewels, solitary or clustered, sometimes 
brilliant and sparkling, sometimes with a dull rich glow. Then they would 
spring up into flower-like shapes beneam my gaze, and then seem to rum into 
gorgeous bu£terfly forms or endless folds of glistening, iridescent, fibrous 
wings of wonderful insects . 

Havelock Ellis gave a smail amount of his peyote to the poet Wilham 
Butler Yeats, who wrote back to Ellis about the impressive "visuals··: 

I have never seen a succession of absolutely pictorial visions with such 
precision aoo such unacmuntabiliry. It seemed as if a series of dissolving vievr·s 
were carried swiftly before me, all going from right to left, none corresp:mding 
with any seen reality. For instance, I saw the most delightful dragons, puffing 
out their breath straight in front of them like rigid lines of steam, and balancing 
white baUs at the end of their breath! When I tried to fix my mind on real 
things, I could generally call mem up, rut always with some inexplicable change 

... in the evening I went out on the Embankment and was absolutely faso::i· 
nated by an advertisement of ··Bovrin;' which went and came in letters of 
light on the other side of the river. I can not (ell you the intense pleasure this 
moving light gave me and how dazzling it ~med to me. 

Several investigators have since argued that the early emphasis on 
peyote's aesthetic appeal probably slowed scientific study. It may well be, as 
Lewin felt, that visuals are not the most important part of the experience. 
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N0ne.theless, heig~tened color and luminescence are transformations in 
COIl5CKlusness expenenced by most users and must to some extent be acknow
ledged as hallmarks of this chemical. 

Colors appearing moSt commonly in Indian experiences are said to be 
yellow, blue, green and red, inspired. perhaps by the colors in fire and on the 
tepee or hogan ,,:a115. In the expe~imems carried out by Ellis and others, 
the color emphaSIS was on blue or Violet, though Heinrich Kluver found no 
color to be excluded. 

Writi~g about colors and visio~s seen under a psychedelic, Huxley 
addres~. himself to the central. questions. Once blinded., and thus especially 
appreCiative, he reponed that ViSual transformations can have resonance on 
other levels. He had expected to enter into ··the kind of inner world described 
by Blake and A.E. [George William Russell].'· That wasn't what happened: 

But, 

. The change which actually took place in that world was in no sense revolu_ 
tionary ... at no time were there faces or forms of men or animals. I saw no 
enormous spices, no rrugical growth and metamorphosis of bJildings noming 
remotely like a drama or a parable. ' 

I was not looking now atan ~nusual flower arrangement. I was seeing what 
Adam had seen on the mormng of his creation-the miracle moment by 
moment, of naked existence. ' 

The books, fOf example, with which my srudy walls were lined. Like the 
~~~, they glowed, when I baked at them, with brighter rolors, a profourrl=r 
~Igniflcance. Red books, like rubies; emerald books; books bound in white 
Jade; books o.f agate; of aquamarine, of yellow topaz; lapis lazuli books whose 
col?f was so I?tense, so intrinsically meaningful, that they seemed to bean the 
pomt .of leavmg the shelves to thrust themselves more insistently on my 
attention. 

.A rose is a rose is a rose. Bur these chair legs were chair legs were St. 
Michael and all angels .... Confronted by a chair which looked like the Last 
J~dgment---:,r, to ~ more :u:~rate, by a Last Judgment which, after a long 
tiine and With cons~erable d~lrul~ I recognized as a chair-I found myself 
all at once on the bnnk~f pamc. ThiS, I suddenly felt, was going too far. Too 
far, even though the gomg was into intenser beauty, deeper significance .... 

. J:!uxley. brought to bear a great deal of erudition in art, philosophy, 
mysticism, hIstory. and psychOlogy. There is probably no berterdiscussion of 
rolor transformatIon and the psychedelics' ability to transport the user [Q 

W~t Huxley called "the Other World" than in the book he published in 1955 
entitled Heaven and HeU. 

Auditory Effects 
. As ~entioned at the beginning of this chapter, Indian myths concern-
109 the discovery of pcyore generally involve a voice, A prominent auditory 
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1 d · . g ·he· peyote and mescaline from other psychedelics. component a so lStln Ub ., eda 
Do J the Yaqui shaman-teacher in the books by Carhs Castan , 

described
n 
J.:~:~a and mushrooms as powers or allies, as opposed.to peyQ[~, 

which he described as a teacher. Indians h~ve ge~erally been qUlt.e dear 10 
. .. that peyote provides them with their songs. Peyot/sts often 

maintaining So I ill mplain 
"hear" where they should look for this cactuS. me n ans eve.n co . , 
that they can't sleep near peyote because there w,~ so much n~1Se at ntg~t. 

Pe ote seems to bring on synesthesia, a mlJ"~g ~nd reCIprocal aUlDn 

Yh f' ses so that the drumbeat malmalOed throughoUt the among t e Ive sen , hi. ( 
k . ~ in the head as it heig tens aura sensaCLons see ceremony eva es plCrure~ '. h d r 

Osmond's description of drumming and. his reaction iO Psy" e e ,n). 
Discrimination of tones under the mfluence of mescahne ~n beco~~ 

T uote Lewin and a physician to whom he gave mes~III~,. musIC 
acute. °d

q
" t nd harmonious" and as roming "from mfifllty, the was sense as swee a . . I . 

music of the spheres." When Slotkm flest took peyote, he was great y Im
pressed with his altered auditory responses: 

It was about an hour before I began to notice any sensory effectS .. 1be 
drumming remained constant to me, but the singing wavered from hIgh to 
low itch in a way tnat no singer could ever do. Then the song seemed to 
com: from all over the tipi, rather than just from the smger, and for a v:htle It 
seemed to come from the top of the tipi. If I closed ~y eyes, I had no Idea of 
where the m\lSK;: was coming from--even when the smger was the man next 
to me. 

At a later meeting, Slatkin noted that under peyote's influence he could 
hear whispers from some distance away. 

Early Huichol rep"'eJentation of 
the face painted for "mother of 
corn" durinK peyote festivals. 

Anothe.,. face painting often 
seen in such ceremonies, this 
one for ''Rrandfather of fire." 

The Spiritual Fli{!.ht 
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Dimensions Outside Time and Space 
As with other psychedelics, "out-of-body·· experiences occur in many 

peyote and mescaline trips. Users have often felt weightless and had a sense 
of "flying." More than a few have reported seeing their body become "lumin
escent" or "transparent" as they looked on from SOme distance away. Oneof 
Ellis'subjects felr: a blue flame wafting from the back of his head, then found 
himself becoming transparent like a Chinese lantern. 

Out-of-body experiences associated with the San Pedro cactus are dis
aJSSed in Douglas Sharon's Wizard of the Four Winds-the story of Eduardo 
Palomino, a Peruvian sculptor, teacher, fisherman and shaman. Asked 
about the cactus' effects, Eduardo told Sharon that first there is 

a slight dizziness that one hardly notices. And then a great ··vision," a clearing 
of all the faculties of the individual. It proouces a light numbness in the body 
and afterward a tranquility. And then oomes a detachment, a type of visual 
force in the individual inclusive of all the senses: seeing, hearing, smelling, 
touching, et cetera-all the senses, including [he sixth sense, the telepathic 
sense of transmitting oneself across time and matter. It develops the 
power of perception ... in the sense that when one wants to see something far 
away .. he can distinguish powers or problems or disturbances at great dis. 
tance, so as to deal with them . Then the individual, sometimes by himself, 
can visualize his past or ... the present, or an immediate future. 

By means of the magical plants, and the chants and the search for the roots 
of the problem, the suOConscious of the individual is opened up like a flower, 
and it releases these blockages. All by itself it tells things. 

Sharon spent four years with Eduardo, evenrually becoming his ap
prentice and helping in nine curing sessions. At fiest he had been skeptical 
about Eduardo's claim that he could see events and people at a great distance. 
Eduardo tried to explain: 

The flight is spirirual One invokes,and his spirit soars to those haunts. 
One asks for the lagoon. invokes, and then thespim makes the trip. The jour. 
ney of the spirit also causes one to visualize the laSOln in ... an almost objective 
manner. Spiritually one is there and one sees it up close. 

Q: Does your beinl!, actf~ity arrive there? 

My material being, no. My spiritual being arrives, yes; and I perceive in an 
objective fashion, as if I were in the place. 

As for changes in time perception, consider an extreme example, the 
experience of Chris£Opher Mayhew, a Member of Parliament during the 
1950s who offered to take mescaline under the supervision of HumphryOs. 
mond and before BBC cameras-surely one of the best-documented trips ever. 

Although many people under the influence of psychedelics have seen 
"crails"-the simultaneous perception of several discrete moments, like the 
arc of a lighted cigarette in a dark room-Mayhew experienced this phenom
enon to an unusual degree. For the London Obse.,.ve.,. he described his exper
ience as an "Excursion Out of Time": 
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What happened ro me between 12:30 and 4 o'clock ~n F~iday, ~ember 2, 
1955? After brooding about it for severa1 months, I still thmk my first, ~ton
ishing conviction was right-that on many occasions that afternoon I eXisted 
OIItJiJe time. . 

I don't mean this metaphorkally, but literally. 1 mean,that,the essential 
part of me ... had an existence, quite COIlS?oUS of itself ... tn a tuneless order 
of reality ootside the world as we know It. 

Mayhew's experience began wi~,h colo~ ~lluci~ation~ but soon ~ ~o a 
preoccupation with the very strange behavior of time. TIme kept shppm~ 
out of sequence-he would see a cup at his lips before he a~ally remo~ed It 
from the table-and he couldn't tell how far along he was In thee~penence. 
Even his watch did not help. Although his eyes registered various c1~k 
times the hours were not in proper sequence, and he would see two-thirty 
after he had seen three o'clock Finally, it was the arrival of a tea-tear that 
enabled him to judge that the duration of the drug would soon be commg to 

w~ h· . 
Time worked even more extravagant magic when it sent 1m Into 

another dimension, where "I would be aware of a pervasive bright pure light, 

like a kind of invisible sunlit snow": 

I would bemme unaware of my surroundings, and enjoy an existence con
scious of myself, in a state of breathless wonderment and compl~te bliss, for a 
period of time which-for me-simply did not end at alL It did not last for 
minutes or hours, but apparently for years. 

For several days afterward, I remembered the afternoon of December 2 not 
as so many hours spent in my drawing-room interrupted by these strange 
"excursions:· bur as countless years of complete bliss interrupted by shorr 

spells in the drawin~-room .... : " . . . 
On the first occasion when I came back 10 thiS way from an excursion I 

asswned that a vast period of time had elapsed and exc1aimed, in astonishmenr, 
to the film team: ·'Are you still there?" 1beir patience in waitingseemedextra
ordinary; but in fact:, of course, no time had elapsed, and they had not been 
waiting at aU .. 

These "time phenomena," contrary to everyday conscious~ess, seemed 
totally convincing-oot hallucinations but aoother part of reality. Mayhew 

is definite on this: 
The common-sense explanation is that since events in ourdrawlOg-room 

actually happened in a normal sequence (with ple~ty of witne~es, includmg 
the camera, to prove it), I just couldn't have experienced them 10 some other 
order, so I must have merely thought I did-I was deluded. . . 

For anyone else than myself, this must be easy to believe; bu~ for me, It IS 
impossible. I am oot-l repeat-saying that events happened 10 t~ wr.ong 
order, only that I experienced them in the wrong order. And on thts POlOt I 
cannot doubt my own judgment. 
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Creative Potential 
Ellis thought that peyute would never appeal to most people because it 

was so predominantly an intellectual experience, promoting what he called a 
"detached but acute brain state." Lewin called it ··purely intellectual" and 
noted many instances of ··disorders of location:' These observations are 
fascinating in themselves, but we should note that many users have been 
able to direct the peyote or mescaline experience into creative channels. 

Arnold Mandell, speaking of the "unapologetic belief in symbols" 
among Huichols, suggestS that peyote enables them to be restored to a state 
of naivete-often a prerequiSIte for creativity. Art of the Huicho/ lndtuns 
amply illustrates how viSions seen during peyote ceremonies find expression 
in tribal art forms. Alice Marriott and Carol Rachlin devote a chapter of 
their small book Peyote to Native American artists working with paint, 
metal and beads, especially Carol Sweezy of the Arapaho and Ernest Spybuck 
of the Shawnee: 

Most of the leading Indian easel artists aod metal craftsmen of rhe t\IIIentieth 
century are or were (for some are dead now) peyorisrs. Monroe Tsatokee·s 
··Fire Bird," reproduced again and again in books on Indian art, is probably the 
best-known modern Indian painting in eXistence. 

The optimal condition for prompting creativity is to have a defined 
problem in mind that is stated in familiar terms-at least this was the 
assumption made at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Menlo Park, 
where qualifying volunteers were given mescaline. The results were that 
many of the subjects were able to solve artistic and technical problems afrer a 
single session. 

The case of architect Eric Clough is illustrative: he needed a design for 
an arts and crafts shopping center in a resort-university community. In 
Metzner's The ECJlatlc Ad~'enture, Clough describes receiving the mescaline 
in the morning and then, blindfolded, traveling in his mind through jungle 
terrain and scenes from pre-Colwnbian civilizations. About an hour after a 
small lunch, Clough was asked to concentrate on his design problem: 

I looked at the paper Iwas to draw 00. I was completely blank. I knew that I 
would work with a property 300' square. I drew the property lines (at a scale 
of 1" '" 40') and I looked at the outlines. I was blank. 

Suddenly I saw the finished project. I did some quick calculations .. It 
would fit on the property and not only that ... it would meet the cost and 
Income requirements. It wascuntemporary architecture with the richnessuf a 
cultural heritage it used history and experience but did not copy it. 

I began to draw. my sensescooid not keep up with my images ... my hand 
was not fast enough. I was impatient to record the picture (it had not faded 
one particle). I worked at a pace I would not have thought r was capable of. 

I completed four sheets of fairly comprehensive sketches. I was not tired 
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but I was satisfied that I had caught the essence of the image. lstopped work-
ing. I ate frult. I drank coffee ... it was a magnificent day. 

While making drawings two weeks later, dough found that his image 
of the shopping center remained sharp and that he was able co complete the 
drawings without referring to his original sketches. He also discovered he 
could view the project from different angles and examine minute ronstruc
tion details. His design was subsequently accepted, and sioce then he 
has been able co design other projects in the same way. Interviewed by Pro
grenive Architecture about his use of mescaline, dough suggeSted that "All 
architects ought to have this experience." He also confirmed that this faster, 
sharper and dearer procedure of "imaging" projects remained with him. 

Psychological Safety 
A 1971 report to the American Psychological Association by Dr, Robert 

L Bergman, chief of the US, Public Health Service's mental health program 
on the Navajo Reservation, should be of interest to those concerned about 
the possibility of psychological damage from peyote and mescaline: 

For a period of four years, we have followed up every report of psychmic or 
other psychiatric epimes said to arise from Peyote use, 1bere have been 
forty or fihy such reports. The vast majority have been hearsay that could 
never be traced to a particular case, Some have been based on a physician's 
belief that Nava;o people use Peyote and if a panirular person becamedisrurbed 
it must be for this reason 

The study found "one relatively c1earrut case of arute psychosis and 
four cases that are difficuJt (0 interpret," 1be c1earcut case involved a Navajo 
who attended a peyote meeting after having had several drinks, "Ordinarily, 
no one is allowed (Q participate if he has been drinking, but the road man did 
not realize that this person had been," The Navajo became panicky and dis
oriemed, then violent, bm recovered within twenty-four hours and was 
reported to have remained well at a follow-up six months later. "It is note
worthy," Bergman adds, "that members of the church warn that the combi
nadon of alcohol and Peyote is very dangerous," Reactions in the other four 
cases were minor, and their relationship with peyote was doubtful, 

There is only very rare evidence for serious psychological problems 
arising from use of peyote or mescaline, In John Aiken's analysis, mescaline 
experiences can be unpleasant bm not harmful. Hoffer and Osmond cite 
three instances of prolonged reactions, which are abom the only such cita
tions in the literature, 

Bergman's summary of how Native Americans minimize potential 
hazards can be generalized to other users, The crucial factors seem to be 

a positive expectation held by Peyotists, an emphasis on the real interpersonal 
world rather than the world within the individual, an emphasis on rommunion 
rather than withdrawal during the drug experience, an emphasis on adherence 
to the standards of society rather than on the freeing of impulses 
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The whole spirit of the religion seems best char,~"·'." . 
. h God nd 'h h ~ .... , cu as commUOlon_ 

WIt a .Wlt at er men, Meetin,":s are experienced as a time of bein 
clC6e and grow1Ogcloser to one another, Distortions of ti ....... ~o g 
actedb th - "-",-DSeareCOUOter_ 
. Yf e va~lOus eVents of the service whIch take place at precisely defined 

times 0 the mght . 
Road men are trained to look after """"'ple wh L. .. d If ' . , r-~ a ut.'\.ome excessIvely wlth-

rawn, a partICIpant begms to stare into the firef· ·"1 d f h h . he IXcu yan seems unaware 
ate o,t ers 10 t meeting, the road man will speak to him nd 'f 
go to

f 
hl~ ,to pr~y with him. In the process of praying with ;:ch a

l ;=:a~ 
~ ~n 1m WIth an .eagle feather fan, splash drops of water on him and 'fan 
c r IOcen~ over him, AlI of these processes are regarded as sacred and 
~~lpful,;nd IT appears to me they provide stimulation in several sense modal 
ltIes to raw one ba~k to the interpersonal world, Another safeguard is th~ 
custom that no one IS to leave the meeting. Considerable efforts are made if 
neces:-ary to prevent SOmeone who has been eating Peyote from gain off into 
~~e OIght alone, This factor is probably important tOO in tm-CUSto g , 
lt1~tf thlle m

f 
ornlh'ng ~fter the meeting. Everyone Stay~ together an~~~i:~;~ 

un I we a tet t e time the drug effect is over. 

Psychotherapeutic Potential 
~e direct experience of ~ental health professionals with peyote and 

:esca~me was an early benefIt from clinical investigations significantly 
angmg some treatment directions, In pj'ychedel;(j' E Rohe' t S· h k' , r mnett re-

COUnt~ ow ta lng, 200 m,g: ~f mescaline sulfate with three "psychiatric resi. 
dents enlarged hIS sensitIVity: 

Although I had. had much ~Iin~cal ~x.perience working with schizophrenics as 
well ~ acade~1( preparation In chmcal psychology and two years of psycho
analytlcal~y onented psychotherapy, new vistas and understandings were 
ma~e available to me , . It seemed to me that the implioltions for doing re
habl!JtatlOn and psychotherapy with psychotic patients are far-reaching 

I had ~~ ~n able to. intuitively understand the silly laughter of'~h~ 
hebephremc or lOappropnare affect until this time .. ~ 1 f rn . 1 1· h . ru ..... , was unaware a 

eSOCtl pig toftheschizophrenic,whomustreceivefeed:lack fh. 
f h' hi ' 0 IS strange-

ness ~ven rom ~g y tramed professional staff, , ., I look on the mescaline 
~nence as havmg been a provocative, rich source of data for speculation
ncher, I am embarrassed to say than much of my fO'mal ~r;.. 'f· h and study, ' , ""' .... 0[1 IC researc 

Few studies have involved giving mescaline to mental patients although 
Hoffer and Osmond discuss some from the 1950s in Th Hal/. " ( 
38 39) Re 1 ·00· ed e ucmogem pp, 
-,' ~u ts I !Cat that larger than usual dosages were needed for 

~~hreOlCS, who generally responded with ~cenruation of their symptoms, 
, ea:ly 1960s, Charles Savage and assocIates gave a single high-dose 

combInatIon of LSD an,d mescaline to seventy-four chronic neurotics and 
reported,~hat psyc,hologlCaJ tests before and six months after their sessions 
sho..ved n:ark~ Improvement in twelve, some improvement in twen _ 
two, and slight Improvement in t..venty-six." ty 
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In my book Psychedelic Baby Reaches Puberty, a fri~nd descri~ how 
he benefited psychologically from his use of mescaline. ~.IS aCCQum mdlCates 
some of the psychologICal possibilities in mescaline VISIons: 

I sensed that something very strange was about to happen. We were sItting 
in Frank's apartment, doing nothing, when suddenly I found I had a strong 
urge to read. I picked up Hamlet-which ,;-'a5 lying around-:-a~ stan:ed 
reading aloud the speech "To bear not to be. ~fte~ I v.:~s well,lnto It, Frank 
surprised me by saying to his roommate somethmg like, Doesn t he read that 
JUSt like a radio announcer, just perfectly delivered?" Well, I've never been 
able to read anything perfectly in my life. "No, no, no," I said, even though I 
sensed that something somehow was up,ba-ause I had read itwirhout stuner
ing or stumbling In fact, after I thought about it, I de<:ided that it was indeed a 
pretty good performance of ''To be or not to be," perhaps better than any I had 
ever heard. 

During all this, by the way, my voice became lower, and since then it has 
remained lowered. It has become relaxed. I don't understand what happened 
as I read, but there is no doubt that my voice has changed. I still f~l a slight 
catch in my throat, though, and, as I"Il indicate shortly, I have an Idea why. 

About this time I started getting dizzy. Frank had prepared a darkened 
room for me with a couch. He asked me to sit there quietly for a while . 
After I had been in the dark for five or ten minutes, suddenly weird things 
began to happen. I staned feeling that I was really crawling i?to the :-,omb 
Then other fantasies began. I would find myself makmgout-Just all kmdsof 
sexual passion 1ben I discovered I was sucking my mother's nipple and biting 
the pillow and other odd sex things. . . 

I started feeling pains in my legs. I was in the fetal poslt1on, and I felt my
self being pulled; it felt as though I was coming out ~or the first time from my 
mother's womb. This really shook me. But then It ocrurred to me that, by 
God when I was born I was born feet first. I also felt for a while that I was 
stra~gling, and I remember being told that I ~as alm~s~ cho~d to death by 
the umbilical cord. This had something to do With my difficulty 10 speakmg. 

After seeing many images relating to childhood, Frank told my friend 
that he thought he was simply enjoying the fantasies, and wanted him to 

concentrate on his soured relationship with his girlfriend. He said he would 
return in five or ten minutes, when he would want my friend to tell his life 
Story. He then left, and my friend began to get terribly cold. When Frank 
returned, he 

asked me what I was doing and I told him to go away. 'I'm freezing:' I said, 
"and I want to be left alone." I added that there wasn't any reason for him to 

pry into my life Story. He immediately replied that if I didn't crawl down 
toward the other end and flatten out on the couch, he would force me to. I re
fused, and he then began yanking on my feet. This sy~bol of ?irth feet first 
was so vivid I almost laughed, but at the same time I simply did not want to 

leave my end of the counch. It was JUSt tOO painful 
Frank continued pulling, and gradually I began slipping out flat. And then 

all of a sudden I had another remarkable insight. It suddenly came to me that 
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it was up to me to save myself if I was going to be saved at alL At the moment 
that Frank was pulling on me, I suddenly became aware that it takes a lor of 
energy to survive in the world, and that up till then this was effort I had been 
unwilling to expend . 

But dutlng the moment Frank was pulling me OUt flat on the couch, I knew 
without question that I needed to exert my wilL I knew I had to do things 
myself. So I said, "All right, I won't be cold any more!" And I threw off the 
blankets, and it wasn't cold. I no longer felt coJd. 

All of a sudden I knew I could ignore my fears of my subconscious mind. 
The fears of my subconscious are real, but I knew I couJd ignore them. I could 
conquer the fears. All at once I felt as though I rould remember anything and 
do anything. Problems suddenly seemed to disappear and I had agrear feeling 
of relief. 

I turned to Frank and told him that J'd solved everything and that I mightas 
well gJ home. "Go home?" he asked. "Man, you're really under it." He insisted 
that I stay, and finally I agreed. But since all my problems seemed solved, since 
I no longer was preocrupied by the psychological aspects of the experience, I 
regan paying attention to music and colors and had a very pleasant time. 

FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
Peyote can be eaten fresh or in its dried state, or it can be made into a 

tea by boiling. It can be extracted from the dried or fresh state and made into 
a tar that can be taken in capsule form by boiling the ground or blended material 
and filtering away the roughage. A coffee filter or even a stocking can be used, 
with the liquid being evaporated afterward. Mescaline is soJuable in chloro
form; it is one of the few freebase compounds that isn't soluable in ether. 

Shipments of the cactus to Indians are still made by truck from Laredo, 
tbough the cactus ranches selling to whites dosed down long ago. However, 
San Pedro can be purchased from Mr. Pedro, Box 4611, Berkeley, CA 94704 

San Pedro cactus if prepared for inf!,estion by slicing and then boiJinf!, 
for six to eight hours. It is then evaporated into a powder or 
capfulah/e resin. 
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or from other advertisers in High Times. It is usually sliced up and boiled for 
six to eight hours. A portion 6 to 10" long and 2 to 3" in diameter constirures 
a normal dose. 

Many ingenious techniques have been used to make peyote and San Pedro 
more palatable-to facilitate absorption of (he psychoactive molerules with
out triggering the gag reflex. In most Native American Church rituals, the 
peyotisrs simply put a dried button in the mouth umil it is soft enough to be 
chewed and swallowed. That takes some time. They pass around milk and 
may smoke. When peyote is ingested in this fashion, its cactus' soapy, bitter 
taste is soon displaced substantially by a numbness. 

The next most popular method seems to be grinding peyOte up and 
swallowing it inside gelatin capsules. Probably the most efficient method IS 

to take it as a supJXlsitory or douche, which would cause it to be absorbed 
better. In been dou'n so long it feels like up to me, Richard Farina suggests 
mixing cream, ice and rum in a blender, dropping in sliced bits of peyote and 
quickly swallowing the whole thing: the theory being that the rum is for 
taste and for anesthetizing the stomach while the cream lines (he stomach 
and passes the peyote bits quickly to the intestines. 

With fresh peyote, a good procedure is to chew it with the front teeth, 
then toSS it in small bits to the back of the mouth and swallow immediately. 
Most efforts (0 cover up taste don't really work. 

Peyote will burn if it is dried and JXlwdered, and it can be smoked with 
grass. Many adherents of Indian practices will not use it this way. This com
bination intensifies the effects of marijuana; it gives a lovely, light high that 
sharpens vision without sending one on a major trip. 

Mescaline usually appears as a dear crystal in the form of a sulfate or 
hydrochloride. The crystals are up to tA" (1/3 em.) long. Shulgin putS the 
usual dosage of the sulfate salt at 300-500 mg., which is equivalent to 225-
375 mg. of the hydrochloride. He adds that this dose is often administered in 
two installments about an hour apart in order to minimize nausea. 

In the 19605 and 1970s, much that was sold as mescaline wasn't mes
caline. The size of a capsule can be a helpful indicator, since at least a third of 
a gram is needed if the compound is to manifest psychoactive effects. Pharm
Chern indicated at one point that the chances were only one in fifty that a 
capsule sold as mescaline was (he genuine product. Nowadays, however, 
most of what passes as mescaline is authentic. 

right: mescaline sulfate (a/so called mescaline hemf-sulfale 
~r.''',).crystals and a strmj!,ht pin for size comparison. The crystals 

lIke tmy, translucent glass rods, but upon closer examination they 
mo~e :~ke a pile .o~.'umber (left). The photo at the hottom 

thts lumber pfle ten times. 
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Leonard Fuchs' uwdcut of Cannabis sativa !n an earl'J.' herbal from "f 

1543. ThiJ plant is the main fOurce of mariJuana, ~ m.fxt~re of Its kat( 

and fLowers, and of hashish, rruuie from the nmn, In ItS flowers. 

This plant is also f,rown for its stronR fihe~s, whIch have been 

used in producinf!, hemp rope, /abrtcs Jnd fme papers. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Marijuana and Hashish 
... icon for the faithful, a windfall/or the glib, a bonus for 

under·employed experts. a thrill for the nait'e, a whippinX-hoy for 

the ambitious, a tool for mystic explorerr, a tantalizing mystery 

for Jeien/iIlS, a cash crop for peasants; haffles, joy, shoutin!!.. 

tranquility, apoplexy, fear. rebellion all wash Ot'er Western 

man in the presence of the little f,reen weed. 

-William Daniel Drake,Jr. 

HISTORY 

Ancient Forms and Distinctions about Usage 

Origin of the marijuana plant is lost in pre-hiswry, although it is likely 

native to central Asia, or possibly China. It is among humanity'searliestculti_ 

Vated crops, going back to the beginning of agriculture: Now it may well be 

the most widely distributed cultivated plant. Earliest archaeological evidences 

date back some lO,CXXl years and show twisted Strands of hemp being used in 

Taiwan in the making of patterns on clay pots, The ancient Chinese wove 

clothes, shoes and rope from the fibers of this plant, and produced the first 

paper from it. 

Even today (late 1982), debate continues as to whether there is more 

than one species of the Cannabis plant. Most experts now agree that there 

are at least three species, with the most important differences among them 

appearing in the seeds, stalk, growth habits and, to a lesser extent, resin content. 

The species probably appearing first in China is known scientifically as 

Cannabis sativa Linneaus, classified in 1753 by Lnneaus, the father of mo:lern 

botanical identification. Until quite recently Cannabis sativa was the main 

species spread throughout North America. This form is distinguished by its 

height, often up to fourteen to sixteen feet-sometimes over twenty feet. It 

proouces strong fibers but generally not very much resin, which contains the 

psy<:hoactive ingredient in marijuana. However, certain strains of the species, 

such as "Acapulco Gold" and 'Homegrown Haze,"' exude a considerable 

amount of resin. 

The earliest reference to mind-altering effects from Cannabis appears 

in the Athan'a· Veda of the second millenium B.C., when it was already re

garded as One of the five sacred plants of India. Ernest L. Abel in his 

Marihuana: The First T u'f!lve Thousand Years, describes much of rhe early 

use of Cannabis in rhedaily Jifeof China and India. Schultes and Hofmann in 

Plants of the Gods document irs use in Tiber: 
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Cannabis sativa, the Cannabis indica IJ 

mOJ"I common and hdiel'ed to he the 
taliest species, tillS most potent specu:s. 
onee grown mainly Cultivated for its 
for fiber but nou: is inebriating qualities. it 
the black market is short, bushy and 

staple. 1'ery resinous. 

Cannabis ruderalis II 
a rare Sibcrtan spew.' I 
-short, without much 
mental effect, littLe 
knoum in the West, 
maturing within only 
twO months. 
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The Tibetans considered CannahiJ sacred. A Mahayana Buddhist tradition 
maintains that during the six steps of asceticism leading to enli,lolhcenmenr, 
Buddha lived on one Hemp seed a day .... In Tancric Buddhism of the Hima
layas of Tibet, Cannahis plays a very significant role in the medicative rimal 
used to facilitate deep meditation and heightened awareness. Both medicinal 
and recreational secular use of Hemp [are J likewise so common now in this 
region chat che plant is taken for granted as an everyday necessity. 

Cannabis indica Lamarck, classified by Lamarck in 1783, is a shorter 
plant that's more densely branched. Seldom over eight feet tall, it has short, 
brittle fibers and thus is not very useful for fiber but generally contains the 
greateSt amount by weight of Cannabis resin. Until recently, it's cultivation 
has been mainly restricted (0 India, Persia and the Arab countries, where its 
leaves are often made into a milkshake and its resin is pressed into hashish. 

TIle third species of the marijuana plant, Cannabis rudera/is 
Janischewsky, was identified in 1924 in southern Siberia, but it also grows 
wild in other parts of Russia. Rarely over two feet tal~ this species has liule 
psychoactivity in its resin but matures much faster than the others (in about 
seven weeks). 

The earliest record we have of Cannabis rudera/is comes from the tire
less Greek traveler Herodotus, often considered the first Western historian. 
In 450 B.C., he described the funeral rites that took place when a king died 
among the Scythians, a nomadic tribe that roamed the steppes from 
Turkestan to Siberia. To purify themselves the Scythians set up small tepee
like structures covered by rugs, which they would enter to inhale the fumes of 
hemp .seeds thrown Onto red-hot stones. "It smolders and sends forth such 
billows of smoke that no Greek steambath could surpass it," comments 
Herodotus. "The Scythians howl with pleasure at these baths." 

Historians considered this passage by Herodotus to be romantic em
beUishment until the late 194Os, when in the Altai mountains of Siberia 
Scythian tombs were found that had been covered with ice since about 400 
D.C. Alongside these tombs were well-preserved corpses and little tents con
raining copper cauldrons filled with stones, ice and hemp seeds. Differences 
in Cannabis seeds enabledJanischewsky to distinguish C. ruderalif from the 
sativa and indica species, and when Soviet botanists examined the frozen 
seeds they were declared to be of the ruderalis species. C. ruderaLis remains 
largely unfamiliar to botanists outside the U.S.S.R. 

The Sp",ad 10 Europe and Africa 
Of the three spe<:ies of Cannabis, the saliVa type was the first to be 

spread widely around the globe, probably because of its having strong fibers 
and lots of edible .seeds. The earliest known pharmacy book, published in 
<lIina in the third millenium B.C recommends hemp for everything from 
rheumatism to constipation--even absent-mindedness. 
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Differences in the internal structure of wood 
betu'een Cannabis sativa (left) and C. indica. 
These microscopic cross-sections illustrate bou' the 
usually single conductive vessels in the former 
species t'ary with the consistently grouped t'eJSels 
in the latte,.. 

There appears to have been little acquaintance with chis herb in the 
West umil classical Greek times, when it was brought westward by various 
barbarian tribes, mainly the Scythians. Democrirus wrote that it was occasion
ally drunk with wine and myrrh to produce visionary states; Dioscorides and 
Galen indicated that it was valued for its medicinal and therapeutic uses. 
Galen also recorded that this herb was often passed around at banquets to 

promote hilarity and joy. 
Strangely, the ancient Greeks and Romans paid hardly any atrention to 

the fiber in this plant, although its use for ropes and sails had been imroclua'(l 
from Gaul as early as the third century B.C It was not until the first century 
A.D. that Pliny the Elder outlined the grades and preparations of hemp fiber. 

Scythians and other tribes introduced hemp into northern Europe as 
well. An urn containing leaves and seeds of the Cannabis plant, unearthed 
£rar Berlin, is believed to date from about 500 B.C Although few records 
remain from this time, it is evident that the hemp plant soon made its way to 
England, Scotland and Ireland. Archeological remains show that hemp was 
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growing at Old Buckenham Mere in England by 400 A.D. From this point 
on. there was a tremendous spread of its tultivation in the British Isles. The 
plant was valued then for Its fibers (made into cloth) and its seeds (WhiCh, as 
earlier in China, were used for ffXXi and oil). 

ParacelsU5, often regarded as the father of alchemy, first became ac
quainted with CannabtJ producrs while in Basel, Switzerland, where the 
pharmaceutical firm of Sandoz now stands. It was also there that the botanist 
l.eonhardt Fuchs sketched a charming, classic drawing of the sativa plant in 
1543. By this time, the inebriating effects of satin/s resin had been discovered 
by Europeans. Francois Rabelals, writing in the early sixteenth century 
devoted three small chapters of his ThIrd Book of Panl£'RT"W.!/ to this herb·s 
botanical and psychoactive properties. 

Meanwhile, the indKa spt:'(:ies of the plant spread gradually from the 
Far East to Egypt and Persia. Schultes and Hofmann cite a '·questionable 
specimen of Hemp" in an Egyptian tomb dating as far back as three or four 
thoU5and years ago. Arab traders brought Cannabis to the Mozambique 
coast of Africa around the thirteenth century. From there, its use spread 
rapidly inland to virtually all African tribes. Archeological evidence of this 
transmission includes fourteenrh-century waterpipes containing CmnahtJ 
residue. 

European inrerest in the indica species of CannabIS began in the mne
teenth century, as a result of the British colonization of India and Napoleon·s 
ronquest of Egypt (his doctors brought back many kilos of hashish in the 
1790s). By the 1840s, monographs by Aubert-Roche, O'Shaughnessy and 
Moreau had spurred inquiry into how the drug would be useful in Western 
medicine. 

W.B. O'Shaughnessy brought Cannabis inro Western medical prac
tice. He had been associated with the British Easr India Co. as a surgeon and 
was a professor of chemistry at the University of Calcutta. In 1839, he pub
lished a forty-page article describing the hlsrory of Gmnahts products in the 
East, tests he had carried out on animals ctlOfirming the drug's safety and hiS 
SUCcesses with this agenr as an analgesic in the treatment of rheumatism, 
severe convulsions and tetanus. 

French psychologist Jean Joseph Moreau de Tours, observing the 
effects of Cannabis preparations in Egypt and other pans of the Near East, 
suggested that this drug might be used by doctors, enabling them to under
Stand and to empathize with psychotic states experienced by asylum patients. 
His view predated the classification of any pharmaceuticals as ··psychoto
mimetics." 

Awareness of the effects of Cannabus spread beyond medical circles 
after Moreau gave a sample to Theophile Gautier, one of the leading French 
literary figures at the time. The after-dinner experiences at "I.e Club des 
Haschischins" became notorious, and perhaps as a consequence accounts of 
the drug were somewhat exaggerared. Dr. Moreau, who usually administered 
the drug, noted that he became aware that (he effects had begun when he 
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w. B. o 'Shauf,hnersy. Professor of Chemistry, and Nutura/ 
Phi/owphy at the Medical Col/eKe m Calcutta. introduced 
Cannabis into Western medtcine in 1839. 

found himself fencing with a bowl of fruit. Baudelaire claimed that "if you 
are smoking, by some sort of transposition or intellectual quid pro quo, you 
will feel yourself evaporating and will attribute to your pipe, in which you 
feel yourself crouching and packed together like tobacco, the strange power 
of smokinf. yourself. " 

!-

A contemporary drawing of 
Theophile Gautier, founder of 
"Ie Club des Ha.Jchischin.J." 

II Moreau (de Tourf} theorized that Cannabis couid 

. c' 

prompt a "model ps)'dJOw" jor fhme u'ho u-anled to rtudy 
ahefTent mental slales. He also Jupplted extracts from this 
plant In smail cakes to memhen 0/ "u Club des Haschischins." 
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Early American Experience with Cannabis 
In the Journal of Psychedelic Druf!.s (vol. 11, p. 78), Dr. Jose LUIs Diaz 

from the University of Mexico presents suggestive but uncertified evidence 
that marijuana may have been known to the NJhuas and other New World 
tribes before the arrival of the Spaniards. Whether or nO[ CannabiS was 
growing in the Americas already, the Spanish seem ro have taken their own 
to Chile in 1545 and then ro Peru in 1554. 

In 1606, the British took it to Canada to be cultivated for maritime 
purposes. In 1611 (at the time of the Jamestown Settlement), they brought 
it co Virginia; in 1632, the Pilgrims brought hemp to New England. 

During the century and a half that preceded the American Revolution, 
Cannabis proollction for textiles throughout New England was subsidized. 
By 1762, Virginia farmers were penalized if they didn't grow it. It has been 
estimated that about half of the clothes worn at the time of the American 
Revolution were made of hemp. 

Several of our Founding Fathers, including George Washington and 
Thomas Jefferson, cultivated CannabiJ. In an entry in his diary, Washington 
expressed his desire to be present for the separation of male and female 
hemp plants. Some have argued that he may have been interested in the 
resin yield of the female plarltS, but it is more likely that he wanted to Im
prove the fiber quality of the females (which decreases when they are po!lj. 
nated). No hard evidence indicates that Washington or any of his contem
poraries was interested in using CannabiJ recreationally. 

During the War of Independence, as KentuCky and Ohio were being 
opened up for settlement, vast tracts in both these states were set aside for 
hemp planting to provide the fiber with which to make clothes, rope, Hags, 
altar cloths, food. bags and fine paper. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, medical interest in Cannalm 
indica passed from Europe to North America. Soon such Cannahis prepara
tions were available at the corner drugstore. 

In 1857, Fitz Hugh Ludlow acquired a tincture of the indica species, 
stealing some to try it out. Afterward he paid six cents a dose for "Tilden· s 
Extract." Then only sixteen, his imagination enflamed by The Thousand 
and One Nighu, Ludlow called the preparation "the drug of the traveler" 
because it allowed him to journey mentally around the globe as well as into 
more mystical, often frightening regions. Encouraged by writings from 
Bayard Taylor, an American who had reported on his use of Cannabis prod
ucts in the Near East, Ludlow set about recording his experiences. Ludlow·s 
article in Putnam 'J Monthly Magazine (1856) and his anonymous The 
Hasheesh Eater (1857) were the first accounts of the psychoactivity of Can
nabis published in North America. Although Cannabis extracts were readily 
available over the counter, few people at this time were ready to dabble in 
psychic experiments. 

Cultivation lor Clothes, Paper, Money and Bibles 

..,... , I 

I 
I 

. , , 

Fitz HUf!.IJ Ludlou· wrote the lint American contributions 
to Cannabis literature. He is reported to hd'/)e ''turned on" 
many people, including Thoreau and Melville. 
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With the end of the Civil War, the importance of hemp as a commercial 
crop declined. Emancipation of the slaves cut into the nwnber of laborers 
harvesting hemp. More importantly, the invention of the cotton gin gave 
conon a decided economic advantage over hemp and flax. The development 
?f cheap wood pulp reduced the need for hemp as a source of paper, although 
It was still used in the manufacrure of cigarette pa pees, money and Bibles. 

Recreational use of hemp among Americans first showed up in about 
1910 in New Orleans and in a few border towns as marijuana cigarettes were 
brought over by Mexican laborers. (They had already been used in central 
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Somh America and the Caribbean regions for half a century.) Marijuana 
caught on as a cheap substitute for alcohol among border guards and river 
travelers and within five years the practice was carried up the Mississippi 
River into the Ohio Valley. From there, it spread east into New York 
(especially Harlem). With the passage in 1920 of the Eighteenth Amend
ment, prohibiting sale of alcohol in this country, interest in Gmnahis as a 
euphoriant rose. 

The Am/inger Era 
A year of considerable importance to this history is 1930, when Treasury 

Secretary Andrew W. Mellon appointed his niece's husband CommIssIoner 
of the newly created u.s. Narcotics Bureau. Harry]. Anslinger reigned as 
Commissioner for three decades. Anslinger was to the inhibition of Can
nabiJ use what Andrew Comstock had at the turn of the century been to [he 
inhibition of American sexual freedom. Although not particularly concerned 
about marijuana when he took office, he soon became obsessed with "the 
evils" of this weed, seeing a curse for hwnanity in the leaves and flowers of 
the Cannabis plant. 

Fear about this largely unknown substance had already been stirred up, 
especially in the southwestern states, where it was used mainly by blacks and 
Mexicans. Prohibitions against nonmedical usage had been enacted in Cali
fornia (1915), Texas (1919), Louisiana (1924) and New York (1927). In the 
mid-1930s, Anslinger did his best to escalate the fear into hysteria. Drawing 
on his experience as a journalist with a stacatto, sensational style, he came 
out with "Marihuana, the Assassin of Youth," the first in a series of articles 
and books recounting the horrors committed under the weed's influence: 
murder, suicide, seduction of schoolchildren by "friendly strangers." (Several 
of his examples have since been refuted.) 

Once Anslinger gOt going, he showed little interest as CommisSIoner 
in any news about the drug unless it could be worked into his attocity file DO 

"the Killer Drug," which he claimed was "a powerful narcotic in which lurks 
Murder.' Insanity.' Death.''' The nation's papers loved it By 1937, forty-six 
of the forty-eight states had banned marijuana. 

Anslinger abandoned his earlier hopes for federal prohibition, because 
even he had come to doubt the constirutionality of such a law. Someone 
suggested that the U.S. might impose a "transfer tax" to be collected by the 
U.S. Treasury. Nonpayment of the tax would constitute a felony. In the en
suing congressional hearings, the Narcotics Buteau took a firm line; Anslingcr 
even fOld legislators, "You smoke a joint and you're likely to kill your brother.'· 

In all of the testimony, only one person raised any substantial objection 
to the Anslinger proposal. Dr. William Woodward, a legislative counsel for 
the American Medical Association, argued that Cannabis in medical prepar
ations had not been abused and that the new provisions would cause hard
ship for doctors. He was quickly hooted down. House hearings concluded 
with no significant changes in the proposed bill, which then sailed throu,gh 
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Harry]. Auslinp,er (lR93-I975) was the U.S. NarcotICs Commissioner 
who. enpneered the federal-and later internatIOnal-laws ap,atn.ft 
1nartjuana thaI p,at"e ;t the lq~al statU.f of an addlcth'e rklrcolic. 

:e Se~te. In ~~~"Ust :937, FDR, w~o had come into office on a platform of 
pealing Pr~hlbltlon, sIgned the Manhuana Tax Act. In addition to imposing 

the ta~ reqUl.rement, the law also declared Cannabis a narcotic. The new 
penalties for ItS use or distribution were five to twenty years for a first offense 

, ten to forty for a second. ' 
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The tax was to be assessed at S 1 per oonce for those who registered 
and were considered legitimate users; for "illegitimate transfers," the tax 
was $100 per ounce. "At that time," comments Larry Sloman in his Reefer 
MMineH, "cannabis was going for thirty-eight cents a pound on the licit 
market." 

The year before, some twenty firms using hempseed oil in products 
such as soap, paint and linolewn had imported more than 30,000 tons of 
seeds, which became contraband under the new law because they could be 
used to grow plants. The only exception allowed was for sterilized seed for 
the birdseed industry, then producing four million pounds annually. Industry 
lobbyists maintained that birds deprived of Cannabir seeds would not sing. 

The Narcotics Bureau hinted originally that special provisions would 
be made for medical usage but did not follow through. At the time, twenty
eight medicinal Cannabis preparations were for sale by companies such as 
Parke-Davis, Squibb and Lilly. Packages of marijuana cigarettes were even 
being sold as a cure for asthma. The new law put all of these pro:l.ucts out of 
existence, and in 1941 the drug was dropped from the American Pharma· 
copoeia-after about a century of widespread use. 

Much of Anslinger' s efforts then wem into eradicating this weed 
wherever it was growing. In 1937, more than 10,000 acres in the U.s. were 
under hemp cultivation. The plant was hardy and prone to escape into 
neighboring fields, making it all the more difficult for Anslinger co check the 
natural spread of hemp. 

Anslinger had to give way after the Japanese took over Manila and the 
government became concerned about irs supply of rope. In a crash program 
in 1943, 146,000 acres in the US. were seeded in half a dozen midwestern 
states. The Department of Agriculture produced a fjlm about cultivation 
emided Hemp fo,. Victory. Despite great efforts to eradicate CannabIS 
traces later, pacches remained in Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kentudcy 
and elsewhere. The strains, grown for rope, produced only small amoums of 
resin. Marijuana was not produced for its resin in any quantity in the US, 
until the 1960s. 

In 1943, Anslinger turned his attention instead to a campaign against 
marijuana-smoking jazz musicians, and his instinct for the sensational got 
him all the funding from Congress that he ever requested. Anslinger may 
have used personal favors to gain congressional support: in 1978, Capim] 
Hill journalist Maxine Cheshire revealed that Senamr Joseph McCarthy was 
addicted to morphine and regularly obtained it "through a druggist near the 
White House, authorized by Anslinger to fiJI the prescriptions." 

After retiring from the Narcotics Bureau, the indefatigable Anslinger 
went on to head the American delegation to the U.N. concerned with drug 
use. By 1961, he managed in this capacity to get sixty nations to sign a "Uni
form Drug Convention," which pledged m end Cannabis use within twenty· 
five years. Signing nations can, however, drop out by request. Shortly after, 
serious efforts to legalize marijuana usage got underway in the WesL 
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by the friendly stranger. It contains the Killer Drug 
"Marihuana"-- a powerful narcotic in which lurks 
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WARNING! 
Dope peddlers are shrewd! They may 
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An example of the anti·marijuana literature produced dunn!!, the 1940J. 

Governmental Investigations and Other Reports 
Tales about this mysterious herb from the East acou~ the apprehen

sions of the English Parliament toward the end of the nineteenth cenr:ur:r' 
which established a Commission in 1893 to look into the use of Can~ts ~n 
India. The resuhing Report 0/ the Indian Hemp D~gs ~ommlSSlOn ~JJl 
probably stand as the most extensi~e, systematic eX~~lnation of t~e subJe.ct 
ever, comprising testimony from Just under 1,200 doctors, cooires, yOgiS, 
fakirs, heads of lunatic asylums, bhang peasants, tax gatherers, .~mugg1ers, 
army officers, hemp dealers, ganja palace operators and the clergy (N~r:man 
Taylor). The final report ran to seven volumes (3,281 pages); an ad.dltJonal 
secret volume was made for the military. Here are some conclusions: 

On the whole, if moderation and excess in the use of drugs are distinguished. 
which is a thing that the witnesses examined have, as just remarked, found It 
very hard to do, [he weight of evidence is that the moderate use of hemp drugs 
is not injurious .. 

The question of the mental effects produced by hemp ~rugs has been 
examined by the Commission with great care. The popular Impr~slon that 
hemp drugs are a fruitful source of insanity is very strong, but nothmg.ca~ be 
more remarkable than the complete break-down of theevidence ~n w~lCh It IS 
based. Popular prejudice has over and over ag~in caused cases c! lI~anlty to be 
ascribed co gania which have had no connection ~ha~ver With It;. a~ then 
statistics based on this premise are qamed as conflrmmg or estabhshmg the 
prejud ice itself 
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Absolute prohibition is, in the opinion of the Commission, entirely out of 
the question. 

There is no evidence of any weight regarding mental and moral injuries 
from the moderate use of these drugs .... 

Large numbers of practitioners of long experience have seen no evideoce of 
any connection between the moderate use of hemp drugs and disease . 

M:xleration does not lead to excess in hemp any more than it does in akDho1. 
Regular, moderate use of ganja or bhang prodoces the same effects as moderate 
and regular doses of whiskey. Excess is confined to the idle . 

Many other governmental examinations of Cannabis use have been 
undertaken since 1894. In every case, the conclusions have been similar to 
those reached by this nineteeth cenrury commission: that the use of this drug 
in moderation is essentially innocuous; that existing penalties should not be 
increased; that its use does not lead to addiction, lunacy, violence or crime; 
ani that virrually all reports causing public outrage have been either exagger
ations or total fabrications. 

Early in this century, much concern about use of marijuana was aroused 
in the Panama Canal area. The Army's investigative l:xx:iy came to the same 
ronclusions as the 1894 Indian Hemp Commission: that Cant14his is compar
atively innOUlous, that it's not addiaive, etc. Another commission established 
soon after in New Orleans produced the same findings. The most famous of 
all these investigative l:xx:iies, the LaGuardia Commission, reported in 1943 
on the use of marijuana in New York City with the same results. 

More recent findings that Cannabis is not harmful appear in the English 
Wootton Report of 1968, the Canadian Ie Dain Report of 1970 and the 
much-publicized report of the U.S, President's Commission on Marijuana 
and Drug Abuse, the Shafer Report of 1972. Similar findings have come 
from South Africa, Australia and from a New York Academy of &iences 
Conference on Chronic Cannabis Use in Manhattan in 1976. The latest such 
commission, a panel from the National Academy of &iences, in 1982 urged 
removal of penalties for Cannabis use, after finding" no conclusive evidence 
that marijuana causes permanent, long-term health damage in humans, is 
addictive, leads to use of 'harder drugs,' affects the brain struaure or causes 
birth defects." 

In 1951, the U.N.'s BtdIetin of Narcotic Drugs released results of a 
survey indicating that there were then approximately 200 million Cannabis 
users in the world. It also produced a bibliography of 1,100 tides that related 
ro Cannabis, only some 350 dating from before the twentieth cenrury. A 
more substantial bibliography was prepared in 1%5 that included 1,860 
titles. 0.]. Kalam revised the list at the end of the decade; he cited 1,073 titles 
in English, 309 in French, 232 in German, 116 in Portuguese, 85 inSfDnish, 
38 in Italian and III in other languages. Ernest L. Abel toward the end of 
~e 1970s produced a bibliography for NIMH of 3,045 titles. A U.N. teport 
In 1982 increased the worldwide estimate of Cannabis users to more than 
500 million. 



The poet Allen GinIberg, who fim smoked p~t in 1 ~~8, appeared at 
one of LeMar's earliest demonstrations to IegailZe manJuatkl-February 
1965, outside the Women's House of Detention in Manhattan. 
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Mo.es toward Decrimittmization 
In 1%1, Americans generally showed little interest in marijuana's 

mental effects. although the casual use of "tea" was widespread in jazz, beatnik 
and artistic circles, Later in the 19605, fascination with LSD and "magic 
mushrooms" changed the image of CannahiI; many people staceed to regard 
it as a similar but considerably milder substance, Folk and rock musicians 
greatly encouraged this new image as they made oblique and enticing refer
ences in their lyrics to marijuana Many of these songs made it to radio and 
were played nationwide. Writers such as John Rosevear, author of Pot, also 
spread the word. 

In 1964, the Thelin brothers opened the first "headshop," Soon,every 
major city in the U.S. was bristling with headshops purveying books, records, 
posters and paraphernalia related to POt, Reprints of marijuana posters 
from the Anslinger era, such as one headlined "Reefer Madness," were 
snapped up for laughs, and many bought a new one showing the poet Allen 
Ginsberg with a sign that declared, "POT IS FUN." 

By the mid-l960s, a fkxxl of aceides. books aoo records had dramaticaHy 
changed the lurid image of "Marihuana, the Killer Drug," andexperimema_ 
tion with marijuana became commonplace among Americans of all classes, 
Cann4bis, although still illegal, moved a long way toward being accepted 
sodally and morally, attaining a status similar CO that of whiskey during Pro
hibition, 

Ar abour this rime, a group called leMar was organized in Manhattan 
and at the University of Buffalo for the purpose of lobbying for marijuana's 
legalization. Before long, a similar group formed in England, going by the 
name SOMA. A Marijlklna Review began making periodic appearances. 
Before the 1960s were over, the National Organization for the Reform of 
Marijuana laws (NORML) was lobbying for marijuana law reform. 

In 1970, Anslinger's "transfer tax" on marijuana was declared uncon
stitutional by the u.s. Supreme Court. In 1973, following the lead of such 
university cities as Ann Arbor, Eugene and Berkeley, Oregon became the 
ftrst state to take steps toward legalization by minimizing the penalty for 
possession of small amounts. In 1975. the Supreme Court of Alaska ruled 
mat the constitutional "right of privacy" protected marijuana possession for 
personal use in the home by adults. Alaska legalized possession of any 
amount of marijuana for private use, with a one-ounce limit for public posses
sion, Personal cultivation was also legitimatized. 

During our bicentennial year, California, Colorado, Ohio, South Dakota, 
Minnesota and Maine made possession of small quantities (generally an 
ounce) a misdemeanor to be settled with a small fine. Massachusetts and 
Texas, which had enforced some of the harshest anti-marijuana laws in the 
world, lowered their penalties drastically. Texas released just under 300 
prisoners convicted under its previous marijuana laws, In New York, in 
Spite of the unreasonably harsh "Rockefeller laws," only cases of excess have 
been tried and many of these have been reversed since. 
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In 1976, the board of governors of the California State Bar voted 11-2 
against sanctions on personal cultivation of marijuana: "unless one hopes to 
promote marijuana traffic, it is irrational to punish people more for prwucing 
their own marijuana than for buying it" 

later that year, the outgoing Ford Administration eased the previous 
federal stand against decriminalization, encouraging discussion of this issue 
for the first time in a policy statement from the Strategy Council on Drug 
Abuse. Ford's chief advisor on drugs, Robert DuPont, stated that marijuana 
was less harmful than alcohol or tobacco and urged decriminalization of 
limited home producrion. 

The media, once Anslinger's chief allies in whipping up ami-marijuana 
hysteria, adopted a calmer tone, as evidenced by the following excerpt from 
the New York TimeJ, January 5, 1976: 

Scientists Find Nothing Really Harmful About Pot 
Several recent studies of chronic marijuana users, conducted independently 

in half a dozen countries, irxlicate that the drug has no apparent significant 
adverse effect on the human bo::l.y or brain or on their functions. 

The research essentially corrOOorates arxl expands on the results of an earlier 
study of marijuana use in Jamaica that found no signficant correlation between 
heavy use of the drug and impaired physical, intellectual, social and cultural 
activities. 

The findings were reported Tuesday in research papers delivered at a New 
York Academy of Scieoces Conference on Dlronic Cannabis Use that attracted 
more than 100 researchers from ten countries. 

Lenny Bruce used to say that pot would be legalized in America after 
twO conditions were fulfilled: (1) when the sons and daughters of politicians 
got busted, and (2) when law students began smoking weed and then gradu
ated to practice law. Both conditions were met during the 1970s. Among 
those busted were Kim Agnew, twO Kennedys, a McGovern, a Colson, a 
Cahill, a Ford and two Carters. In November 1975, Marion Hugh ScOtt Con
cannon, the daughter of then Senate Republican leader Hugh Scott, was con
victed of having sold an ounce of hashish to a narcotics agent and sentenced 
to two days of "socially useful" work each week for six months, a $100 fine 
and two years probation. Earlier, this same charge could have refiulted in life 
imprisonment. After Jack Ford publicly admitted that he smoked pot, his 
father praised him for his honesty! 

The Carter administration, taking office in 1977, indicated that the re
moval of heavy penalties for marijuana use was on its agenda, but a succession 
of drug-related embarrassments removed it before long. One of Carter's 
sons was thrown out of the Navy after "a marijuana incident." ("That's not a 
punishment," proclaimed a Yippie, "that's a reward!") The Secret Service 
quietly withdrew its watch on another Carter son and his wife whenever 
they visited a particular set of dose friends and allegedly smoked pot. Then 
came a highly publicized incident involving Carter's chief expert on drugs, 
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Dr. Pere:r Bo~rne. Bourne prescribed Quaaludes for an associate and to pro
teCt her Identity used a phony name for her. Bourne was farred to resign. No 
sooner had the dust settled than Hamilton Jordan, Caner's chief of staff was 
char~ed with ~aving ~rxmed cocaine at a NORML party during the presi
dential campaign. This case dragged on andon The Carter administration's 
early intention to decriminalize marijuana faded. 

Efforts toward decriminalization and iegalizacion continue. Millions 
d lives are still ?ei-:g affected by the lag in reform of marijuana laws. Figures 
from NORML lO<hcate that over the last six years, half a million Americans 
annually have been arrested on marijuana-related charges. Some 90% of 
rhese cases involved possession of less than an ounce. 

Smuggling and Cash Crops 
In 1%9, u.s. CUStoms officials confiscated 57,164 pouOOsof marijuana

somewhat under 30 tons. During 1975, six years later, the figure for confis
cated pot had risen to 253.3 tons-and the next month alone brought in 86 
tons, almost three times what was intercepted during all of 1%9. In another 
six y~ars, the announced 1981 confiscation amounted to 74,000 pounds of 
hashish and about 1,500 tons of marijuana. 

Until the 1960s, nearly all of the strongly resinous marijuana smoked 
in the U.S. had been imported, generally in small batches. By the mid- and 
Jare-l960s, Rilots-many trained in Vietnam-were flying loads from 
Ce~tral or South America in greatly increased numbers, enough to attract 
notice. 

In 1974, CUStoms agents began using NORAD (North American Air 
Defense system) radar equipment. More than 150 planes a day crossed the 
~exican border into t~e US. without radioing ahead and landing for inspec
tIOn. For two months In 1975, the DBA (Drug Enforcement Administration) 
condUCted "Operation Star Trek" to track planes that crossed into the south
west U.S., estimating the number of suspea aircraft at more than 250 a day. 
Very large amounts of capital were moving into the Cannabis market. 

In the early 1970s, much of the powerful grass arriving on the East 
Coast of this country originated in Jamaica. During 1974, the DBA began 
"Operation Buccaneer"-its first overseas paramilitary effort, said to be "at 
the request of the Jamaican government." "American aircraft, helicopters, 
flamethrowers and herbicides," according to former High Times editor 
Pamela Uoyd, soon "scorched one-fifth of the islarx:l's surface." US. CUStoms 
and the Coast Guard made their first massive busts at sea, intercepting vessels 
headed for the southeast U.S. coast. A year later, vast stands of Mexican 
marijuana were sprayed with the deadly herbicide paraquat. 

.Marijuana from Jamaica and Mexico soon became a rarity in the US. 
MasSive amounts arrived from Colombia-selling wholesale in New York 
for about ~300 a pound and to users for $25-$35 per ounce, and sometimes 
more. This trade carried on surprisingly well; one Colombian official even 
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expressed outra,ge in 1977 at "the DEA's attempt to convince us to destroy a 
crop with such great economic potemia1." Colombian marijuana dominated 
the import market during the late 19705, although its potency began to 

decline, perhaps because the demand was too much. In this as in all areas of 
economic enterprise, quality tends to go down as the pressure for pro::luction 

mcreases. 
Meanwhile, the potency of home-grown Cannabis prcxiucts quickly 

increased. Word spread rapidly that some of the marijuana from Hawaii 
and California was superb. By 1977, many people were paying up to $250 an 
ounce fOf "Hawaiian," which was about as expensive as Cannahis ever goe. 

The $250 price tag on an ounce of a "weed" was an economic develop
ment with economic consequences. Clear instructions became available soon 
after for prooucing the potent "sinsemilla" (seedless female) version of 
marijuana. Regions of the country blessed with favorable growing conditions 
began experiencing a considerable economic revival. 

Several agriculture officials in California, a particularly good growing 
region, stated in 1982 that the economic value of Cannabis exceeded that of 
ordinary crops-even all of them taken together. Nationally, revenue 
generated by Cannabis production was said to rank with the revenues of 
Exxon and General Motors. An assistant D.A. In Santa Cruz Counry, Cali
fornia, Ralph Boroff, put the new valuation squarely before the state's legis
larure when he declared, "1 don't understand why everybody isn't growing at 
least five plants, because it is just so lucrative. You are looking at a thousand 
dollars a plant. It is something that is very easy to do." 

If one plant alone can be worth $1 ,(x)(), the grower becomes very inter
ested in obtaining the best seeds available. So reasoned a few people who 
were selling single seeds for up to $5. (The seed business also fills a need 
brought about primarily by growing sinsemilla. Normally seeds would be 
available to start the next year's crop from the old crop.) 

Other Developments 
Marijuana's future as part of American life was further enhanced by 

the rediscovery of its medical potential. In 1974, Dr. Frederick Blanton from 
Fort Lauderdale reported on the successful treatment of glaucoma using 
Jamaican ganja. In 1976, government-grown pot from the Universiry of 
Mississippi was prescribed for a glaucoma viCtim, and three years lacer, Florida, 
New Mexico, HawaiL, Indiana and Illinois legalized marijuana for medical 
research. Far from being the "killer drug," marijuana has been shown to be 
more effective than any other means in relieving the nausea associated with 
cancer chemotherapy. 

Over the last decade, perhaps as much has been learned about 
Cannabis as was discovered over its entire previous history. The chemistry 
required equipment not available until JUSt before this, and serious genetiC 

8L . . .. 

Prices from a contemporary marijuana seed grower. Once 
the .seeds hav~ been. collected, an entrepreneur's entire 
buslneff can fIt easily into a shoebox. 
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work on hybridization is a recent deveJop~m. This. is changing the [radi
tional image of pot greatly, with many strams now bemg a~ much as a dozen 
eimes as strong as most pot known in the 1960s. ~ recent. Idea that IS sure [() 
occur to many growers in the future is the makmg of sinsemILla hashIsh. 

This chaprer can only touch the surface of the peofau.od c~ange in 
American attitudes toward marijuana and its impaaon A~eflcan.1lfe. '!"he 
myths promulgated by Anslinger. have ~n almost entirely dlsccedltf~d 
because of massive personal experimentation. By the 1980s, the d?mescl( 
pot industry had grown to at least $8 bill!on in volume ann.uaHy, WIth (mal 
daily US. consumption conservatively esu~ted at about thmy tons. Thert:: 
are several interesting and imponam stones yet untold. One concerns (he 
efforts of Rastafarians to use it legally in their religion. Another concerns 
renewed efforts by U.S., Florida and California officials to poison pot .users 
with the pesticide and plant killer known as paraquat. Yet another. IS the 
Supreme Couet's refusal in January 1982 to hear the ~ppeal of aGeorgl~. man 
sentenced to forty years in prison for the sale of. m,ne ou~ces of ~anJuana 
(for $200); even at this late date, that sentence Isn t conSidered cruel and 
unusual punishment." 

• 

.O~ 

1981 DOMESTIC • $50-100 million 
MARIJUANA CROP", $100-200 millioo 

• $200-350 million 
~$350-S00 million 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

NORML's esttllkltlOn of the ~·alue and distribution of home;;rou·n pot. 

Already an $8 Billion Domestic Industry 

BOTANY 
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Cannabis species are exceptional, unique from many viewpoints in 
biology, chemistI)' and pharmacology. They are among the oddest manifesta
tions in the plant kingdom, something perhaps tossed off by the Creator as a 
wild afterthought on the seventh day. 

Cannabif was originally classified as a member of the nettle family 
(Unicaceae) and then of the mulberry family (Moraceae). It is now considered 
most closely related to the hop plant and is thus a cousin to the fiR tree! 
Oassification is difficult because structural1y it belongs in one place, while its 
sexual characteristics suggest it should beelsewhere. Over the last century or 
so, there has arisen a plethora of technical names for its variants: kif, vui/?aris, 
pedemontana, chinenfif, erratica, foetenf, lupuiuf, mexicana, macrOJOerma, 
dtTWrUana, gigantea, excelfa, comprefJa, finenfiJ, etc., and there are those 
yet arguing for a single species. The law is beginning to accommodate to 

modem findings of three: fativa, indica and ruderaliJ. '·In spite of its great 
age as one of man's principal narcotics and its utilization by millions of people 
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Robert Connell Clarke'f ;I"lftration of the development of the resin
prodgcm/? glandular plant hair with a stalk (the capitate-stalked trichome): 
(1) single cell stage; (2) trichome intially dividef; (3) head and ftipe cells 
differentiate; (4) epidermal ftalk elongatef as head cells finish dividing; 
(5) refin fecretion begins af stalk continues elon/?ating; and (6) stalk 
elongation C€!afes and refm secretion ;s hif:hest. 

~ 
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These drawings of MexiQJn Cannabis illustrate typical difierenceJ
between male (at left) and female plants. 

in many cultures," remark Richard Evans Schuhes and Albert Hofmann, 
"and notwithstanding the great economic value of the plant for uses other 
than as an intoxicant, Cannabis is still characterized more by what we do not 
know botanically about it than what we know." 

life Cyck 
These amazing plants tend to put off most pests-and thus don't rely 

on insects for JXlllination. Instead, CannabiJ as a genus has gone its own way 
with individual plants being male or female but sometimes hermaphroditic. 
In the wild, Cannabis grows about half male, half female. Environmemal 
conditions can change this ratio by as much as nine to one-the more light 
available, for instance, usually !he more females. Generally speaking, adverse 
conditions result in more males. If conditions become extreme, the plant 
often becomes hermaphroditic with separate male and female branches, 
fertilizing itself for reproduction. 

Its favorite conditions include light, dry, sandy, slightly alkaline soil. 
Still, it grows just about anywhere thistles or dandelions will sprout, except 
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in clay or undrained soil. Distributed by hand, the seeds attain as much as a 
60 to 80 percent germination rate. Because germination vigor is increased 
considerably with even slight care, seeds are often poked into the soil (W' to 
'AU deep) with the pointed end up, rounded eoo down. Cannabircan also be 
reproduced by means of ruttings. 

If it is to be transplanted, both the plant and the soil should be watered 
the night before. The new soil should be as similar as possible to the old. 
Transplanting should take place on a cloudy or drizzling day or in late after
noon, because bright aoo sunny coooitions can provide a shock that may srunt 
further development. 

When planted closely, Cannabis tends to develop fibrous qualities and 
to stretch taller. (Cannabis produces about four times as much useful fiber 
per acre as saplings.) To promote resin development, it is best to keep seed
lings at least six feet apart. Nourished by humus or other sources of nitrates 
aoo by a fair amount of light and water, the yield can be close to eight or nine 
tons of resinous flowers and leaves per acre-about a kilogram per square 
merer-{)r enough for about fifteen million joints. 

In the northern hemisphere, seeds are usually planted in April or May. 
Depending upon conditions-more than ten hours of lighta day, for example, 
gready hastens growth-maruration of the male plants takes ten to twelve 
weeks. For about the first month, the tWO sexes are i~istinguishable; then 
the males tend to get taller and the females become bushy and squat. Even
tually, the young female plant has at least twice the weight of the male. 

The male reaches the day of flowering after about three months, toward 
the end of the summer when days get shorter. About two hours before sun
rise, the developing flowers swell; about an hour later, the first flower opens, 
usually two-thirds of the way up and near the stem. Gradually the rest of the 
flowers open, spreading au( toward the extremities. The final unopened 
flower at the top often completes this phase some eight to ten hours later, 
but flowering can take up to a week for some strains. This daily cycle of flowers 
opening is repeated up to two weeks. 

At the first breeze the entire load of pollen drops-apparently the 
supreme moment for the male. It begins to lose its color and waxy texture 
soon after, then gradually wrinkles and dries over the next few days, from 
the base of the plant up. Contrary to a rwnor circulated for years, leaves and 
flowers of the male plant are psychoactive, though they diminish in potency 
rapidly after pollination. They should be harvested before shedding their 
pollen, unless the pollen is needed for seed production. 

In the wild, the female reaches its mature stage at the same time as the 
male. It prepares for conception by lowering its leaves and thrusting forth 
its pistils. If the female is pollinated, seeds begin to grow and ripen some ten 
days to four weeks later. Then the seeds of most types drop offand the plant 
itself dies. If the seeds are kept dry and under 750 F., they remain viable for 
years. 
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The stalk 0/ Cannabis can Kef quite thick, above shallou'. 
matted TOO/S. 

Under cultivation, pollination can be interrupted to prevent s~ pro
duction; the female plant reacts by producing larger a.mounts of resin In the 
topmost flowering dusters. In certain areas of India, someone call~ t~e 
"ganja doctor" traditionally weeds out all the males whensexualcharactenstlCS 
are first noted in a crop--not because there's no psychoactive effen, but 
because removing the males will prevent pollination and ,l;reatly increase the 
females' resin production. . 

The stage of development at which pollinati<.>n normally (J(cu~s IS 

when the maximum amount of flowers appears. Resin accumulates qUIckly 
in the flowers, especially if the lower partS of the plant have been pruned or 
rut back. As time passes, the resin content diminishes once again. Researchers 
at the University of Mississippi pm farm have shown that resin content 
varies as well in terms of the time of day. 
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The first siRn of sexual differences appear alonf!, the main stem, behind 
the leaf spur. The males can be identified by their curved claw shape. 
foUowed by the dIfferentiation of round pointed flower buds having fi1-'e 
radial segments. Females are recognized by the enla1"f{ement of a sym
metrical tubular floral sheath that appears earlier. In some instances, 
especially among hybrids. small non-flowerinJ!. limbs will form at the 
nodes that are often confused with male flowers. 
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Micro-optical photographf of resin production. Above: surf~ce ti~sue 
0/ marijuafkl, showing f'€fin glands. Be/ow: clore-up of resin bemg 
exuded from resin gland. 

SeedinR versus Not Seeding 

A male plant bagged for 
pollen collection. 
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The most potent crop is that made out of females [hat have nor been 
allowed to seed when mature ("sinsemilla," from the Spanish for "without 
seeds"). Anyone interested in the cultivation of this connoisseur's grass 
should consult Jim Richardson's Sinsemilla M4rijuana Flowers, Robert 
Connell Oarke's Marijuana Botany or Kayo's The Sinsemilla Technique. 
These books illustrate the great variety in appearances this single type takes, 
offering dear graphics to help farmers distinguish berween the sexes. This 
crop is somewhat painstaking to grow, because all male plants have to be 
culled and the seedless buds should be picked by hand. It also results in less 
weight, because there are no seeds (which add substantial weight). Many 
think Jimemilla production is very much worth undenaking, and it is increas
ing over time. Domestic grass is becoming very potent as we see the 
improvements in selectively bred generations. 

CHEMISTRY 
Cracking the THe Molecule 

For more than a cxnrury, numerous attempts to isolate and to synthesize 
the psychoactive romponents of marijuana resin were ·unsuccessful. Only in 
the last twenty years have researchers gained a chemical understanding of this 
mmplex and large family of molecu1es. 

The first imponant discovery came in 1895, when three Cambridge 
chemists isolated the parent molerule of the group, cannabino~ and estab
lished the family's skeleton struCture. One of the three Englishmen nearly 
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lost his life in a lab fire while undertaking further experimemarion. The 
other twO did lose their Jives-in separate lab explosions as they tried to 
probe deeper into the cannabinols. Unlike most of the compounds covered 
here Cannabis is not an alkaloid and had to be extracted at that time with 
som~ highly flammable and explosive substances. Despite many subsequent 
efforts, cannabinol wasn't successfully isolated again umil 1932. 

By the beginning of the 19405, Roger Adams .and cow<;>cJ:ers at the 
University of IHioois--<:ommissioned by the laGuanha CommlSslon----were 
able [Q demonstrate a simpler methcxi for synthesizing cannabinol and iso
lated the second imp:mam member of this family: cannabidiol. From theiT 
work and that of A.R. Todd at about the same time, it became dear [hat 
these' first two molerules are barely psychoactive and that the important 
components are produced by tetrahydrocannabinols (THG;). 

Here are the structures of the three principal tetrahydrocannabinols 
and of the parent, which differ mainly in chemical bonding: 

,6.!-trahs
tetrahydrocannabinol 

Cannabinol, the 
parent of thH family 

Analogues and Mixtures 

11 5H

1 H3C~CH 
CH ~ II 

3 

A 6_trans
tetrahydrocannabinol 

~ ~H 
"XPC~HII 

Cannabidiol (CBD), a 
potentially active cannabinol 

The molecules at the top seem to be the main constituents that affect 
the mind and are particularly interesting because, unlike other psychedelics, 
they don't contain nitrogen. More than sixty cannabinols--:-general.ly referred 
to as "cannabinoids" in scientific papers-are prcxiuced lfl a typICal flower 
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(which contains yet another four hundred identified compounds). As a re
searcher into these areas has noted, "cannabinol and all reduction products of 
its toluene ring can be considered to embody cannabis activity." To put this 
another way, the quality of marijuana is much determined by the mix cmrocted 
in each plant: variation in effect IS akin to thediffererKes in wine that are due 
to winds, soil, sun and seasons. 

. Hemp growing wild generally appears as a diploid plant (meaning 
that It has two sets of chromosomes percell). During World War II,agovern
ment researcher named HE. Warmke was looking for a way to improve the 
fiber of hemp and CUt down on resin content. He discovered that Colchicine 
• highly toxic alkaloid frequently used nowadays to alter a plant's chromo~ 
somes, brought about nontoxic, polyploid (meaning multiples of chromo
somes per cell) hemp plants in second and later generations ... which pro
duced greater concentrations of THC in the resin. Unfortunately, the pro
crdure is dangerous and generally kills the treated seeds. If you are interested, 
you can read the somewhat disputed details in W.o. Drake's Connoisseur's 
HlJndbook of AfJ;njuana or in Robert Connell Clarke's Marijuana Botany. 

. Warmke showed that through some contriving the mc yield can be 
increased so as to give more psychic effects. Since then there have been a 
number of reports hinting that we're well on our way toward a Luther Burbank 
solution to the growing demand for more ruG; in marijuana. In Canada, a 
government test station almost a decade ago produced Cannabis three times 
as strong as the average imported marijuana available on the streets, and the 
US. test station in Mississippi soon after reported a five-fold increase in 
strength. Domestic Cannabis (sinsemilla) from California has been analyzed 
at over 12 percent me. 

A stimulating and light grass is distinguished from grass that is heavy 
or pUts one to sleep by the distribution and quality of cannabidiol and various 
rue components. The differences are reflected to a considerable extent in 
the color and smell of the leaf. Although few people have tried anything 
more psychoactive than the delta-l and delta-6 mc molerules, chemists 
have now produced more than eighty cannabinols synthetically-including 
some that contain nitrogen, an::! acetylated ones that are very potent. More than 
3,000 papers have been published on various mc analogues, the most 
prominent being "Nabilone·· (from Eli Lily) and "levantradol" (from Pfizer). 
~ese and many Others exhibit no psychoactivity but have some of the med
ICally beneficial effects of me. These patentable compounds have been 
of special interest to chemical companies looking for something more reli
able and with less problems for some patients than me. 

It may well be that as researchers continue to explore different molecu
lar bondings and arrangements, they may find a way to remove Some sleepy 
~m~,~~nts.or otherwise:: spice up the ~ffects. Just as the cigarette called 
Ment IS said to emphasize certam fractions of more than 2,000 available in 
t~~co, similar techniques of analytical fractometry may help bring about 
Slffidar consequences as production of marijuana becomes more sophisticated. 
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A means of chemically altering and improving low quality marijuana is 
already available. "Isomerization" changes "lower-rotating" forms of Can
nabinols into those that are "higher-rotating." Simple processes use sulfuric 
acid and long, low-temperaruce boiling in alcohol, changing cannabidiol and 
THC-acid-which are prevalent in weak grass but are not psychoactive_ 
into THO.. In pamphlets such as Cannabis Alchemy (Level Press/High 
Times) and The MArijuana Consumer's and Dealer's Guide (Chthan Press), 
this inexpensive technique is derailed. 

With the "Isomerizer," the process is much easier. More than 200,000 
Isomerizers are said to have been sold with the expectation thac the device 
will increase potency of weak marijuana up to six times. After five or SIX 

years on the marker, however, the isomerizing process hasn't really become 
popular. The main reasons appear to be because it's still too much trouble 
and most people don't enjoy the taste of the "'Iso-hash" or oil which result 
since there is generally a lingering odor from bicarbonate of soda that is used 
to neutralize the sulfuric acid. Some complain that Iso-hash doesn't get them 
all that high. Robert Connell Clarke's Marijuana Botany provides a fuller 
discussion. 

ho-I Iso·1I 

The Isomerizer boils f;rass in alcohol at 
low temperatures, which after addition of 
sulfuric acid (that is later neutralized) 
transforms cannabidiol and THC-acid into 
psychoactive THCs. 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
According ro the fifth annual reporr prepared for C()n,gress by the 

National Institute on Drug Abuse, appearing in February 1976, more than 
half of all Americans between eighteen and twenty-five had at least tried 
marijuana by 1975. Dr. Robert DuPont, then the government's top official 
on drug abuse, announced that alcohol and cigarettes were far more danger
ous to health than marijuana, which, he said, lacks the lethal effects ofeither 
alcohol or tobacco. He added that young people are more likely to start with 
alcohol and tobacco, moving on to marijuana, than the other way around. 
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.It has been well established that marijuana has almost no dangerous 
phySical effects. Unlike most euphoriant drugs, it has few drawbacks: (1) 
there's no addiction, not even, as one writer has put it, ··at the remotest cell:' 
(2) while it may impair immediate memory, it doesn't obliterate recall later 
as alcohol can; (3) it produces some tolerance, but one can smoke it regularly 
and still get high; (4) it causes no akohol-type hangover. (Some users may 
feel a bit slow the following morning, but this sense is mild compared with 
the after-effects of an alcohol binge.) 

Coursing through the Body 
The cannabinols are carried to most organs; a tiny amount then accu

mulates .and resides for an extended period in the liver's fatty tissues, while 
[he. rest IS soon excreted. Carmabinols appear only briefly in the brain,going 
maml~ to the fr?ntal and parietal regions, where it used to be thought that 
they stimulated mcreased. alpha-wave production. (Now, it is thought there's 
no uniform significant change in brainwaves-see Marihuana Reconsidered, 
pp.56-57.) Some increases ocrur in the pulse rate, as the heart compensates 
for a slight lowering in blood pressure. Marijuana dries both the mouth and 
[he eyes. If you peel an onion right after smoking pot, you probably won't 
cry. Contrary to popular opinion, pupil size is not enlarged, so the two most 
noticeable physical consequences are: (l) dryness in the mouth and (2) red
ness in the eyes. 

Medical Safety 
Beginning in the late 1960s, a handful of doctors managed to produce a 

few isolated reports suggesting there might be adverse health effects from 
prolonged use of Cannabis. They revived the charge that it's an "assassin of 
youth." Such reports have been instantly and sensationaUy reported by 
much of the media. 

All claims about health drawbacks associated with the use of pot-aside 
~om ~he effects of its being smoked-have been either refuted by Other 
investigators or compromised when their results couldn't be replicated. 
Some of these reports have been received by their authors' colleagues as ir
relevant, highly suspect or worse. Since professional embarrassment has not 
deterred marijuana's critics, their alarming and widely-promulgated allega
tions should be confronted head-on. 

What are these charges against matijuana? Deleterious health effects 
attributed to marijuana include: 

disruption of basic 
cellular functions 

hormonal imbalance (resulting 
in large breasts in males) 

interference with the body's 
defenses against infection 
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impairment of sperm and 
egg, pnxlunion 

chromosomal damage 

birth defeas 
weakening of the heart 

eye damage 
me concentrations in 

the brain and testes 

brain damage 

impotence and frigidity 
cancer 
addiction 
and escalation to 

other drugs 

Marij~na and Haslmh 

It might be best to respond to such charges by citing the conclusions 
from the most recent marijuana study, undertaken by the National Academy 
of Sciences and sponsored by the National Institute of Health. The re-pon 
took over fifteen months to compile. Dr. Arnold Reiman, chairman of the 
study committee and editor of the Neu' Enf;land Journal of Medicme, has 
called it "the broadest, most comprehensIve, least biased assessment" yet 
made of marijuana's effects on human health. 

It was issued February 26, 1982, well after the listed charges against 
marijuana had been thoroughly aired. This report found "no conclusive 
evidence that marijuana causes permanent, long-term health damage in 
humans, is addictive, leads to use of 'harder' drugs, affects the brain structure 
or causes birth defects." The study called aetention to positive effects, norin~ 
evidence that marijuana may be useful in easing the side effects of canCl'r 
chemotherapy and in treating glaucoma, asthma and certain seizure conditions 
such as epilepsy. 

The panel did find short-term effects: on "immediate memory," "oral 
communication" and "learning," and said that it sometimes "may trigger 
temporary confusion and deliriurn." Noting that "about a quarter of the en
eire [U.S.] population has cried it at least once," Reiman reported the srudy 
group's recommendations: (1) more work to produce marijuana derivatives 
with increased therapeutic action and less side effects, (2) a hi.'!;h-priority 
national effort to find out more about this drug, and (3) the decrimlOallzati(Jn 
of penalties for personal marijuana use. 

In 1975, a "first, intensive, multidisciplinary study of marijuana use and 
users," entitled Ganja In jamaica, was sponsored by the Center for Studies of 
Narcotic and Drug Abuse, a division of the National Institute of Mental 
Health. This study focused on people who had smoked marijuana in huge 
quantities for between twelve and thirty years; condusionsdrawn d-lCn were: 
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there is little correlation between use of ;;anja and crime, except insofar as the 
p:lssession and cultivation of l!.anja are technically crimes. There were no 
indications of organic brain damage or chromosome damage among the sub
jects and no significant clinical (psychiatric, psychological or medical) differ
ences between the smokers and controls. 

1be '-single medical finding of interest," wrote Raymond Philip Shafer, 
Olairman of the U.S. National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, 
was "indication of functional hypoxia [oxygen deprivation] among heavy, 
long-term chronic smokers." This finding probably relates to ingestion of 
very large quantities via smoking (up to a pound of grass a week among 
Rastafarians, usually mixed with tobacco). 

The preface to the report's 1976 edition gave even more reassuring 
infonnation: 

... the relatively benign findings of the Jamaica proje1:t have generally been 
quite favorably received. Nevertheless. some have questioned the relevance 
of the psychological and neurological results and dismissed the findings as 
being pertinent only [Q Jamaica. In the year since the original publication of 
this research, the results of a number of rigorous multidimensional stwies of 
cannabis use in other countries, undertaken by other scientific teams, have 
helped to lay these allegations to rest and have strongly bolstered the major 
findings of the Jamaica project and the cross-cultural applicability of these 
conclusions .... 

Under the auspices of the University of Florida, a medical anthropological 
study of urban, working-dass. chronic cannabis smokers has been carried out 
in Costa Rica. No evidence of pathology could be found after extensive 
medical examination. The results of psychological and btain function teStS 
indicated that "chronic marihuana use is OOt ass<xiated with permanent or 
irreversible impaitment in higher brain functions or intelligence," 'fheCosta 
Rica project also included the examination of testosterone levels and immun
ology as related to cannabis use, areas of research OOt undertaken in theJamaica 
study. No relationship between marihuana use and testosterone levels was 
found nor were there indications of impaired immunological response. Sig
nificantly. the study established that the use of cannabis did not impair the 
subject's ability to function well at home or at work and no evidence was found 
to support the hypothesis that heavy cannabis use precipitates an "amotiva
tional syndrome," As in Jamaica, marihuana is utilized in Costa Rica to cope 
with the exigencies of daily life, not to withdraw ftomsociety. Another inten
sive srudy, clinical in orientation, was conducted bya multidisciplinary team at 
the University of Athens. The results of this research on Athenian workers 
confirms both the Costa Rican and Jamaican findings on all comparable 
variables. 

A major study of the behavior am biological concomitants of chronic mari
huana use has been undertaken at Mclean Hospital in Massachusetts. This 
team also found no evidence that chronic marihuana use impaired cognitive 
or neurological function nor that motivation to work for money was decreased 
even after heavy consumption. Another significant finding was that high 
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marihuana dosages did not suppress restosterone levels. Finally, a longi
tudinal study of me grades of 1,380 UCLA. undergraduates revealed no evidence 
of brain damage Of lack of motivation due to marihuana use. As the researchers 
reponed, "d1C dire consequences that were predicted have not materialized .. 

Such cross-rulrural findings that marijuana presents no threat to 
health should have ended concern about the alleged hazards. Since then, 
additional investigations of marijuana users in Greece, Guatemala and Egypt 
(the last, called "The Egyptian Study of Chronic Cannabis Conswnption," 
was issued in 1980 by the Cairo-based National Center for Social and Chrim
inology Research) have replicated the Jamaican fimings. However, opponents 
to marijuana continue to press rheir claims unsupported. Norman Zioberg in 
1978 commented: 

It is important to remember that the Jamaica study is one of the finest pieces 
of research ever done. Subjects who had smoked very strong marijuana for 
between 12 and 30 years were studied physiologically, psychologically, socially 
and anthropologically. They were compared to a control group. They were 
studied in both hospital arxl natural settings. While at work they had devices 
strapped to their backs that could measure their lung input and output. ThIs 
study found that there was no way to differentiate marijuana smokers from 
the control group. There was no evidence of greater lung pathoioR}' In the 
group that smoked marijuana than in the control group. 

To illustrate the persistence of the critics, there were then alarming 
charges of chromosome damage: these people jumped on the research 
observation that THe, like many vitamins, is absorbed by fatty tissues in the 
bcxiy and released slowly-unlike alcohol, which is metabolized quickly and 
excreted within a few hours. Since the brain, ovaries and testicles are com
posed of much fat, they leapt immediately to the conclusion that THC must 
accumulate steadily in these vital organs as a result of regular pot smoking 
(The original researcher objected strongly to any such interpretations of his 
findings.) 

After extensive study of the charge that excessive chromosome damage 
is caused by marijuana, the National Academy of Sciences and relevant 
researchers have concluded that it is not supported by the evidence and dis
missed the charge. Concern about mc possibly lodging in the brain or repro
ductive organs has lingered because finding conclusive evidence one way or 
the other on such a matter is difficult. Recently, reassuring conclusions have 
been reached on the basis of high.Jose THe animal experimentation: 
"Kinetics of Cannabinoid Distribution and Storage with Special Reference 
to Brain and Testis," in the August-September 1981 Journal 0/ Clinical 
Pharmacology, reports on the "oil solubility" charge. This research was 
sponsored largely by the National Council on Marijuana, an anti-drug organ
ization 

It has long been known that the body seems capable of metabolizing 
and disposing of "lipophilic" vitamins by trapping them in fatty acids in the 
digestive system, somehow prohibiting their access to the gonadal and brain 
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systems, where they might exert toxic effects. Dr. Gabriel Nahas, associated 
with the College of Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia University and an 
anti-marijuana advocate for more than a score of years, argued [hac THe 
escaped this natural defense because it wasn't a vitamin. The study mentioned 
above tested this hypothesis. 

Nahas and Dr. Colette Leger of the Hospital Fernand Widel in Paris 
injected rats intramuscularly on a regular basis with large doses of radio
actively labeled THe They then killed these animals to examine the testes 
and ovaries ac various intervals after administration. Examinations deter
mined chat me concentrations in testes and ovaries were excremely low, 
barely rising to a single billIOnth of a gram per gram of bOOy tissue, and that 

J these "concentrations'· were almost entirely eliminated within twenty-four 
hours of a single dose, THe concentrations in the brain were found to be 
slightly higher but were eliminated faster. Most me rumed out to be trapped 
and neutralized in the digestive system-exactly the same pattern as with 
vitamins. 
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This g,.aph showf the concent,.ations of THe In ~'a"'OUf parts 0/ rals 
II/ter injection of the human equivalent of 140 Joint! 0/ marijuana, given 
n!gularly for fourteen days (equivalent to fix month! in a human). 
The afSociated report concluded, "These data illuftrate the efficiency of 
the blood-brain barrier and the blood-testicular harrier in limiting the 
acceff and accumulation of this hiXhly lipophilic !ubslance into brain 
and testis." 
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Similar results appeared when the rats were regularly given massive 
dosages. Nahas and Leger conduded, "Concentrations of cannabinoids In 

brain and testis remained lower than in the blood and did not reflect any 
significant accumulation of the drug in those tissues." 

In December 1976, Psychology Today published "The War Over Mari
juana," a review by Dr. Norman Zinberg of the preceding seven years of 
marijuana research. At a conference in San Francisco in late 1978, Zinberg, 
associated with the earliest "scientific" investigation of marijuana and from 
the Harvard Medical School, described further developments regarding 
"Cannabis and Health" (a transcript of his remarks appears in the Journal of 
Psychedelic DruRs, January-June 1979): 

In that article I covered a number of salient theories-steppingsrone tu 
heroin, amotivational syndrome, brain damage, chromosome damage (i.c., 
birth defects), immune resJXlnses, psychosis, incitement to crime, general 
health hazard and sex impairment. None of this research proved that use of 
marijuana caused problems. 

I showed that the idea of marijuana use as a steppingsmne to use of harder 
drugs like heroin has been disproved by any number of learned commissions, 
yet the idea persists. Incidentally, there is now a study which indicates [hat 
rTXlst heroin users do nor even like marijuana. 1he notion of the amotivational 
syndrome, a tenn created by Dr. Loois 1- West m 1972, shows up agam and 
again although there have been a number of studies, including a very large one 
at UCLA (Dr. West's school), which show that users of marijuana maintain 
their motivation as wetl as or sometimes better than nonusers. The Jamaica 
study (Ganja in Jamaica by Lomitas and Rubin) which was funded by the 
President's wmmission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse notes that in Jamaica 
marijuana is used as a rnotivaror. It isof panirular importance to remember 
that marijuana users in any study have performed better in school [han non· 
users. I think that has more to do with the personality characteristics of u~ers, 
who are more likely to be more adventuresome than otherwise, but i[ is still an 
important fInding. 

The only article on the subject, printed in the umcet, claimed that marijuana 
use caused brain damage. It was a terrible piece of work which did not even 
indicate all the different drugs and conditions of the population studied. Since 
publication of that work, there have been a number of studies, particularly in 
the last few years, with soft tissue X-mys that indicate definitely that marijuana 
use does not cause brain damage, but the original Campbell study sur .... ives. 

The same problems occur for theories about chromosome damage, reduc
tion in testosterone production and so on. These areas have been studied 
thoroughly. It has been found that numerous substances affect teswsterone 
production, but as changes are within a reasonable range it is a maner of no 
concern. In fact, we don't even know what it means that testosterone levels go 
up and go down day by day or hour by hour. 

One of the most widely publicized studies was of the effect of marijuana use 
on immune bodies. This work turned Out to be fallacious but that has not pre
vented its being cited again and again. At different times people have claimed 
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marijuana use causes aggression, anxiety and is responsible for serious Olemal 
illness. Now, after more than 15 years and over 51 million users, we know 
that these studies have not been significant. 

At the moment the new bugaboo is whether marijuana smoking may cause 
some of the same respiratory problems as cigarette smoking. One anide by 
Dr. Tashkin has appeared which found a high tar CDntent in smoked marijuana. 
I think it cannot be good for anyone to inhale any hot substance into the lungs, 
hold it and then exhale it. Thecurrem contention about marijuana, however, 
is rhat a single marijuana cigarette is infinitely more dangerous than an entire 
pack of cigarenes. As yet a specific refutation of the Tashkin study has not 
appeared, but several studies of lung cancer patients at the National Cancer 
Institute have expressed considerable doubt about that work, and it does not 
square with the results of the Jamaican, Greek arxl Costa Rican studies of 
long-term chrome marijuana use. 

(The Dr, Tashkin referred to above is Donald Tashkin of UCLA. After 
a recent NBC television documentary claimed that each marijuana joint was 
equivalent to seventeen tobacco cigarettes in its potential for lung damage, 
Dr, Eugene &hoenfeld contacted him as the source of this alarming news 
"and found that NBC had totallydistored his research findings. He meant to 

'. IllY no such thing.") 
In his Marihuana Reconsidered, Dr. Lester Grinspoon notes the "strik

ing observation that there has never in its long history been reported an 
adequately documented case of lethal overdosage, Nor is there any evidence 

· cJ cellular damage to any organ." These observations are worth emphasizing 
, because toxicity studies show this drug to be among the safest known, It has 
· been estimated that a lethal dose would require ingestion of approximately 
aeven pounds of flowering tops within a twenty-four hour period. Experi-

· ments have demonstrated that about 40,000 times the amount of THC ordin
',arily smoked in a joint is needed to kill a mouse, This is about equivalent to 

drowning the animal in hash oil. 
· These remarks about the campaign of misinformation are not meant 

say that there aren't some people who oversmoke marijuana and afterwards 
"sluggish," temporarily "wiped out," or suffer related deleterious effects 

it. Virtually every drug known seems to cause undesirable effects in 
lOme people who, for reasons largely unknown, are particularly "sensitive" 
10 them, However, it's clear that marijuana is a lot harder to "abuse" than 
akohol,downers or many over-the-counter drugs. As Dr. Zinberg suggesrs, 
even damage (0 the lungs by massive, long-term pot smoking hasn't yet been 
mnfirmed. 

To sum up this discussion. it seems appropriate to quote again the parrl 
from the National Academy of Sciences investigating marijuana users in the 
1980s: there is as yet "no condusiveevidence that marijuana causes perman
ent.long-term health damage in humans, is addictive, leads to use of 'harder 
drugs,' affects the brain structure or causes birth defects." Fora fully detailed 
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account of the scieneific evidence on alJeged health risks from smoking POt, 
see Dean Latimer's "7 Marijuana Medical Myths" in the March 1982 issue of 
High Times. 

Medical Use 
Throughout history, Cannabis has been appreciated as a healing herb. 

By the time of Christ it was used in India and China for the relief of pain, re
duction of fever, surgery, stimulation of appetite and treatment of diarrhea, 
dysentery, bronchitis, migraine, insomnia and a variety of neurological dIS

eases. Between 1840 and 1900, more than a hundred comrihutions were 
made to the Western medicalliterarure that recommended Cannabis for om' 
ailment or another. 

In 1923, two French doctors grouped the diseases for which they coo
sidered it helpful: 

1. Troubles of psychic origin: melarx:holia, delirium, hysteria, painful facial 
tics, chorea, delirium tremens, migraine headaches, neuralgia, sciatica, insom· 
nia with delirium and nightmares, neurasthenia. 

2. Certain genito-urinary troubles: gonorrhea, prostatitis, cystitis, dysmen
orrhea. 

3. Troubles of the resprratory system: in the form of cigarettes, vapour, Jnd 
inhalations against chronic catarrh, emphysema, asthma, wh(x>pmg wugh. 

4. Painful troubles of the stomach arxi intestine: cancer, uker, anorexy. 
5. Certain skin diseases: eruptions, herpes, chronic itching. 
6. Infectious diseases: tetanus, cholera, pest, erysipelas, eruptive fevers. 

Although soar of these recommended treatments ace yet of a question
able value, we are beginning to hear new, more specific claims of its medical 
benefits. Cannabif is now said to be most effective in quelling glaucoma
not only does itdry up the eyes, but it diminishes intraocular pressure as well. 

What this means in human terms was dramatized during the summer 
of 1976. Robert Randall, who taught speech part-time in a community college 
near Washington, D.C., fought for and won the right to be the first person 
in the U.S. to be "exempted from Federal drug laws in order to use marijuana 
as medicine." His story was told by Daniel St. Albin Greene in The Natiomll 
Obferver in July 1976: 

Bob Randall doe! smoke pot-for a reason. He has glaucoma. He·s going 
blind. And marijuana is the only drug that seems able to save his rel11JininR 
sight. 

Randall says he needs four to six joints a day to control hiS imfJlllllbr 
pressure, which, unchecked, can cause irreparable damage to the optic nerves 
He wants the Government to let his ophthalmologist prescribe take-home 
marijuana so he can smoke when he needs to, without fear of being raided. 

But Randall can't wait much longer. He's already functionally blind in 
his right eye, and his left eye is getting worse all the time. 

Washington ophthalmologist Ben S. Fine says: ··It is dear that Me. Randall"s 
mndition can no longer be adequately conrrolled on convenrional medICaTions. 

Healinf!, Abilities 
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This failure of medical treatment will result in Mr. Randall's blindness unless 
~nother ~edication is available or surgery is undertaken. . .. Surgical 
iOte':~ntlOn for pressure control is not always successful, may aggravate the 
corximon ~ther than stabilize it, and, in some cases, may damage remaining 
areas of active, healthy vision." 

Randall tried every conventional lOP [Intra-OruIar Pressure] medication. 
Some worked for a time, then diminished in effectiveness. Meanwhile, his 
ophthalmologi~t w~s perplexed by the wide fluctuations in his lOP readings. 
Randall couldn t bnng himself (0 dear up the mystery. 
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Bob Randall set the legal precedent for 
contemporary medtcal use of marijuana. 

"Since 1%8," he explains, "I had noticed that marijuana smoking relieved 
the eye problems. But I thought this was just a side benefit of being relaxed. 
Whenever I would get the symptoms, I'd smoke a joint, and they would dis
appear withm a half-h(A1L Whenever I'd run Out or couldn't make a (onm"c
rion, I'd get mtense symptoms again," 

Last wimt'f Randall underwent 10 days of [estjn~ at UCLA. HIS lOP W.IS 

measured after dUSt,S of t'v{'ry conventional glaucoma mcJlCata)O and aftn he 
had smoked (;ovl>rnment-grown marijuana_ 

In February [UCLA's Dr. Roben S,] Hepler said in an affidavid: . \X'c 
found his lOP rose soon after awakening, remained above normal for the 
greater part of each day, and became particularly elevated in late evening 
Marijuana's pressure-lowering effect, in combination with preScription 
medications, usually brought his lOP levels toward the normal range It 
would ~em that he has benefited from the use of marijuana in tht pJ-~1 ~nd 
(lluld g~m significant medical advam~ge from ~ program of regulated us<: in 
the fufU~, M~rijuana, in combination with n>nvemional meJIC,HI(ln5, 

prOVides him with control of imrar.o;:ular pressufl' unobtainable utilizm.g (l(iJcr 

medICations alone." 
Randall's request leaves the Government nettlesome alternatives, Stick to 

the Jaw at the risk of his going blind for want of a drug that millions use ilkgaUy. 
Or exempt him and, while perhaps saving his sight, risk setting a precedent 
that might evoke a torrent of similar applications by people sufferin,g frolll 
other diseases 
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Meanwhile, Randall waits, wonders about the irony of it all, and reads as 
much as he can, while he can. Sometimes, he says, he can feel the pressure 
inside his eyes. 

"The big problem," he adds, "is getting people to understand without be
coming either a pathetic figure or a hero. I'm neither. rm simply a human 
being pla(:ed in this exld siruation because of a convoluted law," 

Other recent reports indicate that THe "is far more effective than any 
other drug in relieving the vomiting and nausea that plague thousands of 
cancer patients undergoing chemical therapy." 

About 75 petcem of patients receiving chemotherapy for cancer suffer 
moderate to extreme nausea and vomiting, and about 90 percem find no 
relief in conventional ami-nausea drugs. According to findings reported in 
the New England Journal of Medicine for the first twenty-two experimental 
patients "Marijuana drug treatments resulted in at least a 50 percent reduc
tion in vomiting and nausea after therapy." In five instances, the patients 
suffered no nausea at all, A controlled study based on work at the Sidney 

'. Farber Cancer Center showed that no decrease in nausea or vomiting occurred 
when placebo, or dummy, treatment was used. Moreover, terminal cancer 
patients given synthetic me at the medical College of Virginia tended to 
become more relaxed, emotionally stable, less depressed and frustrated, and 
tended also to gain weight (whereas cancer patients become emaciated). Dr. 
Stephen E. SaHan, leader of a team researching THe at the Sidney Farber 
Center in Boston, summed up other diffetences noted: 

Umil THC was given ro them, patients undergoing chemotherapy could 
only look forward to hours and even days of sickness and mi~ry. THCchanged 
all that. 

h made it possible for patients to lead a normal life following treatment. It 
also relieved their dread of the chemotherapy that-before they took THC
had made them so sick and miserable, 

The only sideeffen from THC is that a p.!tienr gets a "high" similar to the 
kind that comes frum smoking marijuana. 

A booklet titled Using Marijuatkl in the Reduction of Nausea Assocl-
41ed with Chemotherapydisrusses the timing of grass use with specific anti
cancer drugs and even supplies recipes and instruccions (for advanced cases) 
for preparing suppositories. Priced at S2.50, it is shipped within twenty-four 
hours from Murray Publishing Co., 2512 Third Ave., Seattle, WA 98121, 
(206) 682-3560. The author, Dr, Roger A. Roffman, has just published the 
fullest account of recent uses of MArijuana as MedfCme, and would like to 
hear from those whu want to share their experience He can be contacted at 
Box 5651, University Station, Seattle, WA 98105, (206) 543-5968. 

In some therapeutic applications, one might say the soothing effect 
COmes abom mentally. For instance, marijuana seems to change the percep
tion uf pain so that it becomes something off in a distance, rather uninter
esting-'Just as the pain in a delicate ear would grow less and less," as a 
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Roger Roffman. author a/Marijuana as MediCIne, conducted 1m first 
research study on Gl marijuana use in Vietnam and has heen the 
administrator of the WaJhin,t;ton State ReIearch ProRram on {be 
Medical Uses of Marijuana. 

physician in the lace nineteenth century put it, ':,as a ~aten d~m ~as carried 
further and further out of the range of hearing. TIm effect IS eVident when 
marijuana is used during the contractions of childbinh, as is the tradition in 
many places, and when fretful babies are calmed by blowing pot smoke over 
them. Still, psychological anesthetic action is clea,rly o~ly part of the story. 
(CannabiJ preparations may also have ami-bactenal action. Check out boch 
Marijuana Medical Papers and the report in Drake'~ Cu~tivato.r'J Handbook 
on THes ability to knock out Staphylococcus strams, mcluding some that 
have become resistant to penicillin and other antibiotics.) 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
The subtlety of this drug is one of its imponam qualities. Of all ~he 

substances considered here, marijuana is the--most subtle. Some quesuon 
whether it is a psychedelic atall,and beginners frequently fail to notice much 

eH~L d . f d 
The inability to experience the drug unprompte was a major In l~g 

in the first scientific study of marijuana (by Weil, Zinberg and ~elson JO 

Boston, 1968). On identical amounts of the substance, regular users dlSCOvered 
they got quite high, while non-users noticed n? changes. Researc~ers 
wonder whether this difference results from havmg learned to appr~Jate 
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me effects or from physiok)glCal changes that oc(Ur after oneor more ex per
iences with the drug. 

"You will hear people say that one never gets stoned the first time," 
wrote Bill Burroughs,)r., describing what happened after he "dipped into a 
Mason jar of homemade majoun" and also tried some "tasty little hashish 
(3Iklies" when he first went to visit his father in Tangiers at age fourteen: 

... but I was so far gone that I couldn't even remember the onset. Only visions 
of the entire murse of human history, from the apeman all asteam on the hos
tile plains on through the blessed virgin and plunging into the abyss of tech
nology. After two million years, Ian nudged me gently and said that he'd like 
ro go to sleep 

Strength of Cannabis Preparations 
In India., three different strengths of Cannabis are usually distinguished 

-bhang, ganja and charas. These correspond to leaves, flowering tops and 
., leaves, and the best of the resin from flowers. Most marijuana smoked in 
· America belongs to the first, bottom grade; all the rest costs a great deal. The 
bhang-type Cannabis here is about a tenth as strong as charas, which also is 
known as hashish. 

What happens at lower concentrations is interesting but shouldn't be 
, with more full-blown "psychedelic" effects provoked by "hash" or 

oil," which can be up to 40 percent me. The effect of cooked pot 
rends to be minimal up until consumption of about 2 grams (about 2 table
spoons) of commercial varieties-containing, say, 2 percent THe. The 
experience is then stronger and longer lasting (usually for four to eight 
hours, compared to half an hour to one or two hours when smoking). 

Because 11'IC-acid and much of the delta-6-trans isomer are convened 
by heat or combustion into the delta-l form, the effects of smoking and eating 
are quite different. (Absorption from the lungs is said to be about three 

· times more eff~tive than when marijuana passes through the stomach.) 
One unexplained characteristic-probably having to do with the 

differences in cannabinols in a leaf-is that when people use different batches 
of marijuana, they develop less tolerance than if they use the same grass 
regulady. 

Deterioration in the strength of THC over time results from exposure 
to light (mainly), heat and air. 

n. Tart Study 
Probably the most relevant study to date about what might be considered 

"typical" pot experience was made by Dr. Charles Tart and reported in his 
book On Being Stoned. Tan oonducted his research by leaving questionnaires 
at various locations near where he was working, requesting that they be filled 

· OUt anonymously and returned. His book is an evaluation of the first 150 
completed questionnaires that passed his test for validity (a consistency on 
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14 key items among 220) and comprises, as he estimates, approximately 421 
years of pot experience, representing some 37,000 joints. 

Tart's study confirms that when the drug is relatively familiar to the 
user, reanions are not nearly as bizarre and disoriented as the classic liter
aoore on Cannabis inebriation suggests. He concludes that there are definite 
effects of the drug and works out a kind of "phenomenology of marijuana." 
His findings can be presented in a chart grouping characteristic versus rare 
experiences: 

OJaraaeristic Experiences 
Patterns, meaning in 

ambiguous material 
Visual imagery mOfe vivid 
Greater spatial separation 

between sound sources 
Understand the words of 

songs better 
Hear more subtle changes 

in sound 
New qualities to taste 
Enjoy eating and eat very much 
More in the here-and-now 
Time passes more slowly 
Distance in walking changed 
Sexual orgasm has new, 

pleasurable qualities 
New qualities to touch 
Movements exceptionally smooth 
Get physically relaxed, 

don't want to move 

Touch more exciting 
Forget start of conversation 
Insights into others 
More subtle humor 
Ordinary social games hard to play 
Less noisy than when drunk 
Often forget to finish some task 
Easily sidetracked 
Spontaneous insights inro self 
Harder to read 
Appreciate more subtle humor 
Accept conrradictions more readily 
Almost invariably feel goOO 

when stoned 
Less need to feel in control 

of things 
More childlike, open to experience, 

filled with wonder 
Easy to go to sleep at bedtime 

Rare Experiences 
Flat quality to world 
Colors get duller 
Sounds blurry 
Precognition 
Visual world looks flat 
Feel possessed by a hostile force 
Sense chakra centers 
Perform magical operations 
Feel possessed by gO<X! force 
Feel energy in spine 
Vomit 
Feel nauseated, dizzy 

Do antisocial things 
People seem dead, like robots 
Less need for sex 
Deja'ru 
Prolonged blank periods 
Almost invariably feel bad 

when stoned 
Body parts move by themselves 
Worry about losing comrol 
Harm other people 
Tremble in hands 
Sleep poor, restless 
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Old Myths Dispelled 
Dr. Tart's data should lay to rest one of (he nastiest myths the Anslinger 

brigade fostered about marijuana, i.e., that it leads to sexual and other violence. 
"Loss of comrol to the point of antisocial actions" is reported co be the rarest 
of all marijuana effects recorded in the Tare srudy (p, 192). This is consistent 
with what's been found elsewhere in several NIMH (National Instirute of 
Mental Health) srudies. One of the most metirulous of these, The Blumer 
Report, determined that use of the plam's leaves reduced violence in juvenile 
delinquents in Oakland. 

As to sexual effects, in her report on the intimate lives of marijuana 
users (The Sexual Power of Marijuana), Barbara Lewis asks, "Is sexual 
power a wild plant?" Her findings are prefaced with the following summary: 

Whatever scientific research does exist on marijuana and sex supports what I 
learned in my interviews. In a study of twenty-one men and eleven women 
who had used pot more than ten times and were asked why they continued to 
do so, 73% said they smoked to "increase sexual satisfaction" .... The srudy, 
'The Marijuana Problem: An Overview," was published in The American 
Journal 0/ Psychiatry in 1968. It was coauthored by Dr. William H, MtClothlin, 
a research psychologist at the University of California in Los Angeles, and Dr. 
Louis Jolyon West, now chairman of the department of psychiatry at the same 
institution. 

There books, other than that by Barbara Lewis (which was an opinion
rhaper), were never very popular and didn't influence many people. 
At least thirty such pulp volumes have appeared. 
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Dr. West was among the thirty-five psychiatrists, psychologists, physicians, 
sociologists, and pharmacological researchers with whom I talked. He had 
had contact with hundreds of marijuana smokers over the years. He expressed 
concern over some effects of the drug on some of its users. But he conceded 
that the continuing controversy over the question of whether pot is, technical~', 
an "aphrodisiac" was irrelevant to most users. _ 

"In real life and among real people," he said, "the faCt is, the word is, the 
belief is, the expectation is, and the result is, that marijuana enhances sexual 
actlvlCY, 

I also received considerable assistance from Dr. Erich Goode, assistant pro
fessor of sociology at the State University of New York in Stony Brook, Long 
Island, whose survey of 200 pot users was supported by the Natio~l Ins~irute 
of Mental Health .... In 1967 he submined a twelve-page questionnaire to 

200 middle-class New York marijuana users. The questions dealt with eve~ 
aspect of marijuana experience, including sexual response. The respondents 
mean a~e was twenty-three. .. 

A very substantial majority (68%) of these users reported that marIJuana 
distinctly enhanced their sexuality. Even more inrere.sting, 5~%. of .the.women 
and 399C of the men revealed that it acrually eXCIted their initial lllterest, 
sharpen~ their sexual desire-again, only whe~ smoked with a ~esirab~~ sex
ual partner. If smoked with someone deemed distasteful, they said, m~n!uana 
accentuates the feeling of distaste. Sex acrually became repugnant. ~[S not 
like alcohol, which often numbs a person to the unpleasant aspects of hiS part
ner:' Dr. Goode commented. 
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Other Aspects of POl 

Some time ago someone showed me a hand-set booklet on 

"the dangers of not smoking marijuana." 

On a social level these dangers included such things as war, while on 
,he personal level, it was claimed, not smoking made you forget you're a 
freak, made you think: the President knows what he's doing, made you decide 
chat nobody will love you unless you're someone other than yourself ... 

Ken Kesey, who feels reluctant to recommend any ocher mental drugs 
because they have so often been impure, provides me ultimate pot commercial: 

But good old grass I can rewmmend. To be JUSt without being mad ... to be 
peaceful without being stupid, to be interested without being compulsive, to 
be happy without being hysterical ... smoke grass. 

lsspiration 
The core of the matter is that most users of Cannabh find it inspiring 

in many ways. They claim not only that it can heighten sexual feelings but 
that it inspires religious feelings, increases creativity, helps them solve prob
lems, helps to get them in touch with themselves and expands the scope of 
their minds. Rats given a diet of rue have been shown to be capable of 
learning how to run mazes faster than when they're left unstoned (see E.A. 
Carlini and C Kramer, "Effects of Cannabis Sa/it'd (Marihuana) on Maze 
Performance of the Rat," PsychopharmacoioKica, 1%5, p. 175). 

When people talk about marijuana adding a third dimension to pictures 
or new depths to colors or creating "synemesia" (when musicc:an, say,become 
visual), they are disrussing changes in normal external perceplion. Distortions 
in the sense of time and space are fascinating. The effeers that come under 
headings of "insight" or "inspiration" are also common OCCUrrences with 
marijuana use and these effects may prove beneficial to society at large. To 
drive this point home, read one more listing from the Tart materials, not 
characteristic or rare experiences this time but common experience: 

Common Experience 
Skip intermediate steps in 

problem solving 
Insights into others 
Thoughts more intuitive 
Ideas more original 

Converse intelligently even 
though things forgotten 

learn a lot about what 
makes people tick 

Say more profound, 
appropriate things 

Intuitive, empathic understanding 
of people 

Sexual love a union of souls 
as well as bodies 

Inhibitions lowered 
Mind feels more efficient 

in problem solving 
At one with the world 
Events, aaions become archetypal 
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Before leaving the topic of marijuana's mental effects, a word should 
be added about its ability to give access to long-buried memories, to facilitacl" 
rapport and to aid psychotherapeutic "transference," Let me cite the exper
ience of Dr. Harry Hermon, who first became interested in this herb as a 
means to help his patients expedite their psychotherapy. A patient he had 
been treating without much success for some time came in one day, and the 
information Dr. Hermon had been seeking in vain to elicit for so long suddenly 
began to flow forth freely. Hermon was astonished, He asked what was 
different this time. His patient informed him that he had come in stoned. 

"Stoned?" said Dr. Hermon. "What is this 'stoned'?" 
And thus Dr. Hermon came to realize how effectively this weed could 

unblock a person's mind, an insight which launched him into an entirely new 
phase of his therapy and life, 

Negative psychological effects occasionally yet appear among some 
users, mainly having to do with panicking, objections on the part of some 
people to seeing the past or present ina "new light," or overdoing marijuana 
smoking, A decade and a half ago, users generally considered smoking pot or 
hashish something to be prepared for and used it ritualistically. Since then 
the strength of much marijuana has increased and some people-mainly 
dealers and others with lots of time to kill-have perhaps overindul~ed, 
"Marijuana is a drug of low abuse potential," comments Dr. DavId E. Smith, 
who has created all kinds of drug comphcations for more than a decade and a 
half at the Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic. He and others treating 
people with drug problems point to the main symptom of pot "abuse" as a 
psychological compulsion to use it to the point of "loss of control" over other 
aspects of one's life, to where it seriously impairs one, "A little warms the 
heart," declares a Sacred Seeds package of high-potency skunk weed, "toO 

much burns the soul." 

FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
Distinguishing among Marijuana Samples 

Marijuana appears as a mixture of leaves, twigs and fX>ssibly seeds, 
flowers and "buds" (dumps of leaves and flowers) of a Cannabis plant. The 
particular plant a batch of marijuana came from may have been an unseeded 
female, a female with seeds, a male or even hermaphroditic-an order 
which roughly indicates declining levels of THCcontenr. It may have grown 
from C. ,rati,/ia or indica seeds or have been a hybrid, reaching maturity or not in 
equitorial or temperate regions, or under lights of varying intensity and 
spectra, or hydroponically, with or without added nutrients, and close to 
other plants or apart from them. These factors, along with the time of year 
it was planted, whether it was transplanted, whether it was farmed with a 
knowledge of the effects of periods of light on it and the time of day it was 
picked, are some of the major variables affecting THC and CND levels in a 

marijuana sample, 
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Cann,.b;, leave_r appear in the,re and other ,rhapes, 

Canna,bis will grow almost anywhere given adequate drainage but 
f can vary by a factor of about twenty in various manifesta;ions 
resh, natural proouct, This is then affected by h .. h d 'bef " ow It IS arvested 

an ItS age o~e use, TIlI,s ~asiC material can also be transformed im~ 
'1lni8"',adne,'"o,f;;"h,,,ashlsh, hash 011, Isomerized forms or Cannab' b f ~ . w'th food. M ,. tS utters or 

I ,arlJuana has also been used in [he making of 
wines 

In some places: such as Amsterdam and in parts of the Near and Far 
standardized types of Cannabis can be bo h h 'enjoy,ed t" k' lub'" ug [over t e counter 
~ s~~ 109, c s ":lthO~t t~e complications that arise from its 

.. 
'lativelyr~, e~lse, th~ Situation IS. more complicated and the novice 

lOexpenenred might appreciate a few pointers 
Margolis and Richard Clorfene opened the secti~n .oB' 

in their A Chjld's Garden of Grass 0%9) with some 50 °bnl duy~ng nSI ea ViCe-
In buying grass, there are four things to remember' First d' . 

get caught. sec d d' . ,you on t want to 
, on, you on t want to get bad grass' third, you d ' 

overpay: and we can't remember the founh,' on t want to 

Thke first rule to remember in buying grass is "Koow Your Connec' " If 
you now and trust the person ff h" (Jon 
shouldn't have any diffirulties H am, wbe°m you ~e buying the grass, you 
turns out to be . e won t a cop or mformer and, if the grass 
probably make ~~,burn (less than the correct quantity or bad quality), he'll 
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CENTRAL HASHISH STORE 
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The Htndu deity Shit'a is frequently ponra)'ed on advertlSementJ 
hashISh and gan]a shops, as in thIS Katmandu example behind k 
haJ"h "jinf!.er clusters." 
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The second rule to remember is, ''Don't Trust Nobody." This applies even 
to people whom you krr.JW and trust. Undercover agents lcok and sound exanly 
like you do, and many Informers are nut actually agents; they're JUSt people 
who have been put into the jX)Sltion of turnmg in other people because they 
themselves have been caught, and they've made a deal with the police. 

Buymg grass is usually relatively safe, because police usually bust people 
who sell it to them. ramer than people who buy it from them. 

If you know your connection, there should be no problem, but if you don't 
then you should sample the grass first. Usually a seller wi!! "puff' his wares
which means claiming that it's better than it is. Cases have held that puffing IS 

legal, so if the grass turns out not to be as g(XxI as he said it was, you have no 
recourse in the courts. The smart thing is to bring some papers with you and 
sample it. (A seller of bad grass will usually say he is out of papers.) 

In The Marijuana Catalogue (1978), Paul Dennis and Carolyn Barry 
described a test that applies for marijuana said to be "very good," "excellent," 
'bomber" or by other adjectives with implications of greatness: 

Sitting loose and relaxed, inhale the smoke slowly to your lungs' full 
capacity and hold it as long as you comfortably can .... Take six of these total 
lun.':fuls, If after ten minutes, fifteen at the most, you aren't feeling hIgher 
than the North Star on Chrisunas Eve, the Wass in question is not superdupet. 
If you feel fairly gmJ, it's OK grass. If you feel juS! a little something, you 
think, you're going to have to burn your throat out to get high un it. Afteryou 
try this test a few rimes, you'lI learn your own Il'actions. You can berome sur
prisingly sensitive to the various qualities of smoke in the only m/aUibk 
test-your own subjective reaction. 

If you are serious about testing the precise quality of a Cannabis sample, 
they also suggest that you 

don't take any more than two-thirds of a ful! jOint-at least until you've made 
up your mind about ItS quality and the price you're willing to pay. Quite com
monly a dealer will share an entire Joint with you. Since the dealer may be 
doin,£; a lot of smoking in the cou rse of a day, he or she may actually not toke 
that much of the joint. So, without noticing it, you've ended up smoking most 
of the thing. 

So the rule 15, always sample some of the very bag you're buying; and if you 
don't know the dealer, watch that bag like the proverbial pea in the shell 
game. Also, even an honest dealer may offer a jay as soon as you come in
JUSt to be friendly. Then later, when you try your stuff before buying, you 
realize you can't tell the purchased high from the gift one. If offered some 
smoke when you come in, say, "No, thanks. I'm OK." When the dealer hands 
you the bag YOU'Il' considering buying, just say, "Mind if I try a little of this?" If 
the dealer claims the JOlm in his hand is the same stuff, JUSt say you'd like to try 
the bag you're buying. Any honest dealer will say, "Sure" It's basic practice in 
reliable dealing. 

A Two- Tier Market. Before the 1970s, most marijuana available in the 
U.S. had relatively low concentrations of THC by today's standards, and more 
intense Cannabis experiences were mainly propelled by various forms of 
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hashish. Over the last decade, the marijuana market has split into two types 
of grass thar are widely available~rhe result of genetic work on seeds, 
greater knowledge of how to cultivate resinous plants and particularly the 
growth of interest in sinsemilla. Now what is offered is poor to fair grass, 
and connoisseur grass and hash. Potency is divided in this way because of the 
economics of farming. Michael Starks in his Marijuana PotenC)' enunciates 
the general principle after describing cultivation patterns and their results: 
"The consequences of these observations for the marijuana farmer are dear. 
You have twO basic choices: high potency and low yield or lower potency and 
high yield." 

Kayo cites a DEA study in his The Sinsemilla Technique on the THe 
COntent in various forms of marijuana. It reflects this division: 

THe levels in "normal" cannabis-that which grows wild or is imported 
from other countries-ranges from On to 2.5%. Domestic cannabis-that 
which is cultivated in the stressfilled environments of the United Scates
ranges from 2.8'7c to 7.6o/r. 

Many people prefer strains without tOO much THC content Others 
prefer to smoke small tokes of scrongerCannabis or to share half a joint with 
a friend (which in the better ,:rops is sufficient for both). While the first tier 
is sold to the consumer in ounces or maybe quarter or half pounds, the 
second -cier moSt often goes by the gram or possibly an ounce. 

The ultimate test of a marijuana sample is smoking it. But much can 
also be learned by paying attention to some of the qualities evident in the 
leaves, twigs and whatever else is being presented: 

Seeds. Their presence indicates that this isn't the most potentially 
resinous of plants, but rather a seeded female-which still can be very 
strong. There are various estimates indicating that about 40 to 50 percenrof 
the "vital energy" in the female will go into seed proouction rather than 
resin proollccion if fertilized. The weight one gets to smoke, of course, 
doesn't indude the weight of seeds. 

An examination of the seeds also enables one to determine something 
of the manuity of the plant when it was harvested If they are round and 
dark, then they were probably harvested when resin and THe were roughly 
at their peak. If there are a lot of seeds that are smaller and yellower, then it 
was probably rut down early. Seeds from different locales can vary in size by 
a facwr of twO, with C. sativa varieties generally larger. C. Indica seeds are 
distinguished from those of C. sativa by Michael Starks like this: 

c. indica tends to have small, almost spherical seeds. C. salu'a seeds are 
often highly compressed longitudinally so that when pressure is applied to 
the peripheral ridges, they easily fall apart, 10 contrast to those of C. ind'(4. C. 
sativa seeds are the largest of the three species, often exceeding 5 mm in length. 

Shake-fa-Bud Ratio. H the marijuana is all loose leaves, or" shake," it 
can be male or female and of greatly varying THe and CBD content. The 
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moce flowers and leaf clusters, or buds, there are, the more likely that there 
ace higher concentrations of THe. Many would consider sinsemilla shake 
stronger than much that is considered of commercial but not excellent 
cpmliry. Young leaves can be fairly potent, as can male leaves. In his Marijuana 
Potency, Michael Starks discusses the complex nature of the cannabidiol 
(CBD) interaction with THC, gives values for specific varieties and writes 
that "it seems reasonable to assume that as CBD coment approaches that of me, the high will be diminished in intensity, but prolonged." 

Leaf color can be predominantly brown, yellow, green, purple, black 
or various combinations of these and red streakings. Color becomes richer 
and more complex as the plant matures, but this is not much of a guide to the 
high that is experienced. 

Resin itself, however, glints in the sun as tiny, brilliant points. Some
times the resin becomes so thick that it actually crystalizes. The high doesn't 
actually accord with resin always, being a mix of the me and eND inter
action, but generally speaking this is so. 

Smell. Many novelists and other writers have described the smell of 
marijuana as that of burning rope, perhaps getting off on the fact that it 
romes from the hemp plant. The actual smell is unlike any other herb, but is 
fairly pronounced and pervasive when marijuana is burned As the plant 
matures the sharp, earthy smell of the leaves coming from chlorophyll dimin
ishes as the more honey- and flower-like ooors produced by resin and flowers 
increasin~ly predominate. Most users like the "taste" of all marijuana smoke, 



The best manjuana "buds" appear as "colas," tightly packed flou-er· 
inr; parts, as in tim example called "candy cane ~ola." _ T~:e name 
"enla" comeJ from the Spanish colas de zorro- foxtatls. 
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but prefer the more "resonate" smells produced at the end of the plant'S life. 
The difference is much like that exhibited in bouquet of a wine as it ages and 
loses the astringent flavor produced by tannins. 

Veteran smokers can easily tell if a sample of marijuana is bunk, 
ordinary or special by crushing a bud in ore's fingers, When it breaks open, 
there should be a pungent smell. If its quite good, the fingers should also be 
somewhat sticky, Some strains have a strong pine, mint or skunk ooor. 

Ordinary imports of Mexican, Colombian and Jamaican generally have 
only small buds about 1·1 W' long, which may comdtute possibly a fifth to a 
tenth of the total. These are sufficient in most instances to get people quite 
high, as are just leaves alone. Forrunately, it takes only ten or fifteen minutes 
ac: most to know from direct experience whether the sample offered has 
effeers predominantly up, strong, stony, psychedelic or whatever. 

How should one check out a profereed "Thai" stick? "These have been 
the only example so far of a special kind of Cannabis associated with excep· 
tional packaging-smaH buds tied along a shan skewer stick. (See back 
issues of High Times and Cannabis calendars for illustrative specimens.) 
Anyone interested in this question shouJd roll fingers along a small part of 

~ the sample and see how sticky it is; smell it,chetkingout how "resonant" and 
:. oxnplex the smells; and smoke a bit, giving it the ultimate test. Unroll about 
.h.II "n inch of the six inch skewer it is tied to and smoke that. If the resules 

not soon impressive, the sample is likely bogus, 
Harvesting, Pressing and Aging, The best grass comes as "colas" or 

long 'buds" which have been individually picked and often are hung upside 
for at least three days to dry. They are hung upside down not to add 

mK. to the leaves from other parts of the plant-as psychedelic myth long 
held-because me doesn't translocate. Hanging upside down gives 
buds a tighter shape. 

The bud is then manicured, or trimmed, of its loose leaves and 
!,!tne1tirr,es vacuum-sealed in botdes or heat sealed into plastic containers. 

cool, it will lose only about 5% of its content per year. 
Most foreign shipments are compressed before shipment into "bricks" 

1Iu" .,.i,ghabout a kilogram. Sometimes there are foreign objects inside, bur 
is rare. More imponant is that the crushing breaks up some of the 

~:~v~ shielding that keeps THe from turning into an inactive form 
hi oxidation. The normal state to which grass is dried is not brittle, bur 

it becomes more powdery and less powerful This is why most 
.... 'DI<u,i·, '". or often any kind, break open only a small amount 

C""""bl,,,) and exposed for any length of time to air, the THe in 
batii'''"''' is sure to lose a significant amount of psychoacrivity. 

fi",bish and Hash Oil 
Grass is to hashish or charas as beer and wine are to hard liquor. As in 

case of distilled spirits, some care is needed in the preparation of chis 
"","~,th,'nt,.) Cannabis product. 
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A Himalayan hash prcss surrounded b;' hashish in variou,s staKcs of 
completion. In the foreKround are broken hit.s: in t.he middl~ left are, 
'Yin[wr dusters" next to a plastic bag fll/ed wIth ch,ps war:nmR '~ tiJ( 
sun' to the riRht of the press are wel/·pressed slabs in the,r plastIC 
wr~ppings; and in the center are a dozen hand.pressed halls of Royal 
temple balls. 
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Traditionally, hash was collected by workers passing bareskinned 
rhrou,gh Cannabis fields, embracing the plants and then having the adhering 
resin scraped off their bodies. Nowadays, the practice generally is todothe a 
worker In leather and then scrape the resin off the leather, or to simply rub 
the plant's buds with one's hands and then scrape the oily residue off one's 
hands. W.o. Drake's The International Cultit'alor's Handbook and Lawrence 
Olerniak"s The Great Books of Hashish provide fairly full discussions of 
other methods of hash production, including one in which workers go into 
sealed beating or thrashing rooms clothed in loincloths and masks, seeking 
to extract the finest powder. Cherniak's book illustrates the pnxesses and 
the products of Morocco, Lebanon, Afghanistan and the Himalayas in 168 
superb wior photographs. 

Hashish was sen'ed at the Turkish Booth at the Centennial 
Exposition of ]876 In Chicago. 
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Blond Lebanese hash COnsistf 0/ a matrix including flower pistils, leaf 
and flower particle debris, non-resin-bearing cystolith hairs, COnical 

trichomes and resin nodules. Above, this is shown magnified about 500 
times by an electron scanning microscope. Below;J water-pressed 
A/Khan; hash in u'hich the resin nodule! (maRnijfed about 250 timesl 
are largely undiHoit'ed. 

Hash Oil and THe PiUs 219 

The resin that has been collected gets pressed with animal fat, honey or 
a similar amalgam. Generally speaking, the quality of hash often corresponds 
to color-the darker it is, the more potent it usually turns out to be. But there 
are important exceptions. Good-quality Morrocan, for instance is frequently 
very potent, even though it looks rather white. Hashish deteriorates faster 
than marijuana because it is broken up finely when manufaauring begins. 
When it is well pressed, however, the interior will maintain its potency for 
about two or three years. 

In the early- 1970s, we first began to see fairly large amounts of "hash 
oiL" a product distilled from marijuana leaves. Processes are detailed in 
Starks' Marijll<ma Potency from DEA papers. Here the rules of color are 
reversed: the darker the color, usually the less refined, the more harsh and 
the less potent the oil is. 

The usual methods for smoking hash oil are: in a special glass pipe (an 
example can be found on page 331), on the end of a cigarette or rolled with 
tobacco or grass. Perhaps the moSt efficient way is to smear a drop or two on 
a cigarette paper and then roll that into a joint. Reallyfinequality hash oil is 
powerful enough that only a trace is needed. Dipping a container in hm 
water thins it, so that just a bit can be picked up by inserting a needle or 
paperclip and then smearing this on paper. 

THC and Analogues 
Delta-9 THe, because it has been around so long, is not patentable. For 

THe analogues, however, this is nm the case. As a result, quite a few phar
maceutical houses have spent money trying to come up with something that 
would mimic THCs medical properties without THes psychoactivity. 
Several candidates for this role were proouced, with Lilly's "Nabilone" being 
considered for a while as the most promising. After a year of testing, however, 
dogs showed dramatic drops in bloOO pressure, and soon Lilly withdrew 
Nabilone from FDA consideration. 

The U.S. government supplied marijuana until recently for a small 
amoudt of medical use. In August 1982, Surgeon General Julius Richmond 
announced that the government had decided to make THe pills available to 
cancer patients instead. Raben Randall and others concerned with medical 
use of marijuana attacked the decision. "I think it is unforrunate that the 
government decided to release what is known lO be a medically inferior sub
stance to marijuana and a substance which has a far higher potential for 
adverse side effects," Randall said. "In effect, the government is trying to 

£1000 the market with a phony synthetic and at the same time trying to 
retard research on the natural material." Roger Roffman's studies showed 
the natural substance to be more easily tolerated than the synthetic. Stephen 
SaBan of the Harvard Medical School said that smoking marijuana was more 
effective in reducing chemotherapy side-effects because it speeded up absorp
tion of the active ingredient into the bloodstream. 
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Some of the joints produced by the U.S. government pot farm at the 
University of Missi.rsippi for medical applications. 

Smoking 
The usual way (0 ingest marijuana is by smoking it. In this way THe 

acid is "decarboxylaced" into THe and together with already-present THe 
passes into the lungs where it enters the bloodstream and is carried across 
the bl<XXI-brain barrier. This occurs quite rapidly, so that most veterans have 
so~e idea of the quality of a sample within a minute or two, although others 
might need to take longer. 

Our present-day pipe appears to have been developed by the Indians of 
the Ohio Valley sometime around the second century B.C., if we are ro 
believe the evidence of excavations of burial mounds. The norion of tTearing 
a joint-rolling a smoking mixture into a agarette-seems co have developed 
originally among the Indians of Mexico prior to the time of Montezuma By 
the time of The Thoufand and One NIRhtf, toward the end of the first 
millenium A.D., the hookah (or "hubbly bubbly") was well known. 

Since then there have been some innovations in smoking: the bong, 
the carburetor, hash and opium pipes. Hfgh Times displays many refine
ments, including "The Tilt," which is said to heat marijuana only to the 
proper temperature for extraction of the mcs so chat other oils are left in 

Marijuana Butter Paste 221 

(he residue. For those with sensitive throats, use of hot water In a bong 
reduces the amounr of water-soluble, non-psychoactive components in 
Cannabif smoke and thus Increase the amount of THC ingested per toke, 
while reducing the harshness on the lungs. "Passing the smoke through cold 
water tends to condense some of the desirable components," comments 
High Timef in one of its advice columns, adding that since the majoriry of 
cannabinols (including me) dissolve in alcohol, "the use of alcoholic bev
erages in a water pipe will give a less potent smoke." Many users prefer the 
caste when it is passed through cold water. 

Eating Marijuana 
In India and other areas with long marijuana experience, Cann.abif IS 

often made into something like a milkshake (bhanR) or a kind of candy 
(most commonly known as majoun). These methoos give effects, butexper
ience has shown that if marijuana is to be ingested, its potency can be in
creased considerably by cooking it first in oil at low temperarures for about 
fifteen minutes. 

Because cannabinals are not soluble in water, the general practice is to 
rook them in fat or butter (which when strained, produces the famous Indian 
product called ghee) or alcohol (in which they are soluble, although in this 
case all heating should be done at low temperarures and in the absence of an 
open flame since alcohol is highly combustible). A nurriberaf pamphlets on 
Gmnabif cookery have been published, but many simply contain rewritten, 
familiar recipes to which grass has been added Some, such as that by "Panama 
Rose," recommend that grass be boiled in water to make a tea-which is an 
effective way to lose most of the active principles if the grass itself is then 
simply thrown out like old coffee grounds. r recommend W.o. Drake,Jr.'s 
book M.:trijuana Food (Simon & Schuster) or Adam Gottlieb's booklet Art & 
Science of Cannabif Cookery (Level Press), which discuss <.ulinary factors 
that should be taken into account with marijuana and provide all the basIC 
recipes one might need. 

Another point that should be remembered is that if the stomach is 
relatively empey, marijuana products are digested much faster. Thus, there 
are good grounds for not simply adding grass to a dish like spagheni. 

The basic recipe for marijuana burter paste given by Roger Roffman 
for his patients requires I to 1 Y2 ounces cleaned marijuana, 1 quart of water 
and lA pound butter or margarine: 

In saucepan, combine marijuana, water, and butter Of margarine. Simmer 
for approximately 4S minutes. Mixture will become green or mustard-colured 
as active ingredients of marijuana are dissolved in oil of butter or margarine. 
Refrigerate mixrure to cool If, after cooling, butter or margarine has 
congealed, reheat mixture just enough to return it to liquid form. Stretch 
cheesecloth over bowl and pour mixture through it to remove leaves and 
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From Amiquiry unnlJune 29,1955, 226 
The Wassons Mobilize Others, 2:B 
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Distributes Psilocybin to Researchers, 237 
The Harvard Psilocybin Research Project, 239 
Use of Psilocybian Mushrooms Increases, 244 

Botany, 248-262 

Field Identification, Bluing Reaction, 
Spore Prinrs and Preparation, 248 

Stropharttl (Psiiocybe) cubnuis (San Isidro), 250 
Psi/oeyhl! semila1Ue~a (Liberty Caps), 253 
Panaeouu rubbalteatuJ (henanoJis), 256 
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Pitloeyhe baeocystIJ, 258 
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Chemisuy, 262-264 

Psilocybin and Psilocin, 264 
Related Psychoactive Derivatives, 264 

Physical Effects. 265-266 

Mental Effects. 266.279 

Leo Hollister's Observations, 267 
R. Gordon Wasson's Observations, 268 
Dosage Considerarioru, 271 
Gentleness, 27 3 
Auditory Effects, 275 
The Great Orade, 275 
Andrew Weirs Observatioru, 277 

Forms and Preparatioru, 279 

This fint known "mushroom stone," about a foot high and from 
the Guatemalan highlands, came to world attention when a Germdl1 
geographer published ilf picture in 1908. The meaning of this 
ohject by an unknown artist is uncertain, but it may speak for 
generatiom 0/ mushroom worshipers. Some 300 similar sculptures 
have since been found. In 1952, a pencil sketch made of this one 
helped spark the rediscovery of Meoamerica's "sacred mu.rhrooms . .. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Psilocybian Mushrooms 
"Will you help me learn the secrets of the divine mushroom?" 

-R. Gordun Wasson 

HISTORY 
The fourth major category of psychedelics includes well over two 

dozen mushroom species at present. The number has risen recently and is 
expected to expand substantially In the near furure as more mushroom 
species are analyzed. 

Psilocybin and psilocin molecules are the primary psychedelic agents 
in the psychoactive mushrooms known so far, but four related molecules 
may in some way contribute to the mental effa:ts. The term "psilocybian 
mushrooms·' has been proposed to include all of the dozens of species con
tainin,l:: psilocybin; it will be used in that sense here. Quite distinct isoxazohc 
molecules are present in the Amanita muscan·a (Fly Agaric) and Amanita 
pan/henna (Panther Caps) mushroom species, which are said by some 
people to create psychedelic states. 

Although the histories of psilocybian and of Amanita mushrooms are 
entwi~ the categories are quite different chemically, pharmacologically and 
in associated shamanic practices. The Amanita species will therefore be dis
cussed in Chapter Nine of this book. 

Of well over a half million plam species classified so tar, about a fifth fall 
into the rather mysterious grouping of fungi. Many botanists consider these to 
be outside the usual concepts of ··plant·· or "animal.·· That some of these mush
rooms are capable of callSing impressive and often enlightening mental effects 
in humans is not, however, in doubt. 

Fungi are distinguished from ordinary plants in two important ways. 
First, they lack~with a few exceptions-the green pigment chlorophyll that 
enables plants to make use of light in the pro::iuction of organic substances. 
Seoond., they employ microscopic spores rather than seeds for repro::iuction. 
This chapter is concerned only with the rapidly growing, fleshy Basidiomycetes, 
the fungi popularly known as mushrooms or toadstools. The gilled "fruiting 
txxIies·· or carpophores of a mushroom are the sexual, ··flowering" aspect; 
the larger part of the plant usually lives underground. 

Scores of psilocybian mushrooms are of special interest nowadays, 
thanks mainly to the investigations of one couple: R Gordon Wasson and 
Valentina Pavlovna Wasson. These two individuals were essential to the 
discovery that the largest natural production of psychedelics ocrurs in mush
rooms. This revelation--quite as serendipitous as Hofmann's discovery of 
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226 Psilocybian Mushrooms 

LSD-came about in 1955. Their discovery (more accurately "rediscovery") 
is worth rccounting because it greatly influenced subsequent cleveloprTlt'nts. 

From Antiquity unlil June 29. 1955 '. 
For millenia, psilocybian mushrooms were used by native Amencans, 

living mainly in Central America but also as far south as Chile. These orig_ 
inal mushroom users left few records, but they did establish a tradition of 
psychedelic mushroom use. 

What we know of the Indian rites came from "gringos," and most of 
the relevant mushr(X)ms go by botanical nomenclature that ends with the 
namc of a non-native investigator. With only fragmentary evidence relating 
to earlier generations of mushroom worshippers, we must flxU5 on fairly 
recent data. 

The first important clues appear in sixteenth-century manuscripts 
written by Spaniards. The Friar Bernardino de SahagUn, who spent most of 
his adult life in Mexico, and Dr. Francisco Hernandez, the personal physician 
to the King of Spain, both clearly described "mushrooms" used as psycho
active agents in tribal rites in post-Conquest Mexico. An educated Indian 
named TezozeSmoc wrote in 1598 about the ingestion of "inebriating mush
f(x)ms" by celebrants at the coronation of Montezuma II. 

In addition to these verbal accounts, drawings from Catholicized artists 
entitled 'Teonandcatl"-meaning "wondrous," "awesome" or "divine" 
mushroom-also survive from the sixteenth century. One portrays a bird
like "devil" (a Spanish interpretation) dancing on top of a mushroom. 
Another depicts "the devil" encouraging an Indian to eat mushrooms. 

A Nahuatl Indian dictionary prepared in 1571 distinguished a "mush
room of divine inebriation" from other "namkatls," and another published 
in 1885 included the names for 'Several inebriating mushrooms. In a trans
lation of the latter, Teonandcatl is described as a '"species of little mushrooms 
of bad taste, intOXICating, hallucinogenic." 

Teonamicad, IJ Jlxteenfb century 
drIJu'lnf:!, b)' d l:uropean from 
Sahar.;un's Florentine G:xIex. 

Teonanacatl, a sixteenth century 
IndIan drawinr.; from tbt, 
MaRliabechiano Codex. 

Tales of "Inebriating Mushrooms" 227 

Aside from these and other Spanish references, no effort seems to have 
been expended trying to identify teonandcatl until the twentieth century. A 
revival of interest, strangely enough, began as a scholar's squabble shortly 
after an authoritative misidentification in 1915. 

After a search for teonanacatl in specimens of Mexican mushrooms, 
a prestigious American botanist, Dr. William E. Safford, concluded that 
there simply were none, He felt that the Spanish chroniclers must have con
fused them with dried peyote. In a talk entitled "Identification of teonanacatl 
of the Aztcrs with the narcotic cactus Lophophora u'illiamsii and an account 
of its ceremonial use in ancient and modern times," Safford-who was 
known for lengthy tides-dcrlared that the dried mescal button resembled 
"a dried mushroom so remarkably that, at first glance, it will even deceive a 
mycologist"! He hypothesized that the Indians may have deliberately misled 
the Spanish in order to protect their use of peyote. 

The few scholars who heard Safford or later read his handsomely
published report were mainly hearing about psychoactive mushrooms for 
the first time, only to be told that the mushrooms never existed. But there 
was one important dissenter-Dr. Plasius Paul (BIas Pablo) Reko, an Austrian 
physician who had engaged in extensive botanical collecting as a hobby while 
living in Mexico. Reko had become convinced that teon.lnacatl referred to 
mushrooms, not Safford's hypothesized peyote. 

In 1919, Reko published a book entitled El Mexico Antiguo (The Old 
Mexico) in which he proclaimed his belief that people were still using mush
rooms in Mexico for "effeaos narcOticos." Hewcote in 1923 to Dr.J.N. Rose 
of the Smithsonian Instirution: 

I see in your description of Lophophora, that Dr. Safford believes this plant to 

be the teonanJcaJi of SahagUn, which is surely wrong. It is actually, as 
SahagUn states, a fungus which grows on dung-heaps and which is still used 
under the same old name by the Indians of the Sierra Juarez in Oaxaca in [heir 
religious feasts. 

Five years later, the journalist/novelist Victor A. Reko, a cousin of BJas 
Pablo Reko, wrote the first published objection to Safford's thesis. In an 
imaginative, popular book written in 1936-Magische Gifte: Rausch- und 
BetaNhungsmittel der Neuen Welt (Magical Poisons: Intoxicants and Nar
cotier of the New Wor/d)-hedeclared that Safford's identification "must be 
contradicted": 

The nanacates are poisonous mushrooms which have nothin/S to do with 
peyore. It is known from olden times that their use induces intoxication, 
stares of ecstasy and mental aberrations, but, notwithstanding the dangers 
attendant upon their use, people everywhere they grow have taken advantage 
of their intoxicating propenies up to the present time. 
Victor Reko gave the names "Amanita mexicana" and "A. muscaria 

variant mexicana" for the mWihcooms described in his book. This embellish
ment of his cousin's views was significant in again attracting attention to a 
mWihroom as teonanacatl. 
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228 Psilocybian Mushrooms 

Ahhough Dr. Reko was considered by many to be "only an amateur," 
and indeed one given to fantastic ideas, he cominued steadfasdy to argue that 
there were Mexican tribes still using mushrooms for their shamanic cere
monies. In 1936, more than two decades after Safford "dosed the case," Dr. 
Reko heard from Robert J. Weitlaner, an Austrian-born engineer who had 
given up that profession to study Indian ways. He told Reko that the Otomi 
Indians of Puebla (jUSt oortheast of Oaxaca) and of nearby regions were 
using mushrooms as ioebriants and gave samples to Dr. Reko of what he 
said were the psychoactive mushrooms. 

Dr. Reko, in rum, forwarded these samples to Dr. Carl Gustaf Santesson 
in Stockholm for chemical analysis and ro the Farlow Herbarium at Harvard 
University for botanical examination. Reko's mailing arrived at Harvard In 

such rotted condition that the mushrooms were identified only as to genus 
(Panaeo/llf)-and perhaps incorrectly so. 

The Harvard recipient was the young ethnobotanist Richard Evans 
Schultes, who had been a medical student until he happened upon Heinrich 
Kluver's first monography on "mescal visions." As Schultes later wrote to 
Kluver, reading that essay altered his life's course. Schultes changed his 
doctoral thesis to peyote use on the Kiowa reservation in Oklahoma and 
thereby began on a lifelong ·interest in mind-changing plants of the New 
World. 

The appearance of Dr, Reko's mushrooms "OUt of the blue" encouraged 
Schultes to suggest [hat these-or something similar-may have been the 
mushrooms referred to in the Spanish chronicles as teonanacatl. -SOOn he 
and a Yale anthropology student, Weston La Barre, began summarizing the 
available evidence against Safford's arguments. In the Harvard &tanfCal 
Museum Leafletf of April and November 1937, Schultes disputed Safford's 
conclusion and uged that attention be redirected to identification of the 
mushrooms. 

The next year Schultes began studies with Dr. Reko in northeastern 
Oaxaca among the Mazatec Indians. Soon the two heard reports about the 
existence of mushroom rites in and near the Oaxacan town of Huautla de 
Jimenez. They collected specimens of PanaeO/lis sphinctrinlls, which was 
alleged to be the mushroom chiefly used in the rites. They also collected 
specimens of Stropharia (or Pfilocybe) cubemif, a mushroom of lesser im
portance according to the native Mazatecs. These specimens remained in 
the herbarium at Harvard. 

Soon after, Robert Weidaner's daughter Irmgard and her husband,J.B. 
Johnson, along with others, attended a midnight mushroom ceremony-or 
velada-in which the shaman alone was said to have ingested teonanJcatl. 
This ceremony was written up by Johnson for a Swedish journal, and S(X)fi 

forgotten, 
All of these investigations ended with World War II. Dr, Reko went 

on to other pursuits, and Schultes was sem off to the Amazon to search out 
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'r"'",U' Paul (Bfaf Pablo) Reko, 1876·1953-a phpician from AUf tria 
conducted extensive botanical investigations in Mexico and held 
mushrooms were still used by natives for creation of visionary states. 

rubber sources, Santesson died shortly after completing his chemical analysis, 
and Johnson was killed in a minefield in North Africa, 

We turn to the Wassons, whose contributions were prompted by an 
apparently minor incidem in the fall of 1927, .. .. 

R Gordon Wasson is the American son of an EplscopaiJan minister 
who had written Religion and Drink, a book that examined biblical references 
to the drinking of akohol by religious figures. He took the tact of a fundament
alist, which he was nor, and Implied that i[ would be quite unchristian to be 
critical of alcohol. The royalties of this book enabled the younger Wasson to 

study in Spain, He worked as an English teacher and then f,or a decade as a 
financial reporter for the Herald· Tribune. In 1926, he mamed a MUSCOVite 
pediatrician, Valentina Pavlovna. 

A year later, the two were walking in the Catskill Mountains when 
Valentina Pavlovoa dashed off the path to gather wild mushrooms. R. 
Gordon's initial reaction was one of disgust and fear that she might poison 
herself. He wouldn't even touch these "delicacies." Each of them was sur· 
prised to discover that the other had such intense, opposite feeling~ on ~he 
subject. The incident triggered a lifelong search of cultures mamfestlng 
either a great loathing of mushrooms ur else a proclivity to treasure them. 
Soon they were dividing peoples into "mycophiles" ("mushroom lovers") 
and "mycophobes" (,mushroom fearers"). Their devotion to this eventually 
led them on a worldwide search for references and practices involving mush
rooms-in museums, proverbs, myths, legends, folk tales, epics, history, 
poetry, novels, records made by explorers, and so on. 



R. Gordon Wasson. u'bo-wbile Vice 
President of the IP. Morpan hank.
was the first to ret'eal popularly the 
Indian use of "sacred mushrooms." 

Pyilocybian MUJhrooms 

Valentina Pavlovna Wasson. u'ho 
co-initiated ethnomycolo[!J'. and 
was the first white woman to try 
psilocybian mushrooms. 

Twenty-five years later the poet Robert Graves and simultaneously an 
Italian printer of fine books, Giovanni Mardersteig of Verona, wrote to the 
Wassons about the search. They called attention to the Spanish chroniclers 
who had touched on teonandcatl and referred the Wassons co the "mushnx)m 
stones" then being discovered in quantity in the Guacemalan highlands, in EI 
Salvador and in southeastern Mexico. Mardersteig even sent along a sketch 
that he made at the Rietberg Museum in Zurich. A few months lacer,Eunice 
V. Pike, a Protestant missionary to the Mazatecs, informed the Wassons chac 
the local word for mushrooms meant "the dear little ones thac leap forth-" 
This correspondence led the Wassorts to the leaflets by Schultes, wrlnen 
some fifteen years earlier_ 

R Gordon Wasson is noc sure whether he or his wife was the first to 
put into words a hypothesis they came to agree on sometime in the 1940s
that as far back as 6,000 years ago, there were cultures that worshipped 
mushrooms. The discovery of the twenty or so mushroom stones seemed to 
be confirming evidence that the mushroom was the symbol of a religion, 
like the cross promulgated by Christians, the crescent moon by Moslems and 

The WaJJom Search for "Sacred Mushrooms" 

Two vieu's of a ~mushroom stone" in the 
Namuth collection of the pre-classic MeJO
american period (1,000-500 B.C.). The figure 
emerKing from the stipe is conjectured to be 
that 0/ a young U'01nan over a grmding slone 
or metate. 
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the Star of David by Jews. Although anthropologists and other expertS 
referred to these artifacts as "mushroom stones," they seem to have [hought 
of the term as ~erely descriptive, regarding tbese stone carvings as mainly 
phallic. 

Schultes' papers, which pinpointed the town of Huautla deJimenez in 
Oaxaca, gave the Wassons their most important due about where to look for 
remaining mushroom cults_ They contacted Schultes, who told them about 
Weidaner, the Rekos and the mushroom velada witnessed by Weirlaner's 
daughter. He even arranged for a guide who had Jived with the Indians of 
Oaxaca. 

Thus began the Wassons' eight expeditions inca the mountains of 
c:entral Mexico. In their fifties, they undertook these trips in the spirit of pil
gnmage. 

Over three summer vacations, the Wassorts searched the Oaxacan 
highlands for someone who could tell them about the sacred mushrooms. 
They spoke to all the herb venders they could find and collected many differ
ent species of mushrooms previously unknown (0 scientists. In retrospect, it 
may seem amazing how long it took to find the objects of their search. The 
problem was that while they did find psychedelic mushrooms (none of 
which were tried), they found no one who would perform the ceremony or 
talk about the use of mushrooms. There was no way to cell if they were 
psychoactive unless tried, and who were they to truSt? 

In the tiny village of Huautla deJimenez, where he had traveled ahead 
of his wife, Wasson ca~ upon the answer when he spoke briefly to Gyecano 
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Garcia Mendoza, a thiny-five-year-old offida] presiding at the [Own hall. 
The dare was [he 29th of June 1955. Feeling [hat he wouldn't have rhc('ham:e 
to talk for very long, Wasson asked rather quickly, almost as jf in an aside 
"Will you help me learn the secrets of the divine mushroom?" Uttering th~ 
proper glottal stop at the beginning, Wasson used the term 'nti It tho for the 
object of his search. The first syllable shows reverence and endearment, the 
second expresses "that which springs forth." To his utter surprise, the 
answer this time was: "Nothing could be easier." 

Mendoza was as good as his word Later that afternoon he took Wasson 
to his house where they gathered some of the mushrooms. By evening 
Mendoza had spoken to the famous curandera Maria Sabina, telling her 
without further explanation that she should serve Wasson, who then went 
with New York fashion photographer friend Allan Richardson to a mush
room ceremony. 

Maria Sabina, right, the Mexican curandera who revealed the 
expertence of teonanacatl to R. Gordon Wasson. With her 
is her daughter. another curandera, who U"t1S present on that 
OCC4Stofl. 

CIA Becomes Interested 233 

Richardson had promised his wife that if such an eventuality arose, he 
'";:~,t, try any mushrooms. At about 10:30 that evening, both he and :1 were offered a dozen each of the large, acrid species known as Psi/o

caeru/escens (or '"Landslide" mushrooms). Over the next hour they .lD<"",,oed them. 
"Allan and I were determined to resist any effects they might have," 

'111'..,;on wrote later, "to observe better the events of the night." However, 

~
:~~r1~~ to notice harmonious colors and then geometric patterns that in the dark. Then came "visions" of palaces and gardens. He later 

his experience to what the Greeks meant when they created the 
ekstasis-a flight of the soul from the body. Theexperiencecontinued 
the very early morning. Wasson and Richardson thus became the first 

in recorded history to partake of the Mexican divine mushrooms . . ~!;;:;d~escr~ ibed this veiada, or night ceremony, most fully in The Wondrous }, . Mycolatry in Mesoamerica. 
Three days after he ingested the sacred mushrooms, Wasson tried the 

"".:!:~:;:, a second time. A few days later, Valentina and their thirteen: ~ daughter Masha cried ie. Six months later, back in New York, Wasson i iI1~sted dried specimens and found the effects even more fantastic. 

Wassons Mobilize Others 
Meanwhile, the OA had initiated a search for the so-called "stupid 

bush" and other botanicals that might derange the human mind. The CIA 
'bcaune especially interested in a shrub called piule, whose seeds, they were 
cold, had. long been used as inebriants in Mexican religious ceremonies. In 

1953, a scientist from 'Project ARTICHOKE" went co Mexico in search 
! 01 t',i·, plant. Before he left Mexico with bags of plant material, including ten 
. pounds of piule, he heard wondrous stories about special mushrooms used in 
Q)Onection with religious festivals. 

His collected samples went immediately to chemical labs. CIA scientists 
were excited by his findings and soon came upon the Spanish records relating 
CO leonanJcati. Morse Allen. head of the ARTICHOKE program, was 
panicularly fascinated by indications that mushrooms could be used "to produce confessions or to locate stolen oojects or to predict the future." Putting 
high priority on finding the mushrooms, Allen even traveled co the best 
mushroom-growing area of Pennsylvania to secure potential growers if they 
should be found. 

Shortly after Maria Sabina's 1955 velada, a botanist informant for the 
CIA in Mexico City sent along a description of R Gordo!"! Wasson's discovery. 
The report was brief, mainly indicating that the banker had envisioned '·a 
multitude of architectural forms" after he had ingested the mushrooms. 
That was enough for the CIA co be interested in the Wassons. 

The Wassons' next expedition took place during the summer of 1956, 
timed for the rainy season in Oaxaca so they could gather mushrooms. They 
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were accompanied this time by the French mycologist Roger Heim, Direnor 
of the ~afional Museum of ~arural.History in Paris and ~n acclaimed expen 
on tropICal mushroom speCIes. HIs role was to Supervise the colleaing of 
~hese fungi and to determine their taxonomy. Another Frenchman, a rutan_ 
1St colleague from the Sorbonne, also traveled to Oaxaca. Finally, to round 
out this interdisciplinary team, there was Dr. James Moore, ostensibly a 
chemist from the University of Delaware. 

Moore was ~uch r:n.ore than a mere organic chemist at a university. He 
has recemly been Identified as an expert at symhesizing psychoactive and 
chemical weapons for the CIA on short notice; he was known as the CIA's 
"short-order cook." .D~ring the ';'incer of. 1955·56, he invited himself along 
when the Wassons mdlCated their intention to return to Mexico. As an en
t~cemem, he offered a $2,000 gram from one of the Agency's cover organiza_ 
tions, the Geschickter Foundation. The CIA man did not enjoy the journey 
or the mushroom ceremony: 

I had a terrible cold, we damned near Starved to death, and I itched alJ Over. 
There was all this chanting in the dialect Then they passed the mushrooms 
~r<:>un~, and ,::e chewed them up. I did feel the hallucinogenic effeer, although 
dlsonented would be a better word to describe my reaceion 

After the collecting of specimens was completed, Moore returned to 
Delaware with a bag of the sacred mushrooms for analysis, hoping to isolate 
and then synthesize the active principle in large quantities for theOA Sidney 
Gottlieb wrote soon after that if Moore were sucressfuJ, it was "quire possible'· 
that the potentiating molecules "might remain an Agency secret" (oot pub
lished in the scientific literature, unlike most academic discoveries). 

While Moore worked on the problem of extraction and synthesis, Heim 
and his Parisian colleagues succeeded in the diffirult task of cultivatin.': the 
species from specimens and spore prints collected in Mexico. Heim wrote w 
Sandoz asking if its research team would assist in analyzing the mushrooms 
that had been grown. His colleagues had been unable to extract the active 
ingredients. Heim thought Sandoz, successful with LSD-25, might be in the 
best position to undertake such work Albert Hofmann accepted Heim·s 
offer with enthusiasm, having already read about the Wassans' discovery in a 
newspaper article. 

Heim sent Sandoz 100 grams of dried Psilocybe mexicana that he had 
grown in cultures. The research team there first rested this on dogs, rrying to 

establish what would be a reliable dose. The results were uncertain and 
almost depleted the mushroom supply. Hofmann ingested 2.4 grams him
self to see if cultivation had ruined its psychoactivity. 

While the dosage was moderate by Indian standards, the effeers led 
Hofmann to conclude that humans provide a more sensitive testing of 
mind-affecting substances than animals. Using about a third of Hofmann's 
dose, his team members then made many tests of various fractionated extractS 
and soon isolated 4-0PO'l-DMT and 4-0H-DMT as psychoactive con
stituents. 

flofmann Isolates and Synthesizes Psilocyhin 235 

PsiJoc)'be mexicana mushrooms (pictured here as cultit'ated in the 
Sandoz lahr) prot'ided the material from u·htch Alhert Hofmann 
and his co//ea[.!.ues uo/ated pJilocyhin and priloem. There 
mushrooms are rather small-up to 8 cm., about three inches, 
tall-and contain 1l14in/y psilocybin as their psychedelic agent. 

Hofmann, as it turned out, was probably the scientist best equipped to 
analyze the psychedelic agents, in that there is considerable chemical simi
larity between these substances and LSD (both contain the same kind of 
nucleus with a substitution at rhe fourth position in the indole ring). "Probably 
in no other laboratory in the world," wrote Hofmann later, "would there 
have been 4-hydroxy indole for comparison purposes." He and his colleagues 
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found by extracting the alkaloids in the mushroom material and degrading 
them what the pschoactive principles looked like chemically; then they were 
able to use a route for synthesis somewhat like that for making LSD. Befort' 
long, they had published their methods for extraction and for synthesis In a 
Swiss chemical journal, where Hofmann gave the generic name for the two 
activating moleruJes as "psilocybin" and "psilocin" (derived from the Psilu. 
cybe genus to which PI. mexicana belongs). 

The rapid adtievement dHofmann's team was roend meGA's dream 
of having its own clandestine reserve. Though Moore had the mushrooms 
first, he failed largely because he would nor ingest the mushrooms back m 
the U.s. He had no way of telling whether his mushrooms were still active: 
even if he extracted the constituents in several solutions, he had no way of 
telling which solvent contained the aaive ingredients. There was no reason 
for him to test for indole tryptamines. Before long, Moore gave up his efforts 
and wrote Sandoz requesling a supply. 

The first extensive accounts of the Wassoos' discovery appeared in 
May 1957. They published a monwnental two-volume work on their inves
tigations, Mushrooms, RUffUl and History, and a shorter, more accessible 
report of seventeen pages in lije magazine. Only 512 copies of their maJ,;1lU1fI 
opus were issued (going for $125 then, and now selling at more than S2,000 
a copy), but the life article was seen by millions. 

The third in a "Great Adventures" series, their article was titled "Seek
ing the Magic Mushrooms: a New York banker goes to Mexico's moumains 
to participate in the age-old rimal of Indians who chew strange growths for 
visions." The term "magic mushrooms" was invented by a Life editOr; 
Wa~on did not like it and still has reservations. John Marks characterized 
the tone of the presentation as giving these newly-revealed mushrooms 
"glowing but dignified respect." Coming soon after Huxley's writings about 
his ingestion of mescaline sulfate, the article caused quite a stir, intnx.\uung 
millions to the mysteries of psychedelics. 

Among those most interested in the Life magazine article was Dr. Rolf 
Singer, a mycologist who carried its illustrations of the sacred mushrooms 
with him on a two-week trip to Mexico. He was accompanied by twO Mexican 
graduate studients in mycology, one being Dr. Gaston Guzman, who was in 
the employ of Parke-Davis and who is at the time of this writing producing a 
monograph on the whole Psilocybe genus. This group followed the Wasson/ 
Heim trail, eventually meeting up with R. Gordon Wasson in the remote 
mountains of Oaxaca. The Singer group was successful in its mushroom 
collecting. Upon returning to the U.S., Singer hurriedly published a paper 
and was thus able to establish scientific priority in the idemification of mush
rooms that the Heim team had been collecting for years. This haste divided 
the communities of mycologists and ethnobotanists, creating a rift thar is 
deep even now, more than a quarter of a century later. 

For all that, the Wassons were still the primary investigators of psilo
cybian mushrooms. They mobilized an impressive array of interested parries 
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and resources for furrher study, involving instimtions from the Bollingen 
Foundation to the Bank of Mexiw_ They recruited linguists, chemists, rotan
ists and other specialists in Mexico, the U.S.,Japan and the Urals-anywhere 
[hey found evide(lce of mushrooms being used as "emheogens." 

By the time of Valentina Pavlovna's death from cancer at the end of 
1958, most of the teonanacatl story had been uncovered. Commenting later 
on their search, Wasson said that even if they had been on the wrong trad, 
theirs "must have been a singular false hypothesis to have prcxiuced the results 
that it has." 

Sandoz Synthesizes Analogues and 
Distributes Psilocybin to Researchers 

The patents on psilocybin and psilocin belonged to Sandoz Pharma
ceuticals. After extraction, identification and synthesis of these naturally 
occurring molecules, Hofmann and his co~workers synthesized a series of 
analogues, or related compounds. These were essentially the same molecules 
except that: (1) the phosphoryl or hydroxy group at the top of the indole 
ring was moved around to other ring positions, and (2) different numbers of 
methyl groups (CH \) and other carbon chains were added to the side chains 
and to the nitrogen on the indole ring to see how these changes would affect 
psychoactivity. These new rumpounds were tested on ammals. The question 
of safe£}' was significant in {his case because these synthetic substances, unlike 
the mushrooms, were being tried for the first time. 

Only two of these synthetic rumpounds were tested in runtrolled trials 
in humans, and they were eventually used in "psycholytic therapy" in several 
clinics in Europe. CY-19 (4-phosphoryloxy-N. N-diethyltryptamine) and 
CZ-74 (4-hydroxy-N. N-diethyltryptamine) are the diethyl analogues of 
psilocybin and psilocm·, they produce experiences similar to their ruumer~ 
partS but are slightly less active by weight, and their effects last only about 
three and a half hours--compared with about twice that for psilocybin and 
three times that for LSD. They are considered parrirularly appropriate for 
psychotherapy using psychedelics as an adjunct, because they are less tiring, 
more manageable for the experiencer and therapist and easier to schedule. 

Psilocybin, meanwhile, was sent to interested researchers at cost, 
becoming another psychedelic agent backed by a pharmaceutical house
after Cannabis tinctures, then mescaline, then harmaline and harmine, then 
LSD-25. Results from psilocybin studies began appearing in 1958, when the 
conclusions from six research projects were published. By 1 %2, Wasson 
was listing 362 items of relevant literature in a bibliography about psilocybin 
and the mushrooms containing this rumpound. The excitement in experi
mental psychiatry was intense. It was long before this psychedelic became 
available to any but a few in the small but expanding drug subrulmre. 

On the 1962 expedition organized by R. Gordon Wasson to see Maria 
Sabma, Hofmann came along and brought a botde of psilocybin pills. Sandoz 
was marketing them under (he brand name "Indocybin"-"indo" for both 
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"Indian" and "indole" (the nucleus of their chemical structures) and "lybin" 
for the main molecular constituent, "psilocybin:' C'Psilo" in Greek means 
"bald," "cybe" means "head.") 

Hofmann gave his synthesized teonanacatl to the curandera who di
vulged the Indians' secret. "Of course," Wasson recalls of the encounter, 
"Alben Hofmann is so conservative he always gives too little a dose, and it 
didn't have any effect." Hofmann had a different interpretation: activation 
of "the pills, which must dissolve in the stomach before they can be absorbed, 
takes place only after 30 to 45 minutes, in contrast to the mushrooms which, 
when chewed, work faster because parr of the drug is absorbed immediately 
by the mucosa in the mouth." 

In order to settle her doubts about the pills, more were distributed, 
bringing the total for Maria Sabi~a, her daughter, and the shaman Don 
Aurelio up to 30 mg., a moderately high dose by current standards but not 
perhaps by the Indians'. At dawn, their Mazarec interpreter reported that 
Maria Sabi~a felt there was little difference between the pills and the mush. 
rooms. She thanked Hofmann for the bottle of pills, "saying rhat she would 
now be able to serve peop)e even when no mushrooms were available." 

The Harvard Psilocybin Mushroom Project 
Surprisingly little of the psilocybin experimentation involved human 

use. The best known investigations in this area were conducted by Dr. Tim
orhy Leary and his associates at Harvard University-in the same building 
used by WiIliam)ames when he studied religious mysticism, "laughing gas" 
(N2 0), and the narure of altered consciousness. 

Leary, who was Irish and Catholic in extraction and whose father was 
Eisenhower's dentist, had been rebellious and was expelled from West Poim, 
but later he was well-received as a psychologist, speaker and author of two 
works, widely recognized among psychologists, a textbook and a psychological 
examination still employed for categorizing personality types. In 1960. 
while Leary was working as research director at the Kaiser Hospital in Oak
land, he was offerred a lectureship at Harvard for the fall 

In the summer of 1960, while on vacation in Cuernavaca near Mexico 
Gty, he ate seven small mushrooms beside the pool of his rented villa. Leary 
SOOn felt himself 

being swept over the edge of a sensory Niagra into a maelstrom of transcen. 
dental visions and hallucinatioos. The next five hours could be described in 
many extravagant metaphors, bUl it was above all and without question the 
deepest religious experience of my life. 

Leary vowed "to dedicate the rest of my life as a psychologist to the 
systematic exploration of this new instrument." That fall he returned to 
Harvard and interested many graduate students and others in researching 
psilocybin. 
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~TERPERSOHAl tA£CI( LIST 

ILLUSTRATING TI;f CLASSIFICATiON OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIORS 
INTO 16 VARIABLE CATEGORIES 

P,?1fJ Multilevel Measurement of Interpersonal Behavior, Dr. 
Timothy Leary's firs! hook (1957). u/Jich has been followed by mon
than tu'o dOZi:n others. 

Aldous Huxley ,":as in Cambridge at the time, as a visiting lecturer at 
M.I.T.; he ~as brought In as an advisor. On the day John Kennedy waseiened 
to the Presidency, Huxley and Humphry Osmond visited Leary. Afterwards, 
th~ bot? agreed that Harvard would be a perfect place to conduct a study of 
psdocybm, ?or they f~lt that ~ary "might be a bit too square," in Osmond's 
words .. nus evaluat~on has smce caused Osmond to wonder considerably 
about his and others effons to generalize personality assessment. 

" ~~ late l~" Leary had contaCted Sandoz for psjlocybin to be used for 
crea[Jvlty studIes and had established an eight-member board to oversee 

the J:Ia~ard Psilcx;Ybin Research Project. The board included Huxley, 
psychIatrist John SpIegel (who went on to become president of the American 
Psychiatr!c Association), David McClelland (Leary's superior), Frank Barron 
(an assoCIate who has since written much about creativity), Ralph Metzner 
(later a close Leary colleague), Leary, and two graduate students who had 
already started a project with mescaline. 

HaN'ard Experimentation with Psilocybin 241 

During the winter term of 1961, another Harvard faculty member, 
Richard Alpert, became an important companion. Leary and Alpert were 
co-Iecrurers in a course on "game theory" called Existential Transactional 
Behavior Change. Alpert was asked by the chairman of the social relations 
department (McClelland) (0 keep an eye on Leary and this "mushroom 
project." 

During early March 1961, however, Alpert himself took synthesized 
psilocybin-which Leary and others made a point of referring to as "the 
mushrooms" or "the mushroom pills." Within a few hours, he had an exper
ience (hat was to rum his life around. He began by dosing his eyes and relax
ing. Here's a description of that first trip beginning his transformation that 
appeared in a New Age magazine of the mid-1970s: 

... in the living room of Leary's house in suburban Boston, Alpert saw a figure 
in academic robes standing a few feet away and recognized himself inhis role 
as Harvard professor. The figure kept changing to other aspects of his identity 
-musician, pilot, lover, bon vivant-that had somehow dissociated them
selves from his bOOy. And then to his horror he watched his bOOy itself dis
appear as he looked down on it-first his forelegs, rhen all his limbs, theo his 
torso-and he knew for the first time that there was "a place where T existed 
independent of social and physical identity ... beyond Life and Death."' About 
five in the morning he walked the few blocks to his parent's house in adriving 
snowstorm and began shoveling the driveway, laughing aloud with joy. 

Three psilocybin projects were set up in line with Leary and Alpert's 
specialty, the psychology of "game-playing." In early 1%1, after initial psilo
cybin investigations, the Leary group began working in nearby Concord with 
oonvicts in the Massachusetts Correctional Instirution, a maximum-security 
prison for young offenders. It was hoped that psilocybin could help prisoners 
"see through" the self-defeating "cops-and-roobers game" and become less 
destructive citizens. Leary got along well with the Irish warden, and soon six 
prisoners volunteered for the study. 

The six volunteers grew in number to thirty-five over the next two 
years. Each underwent two psilocybin experiences during six weeks of bi
weekly meetings. Although the subjects were not very well educated, they 
were able to detach themselves from their everyday roles and "confront 
themselves," recognizing constructive alternatives to their formerly violent 
and. self-destructive behavior patterns. The question was what would happen 
to these prisoners upon release. Would the insights gained from two fairly 
heavy doses of psilocybin help (hem to lead useful and rewarding lives? Or 
would they soon be headed back to prison? Dr. Stanley Krippner, who also 
was given psilocybin at Harvard and who has since worked in the fields of 
"dream studies" and parapsychology, summed up the results: 

Records at umcord State Prison suggested that 64 percent of the 32 subjects 
would return to prison within six months after parole. However, after six 
munths, 25 percent of those on parole had returned, six for technical parole 
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viohHions and (v./o for new offenses_ These resules ace alJ tht, more Jram,ltl( 
when the correctional literature is surveyed', few .... hon-term prolt'tf.' With 
pri~oners have been effeceive to even a minor ueWet.'. In addition, th<: p(:r~, 10-
aliry test scores indicated a measurable positive (han~e when pre-psilocybin 
and post-psilocybin results were compared 

Although this psilocybin experiment included a lot of "render, lovin,g 
cace" and no control subjects, it established a sound basis for hope. The results 
warrant at least one controlled srudy. 

In a se(oncl area of experimentation, Leary and his associates gavt· the 
"mushroom pills" to about 400 graduate srudems, psychologists, rc:liguJU!> 
figures, mathematicians, chemists, writers, artists, musicians and pther 
creative individuals to study their reactions. Extensive rewrds were kept but 
to date only a few of these accounts have been published. 

One recording of a Huxley trip mentions only that he was given 10 mg. 
of psilOC)'bin and that he "sat in contemplative calm throughout; occasionally 
produced relevant epigrams; reported the experience as an edifyinji philo
sophic experience." Alan Watts' description of the psilocybin expefJence as 
"profoundly healing and illuminating" for him appears as chapter nille In 
Ralph Metzner's The Eatat;c Adventure; Stanley Krippner's accoum l~ 10 
Bernard Aaronson and Humphry Osmond's PIychede/iCI. In Creatlo/)" ,.md 
Psych%Rlca/ Health, Frank Barron devotes a chapter to excerpts fro~ (he 
records made by artists and musicians given psilocybin. 

The December 1%3 issue of the Journal of Nervou.J and Mental Dr.J· 
ea.Je.J summarized the findings on the first 129 men and 48 women tested: 
70 percent considered the experience either pleasant or ecstatic, 88 percent 
felt they had learned something from it or had some important insijihts, 62 
percent believed the experience to have changed their life for the berter, dnd 
90 percent expressed a desire to try the drug again. 

Out of this work developed a third area of inquiry: the resembldnce of 
mystical experience induced by psilocybin to mystical states brought about 
by spontaneous rapture or by religious practice. This eventually be<arne a 
"double-blind" study, described by Leary as a "'rested,controlled,scientifically 
up-to-date kosher experiment on the production of the objectively defined, 
bona-fide mystic experience as described by Christian visionaries and to be 
brought about by our ministrations." It was conducted by Walter Pahnke as 
pan of his Ph.D. dissertation for the Harvard Divinity School. 

His thesis focused on nine traits listed by Dr. W.T. Stace, professor 
Emeritus at Princeton. These characteristics, Stare felt, were the fundamentals 
of mystical experience-"universal and not restricted to any particular religion 
or culture". 

In a Boston University chapel on Good Friday 1%2, twenty Christian 
theology students took part in Pahnke's experiment after having been ex
haustively tested and screened. Ten were given 30 mg. of psilocybin. The 
others (as nearly as possible, a similar group) received 200 mg. of niconnic 

THE EFFECTS OF CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUGS 
ON PRISONER REHABILITATION 

Second Annual Report: 
"-ilocybln Rehabilitation 
Projact: 

All the professlona! work on 
this project was volunteer. 
The expenses for c!erical 
anistance and salaries for 
e)(.lnmala workers were 
covered by generous dona
tionS Irom The Uris Broth
ers Foundation, New York. 
and the Perapsycho!ogy 
Foundation, Ei!een Garrett. 
President. 

App!ications 10 three of
fices 01 the U.S. Pubhc 
Hea!th Service requesting 
support lor continuing this 
project were refused. 

Euct!y two years ago the 
Harvard Psi!ocybln Project 
inlUated a research pro
gram at Massachusetts Cor
rectional !nstltution, Con
cord, designed to test the 
effects of conSCiousness-ex
panding drugs on prisoner 
rehabilitation. 

The project was des'lgned 
at a pilot studY----f1eces
aarlly exp!oratory_lnce 
little was known about the 
long-range app!icatlon of 
the substances. 

During the fall and the winter of 19OO, much of my 
time and energy was going into the study of the 
effects of the psychedelic mushrooms. I was also 
carrving on an active prOgram of lecturing, teach
ing, - and field work in clinical psychology in the 
Harvard Graduate SchooL I had been brought to 
Harvard in 1959 in order to introduce existential
transactional metbods for behavior change. After 
fifteen years of practicing psychotherapy and about 
ten vears of doing research on psychotherapy, I had 
corn'e to the conclusion that there was very little 
that one person called a doctor could do for an
other person called a patient by talking to him 
across a desk, or listening to him as he lay on a 
couch_ I developed a lot of thf'ories and a lot of 
m(>thods on how behavior change could be brought 
about more ('(fectively than the standard clinical 
interview method. 

There are two main points to the theories I de
veloped; first (transactional) I was convinced that 
the doctor had to suspend his role and status as a 
doctor, had to join the other person actively and 
colJaboratively in figuring out the solution to hi~ 
prohlem. As much as possible, the doctor had to 
tllm over the responsihility to the man who knew 
most about the problem at hand, namely, the pa
tient. I developed many techniques for getting pa. 
ti('nts to help each other. 

The second point in my theory (existential) was 
that the doctor hilS to leave the safety of his consult
ing room and get out there in the field where the 
so-called patient is having his unique problems, and 
where he is going to solve his problems. I saw the 
role of the doctor as that of a coach in a game in 
which the patient was the star player. The coach 
can help, can point out mistakes, can share his 
wisdom, but in the last analysis, the guy who does 

The openIng page of the best presentatwn on the Han'ard Pri/oC)'bin 
ReJearch Project's two-year study with conwctl-pub/Jihed in 1968 In 
Timothy Leary's High Priest (Chapters i) and Wi and m the 
Psychedelic Review #10. 
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acid and a small amoum of Ix-nzedrine to stimulate the mitial phYSKJJ sen
sations of a psychedelic. Neither the subjects nor thelf guides knew at first 
which drugs had been given to whom. 

The experiment soon came to be known as "The Miracle of Marsh 
Chapel." In the following six months, extensive data werecolle<teci. These in
cluded tape recordings, group discussions, follow-up interviews and a 147-item 
questionnaire used (() quantify these characteristics of-mystical phl'nurnt"na: 

1) An experiem_'f' of unity 

2) An experience of timelessness 
and spacelessness, 

3) A sense of having encountered 
ultimate reality 

4) A feeling of blessedness 
and peace, 

5) A sense of the holy 
and the divine 

6) An experience of paraJoxicality 

7) A sense of ineffability 

S) Transiency, and 

9) Persisting positive changes 
in attitude and/or behavior 

The reaction level in each of Dr. Stace's nine categories was found to be 
significantly higher for the psilocybin group than for the controls, NlOe out 
of the ten who ingested p~ilo()'bin reported havin,g religious expericr}(c~ 
that they considered authentic, while only one from the control group danned 
to have had even minimal spiritual cognition. More important In terms of 
genuine mysrical experience, there was a lasting effect upon behaVIor and 
attitudes. Pahnke summarized these results: 

After an admittedly short follow-up period of only six months, life-enhancing 
and life~nriching effects, similar to some of those claimed by mystics, were 
shown by the higher scores nf the experimental subjects when compared to 

the controls. In addition, after four hours of follow-up interviews with each 
subject, the experimenter was left with the impre.<;sion that the experiencc 
had made a profound impact (especially in terms of religiOUS k'c:lin,g and 
thinkinjl:) on the lives of eijl:ht out of ten of the subjects who had been ,given 
psiicl(.)'bin The direction of change was toward more integrated, self
actualized attitudes and behavior in life. 

Subsequent requests by Pahnke for psilocybin and government approval 
to repeat his study were denied. 

Use of Psilocybian Mushrooms Increases 
Expensive and complicated to make, synrhetic psilocybin was a\'ailablc 

to only a small number of those in the "drug subculture" and some with 
academic connections during the I %Os. As for the organic product, it was 
widely believed then that sacred mushrooms grew only in Mexico. Most 
who experienced them traveled to Huautla de]imenez. The Turn-On Book 
and The Psychedelic Guide to the Preparation of the Eucharist described 
methods for growing Psilocybe cuhensis on agar or grains, but these tech
niques were not very effective, did not produce many mushroom .. , and went 
largely unrried. 
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Additional species of mushrooms containing psilocybin and psilocin 
discovered, and biosymhetic studies utilizing Psilocybe cuhensis were 

IoUltial:ed in many university laboratories. Still, only a few people having 
to the mycologicalliterarure knew that Psilocybe semi/anceata, which 
and Hofmann had analyzed as being quite potent, grew extensively 
the coast of the Pacific Northwest. Mycologists as a group were un

~."" .. ,<i in publicizing psychoactivity, The main clues appeared in French, 
Heim and Wasson's Les Champignons HaJiucinogenes du Mexique 

and Nouvelles Investigations sur ler Champignons Hallucinogenes 

After the climax of ami·LSD propaganda in the late 19605, interest in 
iqlmic' or "natural" psychedelics greatly increased. The appeal was fueled 
lIl'""uy' High Priest, which devoted attention to mushrooms and psikx:ybio, 

the books of Carlos Castaneda. The first of these, The Teachings of 
"". J~''': A Yacqui Way of Knowledge, caught the popular imagination as 

readers became fascinated with Don]uan's "smoking mixture" (alleg-
a combination of mushrooms, Datura and other substances sealed in a 

for more than a year), 
In order to meet the new demand for "magic mushrooms," many 

simply renamed their LSD, PCP or other compounds, some even 

;;:~~that their "psilocybin" had been cut with' "organic rose hips," 
to make it sound even more "natural." By the early 19705, un-
dealers were adulterating Agaricus bisporus-the common, 

commercial mushroom, which is now called A. brunnescens-with 
or PCP or both. This practice continued for several years. PharmChem, 

~"~Ula.ly':ing hundreds of suspect mushroom samples, reported that it had 
on.VlWO genuine specimens over a three year period. Bruce Radcliff 

Ph,.nmC:h,'rn dubbed the others Pseudopsilocybe hofmannii, 
A new era in hunting mushrooms opened after publication of Leonard 
A Key to the American Psilocybin Mushroom (1970). This small 

described fifteen species in sixty pages, providing a water-rolor picture 
~ ''''''n .. Enos had had personal experience with only two of the species that 

treated, and thus his renderings of the mushrooms' appearances were 
ina",,,.,, and sometimes fanciful. (In two cases, species known by two 

binomials were drawn to look like different kinds of mushrooms.) He 
010, pw,ided a section on cultivation, which was overcomplicated and which 

one seems to have used. Nonetheless, Enos' book stimulated much 
\me'i,:anfieldwork that resulted in several reliable guides by the end of the 

Starting in 1974, a group of a dozen people in the San Francisco Bay 
began experimenting with various techniques for growing psilocybian 

~"'.f,~oorr". hoping to find a simple procedure for cultivation that would 
for the users themselves. They had already grown several &nistenopSlS 

"Pee"" and the San Pedro cacrus in a search for a natural psychedelic rhar 
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offered a high YIeld and could be grown indoors. They concluded that mush. 
rooms presented [he beSt opportunity. 

In 1976, writing under the names OT Oss and O.N. <Jerie, thIs group 
published the results of their mll5hcOClm experimentation in Psilocybin: 
Magic Mushroom Grower's Guide. This book described in clear English 
accompanied by phorographs a fairly simple and effective technique for 
home ruleivarion of the potent Stropharia (Psi/ocybe) cubensif species that 
required no controlled materials. Simultaneously, spore prints became avail_ 
able through col.mrerculrufe magazines, notably Hi[!,h Times. 

The important differences in the Oss and Oerie method had to do With 

instructions for maintaining sterile conditions and with "casing." In 1971 
JP. San Antonio published a new laboratory procedure for producing Af;ancus 
brunnescen.s in small amounts for scientific study: he showed that COVerlOg 
the mycelium, or vegetative stage, of this common mushroom with about 
half an inch of slightly alkaline soil could greatly increase the yield by causl~g 
it to "fruit" repeatedly (in "flushes" appearing periodically), Although it is 
unclear who deserves the credit for this breakthrough, the San Antonio tech
nique was modified so that it worked with Stropharia cuben.sis grown on rye 
and other grains. 

Oss and Oeric hoped that users rultivating these mushrooms in theIr 
homes would be lndependentof the illICit market, which at the time was pro
ducing and sellmg many spurious products. Further, they hoped that this 

Jan of Stropharia cubensis yieldin~ up to a crop per week fOl 
about two monthJ under optimum conditions (approximatel;. 200 
f!.ramr ()f mUJhrooms, about 20 grams dry u'eif!.ht). 
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~~~:::~~~,(:WOUld become a permanent part of the subculture, immune from 
~l and anti-drug crusades. To a certain extent, these ends have 

met. However, the authors did not realize that there would be as many 
large growers as have emerged. 

Their technique was still so complicated that only a small percentage 
of users have even tried it. A large pressure-cooker is needed, and many 

Photo~,.afJIJJ iI/ultra/info! the main steps involved in psilocybian 
mUJhroam Clt/tft'aliO/I: 111 equipment needed for ycalpc! Imlati()n ()f 
sterile fleJh of Stropharia cubensis; (2) Jtep·by-step f!.yowth from sporn 
to mushrooms; (3) macula/jam of Mamn jan filled u'ith rye and U'ater 
from stock culture; (4) mycelial ~roU'th after fit'e, ten and fifteen days; 
(5) casin[! and Jprayin~ Mason jan; (6) fresh murhrooms and dried 
mruhro()Jns ready for !reezlnf!.. 
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couldn't get the hang of the spore·growing and sterilization requirements 
for inoculation of the rye jars. Since a capital investment of only about S200 
enables one to p~odu~e large vol.umes, some people have taken on the pro
cedure as a full-tlme Job, prodUCIng thousands of Jars of these mushnx)ms. 
This cot~age i?dustry has dis~ppoj~[ed some in ~he Oss and Oerie group, 
because It agam has resulted In a kmd of centralized capitalism. 

In the half-decade since publication of the Oss and Oerie ~k, several 
others have issued procedures for psilocybian cultivation. Many mushroom_ 
growing kits have been presented to the public. There have even been "dung 
dealers" offering high-priced compost for sale. 

Over this period, many interested parries have become knowledgeable 
~bout ~ushroom groWing, with a few people doing much additional exper
ImentaClon Among other rurrem developments, we are seeing a fair amount 
of rultivation of other psilocybian species such as of Psilocybe cyanescens 
(which is large and full of psilocybin, but so far has been a poor "'fruiter''). 
Also, procedures are becoming steadily simpler with time and practice. 

BOTANY 
Mushrooms comaining psilocybin and/or psilocin belong to a broad 

botanical order, the Agaricales (gill-bearing fungi), and are found mainly in 
the Psilocybe, Strophana, and Panaeolus genera. Well over two dozen 
species of psilocybian mushrooms are now known, each exhibiting distinct 
ranges in size, shape, habitat and potency. Potency goes from virtually 
nothing to approximately 1) mg.jgm. of the dry weight. The average is 
perhaps 3.0 mg./dry gm., amounting to about 0.03 percent of the fresh 
mushrooms. Mushrooms are generally 90 percent water. 

The species that are presently considered most important will be dis
cussed in terms of their unique qualities. First, some comments relevant to 
them all. 

Field Identification, Bluing Reaaion, 
Spore Prints and Preparation 

When the Wassons asked theit Indian guide abautthe source of mush
rooms, he replied, "The little mushroom comes of itself, no one knows 
whence, like the wind that comes we know not whence nor why." Actually, 
psilocybian mushrooms begin as microscopic spores that grow on the tip of 
cells near the mushrooms gills, called basidia. After maturing, they are 
dispersed by the wind. 

Out of perhaps a million such spores, only a few grow after reaching an 
appropriate habitat. They develop threadlike into hyphae, thin cells that 
mass together and spread underground to become the mycelium, which 
corresponds to the leaves and roots of a green plant. When this structure 
"fruirs," the sexual pan of the organism appears above ground as a mushroom. 

As the mushroom expands through the absorption of water by osmotiC 
action, a protective veil develops uooer the gills. Eventually the cap breakS 
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veil through an evaporation process caused by the sun, and the veil and 
are covered with spores, usually a dark purple-brown. Millions of 

rain down and then are carried by the rain and wind [0 where they 
germinate and again produce mycelia, thus completing another cycle_ 

Anyone interested in collecting or growing psilocybian mushrooms 
of course, acquire a field guide by a competent author, such as Paul 

Psilocybe Mushrooms & Their Allies. Additional valuable illustra
and descriptions can be found in On and Bigwood's 

to , Gary Menser's HaJlucinof!,enic and PoiJOnous 
Field Guide, and Richard and Karen Haard's Poisonous & 

. Mushrooms. 
When collecting, it's a gocx:l idea to grasp and twist only the stem (not 

the cap). All should be separated in wax paper or paper bags (not 
. must breathe or they rapidly spoil), and care should be 

to see that they aren't crushed. 
Notes made about the mushrooms' habitat often give valuable clues to 

identification of psilocybian mushrooms, as does a "spore prim." This can be 
by placing one specimen's cap on a sheer of white paper and, if 

possible, another on black paper. These mushroom caps should then be 
CDVered by a glass and leh alone for several hours, until it becomes clear 
whether or not they are dark purple-brown. The remainder of the collection 
shoolld be refrigerated (but not frozen) as soon as possible, because mush
rooms deteriorate fairly rapidly in heat. They can be preserved in the veg

bin of a refrigerator well over a week. 
Some psilocybian mushrooms reveal a striking blue color characteristic 

in fresh specimens; this can aid in identification along with other traits, sU(h as 
spore color and size, appearance of the gills, etc. When these mushrooms are 
scratdled or bruised by handling, they stain blue or, if the surface color is 
yellowish, greenish blue. Some of these mushrooms exhibit this stain 
naturally, perhaps because of the heat of the sun or the pressure of raindrops. 

There has been much mention of this test in the psychedelic literarure, 
but it is by no means reliable. Some mushrooms "blue" only after the first 
"flush" of the fruiting txxIies (growth of the fruiting bodies recurs, usually at 
one-week intervals). Some authors have concluded that this 'bluing" ocrurs 
only in mushrooms containing both psilocin and psilocybin. 

Bigwood and Michael Beug, after analyzing many collections of fifteen 
psilocybian species, concluded that bluing per se does not indicate the 
presence of psilocin. A few species containing only psilocybin exhibited a 
slight bluing reaction on the stems but would not blue when handled. The 
species containing both the 4-phosophorylated psilocybin and the 4-
hydroxylated psilocin analogues, however, bruised a darker blue and often 
showed this characteristic even when untouched. It is unclear which 
tryptamine in the psilocybian mushrooms is responsible for the bluing, but 
pure psilocybin or psilocin when placed in pure water and left at room 
temperature discolors the water to a bluish-brown. 
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Harvested psiJocybian mushrooms can be eaten fresh, or they can be 
dried, sealed and stored. The beSt procedure is to dry the mushr(X}ms In a 
freeze-drier without heat. For most users, this is impossible, so a lamp Or 

oven can do, as long as there is ventilation and the temperature does not 
exceed 90" F. in a dry atmosphere. (If you use an oven, leave the door 
cracked open.) A space heater can also be used. Whatever the means, the 
drying takes at least twenty to twenty-four hours and leaves the mushrooms 
in a brittle state. 

The mushrooms should then be weighed, placed in a sealable container 
and frozen No mushrooms should be frozen fresh, because they will 
disintegrate when thawed. 

To produce a homogenous mixture from which known doses can be 
accurately weighed, grind the mushrooms in a blender or coffee mill. The 
resulting powder should be stored frozen at the lowest temperature 
possible in an airtight container filled to the top. The result doesn't look like 
mushrooms and probably cannot be identified by species even by a 
mycologist. It is quite easy to measure out doses for ingestion. 

Freezing is most critical for those mushrooms known to contain 
psilocin, such as Psilocybe cyanescens or Strophana cubensis, because they 
have a shore shelf life at room temperature. For ingestion, such powders l'an 
be capped, blended lOCO a "smoothie," or drunk with chocolate. A chocolate 
drink prepared with honey, spices and water (there was no milk in pre
Conquest America aside from corn whey) has long been associated with 
mushroom rituals and is quite pleasant served before a velada. 

Stropharia (Psiiocybe) cubensis (San Isidro) 
This mushroom was originally colleued in Cuba in 1904. It is the 

easiest of all mushrooms to grow--even easier than the commercial ones. 
Currently, it is probably the beSt psilocybian mushroom for most users and is 
certainly the most readily available. Its psychoacrivity varies, however, and 
degenerates over time, especially when there is delay in moving the product 
from the grower to user. Some dealers have been known to open up bags of 
these mushrooms so they will gain more weight from ambient humidity, 
which breaks down the psilocybin and psilocin even further. 

This species was collected by Schultes during his 1939 trip to Oaxaca 
and deposited at the Farlow Herbarium at Harvard University. Afrer the 
Second World War, the mycologist Rolf Singer worked there identifying 
mushrooms; in an attempt to reorganize the taxonomy of the genus Stro
phana, he came upon Schultes' specimens. In 1951, he placed Stropbana 
cubemis Earle in the Psilocybe genus, basing this identification on micro
scopic characteristics, particularly of the spore. He neglected to tell Schultes 
and didn't follow this work up, but the mushroom is now often referred to as 
Psilocybe cubensis (Earle) Singer. 

Stropharia (Psilocybe) cubensis, the most popular psilocyhian mushroom, 
contains up to 14 mg.jgm. of psilocybin dry weight. The potency of this 
mtt.shroom varies greatly, however, and deteriorates fairly rapidly over time. 
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Some mycologists have disputed Singer's identification, arguing that 

the macroscopic features place this mushroom in the genus Slrophana. At 
the time of this writing. bmh designations are found in the jirerature-Stro_ 
pharia in ethnopharmacological and some European mycological SOurces Prilocybe mainly in the American, Mexican and botanical sources. ' 

This mushroom is tropical and subtropical and appears in cowfields 
during rainy seasons or other times of high humidity. In the U.S., it isdistri
bured mainly along the southeastern seaboard, bur it can be found inland as 
far north as Tennessee. 

It grows narurally in connection with cattle-partirularly hot·weather_ 
loving Brahmas-and especially in dung a few days old. It may be because of 
this that the Indians consider it inferior, only using it as a last resore. More 
likely, it has lower starus because it wasn't indigenous to Mexico--it arrived 
with Spanish importation of Brahma cattle from the Philippine Islands_ 
and thus doesn't have ancient associations in their shamanistic rites. In 
Mexico, the Mazatecs call this species "di-shi-tho-le-rra-ja" (sacred mush
room of COW dung), but its other names are Spanish (such as "San Isidro 
Labrador," St. Isidore the Plowman). The anthropologist Peter Furst has 
promoted the notion that it may have grown in deer dung, but attempts to 
grow it in that medium h;rven't succeeded. In cullivating it, dung isn't 
essential; it fruits very potently on rye and other grains. Rye-cuJrured speci
mens appear Jess robust than those in the field or those grown on compost, 
but in terms of psychoaccivity they ace about a third stronger on rhe average. 

In the fields, this mushroom tends to come up singly or in small groups. 
Growth is rapid. In pastures, it often grows from the size of a pinhead co a 
full mushroom in little more than a day. It becomes rather large, generally 
attaining a height of 15-30 cm. (6-12"). It often appears whitish overall, 
sometimes with a steaking of "comicstrip blue." The mushroom often blues 
without any apparent bruising, perhaps because of intense heat. When it 
opens, the cap usually gets lighter on the outside while the center gets darker
but not necessarily so. It can be light brown or light reddish-gold, and often 
the prominent annulus, or collar, is covered with spores. 

Early sruclies made of this species estimated the concentrations of 
psilocybin at about 0.2 percent (2.0 mg./gm) of the dry weight, along with a 
fairly high amount of psilocin But the anaiyciOli tools then in use necessitated 
heating and are now considered obsolete. Current stateo()f-the-are equipment 
-such as High-Performance Liquid Chromotography (HPLC)-shows 
that much of the "psilocin" observed was actually psilocybin that had been 
transformed into psilocin by the analytical process. 

Recently, Bigwcxx:l and Beug detected psilocybin in concentrations as 
large as 13J mg./gm (lJ percent) and psilocin in concentrations of 1.0 
mg./gm in a batch of dried Stropharia cubensis mushrooms. In the same 
strain, however, they also found psilO<)'bin as low as 3.2 mg./gm. and psilocin 
at 1.8 mg'; gm. 
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Moreover, they discovered that the same strain in the same container 

produced greatly .varying amounts of psychoactive constituents in different 
"flushes" appeanng about a week apart. For example, they recorded the 
following psilocybin content-in mg./gm dry weight-for one sequence of 
fIVe flushes: 8.3,6.5, 13.3,4.8 and 6.8. The potency of the third flush was 
twice that of the second and nearly three times that of the fourth. 

The third flush did not show the highest psychoactive concentrations 
in other instances. The only consistency found was that in the first flush 
psilocin-and the psilocybin and psilocin analo~es-were. either barely present or entirely absent. Their strength then Increased In subsequent 
flushes. 

Bigwood and Beug's conclusion in 1982 was this: 
We found that the level of psilocybin and psilocin varies by a factor of four 

among various rulrures of PJjlocybe cubenstJ grown under rigidly controlled 
ronditions, while specimens from outside sources ["street" samples] varied 
ten-fold. 1 t is clear that enrheogenic and recreational users of this species have 
no way to predict the amount of psilocybin and psil?,i.n th~ are ing.esti.ng with a given dry weight of the mushroom. Thus, varlatlons l[l the subjectIve 
experience come not only from effects of "set" and "setting," but also in very 
real measure from dosage differences. 

'Psilocybe semilanceata (liberty Caps) 
. This is now the second most important psilocybian mushroom world· 

: wide. Its popular name comes from its looking like caps worn during the 
,- French Revolution. Found in the northern temperate zone, it grows inland 
up co a thousand miles from the ocean-a rule covering its known habitat to 
date. It fruits in taU grasses and on cow fields mainly in the faJL only occasion
a1ly in the spring. (Unlike Ps. cubens;s, it does not grow on dung itself.) 
This species is fairly small, about 10 cm. (4") tall at most 

Repons of the psychoactivity of Liberty Caps predate the Wassons' 
journeys to Mexico. In C Mcilvaine's One Thousand American Fungi 
(19<X», this species is described as a mushroom with strange effects that 
don't last long and are not toxic. The psychoactive ingredient, according to 
this classic text, can be removed by boiling the mushroom in water and then 
throwing away the water. In 1910, a professor at Yale and his wife took it a few times and had marvelous experiences and hilarity for a short while. At 
about this same time, reports circulated of its use in Norway, Maine by the 
artist community there. 

Psilocybin was first deteaed in Ps. semilanceata by Heim and Hofmann 
in the early l%Os, but it was not used in Europe until at least a dozen years 
later. In the Pacific Nonhwest, use apparently began as early as 1%5. The 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police confiscated some on the Vancouver campus 
of UBC at that time. Experimentation with this mushroom was only sporadic, 
however, until publication of Enos' 1970 book because very few people were 



Psilocybe semilanceata (Liberty Caps), a fat'Grite m coastal temperate 
zones, are potent in psilocybin-averaRing around 11 mg./[!.m. dry 
wef[!.ht-which if stable. 
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Psilocybe pelliculosa, another psilocybian specm that man)' people 
ronfuse with Uberty Caps, contains psilocybin and the same analogues 
INIt has only half the potency of Uberty Caps. This one can be easily 
disJ;nR,u;Jhed by habitat. Rather than in cou" fields, it j.;rows on sawdust 
Ot' wood chip piles in forested areas where lumberiacks have been 
workinj.;. It doesn't displa)' the indrawn edge to ils cap that is evident 
in Uberty Caps, and often its stem and cap edge darken with age. 

aware of the existence of psychedelic mushrooms in that area. Nowadays, 
thousands of people in the northwestern U.S., Scandinavia (especially Nor
way), the British Isles and most of western Europe collect this mushroom. 

Ps. semilanceata is <juite potent by weight, containing as much as 12.8 
mg. psilocybinjgm. and averaging around 11 mg./~m. in dried specimens. 
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Unlike Ps. cubens;s, which is highly variable in strength, this one is much 
more uniform with psychoactivity differing in samples by not much more 
than a factor of two. Three or four of these ciny mushrooms are often enouJ.ih 
to energize the body and affect color percep£ion and visual acuity. About 
twenty to thirty mushrooms constitute a strong dose, although some people 
have been known to take up to 100 at a time. It is recommended that users 
take no more than 2 or 3 dried grams the fiest few times. 

Some people have observed that mushrooms containing both psilocybin 
and psilocin tend to lose theif psychoactiviry fairly rapidly, whereas those 
lacking psilocin tend to have a long shelf life. Liberty Caps have no psiJ(Xln, 
but they do contain psilocybin analogues. Specimens collected and anaiyzt'd 
in 1976 were reanalyzed after four years on a shelf without refrigeration. 
They were found to be almost as potent. 

Most liberty Caps do not blue, but some do so heavily. At this point, 
we don't know whether the latter are another species. Some mushrooms 
recently collected are quite similar in appearance to Ps. semilanceata and in
habit the same cow fields. These may be variants or other new species; of 
those that look like liberty Caps and grow on pastures, none is poisonous. 
(A recently discovered psilocybian mushroom that is similar is known as Pr. 
linaformens and is common in Europe and Oregon, where it too is Oftt'fl 

called a "liberty Cap.") 

Panaeolus subbalteatus (benanosis) 
This is the most prevalent of these psilocybian mushrooms, ,growing 

throughout the U.S. and found in various climates in many parts of the world. 
It grows singly or in clusters to a height of about 8 cm. (just over 3"), most 
commonly on composted dung, in both spring and fall. The tan cap develops 
a striking cinnamon-brown band around the bottom and flattens as it ages, 
with the central portion fading over time toa pale, warm buff color. Eventu
ally it resembles a large floppy hat draped over a fairly thick, whitish stem 
that sometimes blues at its bottom. The spore print has a blackish-purple 
color. 

Andy Weil claims that Panaeolus suhbalteatus doesn't proouce as good 
a psychedelic trip as most other psilocybian mushrooms and that it can bring 
on a side effect of stomach aches. These assertions have not been confirmed 
by most other users and many people like it--especially in the spring, when 
few liberty Caps are available. It springs up on compost, straw and manure 
piles and often can be seen clustered inone- or two-foot rings along roads, on 
lawns and in op;.'n areas. It can becultivated but only on compost, and spores 
from it can be bought from High Times' advertisers through the mail. 

Panaeolus suhbalteatus has a long shelf life and contains no psilocin; 
the psychoacrivity comes only from psilocybin and its analogues. The amounts 
are low to moderate for psilocybin, varying from a little over 1.5 mg./ grn. up 
to 6.0 mg./gm. dry weight. 

More Popular Species 
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Panaeolus subbalteatus, a Jpecies seen commonly throughout North 
America and many parts of the world, contains lou' to moderate 
tlmONnts of psilocybin. It is among the few psilocybian mushrooms thaJ 
/n#t in the spring 

Psilocybe cyanescens (Wary Caps, Blue Halos) 
This species is the m:Jst potent psilocybian mushroom known. Although 

not as big as Ps. cNbensis, it is probably the second largest growing in the 
U,s., generally reaching 6-8 cm. in height (about 3"). This mushroom, like 
PI, pe//iculosa and the few others that follow, don't grow on dung but rather 
on hardwoods and wood chips. 

Ps. cyanescens likes to inhabit landscaped yards containing ground 
bark arx:l often dwells tmder Douglas firor cedar arx:l in mukhed rhcxbxlendron 
beds. The large cap. which starts out chestnut brown and becomes more 
caramel-wloced with age, is wavy, so they've been called Wavy Caps. Because 
of the blue line around the edge of the cap, they are also known as Blue Halos. 
Generally this species grows in dusters, although sometimes it comes up 
singly. When it fruits, it is prolific. It is not unusual to hear of mushroom 
hunters gathering six to seven ounces dry weight at a time. 

This mushroom contains psilocybin, psilocin and at least four analogues. 
It blues markedly when bruised and is less stable than liberty Caps. It isn't 
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Psil(xybe cyane-scens. u larRe specter uilh dl1 lilldulutim,: 'drdmd.a!loreJ 
cup: i.r the. m() rl potent p_ri/(!(yIJlu1J mUJhroom detected dn)'uiJerc. It 
jr1llt.r proli/lcdll), /mm /ull Ihrou!!.h u'inh'r in the Paci/i,- NorthuL'J1. 

cultivated very easily, but is potent. In Bigwood and Beugsamples, "Psilocybin 
levels were found to range up to 16.8 mg./gm. dry weight, with the total 
psilocin plus psilocybin levels reaching 19.6 mg./gm. dry weight-nearly 
2% of the dry weight" Being large and the most potent psilocybian species, 
it is quite popular and one of the most sought after mushrooms in the Pacific 
Northwest. 

Psilocybe baeocystis 
This is another strongly-bluing Pacific Northwest species. It can be 

found growing on ground bark, wOlX! chips, peat moss and occasionally 
lawns and is common on campuses. This popular mushroom appears from 
fall through midsummer; as many as fifty are often dumped together. Gen
erally it contains rather low levels of psilocybin and psilocin. Its patem)', 
however, is highly variable. 
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Psilocybe baeocysrjs mhJhitJ areax u'ith hark and fI:ood chip_f and is 
p,.era/l:'11t throughout Ih" PuC!lTt Nor/hunt. Iff pJ)'choactil'it), ix IIJUJII), 
Wf:ak bllt 111 rome 111J/dl/(('f nndr t/Jdt of the J/rrJl1!!.CJl pJi/oqiJiun 
mltfhroo!/ll. 

Bigwood and Beug assess it as averaging about 2.8 psilocybin/gm. and 
1.4 mg. psilocin/ gm. dry weight. But one collea-ion they examined was 
fouod to contain 8.5 mg. psilocybin/gm. and 5.9 mg. psilocin/gm.-rivaling 
concentrations in the strongest psilocybian species. This variability makes it 
riskier to use than most others. "One could eat a lot of weak ones to get an 
experience," comments Jeremy Bigwood, "and then go [0 another patch and 
get maybe 200 mg. of psilocybin plus." Extra caution in dosage is strongly 
recommended. 

The edge of the cap of this species generally undulates, resembling a 
bottle cap or lawn umbrella, and the stem is often characterized by twisting 
bends. An important identifying characteristic is a brown spot that appears 
in the center of the cap after it is dried. P.rilocybe baeocystis is bound CO 
become more familiar because of increasingly widespread use of its host 
materials in industrial parks, around homes, etc. 
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Another psilocybian mushroom that also blues and has characteristics 
similar [0 Ps. haeocySlts and Ps. cyanescem is Ps. cyanajiberlOJa. It wasong· 
inally collected between patches of the first two. This one has somewhat 
wavy caps like Ps. cyane.rcem, although they don't open up nearly so much, 
and the same chemical components as the others. It's normally weaker than 
Ps. baeocystiJ, often ronraining about 1.3 mg. of both psiiocybin and psilocin/ 
gIn. dry weight. 

Psilocybe sruntzii 
This is another psilocybian mushroom that readily springs up on 

commercially prepared wood chips. It IS a fairly small, stout mushroom, 
which in many people's opinion should be included in the Stropharia genus 
since it has a prominent annulus. It can be found on grasses, bark mulch and 
mulched lawns in the fall and summer; under the grasses there is always a 

Psikx-ybe stuntzii is a recent Pacific NorthU'est ps)'chedelic find. Short. 
stout and a u'ood chip parasite. it is about the u'eakest of the knou'II 
psilocyhian mushrooms of North Amenca. 
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Psilocybe srunrzii Rrou·lnr.: bl:'Side Galerina autumnalis. These two 
mUJhroom specieJ, the fint psychedeltc and the H'cond poimnous, often 
grou' JO closely that they appear to be cluJtered. The mOJt reliable 
differentlatinr.: factor IS spore color-the Galerina:r hemr.: rnst-brou'n. 
the Psilocybe's beinr.: graJ' to lilac. Ps. stunrzii aim haJ a prominent 
annulus, while Galerina autumnalis doeJ not. 

layer of wcxx!. bits. The cap is sticky and has stripes on the edges that become 
flat, scalloped edges when the mushroom is mature. This is very likely the 
weakest psilocybian mushroom in the Pacific Northwest. The Bigwood and 
Beug studies show that its potency ranges from nothing to a high of 3.6 mg. 
psilocybin/ gm. dry weight. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: this species can easily be confused by the 
novice with the deadly species Gaterina autumnal;s, with which it sometimes 
dusters. The most potent psilocybian mushrooms grow on wood chips, and 
so anyone hunting for them should know how co identify the poisonous 
Gaterina. 

The twO species in question can definitely be separated from one another 
by spore color: that of the Galerina species is rust-brown in contrast CO that 
of the PJI/ocybe species, which is gray to lilac. Furthermore, their coloration 
is different, their "collars" look quite different, and the Gaterina species pre
sents lines radiating from the center of the cap. Only the psilocybian mush
room turns blue upon bruising. If there is any doubt as to identification, a 
mushroom that does oot blue should be discarded as Galerina. (The toxic 
ingredient in Gaterina rmtumna!is also appears in the common edible mush
room but in very small amounts.) 
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In December 1981 on Whidby Island in Washington Stare, Some teen. 
agers searching for psilocybian mushrooms made a mistake in identification. 
Two young men and a woman who ingested the mushrooms got sick the 
next day but were afraid to report their illness for fear of arrest by the author. 
ities. They apparently waited yet another day before the symptoms got 
extremely bad, and then all three went to a hospital. The two young men 
survived, but the young woman died on Christmas Day. 

Another fatality attributed to the search for psilocybian mushrooms 
occurred in 1960, when two adults and four children ate a large number of 
what they assumed were Psilocybe baeocystis. A six-year-old boy in this 
group died. Some of the mushrooms from this patch, phot6graphed for an 
article, were clearly not Ps. baeocystis but Ps. cyanescens. Because these two 
species sometimes grow together with Galerina autumnalis, it's nor unlikely 
that the six people ingested all three. Their symptoms were similar to those 
of the woman on Whidby Island. 

This short description of the main North American species illustrates 
how varied psilocybian mushrooms are. People intending to gather or cul
tivate them should consult experts, particularly when identification of any 
mushroom is in question. Even dear phorographs may be only somewhat 
helpful. It should be kept in mind that mushrooms change appearance as 
they age and often have different coloration in different regions. 

CHEMISTRY 
The psychoactive compounds in psilocybian mushrooms are psilocybin, 

psilocin and their N-de and N-di-demethylated analogues. Workers at 
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals and elsewhere have synthesized many related com
pounds. But only two have been tested in humans (these were lab-coded 
"(2-74" and "CY-19"). 

All such compounds contain the white, crystalline "ring" strucrur(' of 
an "indole··~which chemists abbreviate as GH7N and draw in this fashJOn: 

H 

~ 
indole 

They also contain "ethylamine" side chains of vanous lengths. Taken 
tOgether, the mdole and side chain constitute "tryptamines." Nearly all 
psychedelic tryptamines exhibit a rare substitution at the poSItion 
marked by an astensk in the drawing above. 

The psiloC)'bin and psilocin molecular grouping bears a close 
resemblance to chemicals appearing in the brain. One of the psilocybian 
analogues is, in fact, one of the closest known compounds to the neurotrans
mitter seroronin, differing only with respect to the rare substitution just 
mentioned: it is 4- rather than 5-hydroxytrypramine. Psilocin, interesringly, 
is the nearest relative to bufotenine, once thought a psychoanive compound, 

4-0POJ-DMT (Psilocybin) 
(4-pho,phoryloxy-N, N

dimethyltryptamine) 

OH 
~CH2CH2NH2 
~N.J 

H 

5-0H-T, also called 5HT 
(Serotonin) 

o OH v ~ 

"p, 
- 0 0(-) (+) 

6~ CH2CH,NH(CH,CH* 

H 

4-0PO,-DET (CY-19) 
(4-phosphoryloxy-N, N-

diethyltryptamine) 

4-0H-DMT (Psilocin) 
(4-hydroxY-N, N

dimethyltryptamine) 

5·0H-DMT (Bufotenine) 

OH 

~ CH2CH2N(CH2CH3)2 
UN) 

H 

4-0H-DET (C2-74) 
f4·hydroxy-N, N

diethyltryptamine) 

Psilocybin (at top left) is the main psychoactive compound in psilocybian 
mushrooms. Most of it is transformed upon in~estion by the enzyme 
alkaline phosphatase into psilocybin (top ri~ht), the second important 
psychedelic in these mushrooms. 

Close cousins to psilocin are bufotenine (middle ri~htJ, a suhstance m 
plantJ and animals that u'as once thought psychoactIve. and the hU1lhJn 
neurotransmitter serotonin (middle le!t). 

Two synthetics In thIS clusterin~ that have been tested in people u-ith 
f.ood re,rults are CY·19 and CZ-74, represented in the bottom drau';np. 

Other related compounds present in JOme psilocybian mushrooms are 
4-0P03-NMT (baeocystin) and 4-0P03- T ~both analogues of 
psilocybin-and 4-0H-NMT (norbaeocy,rtin) and 4-0H- T -both 
analogues of psilocin. 
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which was first discovered in the skin secretions of wads (Bufa vuixaris, for 
which it was named) and later in plants, notably the tree known as Anada-
nanthera pen'Xrina from which cohoba snuff (see Chapter 6) IS made. 

Psilocybin and Psilocin 
The major psychedelic agent in psiJocybian mushrooms is psilocybin_ 

the first indole derivative discovered to contain phosphorus. When ingested, 
the phosphorus radical is immediately "dephosphoryJated" by an intestinal 
enzyme, alkaline phosphatase, into psilocin and phosphoric acid Animal 
experiments suggest that psilocybin and psilocin appear at similar chemical 
concentrations at about the same time in various organs. Thus, the phos· 
pharus radical is generally considered "dead weight" in terms of psycho
activity. 

An important difference between psil()(fbin and psilocin is their rela
tive stability-psilocin is easily oxidized, deteriorating soon afterwards. 
Hence Sandoz chose to develop psii:xybin, which doesn't require freezing to 
retain potency, rather than the easier-to-synthesize psilocin. Unfortunately, 
mushrooms containing just psil()(fbin and its analogues-PI. semi!anceata, 
Ps, petliculosa and Ps. mexicana-are all tiny. By weight, psilocin is about 
lA times as strong as psilocybin-a ratio corresponding to their molecular 
weights. (Compared by weight, LSD is about 200 times as powerful as psilo
cybin.) 

Psilocybin (left) and psilocin crystals viewed through 
a microfCope. 

RElated Psychoactive Derivatives 
Many users feel that psilocybin and psilocin in synthetic form proouce a 
more lucid mental state than the mushrooms; they also seem to provide 
more physical energy. Mushrooms generally have longer effects and are 
more sedating. 

These differences are probably caused by the presence of the psilocybin 
and psilocin analogues, which appear in small amounts but may act as seda
tives. These analogues have so far been tested only on animals. 

Physiological Reactions 265 

,,pf,rYSlCAIL EFFECTS 
The amount of time reqUIred to produce somatic sensations from 

~:Z::~" psilocin or psilocybian mushrooms varies with the mwe of ;i i If a high dose of mushrooms is chewed well and kept for some 
in the mouth, effects may be perceived within seven to eight minutes. 

~~~~~~,~or psilocin placed under the tongue---or moderate amounts of the ,~ retained for a while in the mouth-produces initial sensations 
,",m'" about fifteen to twenty minutes. If the mushrooms are immediately 
.... allowed, however, only about half of the potentiating chemicals are ab
JOrbed by the stomach wall, and it then takes thiny to forty-five minutes 
'(sometimes a ful! hour) before they cross the blood-brain barrier to prompt 

When psilocybin and psilocin are injected intramuscularly, 
effects are felt within five ro six minutes. 

Generally, the first signs that the effects are starting are involuntary 
yawning (usuaily without sleepiness) and a non-specific sense of resc1essness 

malaise. Some people experience nausea with mushrooms, most often 
aher they use the bitter Ps. caerulescens, Ps. Aztecorum or similar acrid 
species, A few users feel a chill as the effects come on, weakness in the legs or 
.light stomach discomfort. Others feel drowsy and may want to curl up and 

to sleep. 
In most instances, yawning and a slight sensation of physical disorienta

tion or giddiness are the characteristic experiences during [he short cake-off stage, which usually lasts half an hour and is followed by feelings of lightness 
and physical harmony. A few users find that bodily discomfort persists 
much longer. 

High-dose studies of rats suggeSt that psilocin taken orally is distributed 
throughout the body. Concentrations in tissues appear highest about half an 
hour after ingestion, decreasing rapidly over the next three to four hours. 
The adrenal glands of the test animals show the highest concentrations after 
the first hour; until then, the kidneys have more. The small intestine, skin, 
bone marrow, lungs, stomach and salivary glands also have significant con
~ntrations~greater, in fact, than those in the brain. 

As with LSD, psilocybin and psilocin prompt few obvious physiological 
, .reactions in mOSt people: mainly, dilated pupils and, in some users, a sensa

(ion of "dry mouch." A few studies have noted a slight rise in blood pressure, 
heart rate and temperature, but these reactions appear to result from appre
hensions about the experience or from environmental factors. 

Psilocin's primary physiologic effect upon the brain seems to be inhi
bition of the neurotransmitter serotonin, an effect resembling that brought 
about by LSD. This finding, together with a notable cross-tolerance exhibited 
between psilocin and LSD, suggests that both compounds act upon similar 
mechanisms-or possibly, as Hofmann puts it, on "mechanisms acting 
through a common final pathway.", 
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Substantial tolerance can be built up by repeated doses taken in clost: 
sequence. In 1%1, Dr. Leo Hollister gave psilocybin to a subject on a daily 
basis for twenty-one days, staning with 1.5 mg. and increasing it to 27 mg. 
On the twenty-second day, the 5ubje([ shuwed hardly any reacrion to 15 ffig. 
After a fest of several weeks, however, the same dose produced the normal 
degree of psychoactivity. 

In less extreme instances, psibcin tolerance tends to be less pronounced 
than is the case with LSD. Furthermore, cross-tolerance between these two 
compounds, when ingested alternately. is not as complete as rolerancedevel_ 
oped after repeated ingestion of just one alone. 

In the high-dose study of rats, all but 6 percent of the psilocybin was 
excreted within twenty-four hours. In humans, only 80 to 85 percent of 
psilocybin and its metabolites is excreted within eight hours, in the urine 
(about 65 percent), bile and feces (15 to 20 percent). Some 15 to 20 percent 
lingers on, stored in fatty tissues; significant quantities appear in urine up to 
a week later. A full 25 percent of the originally administered dose enters 
urine as psilocin. 

Psilocybin, psilocin and psilocybian mushrooms show low toxicity. 
Doses up to 200 mg of psilocybin/kg. of body weight have been given to 
mice intravenously witham lethal effects. When dosage was increased to 

250 mg.jkg. of body weight, a few of the mice died. In terms of average 
human weight, this corresponds to about 17 or 18 gm. of psilocybin-more 
than 2,000 times the dosage recommended by Sandoz when it originally 
marketed this drug. 

Extrapolation from animal studies to human use gives only a rough 
estimate of toxicity. It does seem safe to say that one would have to consume 
well over a kilogram of the most potent fresh Stropharia cubensis mush· 
rooms-which vomiting would prevent-even to approach the leth,il 
range. Jonathan On, an organizer of mushroom conferences and author of 
Haltucino?,enic Plants of North America, said, HI know of no case where an 
adult has been made seriously ill by psilocybian mushrooms. Tens of thou
sands of intentional inebriations ocrur each year with psilocybian mushrooms 
in the Pacific Northwest alone, yet no conspicuous medical problems have 
emerged:' 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
Psikxybian mushrooms, psilocybin and psilocin can pnxluce profound, 

awesome effects upon the mind. In research reported over the first tWO 

decades of study, subjects given psilocybin and other drugs in blind experI
ments were generally unable to distinguish this substance from LSD or mes
caline of comparable dosage until several hours had passed. Recognizing 
psilocybin at that point was possible because of the shorter duration of its 
psychedelic effects. 

In terms of timing, psilocybtan experience is characterized by the 
user's going "up" rapidly, nearly always achieving an enlargement in the 

.Results in "Blind Experiments" 267 

scope of perception that persists for about two hours. Then a gradual decline 
is experienced over the next three to four hours, resulting in the restoration 
of ordinary consciousness. The quality of thoughts and feelings evoked 
during these two phases varies greatly, according to the user's mental set, 
surroundings and the dosage ingested 

Uo Hollister's Observations 
In 1%1, Leo Hollister and his associates at the Palo Alto Veterans 

Hospital reported on blind experiments in which (bey gave psilocybin orally 
and by injection to a group of "psychologically sophisticated volunteers 
(graduate students, etc.)." They found that the threshold oral dose was about 
60 mcg./kg. of body weight-about 4 gm. for an average-sized person~ 
"from which minimal but definite changes were produced." (An appropriate 
measure for drugs like amphetamines or barbiturates is perhaps bc:x!y weight; 
in wnrrast, drugs stimulating the central nervous system, such as psilocybin 
and other psychedelics, probably vary in effect more directly in terms of brain 
weight.) 

In their ot6ervation of psilocybin experiences, Hollister and his associates 
paid almost no attention to such factors as the mental set of individual sub
jects (despite their background III psychology) or setting, except to say that 
"the visual beauty of the colored images, especially when augmented by the 
Stroboscopic light during the electroencephalogram, seemed to bea mystical 
experience to some." The account of mental effects, unfortunately, consists 
of about 130 words, collected below (from Chemical Psychoses, 19(8): 

Some alterations in moo::l., either euphoria or dysphoria 
Gmcentration and attention are disturbed 
Psychological functioning is impaired 
Blurred vision, brighter colors, longer afterimages, sharp definition of 

objects, visual patterns (eyes closed) 
Increased amity of hearing 
Dreamy state, loss of attention and concentration, slow thinking, feelings 

of unreality, depersonalization 
Incoordination, difficult and tremulous speech 
Colored patterns and shapes, generally pleasing, sometimes frightening, 

most often with eyes closed, occasionally superimposed upon objects in 
field of vision 

Undulation or wavelike motion of viewed surfaces 
Euphoria, general stimulation, ruminative state 
Slowed passage of time 
Transient sexual fedings and synesthesias 
A few auditory hallucinations 
Changes in the body image, the extremities appearing larger than normal 
An unusual ability to perceive the feelings and motivations of people in the 

environment 
Reports of great empathy 
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R. Gordon Wasson's Observations 
When Abram Hoffer and Humphry Osmond took up the matter of 

mental effects in their book The Hailucmof!,enJ, they remarked that "the 
major difference between the mushroom effect and pure psilocybin seems to 
be the dryness of the scientific accounts and (he richness of the accounts of 
self-experimentation." Probably no finer example of "richness" exists than 
in the descriptions of R. Gordon Wasson. 

In The Wondrous Mushroom, Wasson wrote about four psilocybian 
experiences, highlighting the contributions of mental set and setting. All 
four experiences involved the same mushroom-Psilorybe Ctleru!escenJ
taken in roughly the same dosage. 

(Trip 1) As to mental set, his expectations had been building for some 
years. While his father was interested in Religion and Drink, Wasson 
became steadily more interested in religion and mushrooms, studying their 
significance in various cultures for a quarter of a century before he acquired a 
sample of teonanacatl. Another two years passed before he actually tasted it, 
as he waited to find someone who could perform the mushroom ceremony. 

On the verge of a much anticipated but unfamiliar experience, Wasson 
derived an important sense of .reassurance from his setting. He was in the 
company of Indians who were experienced users and who were taking the 
drug with.him. The 1-'e!ada waS conducted by a sabia-a wise-woman, "one
who-knows.'" Wasson had a dose friend along for a companion. 

The ceremony consisted of chanting that continued all night long, 
except for brief intermissions every forty minutes or so. The sabia Maria 
Sabina danced for twO hours in the dark. The ritual aspect, in the context of 
feeling both adventurous and safe, seems [Q have influenced the quality (or 
tone) of Wasson's experience. 

Early on, he saw architectural Visions like the biblical descriptions of 
the heavenly city: 

The visions came in endless succession, each growing out of the precedinF one. We had the sensation that the walls of our humble house had vanished. 
that our untrammeled souls were floating in the empyrean, stroked by divine 
breezes, possessed of a divine mobility that would transport us anywhere on 
the wings of a thought. 
(Trip 2) That first experience was impressive-even ··gala." Wasson 

and his associate Allan Richardson had many questions to clarify. Three 
days later, they asked if Maria Sabina would perform a second 1-'elada. ThIS 
time Richardson didn't ingest any mushrooms because he intended to rake 
photographs. Wasson accepted five pairs of the "Iandslide" (derrumbcl 
mushrooms, tather than the six pairs he had previously taken. He says the 
effects were just as strong. (He felt nauseous the first time and twice had to 
leave the room; on this occasion, he didn't have that problem.) The setting 
was the same, but his mental set was quite different. Here is how Wasson 
described it: 

Experiential Variations from the Same Mushroom 269 

(It was raining in torrents all that night, so there was no moon.) But the Seiiora's behavior differed much from what we had seen the first time. Every
thing was reduced in scale. There was no dancing and virtually no percussive utterances. Only three ur four other Indians were with us, and the Senora 
brought with her, not her daughter, but her son Aurelio, a youth III his late 
teens who seemed to us in some way iii or defective. He was now the object of her attention, not I. All night long her singing and her words were directed to 
[his JXXIr boy. Her performance was the dramatic expression of a mother's 
love for her child, an anguished thronody to mother love, and interpreted in 
this way it was profoundly moving. The tenderness m her voice as she sang 
and spoke, and in her gesrures as she leaned over Aurelio to caress him, moved 
us profoundly. 

(Trip 3) Three days later, Wasson's wife Valentina Pavlovna ingested 
five pairs and their thirteen-year-old daughter Masha took four pairs of the 
same mushrooms. They swallowed them during the afternoon in sleeping 
bags in a dosed room. This was the first occasion, Wasson remarked, 

on which white people were eating the mushrooms experimentally, without 
the setting of a native ceremony. They too saw visions, for hours on end, all 
pleasant, mostly of a nostalgic kind. VPW at one point thought shewas l{X)k
ing down into the mouth of a vase, and there she saw and heard astatelydance, 
a mmuet, as though in a regal court of the seventeenth century. The dancers 
were in miniature and the music was oh! so remote,bu' also so clearly heard. 
VPW smoked a cigarette; she exclaimed that never before had a cigarette 
smelled so good. It was beyond earthly experience. She drank water, and it 
was superior to Mumm's champagne-incomparably superior. 
(Trip 4) Six weeks later, Wasson tried the mushrooms again in New 

York. Although dried, they apparently retained much of their potency, for he wondered subjectively "if indeed their power had not increased." Secure 
in his home and confident now about the mushrooms, Wasson found the 
setting was actually enhanced by a terrific storm ("Hurricane Connie"): 

As I stood at the wirxlow and watched the gale tossing the trees and the water 
of the East River, with the rain driven in squalls before the wind, the whole scene was further quickened to life by the abnormal intensity of thecolors that 
I saw. I had always thought that EI Greco's apocalyptic skies over Toledo were 
a figment of the painter's imagination. But on this night I saw EI Greco's 
skies, nothing dimmed, whirling over New York. 
Four experiences, catalyzed by the same mushroom, yielded four 

considerably different results. Two years later, Wasson amal~amated these 
into his generalized description of the effects of psilocybian consumption: 

The mushrooms take effect differently with different persuns. Fur example, 
some seem to experience only a divine euphoria, which may translate itself 
into uncontrollable laughter. In my uwn case I experienced hallucinations_ 
What I was seeing was more dearly seen than anything J had seen before. At 
last J was seeing with the eye of the soul, not through the coarse lenses of my narural eyes. Moreover, what I was seeing W.lS impre,gnated with weigluy 
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Psilocybe caerulescens-larRe and bitter tastinM-waJ the Jacred 
mushroom tried by R. Gordon Wasson. The mUfhrooms pictured 
here were found on a roadside near RIO Handa in Oaxaca, Mexico. 
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meaning: I was awe-struck. My visions, which never repeated themselves, 
were of nothing seen in this world: no motor cars, no cities with skyscrapers, 
no jet engines. All my visions fOssessed a pristine quality: when I saw choir 
stalls in a Renaissance cathedral, they were not black with age and incense. but 
as though they had JUSt come, fresh carved, from the hand of the Master. The 
palaces, gardens, seascapes, and mountains that I saw had that aspect of new
ness, of fresh beauty, that occasionally comes to aU of us in a flash. I saw few 
persons, and then usually at a great distance, but once I saw a human figure 
near at hand, a woman larger than normal, staring out over a twilight sea 
from her cabin on the shore. It is a curious sensation: with the speed of 
thought you are translated wherever you desire to be, and you are there, a dis
embodied eye, poised in space, seeing, not seen, Invisible, incorporeal. 

with mental set and setting, dosage is a major consideration in 
quality of a psilocybian experience. 

Alben Hofmann's view has been that the ··medium oral dose" for 
;",.Ioql);n is 4-8 mg., which '·elicits the same symptoms as the consumption 

about 2 g of dried PJi/ocybe mexicana fungus." When Sandoz first distri
psilocybin, the pills contained 2 gm. each; it recommended four to five 

these in conjunction with "psycholytic" psychotherapy. 
After the '"mushroom pills" arrived at Harvard, Leary's group quickly 

f !::~~~~~ that larger amOunts produced more impressive results. Leary and 
person took 20 mg., and a third person consumed 22 mg. In the first 
of the Concord prison project, Leary took 14 mg., while the three 

volunteer convicrs took 20 mg. each. By the time Michael Hollingshead 
arrived with his bottle of LSD, the Harvard group was using as many as 
three 20-mg. pills for each trip. Hollingshead therefore took three: "There 
was a certain amount of intensification of colors, bU[ nothing compared to 
LSD. So then r took 100. And then, though it was a shoner time, it was very 
impressive." 

On the subject of appropriate dosage, there is clearly some distance 
between Hollingshead and Hofmann. 

Regarding native use of psilocybian mushrooms, R Gordon Wasson 
reporrs that usually each adult Indian is given four, five, six or thirteen pairs. 
Thineen pairs is common because thirteen is considered a lucky number. 
With the wide variations in both mushroom size and potency, such rough 
guidelines undoubtedly result in enormous differences in the amounts of 
psilocybin and psilocin consumed. 

Questions as to the proper dose for a first trip are difficult to answer, 
and no answer will be attempted here. With individual variations in mental 
set and setting taken into account, any general recommendation is bound to 
be too high or too low in a significant number of cases. It is up to the initiate 
to decide whether he or she should seek a more than recreational experience 
the first time out. 
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For experienced users, Rolf von Eckartsberg illustrates a pOlnr about 
regulating the quality of the experience through dosage in "To Be Able to 
Say: Thou, Really to Love" (reprinted in The Ecstatic Adt'enture). Von 
Eckartsberg and his wife had taken three low-dose psilocybin pills. Soon he 
became aware that while she "was floating through space, gigglmg, 
squirming, fluttering like a butterfly," he felt incapable of any emoeiona1 
reactions. "I found myself standing apart," he reported, "removed by worlds, 
only half real, half empty and half dead." He pulled himself Out of this 
"petUliar lack of emotional underpinning" by taking "two more pills, one 
after the ocher, at about forty-minute imervals." 

This additional propulsion soon resulted in "a wonderful openness, I 
am held in the grasp of a comprehensive darity, lucidity, like very dear, 
warm, transparent glass." By the end of his report, von Eckansberg declared 
"For the first time I feel like a complete human being, centered in myself, yet 
an open platform, nothing to hide, completely reconciled and in harmony, a 
true partner, a steady pole .. 

Dosages increased beyond a certain threshold can significantly alter 
psilocybian experiences, which range from heightened sensitivity w color 
and sound through feelings of "mental stillness·' and acuity to enhanct:d 
rapport with others and mystical states. Amounts of psilocybin above 8 or 
10 mg. can produce the same gamut of experience available with LSD. In 
psychotherapy, doses of 10 mg. psilocybin and over have been used to good 
effect in penetrating the defenses of compulsive-obsessive patients, in aiding 
"transference" and in reviving childhood memories for the pur{Xlse of dealing 
with early trawnas. 

If mental set and setting are sacramental, the results can be mystical, as 
with Wasson's first mushroom experience. However, circumstances n('Cd 
not be exceptional to evoke impressive responses, as Timothy Leary first 
learned after eating seven small mushrooms beside a pool: ··the discovery 
that the human brain possesses an infinity of potentialities and can operate 
at unexpected sp<lce-time dimensions left me feeling exhilarated, awed, and 
quite convinced that I had awakened from a long ontological sleep." When 
Leary met Richard Alpert at the airport in Mexico City shortly after, he 
greeted him, saying he had just been through six hours that taught him more 
than all his years studying psychology. "That was impressive to a fellow 
psychologist," Alpert says. 

Walter Houston Clark gives another example of how psilocybin elO 

profoundly influence behavior, s peaking about the Corncard prison project·. 

The convicts Leary had were some of the toughest convicts in the Massa· 
chusetts prisons in 1%1 and 1%2. They were armed robbers. They ruled the 
other convicts when the guards were out of sight. They had no rompunctioOs 
about breaking somebody's arm, if that was necessary to enforce their ideas. 
They volunteered for this and thought they were going to get control of the 
experiment. 
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Instead, tht-se wu~h conVICts all had profound reh~ious experiences. One 
of the rought-st of them told me about when he rook psilocybin. He had a 
vislun uf Christ and he helped Christ Glrry his cross towards Calvary. Then he 
said that after the viSIOn stopped, ·,{Iooked out uf the window and all mr life 
came before my eyes, and I said, ·What a waste!' " Well, that waS the turning 
point in this person· s experiences. He and other tough guys started an organ
ization within the walls to continue with their own rehabilitation and. the re
habilitation of others. 

LSD and mecaline are ~em>rally thought to have more impact than 
1IiI000Ibi," because of their longer duratiun; they are also perceived by many 

as more coercive than psilocybin The psilocybin experience seems to 
warmer, not as forceful and less isolating. It tends to build connections 

IOtw,en people, who are generally much more in communication than 
they use LSD. 

Although rare, some ·'hellish" experiences have resulted from psilo
and mushroom use, mainly in the early studies, when these drugs were 

Idrnillis,rered in inappropriate hospital settings by doctors unacquainted 
their effects. A vivid account of one such trip appears in Ebin's The 
Experience-a first-dass example of how not to conduct such investi· 

ptions. 
. Albert Hofmann provides two examples. The first occurred after 

~
E:~~tr:thirty-two dried specimens of Psilocybe mexicana to see if Heim's 

from Mexican sources produced mushrooms that were still 
. the second appears as "an experiment with psilocybin" in the 

of 1%2 in his autobiography (pp. 162-168). Hofmann seems to be 
those people "exquisitely sensitive" [() psychedelic effects; as with his 

self-ingestion of LSD, these nips came on overwhelmingly. The first 
",,>eriim<,m involved a medium dose by native standards (2.4 gm.); 

Thirty minutes after taking the mushrooms the exterior world began to 
undergo a strange transformation. Everything assumed a Mexican character. 
As I was perfealy well aware that my knowledge of the Mexican origin of the 
mushrooms would lead me to imagine only Mexican scenery, I tried deliber
ately to look at my environment as I knew it normally. But all voluntary effons 
to look at things in their customary forms and colors proved ineffective. 
Whether my eyes were closed or open I saw only Mexican motifs and colors. 
When the doctor supervising the experiment bent over to check my blood 
pressure, he was transformed into an Aztec priest and I would not have been 
astonished if he had drawn an obsidian knife. In spiteof the seriousness of the 
situation it amused me to see how the Germanic face of" my colleague had 
acquired a purely Indian expression. At the peakof the intoxication, about 1 Vl 
hours after inges[ion of the mushrooms, the rush of interior pictures, mostly 
abstract motifs rapidly changing in shape and color, reached such an alarming 
degree that I feared that I would be torn into this whirlpool of form and color 
and dissolve. After about six hours the dream came to an end. Subjectively, I 
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had no idea how long this condition had lasted. I felt my return to everydaY' 
reality to be a happy return from a strange, fantastic but quite really experienct.,j 
world into an old and familiar home. 

In Hofmann's 1%2 psilocybin experiment,undertaken with the novelist 
Ernst Junger, the pharmacologist Heribert Konzen and the Islamic scholar 
Rudolf Gelpke, each took 20 mg. of psilocybin. Hofmann summarized the 
experience as having "carried all four of us off, not into luminous heights, 
rather into deeper regions" and concluded: "It seems that the psilOCYbin 
inebriation is more darkly colored in the majority of cases than the inebriation 
produced by LSD." 

At Harvard, in contrast, there were no bad trips on PSilocybin. Michael 
Kahn, a psychologist who observed both the Harvard and Millbrook psilo_ 
cybin scenes, gives an account of how the advent of LSD changed the setting, 
resulting in greater emphasis on solitary experience. 

There were no "bad ttips" in those days. We didn't know what a "bad trip" 
was. Hundreds of psilocybin trips-I never saw one. I didn't even have a 
word "bad trip" in my vocabulary. Those were benign, life-changing, growth 
experiences, because Tim's presence was so involving. We were on a love 
trip; Timothy had us on a love trip and it was fantastic 

We JUSt formed this incredible community. We saw each other every day, 
and we hung around together, and we planned sessions together, and we played 
together, and we exchanged lovers, and it was just fantastic. 

Then Michael came and imroouced the LSD and some stuff happened that 
I really didn't like-I guess I should say I really didn't understand. Not so 
much to Timothy as the rest of us. LSD is a very different drug, and we began 
going on solo trips which we hadn't been doing so much People would take 
these wild doses of LSD and disappear, and you wouldn't see them again for 
two days-including myself. You know, yoo get together with the gang ex
pecting one of those love sessions, and somebody would give you 400 kosher 
meg. of rhat stuff and you'd never see anybody again till two days later, and 
you'd all look around and there you'd been OUt in the Tibetan mountains. 

It was fun, and it was exciting, and it was scary. And the bad trips began
and the scary things. But then what happened. that really disrurbed me a lot 
was that we got quite cliquey-which had never happened before. 

You see, things like this would happen: we would finish the psilocybin 
session and we would go Out to the Dunkin' Donuts or the Star Market to gee 
breakfast. And you never saw such a beautiful bunch of people in your life as 
that as we were walking into those plares. Everybody else who was wairing in 
line for the "Dunkin' Donuts" were our brothers and sisters. We wouldqujck 
over to the end of the line, somebody would come m and we would keep going 
to the end of the line and we would strike up conversations with these people 
We would have this far-out thing going with the Dunkin' Donuts on Sunday 
morning, you know. 

LSD changed all that. We got snotty, we got put-downy, we got ·'in" and 
"out." We got looking at the people who hadn't had "the experience" as 
though they were inferior to us. We would go to parties and there would be 
"drug people" and "non-drug people," and we would be in little groups, and 
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we would tell "in-Jokes,'· and we would be gmupy, and we'd put down people 
who tried to gt't in with us. 

~""~~~t: :''a~m~~escaline have a reputation for being spet:tarular hallucinatory 
In moderate to high doses, psilocybin and psilocybian mushrooms 

pood'oc" ,,:cil,io'B visual effects in most users who close their eyes even among 
who are ordinarily not much as "visualizers," In contrast to most 

psychedelics, psilocybian mus.hroom~ have also impressed many users 
audifory effects. Oss and OerlC deSCrIbe the response when [he exper
is upbeat: 

The state of mind induced by a full dose of mushrooms is one of euphona 
and calm lucidity, with no loss of coherence or clarity of thoug~t. The hallucm
ations seen with the eyes closed are colorful, hard-ed~, and hIghly artl?Ilated, 
and may range from abstract geometrical fo~ms.to VISIOns of f.antastIc land-

pe~ and architectural vistas. These hallucmatIons are most IOtense when 
"., h ··d the mushroom is taken in the setting preferred by t e Mazatecans: IOSI eat 
night in complete darkness. On the other hand, if one is in a natural settIng 
and directs the fCKus of the senses outward to the environment, onediscovers 
that one's senses seem keyed to their highest pitch of receptivity, and bnds 
oneself hearing, smelling and seeing things with a clariry and sensitivity seldom, 
if ever, experienced before. 

One of the most interesting papers published on mushrooms is Henry 
,,,,.,-._, in Hallucinogens and Shamanism. Married to a niece of the shamans 

writes about, Munn reports that the Indians hear the mushrooms say 
;'~';n." and theorizes that psilocybin affects some verbahzatlon and speech 

;:~~,:,~:o:~f the brain. Auditory hallucinations induced by these mushr~ms 
~, externally and internally (with "hearing," as we normally thlflk of 
it, and with "inner voices"). Munnemphasizes the "ecstatic language" wven 
'VOice through the shamans: 

The phenomenon most distinctive of the mushroom'seffect is the inspired 
capacity to speak. Those who eat them are men of language, illuminated with 
the spirit, who call themselves the ones who speak, those who say, The sha~n, 
chanting in a melodic singsong, saying Jays at the end of each phraseof,saymg, 
is in communication with the origin of creation, the sources of the VOice, and 
the fountains of the word. 

Jean Basset Johnson, among the first whites to .observe a .mushn~)m 
ceremony, also observed that inspired speech durmg a, ClJrtng sessIon 
attributed to the mushroom, not the shaman. Oaxacan Indians today claIm 
that God gave them these sacred mushrooms ~ause they could not read 
and it was necessary for him to speak to them dIrectly. 

The Great Orack 
The earliest report of mushroom ingestion comes from Tezoz6~oc, 

who commented on the celebrams at the coronation of Momezuma II seeing 
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visions and hearing voices: "therefore they took these hallucinations as 
divine nmices, revelations of the future, and augury of things ro come." 
Indian users have traditionally employed the visualzzation and vocalization 
in psilocybian experiences for purposes of divination, propheqt, healing and 
worship. 

Wasson describes these practices more specifically: 

Perhaps there is illness in the family and the musnroom is consulted (0 
learn whether the patient will]ive or die. If the verdier is fordearh, the family 
does not waie bur immediately prepares for the funeral, and the sick person 
loses the will to live and shurtly afterward .'(ivt'S up the ghosc. If the verdict is 
for life, the mushroom will tell what must be done If the patient is to recover 
Or, again, if a donkey has been lost ur if some money has been stolen, the 
mushroom is consulted and gives the answers. Among these unlettered folk, 
speaking languages that are not written, there is often no news of an absent 
member of the family, perhaps one who has gone as a "wetruck" to the United 
States. Here the mushroom, as a POStal service, brings tidings of the absent 
one, whether he is alive and well, or sick or in jail, or prosperous or poor, or 
whether he is married and has children. 

Wasson had special reiliOn to be interested: during the first ceremony, 
Maria Sabina asked him what question he wanted answered. After fumblinJ.; 
about, he asked about his son in Cambridge. She had never heard of the 
place. Later that evening, she reporrecl that his son wasn't in Cambridge but 
at home. He was in emotional rufmoil over a girlfriend and was about to 
join the Army. Although Wasson knew nothing of this at the time, all rumed 
out later to be true. 

Stan Krippner, one of the subjects of the Harvard Psilocybin Project, 
gives another example: 

I found myself gazing at a starue of Lincoln. The statuewasemirelybJack. 
and the head was bowed. There was a gun at the base of the statue and some
one murmured, ·He was shot. The President was shot." A whisp of smoke 
rose into the air. 

Lincoln·s features slowly faded away, and those of Kennedy took their place. 
The setting was still Washington, D.C The gun was still at the base of the 
statue. A wisp of smoke seeped from the barrel and rurled into the air. The 
voice repeated, ·He was shot. The President was shot.·· My eyes opened, they 
were filled with tears . 

Of this, he wrote later: 

In 1%2, when I had my first psilocybin experience, I gave this visualization 
of Kennedy relatively little thought, as so many other impressions came my 
way. However, it was the only one of my visualizations that brought tears to 
my eyes, so I described it fully in the report I sent to Harvard. Nineteen 
months later, on November 23, 1963, the visualization came back to me as 1 
mourned Kennedy·s assassination. 
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Hofmann has been quoted about the Mexican tone coloring his first 
mushroom experience-when the Germanic doctor hovering over him 
appeared as an Aztec priest. In Hofmann·s 1%2 ··psilocybin experiments,'· 
Mrs. Li Gelpke, an artist, also participated. Hereshedescribes adrawing she 
made at that time: 

Nothing on this page is consciously fashioned. While I worked on it, the 
memory (of the experience under psiloqbin) was again reality, and led me at 
every stroke. For that reason the picture is as many-layered as this memory, 
and the figure at the lower right is really the captive of its dream When 
books about Mexican art came into my hands three weeks later, I again found 
the motifs of my visions there with a sudden start. 
Similar phenomena have been noted by Wasson, who has conjectured 

that ancient Mexican art may have been influenced by visionary images 
appearing during mushroom sessions. 

Andrew Wei/'s Observations 
In The Marriage of the Sun and Moon, Andy Weil declares that he's a 

"mycophile" and describes three trips he took: using the San Isidro mushroom 
(Stropharia cubensiJ). These three experiences with the same mushroom 
stimulated greatly varying responses. They may serve as a conclusion for 
this discussion, because they emphasize again the significant influence of 
mental set and setting. 

(Trip 1) In 1972, Weil arrived in Huautla de Jimenez, where he had me good fornme to be taken into the house of a curandera living in a nearby 
village. As a healer, she used modern medicines and also mushrooms, which 
she regarded as the f?ran remedio that Glres all ills. Shehad already colleered 
a bunch of San Isidro mushrooms that were obviously meant for Weil, as she 
said. Wei! had only a twenty-four hour permit to stay in the area. 

He noticed larvae and insects among the mushrooms. The curandera, 
however, passed the mushrooms through the smoke from a dried chile pod 
plared on glowing charcoal, and instantly the insects crawled out of the 
mushrooms and died on a newspaper placed below. Weil ate twO of the 
largest mushrooms (three-inch caps), and as the curandera prayed, he ate 
twenty smaller ones. 

Protected by the sacred ministrations of the curandera, he was soon 
feeling "extraordinarily content and well" and experienced sensations of 
lightness. He felt ··fresh, alert, healthy and cleansed." The healer communi
cated "much of her own vitality, optimism and goodness of spirit, leaving me 
elated and more confident in my own abilities and powers." 

Going outside later, he recalled Wasson's suggestion that the word 
'bemushroomed" would be a good term for this state. He observed a full 
eclipse of the moon and later went to sleep. ·'In the morning, I awoke re
freshed, feeling better than I had in a long time, and went off for a day in 
Huaurla of shopping and negotiating with the military authorities. " 
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(Trip 2) When Weil returned, the healer told him that some mush_ 
rooms were left over and that he might as well finish them that night. "I 
really did not wanr to," writes Wei I, "slnce J had just had a perfect mushroom 
experience, but instead of telling her that, I agreed." They repeated the 
service with Incense and prayers beneath a picture of the patron sainr Isidro 
who was being showered with "psychedelic rays ... from some orher dimen~ 
sian." This time, the experience took a different direction: 

A heavy bank of fog and clouds closed in, the temperature dropped, and 
sudde~ly nearly everyone in the house was sick. There was much crying and 
alughmg from the bedroom, and I began feeling unwell, [(XL A great sense of 
depreSSIOn and isulation came over me. J could nO{ get to sleep. The mu~h_ 
rooms seemed to be working against me, not with me, and I felt far away from 
where I was supposed tu be. 

Toward dawn, Weil was still awake and concluding that mushrooms 
like other psychedelics, "must be used in a proper context." He commenr~ 
on this lesson: 

To rake rhem JUSt because they are available, when the time is nor right, IS a 
mistake. 1be negative experience of this second night did not In any way de. 
traer from the goodness of the first night. If anything, it made me more aware 
of the value of that experience and more eager ro retam it and use it m my life 
I hoped that I would be able to be bemushroomed again, but I resolved to be 
patient umil the right momem came. 

(Trip 3) A short while later, outside Cali in Colombia, Weil ate 5tro
pharia cubensis again. The mushroom seemed to be growing all over the 
place, although its use was not traditional there. Whites and others "have 
recently introduced Colombian Indians to the drug, the· reverse of the usual 
order of things." The setting this time was "an idyllically beautiful field with 
dumps of wo:xis, a clear river and enormous, gray, humpbacked Brahma 
co~s Iy~ng peacefully in th~ bright green grass." The resulting trlp led him 
to inqUIre further into setting: 

We sat in the grass, about tenof us,and let the mushrooms transport us tool 

realm of calm good feeling in which we drank in the beauty of the setting 
There were color visions, as I had experienced before with San Isidro in Mex
ico. In Mexico I had eaten the mushrooms late at night, in darkness and 
secrecy, in the very shadow of menacing police authority. Now it was broad 
daylight, in open COUntry, with no one around but friendlyfelJow travelers. In 
Mexiw I had felt like an early Christian pursuing the sacrament in a catJwnlb, 
wary of the approach of Roman legions; here evt'rything was ablJve~f()llnJ 
and open. The Indians of the Sierra Mazate.::a say the mushroom should not 
beeaten In daytime, that they must be eaten at night. Ycr here we were in full 
daylight having a wonderful time. In general, I prefer to take psychedelic sub
stances in the daytime, when their stimulating energies are more in harmony 
with the rhythms of my body. I feel that way about mushrooms, too. 15 it 
possible, I wondered, that the Indian habit of eating mushrooms at ni~ht is 
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not so traditional as it seems but dates back only to the arrival of the Spanish 
and persecutions of native fites by the church-

Weil has since experimented with other psikxybian mushrooms; he 
that "the most interesting propenies of mushrooms may not come to 
anention if people use them casually and without thought." 

POJiWS AND PREPARATIONS 
Illustrations of the psilocybian mushrooms in this OOok have so far 
in the fresh state. When offered for sale, however, they generally have 
already dried. Here is an example of Stropharia (Pilocybe) cubenm as 

is ordinarily presented: 

Psilocybe cubensis mushrooms, dned and baRRed for future use. 

Dosage regarding mushrooms is complex-enough so that the reader 
.is directed to the botany section of this chapter where rough guidelines are 

. given for the most popular half dozen psychedelic species. Near the begin
ning of that section are also instructions for preparing uniform, stable 
doses-something that so far has not shown up much in the psychedelic sub
culture. 
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Nutmeg, a psychoactive spice, is the dried feed within the fruit 0/ 
an East Indian t,.ee, Myristica fragrans. 

Nutmeg and MDA 
3-4-Methylenedioxy-amphetamine ... enhances intellectUdI 

""" emotional thinkinf!" together with an increase in the let'eI of 
jlMency and attention, at dose levels len than those required for 

appearance of imaJ!,ery and perceptual diftortion. 
-Roger Brimblecombe and Ro!'cr Pinder 

lmroduction to the MDA "Cluster" 
Previous chapters describe the four groups of psychedelic substances 

,thac have had the greatest influence on humans to date (for speculations 
regarding the history and possible influence of Fly Agaric, see Chapter Nine). 
Of the five remaining groups of substances generally regarded as psychedelic, 
·the one attracting the most interest in the U.S. currently appears to be the 
. MDA cluster. 

MDA-like compounds almost always come from the volatile oils found 
m,,,,maHnumber of plants: nutmeg, mace, saffron, calamus,crocus,parsley, 
dill and sassafras. More than a thousand synthesized compounds fall into 
this group. Only a few have been tried by humans. 

MDA-like compounds-such as the TMAs, OOB, DOET, OOM, 
MMDA, PBR, TMPEA, DMPEA, DMA, PMA and MEDA-have molecular 
strucrures that resemble mescaline, dopamine and amphetamine. Moreover, 

effects are often experienced as being like an interplay between mescaline 
and amphetamine-~me or the other tendency predominating according to 
the Structure of the particular compound. Thus this duster often has been 

, referred to as "psychedelic amphetamines." (A chemist would probably 
, designate them as "alpha-methyl phenethylamines," "indolealkylamines" 

or "one-ring substituted amphetamines.") 
An important feature common to members of the MDA cluster is that 

substirutions on the molerular ring can be made fairly readily; the process IS 

expensive and requires sophisticated chemistry, Still, the chemistry is much 
Simpler than for the four psychedelic groups already discussed, which is one 
~n why a tremendous number of these MDA-like substances have been 
synthesized. Many people feel that the nwnber and varieryof MDA analogues 

, ''''ill enable researchers (0 make systematic comparisons of mental character
istics and chemical structures, thUi providing an important key for under
standing more about the nature of the human mind. 

28] 
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Nutmeg and MDA 

Sassafras is a botanical source used in synthesizing 
MDA-like compounds. 

The superiority of (he synthetics over the natural MDA-like sources 1S 
pronounCEd. "Aminizarian" (chemical conversion [oamine form) of plant oils 
heightens and darifies mental effects and all but ehminates physical side 
effects often accompanying use of the botanicals. Users of the synthetics 
generally report increased relaxation, empathy and meneal fluency, and 
many prefer this experience for being without the "distractions" of the 
psychedelic visuals that are characteristic of LSD and mescaline. 
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One can think of mescaline and LSD as one pole in the psychedehc 
field---evoking ego-death and rebirth, visions and much else that can appear 
with jolting unexpectedness. Most of the tested MDA-like compounds are 
gathered around the opposite pole-where shocks are rare and the 
emphasis is on ideas and enchanced rapport with people. 

The MDA duster is presented here as the first of five psychedelic 
clusters that are more exotic-at least in the sense of being used by fewer 
people than LSD, mescaline, marijuana and psilcxybian mushrooms. It 
should be emphasized that now we begin to depart from consensus on 
what'S truly"psychedelic." Effects from members of the MDA·duster can 
easily be likened, and thereby denigrated in the minds of many, to those of 
cocaine or amphetamine. Although the MDA·like rompounds are increas
ingly popular, their subdued effects couple them with the subtlety of mari
juana for some. 

Nutmeg and Mace 
Nutmeg, which in the U.S. is mainly used as a garnish during Christmas 

festivities, is the dried kernel of Myristica jragrans, a tree native to the Spice 
Islands, near New Guinea. Now cultivated in many places, the tree grows to 
about fifty feet high and bears seeds for uptosixty years. Itsfruit looks much 
like a peach and contains a brownish-purple, shiny kernel encased within a 
bright orange-red or red covering. The covering, or ari~ is used for pro.:hKtion 
of mace; the seed, dried in the sun for about two months and turned over 
each day, becomes nutmeg. Both the kernel and its covering contain psycho
active components within their oils. 

Most of the natural substances that contain compounds similar to 
MDA have a history of use for their medicinal properties and their psycho
activity. The Ayurveda of ancient India refers to nutmeg and mace as made 
.rhaNnda, generally translated as "narcotic fruit." An 1883 Materia Medica 
from Bombay records thar "the Hindus of West India take Myristica as an 
intoxicant." Nutmeg has been used for centuries as a snuff in rural eastern 
Indonesia; in India, the same practice appears, but often the ground seed is 
first mixed with betel and other kinds of snuff. Restrictions on hashish in 
Egypt have brought about periods when nutmeg was used as a substitute. 

Nutmeg appears in the Hindu Pharmaco.fX>Cia as a treatment for 
fever, asthma and hearr disease. Since the seventh cenrury A.D., Arab 
physicians have used it for digestive disorders, kidney disease and lymphatic 
ailments. Yemeni men are said to consume nutmeg to increase and maimain 
their sexual vigor. 

Nutmeg and mace weren't known to the Greeks or Romans. They 
Were not introduced to the West until 1512, when the Porruguese reached 
the Banda, or Nutmeg, Islands. The earliest record of nutmeg's mental 
effects comes from 1576, in the description of a "pregnant English lady who, 
having eaten ten or twelve nutmegs, became deliriously inebriated" (she was 
lucky nor ro have died). 
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Myriscica (nutmeg); 1, Penang nutmegs. 2, Round 
West India nutmegs. 3, Band~ nutmegs. 4, Longitudinal. 
cross and a broken surface of the seed. 5, Upper part 
of the seed. 6, Base of the seed. 7. Wormy seed. 

The pharos on these pages come from the Squibb Handbook of I R96; 
Squibb's caprinos have been rerained and illustrate variations appearing Hl 

the MyrtSltca fra)!.rans Sp("'(ie5. 

In the seventeenth century, nutmeg became an important article in the 
spice trade, which the Dutch monopolized for a long while with their naval 
superiority. "So precious were nutmegs," writes the botanist William Em
baden in NarcotIC Plantf, 

that carved wooden replicas were sold co the ignorant via a black market. 
Slaves on the ships bringing nutmeg to Europe wewcJsrigared forcunsuming 
part of the cargo. They knew that a few of the larRe kernels of nurme,g seed 

Reputation as a UJe/ui, Precious DruR 

Macis: 1, Banda mace. 2, Siam mace. 3, West indian 
mace. 4, Broad bands 0/ Banda mace. 
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would relieve their weariness and bring euphoric sensations of an other
worldly nature accompanied by pleasant visions. Nausea and dizziness followed 
as the price for this respite from reality. T~ more practical mind of the 
European saw this seed as potential medicine and did not hesitate to administer 
it in the event of severe illness. On th·at day in February 168') when the feeble 
King Charles II was felled by a dot or haemorrhage, one of the numerous 
unsuccessful attempts to revive him included a decoction of nutmeg. His death 
a few days later did nothing to detract frum the reputation of nutmeg as a useful 
drug. Nutmegs encased in silver were worn at night as an inducement to 
sleep, aphrodisiacal properries were ascribed ro them, and they became a 
standard element in love PJtion:i In London the rumour spread thar a few of 
these nuts would act as an abortifacient. 
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Use of this commonly available substance as an inebrient has continued 
into this ceomry. "Confirmed reports of its use by students, prisoners, sailors, 
alcoholics, marijuana-smokers and others deprived of their preferred drugs," 
write Schuhes and Hofmann in The Botany and Chemistry of HaOucfflogens, 
"are many and dear. Especially frequent is the taking of nutmeg in prisons, 
notwithstanding the usual denials of prison officials." 

Calamus, or "Sweet Flag" 
Another source of oils from which MDA·like compounds have been 

synthesized is a marsh plant growing in temperate zones of Asia, Europe 
and North America that's known bmanicaUy as ACOt'Uf caiamus ana popularly 
as sweet flag, sweet sedge, cat root, flag root, sweet myrtle, beewort or sweet 
calomeL This is an iris-like perennial growing five to six feet high rharoften 
borders streams and ponds where cat-tails are found. Its leaves have unusual 
crimped edges, am. a horizontal creeping root may extend up to five feet 
long. The oils in this rhizome contain twO psychoactive substances, asarone 
and .B-asarone, which are the natural precursors to TMA-2, a compound 
that has ten times the potency of mescaline. (Asarone also appears in 
Caucus camta, a wild carrot from Central Asia.) 

For at least 2,000 years, Acorus calamus has been used in India and 
China as a medicine. In Ayurvedic practice, the plant is called racha and 
recommended as a remedy for bronchitis, asthma and fevers. In China, 
where it's known as shih-ch'ang pu, it is used. to relieve constipation and 
swelling. According to Exodus 30: 22-25, this was one of theconstiruents of 
a "holy annointing oil" that the Lord commanded Moses to make and rub on 
his body when he approached the Tabernacle. 

This rOOt was known to many early American settlers and to Walt 
Whitman, who wrote forty-five poems under the title "Calamus" in Leat'es 
of waH. (Invoking calamus in the thirteenth poem, Whitman realizes that 
he "must change the strain-these are not to bel pensive leaves, but leaves 
of joy .... ") 

In the British Isles during the Depression of the 1930s, calamus was 
often chewed by people unable to buy tobacco. The root tastes much like gin
ger and, in small quantities of up to two inches, is stimulating and euphoric. 

Calamus has also been used by many North American Indian tribes for 
the relief of fatigue. In larger quantities, the root causes one to "walk. a foot 
above the ground." Even more of the rom has been used and is still used in 
conjunction with puberty initiatory rites. In The HallucitWKem, Hoffer and 
Osmond recount the experienres of "an informant well acquainted with the 
habits of northern Canadian Indians." He used rat root collected in northern 
Alberta by the Cree: 

He reported that nearly all the Indians over age 40 used rat root regularly but 
the younger Indians were unfamiliar with it and its use was discouraged by 
physicians who pracriced there. Rat root users seemed to be healthier, and 
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were not subject to alcohulism. The Indians used rat root (a) as an amifati.gue 
medicine (they chewed about 1 inch of the dried TCX.l[ which had a diameter 
equal to a pencil); (b) as an analgesic fur relieving [(X)thache, headache, etc; (c) 
fur relief of asthma; (d) for oral hygiene, and Ie) to relieve hangover. 

Our informant had uver the years tested these medicinal qualities and 
generally confirmed them It was particularly effective for alleviating fatigue. 
On one occasiun, he walked 12 miles in the northern wuo::l.s to fight a forest 
fire. He was Out of condition and was exhausted at the end of the march. He 
chewed and swallowed 2 inches of rat root. Within 10 minutes the fatigue 
vanished and on the rerum march he seemed to be walking I foot above the 
ground and felt wonderful. The effect was very unlike amphetamine. On hiS 
rerurn home he was very exhausted but after a night's sleep was normal. 

The informant and his wife, a trained psrchlamc nurse, were both sophis
ticated subjects with hallucinugens. They had taken LSD several times 10 

well<ontrolled experiments at one of our research laboratories. They had 
both taken 10 inches of rat root 5 times and both agreed it producedanexper~ 
ience very similar to LSD. 

Alles Discovers MDA's Psychoactivity 
MDA, the archetype and simplest member of this duster, was first 

synthesized in 191O by G. Mannish and W. Jacobson, who described the 
process in a German journal. It wasn't until 1939 that animal tests were 
performed, when'the team of Gunn, Gurd and Sachs became interested in 
the substance while conducting adrenaline studies. Two years later, another 
team-Loman, Myerson and Myerson-thought this compound might 
alleviate Parkinsonism but: discarded the idea when the drug produced 
muscular rigidity in the single patient tested. At about this time, MDA was 
rejected as a possible weight reduction agent by the Smith, Klein & French 
Vl. because pronounced though not hallucinugenic effects interfered after a 
few days with the patients' ordinary routines. 

Gordon Alles, the UCLA researcher who discovered amphetamine in 
1927, was interested in MDA (3,4-methylenedioxyphenylisopmpylamine) 
aoo its cousin 3,4-methylenedioxyphenylethylamine because of the structural 
closeness of these two molecules to ephedrine, the standard drug for testing 
central nervous system stimulation during the 1930s and 194Os. He decided 
that he would conduct what he called a "double-conscious" test of these sub
stances-meaning that he would synthesize, measure and take them himself 
in order to compare their effects with what he knew about how ephedrine 
affected him. "1 was quite well calibrated," he remarked later, "with 50 mg. 
doses of ephedrine and with similar doses of amphetamine .. ' 

After tests with dogs, which indicated that these two compounds were 
one third to one half as active in their peripheral effeers as mescaline and 
amphetamine, Alles swallowed 36 mg. of MDA. During the following tWO 
hours, he nmiced neither physical nor mental sensations. He then took an 
additional 90 mg. 
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Within a few minutes, he "realized that a nmabie subje<:tive response 
was going to resuk" The muscles of his neck became markedly tensed, and 
he was closing his jaws tightly and grindmg hIS back teeth. His gums became 
white arxl comracted. He perspired quire a bit but nneed a slowed respIration 
rate. His pupils were "markedly dilated .... I had never seen dilation of the 
pupils in animals or man to such an extent." 

About forty-five minutes after the second dose, smoke rings filled the 
air, moving in slow motion about him. In a closed room on the sixth floor of 
a university building, there "was no possible source of smoke rings." Yet, 

an abundance of curling smoke rings was readily observed in the envirunmem 
whenever a relaxed approach in observation was used. Visually, these had 
complete reality; and it seemed quite unnecessary to test their properties 
because it was surely known and fully appreciated that the source ci the visual 
phenomena could not be external to the body. When I concentrated my atten
tion on the details of the rurJing gray forms by trying to note huw they would 
be affected by passing a finger through their apparent field, they melted away. 
Then when I relaxed again, the smoke rings were there. 
Talking about these smoke rings later, Alles commented, "I was as 

certain they were really there as I am now sure that my head is on top of my 
body," Further into the experience, he also notICed that 

Vision at a considerable distaIKe was remarkable in clarity of detaiL I had 
never looked out of the window a great deal before but I fOWld that atadistance 
of three and four blocks away, I could make out very minute details of things. 
Later, Alles said he was sure that the details were correct and that he 

wasn't able to make them out during normal consciousness "to anywhere 
near as great an extent." These visual effects only introouced what lay ahead. 
Looking at his "almost entirely black eyes," he had been fearful momemarily 
but thereafter had '"a general feeling of v.rell being," accompanied by a switch 
in his perception of the location of his consciousness: 

When I was very relaxed, my thinking became introspectively speculative. 
Awareness of the body and of its funnionings became subject to a detached 
spatial consideration, and the reality uf the place uf detached observation for a 
time semed clearly transposed out of the body and to a place above and to the 
right rearward. I was compelled to turn my head several times and ICK>k into 
that upper corner of the room in woooer at what part of me could beup there 
and observin~ the subjective situation and behavior as if from that point. I 
observed this phenomenon frum where I was seated. 
There was also '"remarkably clear and apparent" differentiation in the 

perception of sounds: 

Seeing the smoke rings that weren't there gave me the impression that 
perhaps I was also hearing things that weren't there. When I heard footsteps, 
I looked out into the corridor aoo found no one there. I repeated this a number 
of times. Somehow I felt this was not a hallucinatory phenomenon, and that I 
was hearing actual walking. TIlen I finally realized that I was hearing footsteps 
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not primarily in either my right or left ear, and that the sound mustbecoming 
through the window. (I was on the sixth floor of the Medical Office Building 
at that time). I looked OUt and saw people walking along the sidewalk That 
was not sufficient correlation, so I sat down until I heard definite footsteps. 
Then I looked out and saw that a person was passing. After doing this three 
or four times I realized that there was a one-to-one correspondence between 
my hearing footsteps and the passing of a person on the street below. 
Alles later added that until then he "had never even read an account of 

hallucinatory experiences" and that "if I had not persisted in looking for the 
source of the footsteps, I would have remained under the impression that I 
was having auditory hallucinations." 

Another aspect of this experience was tactile: 
I found that now, too, 1 had a qualitatively different sensation in my finger

tips. Then as I tried stronger stimulation of the finger ends, I experienced a 
peculiar phenomenon that I had never noted before; nor have I noted it since, 
under any conditions. If you watch as you touch a tabletop with your finger, 
you will notice that the time when you hit it, as determined visually, and the 
time when you feel it are in essential coincidence. However, uooet (his drug, I 
found that I first hit the table, and then felt it; the feeling was a very definitely 
delayed phenomenon. I experimented with this for a half hour or more. 

SJ1'thesis and Testing of Related Compounds 
It was through Alles' work that MDA and its many relatives eventually 

came to public awareness. He took MDA several times, determining that 
minimal effects began with a dose of about 80 mg. Asked later about taking a 
higher dose again, his comment was: "I would nOf at all hesitate to do so for 
experimental purposes, if people could tell me just what they wanted to 
observe at the particular time. JUSt a simple repetition of the hallucinatory 
experience, I think, adds nothing to our knowledge .. · 

In 1957, Alles attended a conference in Princeton, New Jersey, that was 
sponsored by the Josiah Maey, Jr., Foundation, and there he described his 
MDA experience. In 1959, the proceedings of the conference were published 
in Neuropharmacology: Transactions of the 4th Conference (edited by 
Harold Abramson). Five or six years later, MDA began showing up in the 
counterculture, and in 1970 it was '·scheduled" as part of the Comprehensive 
Drug Abuse legislation 

The U.s. Army experimented at its Edgewood Arsenal in Maryland 
with quite a number of psychoactive substances in the 1950s. Although their 
results remain mostly undisclosed, Army scientists were using MDA (coded 
EA-1299) and some MDA-like compounds. Synthesis of MDMA, active in 
doses of the 75-100 mg. range and shorter and milder in its effects than 
MDA, was not reported in the scientific literature until 1960. It has since 
been established that MDMA was oQe of the "Experimental Agents" tested 
at Edgewood Chemical Warfare Service, where it was labeled EA-1475. 
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Gordon Alles disco1'f:red the ps)'chedclic effl.'CtJ of AiDA. 

The next important MDA-like comIX'luncls to come along were the 
TMAs (there arc six). TMA-2, the most interesting, was firstsymhesized in 
1933, but its psychoactive effects weren't recognized until 1%2, when the 

chemist Alexander Shulgin aminized it from asarone derived from the oils 
present in calamus. That same year Shuigin aminized myristicin, present in 
the aromatic oils of mace and nutmeg, and came up with MMDA. After 
more than 75 mg. have been ingest{·d, this compound produces MDA-like 
effects that usually last under five hours, differing from MDA's effects in 
that there is often dream-like imagery when the eyes are dosed. 

In 1964, Shulgin synthesized OOM (2,5-dirnethoxy-4-methyl-amphet
amine) and determined that with a dose of 3 mg. the effects lasted eighteen 
hours or more; with a dose above 5 mg., the results are highly hallucinogenic 
and could persist up to three days. Two years after his report, a "new drug" 
with long-lasting effects was introduced to the coumerrulrure under the 
name STP. Although it wasn't dear for some time, OOM andSTP turned 
out to be the same. Apparently STP was synthesized independently br 
underground chemists experimenting with MDA derivatives. 

STP was said to be an acronym for ·'Serenity, Tranquility and Peace;· 
although for many it proved to be a foundation-shaking experience. Among 
the first to try STP was Richard Alpert, who took it in an apartment building 
on 57th Street in Manhattan and promptly tried to walk out the window. He 
was so scared by his response that he said the drug should not be released 
under any circumstances, that it was tOO intense. Later, considering that 
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New York City ··was not perhaps the optimum·· in experimental environ
ments, he tried it a.':am near Taos, New Mexico after fasting for five days. 
Alpert wanted to give STP ··a fair shake:· He has since described this exper
ience as ··an extraordinary, extraordinary trip. I was really impressed. I still 
thought it was maybe too strong an agent for most people-it might have 
been too fierce for their use. But it was certainly a profound psychedelic 
experience. " 

Despite such cautionary advice from the people who first tested it, in 
January I %7 some 5,000 tablets in 10 mg. dosage-more than three times 
Shulgin·s recommendation for OOM-were distributed for free at the first 
""Human Be-in," in San FranCISCO's Golden Gate Park. Jeremy BigwlK.ld 
recalls that 

by nightfall there were several thousand tripping hippies, along with a scatter
ing of panic reactions to the intensely psychedelic STP experience. After a 
sleepless night there were still a couple of thousand tripping hippies-many 
of whom were no longer enjoying the voyage. Hundreds of people exper
ienced hallucinatory episodes lasting three days, many ending up in the emer
gency rooms of various Bay Area hospitals wondering if they would ever come 
down. 

STP continued to be available in some locales for another two years, 
even though the producers later agreed that their tablets presented much too 
strong a dosage. Questions were also almost immediately raised about the 
purity and acrual content of these pills. Hospitals treating overwhelmed 
users reported that Thorazine (chlorpromazine) seemed to intensify and 
prolong STP's effects. Studies carried out the next year showed that Thora
zine had a slight dampening influence on the OOM experience. Thus,some 
people felt that the STP pills must have contained other substances, which 
somehow were activated by Thorazine. 

Another stICky situation arose in the early 1970s when it became clear 
that there is one physically dangerous member of this cluster: PMA (4-
methoxyamphetamine). This compound, distributed mainly between 1972 
and 1973, was often passed off as MDA. An effective dose of PMA can cause 
a dangerous rise in blood pressure. Use of this substance resulted in several 
deaths-although for some time it wasn't clear which drug had been ingested. 
Some people felt that MDA was involved, but it seems now that PMA was 
responsible. PMA is a dangerous MDA-likecompound that appears to have 
been totally withdrawn from circulation. 

Bigwood, writing in Head magazine (December 1977), pointed out 
that the alphabet-soup designations of the MDA cluster are a significant 
source of confusion. With so many compounds in this cluster, initials for a 
specific substance may be correctly passed from manufacturer to distributor, 
but are often jumbled after the compound has passed through several hands. 
The delay in identifying PMA as dangerous demonstrates the seriousness of 
this problem. 
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In 1974, Shuigin synthesized OOB. which is very much like DOM ex
cept that it's milder and much more manageable. Then followed his synthesis 
of OOET, another drug possessing moderated STP-like effects. These com
pounds have been tried oU[ by a few people but are generally nm as available 
as MDA. 

In the 1980s, several related compounds have been distributed. They 
appear to have been used so far without problems. 

CHEMISTRY 
The oils from nutmeg, dill, parsley seed, calamus, crocus, saffron, vanilla 

beans, sassafras and other plants contain generous amounts of the prerursors 
to the semi-synthetic MDA-like compounds. Recently dried nutmeg is 
about 15 percent extraaable oil. 

Most users feel mental effens from ground nutmeg with a 20 gm. dose, 
which has been assayed at 210 mg. myeisticio (potential MMDA), 70 mg. 
elemicin (potential TMA), 39 mg. safrole (potential MDA), plus smaller 
amounts of other aromatic ethers and a number of terpene hydrocarbons 
(biological irritants). 

Conversion of the non-<lITIine oils in the presence of ammonia into the 
amine forms (TMA, MDA, etc.) has been demonstrated in the laboratory, 
giving rise to speculation that a similar process acrurs in the body to create 
mental effects. "Although the addition of ammonia has been shown [oocmr 
in vitro with tissue homogenates," Shulgin has commented, "there is at 
present no evidence that any of these centrally active bases can be formed in 
vivo." 

The chemistry of related synthetics is extensive, because atoms and 
radicals on the ring and side chain are susceptible to replacement with rela
tively little laboratory manipulation. The best review of the effects of the 
synthetics known to have psychoactivity appears in Vol. 11 (Stimulants) of 
the Handbook of Psychopharmacolof!.Y (Plenum Press, 1978), in which 
Shulgin disrusses the chemistry and corresponding effects of fony-nine 
MDA-like compounds, dividing them into the following categories: eleven 
that are methoxy14ted phenylisopropylamines, with varying positions for 
and varying numbers of methoxyl groups; eleven that are methylenedioxy 
phenylisopropylamines, with or without methoxyl groups in addition; five 
that are phenylisopropy14mines with alkoxy substituents in addition to, or 
instead of, methoxyl groups; twelve that are phenylisopropyiamines with 
alkyl groups on the aromatic ring, with or without methoxyl groups in 
addition; and ten that are phenylisopropylamines with a halo group or a 
sulfur on the aromatic ring, with methoxyl groups in addition 

Most readers will find two other summaries more accessible: Shulgin's 
article on "The Phenethylamines Related to Mescaline" in the January-June 
1979 issue of the Journal of Psychedelic Drugs and a more generalized treat
ment in Vol. III, Chapter Sixty of Burger'J Medicinal ChemiJtry (4th ed, 
John Wiley & Sons, 1981). 

, NH, :0, , 
60.21 

Substitution Position 
o{ R Potency 

Structure Relative 
No. 2 3 , S 6 Name to Me,eahne Rof 

60.11. H DCH, DCH, DCH, H TMA 2 II.'. "' 6O,ln OCH-, H DCH, DCH, H TMA·2 20 "' 601Zc DCH, OCH, DCH, H H TMA·3 <2 "' 60 11. DCH, OCH, H DCH, H TMA·4 , 
" 60,11e OCH, DCH, H H OCH, TMA·5 10 " 60.111 OCH, H OCH, H OCH, TMA·6 W " 60.11, H H OCH, H H PMA 6 " 60.1111 OCH, H DCH, H H 2.4-DMA 6 78 

60.11; DCH, H H DCH, H 2,S·DMA 6 " 60.111 H OCH, OCH, H H 3.4·DMA -I 86 
60,22:k OCH, DCH, OCH, DCH, H 6 7S 
60211 H DCH, OCH,<!1 DCH, H 2 7" 
60,11a DCH, H OE, DCH, H MEM 20 '" 60.220 H (). -("H,-O H H MDA 7 X7-~'" 

6O.1lt1 H OCH, O-CH,-O H MMDA .7 QO, Ql 
60.22q DCH, H O-C"H,-O H MMDA·2 W " 60,11. DCH, O-C"H,O H OCH, MMDA·3a 10 "' 6O,2Z. O-C:::H,-O OCH, H H MMDA·3t> ] " 60.2lt O-CH,-O H H orn-, MMDA·5 10 " 60.22. DCH, O-CH,_O OCH, H DMMDA 12 92 
60.22 .. OCH., DCH, O-CH,-O H DMMDA·2 92 
60.22'" DCH, H SCH, OCH, H p·DOT (Aleph· I) '0 93 
60.22. DCH, H SE, OCH, H Aleph·2 80 " 60.1Zy DCH, H SPT(i) DCH, H Aleph·4 '" " 60,12. DCH, H SP'(II) OCH, H Aleph·? 60 " 60.1lu OCH, H CH, OCH, H DOM (STP) '" 711.95 
60,22bb OCH, H E, OCH, H DOET 100 '". " 60.21« OCH, H Pr("1 (X'H, H DOPR 80 " 60.1Uo1 OCH, H Bu(") OCH, H DOBU '" " 60.12" DCH, H Am(",) OCH-, H DOAM 10 " 60.12' DCH, H B, OCH, H DOB 400 97 
60.1111 DCH, H OCH, H DOl <00 " 
Characteristics of some psychoactive phenyliJOpropylamineJ as liJted in 
Burger"s Medicinal Chemistry. SubJtitution of t'anouJ moletuleJ and 
molecula,. ;:rouPJ at !'tlnouJ pOJ;tion.r in the JkddOn nuc/,'uJ htlt been 
extem;vely feJted and reJults;n wide variations m potency (DOB is the 
strongeJt, exhibiting JOme 400 timeJ the strength of mescaline). Those 
in the middle are the mOJt popula,. in thiJ Jeries, but the recently. 
synthesized Aleph compoundJ. which contain Julfu,. and empha.rize 
introspection, have alJO been well received. 
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Alexander Sbul{!tn discovered tbe ps)dJedelic effects of TMA-2, 
DaM, MMDA, DaB and other phen)'limpropylamineJ. 

Shulgin's interest in the relationship between strucrure and activity is 
also held by Roger Brimblecombe (of the research laboratories of Smith 
Kline & French) and his colleague Roger Pinder (Australian Drug Informa~ 
tion Services). As early as the mid-1970s,Brinblecombe and Pinder saw that 
substituted phenylethylamines would eventually reduce the starus of mes
caline, once [he most potem PSychedelic known but pre-eminem only because 
of its early isolation and identification. In their HaIIIKinof!.enic ARent.r 
(.1975) they wrote that mescaline "can now be regarded as a naturally occur
flng example with relatively low potential of a much wider group of halluci
nogeI1s." 

The writings of Shulgin, the Brimblecombe-Pinder team and many 
others are filled with speculations about how an alpha-methyl group adds to 
potency, how a tryptamine ring and amphetamine tail perhaps allows passage 
through .the b~ood-brain bar~ier, how various chemical alterations keep 
monoamlfle oXIdase from cuttlflg the malernle's tail, thus increasing activit}' 
and duration. There's material here for fascinating rumination-what with 
the extreme variations in strength, in timing and in theexperiemial tendencies 
manifested by each compourx:i. 

One complication nm often mentioned is that many of t~se compounds 
appear as optical isomers and in different forms as freebases or salts. The 
MDA molecule, for instance, presents itself in two mirror images that rotate 
plane-polarized light in opposite directions. Although they rotate light [Q 
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the same degree, they have different strengths. The doses required to pro
duce the same effect upon the cemral nervous system from the levorotary 
isomer, the dextrorotary isomer and the racemate (an optically neutral mix
ture of the two isomers) are estimated by Shulgin at 70, 225 and 125 mg. 
respectively. Of these three forms, the leva-isomer has the greatest effect in 
humans. The same is true of OOET, where the leva-isomer is roughly twice 
as strong as its mirror image. 

In the discussion of mental effects below, mast anention will be given 
to MDA and MMDA. Here are sketches of these two: 

MDA 
( 3,4·methylene

dioxyamphetaminej 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 

MMDA 
( 3-methoxy-4,5-methylene

dioxyamphetamine) 

Nutmeg . 
In a Hif!.h Times debate concerning synthetic versus orgamc psyche

delics, Bruce Eisner argued that for most users synthetic mescaline sulfate is 
preferable to peyote and LSD is preferable to mo~ning ~lories or ergot, 
because the "plant forms contain many other alkalOIds beSides the psycho
active ones, some of which make a person sick, and in the case of ergot,can 
lead to death." The same argument applies to the differences between nut-
meg and MDA. . 

A number of accounts of nutmeg inebriation appear In The Ethno· 
pharmacologic Search for Psychoact;vlJ Drugs, and particularly ful~ discussions 
are given by an ex-convict in Hoffer and Osmond's The.Halluclnogens and 
by another ex-conviCt in Medical Botany by Wal~er Le.WI~ and .Memory p.~. 
Elvin-Lewis. Nearly all such records agree that mebnatlon WIth nutmeg IS 

accompanied by unpleasanr somatic side-effects. The Church of the Tree of 
Life's Fint Book of Sacraments summarizes [he physical effects: 

The usual prison dose is a matchbook of gruurxl nutmeg-about 20 grams. 
This amount can cause some very severe psychological and physiological 
effects. These effects may vary somewhat with the individual, the dose and 
the potenl)' of the material. Some people enjoy it, but most ~ it as a rather 
grueling experience. Manyfind itdifficu1t to swallow ~he req~lred dose: So~ 
suffer nausea during the first 45 minutes. After that Silly feehngs arxl giggling 
often OClur. This is S(X)n followed by dryness of the mouth and throat, flushing 
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of the skin and reddening eyes. Occasionally a person will feel agitated and 
hyperactive, but more often he will feel heavy, intoxicated and unable ro do 
anything but lie down. Motor functions may be confounded and s~h Inco
herent. He may become overly conscious of his heart beat and become con
cerned about the seeming gaps between beats. Later he may enter a Stuporous 
euphoric stare in which he experiences profound peace of mind and dreamy 
visions. If he is able ro move about he will usually feel like everything is in 
slow motion. 

A person under the spell of nutmeg is likely to find himself unable actually 
to sleep, but also incapable of being really awake. Sleepless stupor is the most 
apt description of nutmeg narcosis. This cooditionmay last for 12 hours follow
ed by 24 hours of drowsiness during which he may sleep a lot. 

The afrer-effects are usually quite unpleasant: aching of the bones and 
muscles, soreness and aching of the eyes, running nose, tiredness, depressIOn 
and possible headaches. One of the best things that can be said about nutmeg 
intoxication is that it is too unpleasant to be addicting. 

The MDA-like and STP-like Subdusters 
MDA, MMOA and the other semi-synthetics are prepared by aminiza

tion of various natural oils, which seems to eliminate nearly all the unpleasant 
physical effects of the experience for most people. 

Almost all users exhibit dilated pupils. Perhaps 10 percent of users feel 
transitory nausea, jaw-tightening, sweating or jitteriness, and most register 
some rise in blood pressure. Claudio Naranjo suggests that "Since individual 
incompatibility is consistent and bound to dose level," it is possible to identify 
those susceptible to physical problems 

through progressively increased test doses (i.e., 10 mg., 20 mg., 40 mg., 100 
mg.). This should be done without exception throughout the time preceding 
any first therapeutic MDA session. Typical toxic symptoms are skin reactions, 
profuse sweating, and confusion; I have observed these in about 10 percental 
the subjects at dosages of 150-200 mg. 

"Another outstanding quality about this drug complex," says Jeremy 
Bigwood, 

in contrast to everything else psychedelic is its ·'rush·' effect. Things with 3,4-
dioxy groups, like MDA, all have that rush~whetheror not they are substituted 
in other positions. That rush seems to be a unique handle to that series. None 
of the others have thac feeling-which is why some people have compared it 
to cocaine. Injected, ir"s very similar to cocaine or amphetamine. Evenorally, 
it's similar. 

These compounds seem to produce some of the paradoxical reactions 
often observed with amphetamine and thus should be handled with caution. 
A short pamphlet from Stash, a psychedelic information service, warns 
against use of MDA by "Persons with heart disease, severe high bl~ pres
sure, hyperthyroidism Or diabetes mellitus:· MDA was described by Alles as 
being a third as potent as amphetamine in vasa-constrictive effects. The 
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Spring Grove researchers of Turek, Soskin and Kurland studied ten subjects 
given 70 mg. of the leva-isomer orally and observed a drop in bkxxl. pressure 
"followed by a rise during the second and third hours after administration, 
reruming to the pre-drug pressure at the fifth hour." MDA also induces 
sleeplessness in some people, although not as often or severely as equivalent 
amounts of amphetamine. 

Many users feel tired and sluggish the following day, which led Wei! to 
suggest that one should be in gxxl physical shape with adequate energy re
serves before trying such compounds. "For unknown reasons," he adds, 
"MDA seems to be especially hard on women and will activate any latent 
infections or problems on the female genito.urinary traer. Women should 
take lower doses than men (less than 100 milligrams), and should avoid the 
drug altogerher if their pelvic organs are ailing.·' Stash comments thatsa far 
there haven't been any studies of possible birth defeers and counsels that "it 
is wise for a woman to avoid all drug use if she suspects she is pregnant." 

Most of the MDA-like compounds are fairly short-aering, but a few 
have long duration and thus fonn a significant subcluster, comprising 
DOET, DOB and the more volatile OOM, a compound that produces con
siderably differenc effects at different dosages. Brimblecombe and Pinder 
describe OOMjSTP's physical symptomology: 

The highly active, 2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylamphetamine (DOM, STP) was 
first identified in all illicit sample of drugs, aOO was claimed by its users to pro
duce effects lasting greater than 72 hours with potentiation by the usual 
hallucinogen antagonists like chlorpromazine. Subsequent scientific evalua
tions (Snyder, Faillace, and Hollister, 1%7; Hollister, MacNicol, and Gillespie, 
1%9) showed these claims to be false, the effects of DOM lasting less than 24 
hours and being anenuated by chlorpromazine. The drug is a potent halluci
nogen, however, doses of 3-5 mg. producing mental changes with marked 
hallucinations 1 hour afrer oral administration, peaking after 3-5 hours, and 
lasting for 7-8 hours. Only mild euphoria was noted thenextday and in only a 
small proportion of subjects. The typical hallucinogenic triad of symptom
atology was evident: physiological effects liJre nausea, sweating, paraesthesia, 
tremors, and increased systolic blood-pressure; sensory changes such as blurred 
vision, multiple imagery, vibration of objects, distorted shapes, visual hallu
cinations, enhancement of detaiL slowed passage of time, and increased con
trasts; and psychic phenomena like loss of thought control, elation, difficulty 
in expression of self, floods of thwght, blankness of mirxl,and ease of distraaion. 

It should be noted that doses above') mg. (as seen at the 1%7 "Human 
Be-in'·) produce effects of greater intensity and duration 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
Nutmeg 

Although it's a psychedelic of last resort, plenty of people have tried 
nutmeg. Malcolm X recalled fromh is prison experience that it "had the kick 
of three or four reefers"; other repotts range from great exultation to delirium. 
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The third syndrome is quite typical, as in this anonymous nutmeg account 
from Drop From A to Z: 

.. , it's a kind of drunkenness, I suppose, in a way you wouldcaU it a hallucinatol'} 
experience, but mostly it's just being wacked om of your head, sort of. It'~ 
really not a sJX"Cially pleasant high. There are certainly wild ciiS(Qrtions of 
perception and the brain functions, sort of in spurts and spasms .. 

And you will get sick as well as high, more or less simultaneously. And you 
will not feel right the next day either. Ir is notexact!y a hangover, bur you will 
not feel quite right. Maybe we took tOO much ["at least a teaspoon"] when we 
took it. Bur it is preny violent_ Son of disrupting mental processes. 

In a few cases, the Individual experience with nutmeg has proved siJ,l
nificant For example, Richard Meltzer took what many might consider an 
overly large dosage while at Yale, At the high poim in the resulting exper
ience, he sat in a coffee shop listening to the juke box and perceived the 
music as aU sounding identicaL Meltzer dropped out of Yale, used his tuition 
money to buy a good stereo and tecords, and eventually went on to become a 
vanguard influence in rock music. 

STP 
Although it is a rare commodity nowadays, STP had a major impact on 

the psychedelic movement in 1%7, Ralph Metzner presents an STP exper
ience in The Ecstatic Adventure, that of Ken Green. Metzner described it as 
a trip "in which a young American yogi shoots himself out of the lxxly with 
STP, hurtles through incarnations, is attacked by a malevolent spirit and 
rescued by the power of mantra and guru." At the height of the furor over 
STP came this early-1967 report by Don McNeil, writing for The ViI/a)!.!:, 
VOice and citing some of STP's characteristics: 

All veterans concur on the overwheiminR power of STP. They speak of ,I 

maelstrom of relentless energy. "A feeling," said Alpert, "that it's going to do 
it to you whemer you like it or not." The energy seems to manifest itself 
psychically. "You feel like your body is a conductor for tens of thousands of 
volts," said a user. "I was desperate for a ground." People tripping on STP 
physically tremble with the energy sensation. It is a stretching, quivering, 
shaking experience. Many have emerged from STP with a sudden concern for 
physical health. "We have need to be strong," said one. "We need protein. 
The macrobiotic diet is bad news." 

The relentless rush of energy is often a frightening experience. "Acid is like 
being let out d a cage," explained one user. "STP is like being shot out of a 
gun. There's no slowing down or backing up. You feel like your brakes have 
given out . 

A key to survival in the STP experience seems to be an ability to surrender 
to the energy flow of the drug. Resisting the rush or holding back can lead, 
many report, to an incredibly frustrating uptight experience. 

STP seems to la£:k the disorienrauon of a£:id. Although the auditory and 
visual hallucinations are vivid, a girl explained, "Everything looks like it does 
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when you're straight. It's like being on the other side of a glass wall." There 
also seems to be less identity confusion than under LSD. "You know who you 
are," she said. Many have found that they could easily function-make tele
phone calls, find cabs-shortly after the peak of the STP experience. These 
things can be difficult to do after an intense LSD experience. 

Another recurring report about STP is a sensation of timelessness. Alpert 
calls it "a totally NOW orientation." Past and future seem to dissolve in an 
electric present. As time was lost, Alpert recalled, "I felt that 1 had lost some
thing human. I felt that I had lost my humanity." 

But the most enticing, and clearly the most disturbing, aspect of STP is that, 
unlike LSD, it seems to have a cumulative effect. It is a longrrip to begin WIth. 
The direct effects last aobut 14 hours, and a stoned aftermath may continue 
until asleep. 

The next morning, many STP initiates have discovered that they still felt 
high, or at least '·different." It is a mild feeling, but a persistent one. Generally 
rated a "good" feeling, it seems to last. 

Zinberg', Evaluation of MDA 
Few studies have been published about MDA'seffects. I.S. Turek,RA. 

Soskin and Albert Kurland report on one in Vol. 6, No.1 of the Journal 0/ 
Psychedelic DrugJ, in which they describe the subjective effects of 70 mg. of 
the MDA levo·isomer taken orally by ten subjects, nine of whom had expet
ienced LSD in a similarly controlled setting. Their findings concur with 
other available reports; they emphasize that, compared to LSD, this com
pound produces fewer "intuitive experiences involving a sense of ego loss" 
and "less transcendence of time or space" but more verbal communication. 

Changes in perception of the external environment and changes in 
body awareness--especially "loss of control"-were "either minimal or 
nonexistent:' The team found only a moderate alteration in time perception. 
Using the Linton-Langs Questionnaire (Modified), they concluded that 
"seeing new or changed meaning" was a major MDA effect. They said that 
at least half of their subjects felt that 

me meaning of life was now dearer as a result of the experience and they were 
able to discern ~w connections between certain events or experiences that 
they had not been aware of before. MDA facilitates a state of mind char
acterized by increased introspectiveness, heightened self-awareness and 
greater intuitiveness and was associated with emotional states that were de
scribed as those of relaxation, acceptance, calmness and serenity. More intense 
emotional reaCtions were reported by a few of (he subjects. However, they did 
rot feel overwhelmed by, or unable to maintain perspective about, their con
dition. In some the drug appeared to induce a state of greater openness in 
which the individual's responsiveness to music was enhanced and the capacity 
for rapport and empathy increased. For many of the sub;ects, the experience 
rook on the overtones of deep personal and philosophical-religious meaning. 

Most reports agree that MDA evokes little visual imagery, even 
though Alles saw smoke rings when he first discovered this psychedelic's 
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effects. Like Albert Hofmann, Alles was apparently one of those very sensi
tive to psychoacrivity. Had he not been, a vastly different history may have 
resulted for this compound cluster. 

Alles made an extensive report based almost solely on his first MDA 
trip, justifying its relevance as a "double-<onscious" srudy. He didn't believe 
that a large population of llsers had to be observed to achieve valid results. 
Norman Zinberg claimed that he made an end-run around this problem as 
well, after he studied MDA's effects upon experienced trippers (two to fifteen 
sessions for each of his subjects). All had used marijuana and all drank
"but expressed the classic preference of marijuana users for beer or wine; only 
one moderate, the rest light imbibers." Zinberg's MDAobservations, which 
appeared in the January-March 1976 issue of the Journal of Psychedelrc 
Drugs, present perhaps the finest description yecuf the subtle states induced 
by the archetype of the MDA cluster. 

Associated with the Harvard Medical School, Zinberg was interested 
in "the phenomenology of consciousness change." He chose MDA for use in 
his study for three reasons: (l) this compound's effects were reportedly not 
as extreme as those of LSD, (2) it could be obtained in pure form and distri
buted in known quantities,. and (3) users remained capable of expressing 
their feelings about relationships while the experience was going on. "That 
suited cne well," Zinberg said about this last factor, "because my greatest area 
of understanding is JUSt there, and not in color/form/perception possibly 
affected by the drug. This effect also made it likely that users would be inter
ested in talking while tripping." 

Zinberg noted that the participants joked in all the sessions that they 
might have been given a placebo. After the first half-hour to an hour, when 
MDA's effects became perceptible, 

one person after anmher would say, '"oh~:' and in answer to my questiom 
would describe seein,lO; the sudden clarity of {he sky and a feeling of ease and 
benevolence. Along with this initial "vast tranquilizer"' effect came somt" 
nausea. Three subjects retched briefly and severa! described some muscle 
tightening, especially around the jaw, which also passed after a few minutes. 

None of my subjects had ever had a bad trip. During my observations. 
there were no periods of panK or hallucination in my terms. Several subjem 
said that when they closed their eyes or stared at a particular object, delightful 
visual panoramas occurred which they called hallucinations. These were 
always reported as pleasant and, seemed to me, to be an exploitation of the 
subject's capacity to fix on an image and play tricks with their unwavering 
concentration rather than a hallucination. 

For Zinberg, the ability of the users ru concentrate their attention 10 

specific areas was a striking quality of the experience: 

Ordinarily people apparently attend to a large volume of stimuli and devote 
considerable effort to integrating these stimuli into a gestalt. This constant 
effort at integration shiflS focus when the person concentratt"s on one or 
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anorher stimulus. 1\ Steady concentration always ocrurs within an awareness 
of the whole. The drug allows one to focus on a reduced field of attention so 
that a particular item stands out ... As nearly as I could learn, no real percep
rna I changes occur. Rather what happens IS a de-automatization of repetitive, 
usual modes of responding. Subjects reported on color,sound and form, when 
asked, with complete accuracy, invariably, however, pointing out details that 
seemed more pertinent oow than before. This seemed especially true for 
colors and the blending and mixing of colors. At times, when they were asked 
to focus on them, forms and shapes received the same total attention and 
sense of discovery as did color. In contrast to the impatiencr with which the 
subjects waited the nour for the drug to take effect, they now felt almost un
aware of time's passage. It was hard to get an answer to the question, '"How 
long have we been here?" When they did answer, they usually thought it to 
have been longer than it was. This slowing of time continued through the 
eight to t'Weive hours of the drug's effects. 

The capacity to focus on specific items seems to explain much of what the 
subjects experience. They could concrntrate on inner processes as well as 
outer perceptions. It was nor that particular fantasies were any different, i.e., 
more primitive, or connected to basic motivation, but that one fantasy or idea 
was noticed in great detail. It could be thoroughly explored so that the con
necred aHem and ideation which would ordinarily be swept past in the rush of 
stimuli could receive attention. The introspection thus achieved seemed fresh. 
Subjects could find things unpleasant such as sand, fijes,coldoreven the noise 
of a companion, but no one reported angry or aggressive feelings during the 
drugged period. However, there was considerable internal interest in previous 
aggression and meanness that appeared in fantasies or reveries about personal 
interactions. 

Zinberg noted that "people did speak openly of caring for each other," 
and he had the impression that the experience provided an occasion and an 
inclination 

to say things usually barred from conversation. Despite much talk about 
origins and memories, no early memories were reported that seemed to have 
been especially recovered at this time. One person told me how he felt when 
he met his present girlfriend and how, out of a mixture of anxiety, annoyance 
and liking, he had picked out the traits and responses that he now loved. A 
young woman talked about the last time she had seen her mother and of how, 
out of a mixture of disappointment and longing, she had behaved distantly 
and now remgnized that she did the same thing with her boyfriend She 
p:linted out how his flY)uth tightened and his eyebrows came together in an 
unusual way when she behaved that way, but he never said he was hurt. He 
responded by saying that he knew she had been thinking of that interaction 
and that he really knew she loved him and wished he could break through his 
withdrawal at times like that and tell her what he had been feeling. 

This sort of dialogue was typical The insights did not seem so earth-shaking, 
although they were spelled out in convincing detaiL But it was the repeated 
insistence on empathic awareness of what the other was thinking that most 
fascinated me. 
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Zinberg tried to check out these empathic sensations by speakinR 
separately co individuals having such experiences: 

Not only was such a subject able to describe what others felt, e_g., "A IS 

thinking of sex with B," or "I think C is lost in childhood mefTKlriesor relation
ship fantasies with D," but they were also able (0 say something about the cues 
tbat led to these conclusions-the way someone's bcx:Iy was now dripping 
with sand, the way the lines formed around a person's mouth, or the way 
somebcx:ly looked over there and then looked away. These rues were ones that 
I had not noticed umil they pointed [hem om [Q me, However, the intermedi
ate steps of how the cues led to the final, empathic awareness could nor be 
articulated. I would then drift over to the person we had been (alking about 
and asked what sjhe had been thinking. 8071 of the time my origmal respond
ent was corrfft down to quite fine details. It was remarkable, and it gave me 
some sense of why some psychedelic users of my acquaintance had become so 
interested in ESP. I asked particularly if this empathy was based on unusual 
closeness to a particular individual and usually was told, UNo." In fact, it 
seemed to operate as effectively with people who were not close friends. Cer
tainly it was not bound by sexual interest. While couples who were going 
together might show particular imerest in each other, each could respond to 
others across sexual lines. 

As to <jllestions about sexual aspects of the experience, Zinberg found 
his subjects' answers "surprisingly uniform": 

Sexual relationships were possible especially as the drug waned, but during 
the height of the high, people described a greater interest in a general, diffused 
sensualism than in specific sexuality, such as intercourse or masrurbation. 
(Although two Subjffts told me that when they had taken the drug alone, and 
only then, did they bffome sexually preocrupied and masturbate frequently.) 
This sensualism showed itself in a wish to touch others or to feel the sand, 
grass, water, flowers or the like. Again, the desire to touch or pleasure In 

touching was specifically pOln-sexual and often not connectt'ci to everyday 
closeness. Although one of the drug's most potent and consistent effects IS 

the inhibition of the desire to eat, late in the day a single grape or a bit of cer
tain foods or hquids was described as a sensual experience. 

Zinberg concluded that a study of the people he had observed 

would show a continuity of basic personality structure both before,dnring and 
after drug use. That there is a runtinuity to the essential personality does nut 
meOln, however, that some personality change may not beof great importance 
in that person's life and extended psychological development. Of all people, 
psychoanalysts should not make light of the importance uf small shifts in 
personality orientation. Remember Freud's oft-quoted comment that "For 
psychoanalysis to change neurotic suffering to ordinary human misery is no 
small event." 

MDA and MMDA Compared 
In the Occober-December 1976 issue of the Journal of Psychedelic 

DruRs, Andrew Weil and Alexander Shulgin described first MDA and then 
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MMDA. Together their reportS provide a perspective on the differences 
between these two closely related compounds. 

. After more than five years' experience with MDA, Weil had fascinating 
thmgs to say abom this "'Love Drug": 

... effffts become apparent in 20 to 60 minutes and persist for about twelve 
hours .... Some experience initial nausea. Some feel a warm glow spreading 
through their bodies. Most people become aware of a sense of physical and 
mental well-being that intensifies gradually and steadily .... effects on human 
beings are much more interesting than simple stimulation. Unlike most 
stimulants, MDA does not increase motor activity. In fact, it Suppresses it in a 
remarkable way, so that people can remain comfortable and content in one 
p.Jsition for long periods. This efffft is most dramatic in persons who are 
heavily dependent on coffee and cigarettes .... The oombined effffts of relax
ation and centering greatly facilitate cerrain kinds of physical activities such as 
yoga, martial artS, and any disciplines requiring balance and maintenance of 
IX'srure. For example, I can maintain a headstand longer when I take MDA 
than normally .... I have also tried things like rock climbing and swimming 
after taking MDA and again find that my body works in a more roordinared, 
smoother fashion and that I can do things with it that I usually cannot.. It 
may become possible to walk barefoot over sharp stones, for instance, and 
experience no discomfort or injury . 

Participants may feel very loving toward one another, but the feelings are 
mt explicitlf sexual because MDA tends to decrease the desire for orgasm. 
For many people the experience of enjoying physical contact and feeling love 
with others in the absence of a specific hunger for sex is unique and welrome. 

Habitual users of tobacco feel no need to smoke. Chain smokers of mari
juana do not need their weed. Nail biters leave their fingers alone. Compulsive 
talkers become quiet. Compulsive eaters do not think about food.. There 
are no hallucinations, illusions, or distortions, simply a great aura of peace and 
calm and well-being 

Out of hundreds of experiences with it that I have observed I have seen only 
two anxiety reactions. The medical potential of the drug IS great and quite un
explored. r have noted repeatedly that persons under the influence of MDA, 
when feeling high, centered, and free of desire, are in a state of complete 
anergy-that is, they manifest no allergic responses, even to life-long allergens. 
Asthma disappears; hay-fever disappears; cat allergies go away; there are 
even no responses to mosquito bites. This efffft is remfXlrary and appears to 
be the physical analog in the body of the mental experience of complete relax
ation and lack of anxiery. It might be reprooucible without the drug if we 
could learn to spend mure time in that state 

Shulgin then characterized the closely-allied MMDA: 

The threshold dosage of MMDA in humans is 75 mg (as the hydrochloride 
salt) and the average effe<:tive dose is 150 mg., orally. The first physical symp
toms (mydriasis, minor dizziness, fleeting nausea) are apparent at 30-60 
minu~s. The psychological efft.'G.rs are first noted about I YI hours following 
ingestlon and are of relatively short duration with peaking in anorher hour; 
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these are largely dissipared in yet another twO hours. During this pericx:l of 
imoxication, there IS a minimum of ~nsory distonion, but rather a pervasive 
lTlO<Xi·imensification. In the absence of external stimulation, an Jl.:cenruatioll 
of feelings (both anxiety and euphuria), the spontaneous visualizatiun uf 
images (with eyes dosed), a generalized drowsiness and relaxation, and aeon· 
sistent over-estimation of elapsed time are experienced. The imagery is 
dream-like in that the subject matter cannot be chosen and it can bevoluntarily 
dispelled by opening the eyes. Eyes-open phenomena, such as color enhance_ 
ment and distortion of faces and objects, are extremely rafe . 

The metabolic fate and the kinetics of bloo::l. and tissue levels of MMDA,in 
either experimental animals or in humans, are as yet unstudied. In com
parison to rrost psychedelic drugs, MMDA must be considered to be very 
mild and produces a state which can be easily manipulared by either the subject 
or the observer. The duration of action IS short, and is followed by physical 
relaxation which usually leads to an easy and restful sleep. 

Naranjo's Psychiatric Distinctions 
Differences between MDA and MMDA were funher amplified to 

Claudio Naranjo's The Healing Journey, a description of what he observed 
as one of the earliest to gain access to these semi-synrhetics. Afcer using both 
MDA and MMDA in his practice of psychotherapy, Naranjo concluded that 
the two operate quite distinctly. He came to consider MDA an "analytical 
drug," useful primarily for going back inro a patienr's past. MMDA, on the 
other hand, was more effective in evoking the feeling of "the eternal now.·' 

Here is a quick summation of Naranjo·s findings in regard to MDA: 

In a first study designed to describe its effects in normal individuals, not one 
of eight subjects reported hallucinations, visual disronions, color enhaocemem, 
or mental imagery, while all of them evidenced other pronounced reactions: 
enhancement of feelings, increased mmmunication, and heightened reflective
ness, which led to a concern with their own proolems or those of society Of 

mankind. Further experiments with MDA in neurotic patients In themntcxt 
of psychotherapy have confirmed such effects, but here physical symptoms 
were of frequent occurrence, and visual phenomena were described by most 
individuals at some point of their experience. Yet the most characteristic 
feature of the experience of these subjects was one which we will here call age 
regression. 

In the MDA-elicired stare the patient simultaneously regresses and retains 
awareness of the present self. Yet .. the person more than conceptually 
remembers the past, as he may vividly recapture visual or other sensory im
pressions inaccessible to him in the normal state, and he usually reacts with 
feelings that are in proportion to the event. This is the same process termed 
··returning'· in Dianetics, and which can range all the way from hypermrx-sia 
to repetition of a past experience in which not only the old feelings are again 
felt but physical pain or pleasure and other sensations, as the case may be. 

This may occasionally be brought about under the effect of other halluci
oogens or without any drug, panicularly when ~ught after through therapeutic 
maneuvers. Ibogaine, in particular, lends itself well to an exploration of 
events in a patient's life history for the richness of feeling with which these 
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can be evoked. Yet with MDA regression occurs so frequently and spontane
ously that this can be considered a typical effect of this substance, and a primal 
source of its therapeutic value. . In [his, the healing process differed from 
what is observed in most instances of harmaline, MMDA, or even ibogame 
therapy. 

Author of The Healing Journey, Claudjo Naranjo exchanged LSD 
for ayahuasca with Amazon medicine men and introduced MDA, 
MMDA, harmme, harmaline, ibb,J!.aine and 4-bromo·2,5-dimethoxy
phenylisopropylamine into the psychotherapeutic literature. 
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Movmg on to MMDA, here is how Naranjudiscinguished chis substance: 

MMDA stands with MDA in a catej.;0fy distinct fmm that of I.S0-25 and 
mescaline as well as from that of harmaline and ibogaine. In contrast to the 
trans personal and unfamiliar domain of experience characterizing the action 
of these two groups of drugs, these feeling-enhancing isopropylamines lead 
into a domain that is both personal and familiar, differing only inits intensity 
from that of every day. 

In the peak experience that MMDA may elicit, it is possible [Q speak of 
both individuality and dissolution, but these are blended into aquice new totality 
Dissolution is here expressed in the openness to experience, a willingness to 
hold no preference; individuality, on the mher hand, is implied in the abSt'oce 
of depersonalization phenomena, and in the fact that the subject is concerned 
with the everyday world of persons, objects, and relationships. 

The MMDA peak experience is typically one in which the moment that IS 
being lived becomes intensely gratifying in aU its circumstantial reality, yet the 
dominant feeling is not one of euphoria but of calm and serenity. It could be 
described as a youthful indifference, or, as one subject has put it, ··an imper
sonal sort of compassion"; for love is embedded, as it were, in calm . 

TIle perception of things and people is notalreredorevenenhanced, usually, 
but negative reactions that permeate our everyday lives beyond our conscious 
knowledge are held in abeyance and replaced by unconditional acceptanc{" 

INCH 
An unusually large MDA crystal groU'n in etbanol. 
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This is much like Niet2.Sche·s arnor fati, love of fate, love of one's particular 
cinumstances. The immediate reality seems to be wekomed in such MMDA· 
induced states Wlthout palO or attachment; joy does nor seem to depend on 
the gIven situation, but on existence itself, and in such a state uf mim every· 
thing is equally lovable 

FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
Over the last decade and a half, there has been much misrepresentation 

in the black market regarding MDA-likecompounds. Recently,providers of 
these substances seem to have been doing their chemistry homework; the 
pnxiucrs nowadays aren·[ bogus very often. 

Generally these compounds are distributed as a powder, as dear whitish 
crystals, or in tablet form. Often the powder or crystals are swallowed in a 
dear gelatin capsule. The color of the powders varies from white to a 
brownish hue, the latter color frequently indicating by-products of incomplete 
synthesis. "Little is known of the effects of ingesting such impurities," com
ments Jeremy Bigwcxxl. Recalling the dangers posed by PMA, Bigwood 
suggests sending a sample of any MDA-like compound in question to 
PharmChem, following the procedure described at the end of Chapter One. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DMT, DET, DPT 
and Other 
Short-Acting Tryptamines 

It is unfottundte that such a unique and desirable drug as 
DMT is not freely available and widely Ufed .... Not only are 
the effects enjoyable, but most users are astonished to learn that a 
druR can so rapidly produce such profound effects which have 
such short duration. 

-Jeremy Bigwood and Junathan Ott 

HISTORY 
The first European observation of psychedelics-use in the New World 

." involved cohoba snuff. a powerful mind-alterer made from seeds of the yopo 
tree (Anadenanthera peregrina). The main psychoactive components were 
identified in the early 1950s as DMT (N,N-dimethyltryptamine) and 5-
methoxy-DMT. These and related compounds are present in other trees, 
vines and shrubs and even in mushrooms. 

This compound cluster exhibits a two-ring, "open-chained," indolic 
chemical structure. and in contrast to other psychedelics it is all but inactive 
when taken orally unless accompanied by certain other compounds. Short
acting tryptamines are closely related to neurotransmitters (such as bufo
tenine), to MOA (a major botanical source of the snuffs belongs to the nut
meg family), to tryptophan (an essential amino acid produced in human 
digestion of proteins) and to psilocybin and psilocin (which are tryptamines 
of longer duration). OMT, the simplest member. occurs normally in the 
blood, brain and (in higher concentrations) in the cerebrospinal fluid. 

OMT, DET (N,N·diethyltryptamine) and OPT (N,N-dipropyl
tryptamine) are the compounds in this cluster that have been manufactured 
and distributed most over the last fifteen years. Compared with the psyche
delics already discussed, use of these tryptamines has been limited and irreg
ular until recently. They now appear to constitute a psychedelic grouping of 
importance in the United States. 

Observations of New World Use of Psychoactive Snuffs 
The Spanish friar Ramon Paul, who accompanied Columbus on his 

second voyage to the New World, was [he first to re({)rd native use of 
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psychedelics. He watched the Taino Indians of what's now called Haiti soon
iog "kohhobba" to communicate with the spirit world: "This powder they 
draw up through the nose and ie intoxicates them to such an extent that 
when they are under its influence, they know not what they do." The snuff 
was made of seeds from the foot-long pods of a mimosa-like tree tha t grows 
wild only in South America. A specialist in this group of legumes has theor
ized that by the time of Columbus' second voyage the natives of the West 
Indies "may have fouoo it easier to plant the trees than to maintain commu
nication with the mainland for their source of supply." 

A 1560 report said that Indians along the Rio Guaviare in Colombia 
were accustomed to taking "Yopa . . a seed Of pip of a tree" together with 
tobacco, becoming "drowsy while the devil, In their dreams, shows them all 
the vanities and corruptions he wishes them to see and which they take to be 
true revelations in which they believe, even if told they will die. This habit of 
taking Yopa and Tobacco is general in the New Kingdom." Anotherchron
icier wrote in 1599 about Indians chewing "Hayo or Coca and Jopa and 
Tobacco," a combination which prompted their "going out of their minds, 
and then the devil speaks to them," This account described the lopa as "a 
tree with small pods like those of vetches, and the seeds inside are similar but 
smaller." In 1741, a Jesuit wrote about cohoba use by the Otomac of the 
Orinoco region between Colombia and Venezuela: "They have another 
abominable habit of intoxicating themselves through the nostrils with cenain 
malignant IXJwders which [hey call Yupa which quite takes away their reason, 
and they will furiously take up arms .... " Describing details of the snuffs 
preparation, including addition of lime from snail shells, this priest reported 
that "before a battle, they would throw themselves into a frenzy with Yupa, 
wound themselves and, full of blood and rage, go forth to battle like rabid 
Jaguars." 

In 180 I, the German explorer and naruralist Baron Alexander von 
Humboldt (after whom the Pacific current IS named), identified theyopo 
tree botanically. While collecting flora near the Orinoco River, he watched 
the Maypure Indians prepare cohoba snuff by breaking the pods, moistening 
them and allowing them to ferment, When the pods rucned black, they were 
kneaded with cassava meal and lime from snails into small cakes, which were 
eventually powdered. Humboldt noted, "it is not to be believed that the. 
pods are the chief cause of the ... effects of the snuff .... These effects are 
due to the freshly cakinated lime." The lime, in fact, adds nothing to the 
snuff's psychoaccivity. 

Fifty years later, a British explorer and naruralist, Richard Spruce, 
made detailed observations of the preparation and use of yopo among the 
Guahibo of the Orinoco basin, commenting that it was used by all the tribes 
of the upper tributaries. He purchased equipment for preparing and snorting 
their niopo seeds (a grinder, platter, wooden spatula, a container made from 
the leg bone of a jaguar and a Y -shaped snuffing tube). The seeds and pods 
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he collected in 1851 for chemical srudies weren't analyzed, however, until 
1977. 

In 1909, the German anthropologist Theodor Koch-Grunberg 
described another psychoactive snuff, prepared from a tree bark and inhaled 
during rirualistic cures by the Yekwanas at the headwaters of the Orinoco: 

This is a magical snuff, exclusively used by witch doctors and prepared from 
the bark of a certain tree which, when pounded up, is boiled in a small earthen
ware ]Xlt, until all the water has evaporated aoo a sediment remains at the 
bottom of the pot. This sediment is roasted in the por over a slight fire and is 
then finely powdered with the blade of a knife. Then the !"oOrcerer blows a 
little of the powder through a reed ... into the air. Next, he snuffs, whilst, 
with the same reed, he absorbs the ]Xlwder into each nostril successively. The 
hakudu/ha obviously has a strongly stimulating effect, for immediately the 
witch doctor begins singing and yelling wildly, all the while pitching the 
upper part of his body backwards and forwards. 

Identification of Botanical and Other Sources 
In 1916, William Safford determined that the psychoactive principles 

of cohoba snuff did not come from especially powerful tobacco,as was gener
ally thought at the time, but from the beans of Anadenanthe,.a pe,.ef(nna (a 
member of the pea family, formerly placed in the ~enus of Piptadema, then 
Mimosa and ACIU;a). In 1938 and 1939, the Brazilian botanist Ducke identi
fied a second kind of psychoactive snuff as coming from another species. He 
reported that Indians of the upper Rio Negro employed leaves of Vtrola 
lheiodo,.a and Virola cu!pidata in making a powder they called. paned, Ducke 
was wrong about the leaves; the Indians used sap from the inner bark. How
ever, by pinpointing a species other than the leguminous trees from which 
cohoba is derive.d, Ducke prompted further investigations into plant psycho
activity where no non-native had previously thought to look. 

The brownish snuff described by Ducke was known as yakee among 
the Punave, as yato among the Kuripako and as epenJ among the Waika: 
tribes. His detailed account, published in 1954, described its botany, prepar
ation and shamanistic use by the Barasana, Makuna, Tukano, Kaluyare, 
Puhave and other tribes in eastern Colombia. V. caiophylla and V. calo
phyUoidea were then considered the main psychedelic species in use, b~t V. 
theiodora has since come to be recognized as the most prevalent and hIghly 
prized. 

Schultes and Hofmann write in their PkmtJ of the Gods that Virola 
snuff "is used among many Indian groups in Amazonian Colombia and 
Venezuela, the Rio Negro, and other areas of the western Amazon of Brazil. 
The southernmost locality of its known use is among the Paumare Indians of 
(he Rio Punis in the southwestern Amazon of Brazil." In Colombia, use is 
usually restricted to shamans, who employ chis snuff" ritualistically for diag
OClSis and treatment of disease, prophecy, divination, and other magico
religious purposes." 
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[nne: bark i:om fbe tree represented bere h), its leaver iJ the main 
JPecze.r of. Vlrolas uJed by South A mem-an natll'CJ 4J a JOurce of 
PJYC!JOdcttl'<' tryptamme.!. 

~mong other.tri?e.s, especially those known collectively as the WaiJd, 
epena may be used mdlVldually as well as ceremonially by any male over the 
age of chlc.teen or fouru:en. Amounts as large as two to three teaspoons 
are blown mto the nostrils through long rubes. Ingestion of large doses is 
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repeated regularly over a rwo- to three-day perioo during at least one annual 
ceremony. 

There IS no unequivocal archeological evidence showing ancient use of 
cohoba Of epena snuffs. However, widespread shamanic use and the con
siderable mythology associated with both botanical sources of DMT suggest 
that such traditions go far into the past. Snuffing artifacts have been found 
all over South America, though these implements may have been used for 
lObacco. 

Recendy, the Mashco Indians of northern Argentina were reported to 

smoke and sniff a preparation from Anadenanthera co/ubrina seeds, con
firming early Spanish reports of snuffs being made of this species, commonly 
known as vilca. According to one such account from 1571, Incan medicine 
men made prophecies through inebriation brought about by drinking chicha 
remforced with vj/ca. A. co/ubrina snuff has since been assayed as having 
essentially the same psychoactive makeup as cohoba and epenJ snuffs. 

In 1946, Goncalves delima, a Brazilian ethnobotanist and chemist, 
extracted an alkaloid from roots of Mimosa hostilis, another member of the 
pea family, which has been used by natives of eastern Brazil to prepare a 
potent psychoactive drink. He named this "nigerine"; later it was found to 

be idemical to DMT, first synthesized in 1931 by the Btitish chemist Richard 
Manske. 

In 1954, Stomberg isolated 5-methoxy-DMT· from seeds of A. pere· 
grina. Later, DMT, DMT -N-oxide and 5-hydroxy-DMT-N-oxide were also 
found in A. peregrina. Additional components contributing to psycho
activity have been identified; these also appear in about the same proportions 
in the V,rot'a species used to make paricJ. However, a Waika snuff made 
from V. theiodora resin has an unusually high alkaloid content of up to 11 
percent, consisting mainly of 5-methoxy-DMT (8 percent) and substantial 
amounts of DMT. 

Testing and Use of Synthetics 
The first experiences of pure DMT took place in 1957, when the 

pharmacologist Stephen Szara, who has long been chief of the National 
Institute of Drug Abuse's biomedical research branch, injected himself and 

• This 5-methoxy-DMT compound had already been observed in toads and even in 
"dream fish" (Kyphosus fUIcuI) found off Norfolk Island in the South Pacific. In 
order to test the claim by inhabitants that this fish proouces "nightmares," Joe 
Roberts, a photographer for NatIonal Geof!.raphjc, broiled and ate some in 1960. 
The next morning, he reported his experience to have been "pure science fiction": 
he saw a new kind of car, monuments to mark humanity's first trip into space and so 
on. A skeptical writer with him had to admit, "I ate a dream fish supper myself. I 
found it tasty, but strong flavored, like mackerel. I told myself not todream. But no. 
I dreamed I was at a party where everybody was nude and the band played, 'Yes, We 
Have No Pajamas: .. \ 
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friends with this compound intramuscularly. He first administered 75 ffi,g. 
to himself. 

The onset of the experience came within three to four minutes. Szara 
noted trembling, nausea, dilation of the pupils and an elevated blood pressure 
and pulse rate-accompanied by "brilliantly colored oriental motifs and, 
later, rapidly changing wonderful scenes." He became euphoric. His atten
tion was "so firmly bound to the visual phenomena" that he was unable to 

describe them until the experience passed, some forty-five to sixty minutes 
after its starr. 

Szara established by further testing that intramuscular injection of SO 
to 60 mg. of DMT brought about intense visual displays-with eyes open or 
closed-within five minutes. These reached peak effects within a quarter of 
an hour, diminishing and then disappearing totally within half an hour (at 
the longest, one hour). Subjects became catatonic or losrconsciousness when 
given doses larger than 125 mg. . 

Alben Hofmann synthesized a series of DMT analogues, but little 
attention was paid to this work until the mid-l960s. 

Ironically, interest began to develop after an adverse experience with 
DMT. William Burroughs, author of Naked Lunch and Junkie, had already 
figured. prominently in the drug aspect of the beatnik movement. He had 
journeyed to Peru in search of yage, and in 1960 he had expetimented. with 
stroboscopic machines to produce hallucinations. During the winter of 
1960-1%1, Allen Ginsberg told Timothy Leary that Burroughs "knows 
more about drugs than anyone alive" and urged. him to initiate a corresp:m
dence. Burroughs' second letter to Leary was dated. May 6, 1%1: 

Dear Dr. Leary: 
I would like to sound a word of urgent warning with regard to the halluCI

nogen drugs with special reference to D·Dimethyltryptamine. I had obtained 
a supply of this drug synthesized by a chemist friend in London. My first 
impression was that it closely resembled psilocybin in its effects. 

I had taken it perhaps ten times-(this drug must be injeaed and the dose 
is about one grain [approximately 65 mg.] but I had been assured that there 
was a wide margin of safety)-with results sometimes unpleasant bur well 
under control and always interesting when the horrible experience occurred 
which I have recorded and submitted for publication in Encounter. 

In Hif,h Priest, Leary recalls that he aoo his associates studied Burroughs' 
letter, deciding to reserve judgment until aher further experiments. "We 
had learned. enough to know that set-and-setting determined the reaction, 
not the drug. Bill Burroughs alias Doctor Benway had inadvertently taken 
an overdose r about 100 mg.] of DMT and was flung into a space-fiction 
paranoia." 

Jeremy Bigwood and Jonathan Ott, writing in the November 1977 
issue of Head magazine, noted Chat during his period of terror Burroughs 
had been "gulping down some of his 'metabolic regulator' apomorphine as 
an antidote." Then they pointed. out the significant results of later tests: 

• 
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Were it not for Tim()(hy Leary, Richard Alpert, and Ralph Metzller, the 
terror drug would have been excluded from the Psychedelic Age. Although 
these three had heard nothing but negative rep:ms atour the effects of this 
cumpound, undaunted they decided to test the drug on themselves. They dis
covered that when one observes the rules of"set"' and "setting;' DMTproduces 
a short but ecstatic experience. 

The Psychedelic Review recorded a Leary experience of DMT where 
Ralph Metzner sat nearby taking notes, asking at regular intervals: "Where 
are you now?" In this collaborative article, Metzner's observations appear in 
a column opposite Leary's perceptions as recalled later. Immersed in the 
sight of giant, gold-encru5red, shimmering beetles, he heard a voice off in the 
distance asking, "WHERE ... ARE ... YOU ... NOW?" Afterward, Leary 
proposed development of an "experiential typewriter" for recording such 
rapid, high-intensity experiences. Experimenters were to be trained in press
ing keys, each of which represented a particular state of mind that could be 
recorded on a paper tape and later correlated with the passage of time. A 
prototype for such a machine was attempted but never reached a functioning 
state. 

This article by Leary and Metzner caused a wave of interest in DMT 
among many in the counterculture. About this time came rhe discovery that 
DMT evaporated. onto oregano, parsley leaves or marijuana and then smoked 
could produce effects similar to those from injections,except that they occurred 
almost immediately and disappeared more rapidly. Materials for making 
DMT were legal and could be procured easily chen. Methods of synthesizing 
DMT were published in The Turn-On Book, The Psychedelic Guide to 
Preparation 0/ the Eucharist and several shorr pamphlets. 

Before long, DEl' was also being smoked: a longer-lasting, still-intense 
experience without the pronounced visual effects of DMT. 

State and federal laws enacted from 1966 to 1%9 made DMT illegal. 
Both DMT and DET were included in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances 
Act of 1970. Source materials for these compounds were put on a "watch" 
status as well. Soon supplies dried up, and both DMT and DETbecame rare 
items-a situation persisting throughout most of the 1970s. During this 
period, DMT was identified as a normal constiruent of human blood 
(though its function is as yet obscure), prompting Bigwood and Ott to 

comment: 

Public Law 91-513 specifically proscribes unauthorized possession of any 
material which contains DMT in any quantity. Under this law .. any individual 
human being is guilty of such possession. 

In the late 19705, repons about DPT use began appearing in the 
psychological literature, both in connection with therapy and in efforts to 
ease the anxieties of dying patients. This short-acting tryptamine, bearing 
an even longer side-chain, induced Rsyched.elic experiences of about three
and-a-half hours' duration that often came to an abrupt ending, a feature that 
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appealed to some therapists. Many patiems had "peak experiences" under 
DPT. Some people who administered this compound felt, however, that 
LSD had more memorable results, even if more riring due to Its longer 
duration. 

DPT and )·methoxy-DMT are sfililegal and have been used incertain 
circles for years. Alan Birnbaum, from the Native American Church of New 
York, wrote to the DEA about the legal Stams of several DMT -like compounds. 
In January 1980, Howard Mct:lain of the Regulatory G:mtrol Division 
responded: 

This is in response to your recent inquiry concerning the control status of the 
substances 4 hydroxy-N,N-diethyltryptamine, dipropyJtryptamine, and 
methyl ethyl tryptamine. They are not currently listed in the Controlled Sub· 
stances Aer, however, if it becomes evident that these chemicals are abused 
they will be placed on Schedule I ' 

BOTANY 

Anadenanthera Species and Other Members of the Pea Family 
Anadenanthera peregrina, a tree that reaches sixty feet in height and 

approximately two feet in diameter, grows naturally in and is cultivated 
throughout about a tenth of South America. Its primary locale is described 
by Schultes and Hofmann as "the plains or grasslands of the Orinoco basin 
of Colombia and Venezuela, in light forests in southern Bricish Guiana [now 
known as Guyana J, and in the Rio Branco area of the northern Amazonia of 
Brazil." It also appears "in isolated savanna areas" where it has been intro
duced by natives, notably the Rio Madeira region. Apparently this tree was 
also cultivated in the West Indies until about a century ago. 

Another growing area for Anadet14nthera is slightly smaller and 
centers in nonhern Argentina, where the seed snuff is known as dhil. Three 
species native to southern Peru and Bolivia-A. macrocarpa, A. excelsa and 
A. colubrma-are the source of vilca and hui/ca. All four Anadenanthera 
species seem to be used in making snuffs, usually without other plant 
additives. 

D.V. Siva Sankar's enormous green b:lok LSD-A Total Study lists 
eleven legumes that contain bufotenine and DMT. Of these, the second 
most widely used is Mimosa hosti/is. Decoctions made from its root playa 
pan in the ceremonies of the ancient Yurema cult of Brazil. The deaxtion is 
known as the ·'wine of Jurema." William Emboden describes this ··miracu
lous drink" as 

a wondrous beverage that gives visions of the spirit world. Intended for 
priests, warriors, and strong young men, rhe infusion permits a glimpse into 
the world where rocks destroy the souls of the dead and the Thunderbird 
sends lightning from his head and runs about producing thunder. The 
Pankaruru Indians use a similar brew from the bark of Mimosa WfTUCOJa or 
the caatm!!,a shrub under the name Jurema branca; j( t(Xl contains N -N -DMT 

• 
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This tree was source 01 the lirst psychedelic obsen'ed in the New World. 

Virolas 
At least sixty species of the genus Virola, pan of the Mynstlce(le 

(nutmeg) family, are known to exist in the New World, chiefly in the 
tropical regions of Central and South America. A dozen such species have 
been assayed as containing DMT-type alkaloids, but they are used for inducing 
visions and trances only around the western Amazon and in adjacent pares of 
the Orinoco basin. The most frequently used is V.theiodora. Others processed 
into psychoactive snuffs arc V {I-l/opb),/Ia. V. w/ophyl/()ideJ. V elrmgl-ltl-l and 
V. fUJpidl-lta. ReSins of V [c/;II,·ra are smuked by ~()me Venezuelan Indians 
(a few references to smoking have appeared In connection with other Vim/as 
as well). 

DMT-like compounds appear in the sap of the inner bark-not in the 
seeds or roots of Vim/as. The making of epend therefore involves stripping 
Virolas of their outer bark. An almost colorless liquid then exudes from the 
inner bark, quickly turning to bl~ red (the result of enzyme activity) and 
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StrippinR the bark from Virola theicxlora. 

hardening into a shiny, gummy resin. The tryptamines and other in~oles 
lose potency rapidly unless heated immediately. Natives scrape off r.he mn~r 
bark and heat it Of boil it after soaking the bark for about twenty mlOutes 10 

cold water. Once the psychoactive compounds are stabilized, the resin is 
usually made into a powder. 
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Schultes and Hofmann comment in their PlantJ of the Gods on the 
native jungle lore: 

Indians who are familiar with V;rola trees from rhe poim of view of their 
hallucinogenic potency exhibit uncanny knowledge of different "kinds"
which to a boranist appear to be indistinguishable as to species. Before stripping 
the bark from a trunk, they are able to predict how long the exudate will take 
to turn red, whether it will be mildor peppery to the tongue when tasted, how 
long it will retain its potency when made into snuff, and many other hidden 
characteristics. there is no doubt about the Indian·s expertness in recogniz
ing these differences, for which he often has a terminology. 

Several bushes, vines and mushrooms also contain DMT and its chem
ical relatives. Leaves from Psychotria viridJS, a bush belonging to the coffee 
family, and Banisteriopsis rusbyana, an ivy-like vine, are often added to the 
drink called yage made from the Amazonian "visionary vine." The presence 
of this ayahuasca vine in the drink enables tryptamines in the leaves to pro
duce mental effects even after they are swallowed. (Commercial and many 
psychoactive mushrooms contain DMT and. other DMT-Iike compounds. 
These appear in tiny amounts, however, and wouldn't be activated when 
eaten unless catalyzed by something like ayahuasca.) 

• CHEMISTRY 

Tryptamine Constituents of the Psychedelic Snuffs 
In both Anadenanthera and Virola snuffs, the active principles are 

indolic alkaloids, either "open-chained" or "closed-ring" tryptamines. The 
"closed-ring" group will be covered in the next chapter. The "open-chained" 
group iocludes DMT and S-methoxy-DMT, as well as bufotenine (which at 
present appears to be non-psychoanive). DMT predominates in the species 
Virola calophylla, but in other species the greatest psychic contribution 
comes from the very short-acting S-methoxy-DMT. 

Trace amounts of the ··open-chained" DMT-N-oxide and S-hydroxy
DMT-N-oxide, as well as "c1osed+ring" tryptamines 2-methyl- and 1,2-
dimerhyl-6-methoxyteuahydro- (3 -carboline, are present in bothAnadenan
thera and Virola snuffs, adding somewhat to their effects. Virolas also 
contain small quantities of 6-methoxy-DMT and monoethyltryptamine. 

Altering the Side-Chains 
Here is a chemical family portrait of the major short -acting tryptamines: 

DMT -Rl = H, Rl = CHl 
DET -Rl = H, Rz = CH2CHl 
DPT -Rl = H. R2 = CHzCHzCH) 
5+MeO-DMT -RI = OCHJ, 

Rl = CHJ 
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A full disrussion of this compound-duster's chemistry and effcns 
appears on pp. 98 .. 108 of Brimblecombe and Pinder's Hulluctno):,enic A~ents. 
Many of these compounds display little psychoactivity; others of special 
interest are the diallyl, dibutyl and diisopropyJ analogues, the last having 
about twelve times the potency of DMT 

DET and DPT are longer acting and more potent thanDMT as a result 
of altering the CH ~ part of the DMT side-chain to CHLCH~and CHlCH2CH, 
respectively. Psilocin, a longer-acting tryptamine, differs by addition of a 
hydroxy group through enzyme action. When it is altered into CY -19 and 
CZ-74 by manipulations similar to the changes ofDMT into DET and OPT, 
[he result, in contrast, is shorter action and less porenly. 

Analogues that are still legal can be synthesized by substituting e<:jll<ll 
molar amounts of source materials o~her than dimethylamine, which yields 
DMT, or diethylamine, which yields DET. Using dipropylamine as a starter 
yields DPT, methylethylamine yields methylethyltryptamine, methylpropyl
amine yields methylpropyltryptamine, erhylpropylamine yields ethyl propyl
tryptamine, ecc. 

Pf(x:esses for synthesizing short-aaing tryptamines are fairly simple 
and don't require much in the way of equipment, bur they involve a risk of 
explosion. Also, purchases of several of the source materials are watched by 
the DEA. One of these is lithium aluminum hydride (LiAIH4), which IS 

dangerous if it comes in contact with water molecules, as is usually required 
at the end of these processes. A chemist describes an experiment: 

He placed a gray chunk of it in a stainless steel pot and left it exposed to the 
air to see what would happen When nothing appreciable occurred, he got J 

hammer and banged it-which ignited it. 
It then burned white hot right through the stainless steel pot and continued 

to burn on the floor. Of course, one cannm use water to pur it our because if 
reacts with water causin~ not only a more vi,l;orous reaction but also releasing 
hydrogen which, as you know, will explode violemly itself when it reaches a 
certain concentration of 02. Luckily for him, it was a small piece. 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
Native Use of Enormous Amounts 

Some Indian tribes, particularly those among the Waikas, use psycho
active snuffs in what Schultes and Hofmann refer to as "frighteningly eXces
sive amounts." V;mla resins with a DMT content as high as II percent are 
routinely in~sted in quantities as large as two or three teaspoonfuls. 

William Emboden has described the list of accoutrements associated 
with snuffing as ··endless." There are bones from plovers tied together to 
form tubes, ··which enable friends to blow snuff into each other's nostrils,·· 
while "V-shaped bones permit self-indulgence in sternutation. These power
ful snuffs blown imo the upper nasal passages, or even imo the sinlL"es, 
induce violent fits of sneezing followed by violent states of hallUCination." 

The SynthesizinK, Process 

Detailed ohservatwns and photof,raphJ iilustratmr; nat;t·e uses of 
ps)'cbedelic snuffs are presented in the NIMH's The Ethnopharma
cological Search for Psychoactive Drugs. The captIOn for this photo: 
"IVit!; a forceful blOll" the pouder entered the no.!"£'. ,. 
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Natives often practice snuffing daily. In Colombia and Venezuela, 
Hoffer and Osmond write that the yopo-snuffing habit 

was carried on by whole populations. The intoxication proouced convulsive 
movements and distonions of face and body muscles, then a desire to dance 
and finally an inability to control their limbs. Then a violent madness or deep 
sleep overtook the user. Then they developed stupor. 

The Waikas, however, are the greatest risk-takers, as Emboden notes: 

""Lea ves of the A ngeJ of Death·· or boLek·hena is the name for one such snuff 
derived from JUfticia pectoralis variety stenophyILa of the family Acanthaceae 
[see plate 58 of his Narcotic Drugs]. This red-flowered herb enjoys a consider
abk;o popularity among the Waik;is .... Among these peoples, three lUranderos 
have died from using this potent snuff which seems to contain fairly large 
amounts of tryptamines in the dried and powdered leaves. Often it is an 
adulterant of snuffs made from the red bark resin of several species of Virola. 
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Use and Safety of Synthetics in Ordinary Amounts 
DET and DPT are more potent than DMT. It seems that increasing 

the amine side· chain makes the tryptamine more water soluble; with increased 
absorption, less is needed. Yet even 15 to 20 mg. ofDMT is sufficient to give 
strong effects when smoked In most of the hospital studies, about 50 mg.of 
DMT was injected intramusrularly. 

When DMT is injected, the onset of effects usually takes two to five 
minutes, time required for the tryptamine to make its way to the brain. The 
user becomes ecstatic for ten to fifteen minutes, declining to normal states of 
mind over the next quarter to half hour. Injected DET displays a similar 
curve of effects but lasts about three hours. DPT has about the same duration 
as DET but ends more abruptly. 

More often, these tryptamines are smoked because less is needed to 

feel the effects, which arrive in a matter of only a few seconds, The DMT 
peak lasts for three to ten minutes, and it's all over in twenty to thirty minutes. 
DET and OPT, which have more subtle effects than DMT, may take a few 
minutes to register, although, as Alan Birnbaum writes in regard to OPT, 
"some people have reported to be immediately immersed in the light on the 
first toke." OET lasts about an hour when smoked; the most intense part of 
a DPT experience is over in about twenty minutes. 

Long available from chemical supply houses, 5-methoxy-DMT is 
about five times as strong as DMT when smoked and the shortest-acting of 
all these compounds. The experience is characterized by a "rush" similar to 
that from amyl nitrate. There is little in the way of visuals, but intense 
thoughts and perhaps bodily sensations last for five to ten minutes. Many 
people don't like it; in his Psychedefjc Chemistry, Michael Valentine Smith 
compares its effects to having an elephant sit on one's head. 

Short-acting tryptamines are smoked in joints or pipes and often are 
mixed with marijuana However, it should be emphasized that these com
pounds provoke an intense experience and should not be taken, in the words 
of Bigwcxxl and Ott, 

in the carefree way marijuana often is. Smoking DMT while driving is ex
tremely dangerous. Most users prefer to be sining down or reclining 
before and during the trip. The smoking should be carried out in a sening free 
from unexpected intrusions by visitors, a ringing telephone, etc. 

Initiates, after taking a toke, have often started to say they weren"t feel
ing anything and then suddenly become silent in mid-semence. Some 
people who have started to smoke a DMT joint while standing have suddenly 
needed to sit down. 

The observable physical changes are pupil dilation, increased pulse rate 
and blood pressure and, in some instances, dizziness, nausea or tremor. 
Stephen Szara and his associates examined such effects closely in a series of 
papers (eleven of these are listed in Brimblecombe and Pinder's bibliography 
at the end of their tryptamine chapter), concluding that these were minor. 
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Still, DMT and rdated compounds may not be the proper psychedelics for 
those with high blood pressure. 

In an article about DMT In Head magazme, Bigwood and Ott ask: 
"Why is DMT not a popular drug today?" 

Probably the most important faccor relates to the myth that DMT causes 
brain damage. Though there is no evidence for this, it appears that some early 
users became frightened by the rapid onset of the effects, the chemical taste of 
the smoke, and the potency of the drug, and responded by generating myths 
The idea that DMT caused brain damage became entrenched in the counter
culturt', and is still parroted today. 

The suddenness and intensity with which DMT comes un can be some
what alarming, so much so that, as Grinspoon and Bakalar remark, the .. term 
'mind-blowing' might have been invented for this drug." Users report feeling 
that they were "melting into" or "fusing"' with the floor, that their heart was 
stopping, or that their "life-force'" was somehow ebbing away. When the 
experience is over, the user feels normal again but may worry, more rhan 
with other psychedelics, about such physical feelings, particularly if the com
pound was inadvisably used. while alone. 

The smell of these substances contributes to such suspicions. "Uofor-
runately," adds Michael Valentine Smith, 

these compounds taste and smell like burning plastlc when smoked and art' 
harder to smoke than hash. There is, however, no evidence for the nocion 
that they are damaging. 

Tolerance, Potentiation and MAO-Inhibition 
Impressive effects from OMT depend to a large extent on a sufficient 

amount going to the brain all at once. The peak comes on quickly and is hard 
to build upon. In this sense, DMT exhibits a threshold phenomenon: if the 
desired intensity is not reached, extra inhalations a few minutes later won't 
help. In smoking DMT, it is most efficient for one person to fill a pipe with 
the amount desired and finish it, the next user repeating this process, rather 
than for a pipe or joint to go around a circle of users as is often done with 
marijuana. This procedure also equalizes the concentration of the compound 
more equal; otherwise, the first user would get the strongest toke. 

Once an insufficient amount has entered the brain, it is unlikely that a 
user could get strong DMT effects; twenty minutes must first elapse. But 
even if a higher level of experience is not attained, the effects can still be 
impressive, approximating a very colorful, mtense hash high, and can be 
extended if there is an adequate supply on hand. Residual DET and DPT 
effects can also be sustained by taking continual pipefuls. 

In 1962, Sai-Halasz, who worked with Szara, reported that DMT was 
potentiated by pretreaunent with serotonin antagonists like methysergide; 
in 1%3, he announced that such Potentiation could be diminished by pre
treatment with monoamine oxidase inhibitors. 
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Under normal cirrumstances, DMT, DET and DPT are inactive when 
taken orally. A gram of DMT, well over thirty times the dose needed to 

achieve effects from smoking, has been swallowed without perceptible 
psychoactivity. When these substances pass into the stomach, they are 
attacked by the enzyme monoamine oxidase, which hacks the molecule 
apart. In the company of MAO-inhibitors, like the Ii -carbolines associated 
with yage, these tryptamines become resistant to quick metabolism and thus 
remain effective when taken orally. 

Walter Anirman, author of Sky Cloud Mountain, is one of those who 
has experimented with the user of DMT in conjunction with LSD. About 
this synergistic combination, he wrote: 

One inhalation of the amcenrrated smoke, and the world melts into its pattern
ing ronstirnents. A second inhalation, and the bOOy becomes transfixed with a 
silence so deep and so stanling that within it a tear would fall as a torrent. A 
third inhalation, and sentieoce visibly radia~ itself from everywhere: plants 
and animals are transfigured to their sacred essence and pebbles sparkle like 
self-conscious, magical jewels. But the balaoce is delicate. The vision can deto
nate along with the nervous system that falters before it .,. Such experieoces, 
though often quite horrible, are no more than a widow' s mite in the table stakb 
of ronsciousness, for under !he guidance of the LSDMT synergy, vast realms of 
perfect attunement may also ocrur, and the steUar brilliance of the dear-light 
voi9 shine from everywhere, from everything, Inside and out. 

Cerebrospinal T ryptamjnes 
L-tryptophan is an essential amino acid prevalent throughout the 

animal world. It is the only one that is an indole and is generally considered 
the basic building block for the indolealkalylamines, which include most of 
the compounds discussed in this book. Neither I-tryptophan nor bufotenine, 
a neurotransmitter, is now considered psychoacrive, though bufotenine was 
once thought to be at higher dosages. However, both arecross-toleram with 
LSD, as is DMT, which suggests that their molecules may occupy the same 
or related receptor-sites in the brain. (DMT is not cross-tolerant with psilo
cybin or mescaline.) 

Over the laSt thirty years, much attention has gone into seeking a 
"psychotogen," a chemical manufactured in an abnormal brain and nervous 
system that causes psychosis. "Most psychedelic drugs cannot possibly play 
this role," as Grinspoon and Bakalar explain, 

because tolerance develops t{Xl quickly for a persistent effect, The main eX(f;~p
tion IS DMT, arx! it has recently been identified as an endogenous compound 
in the brains of rats arx! human beings. The enzyme responsible for its syn
thesis and the sites where it is absorbed by nerve terminals have also been dis
covered (Christian et al. 1976; Christian et al. 1977). Both LSD and 5-MeO
DMT seem to displace DMT at those sites, which may also be seroconin 
receprors. 
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"Christian et al.'" refers to Dr. Samuel Christian and his associates at 
the University of Alabama in Birmingham's Neurosciences Program; in 
1975 they identified OMT, 5-methoxy-DMT, 5-methoxy-N,N-DMT, N
memyitryptamine and tryptamine in human cerebrospinal fluid In May 
1977, Dr. Wolfgang Vogel of the Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia 
isolated 5-methoxy-OMT in brain tissue; the Christian team also found 
DMT there. 

H OMT and 5-methoxy-DMT are fX!urotransmitters, as many researchers 
think, chen an excess of them may be a cause of schiwphrenia. Observing 
dramatic increases of OMT in the spinal fluid of animals and humans "during 
extreme stress," Dr. Christian hypothesized that the tendency among some 
people to develop mental aberrations might reflect"a genetic predisposition 
to excessive DMT production as a response to stress." Later work, reported 
by L Corbett, Christian and others in the Britishlournal of Psychiatry (1978, 
132: 139-144), indicated that schizophrenics do not have higher levels of 
OMT in their brains than control subjects. Research in this intriguing area 
continues. 

MENTAL EFFEC£S 

Effects from Cohoba and Epena Snuffs . 
Observing Guahibo Indians in the mid-nineteenth century, R!Ch~rd 

Spruce remarked thac using cohoba snuff eli~ina~~ hunger and thirst 
because "one feels so goo:l" and compared the mebnatJon to that from Fly 
Agarics. He noted that the Catauixi used the snuff when they were about to 

IP on a hunt in order to render themselves more alert. Shultes and Hofm~nn 
write that this snuff from tlleyopo tree is sometimes, as among the Guahlbo, 
taken as a daily stimulant. 

But it is more commonly employed by payer ('medicine men") to ioouce 
trat"l(es and visions and communicate with the hekula spirits; to prophesy or 
divine; to protect the tribe against epidemics of sickness; to make hunters and 
even their dogs more alert. 

As for epenJ snuff, they declare that this "was employed ritualistically 
for diagnosis and treatment of disease, prophecy, divination, ~nd oth~r 
magico-religious purposes." Indians under the effects of this V,rola resin 

characteristically have faraway dream-like expressions that are, of course: due 
[0 the active principles of rhe drug, but which the natives believe are aS~lated 
with the temporary absence of the shamans' souls as they travel to dIStant 
places. The chants during the incessant dancing performed by shar:nans may 
at times reflect conversations with spirit forces. This transportation of the 
soul to other realms represents to the Waiki one of the most significant 
values of the effects of this hallucinogen 

EmJxxlen adds an interesting comment on the striking tribal differences 
in visions produced by epena: \1 
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Among the Witotos, microscopia, or seeing things and people miniatunzed, 
IS a chara(teris!!( of the Virola syndrome; while for the W.llkf malfos,:opia l~ 
a part of tht, VIsIonary experience, This is prub-Jbly mndirion(.J in JX!rt by the 
tryptamines and in part by cultural background. Macroscopia is mextricable 
from the Waild conccpts of hikura, the spirit who dwells in the Vim/a tree, 

DMT Effects 
DMT has been the most studied am u.sedof the short-acting tryptamines. 

~lmost e~e.ryone who's had a good lungful has been astonished by the rapid. 
Ity and vlVIdness of the effects. With eyes open, there appears a "retinal 
cirn~s," ,where. perception of the external world is overlaid with moving, 
fasClnanng, brightly colored patterns. With the eyes closed, wrote Bigwood 
and Ott, 

the subject becomes aware of swirling patterns, often geometric in shape 
Many people become ecstatic or euphoric, others become meditative and con
cent~a,U: un the hallucin~tions, w.ith eyes dosed. Sometimes, especially during 
the lnmal Stages of the mebnatlon, tnere can be a slight feeling of paranoia, 
but this is seldom more than momentary. 

When Osmond was first given DMT, he remained Silent for some 
time .and then resJX)~ded with: "My ... word!" Another user, trying to 

descnbe the effects briefly, commented, "I took a puff-and then my arm~ 
and legs fell off. . and the garden of God opened up." Yet another user 
living in the Virgin Islands had been sent some DMT and assumed it was a 
new kind of Cannabis; she telegraphed the sender: 'WHAT REPEAT 
WHAT WAS mAP" 

Alan Watts said the DMT experience was like "being fired out of the 
muzzle of an atomic cannon." He later re-evaluated DMT, calling it "amusing 
but relatively uninteresting'" compared to LSD, mescaline, psilocybin and 
Cannahis. Most who have tried DMT find it to be immensely pleasurable 
but without enduring effects. 

More than a few artists have discovered inspiration in the presentation 
of geometric patterns. In early Canadian research, DMT was used successfully 
in propelling people who resisted LSD's effects into a psychedelic state. 

An example of how DMT's effects may be meaningful, evoking more 
than a sequence of kaleidoscopic images, comes from Richard Alpert, who 
was debating with Leary whether the word ecstasy should be used in describ
ing LSD and psilot)'bin trips. Alpert thought it would "just get everybody 
thinkIng a!:xlut orgies."' Leary liked the word's derivation from ex (or d) + 

staSlJ-"going out of the static." 
At thIS time, Alpert received a huge, hand-embroidered robe brought 

by a lama from Tibet. Alpert, though appreciative, didn't know what to do 
with the robe. He decided to wear it while under DMT, considering this 
question about ecstas)'. Alpert went into a meditation room at the tOp of the 
big house in the Millbrook estate, The smell of incense from the robe sur
rounded him as he shot DMT into his thigh and lay down. 
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I found myself walking down some very WIde steps into what seemed like a 
Roman or Greek scene. Torches lit the stairway of a stone castle. I walked 
down mra an underground grotto, where I looked through a door into a room. 
Inside was a kidney-shaped indoor swimming pool, and beyond that ....ere 
groves of trees. Nymph-like figures were diving into the pool, which was 
surrounded by silver statues. I got the feeling of intense ~ nsualiry, of a Dio
nysian, orgy-like place. 

r stood at the door, sure I wasn't going to go into this "Sin City"-noc me, 
afraid of my impuJses. But then I noticed that one of the starues was of Timothy, 
who was laughing, I said, "See, I knew I was right!" 

Then, suddenly, I was whisked away in anelevaror. It felt like being shot up 
in the Trade Center Building in New York Ciry. 

Then, just as suddenly, it stopped. I found myself in adome that was lumin
ously white. The light wasn't inside or out-the whole thing was luminous. A 
more intense light seemed to emanate from the renter skylight. There ....ere 
many people in the room, gathered mainly in the center and looking upward. 

I crowded in to see what they were looking at. Finally, I reached the center 
and coukllook up. I discovered I was looking up into absolutely dear light. I'm 
looking directly at the light, and it's totally purifying me. 

At the most ecstatic moment in this experience, I heard a laugh. I turned to 

look, and, at the edge of the crowd, there stood Timothy. I realized that he was 
telling me that this was "ecstasy" too. 

I took off the rube, went down to see Timothy, and said," 'Ecstasy" is a great 
word. Let's use it," 

More than".l few users have had frightening, even terrifying experiences 
on DMT. Because the transition into the altered state is so rapid and so intense, 
some people have concluded when they saw religious archetypes arise that 
they had been lured into a pact with the Devil. On this half-hour trip, some 
people have felt they might "never come back." 

Possibly the best published example of the negative side of the DMT 
experience comes from Jean Houston, coauthor of The Varieties of Psyche. 
delic Experience. In the chapter on "The World of the Non-Human;' 
Houston (S-6") presents an illustration of bad set and sening and the fearful 
results under such conditions. "It is best to be in a calm and relaxed state," 
say Bigwood and Ott: "If one is tense or anxious, it would be unwise to smoke 
DMT" Houston "had been up for three days and two nights working on a 
manuscript." The "room where [he 'experiment' was to take place was a dirty, 
dingy, insanely cluttered pesthole." She was told she "would see God,'" After 
injecting the DMT, Houston experienced ""the most terrifying three minutes" 
of her life, three minutes that seemed an eternity. Eventually, a ""face of God" 
appeared after she made "a final effort at ultimate visions," and it turned out 
to be "a very wise monkey." Houston "burst out laughing." 

DET Effects 
DET doesn't have the visual ,impact of DMT but does evoke intense, 

pleasurable scates of mind, which la)t for about an hour when the substance 

1 
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is smoked. Meditating users have noticed that they can lock themselves into 
a lotus position much more easily than before. The DET experience can be 
built upon by repeated inhalations, with some users reponing that they have 
begun to "vibrate" and "raise Kundalini energy:' Some users find that theif 
eyes turn backward, as in a state of religious ecstasy. Among those who have 
experienced DET with religious intensity is Alan Birnbaum: 

DET is the first psychedelic which convinced me that the psychedelic is a 
Primeval Light Being which is Gxl, the Creator. We had smoked it ina large 
hookah and it was so clear and so brighr-unmisrakable-it was a Being. 

The most extensive report on the effects of DET was submitted by 
Bi.:iszormenyi, Dec and Nagy in 1959 in the Journal of Mental ScienCe!. They 
described trials in thirty normal and forty~one psychiatric subjects who were 
given 0.7 (0 0.8 mg./kg. intramuscularly. They concluded that DET was 
more satisfactory than LSD or mescaline in increasing communication and 
facilitating therapy because of its sharrer duration of action: "We believe 
DET to be the best and least noxious psychotogenic agent known thus far .. · 

Some of their subjects began to show an interest in art and renewed 
their interest in writing. Two began to paint. Several who were professional 
authors compared their experiences with spontaneous inspiration. Ayounji 
poet reported: ··1 felt an enormous drive to write, to put down the marvelous 
feelings .. · BUswrmenyi suggested that the increase in creativity resulted 
from "the emergence of ancient desires and drives which forced the person 
to satisfy them by creating." 

Here is a fairly typical comment about the effects from DET when 
smoked: 

OET is like grass, but you get very high and are still functional. There·s a 
little hallucination, and a little color distortion. It's not as intense as OMT, 
and you can do things behind it-like go to lecrures or run around the streets 
With OMT and acid you·re often astonished, wonderinJ.( what"s happenin,g, 
whereas with OET you know you·re on it. 

DPT Effects 
DPT has not been very widely used to date, but those who have tried it 

seem to agree that it does produce psychedelic or "peak" experiences. Much 
of its application in psychotherapy has taken place in Europe, under the 
supervision of such specialists as Dr. Hanscarl Leuner, who has just published 
a book in German on psycholytic therapy. Initial reports in the U.S. have 
come from the Maryland Psychiatric Research Center, which used this druji 
in conjunction with therapy at Spring Grove Hospital near Baltimore. 

In the January-March 1977 Journal of Psychedelic DruRs, five doctors 
on the Spring Grove team disrussed their findings about "The Peak EXIX'r
ience Variable in DPT-Assisced Psychotherapy with Cancer Patients"· They 
expressed the opinion that among the many altered states of psychedelic 
consciousness, peak experiences "are probably among the most diffirult to 
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facilirate .. [but] we now possess a tedlOolugy that can evoke peak exper
iences with sufficient powney and reliability to permit us to study their Im
pact on human behaVior"· They undertook to test such a possibility with 
DPT, administering it to thirty-four cancer patients who were expected to 

live at least three months and who were suffering major psychological stress. 
The goal was to evoke what WilliamJames called the ··noetic·' quality of peak 
experiences, about which he had written: 

although ~o similar to states of feeling, rthese 1 mystical states seem to those 
who experience them to be also states of knowledge. TIley Jfe states of insight 
imo depths of truth unplumlx-d hy the discurSive intellect. 

Collected data indicated ··clinical improvement of greater magnitude 
for the group of peakers than for the group of nonpeakers."' The team con
cluded that a duster of significant changes on various indexes "strongly 
suggests that the response to psychotherapy was different for the two 
groups." They cited "the peakers' improvement in 'Capacity for Intimate 
Contact,' suggesting the enhancement of a quality of interpersonal openness 
that might mitigate the isolation and lack of meaningful communication 
often experienced both by terminally ill patients and their closest family 
members." 

The Spring Grove evaluations were complicated because raters were 
asked not to speak with the subjects about their DPT eXIX'riences. Another 
pr?blem was that some of these parients later classified as ·'nonpeakers·' 

had experiences during the period of OPT action that they viewed as quite 
meaningful. For example, the subject in the sample of nonpeakers who 
scored highest on the peak experience items of the Psychedelic Experience 
Questionnaire (43 percent total score) described having experienced herself 
during part of the period of DPT action in a Visionary synago/-,'lle. Within the 
experiential seql.X'nce recounted, she described feelin.'!: led by the hand of a 
wise old man she Gllled Gxl to the front of the sancruary, and there given a 
Torah to carry as a sign that she was accepted, forgiven, and had ··come home"· 
Although this sequence might well be classified as a ··religious experience'· or 
as an "archetypal expenence," it did not ~ntail the sense of ego-transcendence 
and the unitive state of consciousness defined as mtrinsic to the term ··peak 
experience·' within the context of this srudy. 

Nonetheless, this team concluded from its experiments with DPT 
"that peak experiences may constirute an intrinsic element of effective 
psychotherapy for some persons·· and that ··rapid therapeutic progress in 
the course of short-term psychotherapy with cancer patients ... is indicated 
by this study." In a comment also pertinent for anyone considering use of 
DPT, they observed that ··when a peak experience does occur, its continuing 
relevance for daily living may be strongly dependent on the degree to which 
the associated insights are assimilated or transferred into the everyday self
concept and world view of the patient." 
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In the October-December 1977 issue at the Journal oj Psychede/tc 

Druf.;s, the Spring Grove team reported on a controlled study of DPT

assisted psychotherapy with eighty-six akoholics_ Some of these investigators 

had earlier "quite encouraging" results using LSD as an adjunct to psycho

therapy with chronic alcoholics, but they thought DPT might be a more suit

able agent because of its shoner duradon and its lack of negative publicity. A 

year later, the group given DPT "showed an advantage in positive outcome 

measures"-particularly in regard to Ocrupational Adjustment and Sobriery

when compared to the two control groups. Those given DPT "may have 

temporarily experienced a substantial number of peak reactions," the 

authors wrote, and "may have temporarily expenenced a morc positive 

mode of functioning." Later follow-ups, however, revealed few long-term 

differences among the three groups, a result that "would seem to indicate 

that the DPT group did not know how to integrate their new modes of 

functioning into the everyday patterns of their lives." 

FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
The short-acting tryptamines, usually seen as crystals, are diffirult to 

identify. However, each has a characteristic smell that is easily recalled by 

people who have tried them once. Over time, they turn inneasingly reddish. 

Tryptamines may also appear as an oil put onto various herbs, such as 

parsley, marijuana or red raspberry leaves. Marijuana is probably the best 

medium, because it is less harsh on the throat and lungs than parsley and 

because a lot of users like the combination. Some tryptamine enthusiasts 

object to mixture with pot on the grounds that marijuana detracts from a 

tryptamine's darity. Parsley and other herbs can be convened ](Leo more 

neutral carriers by steeping them in water so as to extract most of their an)· 

matic flavoring and then drying the herb. 

Some users prefer to smoke acompound like DMT without any carrier 

10 a small glass pipe. A small amount of the crystals or oil is placed in the 

bowl and then slowly heated until fumes begin to fill the pipe. As has been 

mentioned, it is most efficient if each user smokes the entire amount he or 

she wants and then passes the pipe along. 

A regular pipe covered with a fine screen can also be used As Bigwood 

and Ott explain, the crystals should not be placed directly on the screen 

because 

rhey would be aspirated before rhey can be vap::lrized. Instead an herb 

(preferably non-psychoactive) should be placed on the screen and toc DMT 

added atop the herb. 
When smoking DMT-soaked parsley, it is often diffiru]t to gauge the 

proper dose. The only recourse, other than solvent extraction and isolation, is 

to use the ·'bioassay technique .. · Basically, one should try a small amount of 

the mixture, increasing the duse. until the desired effects becume apparenL 
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Seen as an ?il at the upper right, DMT generally appears mixed with 

~ hero-either loose, bottled or in joints. Many users prefer to smoke 

It from a glass pipe, such as the one seen at the left. 

When smoked, fifteen to thirty milligrams of pure DMT is sufficient to 

pr~uce haJl~cinogenic effens. This is a small amount, too small to be easily 

estlmated without some reference. We suggest, if you have some DMT to 

spare, that you weigh OUt 15 to 30 milligrams as a reference. We do not 

recommend measuring doses while inebriated.. 
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Banisteriopsis caapi, the Amazonian "/'tne 0/ the J(JII/, " '" tTflSS

sectirm. ThIS climhtnR. 'I.'ine, or liatkJ, USr:5 Jungle tree5 for 
rupport and ,-an f!.TOU' half a foot thIck. Nati!"'J ray the ffJreff(
pattern tn5idc is compowd of "heartf, " and thut the rine If 
ready for use u-/)en H'l-'en or more hal'e det'l:/oped, 

Yage, a ps)'chedeitr drink !lsed by na/lm and "rban dwellers 
in northwestem South America, is made from the outer bark of 
this Fine. Psychedelic comtituentJ are harmaline, harmine and 
d -/ ,2,3,4-tetrahydroharmine. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Ayahuasca, Yage 
and Harmaline 

One wonders how peoples in primitit'e societies, with no 
knouledf!,1: of chemistry' or phyrzolo/!.Y, era hit upon a Jolution to 
the aetiration of an alkaloid by a monoamine oxicia.re mhibitor, 

-RI(hard Evans Schultes 

HISTORY 
A seventh psychedelic compound-cluster of importance includes rhree

ringed moierules that chemists would refer to as harmala alkaloids or (3 -
carbolines. To date, harmaline has been the most significant of these com
pounds tested: its formal names are 4,9-dihydro-7-me~hoxy-l-methyl-.1H
pyrido-13,4-b J mdole and 7-methoxy-l-methyl-3.4-dihydro- f3-carboline. 
Harmaline and other harmala alkaloids, the principle psychedelics in the 
"magical" beverage yage, appear throughout the plant world. These sub
stances are also present in cigarettes and even in the human pineal gland. 

Chapter Six touched on the ocrurrence of harmala alkaloids in cohoba 
and epend snuffs. Although these three-ringed compounds are widespread 
in the plant kingdom, their use as a psychedelic is known in only two specific, 
geographically separate traditions: (I) scraping of the bark of Bani.rtenopm 
vines to make a drink in nonhwestcrn South Amenca and (2) in~estlon of 
the seeds of Syrian rue (Pe;.;anum harmala) , a wild desert shrub, in the Near 
East. The Amazonian practices are better documented and colorfully illus
trate purgative, healing, visual, telepathic, sexual, artistic and therapeutic 
potentials in psychedelics. 

Harmala alkaloids are little known to the psychedelic submlrure in the 
U.S., although they are legal and are stocked by a number of chemicalsupply 
houses. These indo!ic compounds should be of special psychedelIC interest 
because of the hIghly specific (·haracrer of the expenences they produce, 
Unfortunately, the literature on this compound-cluster and BamJtenops15 
use in the Amazonian region IS somewhat confusing: it describes several 
barks and leaves as well as a drink, which is made with several different 
recipes and is activated by at least three chemical compounds. Each form has 
a number of names, and sometimes the same name is used for both botanicals 
and beverages. In what follows, ayahuasca (EYE-a-wasca) refers to the 
psychedelic species of Ba1ltsteriop~s, yaf!.c (yah-Hey) to the drink made 
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from their outer bark and harmaline to the primary psychedelic compound 
in the bark. 

&cord, from South American Explorers 
Use of ayahuaJC4 for visionary experiences appears to be primeval, to 

judge from the richness of associated mythology. Pre-Columbian rock 
drawings are similar to contemporary ayahuaJqueros' paintings, which are 
said to represent yaRe visions (see page 127 of Pl4ntJ of the Gods for a fine 
example of such a drawing on granite). However, theeacliest known record 
of the practices associated with this botanical wasn't set down until the 
middle of the nineteenth century. 

The author was Richard Spruce, at one time a British schoolteacher, 
who was among the early explorers to make the perilous journey into the 
Amazon. Spruce almost died of dysentery and malaria but survived to 

become one of botany's greatest collectors. In 1851, while exploring the 
upper Rio Negro of the Brazilian Amazon, he observed the use ofyage. In 
1853, he came upon it twice in Peru. In his Notes of a Botanist on the 
Amazon and Andes, he described its sources, its preparation and its effects 
upon himself. Unfortunately, Spruce's experience was characterized mainly 
by his getting sick. 

Spruce's Notes didn't appear in print until 1908. (They were edited by 
Alfred Russel Wallace, who simultaneously with Darwin conceived the 
theory of evolution.) Spruce suspected that additives were responsible for 
the psychoactivity of this beverage, although he noted that Banisteriopsis by 
itself was considered mentally active. The samples he sent to England for 
chemical analysis weren't located and assayed umil more than a cenrury later. 
Examined in 1966, they were still psychoactive. 

The first widely read description of yaRe practices was published in 
1858 by Manuel Villavicencio, an Ecuadorian geographer. The experience 
made him feel he was "flying" to most marvelous places. Describing how 
natives responded, he reported that natives using this drink were able 

to foresee and answer accurately in diffirult cases, be it to reply opponunely 
to ambassadors from other tribes in a question of war; to decipher plans of the 
enemy through the medium of this magic drink and take proper steps for 
attack and defense; to ascertain, when a relative is sick, what sorcerer has put 
on the hex; to carry OUt a friendly visit to other tribes; to welcome foreign 
travelers or, at leaSt to make sure of the love of their womenfolk. 

Several early explorers of northwestern South America-Martius, 
Crevaux, Orton, Koch-Grunberg and others-also referred to ayahuasca, 
yaRe and caap" all citing a forest liana but offering little detail. In the early 
twentieth cenrury, it was learned that the use of &nisteriopsis vines for 
healing, initiatory and shaman!c rites extends to Peru and Bolivia. 

In 1923, a film of Indianyage ceremonies was shown at the annual 
meeting of the American Pharmaceutical Association. Other noteworthy 
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Richard Spruce, 10nf!.·knou"1Z to botanistJ pnmaril)" for a 600·paf!.e 
monof!.raph on !i1/eru·orts. U'dS the firJ·t to u-rite dhrmt yage ingt".ftio1J. 
A.I dn tmportant nineteenth.centllf)' co//ector 0/ Ama::'011ldn jlort.J. 1m 
name tr attached t() the Baniswriopsis caapi rp1"o,'[, the "'Oft i1tlpl)r""u 
botanical JOune of h,.lm/;.ll,l alkaloid.l. 

publications drawing attention to the effects of this drink came from Rusby 
and White, who observed yage practices in Bolivia in 1922, from the Russians 
Varnoff and Jezepezuk, who did Colombian fieldwork in 1925-1926, and 
from Morton, who in 1931 published Klug's southern Colombian notes 
about BantsteNopsis inehnanr. 

Identification 0/ the Active Principles 
Harmaline was first isolated In 1841, from Syrian rue. Its chemICal 

structure was established in 1919, and it was first synthesized in 1927 by 
Richard Manske. 

In 1923, Fischer assayed yage, isolating an alkaloid that he named tele· 
pathine. The same year, Barriga-Vi!!alba and Albarracin isolated two alka
aids from this drink; they called these yajetne andyajetnine. In 1928, Lewin 
isolated banisterine. Shonly afterward, Wolfes, as well as Rumpf and El.':er, 
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asserted that all these alkaloids were identical: they were harmaline, an indok. 
der!vative ea~lier fou~d in seeds and foots of Peganum harmala (Syrian rue). 
11115 conclusIon was In doubt for some time, umil Chen and Chen, working 
with clearly identified botanicals, demonstrated that alJ these substances 
were harmaline. 

Hochstein and Paradies determined in 1957 that results from ingestion 
of yaRe (without other botanical additives) came mainly from interaaion of 
three molecules-harmaline, harmine and d-I,2,3,4-tetrahydroharmine. 
These findings have been accepted since then by investigators of this plant 
family. 

Developments Qtler the lAst Twenty Years 
Considerable interest in this psychoactive complex arose from the 

1960s fascination with LSD, and reports that ordinarily would have been 
res~ricted .to the technicalliterarure received fairly wide circulation. pjyche. 
deltc ReVIew and The pjychedelic Reader, for instance, reprinted Richard 
Evans Schultes' efforts (0 straighten out confusion about yaK,e. Mter collecting 
plants and searching OUt rubber sources on the Amazon for over a dozen years, 
Schultes gave his acccount of yaK,e in leCtUres to the College of Pharmacy at 
the University of Texas and in Harvard &f4n;cal Museum Leaf/etL Repub
lICation in more popular periodicals, issued by Leary associates, spread the 
word about ya,;e and its use for divinatory and prophetic purposes. Schultes 
reported that the effects upon natives of the upper Rio Negro of Brazil, 

with whom I have taken caapi many times, is pleasam,characrerized amongst 
other strange effects by colored visual hallucinations. In excessive doses, it is 
said to bring on frighteningly nightmarish visions and a feeling of extremdv 
reckless abandon, but consciousness is not lost nor IS use of the limbs undul}' 
affected. 

. H.:i.nz Kusel wrote about "'Ayahuasca Drinkers among the Chama 
~ndlans 10 Psychedeltc Re1/t'~U'#6 (1%5). Having spent seven years tradlOg 
III the Upper Amazon regIon, he observed that "Indians and low-class 
mestizos alike visit the ayahuafquero . .. when they are ailing, or think they 
need a general check-up, or want to make an important decision,or simply 
because they feel like it." Kusel added that for a long while it "never crossed 
my mind to try the liana myself." Eventually, he drank the brew three times. 
The first two instances were disappointing. He was glad, though, that he 
persisted. 

There were two very definite attractions; I enjoyed the unreality of a created 
world. The images were not casual, accidental or imperfa., but fully organized 
to the last detail of .high.IY complex, consist.ent, yet forever changing designs. 
They were harmomzed m color and had a sJlck,sensuous,polished finish. The 
other ~ttracti~n .of which I was very conscious at the time was an inexplicable 
sensatIon of mtlmacy with the visions. They were mine and concerned only 
me. I remembered an Indian telling me that whenever he drank tJyahlUJJlA. he 
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had such beautiful visions that he used to put his hands over his eyes for fear 
somebody might steal them. I felt the same way. 

In 1%3, che first book havingyage as a subjectappeaced; itundoubtedJy 
increased interest in this brew made from a "vine of the sou!." In the YAGE 
letten, the writers William Burroughs and Allen Ginsberg related their 
searm for and use of this" magic" drink. A few anthropologists criticized 
their descriptions as misleading, and many readers were interested in the 
book as literarure. Nonetheless, it has drawn continuing attention to this 
psychedelic drink. 

Among those fascinated by native use of psychoactive plants was Chilean 
psychiatrist Claudio Naranjo. Naranjo traveled into the Amazon because he 
"'wanted to go where people ate people:' Naranjo took along two contem· 
porary items: a polaroid camera and blotter paper, on which he had drawn 
stars, moon and sun to mark different dosages of LSD. When he met some 
natives, he conveyed the idea that he was a "medicine man" and distributed 
the blotters, inviting the natives to try the star-doses (those of lowest potency) 
while gazing at the night sky. Upon his rerum several days later,Naranjo 
learned that the natives liked his "medicine," considering it very powerful. 
In exchange, they gave him ayahuasca, which influenced his subsequent 
practice of psychotherapy. He described his using hatmaline and harmine in 
The Healing Journey (1%7). 

• Since then, a number of people interested in making scientific observa-
cion's or hoping to have a yage experience have traveled to South America in 
search of ayahuajqueros. "Sean" roamed around the Amazon basin in a boat 
called "The Visionary Vine," The brothers Dennis and Terence McKenna 
recounted an ayahuasca-psJacybe experience that lasted allegedly for a 
month in the jungle; their fascinating speculative volume. The Inner LAnd· 
scape, called attention to yage while considering topics of mind-body inter
actions . 

Bruce Lamb's Wizard of the Upper Amazon (1971) presented the 
romantic rurn-of-the-cenrury jungle stmy of Manuel COrdova-Rios, who 
became an ayahuasquero after being kidnapped at age fifteen by the Amahuaca 
Indians of Peru. This account details his use of Banifteriopfif in hunting, 
healing and telepathy-including group visions. 

In 1972, Marlene Dobkin de Rios issuedasrudy-The Visionary Vine
of yaK,es uses in folk healing in an urban setting in Peru. A professor of 
anthropology at California State College at Fullerton, de Rios observed that 
the supply of ayahuafca was becoming depleted in the jungles near Iquitos. 
site of her investigations, and that suppliers had to search much further for 
it. Although her fieldwork was done largely in a slum section of Iquitos, she 
saw ayahuasca being used throughout the region for religious and magic 
rituals (to receive a protective spirit or divine guidance from the plant spirit); 
for diagnosing and treating disease; for divination (to learn an enemy's plans, 
for instance, or to check on a sp:mse's fidelity); for "witchcraft" (to prevent 
harm caused by others' malice or to cause harm to others); and for pleasure. 



AppearinN in 1963. tIm City uNhts hook recoun/f Wilkrm Bu,."ou):hs' 
SDut/) American reanh for ya,ge, which he hoped mtNht he "the ulttmd/e 
fix," and SImilar trawls by Allen Ginsberg. Andrew Weil described it 
as beinR "distinRuished by a uniformly negat,,,,'e tone and, according to 
experts on the region, considerable misinformation." 
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Her report and mher shorter accounts increased worldwide awareness 
of yaNe and indicate that some practices that have been associated with it are 
unlike those common to other psychedelics. For example,yaNe is the only 
mind-enhancing concoctlon that has been absolutely taOOo on occasion for 
women. When a trumpet signalled the start of the puberty rites for the 
¥urupari, female members of the tribe fled into the jungle to avoid a death 
penalty for their seeing the ceremony or even the drink. In other regions, it 
was thought that if a woman set eyes on prepared caapi, the vine would be 
rendered ineffective, More generally, women were allowed to drinkyage but 
were discouraged if they wished to become adepts, which frequently involved 
a year of regularly drinking ayahuasca infusions spiked with tobacco juice. 

¥urupar( puberty rites also differed from the psychedelic rites of other 
cultures in that adolescents whipped furiously at each other after drinking 
brown, bitter ayahuasca elixirs until their bodies were bloody with welts, A 
recent account of such a ceremony, which is little praaiced now, can be found 
in Plants of the Gods (PP. 123-124). Interest in harmala compounds arose as 
well from reports that among the Jivaro headhuming tribes of the upper 
Amazon-and the Cashinahua of Peru-the "dream" contents ofyage ex
periences were commonly regarded as constituting more important guiding 
principles than ordinary conSCIousness. 

Andrew Weil is among those who feel that "No drug plant has excited 
more interest than yage." In The Marriage of the Sun and Moon, he remem
bers being offered this "tiger drug" (so called because it was said to inspire 
visions of big jungle cat<;) in the Haight-Ashbury in 1%7. Later, he tried to 
find a more authentic experience in Colombia, Each time he got near it, the 
result was a "fully debased yage ritual." Heconduded that 'Tooay, akoholism 
is replacing the ceremonial use of safer drugs" and that "traditional peoples 
do not automatically form good relationships with psychoactive plants." In 
the August 1979 Hi1{h Times, Weil reports on a more recent Colombian trip 
when he was successful in finding a healer using ayahuasca. His "¥age
The Vine that Speaks" details with ten color photographs how it is prepared 
and used in treating illnesses. 

BOTANY 
Botanical understanding of what causes yage effects has been, as Schultes 

put it, more "fraught with confusion" than is the case with other psychedelics. 
Schultes and Hofmann described these confusions almost apologetically in 
1973, writing that "It is difficult for the nonbotanist to understand our lack of 
understanding of specific delimitations of drug plants, the use of which has 
been known for more than a century." 

Richard Spruce had set identification efforts off to a bad start by sug
gesting that yaRe's peculiar qualities were from the roots of "painted caapi." 
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This was a vine he called Haemadlctyon amazon;clIm, of which no known 
other example exists than what he collected (it's since been assigned to the 
Prestonia genus). Although he said that the Indians considered a Ban;fler· 
iopsis vine an essential ingredient, his misdirection was repeated by others. 
The Colombian chemist Fischer, isolating the first alkaloid in yage, placed it 
in the Aristowchia genus. BanisteriopsiJ caapi first became known as a main 
source in 1927, afler French pharmacologists Perrot and Hamer reviewed 
this psychoactive complex in terms of its botany and chemistry. 

Ayahuasca and Yag<' 
Essential [Q any yage concoction is bark from specific Banistmopszs 

vines-generally B. caapi, often B. inebriam and sometimes B. quitenm. 
B. caapi climbs up adjacent tropical forest trees and keeps climbing umil its 
flowers are exposed to direct sunlight. It is so greedy for sunlight that some
times it eventually kills supporting trees. It is occasionally started in green
houses, where it has been known to take over the roof, leaving only shadow 
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Cultivated Banisreriopsis caapi Jhoots near RIO Piraparana, Colombia 
are shown here branchinr-; alit in all directiom. This vine is often 
harvested when young; natives prefer it young for some purposes, 
claiming that the effects of young shoots are different from those of 
older specimem. 
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below. The flowers are small and pink, much like apple blossoms. At its 
base, the vine often has a diameter of six inches. 

Schultes and Hofmann report that South American natives 

often have special names for diverse "'kinds" of Ayahuasca, although thebotanisr 
frequently finds them all representative of the same species. It is usually dif
ficult to understand the aooriginal methcxl. of classification: some may be age 
forms; others may come from different parts of the liana; still others may be 
erological forms growing under varying conditions of soil, shade, moisture, 
etc. The natives assert that these "'kirxls" have a variety of effects, and it is 
conceivable that they may actually have different chemical compositions. This 
JXlsslbility is one of the least investigated yet most significant aspects in the 
study of Ayahuasca. 

Natives distinguish at least six different botanical sources of ayahllasca. 
Two that are said to be the most powerful haven't yet been described 
botanically or chemically. 
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The Admixtures of Yage 
Ayahuasqueros often include at least one additive to yaxe infusions to 

enhance states of mind brought about by B. caaPI, ;nffbriamand qUtlenflJ. In 
Colombia, Datums and closely related species of Brugmansia are sometimes 
used; they undoubtedly give this drink added kick but are dangerous. Often 
tobacco appears; other additives are listed by Schultes and Hofmann', 

Malouetia tamaquarin4 and a species of Tabermaemontana of the Apo::ynareae; 
the acamhaceous Te/joJtachya lanceolata var. crispa or Toe Negra; Calathea 
veiJchiana of the Maranthaceae; the amaramhaceous Alternanthera lehmanntt 
and a species of /reJine; severa! ferns including Lygodjum vemMum and 
lnmariopm japurenm; PhryRYlanthuJ eUfeniojder of the Mistletoe family; The mint Oomum mlCranthum; a species of the sedge genus CJ'P't?rus; several 
cacti including species of Opuntia and i::./Jlphylium; and a member of the genus CluJia of the Guniferae. 

The main additives are Psychotria carthaginensis, P. viridis, Tetrapterys 
methystica and Banisteriopsis rusbyana. Leaves and stems of the last,known 
as oco-yage or chagrapanga, don't contain [he J3-carboline alkaloids produced 
by B. caapi and inehrians; instead, they have a large amount of N,N-DMT, 
5-methoxy-N,N-DMT, 5-hydroxy-N,N-DMT and N.J3 -methyherrahydro
J3 -carboline. The other added species contain DMT-type compounds, 
rendered orally active by the harmala compounds in ayahuasca. 

Syrian Rne 
Harmala alkaloids (or f3 -carbolines) are manufactured by plants 

within at least eight botanical families. Except for the Banisteriopsis vines, 
only a small bushy shrub known as Syrian or Asian rue-Peganum harmala
is thought to have been used traditionally for psychoactive effects. Known 
from antiquity, this species belongs to the Zygophyllaceae family rather than 
to the Malpighlaceae family to which the Banisteriopsis species belong. Pre
ferring desert habitats, it grows some three feet high, has leaves cut inw 
long, narrow segments and produces small, white flowers. 

Although Syrian rue was native only to Central Asia and Syria, it now 
grows wild along the Mediterranean coasts of Europe, Africa and the Middle 
East. It is esteemed from Asia Minor across to India and northeast Tibet. Its 
bitter, brown seeds contain ,B-carbolines identical to those in psyc:hedelic 
Banisteriopsis vines and in about the same proportions. 

Syrian rue has been employed in folk medicine as well as being used for 
dyes in Turkish and Persian rugs. Among Egyptians and a few other peoples, 
(he dried seeds have long been associated with preparation of a love potion 
(despite the nauseating effects common to most harmala alkaloids). David 
Flattery has recently brought more attention to this shrub in a published 
Ph.D. dissertation entitled Huoma. He theorizes, almost entirely on linguistic 
grounds, that P. harmala was the "Huoma" or "Soma" of ancient Persia and 
India (see Chapter Nine for contrasting views). 
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Syrian rue ;s the omy botanical source of harmala alkaloids other than 
ayahuasca that is known to have been used as a mild-alterer. It has 
lately heen linked to the 'Drink 0/ the Immortals" once known as "Soma." 

During the 1960s, harmala alkaloids were identified in a number of 
plants, including tobacco. About 10 to 20 mcg. harman and norharman ~ave 
been deteaed in smoke from a single cigarette, or forry to a hundred times 
that found in the tobacco leaf. (See "Nicotiana An Hallucinogen?" by Oscar 
Janiger and Marlene Dobkin de Rios in the July-September 1976 Economic 
Botany for a review of these srudies.) 

CHEMISTRY 
Harmalas ( ~ -Carholines) 

This compound-cluster exhibits an extra ring attached to its basic 
indolic chemical struaure. The resulting three-ring J3-carboline system has 
an unusually placed methoxy (CHJO) group, "in marked contrast to the 
orientation found in serotonin and the related tryptamines" (Shulgin). 

By gentle oxidation, harmaline is converted into harmine, the other 
main psychoactive constiruent in the botanicals. Upon reduction, harmaline 
yields d-I,2,3,4-tetrahydroharmine, a third but minor contributor. 
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CH30~ 
H CH3 

Harmaline 
( 4,9-dihydro . 7- methoxy-I-methyl-3H -pyrido- [3,4-b J -indole, 

or 7 -methoxy-I-methyl-3,4-dihydro- f3 -carboline) 

CH,oO:::Q.H 
H CH3 

Harmine d-l.2.3.4- Tetrahydrohamline 

Since these molecules have been isolated and synthesized, a number of 
other f3 -carboline alkaloids have been developed in the laboratory. Michael 
Valentine Smith describes the preparation of several analogues in his p.fyche
delic ChemiJtry. The 6- or lO-methoxy isomer of harmaline, sometimes 
known as IO-methoxy·harmalan, is about half again as potent by weight as 
harmaline. 

Natural Harmalas in Humans 
At least one harmala alkaloid is present in the pineal gland of both 

humans and several animals. This compound is more abundant in the pineal 
glands of highly advanced yogis, according to some reports, which has led co 
speculation that its presence may impart power to the "third eye" in mid
forehead, where the pineal gland lies. 

Discussing harmaline's effectiveness in psychotherapy, Naranjo has 
written: 

I want to mention that this alkaloid is of special interest because of its close 
resemblance to substances derived from the pineal gland of mammals. In 
particular, lO-methoxy-harmaline, which may be obtained in vitro from the 
incubation of serotonin in pineal tissue, resembles harmaline in its sub;eaive 
effeers and is of greater activity than the latter. This suggests that harmaline 
(differing from 10-methoxy-harmaline only in the position of the methoxy 
group) may derive its activity from the mimicry of a metabolite normally 
involved in the control of states of consciousness. 

At a 1977 conference in San Francisco, Bo Holmstedt, a pioneer in 
research on harmala alkaloids fcom the Karolinska Instimtet in Sweden, 
suggested that similar substrates and enzymes are in the pineal gland for 
endogenous production of DMT, 5-methoxy-DMT and the N-methyl 
analogues of harmine and harmaline. Brimblecombe and Pinder, in meir 
Hallucinogenic Agents (p. 116), discuss possible metabolism routes by 
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which adrenoglomerulotropine and malatonin, normally present in the 
pineal body, may be turned into 6-methoxy-harmalan. So far, however, no 
evidence has conclusively shown that this conversion acmally takes place in 
the human brain. 

As with DMT, theories have again been advanced that schizophrenia 
is associated with increased production of harmala alkaloids. As Shulgin has 
remarked, consensus among researchers now is that this approach is ·'a red
herring." 

Admixtures 
Jeremy Bigwood found in the course of expenmemation that DMT 

could be made orally active in doses of 100 mg. when combined with a sub
threshold dose of harmaline. Many reports from natives indicate that the 
addition of certain leaves (almost all comaining DMT-like substances) makes 
the yage visions '·brighter." Investigacors almost unanimously agree that 
significant potentiation occurs when ,B-carbolines and short-acting trypt
amines are mixed together. 

Although {3 -(arholines are essential to the psychoactivity of yage, the 
tryptamines are most important in producing the mental effects. The har
mala alkaloids enable DMT-like substances to become active and prod syner
gistic effects. Schultes and Hofmann, commenting on the expanded length 
and vividness of resillts when DMT-like compounds are included, indicate 

• ho,,? important in terms of color the presence of monoamine oxidase inhib
itors can be: "Whereas visions with the basic drink are seen usually in blue, 
purple, or gray, those induced when the tryptaminic additives are used may 
be brightly colored in reds and yellows." 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
In the preparation ofyaxe, appropriate Bamstenops;s vines are gener

ally rut into 6- to S-inch pieces. The bark is then pounded or shaved off and 
either soaked in cold water or boiled for hours, sometimes a fuJi day, usually 
with one or more admixtures. Boiling produces a brown or reddish·brown 
concoction that's bitter and salty; boiled ayahuasca is said to cause nausea to a 
greater degree than the cold-water infusion. The usual course is to drink a 
couple of cupfuls, which proouce an experience lasting three or four hours. 
Then, if desired, users drink more yaRe. 

Harmaline, when taken orally by itself, takes a comparatively long 
time to prompt psychological effects-often about two hours. Potions con
taining both DMT-like and harmala alkaloids, however, take effect rapidly. 
Spruce noticed responses from yage within two minutes, an unusually quick 
onset from oral ingestion; others have observed initial effects caking hold 
within five minutes. Bigwood has contrasced the slow onset of harmaline 
alone against his ayahuasca experiences and his harmalinejDMT experiences: 
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the latter were "almost idemical as far as [he time course and visual effect
they both came on (juite rapidly." 

Purgative Aspects 
Andrew Wei! found that yaRe's taste did not cause as much gagging as 

peyote. However, the nausea in his case was worse: 

Vomiting is the first srageof the effea of yage. It is not fun, and I say that as 
someone who likes to vomit in certain circumstances. I held on [Q a tree and 
brought up a small quantity of intensely bitter liquid with wrenching spasms. 
Yage tastes much wurse on the way up than un the way down-so bad that it 
left me shuddeno,J.: for a few seconds. 

After a few mmutes I had to answer another caU of narure. The semnd 
actiun of yage is to purge the intestine. The effect is speo3rular and painless. 
When I went back in, Luis asked me if it had been "a gcod purge." I told him 
yes. EvenruaIly, he and Jorge also made trips to the jungle. 

At first, Weil could swallow only two mps of yage, though he was 
encouraged to take more. Eventually he did get another one down "Luis," 
he reported, "wanted me to drink more of his brew, but I could not." This 
element of the yap,e experience has been treated prominently in accounts 
from other mind-explorers as well. 

In some tribes, stringent dietary procedures are practiced forup to two 
weeks before ingestion of ayahuasca, although many natives use it weekly. 
Peruvians getting yage from healers commonly abstain from salt, lard, 
sweets and sometimes sex a day before and a day after taking an infusion. 
Such procedures help to minimize nausea, but they certainly don't eliminate 
it. Weil was advised nor to eat anything before n{X}n; he hadn't eaten since 
breakfast the evening he received yaKe from Luis. 

YaRe concoCtions are often referred to as a purge, and ayahuasca has 
gained a reputation as '·the purgative vine .. · Harmaline and harmine by 
themselves also bring about violent diarrhea and vomiting in many users. 
Naranjo found that about half of his harmaline subjects felt nausea, which he 
attributed largely to ·'blocking attempts" to avoid a full psychedelic experi
ence. 

Other Physical Side-Effects 
Nausea, purges and retching are closely associated with use of f3-car

oolines, but physical coordination is otherwise hardly impaired. In most 
accounts, it actually seems enhanced. 

When Wei! met him, Luis had been preparingyaRc weekly for curing 
sessions over a long time, having first drunk it twenty-two years earlier. 
Weil described Luis as youthful for his age, a typical comment about ayahuas
quems, who have been noted for possessing much energy and unusually 
smooth skin. Weil records much physical movement on the part of this old 
man: 
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In the course of the evening Luis drank nine cups of the sruff. Each one sent 
him to the Jungle for fUrlher purgin,lol, but his animated chantinB continued 
Without pause. With each cup he became more energetic. Finally, Jorge helped 
him into a heavy necklace of jaguar teeth and a fantastic headress of parrot 
feathers. Then, palm-leaf ratries in his haMS, Luis began a stomping, turning 
dance around the house, all the while uttering the sounds of },aRe . Luis 
went out to vomit too but I could barely hear a break in his chanting. 

He would dance out the door and we would hear him chanting and singing 
off into the jungle, circling the house, disappearing into the night. Then he 
would burst through the docmvay in an explosion of feathers and palm leaves, 
growling like a jaguar. 

Aside from the vomiting that frequently accompanies every cupful of 
the drink, the body's main physical responses include slight increases in 
blood. pressure and heart rate (unless Daturas, Brugmansias or other scopol
amine-containing substances have been added, which make the yage more 
dangerous). Some users feel a buzzing in the ears, pricking of the skin at the 
extremities, giddiness, profuse sweating or tremors. When Schultes first 
tried yage, he had severe diarrhea the following day. 

After taking large amounts of yage natives ohen become frenzied, dis
playing agitation for ten or fifteen minutes. More generally, users exhibit 
lassitude and drowsiness and become withdrawn. 

Harmaline is about twice as toxic as harmine in most lab animals; the 
haU-lethal dose (half the animals die) of harmine in dogs and mice is about 
200 mg.jkg. of body weight. No human deaths have been reported from 
these compounds. WeiI writes: 

Luis gives yaRe to anyone who wants it, to young and old, men and women, 
sick and well. He says it cannot hurt anyone, aM though he gives it to pregnant 
women, young children and people with high fevers, noonesuffersbadeffeas. 
Victor and he are both in good shape after taking erxmnousdoses for years . 
And many of the patients say they are helped I talked with people in Mayoyoque 
who say that visits to Luis cured them of various iUs. 

Healing Qualities 
Yage is known as "the great medicine" in northwestern South AmeriOl, 

where it is used for healing much like peyote. Through its assumed inter
cession with spiritual entities, yage reveals the proper remedies or brings 
about healing spiritually or magically. In contrast to Western notions of 
medicine, yage is believed to be curative whether the patient or the healer 
swallows it. "Nature cures the disease," someone said, summing up these 
processes, "while the healer amuses the patient." Others speak of ayahuas
queros "singing the illness away." 

In Visionary Vine, Marlene Dobkin de Rios outlined many of the pro
cedures used in "curing sessions." In Wizard of the Upper Amazon, Manuel 
Cdrdova-Rios gave another remarkable account: he continued to use ayahuasca 
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medicinally when he returned to city life, seven years after his capture. "My 
cures," he comments, "for human ailments such as diabetes, hepatitis, 
leukemia, cancer, paralysis, rhewnarism, epilepsy, suicidal depression and 
the dysfunctions of various internal organs have been called miraculous by 
some people." 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
Ayahuafca, yage and harmala alkaloids prompt a wide range of exper

iences, which reflect dosage to a considerable degree and the influence of 
psychoactive additives. Descriptions vary from no psychoactive effects to 

effects rivaling those of lSD or psilocybin. 

Dosage Considerations 
Four or five half-foot pieces of bark fcom a medium-sized vine (an inch 

or two inches of thickness) are often provided per person in yage brews. 
Estimates of dosages presented here are rough, being generally based on 
experiences in the field rather than in the laboratory. 

Villalba reported in 1925 that he saw natives use about 20 cm. of the 
stem, which Hoffer and Osmond estimated as containing about 0.5 gm. of 
/3-carboline alkaloids. ·'Under its influence," they wrote, ··they jumped, 

screamed, 'and ran about wildly but continued to take it for days to maintain 
the state of excitation." They add that Villalba cried the concentrated liquid 
and had no reaction, 

whereupon he concluded that other white people who had seen visions of the 
furure, of things lost, and visions of distances and illusions, were exaggerating 
the effect. It is not unusual for people who have not seen, to be sceptical of the 
claims of others who have. 

Michael Valentine Smith suggestS in Psychedelic Chemistry chat 
harmaline and harmine are both active at about 200 mg. oral dosage. Jeremy 
Bigwood disputes this, saying that to get effective potentiation from the 
hydrOChloride salts an adult should swallow at least 300 mg. harmaline or 
500 mg. harmine. Shulgin puts the "effective dose range" of harmaline at 70 
to 100 mg. intravenously or 300 to 400 mg. orally. 

The pamphlet Legal Highs, published by High Times and Level Press. 
lists chemical houses that supply harmala alkaloids and states as its rough 
estimate that the equivalent of 100 mg. harmine is "50 mg harmaline, 35 m~ 
tetrahydraharman, 25 mg harmolol or harmol, and 4 mg methoxyharmalan.·' 

Yage Visions and Their Stages 
Shulgin comments that the sense most consistently affected by harma

line is the visual: "There can be vivid images generated, often in the form of 
meaningful dream-like sequences, and frequently containing subject maHer 
such as wild animals and jungle scenes." Sometimes effects emerge as geo· 
metric patterns without much meaning; at other times visions with eyes 
closed have the character of mundane cartoonery. 
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A dark, quiet environment is generally preferrable. Pupil dilation is 
rare, but sharpened night vision is common, as Emboden observes: 

It has been demonstrated to the astonishment of foreigners that an Indian 
may run through a forest at night under the influence of the drug and not 
stumble or lose his footing. The vision is remarkably dear and the footing sure. 

Ayahuasqueros describe long sequences of dream-like imagery; geo-
metrical patterns; manifestations of spirit helpers, demons and deities; and 
tigers, birds and reptiles. They see dark-skinned men and women. They ex
perience sensations of flying and of their own death; they see events at a great 
distance. Many users claim that these visions appear in a spiritually signif
icant progression. Luis told Weil that the stages become increasingly com
plex with practice and greater dosages: "First come patterns, then plants, 
then animals, then fantastic architecture and cities. If you are fortunate, you 
see jaguars." Some claim that the ultimate experience is seeing into the eyes 
of the "veiled lady." 

A few Americans who have experienced yage in the Amazon concur 
with these views. One young woman, for example, said she "got only plants" 
until her fourth session. "Amazonian TV," as yage ingestion has been termed, 
is usually described as beautiful; even the lower-level phantasmagoria is re
garded as basically enjoyable. However, more significant experiences are 
possible. Heinz Kusel was told that the "aesthetic climn of the spectacle" 
was a vision of "the goddess with concea1ed eyes (ladiOJd con los ojos vendmios), 
who dwelt inside the twining tropical vine." The first two times he tried 
ayahuasca, Kusel was disappointed. The third time he wasn't: 

The color scheme became a harmony of dark browns and greens. Naked 
dancers appeared turning slowly in spiral movements. Spots of brassy lights 
played on their bOOies which gave them the texture of polished scones. Their 
faces were inclined and hidden in deep shadows. Their coming intoexisrence 
in rhe center of the vIsion coincided with the rhythm of Nolorbe's song, and 
they advanced forward and to the sides, turning slowly. I longed to see their 
faces. At last the whole field of vision was taken up by a single dancer with 
inclined face covered by a raised arm. As my desire co see the face became 
unendurable, it appeared suddenly in full dose-up with dosed eyes. I know 
that when the extraordinary face opened them, I experienced a satisfaction of 
a kind I had never known. 

Specificity olY,g. Visions 
The harmala alkaloids, with and without accompanying DMT-like 

comp::nmds, have fascinated psychologists and others because of the unu:'~ly 
wide incidence of particular images. Outstanding in this regard are VISIons 
of tigers, snakes and naked women (often Negro); the color blue seems to 
predominate when ayahuasca is taken without .additiv~s. A!though this 
imagery is not universaL it is common-sometimes fnghtenlOg-and IS 

closely aligned to the archetypal symbolism that so fascinated Carl Jung. 
When Naranjo gave harmaline and harmine in psychotherapeutic situations 
to CIty dwellers (people who had never been in the Jungle), he ooserved that 
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much of the imagery [hat was aroused had to do with snakes, panthers, 
jaguars and mher large felines. The recurrence of such images led him to 
speculate about the action of harmaline on "the collective unconscious." 

The amhropologist Michael Hamer is one of those dairning to have 
seen what the Indians are talking about, after having doubted throughout his 
year of study among the Jivaros of the Ecuadorian Amazon. Four years later, 
in 1961, he returned and was "turned on" to yageby another tribe. Marlene 
Dobkin de Rios recounts his experience: 

For several hours after drinking the brew, Harner found himself, although 
awake, in a world literally beyond his willesr dreams. He met bird-headed 
people as well as dragon-like crearures who explained that they were the true 
goos of this world. He enlisted the services of other spirit helpers in anempting 
to fly through the far reaches of the Galaxy. He found himself transported 
into a trance where the supernatural seemed natural and realized that 
anthropologists, including himself, had profoundly underestimated the imp:mance of the drug in affecting native ideology . 
Michael Harner and Claudio Naranjo made much of the "constancy" of 

both yaRe and harmaline visions in separate essays in HaUucino?,ens and 
Shamanism. An essentially similar case has been put forth in Furst's Flesh of 
the Gods. where Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff writes of the Tukano Indians 
of the western Amazon region of Colombia. These were the aboriginals 
Spruce first observed using yage. Koch-Grunberg described their yage 
pmctices again half a century later: 

According to what the Indians tell me, everything appears to be larger and 
more beautiful than it is in reality. The house appears immense and 
splendrous. A host of people is seen, especially women. The erotic appears to 
playa major role in this intoxication. Huge multicolored snakes wind 
themselves around the house posts. Ail colors are very bril(iam . 
The Tukanos still live in relative isolation What caught the eye of 

Reichel-Dolmawff was their use of representational paintings on house 
fronts. rattles and bark loincloths. The natives claimed that these designs 
were observed duringyage inebriation. During 1966-1967 a number of adult 
males who frequently partook of this brew were offered sheets of paper and 
a choice of twelve colored pencils. 'The men showed great interest in and 
concentration on this task and spent from one co two hours finishing each 
drawing." 

The colors they seleaed spontaneously "were exclusively red. yellow, 
aoo blue, on very few occasions adding a shade of hazel brown." Certain 
design elements Were regularly repeated. Here's Reichel-Dolmatoffs listing 
of the Top Twenty: 

1. Male organ 5. Drops of semen 
2. Female organ 6. Anaconda-canoe 
3. Fertilized uterus 7. Phratry 
4. Uterus as passage 8. Group of phratries 

• 

"Constancy" of Specific 1maxes 

9. Line of descent 15. Sun 
10. Incest 16. Vegetal growth 
11. Exogamy 17. Thought 
12. Box of ornaments 18. Stool 
13. Milky W.y 19. Rattles 
14. Rainbow 20. Cigar holder 

A t"J·Jionary drawiux h), the PeTtlt-'ian artist Yanda, depictinR a 
feline archetype ofh,n attrihuted to yage. 
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··Garden of Eden" and other imagery is more specific to yaRe than any 
image pattern is to LSD, mescaline or psilocybin. The near-universality of 
many yage images suggests that the {J -carbolines are a goo:i deal closer than 
other psychedelics to being a "pure element" in a Periodical Table of 
Consciousness. These {J-carbolines, however, cannot be entirely "pure," as 
they are accompanied by many negative side-effects. 

Auditory Component 
Ingestion of ya{:e often results in an enhancement of auditory acuity. 

To minimize distractions, urban users generally gather in the jungle at night, 
from about 8:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. rather than in someone's home. In Wizard 
of the Upper Amazon, Manuel C6rdova-Rios described his frequent aya· 
huasca visions bur also stressed the improvement in his sense of hearing, 
which enlarged his understanding of jungle ways. 

As with peyote, BaniJteriopsis vines are known for ··announcing·· 
themselves. Kusel Writes: 
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Once a Campa Indian in my boat, when we were Jrifting far from shore wa\ 
"(~Iledn by ayahwJca. followed the "call," and hun emergtd from the f:Jresr 
wIth a .sampling of the fairly rare Jiana that tway IS cultivated by the ayahuas
guero In secret spots. I myself certainly did not hear the call. 

More typically, B -carbolines-like {3-phenethlamines and psil<X)'bian 
molecules-seem to inspire chants and singing. Here are comments from 
Weil about the two times he took yage with Luis: 

From time ro time he would pick up a harmonica and turn into a one-man 
band. He wouki dance ou( the door and we would hear him chaming and sing
ing off into the jungle ... 

Vict?f and Luis sang and danced aU night, periOOically going out into the Jungle. 
to sing under the trees, then returning to the candle-lit house. Victor cun
gratulated Luis on having made a really stron,g batch. 

WeB's High Times article is subtitled "The Vine That Speaks." He 
substantiates the title in this way: 

A ya,gero's chant is his most precious possession. It comes to him in dreams 
and sta~s with him all his life. Until a man receives his chant from the spirit 
of ~e VIne, he cannot conducrceremonies. Luis's chant was strangely hypnotIC. 
a mIxture of sounds, tunes and words. There were Spanish words, In,;ano 
,,:,ords and words of ~< sO.ft I had never. he~,rd before. I asked him what one P,H
u(Ular word meant. It IS yage speakmg, he answered. '·Itdocsn·t mean- it IS 

yage speaking." ' 

After COrdova-Rios became familiar with ayahuasca, he discovered 
that he could "~irect," ~r at least greatly influence, resulting visions by songs 

and cha~ts. ~I~ techmque. has bee,~ ~uch ~ b~ native curanderos. Amant; 
some tribes, It IS even said that Without smgmg, only visions of snakes 
appear. 

Telepathic Element 
. Extr~ns?ry ~r~ption is faicly prominent in the useof most psyche

d~hcs: ~nlstenopSls vmes, throughout their history, have had an unusually 
~Igh mCJ~~nce of s~h"effects, as reflected in the name given the first alkaloid 
~solate? ( telepathme ). The reporrs pe~sis~, despite the skepticism of many 
~nvest~gators. Schultes and Hofmann dIsmISS these claims as "unfounded" 
ill theIr B?tany ant! Chemistry of Hallucinogens (1973). In the Journal of 
Psycho~ttve [previously PSy'chedelic) Drug~, William Burroughs expressed 
reservations about yage havmg any exceptional telepathic properties: 

~edicine :nen use i~ to pot~ntiate theIr powers, to locate lost objectS arxl that 
kmd of thlllg. But I m not Impressed much by their performance Everybody 
~as [elepathicex~riences all the time. These things are not rare: It's just an 
Illteg~al pan of life. ~e faculty is probably increased to some extent by an~' 
consclousness-expandmg drug. 
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Flying and long-distance perceplions seem to be characteristic of the 
telepathic element. Villavicencio, in the first published report about yaRe 
use, wrote, "As for myself, I can say for a fact that when I've takenayahuasca 
I've experienced dizziness, then an aerial journey in which I recall perceiving 
the most gorgeous views, great cities, lofty towers, beautiful parks, and other 
extremely attractive objects." Many natives claim not only to see but to 
travel great distances under the influence of yage, like users of peyote and 
San Pedro. 'Though he had teen no farther from his home than Mayo)'l"Xll1e," 
writes Weil, "Luis says that under yage he has left his body and visited distant 
towns and cities, including Florencia and Bogota." 

Writing of Banisleriopsis caapi practices observed among theCashina
hoa of Peru, the anthropologist Kenneth Kensinger reported that "informants 
have described hallucinations about places far removed, both geographically 
and from their own experience." Several, 

who have never been to or seen pictures of PucaIlpa, the large town at the 
Ueayali River terminus of the Central Highway, have described their visits 
under the influence of llyahtklSCa to the town with sufficient detail for me to be 
able to recognize specific shops and sights. 

Citing an even more convincing instance, Kensinger adds: "On the day 
following one ayahuasca party six of nine men informed me of seeing the 
death of my chai, 'my mother's father.' This occurred rwodays before I was 

• informed by radio of his death." A similar experience was reported by 
Manuel COrdova-Rios. After the most intense effectS he'd ever hadonyage
he had seen his mother dying-he rerurned to the home of his youth. There 
he learned that she had died as he had "seen" it at just that time. 

Sexual Component 
The previous edition of this book mentioned (a) the recurring motif of 

naked women inyage visions, (b) flagellation in rites-of-passage ceremonies, 
(c) increased sexual activity in mice given harmala alkaloids and (d) Near 
Eastern use of Syrian rue as an aphrodisiac. Jeremy Bigwood took exception: 

I'd suggest that you try llCtive dotes of these alkaloKis and attempt sex before 
writing this section. Or talre it from me, harmine, harmaline, ayahuasca, 
DMT/harmaline, etc. are anaphrodisiacs. 

The sexual component is thus an ambiguous question at present. 
Schultes and Hofmann, while disputing claims of extrasensory perception, 
discuss erotic usage of both yage and Syrian rue in their many writings. 
Naranjo was impressed by the archtypalsexual imagery-evoked by hannaline. 
Here are additional comments from William Emboden: 

In addirion ro acting upon the cemral nervous system, harmine and the 
related harmaline and harmalol have produced sexual responses in rars under 
laborarory condirions. Five milligrams of harmine alone produces measurable 
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sexual activity. This is doubtless one of the reasons why ayahuasca is used in 
coming of age ceremonies which sometimes Involve flagellation and may be 
heavy In sexual content. Marlene I Dobkin J Rios, who has worked among the 
Peruvian Amaron tribes, mentioned in her exterL'iive writings on the various 
uses of ayahuasca that oneaf the reasons for using the drug is "for pleasurable 
or aphrodisiacal effects." This was observed earlier by Wiffen in 1915 and 
Reinburg in 1921. Such phenomena, if nor completely ignored, are usually 
dispatched to an obscure anthropological journal or only obliquely noted The 
psychnerotic effects of ayahuasca are well worth more careful documentation 
and attention 

Psychotherapeutic Potential 
In Chapter Nine of Visionary Vine, Marlene Dobkin de Rios says that 

many of the patients at jungle ayahuasC<J sessions go (in the language of 
Western medicine) "'for psychiatric help." She calls "'drug healing in the 
Peruvian jungle .... a very old and honored tradition of dealing with psycho
logical problems that predates Freudian analysis by cenmries." Much of the 
treatment she enumerates is nonverbal. In some places, natives refer to 
Banisteriopsis as "the vine of death"~meaning that it causes one to ·'die:' 
and then be "born anew." 

Some seven years after William Burroughs went out looking for yaKe 
(on his first buy he got twenty IX'unds of it), Allen Ginsberg followed his 
path to South America. Ginsberg soon had a number of yage sessions, One 
produced the feeling that he was all covered with snakes; later he felt ·'like a 
snake vomiting Out the universe." Ginsberg soon learned what was meant 
by "vine of death," He wrote, "the whole fucking Cosmos broke loose 
around me, I think the strongest and worst I've ever had." He had fears that 
he might lose his mind. An epilogue, written by Ginsberg in 1%3, PUtS the 
experience 10 perspective: 

Self deciphers this correspondence thus: the vision of ministering angel~ 
my fellow man and woman first wholly glimpsed while the Curandero gently 
crooned human in Ayahuasca traoce-state 19((l was prophet:icof cransfiguration 
of self consciousness from homeless mind sensation of eternal fright to in
carnate body feeling present bliss now actualized 1%3. 

Transforming experiences interested Naranjo when he gave out 
harmaline. More than other psychedelics, he found this one to be nonverbal, 
with mechanisms of psycho-interaction much less clear. Yet~ 

Of the group of thirty subjects who were OUl" volunteers, fifteen experienced 
some therapeutic benefit from their harmaline session, and len showed 
remarkable improvement or symptomatic change romparable only to that 
which might be expected from intensive psychotherapy. 

Naranjo summed up the quality of harmaline-aKied psychotherapy in 
this way: 

• 
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For one sharin,ll the Jun,llian point of view, it would be natural to think of 
the anificial elicitation of archetypal expenence as something that could faClI· 
itate personality integration, and therefore psychologICal healing. Yet the 
observation of the psychotherapeutic results of the harmaline experience was 
oot the outcome of any deliberate attempt to test the Jungian hypothesis. 
These results came as a dramatic surprise. . even before the recurrence of 
images became apparent .. 

It would be hard to offer a simple explanation for the instances of improve
ment brought about by the harmaline experience. Such improvement usually 
occurred spontaneously, widx)Ut necessarily entailing insight into the partic· 
ulars of the patiem's life and conflias. As in all Cl5eS of successful deep therapy, 
it did involve greater acceptance by the patients of their feelings and impulses 
and a sense of proximity to their self. Statements like these ,however, are not 
very explicit, and only case histories can adequately illustrate .. 

The more successful experiences with harmaline have a characteristic 
spontaneity, and these pose little problem [0 the therapist. In contrast to 
experiences of self-exploration at the inlerpersonallevel, it is probably in the 
nature of an archetypal experience to deveklp naturally from within, so that 
tile most a person's ego can do is stand by watchfully. Yet such experiences of 
easy and spontaneous unfoldment of images and psychological events occur 
only in about every other person, so that it is the business of the psychother. 
apist to induce them when they will not naturally occur. 

Naranjo brought up the issue of intervemion because he sees this as a 
'"JX:rmanem dilemma in the guidance of harmaline sessions: the balance 
between stimulation aoo non-interference." He explains: 

little intervention may well leave a patient to his own inertia and result in 
an unproductive session; on the other hand, uncalled·for intervention may 
disrupt [he organic development which is characteristic of the more successful 
harmaline experiences. As a consequence, more tact is needed in conducting 
these sessions than any other. 

Apart from Naranjo's The Healing Journey, little has been published 
about the psychiatric use of harmala alkaloids. Lewin tried harmaline din
ically on mental patients in the late 1920s; he wrote a monograph about 
Banisteriopsis caapi as he lay dying. There was no further study until 1957 , 
when Peones and Hoeh gave harmine to hospitalized subjects, mostly schizo
phrenic. Their results presented in the AmericanJournal 0/ Psychiatry indi
cated that harmaline acted like lSD or mescaline, though the mental effeers 
seemed more clouded. (Hoffer and Osmond describe and criticize this work 
on pages 476·477 of The Ha1Iucinogens.) 

While profiling harmaline for the Journal 0/ Psychedelic Drugs, Shulgin 
made an intriguing remark: in psychotherapeutic stoclies, he wrote, it "has 
often been used in ronjunction with other psychedelic drugs (e.g.,MDA,lSD, 
and mescaline) in which the effects of the latter appear greatly prolonged, and 
qualitatively modified." He did not elaborate. 
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FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
Once BaniJteriopsif caapi and B. inebriaru rake root, they are quite 

hardy and can attain great heights. Frequently ruhivated in South America, 
they have been grown only rarely in U.S. greenhouses. After the vine has 
been CUt into half-foot to eight-inch pieces, it is pounded to break open the 
bark, or the bark is scraped off. The bark is then put in water to soak or it is 
simmered for up to twenty-four hours. When it is boiled, the hark has a light 
chocolate or reddish color with a slight greenish tinge. Villalba noted in 

An ayahuasca heaimN .re.won in a junf!,1e cleannj.;. 
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1925 that standing yaKe changed to a topaz color with a bluish green 
fluorescence." After six or seven experiences of the cold water infusion, as 
prepared in the Colombian Amazon, Schultes judged the effects as differing 
little 

from those from the boiled conoxtion used in the Putuma)Q. The intoxication 
is longer in setting in, and much more of the drink must be taken, but the 
symptoms of the intoxication and their intensity seem to me to be very similar. 

These vines have now become relatively rare in their native jungle 
growing area, so genuine yaRe is rarely seen. (Several people who have 
searched for it report that a decent ayahuasquero is hard to find these days; 
many have given in to ··alcohol abuse.") 

Harmaline and harmine are both crystalline, the first appearing as 
yellow and the second as green hydrochloride salts. According to Hoffer and 
Osmond, both form these salts 

with one equivalent of acid. Harmine crystallizes in needles, melting poim 
256-257° C harmaline in platelets, melting poim 238" C. Harmine isslighdy 
soluble in water, alcohol, chloroform, and ether. Its hydrochloride salt is freely 
soluble in hor water. Harmaline is slighrly soluble in hor alcohol and dilute 
acids, and forms blue floorescenr solutions. 

Still legal in the U.S., both are currently available at a few chemical 
• supply house at about S5-$ 10 per dose. If orders are large, however, it is 

likely that the Drug Enforcement Agency will take an interest. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

lboga and Ibogaine 
Figures and faces materialized from the depths, moving 

effot1lessly on unseen currents. Each was unique, each appeared 
at a different point in my visual sphere, moved toward me, and 
attained a peak of aesthetic perfection just as it confronted me 
from the tiniest distance away. Then it dissolved into light as 
another, equally beautiful, came into being elsewhere. They were 
a people suspended in time, adrift in a mind· warp through which 
I could not reach but clearly saw, for when I stared into the 
forest, the visionary faces were superimposed on whatever I 
looked at, and when I tvithdrew within by closinf!. my eyes, my 
brain-space became a theater of many dimensions in which my 
phantom tribe appeared, peered, and passed in wondrous procession. 

-Walter Anirman 

HISTORY 
Ibogaine, the most studied of the alkaloids present in the roots of 

Tahernanthe iboga, is representative of another cluster of indolic molecules 
that have been included among psychedelics. Ibogaine is a naturallyocrurring 
compound of special interest because it comes from an entirely different 
botanical family than anything discussed above-a contribution to the mystery 
of psychedelics from equatorial Africa. 

Early Reports and Synthesis of Ibogaine 
Some commentators credit wild bores with inspiring the practice of 

ingesting bark from the roots of the "iboga," "eooga," 'boga," "libuga," 'bocca," 
"eboge," "leboga" or "Ieooga." After digging up and eating rootS of the shrub. 
boars go into a frenzy and jwnp around wildly, according to natives. Similar 
reports have been made about porcupines and gorillas. 

The earliest known record of T. iboR4 dates from 1864, when Griffon 
du Bellay brought specimens to Europe. He stared that when the yellowish 
root of thi.s plant is eaten, 

i( is not toxic except in high doses in (he fresh stare. In small quantities, it is an 
aphrodisiac and a stimulant of the nervous sysrem; warriors and hunters use it 
constantly to keep rhemselves awake during night watches. 

359 
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By the 1880s, use of shavings from the root of iboRa was known to be 
quite widespread in Gabon and adjacent parts of the Congo. Narives used ir 
during lion hunts to remain awake and alert for up to two days while waiting 
for the cats to cross their path. Accordin.': to some residents of Gabon, colonial 
Germans permitted and possibly encouraged use of ibo[!,a to suppress fatigue 
among workers on such projects as the Douala- Yaounde railroad. In 1889 
came the first botanical description. 

In 1901, Dybowski and Landrin extracted the major alkaloid in the root 
bark, which they named ibogaine; they found it to be almost as psychoactive 
in isolation as the entire root. French and Belgian investigators then under· 
took a flurry of chemical and botanical studies, concluding that it was a 
stimulant for the central nervous system. M.e Phisalex suggested that ibo
gaine contained psychoactivating qualities. Psychoactivity, though evident 
from native accounts, was not, however, followed up by Western scientists 
until the mid-1950s. The earliest written report indicating consciousness
changing effects came in 1903 from). Guien, who commented on the exrer
ience of an initiate in a Congo cult: 

Soon all his sinews stretch out in an extraordinary fashion. An epileptic 
madness seizes him, during which, unconscious, he mouths words, whKh 
when heard by the initiated ones, have a prophetic meaning and prove that 
the fetish has entered him 

Recent Usage 
In 1%6, Buchi, Coffen, Kocsis, SotlJlet and Ziegler published a "total 

synthesis of iboga alkaloids" (Journal 0/ the American Chemical Society, 88: 
3099-31(9). In 1969, Harrison Pope,Jr. swnmarized the findings in scores 
of srudies on Tabernanthe iboga (pp. 174-184 in the April-June Economic 
Botany). These papers, mming at a time of great interest in psychedelics, 
stimulated renewed examination of this compound-duster. 

Iboga, like peyote, has become politically significant through its use for 
religious purposes. Bwiti (male) and Mbiri (female) iboga-using groups 
have apparently unified once-warring tribes in the Congo and Gabon in 
resistance to Christian and Moslem missionaries. The cults, which have 
been growing, conduer their ceremonies mainly at night amidst dancing and 
drumming. As with yage, iboga root scrapings are employed to evoke com
munication with deceased ancestors. 

Outside of Africa, very few people have had access to the botanical 
source or to synthesized ibogaine. People who have tried them have often 
been impressed; a few have not, considering this cluster merely composed of 
stimulants like amphetamine. PharmChem has regularly analyzed a smaH 
number of genuine samples. 

Psychotherapeutic efficacy has been investigated by Claudio Naranjo 
and described in The Healing Journey. He comments on forty sessions he 
conducted with thirty patients using "either ibogaine or total iboga extract." 
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Naranjo also discusses ten sessions with a different group of people using 
iboga extracts in conjunction with amphetamine, plus fifty treatments 
"which I have either witnessed or known Indirectly." 

BOTANY 
The Tabernanthe iboga bush, growing to about five feet high, is 

common in the equatorial underforests in the western parr of Africa. It is 
one of at least seven species of this genus-two of which are known to have 
been used as mind-alterers (the other is T. man,,). One of the mysteries about 
Tabernanthe, says Schultes and Hofmann, "is why the Apocynaceae, probably 
the family richest in alkaloids, should be so sparingly represented in the list 
of species valued and utilized for their psychotomimetic properties." They 
suggest that there are 

undoubtably sundry species in this family possessing organic constituents 
capable of inducing visual or other hallucinations, but either rhey have not 
been discovered by aborigines or they are too toxic for human consumption. 

[boga is frequently culrivated in villages of Gabon as a decorative shrub, 
producing a yellowish- or pinkish-white flower. This flower often grows 
from the same point with pairs of leaves and branches. The plant yields a 
small, oval, yellowish-orange fruit-about the size of an olive with an edible 
sweet pulp-which doesn't contain ibogaine but has sometimes been used as 
a medicine "for barrenness in women." 

The stems, which are said to have a vile odor, contain small amounts of 
ibogaine and related alkaloids along with large amounts of latex. Roots 
similar to those of Rauwol/ia form from a bulbous mass, which can grow to 
about four inches aCross. Individual roots branch off from this mass in all 
directions and may extend as far as 32 inches. The bark from the roots, 
especially the smaller ones, is preferred by the natives. It is yellowish-brown 
in its fresh state and turns gray when dried. Alkaloids constitute up to 2.5 
percent of the roots and may constitute more than6 percent of the root bark. 

CHEMISTRY 
Ibogaine was isolated in 1901 from Tabernanthe iboga roots by 

Dybowski and Landrin and by Haller and Heckel. The most abundant alka
loid in the shrub's root bark, ibogaine exhibts the indole nucleus strucrure 
common to most psychedelics. Its stereochemistry ([he doned lines are at 
angles to the rest of the molecule) was established in the late 1960s: 

H3CO~A. 

~~~ 
H H H H 

IboRaine 
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Starting in 1942, a number of chemical srudies were made of other ihoRa 
alkaloids, mainly by the French. At least twelve such alkaloids are known' 
they appear in about the same proportion In both T. iboga and T. manil: 
They are all similar in structure to ibogaine. The most important ace taber
nanthine, ibogamine, coronaeidine, voacangine, isovacangine and cono
pharyngine. Their structures are described in The Hallucinogens. 

The only study so far on the effects of ibogaine homologues in humans 
was done by P.B. Schmidt, who in 1%7 reported on doses of 0.1 co 1.2 mg/kg. 
of ibogaine hydrochloride administered orally ro rwelve subjects. It produced 
states of inebriation and mild sedation with minor psychic changes. The 
dosage used by Schmidt may have been insufficient. Chemical references, 
mainly in French, are listed at the end of Pope's paper in EconomIc Botany 
(April-June 1%9). 

PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
Moderate doses of ibogaine or iboga root bark are stimulating (much 

like amphetamine) and act as a choline-esterase inhibitor, causing some 
hYJXltension and stimulation of digestion and appetite. As with harmala 
alkaloids, there IS no pupil dilation. In larger amounts, thesecomJXlunds in
duce nausea and vomiting and put users into a trance where little physical 
activity is fXJssible. In excessive amounts, ,bORa ingestion has led to convul
sions, paralysis and even death brought on by arrest of respiration. 

On a number of occasions, leaders of the Bwiti cult have been brought 
before courts on charges of murder. An instance occurred in November 
1950 when it was alleged that they had administered large amounts of T. iboRa 
to a young boy for purJXlse5 of acquiring a cadaver (there also being the 
question of panther whiskers mixed in). James Fernandez refXJrts in Flesh 
of the Gods that most such cases of suspected murder involve "women or 
young people of small hOOy size." 

Native ;boga cults generally use two or three teaspoons for women and 
three to five for men of the dried, fXJwdered root bark. At this dosage the 
results are not primarily mental but do excite a substantial activation of 
motor resJXlnse, which considerably assists drumming and dancing. Users 
often feel light, almost as if they are walking above the ground. Naranjo 
found that a third of his subjects administered ibogaine felt a desire to move 
or dance during their sessions. 

As much as a third to a full kilogram of the root bark has been ingested 
in some initiation ceremonies. In order to enter the Bwiti cult, an initiate has 
to see Bwiti, a vision which can only be attained by eating sufficient quantities 
of iboRd. The practice has been to start early in the morning, with the root 
bark being eaten throughout the day "to break open the head" and establish 
communication with Bwiti and ancestors. The visionary state is usually 
achieved in the evening, when all members of the Bwiti cult join in a ritual 
dance. Some candidates almost pass out during the many hours of visions. 
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Some sleep for several days once the effects have ended, but ordinarily users 
feel little in the way of after-effects. 

The Bwiti cult is fairly puritanical and thus regards manifestations of 
aphrodisiacal effects as antithetical to the religious purfXJse of ;boRa. Earlier 
refXJrts emphasized this component of the experience. According to Adam 
Gottlieb in his Encyclopedia of Sex Drugs and Aphrodisiacs: "It is also used 
as an aphrodisiac and cure for impotence. Its efficacy as a sex drug is borne 
out by my personal experience and that of others." 

Animal studies with ibogaine have been extensive. When many species 
are given large amounts, they appear to be frightened and act as though they 
are hallucinating. Hoffer and Osmond have summatized much of this work 
in The Hallucinogens (pp. 469-470). 

In 1905, a Dr. Huchard used doses of 10 to 30 mg. of ibogaine in treat
ing influenza, neuresthenia and depression, and some cardiac disorders. He 
found that the results were improved appetites, muscle tone and generally 
improved rates of recovery-along with mild euphoria. 

MENTAL EFFECTS 

Native Accounts 
James Fernandez, writing about iboga in Furst's Flesh of the Gods, 

drew on accounts from some sixty users, most of whom sfXJke of the exper
ience as a journey. As Bwiti initiares, they communed with ancestors, who 
mostly appeared white (a color identified by natives with the dead). A feeling 
of levitation is common; rainbow-like halos are taken as a sign that one is 
beginning to approach the land of one's ancestots and gods. 

Fernandez noted similarities in visionary elements: typically, one first 
saw a crowd of black men who have not eaten eboka and were unable to pass 
to the beyond; then one was met by a relative who is white and guides the 
user over rivers and other obstacles, traveling on "a journey down a long road 
that eventually leads to great powers:' Often the user meets other ancestors 
in order of descent, going funher and further back in lineage. Sometimes the 
journey ends in the middle of a rainbow. Time perception was often length
ened, so initiates felt that they had been traveling in the spirit world for 
several days. 

Here is the refXJn from Ndong Asseko, age twenty-two, unmarried 
and a member of the Essabam clan: 

when I ate eboka I fouOO myself taken by it upa long road in a deep forest until 
I came to a barrier of black mJO. At that barrier, unable to pass, I saw a crowd 
of black persons also unable to pass. In the distance beyoOO the barrier it was 
very bright. I could see many colors in the air but the crowd of black people 
could not pass. Suddenly my father desceOOed from above in the form of a 
bird. He gave to me then my eboka name, Onwan Misengue, aoo enabled me 
to fly up after him over the barrier of iron As we proceeded the bird who was 
my father changed from black to white-first his tail feathers, then all his 



Toward the end of her initiation and under the influence of a full 
dose of eboka ~Tabernanthe iboga), an initiate stares intently out of 
the chape!, U'altml: for her ancestors 10 "arrive." Because white is 
the color of the anceS/orr, she has been painted all over with kaolm 
Behmd her sits the nyia-eboka, her "mother of eboka, " who l;U'es . 
her encouraf.:ement. . 

plumage. We came then to a river the color of blood in the midst of which was 
a great snake of three rulors-blue, black, and red. Itclosed its gaping mouth so 
that we were able to pass over it. On the other side there was a crowd of people 
al.l!n whit~. We ~ through them and they shouted at us words of rerog
nJtJon until we arnved at another river-all white. This we crossed by means 
of a giant chain of gold. On t~e other side there were no trees but only a grassr 
up!and. On the top of the h.JJl .was a round house made entirely of glass and 
budt upon one POSt ~nly. Wlthm I saw a man, the hair on his head piled up In 

the form?{ a Bishop s ha~. H,e had a star on his breast but on coming closer I 
saw that It was hiS heart m hiS chest beating. We moved around him and on 
the back of hiS neck there was a red cross tattooed. He had a long beard. Just 
then r looked ~p and s.aw a w~ma~ in the moon-a bayonet was piercing her 
heart from whICh a bnght white fIre was pouring forth. TI1en I felt a pain on 
my shoulder. My father told me to rerurn to earth. I had gone far enough. If I 
went further I wCHlld not rerum. 
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The aim of the experience is for members to achieve a state of one
heartedness" (n!em mtmre) in the early hours of the morning, when the 
spirits of the initiates and ancestors have mingled. Afterwards, there is a 
large communal meal. 

Modern American Experiences 
Only a few people in the U.S. drug subculture have tried ibogaine. But 

as Walter Anirman, author of Sky Cloud Mountam, indicates in his first 
description of two such trips-the other appears in a chapter entitled "'The 
Lady Iboga"-the results are similar to accounts from Africa: 

I expected to do very little moving later, SlOce I knew from experience that 
lboga would thoroughly discoordinate my body, and, indeed, the first effects of 
the drug were nausea and dizziness. By the time these were intense, I was 
... breathing rapidly, and trying to sit up on the mat; but my legs and head 
became unbearably heavy and my stomach sagged with pain .... Behind the 
discomfort of my body, however, I was getting the first of lboga's exuberant 
hallucinations. My perceptual space melted to a crystalline liquid where 
shapes shimmered like stains and vivid, piercing sensations pulsed through as 
pictures from another dimension. I became a continuum of experience in a 
galactic swirl whose ener,RY first nullified the pain in my bOOy, then penetrated 
deeper and dissolved my body as welL 

Consciousness awoke to its electromagnetic matrix and bedazzled me with 
lights. My head prismed with colors that resolved themselves into eidetic, 
omnisensual scenes of long forgotten times I was ten years old again and 
running down the railrood tracks near home, off with my OOyhcxxl companions 
into another day of adventures. The trocks became silver cords weaving a 
Turk's head knot around me, then straightened and became the implacable 
bars of a crib where I-a diapered baby-howled to be free. The colors turned 
red, crimson, scarlet, purple; became bright liquids fhwing as blood in mr 
sentient tubeways, oozing nourishment through flesh, pulsing with a million 
aspects of life. 

Occasionally, the visionary onslaught would ease for a moment, and r would 
awaken to my body crumpled on a blanket in a magically unfocusable forest. I 
managed to sit up several times, hoping to channel the energy more directly 
along my spine, but umld never hold it, and fell over. No sooner was I down 
than I was off once more, foraging through luxurious strata of psyche,meeting 
myself in mirrors of mind, abbreviating time to dally with images of yesterday 
as real in recall as they had been in reality. It was an unendinp: parade, a con
tinuous,extravagant (rcation, but the flow brooked no impediment NothinR 
wuld be Stopped; nothing held for the inquiring mind to examine. Like a 
volcano, I erupted and bubbled over with marvels, but IlOwheretUuld the lava 
be slowed. 

Anirman experienced a "rerurring motif' in this "'unending flow of 
encyclopedic images": 

a series of very beautiful, visionary people grew from my mind and 
moved rhythmicallY' through my seeing.. They were lovely to look aL Their 
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bodies were exquisitely formed; their fearures highly refined Dark eyes <lnd 
black hair accentuated burnished skins, and they were strangely alive, though 
they appeared to be neither awake nOf asleep Figures and faces 
materialized from the depths. moving effortlessly un unseen currents. Each 
was unique, each appeared at a different point in my visual sphere, moved 
toward me, and attained a peak of aesthetic perfection just as it confronted me 
from the tiniest distance away. Then it dissolved into light as another, equally 
beautiful, came into being elsewhere. They were a people suspended in time, 
adrifr in a mind-warp through which I could not reach but dearly saw, for 
when I stared into the forest, the visionary faces were superimposed on what
ever I l<Xlked at, and when I withdrew within by dosing my eyes, my brain
space became a theater of many dimensions in which my phantom tribe ap· 
peared, peered, and passed in wondrous procession. 

Naranjo's Psychotherapeutic Findings 
In The HealinR Journey, Claudio Naranjo describes his use of ilxlgaine 

in conjunction with psychotherapy. Although he doesn't specify dosages, he 
declares that an::hetypes are prominent in the visions and that actions in. dream
like sequences often involve destruction or sexuality. Ibogaine, he claIms, 
elicits a "less purely visual-symbolic experience" than harmaline. He adds: 

With no drug have 1 witnessed such frequent explosions of rage as with this 
particular one With ibogaine, anger is not directed (I would say 
transferred, in the psychoanalytic sense) to the present situation, but, rather, 
to persons or situations in the patient's past, toward whom and by which it 
was originally aroused This is in accord with the general tendency for the 
person under ibogaine to become concerned with childhood reminiscences 
and fantasies. 

The saliena' of animals, primitives, sexual themes, and aAAresslOn in 
ibo~aine and harmaline experiences would justify regarding them as dru,g~ 
that bring out the instinctual side of the psyche. This stressin~ of man·tht-· 
animal contrasts with the effects of the aIry or etocreal ··psychedelics" . 

Aside from differences in the quality of the ibogaine expenence, there arc 
differences in content: a less purely archetypal content, more childhood 
imagery, and certain themes that appear to be specific to the mental states 
evoked by the alkaloid-notably fantasies of fountains, rubes, and marshy 
crearures . 

There is a great differena' berween the domain of past experience to which 
MDA facilitates the access and that which is exposed by means of ibogaine. 
Whereas with the former it is a matter of events being remembered, and 
perhaps reactiuns or feelings in the face of such events, WIth ibogaine it IS a 
world of fantasies that the person meets. Parental images evoked by means of 
ilx)game probably correspond to the chikfs conception of his parents, which 
still lies in the sulx:onscious of the adult-but these do not necessarily match 
the parent·s reality. The therapeutic process with ibogaine may be depicted as 
that of seeing such constructions for what [hey are and being freed through 
confrontation with them 
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FORMS AND PREPARATIONS 
Tabernanthe ibof,a is grown mainly in Gabon and the Congo, 

although it can be cultivated in most tropical and semi-tropical areas. Little 
has been raised in the U.S. It has been propagated successfully in a few 
greenhouses, as in Berkeley, California. 

Natives generally rasp off the root bark and then eat it as a dried 
powder. Sometimes the powder is mixed with water and drunk as a 
beverage. Jboga is said to be stronger in its fresh state. In a few places, it is 
taken with other plants, especially with Alchornea florihunda (alsocon<;idered 
an aphnx.\isiac), or marijuana. 

A small amount of ibogaIne has been synthesized for the psychedelic 
sulxulrure, but this is rare. It is proscribed in Schedule I of the 1970 drug 
legislation. Its illegal starns and the difficult manufacturing process have led 
most psychedelic chemists to conclude, as Michael Valentine Smith suggests 
in Psychedelic Chemistry, that it isn't worth the trouble. 

JboRame and a dozen related alkaloids are found throuRhout 
the roots of Tabernanthe iboga, but the weateft 
concentration is in the root's bark (up to 6 percent). 
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The,Fly AgarIC mllshroo'!l (Amanita muscaria) was the earlim [lInw 
spmes recognized as having psychOtUtlve potential. It was wed by 
lhama~l In Siberia and in an area along the utl/ern part of the U.S.
Canadian ~order and may have impired the u'odd'j earliest relig/fJlls 
text, the ~,g-,:ed,a. Pa~ther Caps (Amanita pantherina) contain 
plychoactlVe prlnCIplel Jtmilar to those in Fly Agarin, whuh are draun 
here abollt half natllral size. 

CHAPTER NINE 

Fly Agaric, Panther Caps 
and "Soma" 

What I noticed in these visions and what I parsed thyou~h 
are things that I would net'er imaR;ne even in my thouRhts. I can 
only mention that from the period when I u'as first aware of the 
notions of life, all that I had seen in front of me from my fifth or 
sixth year, ail objects and people that I knew as time went on, 
and u'ith u'hom I had some relations, all my games, occupations, 
actions one followinK the other, day after day, year after yeay, in 
one u'ord the picture of my whole past became present in my 
siRht ... ' If .romeone can prove that both the effect and the 
influence of the mushroom are non-existent and erroneous, then 
I shall stop hemf, defender of the miraculous mushroom of 
Kamchatka. 

-Joseph Kopec 

HISTORY 
"Soma" Identified as the Fly Agaric Mushroom 

The earliest religious d{X."ument is a collection of 1,028 hymns called 
the RZR' Veda, written by Aryans who swept down into India from the North. 
The first of their four Vedas, it dates back to at least the second milleniurn 
B.C. and haS been described as "the foundation of modern Hinduism." One 
hundred and twenty of its verses are devoted to praise of a plant called 
"Soma," which is characterized as being "I'ClOtless," "leafless," "blossomless" 
and "from the mountains." 

R. Gordon Wasson first became acquainted with the Rt~- Veda in 1%2. 
He puzzled over [he identification of "Soma," which had evaded scholars 
even though more than a hundred candidates had been proposed, (Most of 
the sug,gestions were ruled out by the passages describing it as "rootless," 
"leafless," etc.) Soon Wasson had a candidate: 

As I entered into the extraordinary world of [he Rig'~ Veda, a suspicion grad
ualJy (arne over me, a suspicion that grew into a conviction: I recognised the 
plant that had enraptured [he poets . . .. As I went on to the end, as I 
immersed myself ever deeper in the world of Vedic mythology, furrherevidence 
seeming to support my ideaJept accumulating. By Jove, I said, this is familiar 
territory! 
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Fly Agaric, Panther Cap! and "S01na" 

Wasson concluded that "Soma" was the bright red mushroom species 
known as the "Fly Agaric" (A1lUlnita muscana). This red mushroom spedled 
with whitt is familiar to most people from drawings accompanying faIry 
tales. It has a notorious history as an inebriating agent used by virtually all of 
the Siberian tribes-until Russian traders introduced vodka to these peoples 
in the eighteenth century. This mushroom has the peruliarqualityof inebri
ating up to five people who drink the users' urine. 

In a 1%8 book entitled SOMA: Divine Mushroom a/Immortality, 
Wasson explored the Rig. Veda's evidence. His thesis, that "Soma" is Fly 
Agaric, has been accepted by many relevant authorities as convincing. Schultes 
and Hofmann remark thar here is "an identification that satisfies all of the 
many interlocking pieces of direct and indirect evidence-including even a 
reference in the 'RIg-Veda' to ceremonial urine drinking." Since publication 
of SOMA, Wasson has presented additional, strengthening arguments in 
"Rejoinder to Professor Brough" (1972) and in "SOMA Brought Up-to-Date" 
(published in 1979 in both thelournal of the American Oriental Society and 
the Harvard BotaniCal Museum Leaflet). 

These writings on "Soma" have been of great interest ro many people 
in the drug sulxulture, many of whom have come to regard the mushroom as 
psychedelic. 

Discovery of Long-Time Use of Fly Agaric in North AmeriC4 
In 1978, Wasson presented a "surprising new discovery" ac a mushroom 

conference in San Francisco, where he and an associate disrussed recent evi
dence that the Fly Agaric mushroom had been used extensively by Indian 
tribes around the Great Lakes and eastward He also introouced a current 
pracricioner-Keewaydinoquay, a lively Ojibway woman, then in her sixties, 
who has been ingesting these mushrooms three ro five times a year since the 
age of fourteen. (See thelournal of Psychedelic DruRs,January-June 1979, 
fOf these proceedings.) 

Ancient ceremonial use of mushrooms was being rediscovered again, 
the chief clue this time being a letter dated 1626 from a Jesuit in Quebec to 
his brother in France. The Jesuit described the Indian practices a full century 
before any published references to Siberian mushroom practices, declaring 
that "they assure you that after death they go to heaven where they eat 
mushrooms and hold intercourse with each other." 

Fascinated for nearly a half cennuy by Siberian use of Am.mita muscarlil 
mushrooms, Wasson compared Native American practices and concluded 
that shamanistic employment of Fly Agaric was "circumpolar in extent" and 
that the rituals were similar. The only imp:manr difference he found was in 
regard to the "reindeer symbolism" associated with these mushrooms in 
Siberia; in North America, there is no such symbolism because there are no 
such animals. Remarkable similarities in practices and beliefs had already 
been described by the Wassons in Mushrooms, Russia and History (1957): 
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Keeu'aydinoquay, an Ojibu"a)' herbalist and unit'ersit),-t:amed ethno
botanist. first discuJSed her lise of miskwedo (Fly Aga".c m~shrooms) 
publicl)1 in 1978. She bad been takin!!, them three to fIve tImes a yeiJr 
for more than half a century'. 

With our Mexican experiences 1 with psilocybian mushrooms I fresh in ml~j. 
we reread whatJochelson and Bogoras had wriaen alxlut the Koqaks and t. e 
Chukchees. We discovered stanling parallels between the u~ of ~he fly ama~lta 
A " " ) 'n Siberia and the divine mushrooms 10 MIddle Amenca, ( maOlta muscana I . "h "" f h 

"h h "aks"' to the eater' in Sibena t e spmts 0 t e In MeXICO t e mus room spe , h K "k 
h " k )'''' as in Mexico )ochelson says that among t e Of)a s mus rooms spea. ...." h 'I d 

"the agaric would tell every man, even if he wer.e not a shama.n, w at al e 
him when he was sick, or explain a dream to hml, or show hIm t~e ~.pper 
world or the underJ.iwund world or foretell what would happen to hIm. .lust 
as in Mexico on the following dayth?sewho h~ve taken the mushnKlms l~)~' 

re their experient-es, so in Slbena, aCOOrdlO,I; to jochelson, th~ KOfJa s, 
'~hen the intoxication has passed, told whither the 'fly-agafl~ men had taken 
them and what they had seen."' In Bogoras we discover a [10k be~een ~he 
Ii htning bolt and the mushroom. According to a Chukchee myth, I!ghtOlng 
is
g 
a One-Sided Man who drags his. sister along .by her foot. As she bumps 

along the floor of heaven, the noise of her bumpIng makes the thunder. Her 
urine is the rain, and she is possessed by the splnts of the fly amanita .. 
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Use of Fly Agaric in Siberia 
The earliest report found by the Wassons about Siberian Amanita 

mUfcana practices came from a Polish prisoner of war, who wrote in 1658 
about the "Ob-Ugrian Ostyak of the lrtysh region" in western Siberia. Pub
lished in 1874, it says: "They eat certain fungi in the shape of fly-agarics, and 
thus they get drunk worse than on vodka, and for them that's the very best 
banquet." 

The first published account of Fly Agaric appeared in 1730, the work of 
a Swedish colonel who spent twelve years as a prisoner in Siberia. He indicated 
that the Koryak tribe would buya mushroom "called. in the Russian Tongue, 
Muchumor," from Russians in exchange for "Squirils, Fox, Hermin, Sable, 
and other Furs"; 

Those who are rich among them lay up large Provisions of these Mushrooms, 
for the Winter. When they make a Feast, they pour Water upon some of these 
Mushrooms, and boil them. They then drink the Liquor, which intoxicates 
them .... Of this Liquor, they ... drink so immoderately, that they will be 
quite intoxicated, or drunk with it. 

The tribesmen in Siberia did not know arout alcohol umil after comact 
with the Russians. Johann Georgi, ina book on Russia published in German 
in St. Petersburg in 1776, remarked on the differences: 

'Numbers of the Siberians have a way of intoxicating themselves by the use 
of mushrooms, especially the Ostyaks who dwell about Narym. To that end 
they either eat one of these mushrooms quite fresh, or perhaps drink the de
coction of three of them. The effect shows itself immediately by sallles of wit 
and humour, which by slow degrees arises to such an extravagant height of 
gaiety, that they begin to sing, dance, jump about, and vociferate: they com
JXlse amorous sonnets, heroic verses, and huming songs. This drunkenness 
has the peculiar quality of making them uncommonly strong; but no sooner is 
it over than they remember nothing that has passed. After twelve or sixteen 
hours of this enjoyment they fall asleep, and, on waking, find themselves very 
low-spirited from the extraordinary tension of the nerves: however, they feel 
much less head-ache after this methoo of intoxication than is proouced by 
spiritous liquors; nor is the use of it followed by any dangerous consequences. 

The earliest repon from someone who had actually eaten a Fly Agaric 
mushroom appeared in 1837, in Polish. In 17% or 1797, ill and running a 
fever,]oseph Kopec was given a mushroom by an evangelist, who first mid 
him: 

Before I give you the medicine I must tell you something important. You 
have lived for two years in Lower Kamchatka but you have known nothing of 
the treasures of this land Here are mushrooms that are, I can say, mirarulous. 
They grow only on a single high moumain close to the vokano and they are 
the moSt precious creations of nacure. 

Kopec, wishing "to recover my health and above all msleep," overcame 
his fears and ate half a mushroom. Almost immediately he went imo a deep 
sleep, and dreams came one after the other: 
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I found myself as though ma.'lnetized by the most attractive gardens where 
only pleasure and beauty seemed to rule. Flowers of different colours and 
shapes and odours appeared before my eyes; a group of most beautiful women 
dressed in white going to and fro seemed to beocrupied with the hospitality of 
this earthly paradise. As if pleased with my coming, they offered me different 
fruits, berries, and flowers. This delight lasted during my whole sleep, which 
was a couple of hours longer than my usual rest .... 

As a result, Kopec "staned to have confidence" in the Amanita mUIcaria's 
"supernatural qualities (as my evangelist had taught me to do)." He took a 
second helping: 

Having eaten this stronger dose, I fell soundly asleep in a few minutes. For 
several hours new visions carried me ro another World, and it seemed to me 
that I was ordered to rerum to earth so that a priest could take my confession. 
This impression, although in sleep, was so strong that I awoke and asked for 
my evangelist. It was precisely at the hour of midnight and the priest, ever 
eager to render spiritual services, at once took his stole and heard my ronfession 
with a joy that he did not hide from me. About an hour after the confession I 
fell asleep anew and I did not wake up for twenty-four hours. It is difficult, 
almost impossible, to describe the visions I had in such a long sleep; and 
besides there are ocher reasons that make me reluctant to do so. What I noticed 
in these visions and what I passed through are things that I would never 
imagine even in my thoughts. I can only mention that· from the period when I 
,:as first aware of the notions of life, all that I had seen in front of me from my 
fifth or sixth year, all objects and people thatIknew as time went on, and with 
whom I had some relations, all my games, occupations, actions, one following 
the other, day after day, year after year, in one word the picture of my whole 
past became present in my sight. Concerning the future, different pictures 
followed each other which will not occupy a special place here since they are 
dreams. I should add only that as if inspired by magnetism I came across some 
blunders of my evangelist and I warned him to improve in those matters,and 
I noticed that he took these warnings almost as the voice of Revelation. 

Toward the end Kopec says, "'If someone can prove that roth the effect 
and the influence of the mushroom are non-existent and erroneous than I 
shall stop being defender of the mirarulous mushroom of Kamch~tka." 

In SOMA there are fony-two "exhibits," comprising lOS pages of 
reports by explorers, travelers and anthropologists on mushroom use in 
Siberia Only twO of these are from people who tried mushrooms, Kopec's 
being one of them. The other says: "These mushrooms contain a very 
strong poison, and I can say from personal experience that it is highly intox
icating. The natives often use it to get drunk on when they have no alcohol.·· 
These remarks were published in Swedish in 1918. 

Among the handful of sympathetic observers was Carl von Dittmar, 
who wrote about the Siberian practices in St. Petersburg in 1900: 

Mukhomor eaters descrilx' the narcosis as most lx'autiful and splendid. The 
most wonderful images, such as they never see in theiT lives otherwise, pass 
before their eyes and lull them into a state of the most intense enjoyment. 
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Among rhe numerous persons whom I myself have seen intoxicated in [his 
way, I cannot remember a single one who was raving or wild. Outwardly the 
effect was always thoroughly ca[ming-I might almost say, comforting For 
the most part the people sit smiling and friendly, mumbling quiedy to them~ 
selves, and all their movements are slow and cautious. 

The two firsthand accounts and a few secondhand ones are about the 
only information on the effects of Amanita muscaria on Siberian natives, 
even though it grew plentifully in Koryak territory. During the off-season a 
reindeer would often be exchanged for JUSt one of these mushrooms. When 
questioned, natives who had used Amanita mUJCaria said repeatedly and em
phatically that they liked it bener than akohoL Alcohol seem,i to have sup
planted use of this mushroom at present, or its use has gone underground_ 

BOTANY 

Poisonous Amanitas 

It should first be emphasized that the Amanita muscana and the 
Amanita pantherina (or Panther Cap, a species containing the same psycho
active ingredients, usually in greater concentrations) belong to a genus that 
is estimated to cause 95 percent of all deaths resulting from mushroom poison
ing. Three of their relatives~A. virosa (Destroying Angel), A. verna and 
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Note rae-like I·oka. 

Sta!!,es of development of an Amanita mushroom. 

Amanita phalloides. atl extre.mely pOISonous nlll.fiJroOTn, popularly 
kllou'n aJ "Death Cap." 
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Amanita verna. another extremely poisonous species. 

especially A. phalloides (Death Cap)---comain lethal substances, People 
usually do not feel these toxins until about two days after they have eaten the 
mushrooms, by which time pumping the stomach and other medical measures 
seldom prove effective. The toxins affect the liver and kidneys. Only lately 
h~s th~re bee~ any success in counteracting the virulent poisons by use of 
dialYSIS machlOes and blood transfusions. 

Because Amanita muscana and Amanita pantherina are similar in 
appearance to their lethal relatives, it is recommended that one never eat any 
A 1'I14nita that is all white, 

Fly Agaric and Panther Caps 

Fly Agaric and Panther Caps will grow only in "mycorrhizal" relation
ship ~i~h just a few trees-the birch, larch, fir, pine and oak. A symbiotic 
aSSOClatlon between the root cells of these trees (living or dead) and the 
fungus' mass of underground filaments is necessary if the mushroom is to 
sprou~. "Where these trees are not," Wasson writes, "neither does fly-agaric 
grow. 

This particularity about conditions under which it will grow helped 
Wasson explain why the "Soma" of the Rig.Veda gOt "Jose" 

. Migrating to India, which for the most part lacks forests of birch, fir, 
plfle and oak, the Aryans were able, Wasson thinks, to find this mushroom 
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growing only in the Himalayas. As they lost their immediate contact with 
the mushroom, it's not at all surprising, he feels, that the later parts of the 
Ri8,' Veda speak of "Soma substitutes." The fact that A. muscana grows only 
in a mycorrhizal relationship may also explain, according to Wasson, why 
the birch is held in such high regard in many nonhern lands. 

Above Big Sur, California, the Fly Agaric appears in the bright red 
coloration familiar from countless children's books. In other parts of North 
America, its color varies considerably-from pink and even white to bright 
canary yellow. Similar variations occur in Europe and Asia. 

After Wasson stirred interest in Fly Agaric, it didn't take long for people 
to notice that its close relative, the Panther Cap, also has psychoactive 
effects. The cap for this species comes in yellowish to grayish brown. Like 
the Fly Agaric, it is usually covered by prominent white "warts" (remains of 
the "veil" that encloses it when young). 

The stem of A. pantherina bears a large, lacy ring, or "collar." Appear
ing at its base is this species' most important distinguishing feature-two or 
three layers or hoops of tissue anached to the stem (other remnants of the 
veil, left over from when the stem expands). The Panther Cap, like the Fly 
Agaric, can be found throughout woodlands-under [ret'S or near stumps. 
The spores of both are white, so a "spore print" should be taken on dark 
paper. 

Amanita muscaria, the red. spotted 
Fly Agaric mushroom familiar./' 
from fairy tales, f?,rows near birch. 
larch. fir, pine and oak trt'e.I. 

Amanita pantherina, the "Panther 
Cap, II is a close relative that con. 
taim the same psychoactive 
components as Fly AManc. 
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CHEMISTRY 
When Amanita "JuJu"a was first examined ro determine its psycho

actlve components in 1869, a compound called muscarine was isolated. 
From then uncil nearly a century later, chis compound was believed (0 be the 
cause of Fly Agaric's mental effects. More recent studies have shown that 
muscarine alorr raises quite different responses than the mushroom. In fact, 
this molecule is present in only trace amounts: O.OOO2-0'(X)03 percent of the 
fresh plant. 

Since this mushr(X)m's mental effects are undisputedly strong, other 
guesses were made, notably atropine and bufotenine. Such ideas have now 
been discarded. Modern research into this question began in 1%7 with the 
work in Zurich of the chemist CH. Eugster and the pharmacologIst P.C. 
Wasser. They discovered that the main psychoactives are ibotemc acid, 
muscimol and muscazone, aided possibly by a few other constituents. 

Ibotenic acid, considered somewhat toxic, amounts to about 0.03-0.1 
percent of the fresh Fly Agaric mushroom. The noticeable differences in the 
impact of fresh and dried Fly Agaric mushrooms probably results from the 
transformation of ibotenic acid during the drying process into the more 
potent and quite stable muscimol. 

Taken orally, muscimol displays activity at to-15 mg.; ibotenic acid IS 
active above 90 mg. The other psychic contributor, muscazone, seems to 
have considerably less effect. 

Muscimol 
(3-hydroxy- 5-amino 
methyl isoxazole) 

HO 

N~CH-tH3 
o I 

coo-

lbo/enic Acid 
( u-amino-3-hydroxy-5-isoxazole 

acetic acid) 

The psychoaaive principles in A. muscana pass through the hwnan 
organism in sum a way that they are still psychoactive when they emerge in 
urine. The resulting sequential inebriation quite fascinated the explorers 
and travelers who first witnessed Fly Agaric use in Siberia. The custom there 
was described as delicately as anywhere by the English novelist Oliver Gold
smith in 1762: 

The poorer sort, who love mll'ihrooms to distraction as well as the rich, but 
cannot afford it at first hand, post themselves on these occasions around the 
huts of the rich and watch the ladies and gentlemen as they come down to pass 
their liquor, and hold a wooden bowl to catch the delicious fluid, very little 
altered by filtration, being still strongly tinctured with the intoxicating quality. 
Of this they drink with the utmost satisfaction and thus they get as drunk and 
as jovial as their benen. 
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PHYSICAL EFFECTS 
Reports on the experience of Fly Agaric and Panther Cap mushrooms 

are fairly rare but seem to indicate that somatic sensations vary considerably, 
a -result of dosage differences, the time of year when they are picked (effects 
seem to decline at the end of the season) and whether they have been dried. 
The First Book of Sacraments, from the Church of the Tree of Life, sum
marizes the effects brought about by ingestion of Fly Agaric: 

twitching, dizziness and possibly nausea about half an hour after ingestion 
followed soon by numbness of the feet. At this poine a person will frequently 
KO ineo a half-sleep state for about twO hours. He may experience colored 
VISions and be aware of sounds around him but it IS usually impossible to rouse 
him. After this a good-humored euphoria may develop with a light-footed 
feeling and perhaps an urge to dance. At this time a person often becomes 
capable of greater than normal feats of strength. Next hallucinations may 
occur. Objects may appear larger than they are. Sometimes a person may feel 
compelled to reveal harbored feelings. The post-sleep stage may last three or 
four hours. 

Wasson makes several interesting assertions about the toxicity of 
Amanita mUfcana. Its alternate name-Fly Agaric-is said to come from 
the belief that flies can be killed by means of this mushroom. When Wasson 
tried the experiment, the flies became temporarily srupified but recovered. 
Although half of the references pronounce this species "deadly," Wasson 
claims that there isn't a single firsthand account of lethal poisoning. In fact, 
he asserts that "most trustworthy observers" testify that, "properly dried, it 
has no bad effeers." 

After witnessing a considerable number of Fly Agaric and Panther Cap 
experiences,Jonathan Ott agrees, but he urges potenrial users to start with 
no more than Y4-Yl cup of chopped or faUlted material. Here are mher 
warnings from Ott: 

The genus Amanita possesses at least five species which are potentially lethal. 
Unless you are very skilled in identification of the Amanita species, do not eat 
an Amanita that is all white. 

Caution should also be exercised with regard to dosage. These mushrooms 
are powerful. The effective dose range may be narrow. If it is exceeded, even 
by a small amount, a dissociative experience may result, even a :oma~ose state 
or an inability to function. Of course, there are many who desIre thiS type of 
effect; no doubt it would be alarming to others. There ace many unanswered 
questions concerning the toxicity of these mushrooms: .It has been suggested, 
and there is some evidence to support this, that the tOXICity may vary accordmg 
(0 location and season 

MENTAL EFFECTS 
The Importance of Drying 

Impressed by reports ¥x>ut Siberian use of Fly Agaric and feeling this 
m~hroom was the "Soma" of the Rif!.- Veda, Wasson tried self-experimen
ta[J(>n: 
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In 1965 and again in 1966 we tried out the fly-agarics repeatedly on ourselves, 
The results were disappointing. We ate them raw, on empcy stomaches. We 
drank the juice, on empty stomaches. We mixed the juice with milk, and drank 
the mixture, always on empty stomaches. We felt nauseated and some of us 
threw up. We felt disposed to sleep, and fell into a deep slumber from which 
shouts couW not reuse us, lying like logs, nOl: snoring, dead to the outside world. 
When in this state I once had vivid dreams, rut norhing like what happened 
when I took the Psilocybe mushrooms in Mexico, where I did not sleep at all. 
In our experiments at Sugadaira there was one occasion that differed from the 
others, one that could be called successful Rol(llYa Imazeki took his mush
rooms with mizo shil"U, the delectable soup that the Japanese usually serve 
with breakfast, and he toaSted his mushrooms caps un a fork before an open 
fire. When he rose from the sleep that Came from the mushrooms, he was in 
full elation. For three hours he could not help but speak; he was a rompulsive 
speaker. The purpon of his remarks was that this was oothing like the alco
holic state; it was infinitely better, beyond all romparison. We did OOt know at 
the time why, on chis single occasion, our friend Imazeki was affeaed this 
way. 

Soon after, Wasson nmiced with great interest that the Koryaks at the 
end of the nineteenth century had told Nikolai SJjunin, who wrote a two
volwne "Natural History'~ published in St. Petersburg in 1900, that they 
thougpt fresh Fly Agaric was poisionous and they refrained from eating the 
mushrooms until they were dried, either by the sun or over a fire. Wasson 
was also impressed with a comment in an heroic hymn of the Vogul people. 
The hero, the "two-belted one," addressing his wife, says: 'Woman, bring 
me in my three sun-dried fly-agarics!" 

The drying of this mushroom tremendously affects the strength and 
narure of (he mental experience. "Decarboxylation" of ibotenic acid into 
museimol multiplies psychoactivity by a factor of five or six and reduces the 
undesirable side-effects of fresh Amanita muscana. Those that are fresh 
may be dangerous Of not satisfactorily "bemushrooming." Wasson empha
sized how impressively different the results from simple drying can be: 

I did not realise this when I went toJapan in the fall of 1%5 and 1966, and 
with Japanese friends cried the fresh fly-agarics. The Rig-Veda had not pre
pared me for the drying. I had known of course that the Soma plants were 
mixed with water before being pounded with the pressing stones, but I had 
supposed that this was to freshen up the plants so that they would be capable 
of yielding juice when pressed. The desiccation, I thought, was an inevicable 
conse<:]uence of bringing the mushrooms from afar and keeping them on 
hand. There was nothing to tell me that desiccation was a sine qua fUm of the 
Soma rite. The reader may think that I should have familiarized myself with 
the Siberian practice before going to Japan. I agree. Imazeki, who by chance 
toasted his caps on one occasion before eating them, alone had satisfaaory 
results, insistendy declaring that this was nothing like akohol, that this was 
far superior, in fact in a different world. Alone among us all, he had known 
amrta, the ambrosia of the Immortals . 
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Fly A,Raric and Panther Cap specimens should be dried before inRestion. 
This is best done on a dryin,R rack or by suspending them on a wire and 
leatilnR them in the sunliRht until they resemble those pictured above. 
Proper!;, dned, these mushrooms retain their psychoactivit)1 for at least 
a year u'ithou/ marked diminution In potency. 

Dosage 
Proper dosage depends on many variables. Potency is said to decline, 

for example, at the end of the season; much variation is exhibited as well 
between specimens grown in different locales. Reid Kaplan, Wasson's chief 
colleague in the study of native North American praaices, illustrates in his 
own case how variable this mushroom can be. He failed to feel effects after 
repeated tries on an empry stomach, with lime, as an enema, etc These 
effons were without any success until he was guided in its use by Keewaydi
noquay. 

Reports on Siberian tribesmen suggest that they usually take three
one large and two smaJl sun-dried mushrooms, often with reindeer milk or 
bogberry juice (similar to blueberry juice). However, the Church of the Tree 
of Life literarure on Fly Agaric cautions potential users that "Siberian tribes
men have a far more robust constitution than mast of us." It suggests that no 
one take any more than a single, mcxIest-sized mushroom-at least until its 
effects are dearly demonstrated. 

Jonathan Ott points out that all parts of the Fly Agaric are psychoactive, 
although the skin of the cap may be the most potent pan. Here is hisgener
alized description of a trip resulting from taking dried specimens: 

After oral ingestion, the full effects will begin in about 90 minutes. For me, 
these are characterized by wavy motion in the visual field,an ""alive" quality to 
inanimate objects, auditory h~lucinations and a sense of great mental stillness 
and clarity. The effects are distinctly different from psilocybin, LSD or mes-
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caline, and may last up to eight hours. Side effects often include nausea, slight 
loss of balance and coordination and drowsiness. Smoking produces a more 
rapid effect of shoner duration. 

The Importance of Mental Set 
Andrew Weil wrires in The Marriage of the Sun and Moon that he was 

interested in tracking down instances of Amanita pantherina ingestion. He 
pursued some cases refOrted by Jonathan On in the Journal of Psychedelic 
Drugs #8 (1976), among others. 

Weil soon found "that they were of twO kinds." Some people, he says, 

ate the mushroom by accident. They were foraging for edible species and 
made a mistake. Thinking the panther was some innocuous edible, they took 
it home, cooked it and ate it. This mushroom produces an imoxication of rapid 
onset. Within IS to 30 minutes, it made alld these people feel very peruliar. 

When they began to feel peculiar, all of them decided they had eaten a 
poisonous species and were about todie. One woman first called her lawyer to 
change an item in her wil~ then summoned an ambulance. All of them got 
sick. Ali lost consciousness for varying periods of time, from a few minutes to 
a half hour. All were taken to emetgency wards of hospitals, where they uni~ 
formly received incorrect medical treatment: large doses of atropine that 
made their conditions worse. They were admitted to medical wards and dis
charged in 36 to 48 hours, since it is the narure of the intoxication to subside 
quickly, usually within 12 hours. Most of these victims said they would never 
eat mushrooms again. One man said he could not look at mushrooms in the 
store for momhs afterward. When told some people ate the mushroom for 
fun, they shook their heads in disbelief. 

Weil found the second kind of Amanita pantherina use among people 
who had already had extensive experience with psychedelics and ""believed 
that nature provides us with all sorts of natural highs just waiting to be picked 
in the woods": 

When these people felt the rapid effects of Amanita pantherina, they wel
comed them as signs that the mushroom was really working. None of chern 
goc sick. (A few memioned transient nausea but did OOt regard it as imponallt) 
None of them felt it necessary to summon help. All of them liked the exper
ience and moSt said they intended to repeat it. Some had already eaten the 
panther a number of times. 

Weil presented this information to groups of physicians; he says they 
tried hard to come up with some simple, materialistic explanation for the 
response-difference in the two cases: 

A question they always ask is: "Mightthere have been a dose difference?" The 
answer is, yes, there was a dose difference; the people who ate the panther 
deliberarely ate more of it than the people who ate it accidentally. 
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The Question of "Soma" 
R. Gordon Wasson, nght in many of his anthropological wnjecmres 

about mushrooms, has applied the question of Fly Agaric and other mush
rooms to the origins of religious feeling: 

I suggest to you that, as our most primitive ancestors foraged for [heir ftxXl., 
they must have come upon our psychotropic mushrooms, or perhaps other 
plants possessing the same property, and eaten them, and known the miracle 
of aw.e in the prese~e?fGod. This discovery must have been made on many 
occasions, far apart m time and Space. It must have bttn a mighty springboard 
for primitive man's imagination. 

In the Vedic hymns, wrote Aldous Huxley, 

we are told that the drinkers of soma were blessed in many ways. Their bodieS 
were strengthened, their hearts were filled with courage, joy and enthusiasm, 
their minds were enlightened and in an immediate experience of eternal life 
they received the assurance of their immortality. 

The hymns of this first book of the Vedas undoubtedly vibrate with 
ecstasy; users are exhalted. "We have drunk the Soma," they say at their 
height, "we are become lmmonals." In Book IX, the god Indra drinks Soma
and it inspires him to create the universe! 

Was "Soma;' as Wasson repeatedly asserts, the Amanita muscana 
mushroom? 

There is no definitive answer possible, but no candidate more suitable 
than Wasson's has yet appeared. A recent Ph.D. thesis at the University of 
California, Berkeley, entitled "Huoma," renews this query, suggesting on-the 
basis of linguistic factors that the plant contained a harmaline compound 
(which in botanical terms does not fit with Soma's identification). 

Although usage isn't widespread, many people reIX)f{ disappoinrmenr 
with Amanita muscana, saying that it's not all that nice, perhaps not even 
psychedelic. One experimenter noted that after his fourth trip on Fly Agaric 
he had to re-evaluate Wasson's SOMA. His feeling was that ingestion of 
Am.tnita musca1'ia was not better than Cannabis, opium, Datura or betel, all 
of which were already known in India by the time of the Rig-Veda. 

Such objections deserve mention, because results for individual users 
are variable. Some users may get the exaltation described in a few of the 
above accounts, like those from Joseph Kopec, Rokuya Imazeki and Johann 
Georgi. Others have experienced little more than sedative or diss(xiative 
effects. 

The variable action of this early "psychedelic" In no way denies possible 
impact. The novelist/essaYist Robert Anton Wilson, after examining the 
conjectures and evidence of Fly Agaric's role in sundry cultures, put the issue 
squarely: if, as it seems, this mushroom was "the reality behind several of the 
legendary drugs of early European and Asian mythology," then we might 
conclude [hat "this mushroom played a larger role in religious history than 
any other single factor." 
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A "belladonna ~'ision" that appears to have been "psychedelic." 

CHAPTER TEN 

Contrasting Profiles 
The nine compound-dusters described thus far, comprising more than 

a hundred botanicals and synthetics, are the main psychedelics known to 
date. Other plants-at least 120 from the New World and twenty from the 
Old World-have suspected or confirmed psychoactivity (Schultes and Hof
mann inventory ninety-one, each representing a separate genus, in their 
1979 Plants of the Gods), and substances isolated from these plants have 
prompted chemists to synthesize and test new compounds. This chemical 
work has been outlined in Psychotropic Substances and Related Compounds, 
edited by the late Daniel Efron, who was affiliated with Sandoz, Ciba, Hof
mann-La Roche and NIMH In the first edition (1968), Efron showed 590 
molerules and referenced their literature. In 1972, Efron enlarged this book 
to cover 1,555 compounds (including barbiturates and tranquilizers). 

Nonetheless, few plants or compounds other than those in the nine 
compound-dusters seem eligible for classification as amhenric psychedelics. 
The five to be profiled here-three from plants and twO synthetics-have 
sometimes been proposed as major facilitators of psychedelic experiences. 

Belladonna-like Substances 
The family Solanaceae, made up of more than 2,400 species, is especially 

ooteworthy. Many of its members contain the alkaloids atropine (dl
hyoscyamine) and scopolamine (hyoscine). Atropine shows up in mandrake 
root, henbane and thorn apple; it constitutes just over 4.5 percent of the 
asthmatic preparation called Asthmador. Schultes and Hofmann claim that 
there are no reports on the effects of atropine alone "which could explain the 
addition of belladonna as an ingredient of magic brews in medieval Europe." 
But Hoffer and Osmond recall several historical incidents chat attest to its 
psychoaaivity. One story involved a family of five who in 1%3 ate tomato 
plants that had been grafted onto jimson weed, producing 6.36 mg. of 
atropine per tomato: "All five developed deliroid reaaions of varying inten
sity and some had to be treated in the hospital several days. This seems to be 
the first known instance of hallucinogenic tomatoes." 

The names atropine and belladona both relate to this drug complex's 
effects. The former is derived from Atropos--{}rte of the three fates in 
Greek mythology-as a result of its being used as a poison during the Middle 
Ages. The latter refers to its ability to dilate the eyes of "beautiful ladies." 
Both are used nowadays in medicine as an antispasmodic, especially for 
parkinsonism, with an average dose of atropine being 0.5 mg. Users have 
survived dosages of more thaI). a gram, but the effects appear toxic in most 
cases of 1 a mg. or more. 
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Domestic Darura, a danRerous deliriant. 
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Probably the more important chemical in most belladonna alkaloids is 
scopolamine. It appears not only in the already-mentioned sources but also 
in several tree barks used by natives that are known as Datura. Appreciated 
early on in both hemispheres, jt has been used in the Near East to compound 
the effects of cannabinols and in the Andes to add to mescaline-like effects 
from the cacrus T richocereur pachanoi. In asthmador, scopolamine oonstirutes 
50.4 percent of the mixture. Tim Leary has been quoted as saying he never 
heard of a good belladonna trip; my own experience has been an exception. 

Yohimbe 
This "psychedelic stimulant" is derived primarily from the bark of a 

West African tree called Paufmyrtalia or Corynanthe yohimbe, although it is 
also present in other species of Corynan/he and in Aspidorperma quebran
choblanco and Mitragyna ItipuJosa. When this alkaloid is brewed as a tea 
and then drunk, its effects come on within forty·five minutes to an hour. The 
action is reportedly swifter if taken with SOO mg. vitamin C. 

There is an increase in vasodilation and peripheral blood flow, along 
with stimulation of the spinal ganglia which control erectile tissue, followed 
by slight "hallucioogenic effects," that last for about two hours. Users may 
then go off to sleep quite easily. 

J.H. of Vancouver, B.C. has written High Time.J to point out that 
yohimhe is a MAO-inhibitor, altering adrenal and other metabolic functions, 
and thus should be used with caution: 

Anyone with diabetes, kidney or hean dtiease should not experiment with 
yohimbe. Moreover, yohimbe should not be used with mescaline,LSD, MDA, 
MMDA or amphetamines. Avoid chocolate, cheeses, sherry, bananas, 
pineapples, sauerkraut and other foods containing tryptophans for 12 hours 
before and after use. The rombination may trigger a dangerous rise in bloc:x! 
pressure combined with shortness of bteath. 

In case of adverse reaction, get medical help. Yohimbe is legal, so i(s no 
bust to see a doctor. Sodium amytal is the best antidote for yohimbe poisoning, 
but let a physician do it. Self-administration of barbs during a panic is mighty 
dangerous. Most peopr overdo it. 

This bark is generally prepared by boiling so that psychoactive elements 
are leached out and starting material can be thrown away. Mental effects are 
fairly mild. Adam Gottlieb comments onyohimbe'.J propensity for produc
ing sexual effects such as erections in males: 

Other pleasurable effects are warm spinal shivers which are especially enjoy
able during coitus and orgasm (bodies feel like they are melting into one 
another), psychic stimulations, mild perceprual changes withoot hallucinations, 
and heightening of emotional and sexual feeling . 

Kava-Kava 
Kava-kava comes from the root pulp and lower stems of a tall perennial 

shrub native to the South Pacific islands. It was mentioned by a Swedish 

Piper methysticum (kava-kava). 

botanist who accompanied Captain James Cook on his first voyage to the 
Sandwich (Hawaiian) Islands in 1768-1771. In 1886, Louis Lewin examined 
kava· kava in detail. 

The plant (Piper methY.Jticum) grows best near sea level in areas like 
the Solomon and Fiji Islands, Samoa, Tahiti and New Guinea. With 
sufficient sunlight, it can reach twenty feet. The psychic components reside 
within the root-which after three or four years attains a thickness of three 
to five inches. The roots in older plants become heavy and knotted, 
accumulating strength and flavor. After six years, such roots may weigh 
twenty pounds; after twenty years they may be as heavy as a hundred pounds. 
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Kava-kava roof: I, Irref,ular pzece 0/ t/;e root. 
2, Tramrerse section. 3. wrf!,e pilb. 

When harvested, these roots are scraped and then rut into pieces, 
which are then either chewed (the Tonga method) or crushed between rocks 
(the Fiji method). In Norman Taylor's Narcotics, there appears a charming 
account of these preparations-which result in a grayish brown or whitish 
liquid that most find to be soapy, spiC)' and numbing to the mouth. In Hawaii, 
according to Hoffer and Osmond, 

The nobles used it socially for pleasure, the priests ceremoniously and the 
working class for relaxation. It was given to mediums and seers to enhance 
their psychic powers. It was used to increase inspiration and to assist con
templation. It seems to have been employed in the way some investigators 
have tried to use LSD and psiklcybin. 

Pleasure/Ceremony/ KeJaxalwn 391 

Elaborately carved kava-kava bou-l. , 

Fijian ceremony. The cup bearer is about to present the cup. 

Interestingly, many people in the South Pacific have given up drinking 
alcohol after being intrexiuced to kat/a-kava. All agree that it leaves no hang
over and that it pnxiuces a carefree and happy state with no mental or phys
ical excitation. According to Lewin, this is "a real euphoriant which in the 
beginning made speech more fluent and lively and increased sensitivity to 

subtle sounds. The subjeccs were never angry, aggressive or noisy." Kat/a-
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kava taken in large amounts regularly has caused drinkers' legs to "become 
tired and weak, their muscles were controlled poorly; [heir gait unsteady, and 
rhey appeared to be drunk." But the mental changes are usually of a pleasant 
kind and, many feel, quite magical. A surprising large number of visitors to 
the Islands are said to have considered ka1./a-ka~'a superior to champagne. 

If larger quantities are consumed, vision is disturbed, pupils ace dilated 
and walking is difficult. There's a sort of scaling d the skin that develops if 
kava-kava is used frequently and in large amounts. 

Kava-kava isn't illegal. It is available in many herb shops and through 
the mails, notably from advertisers in Hif!.h Timer. The fresher it is, the 
more potent. 

Kava-kava's mental action is Olused by at least six resinous alpha pyrones: 
kawain, dihydrokawain, methysticin, dihydromethysticin, yangonin and 
dihydroyangonin., none of which is water soluble. As a result, they must be 
emulsified into water or coconut milk, says Adam Gottlieb, 

by prechewing the root as is done in the islands or by ad:iing a little salad oil 
and lecithin and mixing it up in a blender. To do this mix one ounce of pow
dered kava-kava, ten ounces of water, two tablespoons of coconut or olive oil 
and one tablespoon of lecithin granules (available at health food stores) in a 
blender until it attains a milky appearance. This amount serves twO to four 
persons. 

Ketamine 
Ketamine, a compound featured in Hitchcock's Family Plot, is a non

barbiturate anesthetic that's notable for its lack of harmful side-effects. It's 
also called Ketalar (ketamine hydrochloride) and has been used for the most 
pan as a child's anesthetic, with intramuscular doses in the range of 9-13 mg./ 
kg. of body weight pnxlucing surgical anesthesia within three to four minutes 
and usuaIly lasling twelve to twenty-five minutes. An intravenous dose of 2 
mg./kg. of body weight generally brings about anesthesia within thirty 
seconds, with the effect lasting five to ten minutes. 

When it was given to older people experimentally, some patients gave 
accounts that sounded like psychedelic experiences of some sort. Soon exper
imentation revealed that in dosages reduced to about a tenth of the usual 
amounts, Keramine produced a "trip" lasting forty-five minutes to an hour. 
Many users have since testified that lying down quietly while under this drug 
can lead to a spiritual experience. 

The manufacturer Parke-Davis notes that approximately 12 percent of 
more than 10,000 patients given this drug in 105 separate studies have had 
unpleasant ·'emergence reactions": 

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS VARY IN SEVERITY 
BFfWEEN PLEASANT DREAM-LIKE STATES, VIVID IMAGES, HAL
LUCINATIONS, AND E.MERGENCE DEIJRlUM. IN SOME CASES 
lliESE STATES HAVE BEEN ACCOMPANIED BY CONFUSION, EX
OTEMENT,AND IRRATIONAL BEHAVIOR Wl-DOf AFEWPATIENfS 
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Kelamme, dtJ"lnhuted aJ" Keluiar, Ij" an aneJ"thetic uJ"ed for children 
and tbe elderly whIch In lou·a dOJa{;eJ" produceJ" u·bal many wn.rider 
pJ"ychede/ic expen·enwJ". 
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RECALL AS AN UNPLEASANT EXPERIENCE THE DURA nON 
ORDINARILY LASTS NO MORE THAN A FEW HOURS; IN A FEW 
CASES, HOWEVER, REGJRRENCES HAVE TAKEN PLACE UP TO 24 
HOURS POST-OPERATIVELY. NO RESIDUAL PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECfS ARE KNOWN TO HAVE RESULTED FROM USE OF KET A
LAR 

llfESE [EMERGENCE) REAcnONS MAYBE REDUCED IF VERBAL, 
TACTILE, AND VISUAL STIMULATION OF TIfE PATIENT IS MIN
IMIZED DURING THE RECOVERY PERIOD 

People trying low dosages report feeling disconnected from normal, 
everyday realities. Blood pressure and pulse are often elevated; hypotension 
and bradycardia have been observed. "Ketamine has a wide margin of safety," 
observes Parke-Davis' brochure: ··several instances of unintentional admin
istration of overdoses of Ketalar (up to ten times that usually required) have 
been followed by prolonged but complete recovery." 

Reactions to low doses are illustrated here by the comments of a friend: 

On the way up, there was this music experience. Since I am a musician, he 
chose the music knowing that I was-and that panof itwas incredible. It waS 
OK to keep my eyes open or closed, since it didn't matter. To close my eyes 
felt better. My perceptions were getting disoriented, and when I closed my 
eyes a lot of information started to happen. Colors, patterns, cross-connections 
in sensory perception Sounds and inner visions got confused. 
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I got deeper and deeper into this state, umil at one point the world dis
appeared. I was no longer in my bcxly. I didn't have a body. 

I reached a point at which I knew I was going to die. There was no question 
about it, no "maybe I will" or "perhaps I will," and what mcredible feelings 
that evoked! 

Then I reached a point at which I felt ready to die. It wasn't a question of 
choice, it was JUSt a wave that carried me higher and higher, at the same time 
that I was having what in my normal state I would call the horror of death. It 
became obvious co me that it was not at all what I had anticipateddeach to be. 
Except, I knew it was death, that something was dying. 

I reached a point at which I gave it all away. I justyielded,arxl then I entered 
a space in which there aren't any words. The words that have been used have 
been used a thousand times--5tarting with Buddha. I mean, at-one-with-the
umverse, recognizing-your-godhead-all those words I later used to explore 
what I had experienced. 

The feeling was that I was "home." I didn't want to go anywhere, and I didn't 
need to go anywhere. It was a bliss state of a kind I never experienced before. 

r hung out there awhile, and then I Glme back. I didn't want to come back. 
The deep state was no longer than half an hour. 

When I talked about it to my guide, and shared some words about the 
experience, he said: "Yeah, what happened and happens TO others is that you 
finally get rid of that heartbreak feeling that wt' carry from childhood. Finally, 
that's expunged somehow" That was the feeling- I was rid of my heartbreak. 
My heart was no longer broken. It was like, "Whew~!!" That was the long
lasting effect-what really lasts and gets supported by similar experiences
not necessarily on any drug at all. That floats, and stays. 

In 1978, Marcia Moore and Howard Alltounian published a book about 
Ketamine, lourneyj into the Brif?,ht World. Another positive account 
appears in John Lilly's novel-autobiography The Scwntijt, where this com
pound is referred to as "K." Some users have been highly enthusiastic; a few 
have been disappointed. Here's a response from someone who saw his Ket
amine experience as quite distinct from those induced by other psychedelics: 

In regard to my Ketamine experience, I'm not sure-indeed I doubt that 
anyone could be sure-how to describe it. It has much the same flavor as 
tbose described by John Lilly in his autobiographical novel, The ScientiJt, i.e., 
contact with Beings who seem to be running things here on earth. (I had not 
read John's book when I took Ketamine and went into that experience with
OOt any expectations of the kind of experience it turned out to be. If anything, 
I anticipated something similar to the effect of other psychoacrive substances.) 
The Beings aspect of the experience was less interesting for me than the total 
loss of an observer consciousness Even in my most profound experiences 
with LSD and mushrooms I retained some kind of egu structure. There was 
an element of annihilation of the self so total that that which is joined to the 
One in mystical experience simply disappeared. 

Surprisingly, I found myself better able to remember the details of the ex
perience than those I've had with LSD and mushrooms. It was almost as if I 
had been to the movies. There was story more than concept. PlOt is easier to 

Lon 0/ the "t..go Structure" JY) 

retain than insight. With I.5Dand mushrooms I have always been able toralk 
and felt that I might even write if I wanted to,bur with Keramine there was no 
eye, no writing hand, no world in which such an act could take plact', 

Ketamllle is the unly drug that made me sick. I threw upfor ten minutes on 
coming out uf it and immedlarely swore that I would never do it again. Of 
course, I will. 

My experience indicates that it is the most hallUCinogenic of the drugs I 
have taken. It feels like it is giving me access to something more personal and 
significantly less meaningful than the Ground of Being. 

The Ketamine molerule is very similar to that of PCP, an analgesic
anestheric usually employed in veterinary medicine. PCP is known chemically 
as phencyclidine or benactazine and has been marketed by Parke-Davis as 
Sernylan. It has been represented as THe under the name 'Hog," "green" 
and "the Peace Pill." In smoking mixtures, it is often called "Angel Dust." 
Taken very frequently, PCP sometimes provokes "scattering'" or "schizy" 
effects~and is not recommended. The best reports in the scientific litera
ture come from Domino, Luby and Kovacic (see the extensive bibliography 
in PCP, edited by Ronald Linder). The January-June 1978 issue of thelournal 
of Psychedelic Druf(S which is entirely devoted to PCP, presents a dozen 
Views, 

Nitrous Oxide 
This uncomplicated molerule (NzO) was prcxluced for the first time 

two centuries ago--in 1772~by the chemist and political refugee SirJoseph 
Priestly. He was also the first person to isolate oxygen. As Priestly tried to 

determine whether dry carbon dioxide would dissolve iron, he prepared a 
gas that he named "Dephlogisticated Nitrous Air." He experimented with 
this gas, soon to be known as nitrous oxide, but never inhaled it. 

In 1779, another chemist and social reformer, Thomas Beddoes, opened a 
Pneumatic Institution in Bristol, England. He hired Humphry Davy (who 
was later knighted) as his assistant and encouraged him to pursue experiments 
with N;{). Davy exposed nitrous peroxide (N;{)4) to iron, thereby removing 
three of the four oxygen atoms. The results appeared in Davy's 6OO-page 
book, Researchej Chemical and PhiiOIophical, chiefly concerning Nitrous 
Oxide and its Rejpiration. In this, Beddoes described effects: 

there seems to be quick and strong alteration in the degree of illumination of 
all surrounding objeccs; and I felt as if composed of finely vibrating strings. 
immediately afterwards I have often caught myself walking in hurried step 
and busy in soliloquoy . 

Davy, who experimented extensively upon himself with N10, intro
duced it to Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Robert Southey, James Watt (inventor 
of the steamboat), Peter Mark Roget (author of the famous Thnaurus), the 
potter Josiah Wedgwood (also later knighted) and other luminaries. Before 
long, patients were flocking to the Pneumatic Institution to be treated with 
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(his "gas of paradise." Public feeling about all this ran high as rumors of 
"strange sexual laboratory procedures and chlorinated Africans pervaded the 
bustling English seaport." After Davy turned his anemion to other things, 
the Institute deteriorated and soon it closed. Use was confined to "exuberant 
medical srudents." 
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In 1799, having noticed that pain vanished under the influence of this 
gas, Davy suggested that it be used in surgical operations. This lead was not 
pursued for another forty-five years. In the 1840s, "Iaughing gas" appeared 
in the United States as a form of entertainment. A young dentist named 
Horace Wells attended a demonstration in Hartford Connecticut in late 
1844. The 25¢ admission bought a dose of NzO, and during the proceedings 
one of the nitroru; oxide sniffers tripped and fell, gashing his leg in the process. 
To the victim's astonishment, he felt no pain. 

Upon questioning the man, Wells was so impressed that he had one of 
his teeth extracted the next day while under the influence of the gas. He ex
claimed: "A new era in tooth-pulling!" Wells was later urged by friends to 

patent his discovery, but he refused-"No! Let it be as free as the air we 
breathe!" 

Soon the gas was used as an anesthetic in tooth extractions, in childbirth 
and to some extent in surgery. But it wasn't until the late 1860s that N;:{) 
caught on as a painkiller and use for this purpose spread widely. 

At the beginning of this century, attention of a more philosophical 
narure was directed to this simple compound when William James under
took examination of its properties at Harvard Universiry. Commenting on 
this nitrous oxide experimentation, James concluded in a much-quoted 

A self-portrait of William James from the 1860,. 



passage that normal, waking consciousness is bue one special kind of con
sciousness-"parted from it by the filmiest of screens, there lie potential 
forms of consciousness entirely different" James announced it as his 
"unshakeable convl([ion" that with application of "the requisite stimulus," 
other forms of consciousness "are there in all their completeness .... At any 
rate, they forbid a premature closing of our accounts with reality." 

Even tooay, no one knows how this molecule of only three atoms 
causes its anesthetic effect, its hilarity or other more profound effects. For 
many users, there's no doubt it facilitates access to the "'unconscious." Some 
feel that it also gives access to a state of recognition described by Andre 
Breton in Manifestoes of Surrealism: 

There is a certain point of the mind from which life and death, the real and the 
imaginary, the past and the future, the communicable and incommunicable, 
the high and low, cease being perceived as contradictions. 

The tree flower pictured ahof'e was described in the mid-sixteenth 
century by Bernardino de Sahagun as an inebriattng substance taken at 
night with chocolate. It represents the continuing search for psychedelics, 
having recently been brought from Guatemala by Jeremy Bigwood for 
chemical investigatIOns. 
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The sniffer can adjuSt nitrous oxide dosage easily to whatever level is 
desired. After stopping sniffing, (he effecrs dissipate rapidly; the gas is 
removed from the system within five to ten minuees. In contrast to psyche
delics described earlier, the effects resist later deSCription. Users retain an 
impression of the experience rather than a sharp memory. 

Danger occurs-as dental experience has established-when users are 
foolish enough not to breathe oxygen when inhaling nitrous oxide. Earlier 
in this century, dentists often gave their patients straight N20, trying to 
bring them under it until skin color turned what was known as "Philadelphia 
blue." The brain, deprived of oxygen too long, can become vegetable. It is a 
good idea to remember to breathe oxygen regularly. Probably the beSt prac
tice is (0 alternate breaths from a nitrous oxide balloon with air. 

Users should also avoid inhaling directly from a nitrous oxide aerosol 
can. Some users have died as a ronsequence of freezing the throat area because 
the heat is absorbed as the gas expands. Freon, a similar molecule used as an 
aerosol propellant, does not have nitrous oxide effects. 
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BreugaJ the Elder: detail from ·'The Akhemist" 

Notes on Purity Tests 
and Precursors 

The easiest way for most people to cneck a psychedelic compound's purity is at 
a testing station, such as Street Pharmacologist (Box 610233, Miami, FL 33161, 305/ 
446-3585), or PharmChem. PharmChem's analysis is based on thin-layer and gas 
chromatography and Involves rumparison with 300 JXIssible psychoactive subscances 
and some 250 possible impurities. 

Qualitative findings are available from PharmChem cwo or three days after a 
compound's reception-if accompanied by $15 by muney order or in cash and an 
identification code of five numbers and a letter, sent to 3925 Bohannon Dr., Menlo 
Park, CA 94025. The number to (aU is (415) 328-6200. Quantitative results are 
given only to those with DEA licenses. 

Chemical test kits advertised by mail order for checking out alleged psyche
delics generally rely on the Keller and van Urk-Smith color-change tests. In these, 
the sample to be examined is poured into a reagent with rhe resulting color chen 
compared with standards. Albert Hofmann has described these processes as they 
relace to L>;O: 

All dl'rlv,l{i",:s of lyser,l\l( dod I'ive characteristIC color reactions based on the 
indule nature of lysergIC Mai A solution of traces of a lysergic acid derivative j{) 

glaoal acetic acid, containing a small amount uf FeCl~, when added with concen
trated H2S04 develops a brilliant violet-blue color (Keller reaction). In the pro
cedure of van Urk-Smith a solution of p-dimethylamino-benzaldehyde in diluted 
sulfuric acid containing traces of FeCI3 is mixed with an equal volume of the 
lysergic acid derivative in tartaric acid solution. A violet-blue color appears. 
Whereas the Keller reaction is used mainly for qualitative identification, the van 
Urk-Smith reaction was standardized and can be used for quantitarive deter
minations. 

These test kits are mainly useful in determining whecher the substance in 
question IS an mdole or not Melting point apparatus IS also a rather crude indicator, 
although valuable as well m finding negative results. 

More !'.Ophisticated detenninations can be made with thin-layer chromatography, 
a process that is sti!! quite inexpensive. In thi~ technique, the substance to be tested 
is placed at the bottom of a coated plate and then creeps up through a solvent for ten 
to fifteen minutes. Various psychoactive components then locate themselves in 
specific positions and exhibit coloration depending upon the solvent used, and thus 
can be identified as sp«"ific comPJunds. LSD-25, in a typical reaction, travels about 
halfway up the gel, where it takes on a bright yellow appearance. The position of 
iso-lysergic aCId diethylamide, by way (If contrast, lies flJ.:ht below. Use of different 
solvents, while assaying the same substance, can be almost as sp«"ific as the results 
derived from equipment costing $40,000-$50,000. 

Experience in making thin-layer discriminations IS needed, however, since the 
eventual reading depends upon color distinctions and accurate measurement'> of 
resting locations. ("JUnk from a floor, bits of an eraser, various dyes and even milk 
have on occasion been thought to have tested out positively by some who have tried 

40/ 
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color-change tests. Diffilulties m relying on verbal de~riptions are evident in 
If/cbS/er's Third IntcrnafIOl/d/ Diallmury's efforr at defining onionskin pm;": 

.1 IIgh! nrown (h~! '-, 'tT"I1W'r ;tn.! ,lightly Tnkkr ~nd darh·r thJn alcsan. 
Sf rOIlf,:<:T and ~h!,hrly }clluwl'r and darker than blu,h: hl'htcr. stronf!{'r and sll,l:htlr 
m.:ldcr than Frt'rl(h n.;,,l:c. Jnd redder, s!roo;l:cr, Jod slightly lighter than lOrk 

A few readers of the earlier edition of this b:XJk fdt that a revision should 
comain examples of thin· layer chromatography for most psychedelics. This, 
however, would require many precise color plates, and is already available in several 
versions at many university libraries. Here are examples, in black and white, illus
trating typIcal chromatograms: 
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Chromatograms of the alkaloidal extracts of 25 me)!. of Turbina (Rivea) corymbusJ 
IIi, and 25 mcg. Ipomoea violacea (Il). 

EG.C Clark's halation ami identificatIOn of DrUfiS (The Pharmaceutical 
Press, London) specifies a methoo for making "microtests" of a "pedant drop" or 
"microdrop." The sulfurIC acid. formaldehyde testing of DMT, to illustrate, yields 
dul! orange with a sensitivity of LO mqi. sensitivity, while the ammonium 
molyb:.l.ate tl'St yields blue gOing to ween and then yellow with a sensitivity of 0.1 
mcg 

When asked about other relevant literature on spot color testS, Carmen 
Helisten, formerly of PharmOlem, recommended the following articles: 

Fiorese, F.F., "Immediate Drug Detection on the SfXJt," Hasp. Lab, SCI" YoL 9, #4, 
1972, p. 240 ft., Frank, RS et af., "Standardization of Forensic Drug Analyses,"]' 
For, SCI .. Yul. 19, 1974, p, 163 ff., Kaistha, KK, "Drug Abuse Screening Programs: 
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fktt"('lion PmceJure~. lk-velopmem C()st~, Street Sample AnalYSIS, and Field 
Test;,"}. Phdr",. S<I" Yol (,1. #'i. I ()7 2, P (''i5 ff" Jnd Velapoidi, R,A, l'I d(, 'Th.., 
lJ<;(,· of ChlCJlli~JI SpO! Tl'SI KI(~ fm the Prt-SlJmpIII<' I,knu/"Jtilln of NJnOlll> 
Jnd I)rtl.l-:~ of Ahus<:," J rOT ,"II, Vol. I'). 1')7,1. P 6',(, ff 

More precise testin,ll: is made by wlumn, gas or high performance chroma. 
toJ.:raphy equipment, or by use of maJ.:netic resonance or an eltx:tron micros(ope. 
TI1ese methods are ali quite expensive and necessitate equipment rarely available 
outside of industry, universities and crime labs. 

In gas chromatography, a sample is introduced into an inert stream of gas 
flowing throu,ll:h a tube. Throu,ll:h heating, it is broken down imo its constituents 
whi(h are then carried by the f(as depending upon how heavy they arc. Results are 
evaluated eienfOmcaliy in terms of nudear welJ.:hts and compared with an 
Jppropnate ~tambrd, 
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A Hewlett-Packard f,ols.liquid chromatof,raphic unit, 
a sophisticated analytical tnstrument for druf, testtnf" 

High-Performance liquid Chromatography doesn't involve a heating pro
cess, which can alter the original substance. Accessibility to [his machine and others 
even more specific is rare, however. 

These matters are raised here to indicate how diffiru!t it is to establish the 
purity of a psycht..Jeli( substance with certainty, Bruce Eisner has discussed issues 
ariSing from this situation in "LSD Purity: Clc;w!iness IS Next to G,Jdheadlioess" 
(Hij!h Timer, January 1977). He has since remarked that 

The basic nature of the experiences that people were having wah L'iD had 
changed from the early. and middle·'60s to the middle-'70s, with a tendency for 
pevple to have less visionary or spiritual seSSions and more mundane experiences 
which tended to remain at the level of simple sensory changes. . ltbecameciear 
to me that a major factor in the quality of LSD reacrions was due to the decline in 
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Graph tracinp iUustratinr. the output from gas chromatof,raphy. 

{he chemical pUrtly of the substance itsdf. The cierenoratlon of purity did not refer 
to chemical adulteration, but rather to the faulty manufacture of LSD by 
underground chemists, leading to a product which was not chemically pure crystal 
LSD but LSD mixed With a number of by-produ((~ of faulty manufacture. The 
sou[ce of impuriries, exwsure uf U;O cry~IJl [() light, heat, moisture, air Jnd 
combinalio[Js of these (ommun envlT<mmenral (Undiliun~ deterioratt" en'n the 
purest LSD Into an odd colie((I()[J of ,h(-micals 

Four fa(!ors-sct, setting, !,uiJe and d\Jsagt- level-are JII explanations In the 
ch,mgin.e; receptivity to LSD in the psychedelic subculture. PharrnJCI:utital purity, 
a fifth factor, may play an important part In the overall variability uf LSD 
experiences, Ar leas!, thiS Guestion should be the subject uf mure thuruu~h 
scientific research. 

As for the synthesizing of psychedelics, Lrompanics Unlimited, the publisher 
of Michael Valentine Smith's 1981 version of Psychedelic Chemistry, offers an 
appropriare warning: "The procedures referred to and described in this work 
assume a thorough knowled# of advanced lab [t'(hniques in l)rRanic chemisTry, and 
should nm be undertaken lightly by amateurs," At the end of that volume, Richa rd 
C Hall III presents a 'DEA Watched List of Chemicals." Many of these substann:s 
arouse suspicion only if bought in lar# or repeated orders, but others "are suspect 
under any conditions." 

A further complication, eXfXlsed in a March 1981 Hip.!) Time, editorial 
("l.A.BSCAM··) and an accompanying article ("Anatomy of a Sting"), has been the 
Drug Enforcement Administration's use of Buckeye Scientific. a Columbus, Ohio 
chemical supply firm, and other scientific companies to "suck umuspecting woukl
be bathrub chemiSTS imo a trap that could imprison them for years." That "Suckeye 
and othtT DEA snitches," HI;.:h Times declared, 

Jdv<:rtiS{,d rhl'lt ~l'f-\Jr ~l;'ITI~ In High TlTlIer h~, hrought an emharr",sml'nt !Ill' 
magazine Will not ,,,on lived()wn They renult would-oc chemists to buy rJW 
lTIatt:fI;J!,. they Jeliwr rhe supplies them,elves: they allow the carefully (ult ,vJled 
labs to pump out and sell batchl<s uf amphetamines. LSD. merhaGualunl< and other 
buthtub concoctions Fmally, they bu~t thl< labs-labs rhat virrnally could not eXist 
without their participation 
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Thoughts on 
Increasing Intelligence 
BY FRANCIS JEFFREY 

Timothy Leary has ProfXlsed that we think of consciousness and intelli
gence in terms of an outline of eight dimensions (called "levels," or "circuits" of 
the braIn). The first four dimensions cover mastery of external space-Time 
relatIonships in the immedIate physical/behavioral environment of the human 
body The other four dimenSIons concern access to internal structure and processes. 

Leary conj("(.lures that the function of LSD and other psychedelics is to shift 
our awareness over the continuum of scale and structure represented by these eight 
levels or circuits. In other words, the brain can be thought of and utilized as a "lens" 
for focusing on various scales of nature, represented by structures in our CNS-from 
the largest (physical/behavioral space) down to the smallest (sub-atomic space). 
The central idea is that alilet'els of ene1'f!.Y/ structure / /Cale are potentially accessible 
in con;ciousneSJ. 

"Circuits of the brain" -as defined by Leary-and "levels of narure" -as defined 
by science in ~eneral-are Imaf!,mary, or, at best, "relative aryd fuzzy." A "level" is, in 
faa, defined by a kmd of stab;"ty which a structure at that level of scale and organ
ization seems to possess. As an example, an individual cell can act as a unicellular 
orf:anism (as in protozoa), But if this cell is smashed, it will disintegrate into smaller 
organized units-the next level down on the "scale of nature." The essence 0/ thIS 
obsen·atlOn is that at certain discrete let'els, a reiatively stable nexus 0/ o1'[~anizatlOn 
tends to be maintained. 

One of these "islands of stability" in the flux of natural processes is referred to 

as an Eif!,en-state. The German prefix, Eif!,en, means "characteristic of, or proper to, 

itself." This f:if!.en-state formulation is applied in all branches of science, ranging 
from sub-atomic physics (SchrOdinger) to behavior/perception theory (von Foerster 
and Piaget) Existence of an Eixen-Jlate implies a "stabilizing mechanism" or a 
"stabilizing process"-which accounts for the stability by actinp; to oppose or correct 
deviations (and perturbations). An Ei/f.en-state defines a nexus of organization 
where moSt of the action is concentrated, and each such nexus is relatively isolated 
from others. This accounts for the "relative and fuzzy" definition of levels. 

There is im/ation between levels, while there is also couplinf!, between levels, 
Effects of psychedelic drugs are explained in terms of a shift in relative imiation 
l'trSUS (oup!inr; among different pairs of "levels," 

The cerebral cortex of the brain is an approximately continuous, homo~nous 
neural iTlt"uium, whIch is molded (or "ruttt.J") into preferred tracks of neural 
transmiSSIon by imprmting and by repeated activity (i.e .. behavioral learning), 
Within this system, there exists a relatively discrete series of dimensions C1evels") 
within which recurrent circular operations stabilize existing patterns: (1) the 
sensory-motOr loop, representing interaction with the physical/behavioral space 
outside, and (2) an internal behat'wr loop, which operates even in isolation from the 
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outside world and the many intrinsic Eil;'en-behavior loops of the neural substrate 
and [he deeper level~ of structure within (i.e., neurons, their interconnecrions, their 
internal structures, and their complex channels of interaction with one aoorher). 

This defines the levels within the eNS. The relative Isolation between levels 
IS maintained by circular operations which stabilize the structure at each level. Fur 
each level, there are many entities organized at that level (for example, many 
neurons) and such entities prefer interaction with other entities at the sameletd. A 
chemical reaction, for example, in the retina of the eye is almost always interpreted 
as a signal about the outside world, not as a signal about neurochemistry. Thus iso
lation means that operations at any given level are primarily self-referencing (i.e., 
they take their own states as inpucs for funher processing). Cauplin/!. refers co ex
ceprions to chis ·'self-referential closure." 

A /!.eneral theory 0/ ;nlelli/!.ence increase axents: 
First, define intelli!!.ence as '·degree of conscious access to one's own structure 

and processes within." Alternately, define intelliRence as "a measure of the extent of 
access to the principles of one's construction and operation." The idea of "intelligence" 
implies capacity to use this access in order to respond flexibly and creatively to new 
siruations. 

Intelligence agents disrupt the cognitive homeostasis of the several EiRen· 
states operating at specific levels of circular operations. This affords access to 
different potential EiRen·st~es, and co unstable regions intervening in information 
space. Circular closure (i.e., isolation) is thus diminished, and coupling is increased 
between certain levels. When this occurs selectively between any two levels, it may 
result in decreased coupling within those levels, and between each of these levels and 
other levels with which each of them is normally coupled. For example, increased 
coupling among sub-behavioral (i.e., internal behavior) systems may be accom
panied by a decrease in coupling at the overt behavior level (i.e., "spaced out·'). 

When coupling between twO levels is increased. images of the structure at one 
level may be translated into the other level. (This assumes that circular operations 
at each level are not tOO severely disrupted.) For example, in certain conditions 
called "imprint vulnerability," the brain copies the external environment. 

These notes present the operation of rhe CNS wtb PJychedelic JubsttJnceJ as 
an extension and elucidatlon of the usual operations of rhe CNS without them. if is 
hoped it will contribute to a rational understanding and sane use of these potentials, 
as well as serve as precaution against all-too-frequent abuse, based on ignorance, in 
both "normal" and un-normal conditions. 

Other Literature 
The volumes that have been referred to in this book are listed in the index, 

along with publisher and publishing date. Here, assembled in six groupings, are 
highlight5 from other fascinating material that also may be of interest or value to the 
reader. Publisher's addresses for the moSt part can be found in The literary Market 
Place (LMP), an annual direcrory carried by most libraries. &okJ in Print, available 
at bookstores, keeps this Story up-to-date. 

Writings published before the 1980s are generally accessible only in libraries, 
used bookstores and private coUecrions. Most universities and colleges have ac least 
a hundred books about psychoamviry in their libraries, and often have much 
relevant material on microfilm. (The large "Stafford Collection·' of psychedelia 
from [he 1960s has been indexed and is open to the public at Columbia University.) 

General Treatments of Psychedelics 
An easily accessible, recent and fairly inclusive bibliography that shows how 

extensive the literature is appears on pages 313-334 of Grinspoon and Bakalar·s 
Psychedelic Drugs ReconJidered. The Ethno-Pharmacobgy Society (EPS), which 
produces a newsletter, can be contacted at 4181 Brisbane Way, Irvine, CA 92715. 
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Rave Reviews of Psychedelics Encyclopedia 

"Peter Stafford has an elephant's memory for what happened to Public 
Consciousness." 

- Allen Ginsberg 

"A delightful Rabelaisian social history of psychedelics in America." 
- Whole Earth Review 

"A look at the history, pharmacology, and effects of these drugs, based 
upon. literature, folklore, and the author's personal experiences." 

- Library Journal 

"Fascinating ... consumer-oriented exposition details history, botany, 
synthesis, and use of LSD, pot, cactus, mushrooms, street, and 
ceremonial drugs popular in the '60s." 

- American Library Association, Booklist 

"A wealth of information on each of these mind-altering substances. 
Even those who disagree will find it an important resource." 

- Drug Survival News 

"There's no end to the great new things you'll learn about dope in 
Psychedelics Encyclopedia . .. authoritative." 

- High Times MaJlazine 

"A fine reference book, always engaging and easy to read . .. [have no hesita
tion in recommending it as a source of interesting and reliable infornmtion." 

- Andrew Weil, MD., co-author of From Chocolate to Morphine 

"Stafford's Psychedelics Encyclopedia, clear and straightforward, describes 
the substances which have done much to alter consciousness and so 
introduce vast numbers of youth, along with a few of their elders, to the 
mystical depths of their psyches." 

- The New Review of Books and Religion 

"Psychedelics are the royal road to the unconscious, and I would advise 
anyone interested in these matters to read Peter Stafford's Psychedelics 
Encyclopedia -- which will have to do until better brains come along." 

- Timothy Leary, co-author of The Psychedelic Experience 

"Stafford evaluates the psychedelic potential of a number of common 
and not so common drugs. The book is very well researched and the 
information is not tinged with moral admonitions or phony health scare 
tactics. You will be better informed if you read this book." 

- Harvest Ma'lazine 
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11 A wealth of information about one of the most controversial issues of 
modem times. It is written with clarity that will be appreciated by the 
general public, and so rich in content that even professionals in the field 
will find it a valuable source of data." 

~ Dr. Stanislav Grof, author of LSD Psychotherapy 

"I strongly recommend this book to everyone with an interest in the 
human mind and its potentiaL as well as. ,. culture, politics and the arts." 

~ Robert Masters, author of The Varieties of Psychedelic Experience 

"The book has very pretty pictures of plants in it and contains some 
fascinating ethnographic and anthropological data." 

- Los Allgeles Totleh 

"If you were alive in the 60's, you may be wondering why you are now .. 
. Within the pages of this outrageously researched book, you may find 
some of the answers." 

- William Burroughs, Jr., author of Speed 

"1 think it will become a landmark in the field." 
- John Beresford, psychedelic pioneer 

" Stafford has performed an immense service to the adept and novice 
alike. No other single volume packs as much drug information." 

- The Advocate 

"If you were ever interested in the history of psychedelic drugs, this is 
your real chance to become an overnight scholar in this selected field." 

-sse BooknC'1./Js 

"Very well organized and fascinating to read all the way through." 
- Paul Williams, author of Das Energy 

''Stafford writes with authority and charm, an unbeatable blend." 
- Chester Anderson, author of The Butterfly Kid 

"Psychedelics Encyclopedia by Peter Stafford offers the most thorough 
history to date of the modern-day use of psychedelic drugs. lSD, 
mescaline, psilocybin, cannabis, and a host of lesser-known and exotic 
psychotropic agents are discussed in this entertaining survey." 

- New Age Journal 

"One of the most instructive, comprehensive surveys .. , a sane, reasoned 
reference work in a controversial area where politics and criminal 
penalties have kept research and public knowledge at a minimum." 
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Foreword 
by Andrew Wei!, M.D. 

WhenPeterStafford'sPsychedelic Encyclopedia iirst appeared in 1977, 
it was a major addition to the literature on an important group of drugs 
affecting the mind. It provided detailed and straightforward accounts of 
LSD, mescaline, marijuana, and a host of other chemicals and plants. 
Stafford's information was accurate, balanced and uncontaminated by 
polemic. Clearly, he was sympathetic to intelligent experimentation with 
these agents, and, clearly, he was experienced with them personally, but his 
purpose was to present a logical selection of filets rather than to push hIS 
own views. 

This new edition of the book, with its many revisions, additions 
and refinements, is a weicomeappcarance. Psychedelics Encyclopedia should 
be in the collection of everyone interested in psychoactive drugs, in the 
experiences they can release, and in the controversies they have stirrt .. >d in 
science, the media, government and the public at large. This is a fine 
reference book, always engaging and easy to rt'ild. 

Stafford discusses a number of substances I do not consider 
psychL>delics. In my view, the true psychedelics are the indoles (LSD, 
psilocybin, the tryptamines, harmaline, etc.) and the phenethylamines 
(mescaline, MDA, DOM, etc.). These drugs and the plants they come from 
constitute a distinct pharmacological group, all of which stimulate the 
central and sympathetic nervous systems and all of which affect serotonin 
or dopamine pathways (or both) in the brain. These drugs are also 
distinguished by great medical safety, particularly the indoles. Theydo not 
kill, injure or produce any serious physical toxicity even in large overdoses 
or chronic use over lifetimes. Despite much desire and activity on the part 
of some scientists, reporters and governmental agencies to come up with 
damning evidence of harm, the true psychL>delics still look like the safest 
drugs known to medicine. 

I refer to medical safety only. There are dangers of psychedelic 
plants and chemicals having to do with acute psychological toxicity- that 
is, bad trips. These reactions are more the products of set and setting than 
of pharmacology. Their probability of occurrence can be reduced to a 
minimum by careful attention to the purity of the substances, dosage, time 
and place of use, and availability of experienced guides. Employed intelli
gently, they are not only safe but sometimes highly beneficial, since they 
have the potential to produce dramatic cures of both mental and physical 
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problems as well as to provide experiences of great personal value to some 
persons. Finally, the abuse potential of the true psychedelics is quite low. 
They are almost never associated with dependence, and very few people 
use them in destructive ways. Stafford explains them fully and gives a good 
description of their positive potentiaL 

The other drugs he includes are generally more toxic, less useful to 
most people, and more easily abused. Marijuana is somewhat more 
irritating than LSD or mescaline, capable of causing respiratory problems in 
those who smoke it excessively. I have yet to see good evidence of other ill 
effects on the body, but I have seen no end of cases of marijuana dependence. 
Compared to the true psychedelics, pot is insidious in lending itself to 
regular and frequent use, a pattern that easily turns into an unproductive 
and stubborn habit, providing few of the interesting effects that novice 
smokers experience. 

The belladonna alkaloids are much more toxic than the indolesand 
phenethylamines. Furthermore, they are just plain dangerous, and the 
experiences they give are, at best, difficult to integrate with ordinary 
consciousness. Kava-kava seems to me more like alcohol than like the 
psychedelics, as does nitrous oxide, a general anesthetic with similar 
depressant qualities. PCP and ketamine are pharmacological curiosities, 
not related to other recreational drugs. Many users like the "dissociative" 
states they provide, but few find them truly psychedelic. Their toxicity and 
abuse potential are significant. 

Yet all of these drugs can be mind-manifesting for some individuals. 
That is the literal meaning of "psychedelic," and I suppose Peter Stafford 
has included them for that reason. Certainly, marijuana deserves a place 
here, both because it is commonly mind expanding for those who first try 
itor are new to it or who use it only infrequently, and also because it moves 
in the same circles as the true psychedelics. 

I know that Stafford is most interested in the indotes and 
phenethylamines. He devotes much more space and attention to them than 
to the others and rightly makes them the focus of his encyclopedia. Like me, 
he finds them totally fascinating from many different perspectives, including 
those of botany, chemistry, psychology, anthropology, SOCiology, religion, 
politics and the law. More than most substances in our world, psychedelics 
touch on many vital areas of human life and so can teach us much about 
ourselves, whether we use them or not, promote them or crusade against 
them, study them or just like to read about them. 

I am pleased to have a chance to write the foreword to this new 
edition of Psychedelics Encyclopedia. It is a good book. I have no hesitation 
in recommending it as a source of interesting and reliable information. 

-Andrew Weil, M.D. 
Big Sur, California 
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Part of the problem may lie in the fact that it seems improbable if not 
impossible that anyone can go through this kind of thing without turning 
into a terrorized blob of babbling jelly. How can anyone stand it~ or even 
enjoy it- if the experience is as overwhelming and convincing as we say it 
is? The inexperienced reader, however sympathetic hewas to start out with, 
begins to suspect either exaggeration or some kind of self-protective pose of 
bravado on the part of the author, and starts picking the thing apart rather 
than granting that willing suspension of disbelief which is so necessary if 
you want to really find out what it feels like to be someone else or to 
understand an alien philosophy. 

- Art Kleps 

.... : -, 

Introduction to First Edition 
by john Beresford, MD. 

Peter Stafford has delved into the literature on psychedelic sub
stances and produced an account of the properties attributed to them, how 
they are prepared and used, and the shifting social attitudes that have been 
displayed towards them over the past half-century. He has drawn as well 
on his personal experiences with the agents he discusses and the experiences 
of people he has known and talked to. The result of this twin-pronged attack 
on the most perplexing intellectual problem and the most pervasive moral 
problem of the day- intellectual because of the difficulty in framing an 
adequate theory of the effect of psychedelic substances, moral because of 
their widespread use in contravention of the law- is a book which stands 
in a class by itself. 

Psychedelics Encyclopedia does not solve any intellectual or moral 
problem, but it does something else. It goes a long way towardsestabhshing 
what I think will be a dominant mode of looking at the effect of drugs like 
LSD and mescaline and even marijuana. It does so by virtue of the equal 
importance it attaches to the oral and the literary sources of information and 
the equal stress it puts on observation and experience. On this account I 
think it will become a landmark in the field. 

The literature on these substances occupies a peculiar and seldom
examined place in the record of humanity's search for knowledge. To begin 
with, it is not clear exactly what it is about. To say it is about the effect of a 
class of drugs called "psychedelic" implies that what LSD and marijuana, 
forexample,havein common has been defined, which isnot true. Humphry 
Osmond coined "psychedelic" as a better way of saying what "hallucino
genic" and "psychotomimetic" had been used to say before. Unfortunately, 
the term "mind-manifesting" is at least as confusing as "hallucination" and 
"psychosis" are, to say nothing of a state which supposedly mimics psychosis. 
Calling something "psychedelic" merely suggests a similarity perceived by 
people who experience the effect of first one psychedelic drug and then 
another. That is a rather loose unifying principle. Then there is the 
literature's unusual scope. It embraces parts of neurochemistry, psychol
ogy, religion, clinical medicine, botany, and a variety of other topics which 
it has trouble housing under one roof. 

The language itis written in can be inspiring or debased. Just who 
an expert is hard to tell. Some of the most aberrant thinking has been 
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expressed in academic journals of the highest quality, and some of the 
sanest and most lucid in the underground street rags of the '60s. In fact, the 
scientific credentials of an author tend to ensure that a large proportion of 
what he orshe writes will consist of nonsense- a factor contributing to the 
pall of disrespect which fell over science in the '60s. Again, the literature is 
notorious fOT the contradictions it contains. Hardly anything has been 
stated in it which has not been somewhere flatly contradicted. So it is no 
wonder that the literature and with it the psychedelic substances them
selves have gained an unsavory reputation in academic circles and that by 
and large academic research with them has got nowhere, while startling 
findings are described by off-beat and fringe investigators. It is unnecessary 
to elaborate on the anomalous state of the literature. I have dwelt on it at 
some length in case Peter's book is criticized for being unscientific. Actu
ally, given the current state of the literature, it is about as scientific as a book 
on psychedelic compounds can be at the present time. 

This brings up a second difficulty. With few exceptions- Jean 
Houston is an outstanding one-- the best research and the best writing in 
the field have been done by people who have more than once exposed 
themselves to the effect of theagents they ilre dealing with. This introduces 
a novel principle into pharmacology, i.e. that understanding the effect of the 
psychedelic class of drugs is conditional on personal experience with them. 
Naturally, it has been vigorously contested. A doctor does not need to 
experience the effect of insulin to understand and treat diabetes. A judge 
does not need to have been a plaintiff or a defendant to hand down a good 
judgement. But a special case is made out for psychedeliCS. 

Theargument goes approximately as follows. One way of explaining 
the effect of LSD or psilocybin is that the person who experiences it gains 
access to a range of information not normally available to him. The inrush 
of new knowledge so enhances his state of consciousness that his perception 
of people and objects in the world is no longer the same. The further 
outcome is a shift in his world-view, so that even after the normal conscious 
state has been restored the frame of reference he used to regard things in no 
longer seems comfortable or right. A new frame of reference has been 
acqUired which does feel right, because it includes the old view-point 
within the new, more comprehensive one. 

Along this line of reasoning, a dispute between two investigators, 
one who has and one who has not personally encountered the effect of such 
a drug, soon makes the latter feel irritated and leads him to dismiss the 
statements of the" experienced" investigator as examples of woolly thinking. 
He may even go further and dub the other as a victim of brain-washing, 
someone whose power of thinking critically has been injured by drug-use
this was the "toxic psychosis" thesis popular with psychiatrists in the early 
'60s. At the same time, the LSD or psilocybin-experienced investigator can 
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point to limitations in the observations of the inexperienced and in the 
conclusions he inevitably draws from them. I leave it to the reader to decide 
how sensible this argument is. My own view is that while the idea that you 
have to take a psychedelic drug to come to grips with its effect may sound 
far-fetched, there are solid grounds for conceding it, so that the credibility 
of a writer like Peter is enhanced by his wide experience with psychedelics, 
and definitely not lessened. 

What else adds to this book's soundness? One attraction for me is 
the historical thread running through it. More than other writers, Peter saw 
the importance of recording the events that took place in the early days. No 
one else would do the job, so Peter took it on himself, as early as 1960, 
preserving anything in print, documenting events, taping interviews, and 
corresponding with anyone who would write back (the Stafford Collection 
is deposited in the library of Columbia University). Marijuana use was 
common in 1960, but few people had much as heard of LSD-25, as it was 
referred. to then. 

Well before 1960 centers of LSD-activity were springing up every
where. Oscar Janiger gave sessions in little cubicles in his office in Los 
Angeles. In Menlo Park Myron Stolaroff and his colleagues gave sessions 
under the grandiloquently yet after all aptly-named "International Institute 
for Advanced Studies." By 1963, 500 sessions using high.dose LSD had 
been completed and people were arriving at the doors of the center from all 
overthecontinent. In Regina Duncan Blewett and NickChweloselucidated 
the COurse of the normal LSD session in their unjustly-neglected and now 
lost masterpiece" A Handbook for the Use of LSD in Psychotherapy." Such 
cases of research~ a list is bound to be invidious- began to come to the 
attention of people tuned in to their significance and Peter sooner or later got 
to hear about them. A number of Peter's historical references are original 
in the sense that they are recollections of events he participated in or people 
or places he encountered. 

I met Peter in New York near the end of 1966, when he was writing 
his first book on LSD with Bonnie Golightly. Since 1961 Chuck Bick had 
been the city' s chief supplier. Chuck's customers included bankers, lawyers, 
doctors, teaching staff from New York and Columbia Universities, writers, 
musicians, painters, playboys, clergymen, prostitutes-as he related it the 
list seemed endless, though the number of purchasers was small. His 
method of obtaining LSD was simple. When stock ran low, Chuck phoned 
Sandoz in New Jersey and told the doctor there who handled LSD that this 
was Dr. Bick with a request for an additional vial of 10 milligrams, and could 
his assistant stop by in the afternoon to pick it up? Sheila, Chuck's wife, 
droveoverto the plant and collected it. Chuck had no problem getting LSD, 

~. ~ as far as I could tell, his people had no trouble taking it. Through a 
~ friend o! Chuck', I learned of the exi,tence of a "mad Ha",.,d pm!",,,, .. " 
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who would hang around Village bars on weekends and empty pocketfuls 
of psilocybin tablets on the counter with a cheery, " Here, try these!" Eric 
Loeb ran a store with an interesting window display on East 9th Street 
where four days a week he sold- openly- peyote buds shipped in from 
Arizona, Hoffmann-La Roche mescaline and Light & Co. harmaline and 
ibogaine. No one heard of Eric's customers getting into trouble either. Tony 
Cox, still a painter and not yet married to Yoko Ono, pioneered in the use 
of mescaline for draft-evasion. 400 milligrams taken before his own 
preinduction physical prompted an angry outburst as an orderly took a stab 
at his arm to draw blood. Tony roared, "What the fuckdo you think you are 
doing?" and was led into the presence of a psychiatrist with whom he 
engaged in a protracted discussion of the merits of the New York school of 
abstract expressionist painting, all the while naked. Tony got his 4F 
classification, presumably on grounds of schizophrenia, and went on to 
counsel others liable to military service, using the same approach. 

When I met Peter, he did not know thescpeople, but we discovered 
that we knew people who knew each other, and a circle of friendships was 
formed with links continuing down to the present day. Considering how 
disturbing the whole question of LSD was to become, I find it instructive to 

recall how tranquil it was then. The expected attitude was casual and 
vaguely positive. LSD was looked on as a benign substance with a number 
of not-so-well-explored potential applications. The polemics \vhich suc
ceeded the Harvard furor in 1963 and 1964 were definitely absent. 

1963 was the turning point. By mid-1963, Timothy Leary had 
emerged from obscurity and was about to tum the philanthropic idealism 
of the time into a scandalous debacle. Tim had a lot of good ideas- he was 
incapable of turning off the stream- which he was impatient to see work. 
There were prisoner projects, divinity student projects, projects for 
radicalizing the Psychology Department, for starting a journal, for flooding 
the world with propaganda extolling the power of the love pill. Bolstering 
Tim's fierce determination was his belief in his ability to create a political 
force which would overhaul the composition of the government of the 
United States. He would have accomplished this aim when enough people 
had experienced the effect of LSD and undergone the change of conscious 
state which would permanently affect their outlook for the better- preju
dice giving way to brotherly concern, destructive ego trips to coexistence. 

Tim's urgent priority was therefore to arrange for as many people 
to take LSD as possible. His sensibility was basically religious, though the 
direction he moved. in was political. Tim was out to change the State, his 
strategy being confrontation and his weapona chemical substance which he 
called a sacrament. He vowed that in ten years a million Americans would 
win "internal freedom" (the Fifth Freedom, freedom to control one's central 
nervous system). 
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But the chemical insurrection he so boldly planned produced an 
unavoidable reaction. Each escalation organized by Tim and the thousands, 
even millions, who eventually sympathized with him was faced with an 
equal and opposite response by the conservative forces in the country who 
watched what he was doing with mounting alarm. The more Tim praised 
LSD, the more they trounced it. Tim said it saved souls. They said it 
promoted suicide and murder. 

A succession of LSD-inspired confrontations and counter-confron
tations is discernable in the history of the '60s and early '705. Jack Kennedy 
was on the Board of Regents of Harvard University when Dick Alpert got 
kicked out and Tim followed. If the game plan had been different, Jack 
might have been the first American President to take LSD, for his brother 
Robert is known to have been taking either LSD or psilocybin in the spring 
of 1%3 and entertaining foreign dignitaries with it in his apartment in New 
York and probably thus to have been saying good things about the drug to 
Jack. But with the confrontation tactics coming out of Harvard, Jack had 
good reason to hesitate. And five years later, now with well over a million 
Americans thoroughly frightened and put off, President Johnson was 
singling LSD out for denunciation in his State of the Union message to 
Congress. Johnson'S vow was to rid the nation of the menace he saw LSD 
to be. Conceivably, Johnson's intransigence in his policy over Vietnam was 
motivated by his fear or hatred of the voice of people who were vaunting 
LSD and psychedelic drugs in general. 

At any rate, at a party in the East Village three weeks before Johnson 
addressed Congress a new escalation of the process of confrontation was 
shaping up. The celebration was for the New Year, 1968. The guests, who 
later were to claim a good deal of attention as the "Chicago Seven," were 
examining the possibility of doing something to stop the violence in 
Vietnam. The punch they drank contained not alcohol but LSD. The 
thoughts they entertained in consequence were far-reaching and ultra
practical. The manifesto coming out of that evening's work was the "Yippie 
Manifesto," and it set in motion the long train of events which exploded. in 
the violence in Chicago, when Johnson lost the nomination and his Presi
dency. 

But that was not the end. Under Nixon, Johnson's campaign to 
stamp out LSD was carried on to extreme lengths. There was talk of 
introducing the death penalty for persons convicted of possession. The 
climax of the US. Government's war on LSD was staged in Vienna with the 
signing of the International Convention abolishing its use. At home, a case 
can be made for the idea that Nixon's excesses were committed primarily 
against those with links to the pro-drug, anti-war movement- for these 
were two faces of the same desire. At length, some sort of naturally
occurring homeostasis seems to have restored a balance. Nixon and LSD 
both disappeared, each one having cancelled. out the other. 
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I wanted to go into this not to make a point thatTim' 5 obstinacy led 
to Nixon's downfall, which is true, nor to raise the question whether the use 
of LSD as a political instrument was justifiable, which is debatable, but to 
suggest that the price paid for the insurrection Tim devised was the 
interruption of supplies of LSD and in due course the flooding of the market 
with a variety of toxic substitutes labelled "acid." Which brings me back to 
Peter Stafford and my belief that the point of view he represents is the right 
one for now. 

The time for confrontation is past, if it was ever present. Peter is 
made of softer, more ductile stuff than Tim. He poses no threat to anyone 
and is not about to get under anybody's skin. Tim has had his day and 
history will honor him for the heroic man he is. Peter epitomizes the 
unheroic plodder with no particular qualifications, and we feel more 
comfortable with him. In fact, there is something alien in confrontation to 
the whole ethos of LSD and its sister-substances. Non-confrontation is a 
cardinal feature of a well-run LSD session. 

Confrontation is precisely what should be avoided when a person 
who has taken LSD shows signs of agitation or depression or in some other 
way is manifesting resistance to the natural flow of experience. What the 
person helping him can do then is search for or suggest an image or idea 
which complements the image or idea which acted as the springboard of 
resistance. Negative emotions are thereby not provoked but rather calmed. 
The resistance is undone and the normal flow of the session can proceed. 
The story told by Leary about Bill McGlothlin and repeated in this book is 
an example of the use of this sort of suggestion. 

Last, there is a mythic element in the emergence of LSD and other 
psychedelic drugs which Peter's book exemplifies. Eileen Garrett told me 
a story which I have not found recorded in her writing and which I do not 
now recall the details of precisely. The gist of it is that she fell down in the 
bathroom of her apartment and imagined she wasdying. In a trance she had 
a vision in which old Dr. Sandoz, patriarch of the firm in Basel, appeared 
and told her that a chemical substance with a power to bring great benefit 
to the world had been discovered in his laboratory. When Mrs. Garrett 
recovered from her trance, she recalled that Dr. Sandoz had been dead for 
seven years. (I do not know the date of his death, but it could serve to 
pinpoint thedateof his appearance in the vision.) As I remember her words, 
Mrs. Garrett did not then know what LSD was and it was only later, when 
she heard reports of LSD and the part played in its synthesis by Dr. 
Hofmann, that she understood the words heard in her trance. Be that as it 
may, the good, in some people's eyes, that LSD and members of the 
psychedelic family of drugs can help bring about is the revelation of the 
hidden depths of human consciousness. An instrument is now at hand 
which tells us things about ourselves which we may misguidedly think we 
do not want to know and would prefer to leave in the depth where for all 
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but a few individuals they have always been, but which in reality offer us 
the greatest help in broadening our understanding of and deepening our 
feeling for ourselves and the world around us. 

Peter is on the side of those who are committed to what is now a 
world-wide trend, exploration of the structure and the function of human 
consciousness, a search of which the use of psychedelics is an integral part. 
He wants LSD back in the laboratory, the dinic, the place of meditation, on 
the street, wherever it belongs. Social controls will beneeded for distribution 
of psychedelics. The details can be worked out. But we are not going to keep 
LSD and the rest of the conscious-revealing drugs on ice indefinitely. The 
thaw will come. That is the message I get from Psychedelics Encyclopedia. 

-John Beresford, M.D. 
Ontario, Canada 
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Psychedelic Renaissance 
by Dan Joy 

The 19905 have brought several indications of a worldwide resur
gence of interest in psychedelic drugs: 

• The original British "rave" or "acid house" scene began spreading to 
the United States, as well as to such far flung locations as Ibiza, Spain and 
Goa, India. In 1991 and 1992 the phenomenon hit the West Coast of the 
United States with the force of a major earthquake. Raves are huge, 
ethnically mixed all night or weekend long dance parties fueled by MDMA, 
lSD, intense psychedelic light shows,mind-tech toys such as virtual reality 
machines, and the trance inducing propulsive rhythms of "acid house" 
music. Raves became a prominent and ongoing feature of the cultural 
landscape in San Francisco and Los Angeles, attracting the attention of 
major media. Sometimes taking place in aboveground nightclubs, but often 
held on beaches or in empty warehouses, these events were perceived by 
their enthusiasts as far more than mere parties. One writer in San Francisco 
Weekly stated that "the people throwing these parties believe that they are 
the vanguard of a new society" and quoted a prominent figure in the local 
rave scene as saying, "In the next decade there is going to be a total 
revolution of the mind." 

• A reporter from Brazil phoned the United States to collect reactions 
to the burgeoning use of LSD in Sao Paulo among middle-aged, upper
middle -class professiona l~octors, lawyers, psychologists, psychiatrists, 
and particularly academics and clergy. 

• In Czechoslovakia, a new underground magazine began reprinting 
_ lOme of Timothy Leary's recent Writings, marking their author's first ", JlPpearance in the Czechoslovakian language. , , 

• The reunification of Gennany was followed by reports of the 
.~ of MDMA into areas fonnerly belonging to East Berlin, and a 
~ magazine about psychedeJia called Connections commenced pub-

• In Spain a new magazine titled Mas AlIa (roughly translated as 
appeared, featuring coverage of the emerging Spanish psycheIe scene as well as new writings by Timothy Leary. 
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• Reports of LSD use and "rave" -type MDMA parties began to trickle 
in from Tokyo. In private correspondence, a young independent Japanese 
entrepreneur described in nearly cataclysmic terms the emergence of a new 
Japanese counterculture, fueled at least in part bytheadventof psychedelics: 
"Tokyo is in the midst of an evolutionary leap ... and immense changes are 
taking place. The speed and the size of this coming wave are beyond 
anyone's expectations." Only a few years before, Japanese visitors to the 
offices of the magazine Mondo 2000 had professed the belief that the use of 
psychedelics in Japanese culture was "impossible." 

• The Oakland Tribune reported the confiscation by police of a large 
quantity of a new psychedelic called "bromo" -of which local legal forces 
had been previously unaware-from an underground lab in Oakland. 

• American Health magazine ran an article titled "The Acid Quest" 
that quoted the prediction of UCLA professor of Psychiatry and Pharma
cology Daniel X. Freeman, M.D., that LSD will be sanctioned for human 
research in the United States within ten years. 

• Penfhouserana piececaUed "The Psychedelic Revolution" in which 
the author asserted that "every man and woman of my generation with the 
slightest interest in his or her own mind had taken LSD or some other 
psychedelic." The article speculated about the continuing impact of this fact 
on the lives of these individuals as well as society at large. 

• The BBC aired a documentary on LSD titled "The Beyond Within: 
The Rise and Fall of LSD" which featured British LSD researcher Ronald 
Sandison, M.D. 

• Details magazine printed a piece called "The New Seekers: Inside 
the Psychedelic Underground" that quoted Terence McKenna as saying 
that "consciousness is what we're in great need of to avoid running off the 
cliff into Annageddon.lf the claim that these drugs expand consciousness, 
promote empathy, and allow deeper insights into our problems has any 
validity at all, it should be explored very carefully and very thoroughly." 

• A magazine called Arete published an article titled "Under the 
Influence" that focused on drugs and creativity and featured six pages 
about LSD. 

• ID magazine, published in England, printed a piece titled" Altered 
States: The Mind Revolution." The pull-quote employed the terminology of 
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John Lilly: "Each psychedelic drug is quite literally a different access code 
to a certain circuit of the human biocomputer." 

• The French magazine Actuel featured a six-page article on MDMA. 

• Newsweek magazine reported, in its February 3, 1992 issue that "acid 
is staging a serious comeback in the '90s, especially among affluent subur
ban teenagers." The rise in popularity is partially attributed to weaker 
doses, which result in fewer "bad trips" and are more likely to be taken at 
parties. Surveys conducted by the National Institute on Drug Abuseand the 
University of Michigan showed that in 1991 LSD had overtaken cocaine in 
popularity among high school seniors for the first time since 1976. 

Perhaps the most disturbing news came from three articles which 
appeared in The Washington Post. These reported the arrest of a six-person 
drug ring whose members were supplying LSD to the northern Virginia 
high school from which they had recently graduated. It was claimed that 
one sixteen-year-old student had shot and wounded a Fairfax County 
police officer while supposedly under the influence of the unusually 
powerful doses being provided. 

The second article discussed a resurgence of LSD use among high 
achieving, upper middle-class high school students in suburban Maryland. 
Anonymous accounts of "LSD parties" indicated a total lack of experienced 
guidance; a paucity of accurate knowledge, creating a vacuum filled by 
misinformation about the drug and its effects; little attention to appropriate 
dosage, set, and setting; and unskilled and unsympathetic handling by 
peers of psychically difficult episodes, exacerbated by a competetive, 
sports-style approach to the use of LSD. 

These reports could be taken as validation of concerns a bout the use 
of misinformation in the national anti-drug campaign. As UC Irvine Medical 
School professor and MDMA researcher Charles Grob has put it, "I am 
astounded and horrified as to the degree of misinformation that exists 
among young people today. I believe that this misinformation often leads 
to very tragic results." 

Takenasa whole, these developments yield a picture of a widespread 
upswing of interest in psychedelics, and a concomitant increase in usage. 
The axiom that "those who do not know history are doomed to repeat it" 
seems poignantly relevant.lf,asmany believe, this phenomenon constitutes 
the beginnings of a trend that will continue through the coming decade, it 
becomes of paramount importance to prevent broad-scale recapitulation of 
the hysteria, misinfonnation, and real tragedies that characterized the late 
'60s and early '70s. If this task can be accomplished, the way may yet be 
cleared for some of the promise shown by early experimentation with 
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psychedelics (perhaps best articulated by Aldous Huxley in The Doors of 
Perception) to be fulfilled at last. 

Such endeavors cannot succeed without ready access to accurate 
information for those on both sides of the debate over the potentialities of 
psychedelics. And in the nine years that have passed since the appearance 
in 1983 of the second edition of Psychedelics Encyclopedia, the already vast 
collage of data regarding the study of psychedelics has expanded greatly. 
In spite of a sociopolitical climate increasingly unfavorable to the use of 
pharmacological agents for exploring uncharted waters of the psyche, new 
compounds have been syntheSized, tested, and distributed, both in scien
tific circles and within the psychedelic "underground." Many of those who 
figure prominently in these pages have continued to make history in one 
way or another, and new pioneers have appeared on the horizon and begun 
to make their mark. The number of living people who have used this special 
group of mind-changers for various purposes continues to increase, and is 
no doubt greater than at any other time in human history. In addition, the 
second edition of Psychedelics Encyclopedia has fallenoutof print during this 
period. The time for a third, revised, and expanded edition is therefore ripe. 

Many hours of research, contemplation, and discussion have been 
devoted to making this edition as thorough, useful, and attractive as 
possible. Although the catalog of available compounds has grown, our 
understanding of the chemistry, pharmacology, effects, and history of 
substances included in the previous edition has remained largely the same. 
For this reason the entire text of the prior edition has been included here 
without significant alteration. 

In the years intervening since the last edition, ketamine hydro
chloride, which appears in Chapter Ten among "Contrasting Profiles," has 
come to be regarded by many of those involved in this area of study as a 
unique, significant, and bona fide~if somewhat hazardous-psychedelic. 
Therefore new front matter of additional information about this compound 
appears in this volume. 

Of thenewercompounds, onein particular~MDMA or "Ecstasy"
has had a vast cultural impact both in the United States and abroad in the 
last decade. This substance was the first to direct the attention of much of 
psychedelic research toward theempathogenic potential of psychopharma
cological agents. This new term signifies that MDMA has been observed to 
consistently catalyze a state of profound compassion and understanding or 
empathy, directed toward both the user's own self as well as others in his 
or her life. Because of this property, MDMA enjoyed in the early 1980s a 
promising if brief period of employment as a legal adjunct to psychotherapy. 
As of this writing it continues to be the recreational "drug of choice" among 
hundreds of thousands, and perhaps millions, of individuals. 
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Peter Stafford surveys these and related developments in the new 
information on MDMA written for this edition. This Introduction also 
features a brief overview of a few moreof the literally hundreds of other new 
compounds that have been synthesized in psychochemical research labor
atories in recent years. We have also added information about some of the 
organizations and publications that have recently appeared in response to 
continued interest in psychedelic driven consciousness change. 

For many good reasons, entries in Psychedelics Encyclopedia are or
ganized according to different classes of chemical compounds. However, 
the history of psychedelics is at least as mucha human taleasa chemical one. 
It isonly within the domain of the human psyche that the psyclledellc-or "soul 
manifesting" -properties of a substance can emerge. And certain individuals 
have influenced the way that these chemicals have been used and under
stood as much as have the properties of the compounds themselves. 

In order to lend greater weight to this human element of psyche
delic history, we have included in this Introduction a series of profiles and 
biographic updates about individuals who have played important roles in 
the field. Featured here are pioneers who are frequently mentioned in the 
text of this book, as well as a few who have made their marks since the 
appearance of the second edition. Of these profiles, perhaps those of John 
Lilly and T crence McKenna are the most valuable formaking this edition as 
truly complete a volume as possible. Peter Stafford often expressed regret 
that more of Lilly's seminal work was not covered in the previous edition. 
Today relative newcomer Terence McKenna is rapidly becoming one of the 
most influential figures on the contemporary psychedelic scene. 

Additionally, in order to acknowledge some of the many contributors 
to this field who have died during the last decade, Peter Stafford has 
provided a roster of "Psychedelic Obituaries." To the many others, both 
living and dead, who do not appear in these pages but have nonetheless 
made unquestionably substantive contributions, we sincerely apologize. 
We hope we will someday be able to offer them berth on a fourth voyage 
of Psychedelics Encyclopedia. 

In February 1991, many prominent contributors to the movement 
convened at Stanford University to discuss the results of recent research, 
possible future directions, and other aspects of psychedelic history and 
culture at an event called the Bridge Conference, the most noteworthy 
gathering of its kind in recent times. A brief report of the Bridge Conference 
is included in this Introduction and used as a springboard for discussing 
prevalent trends and themes in psychedelia. 
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PROFILES 

Alber! Hofmann 
In the decades following his invention of LSD, Sandoz Pharmaceu

ticals chemist Albert Hofmann, Ph.D., continued to synthesize many 
compounds of significance in medicine. Several of these (notably hydergine, 
used in the treatment of Alzheimer's disease and depression) have been 
derivatives of ergot, the same rye mold that provided the precursors for 
LSD. Hofmann has summarized his life and work in LSD; My Problem Child. 
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Albert Hofmalll/ on his 80th birtlJdny 
performing Tal Chi while holding a ling chi mushroom 

Well into his eighties and now retired, Hofmann nonetheless 
continues to be a major global spokesman for the use of LSD as "a material 
aid to meditation aimed at the mystical experience of a deeper, more 
comprehensive reality." Many credit his influence with positively affecting 
Switzerland's recent decision to legalize the use of certain psychedelics in 
psychotherapy under specific conditions. 
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Robert Masters and Jean Houston 
In the mid-'60s, the husband-and-wife research team of Robert 

Masters, PhD., and Jean Houston, Ph.D., had a vast impact on the under
standing of psychedelics through the publication of a popular book titled 
The Varieties of Psychedelic Experiellce. This volume summarized the years of 
research they had conducted; these began with Masters' experiments with 
peyote in 1954, and eventually evolved into a systematic protocol of LSD 
psychotherapy. In the years since, the insights into human consciousness 
that Masters and Houston gained during their period of psychedelic 
investigation have borne fruit in several major contributions to the theory 
and practice of psychophysical healing. 

Influenced by the work of Alexander, Feldenkrais, and Erikson, 
Robert Masters has developed a technique of neural and sensory re
education known as the Masters Psychophysical Method, of which there arc 
now approximately 130 certified practitioners. His major innovation has 
been the integration of trance states with bodywork. Masters hasdiscovered 
that tr,lnces of up to seven or eight hours in duration can generate responses 
in the body and mind approximating those catalyzed by high doses of LSD. 
He feels that the heightened plasticity of the body and its rL'Ceptivity to 
vari()lls therapl'utic modalitie~ under psychedelics makes the combination 
of bodywork ilnd psychedelics a promising direction for possible future 
research. 

Along with Mi'lsters, Jean Houston now heads the Foundation for 
Mind Research in New York State. She also guides two "mystery schools" 
of psychospiritual training and the more scientifically oriented Human 
Capacities Training program. Houston has become a major innovator of 
applied archetypal psychology in group contexts, a capacity in which she 
conducts seminars and consults with major corporations. She has also 
served as a consultant in human and cultural development to the govern
ments of 35 different nations, a function in which she travels up to a quarter 
of a million miles annually. 

The theory and practice of archetypal psychology developed by 
Houston have been expressed in over a dozen books. A selection of the most 
recent includes The Possible Hu.man, The Search for the Beloved, Godseed, and 
The Hero and the Goddess: The Odyssey of Mystery and Initiation. 

Alexander Shulgin 
Leading-edge psychopharmacologist Alexander T. Shulgin, Ph.D., 

who receives more than a dozen mentions in the main text of this book, was 
coauthor of the first scientific paper published on MDMA in humans. As 
well, Shulgin has been the originator of 2CB and perhaps some hundred or 
more other psychoactive compounds. He currently continues private re
search in northern California. 
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Leading-edge psychopharmacologist Alexander T. Shu/gill, PhD. 

Shulgin has recently published The Controlled Substances Act, a 
thorough and accessible explication of contemporary Federal drug laws. In 
1991 he issued the long-awaited PIHKAL: A Chemical Love Story through his 
own publishing company, Transfonn Press. Shulgin and his wife Ann 
devoted more than two years to the preparation of this scientific (and 
presumably autobiographical) magnum opus of nearly 1,000 pages. A 
milestone of psychopharmacological and psychedelic literature, PIHKAL 
(an acronym for Phenethylamines I Have Known And Loved) contains a 
novelized account of decades of pioneering research and a catalog explaining 
the syntheSiS and effects of 179 mind-changing agents. 

Slanislav Grof 
In the last fifteen years, former LSD researcherStanislav Gro£, M.D., 

and his wife Christina, have developed a powerful and increasingly popular 
method of inducing psychedelic-like alternative states of consciousness. 
Known as Holotropic Breathwork, this technique does not involve the use 
of drugs, and is regarded by thousands of practitioners worldwide as an 
extraordinarily fast and effective psychotherapeutic modality. 

The Grofs' research has also given rise to a new map of the psyche 
and a re-classification of certain mental states, previously diagnosed as 
"psychotic," as "spiritual emergencies," or junctures of crisis in the 
pychospirirual healing process. In the early '80s Christina Grof founded the 
Spirirual Emergence Network in order to provide various services to those 
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undergoing such disruptive but potentially very integrative psychic epi
sodes. TheGrofs' new paradigmof mental health and its practical application 
are expressed in their book The Stormy Search for the Self. 

Timothy Leary 
Once the person most closely linked with psychedelics in the public 

mind, today Timothy Leary, PhD., is a popular writer and lecturer who 
focuses on the humanistically motivated development of educational tech
nology. In the last decade he has authored or participated in the develop
ment of eight pieces of educational computer software, including the 
commercially successful MindMirror, a tool for psychological self-analysis 
based on his classic '50s textbook The Tnterpersonal Diagnosis of Personality. 
Now 71, Leary maintains an arduous globe-spanning lecture circuit sched
ule, and recently has spent a great deal of time in Japan, the world's 
electronic frontier, where he is celebrated as a technological visionary. 

Visionary Timothy Leary, PhD. in one of his many guises during the late '60s 
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The year 1983 saw the publication of Leary's epic autobiography 
Flashbacks, now available in a second, expanded edition featuring an Intro
duction by noted literary innovator William Burroughs. A work of socio
cultural significance and literary excellence, Flashbacks, the most up-ta-date 
and comprehensive of Leary's many autobiographical efforts, was received 
with nearly unanimous praise even by critics of a culturally and politically 
conservative bent. In the same year a wide-ranging annotated anthology of 
his most significant scientific and theoretical writings appeared under the 
title Changing My Mind, Among Others. In 1988 Archon Books issued All 
Annotated BibliographyofTimothy Learycompiled by Michael Horowitz, Karen 
Walls, and Billy Smith. This volume features a Foreword by Allen Ginsberg, 
a Preface by Leary, and an Introduction by Frank Barron. In 1990, Leary's 
classic late-'60s collection, The Politics of Ecstasy, returned to print. Many of 
the issues and viewpoints aired in the essays, talks, and interviews in this 
last volume are surprisingly fresh and relevant a quarter of a century after 
its original publication. 

Richard Alpert 
Leary's Harvard research partner Richard Alpert, Ph.D., continues 

as a major figure in the alternative spirituality movement in the United 
States and abroad. His "karma yoga" now focuses on providing spiritual 
service to the dying, particularly AIDS patients, and to the bereaved. He is 
a founding member of the Seva Foundation, which takes its name from the 
Sanskrit word for "service." This organization implements a wide variety 
of social-service programs worldwide. In collaboration with Paul Gorman, 
Alpert has published a book on the subject of spiritually based service titled 
How Can I Help? 

After adopting the Sanskrit title "Ram Dass" (or "Servant of God") 
in the early 70s-and then for several years being viewed as something akin 
to a spiritual guru by many Western seekers- Alpert now modestly asserts 
that he is "a holy man only half the time." Humorously calling himself a 
"Hin-Jew," he seeks to integrate his Jewish spiritual and cultural heritage 
with the Eastern forms of mysticism that he absorbed in his studies and 
travels after his early psychedelic experiences. Alpert still publicly ac
knowledges the role that psychedelics haveplayed-and continue toplay
in his spiritual development. 

Robert Anton Wilson 
Timothy Leary claims that Robert Anton Wilson, PhD., his occa

sionalliterary and theoretical collaborator, ''has interpreted my rantings 
and ravings and droolings better than anyone else." Wilson's books Cosmic 
Trigger and Prometheus Rising are particularly noteworthy for their acces
sible treatments of Leary's eight-circuit model of the nervous system. 
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Wilson is also well-known for a widely performed play titled Wilhelm Reich 
In Hell and his satirical fantasy novels, including The Illuminatus Trilogy (co
authored by RobertShea) and The Schrodinger' ~ Cat Trilogy. Among his most 
recent books are Quantum Psychology, Cosmic Trigger II, and Reality is What 
You Can Get Away With. 

Robert Anton Wilson continues to shape popular ,zotions of psychedelics 
with his satirical and mind-blowing writing 

In the last decade, Wilson has continued to shape popular concep
tions of the psychedelic experience with his prolific output of erudite, 
psychologically astute, satirical, and occasionally mind-blowing literary
occult sleight-of-hand. After a few years of sojourn in Ireland, he now 
returns to a home in Santa Cruz during breaks in his vigorous schedule of 
publicspeaking. Heis publisher and co-editor with wife Arlen of a quarterly 
futurist newsletter titled Trajectories. 

Oscar J aniger 
In 1954, Santa Monica, California psychiatrist Oscar Janiger, M.D., 

purified DMTwith Perry Bivens, and the pair became the first to observe the 
effects of this compound in humans through self administration. Janiger is 
also remembered for his eight-year naturalistic study on the clinical effects 
of LSD and his classic investigations in the '50s and early '60s on the role of 
LSD in the creative process. This latter program is noted for having involved 
many of that era's most celebrated talents as volunteer experimental sub-
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Psychiatrist Oscar Janiga researched LSD and creativity 

Today Janiger channels much of his time and energy into his role as 
co-founder of the Albert Hofmann Foundation, a nonprofit organization 
that has recently opened an international library for the study of conscious
ness. Semi-retired from private practice, Janiger is also currently a professor 
emeritus at UC Irvine Medical Schoo\, and devotes himself to various 
projects including a soon to be published book titled Primte Practice: The 
Changing Role of Physicians in Contemporary Society. 

John Lilly 
In the '40s and '50s, John Lilly, M.D., blazed a meteoric trail in his 

career as a medical researcher, performing important studies of the human 
organism's ability to withstand conditions of extreme stress, such as high 
altitudes and acceleration. As well, he applied the ham-radio experience of 
his youth to several significant electronic inventions used in monitoring 
brain function and other physiological processes. 

Lilly's interest in the outer limits of human experience led him in 
the late '50s to invent the isolation tank, a coffin-like box in which one floats 
in warm warerina conditionofsilence, total darkness, and zero gravity. The 
aim of this invention was to provide a near-ideal environment for studying 
the human mind itself, removed from all outside influences. For a time his 
research in this area fell under the auspices of the National Institute of 
Mental Health in Bethesda, Maryland. Later his experiments with isolation 
loosely fonned the basis for the popular book and movie Altered States. 
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Lilly's studies of the human brain sparked his interest in the brains 
of other intelligent mammals, dolphins in particular. Lilly performed two 
long stretches of experiments in dolphin intelligence and human-dolphin 
communication, one series in the '60s and a second in the early '80s. These 
efforts bore fruit in ideas that were published in several books, notably Man 
alld Dolphill, and that many believe to have influenced favorably the passage 
of the landmark Marine Mammal Protection Act. 

John Lilly's 2' 
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The Scientist 
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A Metaphysical Autobiography 

John Lilly's seminal researcli on the brain, dolphins, and psychedelics 
is chronic/ed in his "novel autobiography" The Scientist 

Dr. Lilly was exposed to LSD in the early '60s and performed 
important research into this psychedelic as part of a team including Dr. 
Sandy Unger and Stanislav Grof at Spring Grove Mental Hospital in 
Maryland. Eventually he took his experiments with this mind-changer to 
the isolation tank, leading to influential theoretical elaborations contained 
in Programming and Metaprogramming in the Human Biowmputer. In the '70s 
and '80s, Lilly logged in several years of daring research with ketamine, 
which fonned the climax of his "novel autobiography," The Scientist. 

J 
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AU of this activity has led to a wealth of ideas and seminal literature 
about alternative states of consciousness, the brain, the mind, and the 
relationships among them. Now in his seventies, Lilly continues his re
search privately at his Malibu, California, ranch. An integrated and acces
sible summary of his life and work, coauthored with Francis Jeffrey, is 
available in the book John Lilly, So Far. 

Stephen Gaskin 
Amidst the fertile and volatile subculture that blossomed in the 

Haight-Ashburydistrict of San Francisco in the late '60s, a former California 
State University at San Francisco English teacher named Stephen Gaskin 
began facilitating a weekly-and often psychedelically fueled-social, 
political, and spiritual discussion group known as "The Monday Night 
Class." Driven by various factors, including the decline of the Haight
Ashbury experiment and inspiration derived from Gaskin's cultural and 
spiritual vision, many of those who had gathered around The Monday 
Night Class assembled in a convoy of schoolbuses and began a meandering, 
cross-country trek in search of land on which to found a community whose 
purpose was to put into practice some of the new social models then 
emergent within the counterculture. 
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Stephen Gaskin and his followers founded a successful alternative 
community based, in part, on psychedelic principles 

The result was "The Farm" in Tennessee, a uniquely successful and 
long-lived communitarian endeavor founded on principles derived in part 
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from psychedelic experiences. Unlike most of the other communes that 
dotted the American landscape in the late '60s and early '70s, The Farm, 
whose residents once numbered one thousand, thrives to this day with a 
residency of two or three hundred people who channel much of their efforts 
toward various forms of social service in the United States and abroad. 

Today, Stephen Gaskin is rapidly becoming an elder statesman of 
psychedelic culture, in which capacity he is sought after as a lecturer and 
public speaker. His classic personal account of the psychedelic heyday of 
the late '60s that later gave rise to The Farm has been recently reissued under 
the title Haight-Ashbury Flashbacks. Gaskin's latest project is the Rocinante 
Health Center, an alternative residential community for the elderly adjoin
ing The Farm. 

Ed Rosenthal 
Ed Rosenthal has been called "the Ann Landers of Pot" dnd the 

"Guru of Ganja" in recognition of his hugely popular monthly column" Ask 
Ed" in High Times Magazine. Ed is a leading researcher and writer on the 
subject of marijuana. He is a leading personality in the marijuana legaliza
tion movement and a frequent expert witness in support of the defense of 
marijuana cases. 

Bestselling author Ed Rosenthal is a leading expert on marijuana 
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Ed Rosenthal is the founder and principal author of Quick Trading 
Company, a small press in Oakland, California. He is best known for his 
books Deluxe Marijuana Growers Guide (co-authored with Mel Frank), 
MaTljUlma GrowersHandbook, Ask Ed (adapted from the High Times column), 
and the recent bestseller Closet Cultivator. 
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Terence McKenna 
Unquestionably foremost among the new generation of public 

exponents of the potentialities of psychedelics is ethnobotanist Terence 
McKenna. With an academic background in art history and shamanism and 
several globe-spanning ethnobotanical expeditions now under his belt, 
McKenna isan extraordinarily eloquent and erudite writer, a bardic speaker 
with a rapidly growing audience. He focuses particularly on the experi
ences generated by psilocybin mushrooms and ayahuasca within a shamanic 
context. "My testimoniaL" McKenna tells his audiences, "is that magic is 
alive in hyperspace." 
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Terence McKenna is a leading exponent of psychedelic shamanism 

McKenna has recently authored two major books, a collection of 
talks, interviews, and essays titled The Archaic Revival, and Food of the Gods: 
The Search for the Original Tree of KnfJWledge, a landmark examination of the 
role of plants in human history. His classic theoretical exploration The In
visible Landscape, written in collaboration with psychopharmacologist
turned-ethnobotanist Dennis McKenna, Ph.D., is soon to be returned to 
print. Recent years have seen the growth of Botanical Dimensions, an 
organization devoted to the preservation and propagation of endangered 
plant species of ethnobotanical interest, of which McKenna and his wife 
Katherine are founding members. 
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Rick Dohlin 
In the last decade, several younger investigators have made major 

contributions to the body of psychedelic knowledge through research into 
the empathogens, most notably MDMA. Perhaps foremost among this 
group is Rick Doblin, who made intensive efforts in the mid-'80s topreserve 
the legality of MDMA as an adjunct to psychotherapy. 
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Rick Dob/in is one of the leading new psychedelic researchers 

More recently, Doblin has founded the Multidisciplinary Association 
for Psychedelic Studies, or MAPS, which promotes and sponsors scientific 
research into psychedelics. As well, he has recently authored a follow-up 
study to Leary, Alpert, and Metzner's Good Friday Experiment, an early 
investigation into the relationship between psychedelic and religious ex
perience. 

Bruce Eisner 
Another important contributor to our understanding of 

empathogens is the Santa Cruz-based writer-researcher Bruce Eisner, who 
over the last twenty years has published many articles about psychedelics. 
His landmark book Ecstasy: The MDMA Story is the only thorough book 
length survey of the history, chemistry, and usage of this prototypical 
empathogen. MDMA is a thoughtful and balanced overview, its depth 
reflecting both Eisner's extensive personal experience and his academic 
background in psychology. 
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Bruce Eisner has contributed to the understanding of empathogens 

Eisner recently founded the Island Group, an association devoted to 
the development of a psychedelic culture, which co-sponsored 1991's 
landmark BridgeConference and has recently begun publishinga newsletter 
called Island Views. 

Deborah Harlow 
In the early '80s, when MDMA was still legal for such purposes, 

Northern California psychotherapist and bodyworker Debby Harlow was 
a significant innovator in developing the application of this compound as 
an adjunct to psychosomatic therapies. 
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Deborah HarlITUJ is a resol/rce of reccnt psychedelic research 

More recently Debby coauthored with Jerome Beck and others an 
important sociological study of MDMA users funded by the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse. Harlow's wealth of knowledge regarding recent 
psychedelic research has cast her as an important resource to the psyche
delic community, and she is in growing demand as a public speaker on the 
role of MDMA and related compounds in healing. 

New psychedelic compounds III - 39 

PHARMACOLOGY 

New Compounds 
Just as many new personalities have come to play significant roles 

in the psychedelic arena in the last few decades, so have a plethora of new 
psychochemicals. In spite of the legal restrictions placed on their work, 
chemists and pharmacologists both underground and above-ground con
tinue to synthesize and test new psychedelic compounds at the rate of 
perhaps dozens a year. 

An entire encyclopedia equal in length to this volume could easily 
bede\'oted to full reportage of these developments. Hercare offered merely 
some outstanding characteristics of a few of the morl' noteworthy of these 
compounds. The following examplesarl'almost all from the phenet'hylamine 
category (which includes MDMA), a promising group of psychochemicals 
bearing structurill reliltionship to mescaline. The informiltion thilt follows 
has been dl'rived from previously puhlislll'd scientific papt'rs on each of 
these compounds as well ilS some additional anecdotal material. These 
summarieS,1rl' necl'ssari ly qui tt' h.'ntativl'. Rt'smrch with these psychoactivl's 
is still in the early Stilgl'S; the topology of their reported characteristics will 
alm()st certilinly change Significantly as further evidence ,l(cumu\atcs. 

MOE 
Known as "Eve," this compound, effective in the range of 50-200 

mg., is an immediate homologue of MDMA. Its enthusiasts claim that it 
lacks the "rush" and many of the side effects (jaw clenching, nystagmus, 
sweating, and post-trip fatigue) ("haracteri~tic of its popular chemical 
Sibling-suggesting that it may have lower toxicity-and that its effects are 
somewhat longer-lasting, but can nonetheless be achieved at significantly 
lower dosages. They also report a Jess intensely empathogenic vector, but 
instead enhancement of cognitive, creative, and verbal capacities. 

MDE 
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MDE, sometimes called "ft¥'," is an imnU'dl·ate homologue of MDMA 

In a poignant example of the subjectivity of pharmacological ac
tion-and of the need for more broadly based and legally approved 
research-some MDE studies offer conclusions diametrically contradictory 
to those reported above, which have been derived from groups who find the 
experience afforded by this substance favorable. It is also interesting to note 
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that those research efforts experimenting with lower doses-in the range of 
50-100 mg.-have tended to report more positive reactions, and those 
experimenting with higher doses-in the range of 100---200 mg. -have been 
largely responsible for the more negative assessments. 

2CB 
Known under a wide variety of "street" namE'S including "Venus," 

"Spectrum," and "Bromo," this compound is effectivE' in doses of 10-25 mg. 
and generates an experience of usually no more than six hours in duration. 
Its main arenas of action are somatic and sensory rather than mental. It is 
known for rich visual imagery, heightened bodily awareness and tactile 
receptivity, and enhancement of both sexual interest and sexual pleasure 
without disrupting related physiological functions. 
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2(B, or "Venlls, " is :;ometimes IIst'd i'l conjullction with MDMA 

Some users take 2CB a few hours after ingf!Stion of MDMA to 
generate a synergy that some claim extends the duration of the MDMA 
experience ilnd adds a desirable visual dimension. Various psychothera
pists have used 2CB to help integrate insights gained from prior sessions 
with more psychically focused compounds. 

2CE 
2CE is effective in doses ranging from 10--25 mg., which result in a 

trip lasting 8-12 hours. This very visual compound hilS developed a 
reputation as an agent that can be used to explore and purge the "shadow" 
regions of the psyche and repressed traumatic memories. 
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leE is reputedly used to explore traumatic memories 

This quality of 2CE often results in a trip that many users find difficult 
but nonetheless extremely valuable. A typical response is sometimes ex
pressed in a statement like, "This experience is not exactly pleasant--but I 
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DOB 
Effective in doses of 2-3 mg. that generate an experience of unusual 

duration (up to 24 hours in some users), this psychochemical bears a close 
structural relationship to DOM (or "SIP") and was first synthesized in 1970. 
It is also notable for its potency, some 400 times that of mescaline. (DOB is 
mentioned in the main text of this book, but its specific effects are not 
described.) 
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DOB is (I poti'lI! compound related!o DOM or "srp" 

ooB is purported to move the user's point of view to "the edge of 
reality." In other words, OOt"S locus of identity tend~ to become detached 
and objective in J manner reminbrcnt to the "witness consciousness" 
described in various spiritual traditions. Somt' claim that in this condition 
unpleasant or "dark" a~pe(:b of one':, lifl' and psyche can be examined 
especially closely, bctause although the pain assotiated with such (,bserva
tions may be experienced intensely, the userd()t's not nece~sariJy lose his or 
her sense of self within the ensuing emotional miasmil. This quality pur
portedly allows users to inspect these less-savory dimensions of their 
existence with a diminished :,t'nse of threat. 

MBDB 
Effective in doses of 180--210 mg. that result in a four- to six~hour 

trip, this highly empathogenic substance is often reported to cause an 
experience almost identical to that of MDMA. 
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MBD8 reportedly has effects similar to MDMA 

However, MBDB usually lacks MDMA's euphoriant/stimulant 
properties and their attendant side effects, and is therefore suspected to 
have lower toxicity. Additionally, some users feel less inclined to verbalize 
during the trip than when on MDMA. Most reports rate the experience of 
MBDB as narticlllilriv filvorable. 
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Nootropics and Other J'Intelligence Enhancers" 
Of recently growing interest ~mong the community of those in

volved with psychedelics is the emergence of a broad group of compounds, 
including a chemical category known as "nootropics," which are purported 
to enhance certain functions of intelligence. Various claims have been made 
that these different substances improve such cognitive properties as memory, 
concentration, and perceptual acuity. To' some extent these compounds 
therefore seem to validate the prediction of Shulgin that pharmacological 
action will become increasingly refined and specifically targeted over time. 
These developments also recall Leary's mid-70s forecasts regarding drugs 
that would increase intelligence. 

Hydergine, piracetam, and vasopressin are among the most widely 
discussed substances in this field. Ward Dean, M. D., and John Morgenthaler 
have authored and published a book titled Smart Drugs & Nutrinlts that 
catalogues the effects of these and other allegedly intelligence-enhancing 
compounds. This volume's commercial success, along with significant 
mainstream press attention to this new field, attests to widespread interest. 

Future Directions 
One noteworthy aspect of the nootropics and some of the other 

"intelligence enhancers" is that several of these compounds apparently 
feature multiple vectors of phannacological action. Among these chemicals 
we find at least two prod ucts used both in treating depression as well as age
related syndromes (specifically, Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's dis
ease). Different compounds falling under this rubric have also been credited 
with immune enhancing, life extending, and detoxifying properties. Some 
nootropics and other similarly employed drugs have low-if even measur
able-toxicity, and a few even show "healthy side effects" such as increas
ing the flow of oxygen and nutrients to nervous tissue. (One official of the 
Food and Drug Administration recently claimed that thetoxidty of piracetam 
is so low that this compound could in principle have no significant action
a fallacy based on a phannacological axiom long rendered. obsolete by 
observations of the relationship between the potency, effects, and as yet 
unestablished toxicity of LSD.) Such phenomena are beginning to blur the 
boundary between dmgs-once widely understood as "poisons" of me
dicinal value in subtoxic doses-and nutrients. 

One compound occasionally used as an intelligence booster or 
"psychic energizer" is Selegiline hydrochloride, an MAO inhibitor of fairly 
recent origin. Used in Europe for Parkinson's disease and depression, and 
recently approved in the United States as a treatment for the former 
condition, Selegiline has been shown to quite significantly extend the lives 
of rats as well as enhance and rejuvenate their sexual function. Another 
MAO inhibitor- also an antidepressant-is showing signs of strong anti-
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viral properties in promising early research. Similarly, certain other MAO 
inhibitors, specifically the beta-carbolines found in Ayahuasca and Syrian 
rue, have a long history of folk usage as curatives as well as shamanic and 
visionary tools. 

According to some cutting-edge psychopharmacologists, these 
developments taken as a gestalt may bear the seed of some as yet unfore
seeable paradigm shift in neurobiology. A few researchers have even 
suggested that neurochemical states conducive to antidepressive, immune 
enhancing, intelligence increasing, life extending, and sexual potency 
functions may soon be understood as closely related or perhaps even 
identical. Such a possibility could eventually set the stage for the phanna
cologically assisted application of psychoneuroimmunology (the new field 
of study examining the relationship of thoughts, moods, and emotions to 
health and immunity). Furthermore, the additional psychedelic properties 
of certain groups of compounds that have been credited with some of the 
properties mentioned above highlight asa promising area of possible future 
investigation the relationship of the visionary experience to various com
mon medical and psychological goals. And, as the data presented here 
suggests, the MAO inhibitors provide the agents most likely to serve as the 
first molecular stepping-stones toward such ends. 
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THEMES AND TRENDS IN PSYCHEDELIA 

The Bridge Conference 
"Linking the past, present, and future of psychedelics" was the 

agenda of the Bridge Conference, held on February 2 and 3, 1991, on the 
campus of Stanford University in Palo Alto, California. This gathering was 
serious and academic in tone, and so programming-intensive that many of 
the 550 attendees complained of difficulty choosing between the many 
simultaneously presented seminars, symposia, and panel discussions. 

The guests of the Bridge Conference constituted a truly interdisci
plinary cross-section, featuring representatives from such diverse fields as 
psychiatry, psychology, anthropology, mL'Ciicine, psychopharmacology, 
ethnobotany, and the counterculture. Among the psychedelic luminaries 
present were Terence McKenna, Timothy Leary, and Robert Anton Wilson, 
who prOVided the keynote addresses. Featured also were John Lilly, Ralph 
Metzner, Ph.D., Stephen Gaskin, Bruce Eisner, Debby Harlow, Charles 
crob, M.D., Richard Yensen, Ph.D., David Nichols, Ph.D., Jerome Beck, 
Ph.D., Joseph Downing, M.D., Rick Doblin, and about fifteen others. 
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Peter Stafford, author of Psychedelics Encyclopedia, at the Bridge Conference 

The programming, informal discussion, and general milieu of the 
BridgeConferenceoffered a unique hologram of current trends and concerns 
in the field of psychedelics. These induded: present and future research; the 
relationship between the psychedelic experience and cutting-edge science 
and technology; the debate between proponents of organic and synthetic 
psychedelics; the role of women in the history of psychedelics; and the 
future of psychedelic endeavors. 
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Research 
The increasingly labyrinthine obstacle course stretching between 

the researcher and his or her license to use legally scheduled substances in 
scientific investigation was a frequent subject of discussion at the Bridge 
Conference. With a handful of rather limited protocols approved and 
underway, and a few more in development, formal scientific investigation 
in this area is today nearly extinct. This dearth of research emerged as the 
central theme of the Conference's final panel discussion on the future of 
pyschedelics. Here Charles Grab succinctly summed up the situation: 
"Research was shutdown in the late'60s and has been absolutely moribund 
since then, except for what goes on in cat retina or salamander reflex." 

Several of the panelists issued persuasive and impassioned pleas 
that those present at the Conference work together to change the state of 
affairs regarding licensed research. Purdue University Professor of Medici
nal Chemistry David Nichols expressed his conviction that psychedelics 
constitute "a totally fascinating class of psychoactive agents. They relate to 
the processes of dreaming, consciousness, and spiritual revelation, and 
how we perceive the-environment that we live in and who we are-the basic 
question of 'what is man?' These f(lcts alom' ought to stimulate someone to 
do research in this area." Nichols urged those in the audience interested in 
performing research to pursue formal education in areas such as psychol
ogy, organic and medicinal chemistry, pharmacology, and related fields. 

In the couTSt'of the same discussion, veteran LSD-researcher Richard 
Yensen spoke of the difficulties for legitimate researchers posed by the 
existence of a psychE'delic countt'rculture and the precariousness of the 
position of thosE' who straddle the counterculture/establishment fence. He 
concluded, "We really need some kind of standard for what represents 
ethical use of psychedelic substances, and some summary of what's been 
learned from our history as to what rE'prescnts real positive uses." 

Grab extolled the desirability of "using these substances in sanc
tioned, approved clinical settings." He emphasized that the development 
of research protocols for the use of psychedelics with individuals suffering 
from extremely refractory conditions-such as post-traumatic stress syn
drome, terminal illness, and severe alcoholism-offers the most likely route 
toward eventually opening the door to more broadly based research. 

Psychedelics, High Technology, and Chaos 
As one observer at the Bridge Conference commented, "These 

days, it's hard to have a psychedelics conference that doesn't tum into a 
virtual reality conference." Indeed, theevent was pervaded by an enthusiasm 
for high technology, computers, and particularly virtual reality. This at
mosphere was generated in part by the presence of several prominent 
speakers with a strong current interest in this new form of human-computer 
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interface, among them Timothy Leary, Terence McKenna, Richard Yensen, 
and Bruce Eisner. In attendance were also several staffers from Mondo 2000, 
a magazine epitomizing the intersection between psychedelics and elec
tronics by regularly featuring articles discussing psychochemicals side-by
side with computer hacking, virtual reality, and so-called "brain-ma
chines"-the new smorgasbord of personal hardware devices that are 
purported to alter consciousness in various beneficial ways. 

The alliance of high technology and psychedelics might seem odd 
to those who remember the psychedelic culture of the late '60s, often 
characterized by an antitechnological ''back (0 the land" philosophy and an 
attempt to return to tribally rooted lifestyles. The retrospective approach 
persists as an unmistakable thread in the increasingly varicolored tapestry 
of contemporary psychedelia, weaving images borne of widespread fasci
nation with shamanic practices, organic psychedelics, and godd ess-orien ted 
post-feminist spirituality. But this revivalist strand is interwoven with an 
enthusiastic embrace of the scintillating electron web of the emerging 
digital culture. 

Although the affinity between psychedelics and consciousness
changing "brain machines" is fairly obvious, the factors driving so many 
psychedelic fo'nthusiasts' fascination with virtual reality may be less easily 
discerned. When asked tospeculateon why developments in virtual-reality 
technology so consistently rivet the attention of psychedelically oriented 
people, severa I prominent figu res present a t the Bridge Conference suggested 
a resonance between the "multiple realties" experienced in psychedelic 
states and the "multiple realities" that are expected to become available to 
the skilled pilot of virtual-reality equipment sometime in the near future. 

Many psychedelic voyagers have expressed the belief that the 
realities revealed to psychedeJicallyenhanced perception are toa greateror 
lesser degree the creation of the user's consciousness-and by extension, so 
may be the realities evident to "consensus" or "everyday" awareness. 
Virtual-reality technology allows its pilot to bathe the sensorium in a pool 
of information designed according to his or her own spedfications, thereby 
providing "a way to experience this alteration of reality in a much more 
organized fashion," as Bruce Eisner put it. Mondo 2000Editor-in-Chief R. V. 
Sirius does not view this technotropic trend in psychedelic culture as being 
of particularly recent origin. He explains: 

There have always been two strands in psychedelic culture and 
counterculture. A majority strand of people felt overwhelmed by 
the ugliness of Western civilization and wanted to get as much 
distance from it as possible. But about ten percent always consisted 
of "sci-fi" types. For instance, Digger manifestoes of '67 and '68 
anticipated "machines of lOVing grace" that would usher in a post
scarcity culture. 
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R. U. Sirius exemplifies the tcdlllotropic trend in psychedelic culture 

Virtual reality is a manifestation of the incrfo'ilsed blurring of the 
distinction between "solid reality" and the stuff of dreams, thoughts, and 
the mind. The malleable, rapidly transmuting world into which we're 
moving is one in which acid heads should have a distinct type of advantage, 
having already experienced the plasticity and variability of the realities of 
the mind. 

The growing trend towards technology is an inevitable recognition 
on the part of intelligent people that something interesting is happening and 
there's something quite irresistible a bout it. Electronic technology is bringing 
about a realization of the kinds of visions you have on psychedelics of a 
global brain or nervous system. This link-up is happening naturally and 
technology is one of the ways we're getting there. 

Terence McKenna, who's on the green side as far as ecology is 
concerned-but isn't technophobic-incorporates both sides of the equa
tion. He says that by the year 2012 whatever you envision will actually come 
to be. This kind of technology is literally moving towards that. When theday 
comes that what you see is what you get, we'd all better make damn sure 
that what we're seeing is worth getting. 

Eisner and Yensen have expressed more refined visions of the 
possibilities latent within the intersection of electronics and alternative 
states of consciousness. Eisner explains, "I view psychedelics and virtual 

/ 
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reality as potentially highly synergistic. Virtual reality could become the 
ultimate programmer of the psychedelic experience. Set and setting could 
be created from scratch, using computer-human interface." 

At the Bridge Conference, Yensen advanced an even more intrigu-

ing prospect: 

I feel that it is inevitable that in the future, the pharmacology we 
have learned from ingesting plants is going to blur with a better 
understanding of the pharmacology of experiences. As we develop 
virtual-reality devices of such high resolution that you can put on 
a piece of equipment and enter a reality as convincingly real as this 
one, one of the possibilities is to actually monitor neurotransmitter 
release at the synaptic level, and relate that to the sequences of 
experiences that are presented. And through that process it's 
possible to develop sequences of experiences that produce certain 
neurotransmitter release patterns across individuals. So you have 
an experience that produces a change in the brain the way that a 
drug might produce a change in the brain. You begin to develop a 
non-drug pharmacology. 

At a recent talk in San Francisco, Timothy Leary qualified and 
revised his perspective on technology-particularly virtual reality, which 
has been a major theme in his public appearances in the last feW years. 
Pointing out that most funding for virtual-reality research and development 
can be traced to the military, he argued that the goal of technological 
endeavor sponsored by governments and large corporations usually is to 
create rigidly controllable and predictable systems by "taking the human 
being out of the loop." 

In light of this viewpoint, according to Leary, the project of de
veloping "artificial intelligence" becomes one of duplicating or exceeding 
certain human capacities with machines, while eliminating the 
unpredictability of human intuition, creativity, free will, and whim
factors that have been responsible for many of the truly revolutionary 
advances in science and technology. Leary pointed out that artificial
intelligence endeavors have utterly failed to approximate the responsive
ness, sensitivity, subtlety, and complexity of the human brain. He summed 
up this perspective by referring to the phrase "artificial intelligence" as "an 
oxymoron." 

As to virtual reality, Leary noted that current "goggle-and-glove" 
rigs of any sophistication require centralized systems so expensive that it 
will be years before they are available to the common consumer, and until 
then such technologies cannot empower the individual to create his or her 
own realities. He even stated that from the point of view of his individual-
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istic/humanistic agenda, this type of "virtual reality is one of the biggest 
frauds and scams around." 

Leary explained his interest in digital-imagery technology by citing 
"the power of visual signals to re-imprint the brain." He continued, "The 
eyes are the windows of the brain. The rods and cones of the visual 
apparatus are made of nervous tissue; they are actually extensions of the 
brain itself. The brain starts with dilated pupils." He now favors the 
development of "personalized, hand-held digital-imagery devices that will 
empower the individual to control her own visual imprinting process." 

Leary concluded, "The human brain is where the real power is. The 
value of electronic communication technologies is that they can link up 
human brains." 

Aside from digital technology, another cutting-edge scientific 
arena that has sparked tremendous fascination within psychedelic culture 
is that of Chaos Dynamics. This new theory is being fruitfully applied to a 
vast array of natural, social, historical, and even psychological phenomena. 
The argot of this scientific paradigm and its computer-generated fractal 
images (visual expressions of the mathematical equations that constitute 
chaos theory) were ubiquitous at the Bridge Conference, as they have been 
increasingly at most gatherings of the psychedelically minded. 

UC Santa Cruz professor and Bridge Conference guest Ralph 
Abraham, Ph.D., perhaps the foremost pioneer of chaos mathematics, has 
publicly acknowledged LSDas a major tool and source of inspiration in his 
work. Perhaps it is no coincidence, then, that many experienced psychedelic 
voyagers attest to the fact that fractal graphics bear an uncanny resemblance 
to the visual imagery observed under high doses of LSD and other 
psychedelics. 

The visual resonance between fractal and psychedelic imagery may 
be contributing to the psychedelic culture's embrace of the paradigm of 
chaos in very subtle ways. One Bridge Conference attendee offered the 
following suggestion: 

Fractal imagery may be providing psychedelic people with an 
affirmation of the validity and relevance of the psychedelic experi
ence. Fractals have been found to be accurate representations of 
many phenomena and processes in nature. Thus, fractals tend to 
confinn the intuition of many psychedelic users that they're not 
"hallucinating," but observing something significant and real. 

Consciousness is a natural phenomenon as welL At least some of 
the processes occurring in consciousness may also someday be 
successfully modeled by fractal equations. This supports the idea 
that much of the psychedelic experience may be a matter of con
sciousness observing itself. 
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Organic and Synthetic Psychedelics 
The pro- and anti-technological strands of psychedelic culture 

generate the most evident friction around an issue known as "the organic! 
synthetic debate." Certain writers, induding Ralph Metzner, Andrew Weil, 
and Terence McKenna, tend to encourage use of organic as opposed to 
synthetic psychedelics for a number of reasons. Some suggest that psychedelic 
plants can be used more beneficially because the wisdom derived from 
millennia of involvement with such species has accumulated in the form of 
shamanic traditiol's of safe and conscientious usage. They assert that these 
ancient modalities C.1 n serve as valuable parad igms for the use of psychedelics 
in contemporary Western culture that currently lacks established contain
ers for such practices. 

The proponents of the organic viewpoint also hold that, since 
laboratory extracts and synthetic analogues have greater potency than 
natural sources, they may alsopresent greater risks. It is argued that the long 
history of usage of certain psychoactive plants, on the other hand, has 
convincingly established their physiological and psychic compatibility 
with the human organism-and possibly has even evolved into a harmo
nious relationship between human beings and the sentient fields of energy 
or "plant devas" that many believe penneate the traditional psychedelic 
botanicals. 

Those on the other side of the fence, including Bruce Eisner, Dennis 
McKenna, and Alexander Shulgin, do not generally advocate the use of 
synthetics over organics. Rather, they usually argue that the distinction 
between the two is not particularly meaningful on a practical level. For 
instance, man~' well-known poisons are found in plants, and some of them 
appear in significant concentrations in certain traditional organic 
psychedelics. The resultant argument is succinctly summarized by an 
underground chemist in the pages of Psychedelic Monographs and Essays: "A 
molecule is the same whether it is created in a plant or animal or in 
laboratory glassware. LSD is semi-synthetic, and strychnine is natural. 
Does that mean that LSD is bad and strychnine is good?" 

Some suggest that any effective synthetic psychoactive probably 
owes its psychophannacological activity either to the presence in the 
nervous system of a close endogenous analogue or to a similar psychoactive 
compound occurring in the plant kingdom that has not yet been isolated. 
Two major psychopharmacologists have even put forth largely similar 
arguments that such "synthetics" are necessarily "naturaL" 

The recent notoriety ofT erence McKenna suggests that the organic 
argument may have struck a resonant chord. There is a discernibly growing 
interest in organic psychedeliCS. The editor of a British magazine of "psy
chedelic rock" reports that psilocybin mushrooms "have always been the 
most popular psychedelic in the UK, and are becoming even more popular." 
(Nonetheless, he cites not a desire for organics per SC, but easy access to the 
mushrooms, "which grow wild all over Britain.") Among the youngest 
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generation of users in the United States-those currently around college 
age-there seems to be emerging a marked preference for mushrooms, 
perhaps cross-fertilizing in some way with this group's interest in ecologi
cal issues. 

However, theorganicl synthetic debate is largely limited toacademic 
and professional circl~; ~uch. distinctions seem rarely discussed among 
usersat large. MDMA IS still Widespread, and LSD probably continues to be 
the most commonly ingested psychedelic. Among most users, the choice 
between organics and synthetics for a particular ~ssion frequently seems 
to depend on which compound is deemed most useful for a given purpose. 
One veteran explorer, who has observed first-hand patterns among both the 
older an? the younger generations of psychedelic enthusiasts, bases his 
explanatIon of the preference for mushrooms among younger users on this 
kind of distinction: 

In the early '60s, we were Earth-bound, but not Earth-connected. 
~e were shackled to the illusion of the Earth as nothing but a 
dl:tball, and of ourselves as tiny ants crawling on its surface jostling 
With each other for domination. LSD broke us out of that mode. 
Acid ~s a sky-energy psychedelic; it rips you from your conceptual 
moorings and allows you to float or fly and get a bird's-eye view of 
the things you've been attached or committed to. 

So in those days, LSD was just what we needed. We had to be 
broken free of our bondage to the illusion of the dirtball-planet and 
get a good look at everything around, so we could then consciously 
choose what we wanted to align ourselves with on the being level. 
And some of us saw a living, breathing, wounded Mother Earth, 
and chose to commit ourselves to that. 

Many of the younger generation are more advanced than we were. 
Ecstasy has bonded them to each other, so they already have that 
piece of work out of the way. And because of the accelerated pace 
of change in the world in which they grew up, they're not really 
stuck toany dogmas or ideas. They're already cut loose and flying, 
so they don't need LSD to help them make that break. Instead, they 
need to ground themselves in something. 

In some ways this new generation is awesomely wise: at an age 
when we were just beginning to explore, they already know what 
they want and what they need. It' s what we all need in order to save 
the planet: to bond with the Earth. So developing their Earth
connection through the medium of the mushroom-the Earth's 
sacred, time-honored offering to the human brain- makes much 
more sense to them than sky-flying with LSD. 
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Women in Psychedelics 
Another manifestation of receptive, Earth-oriented, feminine-cen

tered qualities in psychedelic culture is the growing interest in "neo
pagan," pantheistic, Wiccan,and Goddess-focused waysoflife(a trend also 
highly visible in the post-feminist and alternative spirituality movements). 
Many of these belief systems place high value on the feminine, receptive, 
and healing qualities of the shaman who played an important role in archaic 
cultures now thought by many to have been largely matriarchal or "partner
ship" -based in social structure. (It is worth noting in this context that in 
many traditional societies, the shaman, though usually male, was often 
androgynous in appearance and sometimes participated in a ritualized 
kind of cross~dressing.) 

Much as in other arenas of Western culture, the exploration of 
psychedelic consciousness has been largely dominated by men-or so it 
would appear from the manner in which the movement has usually been 
documented. In an effort to encourage the recognition of the roles of the 
field's many female pioneers, the Bridge Conference programming offered 
a panel titled "Women in Psychedelics." This event featured Botanical 
Dimensions founder Kat McKenna, anthropologist and author of The Vi" 
sionary Vine Marlene Dobkin de Rios, Ph.D., archivist Cynthia Palmer, 
MDMA researcher Debby Harlow, and '60s Leary colleague Nina Graboi, 
whose newly published psychedelic autobiography One Foot in the Future 
has been wannly received by the psychedelic community. 

Glimmerings of a Brighter Future 
In spite of the political and social conditions of the early '90s

which at times seem almost monolithically opposed to the exploration of 
consciousness through the agency of chemical catalysts-the atmosphereof 
the Bridge Conference reflected an optimism that can be observed also 
among today's psychedelic community at large. The gathering clearly 
demonstrated that many people continue to view psychedelics as impor
tant agents of personal, psychological, cultural, and social change. Even in 
the face of enormous cultural tides in which they can now cause barely a 
ripple, these individuals steadfastly devote their energies, resources, and 
even their lives to the investigation and propagation of the mysterious 
powers of these substances. 

Mainstream culture has recently provided such intrepid psychedelic 
optimists with at least a faint glimmering of hope that the tides may soon 
turn in a more favorable direction for their endeavors. The July 1991 issue 
of Gentleman's Quarterly featured a lengthy article on the prominent role of 
psychedelically fuelled inspiration among Silicon Valley's high tech pioneers. 
Perhaps the most favorable mainstream press the psychedelic issue has 
received in a quarter of a century, the article concluded: 
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Part of the recipe for [creative] abundance is chemical. How should 
we react to this? ... as tolerantly and calmly as possible. Asever, the 
pioneers will continue to pioneer, assuming whatever risks they 
deem necessary. Judge them not by the trips they take but by the 
gifts they bring back. 

Formany of these pioneers, the right to self-administer intelligently 
and responsibly with psychochemical agents for a wide range of explor
ativeand therapeutic purposes is plainly and simply a requisite freedom. It 
isa freedom that many persist in exercising despite awesome barricades of 
opposition-and a freedom whose fruits they continue to offer to those who 
oppose them. And so I close with an invocation offered by the author of the 
unique volume you now hold in your hands: "There is no synonym for 
freedom." 
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NOTES ON KETAMINE 

In the last decade, further research and anecdotal evidence have 
accumulated to suggest that the mental effects of ketamine can be grouped 
into six broad categories: (1) dissociation, resulting in an almost totally 
dispassionate perspective, and classic dissociative phenomena such as 
"out-af-body," "astral travel," and "near-death"-type experiences; (2) 
entry into "information n~tworks" in.a .kind of ~'c~berspac~" sped.fi.c,t~.thiS 
compound; (3) contact wIth and partiCipatIon l~ alternayve re~h.he,~ , (4) 
communication with "extraterrestrials" or "disembodied entitles; (5) 
Tantra-like enhancement of sexual activity; and (6) assistance in personal 
and creative problem solving. 

Category #1, dissociation, has been discussed in the section on 
ketaminein the "Contrasting Profiles" chapterofthis book. Offered here are 
brief descriptions of the other five categories. 

(2) Manv users talk about entering cyberm'tic-like information 
spaces, what on~afi(iol!adocalls "metaconnection net~orks." In this reg~rd 
John Lir~, discusses his communications unde~ the m~uence of ketan:lI.ne 
with "ECCO" (Earth Coincidence Control Offtce), a hierarchy of entitIes 
who manage coincidences in a fashion intended to accelerate the motion of 
human beings along their psychospiritual evolutionary pathways (see The 
Scientist). 

(3) Manv ketamine users report that they can actually enter and 
participate in the alternative realities they perceive when usi~g this com
pound. After repeated experiences of this sort, some users dIscover that 
they can consciously create, construct, control, and alter these wor1~s .. As 
one investigator explains, "It's as if you've got a reality-synthesizer InsIde 
your head. You're in front of a holographic TV screen with.no need of a 
remote control, because with your thoughts alone you can deSIgn your own 
program, enter the screen, and participate as both actor and director." 

4) The works of John Lilly (particularly The Scientist and foiIlIl.illy, So 
Far . .. ) provide the most vivid and detailed personal accounts of contact 
with "extraterrestrials" or "disembodied entities." A prominent California 
transpersonal psychiatrist and his wife have also privately attested to 
experiences of this sort which they describe as "very convincing." 

(5) The minority of ketamine users who maintain sexual interest 
under this compound's influence have found the experience worthwhile. 
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One user reports that "the best place to take ketamine is in bed with 
someone you love. The mingling of energy fields is terrific. Ketamine can be 
a lesson in Tantra." 

(6) Many have found ketamine a useful agent for creative and 
personal problem solving, an application engendered in part by the state of 
objectivity integral to the compound's dissociative effects. One user claims 
to have dissolved a long-term writer's block with the aid of ketamine; 
another reports a battle while under the effects of this psychedelic with 
persistent anal bleeding, the result being a two-month remission of the 
condition. 

Interest in ketamine has recently grown within the psychedelic and 
alternative spirituality movements as well as in "recreational" contexts (one 
user claims that small intranasal doses have become "as popular in Los 
Angeles dance clubs as cocaine was a few years ago"). One result has been 
an alarming increase in reports of a pattern of compulsive consumption 
which Lilly describes as the "repeated use trap." Although sudden termi
nation of this kind of usage has not been observed to entail physiological 
withdrawal, ketamine has nonetheless earned a reputation as something of 
a "psychedelic heroin" in spite of its apparent positive potentialities. In 
some cases, long-term frequent use has generated a chrome state of disso
ciation characterized by schizoid qualities, including grandiose and para
noid delusions, a condition that has created consequences ranging from 
embarrassment to injury and even a few deaths. This state disappears 
rapidly once usage ceases. 
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Organizations and Publications 

ORGANIZA nONS 

The Albert Hofmann Foundation 
"The purpose of the Albert Hofmann Foundation is to maintain a 

library and world information center dedicated to the scientific study of 
human consciousness. Our library, art gallery and conference center house 
an extensive coll€("tion of books, journals, research reports, and art, and are 
open to scholars and the public. The inauguration'of the Albert Hofmann 
Foundation in 1988 marked the 50th anniversary year of the first synthesis 
of LSD by Dr. Hofmann at Sandoz Pharmaceuticals." 

The Foundation began leasing a building forthe purposes described 
above on April 1, 1991. It publishes a newsletter; offers a catalog of books, 
audiocassettes, and videotapes; and hasan on-line computer bulletin-board 
service featuring psychedelically oriented material. The bulletin board 
number is (310) 315-0484. Participants may enter their own contributions. 

Founded by Oscar Janiger, M.D., and psychotherapist Robert 
Zanger, the Hofmann Foundation has sponsored many noteworthy public 
gatherings and lecture events in the Los Angeles area. 

The Albert Hofmann Foundation 
1725 21st St. 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 

Botanical Dimensions 
Botanical Dimensions is a nonprofit organization dedicated to 

collecting living plants and surviving plant lore from cultures practicing 
folk medicine in the tropics worldwide. Founded by Terence and Kat 
McKenna, Botanical Dimensions maintains a ten-acre sanctuary in Hawaii 
for endangered species of ethnobotanically and ethnomedically valuable 
plants. Their collection includes samples from Amazonian, Asian, Pacific, 
and African sites. The organization offers an irregular newsletter titled 
PlalltWise. 

Botanical Dimensions 
Box 807 
Occidental, CA 95465 
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The Island Group 
Founder Bruce Eisner describes the Island Group (which takes its 

name from Island, Aldous Huxley's novel of psychedelic utopia), as "a free 
association of individuals dedicated to the creation of a psychedelic cul
ture." Inaugurated inJuly 1991, the Island Group's short-term goals are "the 
creation of discussion salons in major areas all over the country, and the 
creation of a nonprofit foundation that will give grants to researchers in 
consciousness transformation." Its long-term goal is "the establishment of 
a psychedelic community somewhere in the world that will proVide new 
models for how people can relatE' to one another." The Island Group holds 
weekly meetings in Santa Cruz and has begun publishing a newsletter 
entitled Island Views. 

Island Group 
1803 Mission Street, Suite 175 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 
(408) 427-1942 

Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies 
(MAPS) 

Founded by MDMA-advocate Rick Doblin, MAPS actively funds 
MDMA research, serves as an information center, and seeks to assist "the 
gradual medicalization and legalization of psychedelics and the states of 
mind they engender." MAPS has sponsored two major events: a conference 
entitled "Psychedelics in the 199Os: Regulation or Prohibition" in Berkeley, 
California, in February of 1990, and an international conference in Bern, 
Switzerland, on pharmacologically assisted psychotherapy in November 
and December of the same year. MAPS publishes a newsletter and offers 
copies of hard-to-obtain research papers and theses. 

MAPS 
1801 Tippah Lane 
Charlotte, NC 28205 
(704) Psychedelic Renaissance358-9830 
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PUBLICATIONS 

Mondo 2000 
Originally High Frontiers, then Reality Hackers, now Mondo 2000, this 

magazine---having recently published its tenth issue, and achieving a 
circulation of more than 25,OOO-features an ever-broadening array of 
topics dealing with "the enhancement of human life: ways that people can 
change the nature of their relationship to existence," according to Editor-in
Chief R U. Sirius. "Psychedelics have always been onc of the favored and 
most interesting ways of doing that," he continues. "I think we'll always be 
interested in new information on psychedelics." 

Whereas early issues focused largely on psychedelics, recent ones 
have included music, fashion, art, computers, virtual reality, life extension, 
intelligence enhancement, nutrition, and other subjects. Mondo 2000 is hefty, 
unique, slick, Visually stunning, and often wry and iconoclastic in tone. 

Subscriptions and business: 
Fun City MegaMedia/Mondo 2000 
Box 10171, Berkeley, CA 94709-5171 

Correspondence: 
Box 40271 
Berkeley, CA 94704 

Psychedelic Monographs and Essays (PM&E) 
An outgrowth of a 200-circulation mimeographed newsletter origi

nally published in 1983, PM&E is an annually issued trade paperback an
thology with a circulation of over 10,000, now in its sixth issue. Publisher 
and editor Thomas Lyttle describes the content as ranging from "the 
extreme underground to the highly scientific and technical, from the very 
personal to objective journalistic reports." He elaborates, "We prOVide an 
open forum for anyone with a dear voice, laying no editorial judgement as 
to whether these substances are helping people or driving them crazy." 
With recent issues PM&E has become increasingly literate, sophisticated, 
and substantial, and now features contributions from many major figures 
in the field, as well as fairly high production values. 

Psychedelic Monographs & Essays 
Box 4465 
Boynton Beach, FL 33424 

Psychedelic Illuminations 
The Summer 1990 debut issue describes this new journal as a 

"quarterly paper trip into visionary consciousness and the exploration of 
psychedelic/cyberdelic society. We seek to provide a rich and diverse 
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sampling of ways mapped and unmapped, diverging and converging. 
From original shamanic traditions to cyberdelia to extropy ... one of our 
important tasks is to explore the value of plants as teachers ... We are 
dedicated to the pursuit of truth and the support of those who pursue truth. 
We neither discourage nor advocate the use of illegal drugs as this is an 
individual decision. Our aim is to provide a forum for ideas and information 
sothat those who choose to alter their own body and brain states may be as 
well-informed as possible." 

Attractively printed on a rainbow of colored paper, the first issue 
features the edited transcript of a previously unpublished talk by Terence 
McKenna titled "Understanding in the Light of Nature." 

Psychedelic Illuminations 
Box 3186 
Fullerton, CA 93634 

bOING-bOING 
Now in its sixth issue, this graphically innovative and beautifully 

illustrated magazine focuses on psychedelics and other technologies of 
consciousness change, along with related psychospiritual, social, political. 
and cultural concerns. Ranging in content from the fairly serious to the 
intentionally absurd-induding comic strips-this literate and original 
magazine is characterized bywhatone can only call "attitude." Probably the 
most cutting-edge, well-conceived, and refined in execution of the current 
crop of similarly oriented journals for the lay audience. 

bOING-bOING 
Box 12311 
Boulder, CO 80303 

Trajectories 
This quarterly newsletter, now in its seventh issue, features a 

futurist orientation and covers a range of issues reflecting the concerns of 
publisher and co-editor Robert Anton Wilson. Regularly discussed are 
conspiracy theories; anomalies such as UFOs and crop circles; the debate 
over drug legalization and other aspects of politics and current events; and 
consciousness technology, as well as other leading-edge scientific subjects 
such as the "new physicS." Trajectories regularly runs new writings by 
Wilson, book reviews, and poetry. Articles are generally concise, incisive, 
and "heretical" in viewpoint. 

Trajectories 
The Permanent Press 
Box 700305 
San Jose, CA 95170 
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High Times 
Entering its 18th year of publication, this popular journal of the 

drug counterculture is once again becoming attractive to those interested in 
psychedelics other than marijuana. In the lasttwoyearsHigh Times has printed 
lengthy articles covering ketamine hydrochloride, the Bridge Conference, 
and other topics falling under the rubric of the "neuro consciousness 
frontier." The November 1991, for instance, issue featured material on the 
intersection of virtual reality and psychedeJia, an article on MAO inhibition 
by Terence McKenna, and an interview with "Captain" Al Hubbard. 

Books 

High Times Maxazine 
235 Park Ave. South 
New York, NY 10003 
1(800) 435-0715 

Subscriptions: $29.95/year 
High Times, Box 410, Mt. Morris, 1161054 

Of the plethora of relevant books that have been published over the 
last decade, two of the most noteworthy are outstanding sociocultural 
histories of LSD in the United States. In 1985 Grove Press published Acid 
Dreams: The CIA, LSD, and the Sixties Rebellion by journalists Martin A. Lee 
and Bruce Shlain. This volume focuses on how federally funded research in 
mind control during the height of the Cold War played an important role in 
the early dissemination of LSD. (Ken Kesey and Allen Ginsberg, for in
stance, were first exposed to the drug through such programs.) 

In 1987 Atlantic Monthly Press issued Storming Heaven: LSD and the 
American Dream by New England-based journalist Jay Stevens. Storming 
Heaven is a wide-ranging, thoughtful, and extraordinarily well.written 
account of the spread of LSD in the United States. The Epilogue discusses 
new compounds and other recent developments in the field of psychedelics. 

The best selection of books about psychoactive drugs is available 
from Books-by-Phone. Many of the books mentioned in this volume may 
be purchased from them. They will send you a free 32 page catalog if you 
call or write them at: 

Books by Phone 
Box 522 
Berkeley, CA 94701 
(510) 548-2124 
(800) 858-2665 

MDMA Update 
by Peter Stafford 

The major area where exciting developments have occurred since 
the appearance in 1983 of the second edition of Psychedelics Encyclopedia has 
been among the MDA family of psychedelics, especially regarding MDMA, 
also known as "M," "MDM," "Adam," "X," and "Ecstasy" ("XTC"). In the 
second edition, this molecule was mentioned only three times: concerning 
its patenting in 1914, U.s. Anny tests on its toxicology in 1953, and its effects 
in comparison to those of MDA. MDMA, however, was soon thereafter to 
ride the crest of yet another wave of psychedelic enthusiasm. 

MDMA's Historic Advance 

The course of MDMA's history has recapitulated to a considerable 
degree that of LSD. The "tum-on" this time began among chemists and 
psychiatrists after a preliminary announcement from the team of Shulgin 
and Nichols in 1978 in a volume titled The Psychoplwrmacology of Halluci
nogens. There followed a chain-readion of growth in its distribution, which, 
in this instance, even manifested in a Tupperware party like pyramid 
scheme for sales. 

In April 1985 Newsweek magazine became the first of the major 
media to report on the phenomenon, declaring that 'This was the drug that 
LSD was supposed to be, coming 20 years too late to change the world." 
During mid-summer 1985, MDMA became a subject of fascination for the 
media, eliciting comments in several nationally distributed magazines and 
newspapers, as well as in other periodicals, television, and radio. Thesluice
gates were opened to an enonnous amount of attention, with articles on the 
subject generally starting off with a remark from a respectably presented 
user to the effect that he or she was career-oriented and did not favor drug 
use in general, but had found MDMA to be of significant value. Reports 
centered on "New Age," "Yuppie," and student interest; dissolution of the 
effects of various kinds of trauma; successes in couples' counseling; and 
shortening of the duration of psychotherapy. But attention soon came to 
focus on use among the young, epitomized in the comment made by "Uncle 
Duke" of the syndicated comic strip Doonesbury: "Shrinks have been using 
it for years. But the kids, as usual, ruined it for everyone. They turned 
MDMA into a damn party drug." 

As had previously been the case with LSD, it was at this point of 
wildfire-like spread that the tide turned. 

The previous October, Congress had enacted a law granting the 
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DEA Administrator the option of a one year curb for any drug on an 
"emergency" basis, after Alpha-methyl fentanyl ("China White," a 50-

called "designer drug" akin to morphine), had caused rapid onset of 
symptoms of Parkinson's disease in at least one user. At the end of June 
1985, MDMA was banned by the Drug Enforcement Administration on an 
"emergency" basis, the first compound to be restricted in this manner. 
Acting DEA Director John Lawn placed MDMA into the most restrictive 
drug schedule of aU. Toa considerable degree it became confused in public 
discourse with this Parkinsonism issue, even though it has no such effects. 

This proscription against its use, however, was then fought by a 
group of psychiatric and psychological professionals who hoped to be 
allowed continued access to MDMA in their work. Soon thereafter, Science 
magazine published a report claiming that MDA injected repeatedly in 
large amounts - about 150 times the human dose, by weight-into rats had 
caused neurotoxicity. Although the study involved a different drug and 
massive injections given consecutively to a different species, an alleged tie
in to MDMA became an important supportive justification for the ]ust
announced "emergency" ban. 

Subsequent investigations did duplicate the new charge, in doses 
not that much greater than the therapeutic dose. Tremendous fear was 
generated. Other factors also contributed heavily to the DENs crackdown 
on MDMA: indiscreet usage, primarily in Texas and California; and the 
well meaning efforts on the part of UCLA psychologist Ron Siegel and 
Sarasota, Florida, student Rick Doblin. 

In Dallas and Fort Worth, burgeoning usage of MDMA had led to 
over-the-counter salesat bars. A Texas laboratory was producing something 
like 200,000 tablets a month, and there were even strippers in Dallas 
nightclubs who had become involved with MDMA. This latterdevelopment 
was apparently of immense concern to the DEA, which mentioned strippers 
at the outset of its deposition in hearings to determine if MDMA ought to 
be banned. 

After a few profound experiences catalyzed by MDMA, Rick 
Doblin soon after proposed the good-faith strategy of "telling all" - and 
went to the trouble of contacting Carlton Turner, Reagan's "drug czar," and 
various other regulatory officials, and even the National Federation of 
Parents for Drug-Free Youth to inform them of what in his view were the 
positive potentialities ofMDMA and other psychedelics. Doblin' s hope was 
to pre-empt these organizations' possible subsequent sources of informa
tion by providing a positive first impression of the new substance. The 
result, however, was that these groups became more alerted to the presence 
of a drug of which they had largely been previously unaware. Many users 
afterwards reproached Doblin for his innocence and openness. Most had 
been doing their best to keep information about MDMA under wraps, 
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fearing that if the truth were known this compound would be outlawed. 
(A central figure in the formation of the foundation that raised 

funds so that psychiatrists might be heard in MDMA hearings, Doblin has 
since set up the MultidiSCiplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies, 
which, among other activities, has financed the examination at Stanford and 
Johns Hopkins of the cerebrospinal fluid ofrast MDMA users. Unfortunately, 
some of the advertising for this program, featuring the ostensibly humorous 
headline "This is spinal tap!" may have unintentionally inspired greater 
fear') 

Ronald Siegd, Ph.D., appeared repeatedly as an "expert witness" 
on the subject of MDMA. In widely distributed quotations, Siegel warned 
of possible dangerous results of MDMA usage, comparing it to pcp 
("Remember what they used to call that? The 'Peace Pill' "), and exagger
ating its toxicity. In a barrage of articles, he focused on vexatious but minor 
side-effects, and inSistently reminded readers of "a psychotherapist who 
tookit,disappeared, and turned upa week later directing traffic in Chicago." 

All of these influences, along with many lesser ones, came to a head 
ina set of hearings held in Washington, D.C.,KansasCity,Missouri,and Los 
Angeles. Eventually, testimony from 34 witnesses, including many psy
chiatric and psychological professionals, was archived in 10 volumes. 

After an unusually long wait, the DEA' s Administrative Law Judge 
Frands Young, ina 90-pageopinion that presented. 100 "findings," found in 
favor of the psychiatrists. He ruled that MDMA should be placed in 
Schedule III, where restrictions for continuing research were conSiderably 
less stringent than the DEA Administrator desired. 

However, the decision was not binding on the Administrator, who 
quickly restated his earlier arguments and reinstated his original ban on 
MDMA. 

Contested again, the DEAcategorization was overruled by the First 
District Circuit Court of Appeals, but then reinstated a second time. These 
contests were expensive and time-consuming, and thus another attempt at 
rec1assifyingMDMA is not presently on the horizon. In March 1986, MDMA 
was permanently placed in Schedule I of the Controlled Substances Act, 
meaning that it was declared to be of "no medical value" and of "high abuse 
potential." A Schedule I rating presents significant impediments even to 
scientific research. The consequences of an iron-clad ban on the use of 
MDMA, and additional claims that it promotes neurotoxicity in humans 
quickly led to a falling off of usage and interest for a few years. In the 
underground market, it has led, as had been predicted, to an increase in 
more suspect products. It is still, however, produced and consumed in 
considerable quantities. DobIin has estimated sales at over 100,000 doses a 
month - both in the U.s. and more recently in Europe. 

The most noted increase in enthusiasm has probably occurred in 
England, where a large number of clubs began to cater to what soon came 
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to be known as" Acid House" music. The phenomenon has been chronicled 
primarily by the English magazines Tire Fare and I.D., with commentary 
elsewhere often to the effect that "Youth is once again out having fun!" as 
one writer put it. A symbol taken up by this new social crowd was "the 
Happy Face" - a circular, yellow, button-eyed rendition of a smiling visage 
- along with such slogans as "A + E = Me2" (meaning "Acid" plus "Ec
stasy" amounts to tremendous energy). 

-~ .pJ"'I4ld ............. f ,Iv 4......,~ ___ 
hu'n", ~ffio<"" ,-,.. Slo~!q "n" ...... ' 

ECSTASY 
The MDMA Story 

..,._. '-'-< 

--.""'-",-' eo ...... ,_ .. ____ • -_ . .,."' ... ---
Ecstasy: The !v1DMA Story dispel/s rmmy misconceptions about MDMA 

In the first journalistic effort at a comprehensive discussion of 
MDMA, Ecstasy: The MDMA Story (Ronin Books, Berkeley, CA, $17.95), 
Bruce Eisner does a fine job of recapitulating the fervor of initial enthusiasms, 
the varieties of effects, and MDMA's tangled, ping-pong ball history. His 
fifth chapter provides "A Guide for Users." Two appendices are worthy of 
special attention. In one, Rick Doblin discusses the issues of neurotoxicity; 
in the other, Alexander Shulgin annotates 258 references from the MDMA 
scientific literature. The latter (53 pages long) is presented in 11 sections that 
are virtually complete through October 1988. Readers who are curious 
about any aspect of these studies can pursue their interest under the 
categories of chemistry (8 entries), in vitro studies (10), biochemistry (9), 
pharmacology (29), neurochemistry (51), toxicology (18), clinical studies 
(10), analysis (19), reviews and commentaries (71), quotations from reviews 
in which MDMA has been noted (8), and legal history (25). 
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At the end of 1989, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDAl 
published an investigation into the attitudes and experiences of 100 MDMA 
subjects. This study, authored by Jerome Beck, Deborah Harlow, et al., at
tempted to obtain a representative sociological cross-section that would 
reveal patterns of usage. "Bingers," which particularly troubled NIDA, 
turned out to be far less dangerously affected than had been anticipated. 
Given the small observed incidence of complications and the consistent 
benefits most users reported, the authors recommended "Re-examining the 
scheduling criteria for potential therapeutic adjuncts such as MOMA." 

Chemistry of MDMA 

The full name of MDMA is 

N-methyl-3,4-methylenedioxyphenylisopropylamine. 

Each of these weighty syllables relates to an important aspect of this 
substance's makeup. Roughly translated, MDMA's fonnal description 
means something like this: 

N-methyl = a totally saturated carbon atom (with three 
hydrogen atoms, to fonn a methyl group) is affixed to a nitrous 
compound 

3,4-methylene = a bridge is attached at the 3 and 4 positions 
in a benzene ring 

dioxy = two oxygen atoms are part of this bridge 

phenyl = designating the presence of a substituted benzene 
ring 

iso = an abbreviation for the term "isomer," here used as an 
isomer of propane (i.e., isopropyl) 

propyl = a hydrocarbon having a total of three carbon atoms 
and eight hydrogen atoms aligned in sequence and having a 
terminal chain that is straight 

amine = an amino grouping of a nitrogen and two hydrogen 
atoms is attached to the isopropyl cluster 
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Like other members of the MOA Family, MDMA has a much 
simpler skeleton structure than that of the classic psychedelics LSD, harma
line, ibogaine and psilocybin. It and other "phenylisopropylamines" have 
as their basic structure a six-sided carbon ring attached to a pentagon 
formed by two oxygen atoms that come off the ring and bridge to a 
methylene (a carbon plus two hydrogen atoms). There is also a side-chain 
linked to the carbon ring, composed of carhons, hydrogens, and a nitrogen 
atom. There are thus three main clusters involved in the formation of 
members of this family: a carbon ring of six atoms, an attached five-sided 
structure created by the methylene and two oxygen atoms, and a side-chain 
of a dozen-plus atoms - along with assorted other atoms that can otherwise 
fit in. 

0 
H NHCH3 

/ ~ 
H,C CH, 

\ # 0 

MDMA lias a simpler structure fhan that of fhe dassic psychedelics 

In addition, the five-sided bridge can be attached to the carbon ring 
in three different ways. The resulting molecules come in two versions that 
are mirror images of each other and are referred to as "stereoisomers." One 
bends a polarized beam of light to the left (the levorotary form), while the 
other does so to the same degree but to the right (the dextrorotary isomer). 
These are of different psychoactive strengths, but usually come together in 
what is called the racemate (an optical1v neutral mixture of the two isomers). 

In contrast to classic psyched~lics, it is the right-handed isomer of 
MDMA that is much more active than the left-handed form. This reversal 
is almost unique among such agents, and is thought by some researchers to 
indicate that MDMA belongs to an entirely different category of 
psychoactives. (The compound MBDB is the other similar example recently 
described in the related literature.) 

This was one of the issues raised at the scheduling hearings, where 
the OEA tried toargue tha t MOM A was si mply a variation of MOA, and that 
since that compound had been outlawed, so should MDMA The latter was 
presented as a "designer drug" - a slight molecular variation of MOA 
created to get around the requirements of the drug laws - even though it 
actually was patented more than three-quarters of a century ago. (As it 
happens, the over-the-counter allergy preparation Sudafed has as close a 
chemical structure to MDA as does MOMA, though there have been no calls 
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for banning it as well. The pharmacologic action of MDMA, furthermore, is 
quite unlike MDA and other well-known psychedelics. MDMA also shows 
no cross-tolerance with MDA.) 

In its submission stating the case for placing MDMA in Schedule I, 
the DEA acknowledged that the effective dose of the left-handed isomer is 
approximately 300 milligrams, in contrast to 80--120 milligrams for the 
right-handed one. "This reversal of the activity of the optical isomers of 
MDA and MDMA suggests that MDMA does not act by demethylation to 
MOA," it declared, along with indicating that the brain activity involved 
was likely quite different. These were important distinctions to acknowl
edge - but they were then ignored in the rest of the DEA's case for 
scheduling. 

The difference in the structures of MDA and MDMA is the at
tachment of a methyl group (a carbon and three hydrogen atoms) to the 
nitrogen atom at the tail of each molecule. This is the same structural 
difference as that between amphetamine and methamphetamine, and has 
the effect of reducing both the length of the resulting experience and the 
physical side-effects. Just as altering the psychoactive oils in nutmeg by 
aminizing them (attaching an amine ring) has the effect of removing such 
consequences as dryness of the mouth and aching joints and increases the 
lucidity of the experience, so methylating the semi-synthetic MDA at the 
nitrogen position brings about a far less exhausting and less lengthy trip for 
those sensitive to amphetamine-like compounds. 

MDMA requires about a thousand times the weight of a single dose 
oflSD if itis to be effective. This substance is measured in milligrams, with 
100-125 milligrams the usual dosage (compared to 100-125 micrograms 
used in the average contemporary dose of LSD). Since about a thousand 
times the quantity of the precursors are net.>ded for the concoction of 
MOMA, its "street cost" per dose is typically five to ten times that of LSD -
even though it involves a much simpler process, much like that used in 
making amphetamine, which does not require construction of the complex 
chemical skeleton that characterizes the lysergic acid amides. 

Physical Effects of MDMA 

In the scheduling hearings regarding MDMA, the DEA set out to 
establish that this substance had what it called a "high potential for abuse." 
The only evidence presented, however, consisted of eight admissions to 
emergency wards cited by DAWN (the Drug Abuse Warning Network) 
over a six-year period, which was followed by)our more years with no 
admissions at all. If anything, given the enonnous amount of MDMA that 
had been consumed by this time, these figures suggest reassurance that its 
abuse potential and dangers are quite low. 
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The DEA called Daryl !naba, a medical dirt-etor at the Haight 
Ashbury Free Medical Clinic in San Francisco, as an expert witness who 
might paint a picture of abuse by street persons who were said to be taking 
MDMA in alarming amounts, resulting in serious problems. 

A confrontation resulted in which two doctors from the Haight 
Ashbury Free Clinic were questioned, one representing each side in the 
dispute, who eventually agreed that the incidence of abuse that they had 
seen was very slight -less than 1 % of those coming in for help. They also 
stated that most who were having difficulties simply needed a supportive 
environment and tended to become reoriented as soon as the drug was 
metabolized. 

Administrative Law Judge Francis Young summed up his "Con
clusion" in this matter with the following remarks: 

The evidence of record does not establish that ... MOMA 
has a "high potential for abuse." Accordingly, it cannot be placed 
in Schedule II. (We have already seen that it cannot be placed in 
Schedule I, because it does have "a currently accepted medical use 
in treatment" and it does not "lack ... accepted safety for use . 
under medical supervision.") 

No one has argued here that the evidence establishes that 
MOMA "may lead to severe psychological or physicaldependence," 
another requirement for Schedule II placement. The evidence does 
not so establish. For this reason, also, MOMA cannot be placed in 
Schedule II. 

. . . Drs. Grinspoon, et a/., argue that sufficient evidence of 
abuse potential has been shown to warrant placing of MOMA in 
Schedule III. 

The Administrative Law Judge agrees, concluding that the 
evidence does establish MOMA to have "potential for abuse less 
than the drugs or other substances in Schedules I and II," and to 
establish that abuse of MOMA "may lead to moderate or low 
physical dependence or high psychological dependence." 

The administrative law judge concludes that the evidence 
of record requires MOMA to be placed in Schedule Ill. 

The main reason MDMA has little abuse potential is that it exhibits 
tachyphylaxis-a rapid buildup of tolerance so that repeated usage within 
a short space of time leads to the loss of desired effects. In contrast to its 
"heart-opening" and stress-reducing qualities, this substance, if taken 
within a few days of a prior ingestion, tends paradoxically to produce an 
increase in stress and many of the least desirable characteristics of am
phetamine overdosage. Very few people are attracted to such effects, and 
even those who are could achieve them more cheaply via other substances. 
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MDMA does, however, exhibit an unusually high ratio between the 
amount needed to get minimum effects and that which may be dangerous 
due to a temporary rise in blood pressure. For most users, 50-75 milligrams 
is required to be effectively perceived, while 200--250 milligrams (a fifth to 
a quarter of a gram) is an amount verging on overdosage. Such a narrow 
window for the proper dosage range is uncommon with psychedelics in 
general, but is an important consideration in regard to the MOA family. 
People suffering from hypertension or heart problems, who are using MAO 
inhibitors, or who are epileptic or pregnant, are not considered to be good 
candidates for experimentation with MOM A or MDA, and most infonned 
sources caution that no more than a quarter of a gram of either substance be 
taken over a short spaceof time. Carelessness and human nature being what 
they are, on occasion some individuals have ingested larger amounts and 
survived. In his appendix to Ecstasy: The MDMA Story, Alexander Shulgin 
cites several papers about such incidences for the reader who is curious. 

In discussing MOA and MMOA, psychiatrist Claudio Naranjo 
points out that a tiny percentage of the population is intensely sensitive to 
one-ring substituted amphetamines. Such persons may exhibit extreme 
reactions including sweating and hypertension as sometimes occurs with 
other amphetamine-like compounds. His recommendation is that an initial 
experience be of a low dosage. 

There also have been a few incidents of apparent allergic reactions 
that required medical intervention. The clearest of these was presented at an 
MDMA conference in 1986 in Oakland and appears to have involved only 
a moderate dose of pure MDMA. An abbreviated version of this report was 
published in the October-December 1986 Journal of Psychoactive Drugs . 

The kinds of reactions reported here, while of great concern when 
they do occur, are nonetheless very uncommon. Psychiatrists Joseph 
Downing and Philip Wolfson, presenting results of a toxicity study of 21 
subjects, offer typical conclusions: "Other than a brief and moderate rise in 
pulse and blood pressure, the researchers found no significant abnormali
ties ... up to 24 hours after [ingestion]." 

In healthy individuals who do not take it to excess, MDMA has a 
reliable record of producing its desired effects. Most probably, under 2-3% 
ofthose who have tried it have not placed a positive valueon the experience. 
Those who find it problematic generally complain of the symptomatology 
~ated with unusual amphetamine reactions - a vague but pervasive 
dISComfort, chills, excessive sweating, or lack ofluddity. Even some who do 
enjoy the experience find that they feel somewhat languid during its initial 
phase, or a bit drained and tired the next day. These effects are not nearly 
as pronounced as with MDA, but they can be troublesome. They can be 
reduced considerably by taking magnesium, potassium, zinc, and tyrosine 
supplements either concurrently with ingestion ofMDMA or before going 
to sleep after the "trip" has run its course. Someusersarealsoboth-
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ered by quirky eye movements, jaw clenching, and may feel somewhat 
nervous or irritable when "coming down." These again Me common 
amphetamine-like reactions. 

The "eye-wiggle," known medically as "nystagmus," usually passes 
quickly, and jaw tension can often be ameliorated by chewing gum or by use 
of the prescription drug propanolol (which has been given by a number of 
psychiatrists for this purpose) or 5 milligrams Valium. Asior the harshness 
of the "come down" for especially sensitive individuals, some who are quite 
experienced have suggested that a glass of wine or a small amount of 
marijuana will often take this edge off the experience. 

In spite of these occasional vicissitudes, the normal course of an 
MDMA trip generally provides the user with a pronounced sense of 
physical well-being, heightened balance and agility, and a sense of being 
"well-oiled" in bodily movement. Often this feeling results in the kind of 
free-flowing dancing observed at "Acid House" events and social gather
ings at which MOMA is in use. As well, many practitioners of yoga and 
related disciplines have asserted that they can perform considerably better 
under the influence of XTC. 

In the two books already on the market about MOMA - TllrouXh 
the Gateway of the Heart by Sophia Adamson (Four Trees Publications, Box 
31220, San Francisco, CA 94131, 515.50) and Ecstasy: The MDMA Story by 
Bruce Eisner (ibid.) - quite a number of accounts are given by individuals 
who not only felt their bodies releasing "character armor" and other 
physical stress, but who actually came to feel that MDMA sessions had 
attenuated arthritic or skeletal problems. This action is not well understood 
as of yet, but the testimony is quite persuasive. 

Alfred Scopp, a psychologist, notes that MDMA is analgesic and 
that "The effect of MDMA is to relax the muscular armoring. This results in 
the bringing to the surface of associated psychological trauma, defense or 
mental pain, which is then easily released." 

Commenting on one of their subjects, George Greer and Requa 
Tolbert have this to say: 

John had four MDMA sessions spaced over the course of nine 
months; each time he achieved relief from his preViously irreme
diable, intense physical pain, and had greater success in controlling 
painful episodes in the interim by returning himself to an ap
proximation of the MDMA state. He noted in particular that the 
feelings of cosmic love, and especially forgiveness of himself and 
others, would usually precede the relief of physical pain. 

Reports in Science magazine and The Journal of the American Medical 
Association have raised the greater fear that MDMA use necessarily causes 
neurotoxicity. As might have been expected, this possibility has been highly 
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trumpeted in the press. Those studies, however, have been based on 
immense amounts of MDMA given repeatedly to laboratory animals, and 
have usually been accompanied by the qualification that the results may not 
apply to ordinary human usage. Over the last four years, more careful 
examinations preliminarily indicate that there is no such risk at the human 
dose level, and no negative behavioral or functional effects are as vet 
associated with MDMA. . 

Extensive animal testing as well as examination of human spinal 
fluid of MDMA users has been and is currently taking place. The results are 
discussed by Rick Doblin in Appendix II of Ecstasy: The MDMA Story. 

Mental Effects of MDMA 

It is in the realm of consciousness - the psyche, the mind, and the 
soul- where the results so far seen from MDMA make it one of the most 
fascinating, mysterious molecules discovered during this century. Its 
actions are little understood as yet. But it is clear that it hasanextraordinarv 
and unprecedented heart-opening or empathy-generating effect, that it ca~ 
reduce stress, and that insights from the experience can have lasting effect 
- without, as is often the case with the classic psychedelics, either fright
ening or "playing tricks" on the user. 

A large body of literature has by now been published that shows 
both the richness of MDMA's effects and the difficulty in summarizing, 
explaining, or analyzing them. Outstanding characteristics of the substance 
have been observed in relation to psychotherapy, sexuality, amelioration of 
the effects of trauma and depression, and spiritual development. 

MDMA's Power and Subtlety. Compared with previously known 
psychedelics, MDMA is a remarkably subtle agent. LSD and psilocybin are 
somewhat coercive and uncontrollable to many who have used them, often 
~eading them into areas of experience where they were reluctant to go. This 
IS ~hy LSD had enormous impact in certain subcultures, but was essentially 
reJ€ded by most of the American public. 

. MDMA, however, works in quite a different way. It is mild in its 
action, but somehow quite frequently generates similarly life-changing 
results. For all its gentle nature, it is powerful. It has brought people to 
o:ossroads; often only later do they recognize that they have gotten onto a 
different path. An account from Peter Nasmyth of London expresses this 
quality: 

Some time later I looked at my watch. Forty minutes had 
passed. I looked at my friend. Was she any different? Could I see 
into her soul as had been promised? Was I feeling great empathy 
and love? 
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No, in fact we were having an argument. Tired of the park, 
she wanted us to go home, while I preferred to stay there with the 
hilltop view of London. My heart was beating a little faster, but I put 
it down to anxiety. 

Another twenty minutes passed. Still nothing. Perhaps the 
drug was just too subtle for me. Disappointed, I gave in to her wish 
to go home. We started down the hill. But by the time we reached 
the bottom I'd forgotten how to be angry. We were having a new 
conversation, examining our goals in life. What had wedoneso far? 
Had we really followed those vows of adolescence? Did either of us 
know what it was like to be close to another human being? For the 
first time in years I confessed my childhood yearnings to become a 
Marine; she told me she'd wanted to marry Woody Allen. Defenses 
were dropping at a rate it normally took people months to achieve. 
Suddenly I knew I could trust her with my closest secrets ... 
strange because not half an hour before I wouldn't have cared if I 
never saw her again in my life. I told her this and we both laughed. 

Predictability and Reliability. With the classic psychedelics, there is 
almost a Iwa ys a substantial element of unpred icta bility. While the experience 
of MDMA is somewhat affected by circumstance, it is remarkably consis
tent. Bruce Eisner, in introducing his studyofMDMA had this to say about 
its reliability: 

As a result of these differences between MDMA and its 
predecessors IMDA and LSD], the experiences catalyzed by MDMA 
are nearly always positive. The set (expectations of the user) and the 
setting (the environment in which the drug is taken) have much less 
influence on the outcome of the MDMA experience than is true for 
LSD. The depersonalizing, hall ucina tory experience of LSD requires 
much more preparation and structuring than MDMA does to 
produce a favorable outcome. And even with the most careful 
planning and environment, the dramatic consciousness changes 
produced by LSD can be frightening or even shattering for some 
people. 

Here are comments from three other inner-world veterans who 
have been concerned about this point: 

0) I have given it to ... 300 or so people over the past five 
years, in quasi-clinical ways but also recreationally, and in rituals. 
And I've seen almost nothing bu t really positive experiences people 
have. Again, with varying long-term effects. 

r think there is a remarkable commonality actoss the expe
riences with this drug. I would say that you could easilydo a study 
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on it. You could get 50 people, and you would have 50 really, really 
similar reports about what their experience was. It's remarkably 
consistent. Much more consistent than any other drug that I know 
of that's a psychedelic. 

(2) A lot of philosophic and theological systems talk about 
unconditional love and acceptance, and I have certainly been at 
times in these states myself - but they're somewhat unpredictable 
about how and when you can get in them, and they're somewhat 
uncontrollable. But on M, for me, the whole context of the experi
ence is one of just totaL unconditional love toward other people, 
toward what I would ordinarily call my "enemies," toward any 
aspects of my own character that I'm not totally satisfied with or 
whatever. So the nickname for M - "the love drug" - has always 
been my experience of it. 

I've never gotten - that I can remember - into a paranoid 
state on M. Uniformly, every experience is pretty much uncondi
tionallove toward pretty much everything and everyone. 

(3) It IMDMAJ ... takes away all the silly things that wedo 
to ourselves, and lets us act freely and love ourselves. And when we 
do that, we love everyone else and everything. 

Another interesting thing about it - for a long time I 
thought you really had to take it intelligently and have a big 
briefing beforehand and think real hard about it, you know? Then 
I came into contact with a bunch of people who had just taken it 
with no knowledge whatsoever of any of the philosophical things. 
And I asked them about it, and they told me the same intellectual 
things about it as I would have said to them. They figured it out for 
themselves, which I thought was pretty interesting. I mean, they 
talked about easier communication. 

I've never really seen a failure story, nor people who have 
felt disappointed. Well, actually, I know two guys who took it 
thinking thatit wasa hallUCinogen -and so they were disappointed 
at first, but then after a few minutes they decided they liked it better 
than that anyway. I haven't really seen anything negative. 

Another thing that's good about MDM is that it's not so 
wild - or it allows people to access mystical areas within themselves 
because it's not so scary ... as the major psychedelics like LSD. r 
think that's why more people will take it - because it's a lot more 
accessible than normal, and it helps people overcome their fear of 
exploring the mysticism within themselves .. 
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General Comments on Psychotherapeutic Use. MOMA was origi
nally presented in a therapeutic context, even though there had blc'f'n 
underground usage as far back as the early '70s. It spread to a small core of 
psychologists and psychiatrists who were impressed with the unprecedented 
opportunities it offered for their field. Their excitement was not unlike that 
generated in similar professional circles by the challenges presented by LSD 
in the '50s. Once they had experienced how powerfully MDMA reduced the 
barriers between themselves and their clients, advanced the processes of 
diagnosis, and got to thecaTe of the problems that had brought their patients 
to them, almost all of them thought of MDMA primarily a~ a "medicine" or 
"sacrament"; they were offended and traubit'd by any suggestion that 
MDMA might be used indiscriminately, without thoughtful intentionality, 
or even "recreationally." 

They had become privy to a tool that, in the words of Claudio 
Naranjo, gave their troubled clients "a brief, fleeting moment of sanity." 
This was not to betaken lightly. Theirs was the challenge to use it responsibly. 
The first major early study was performed by the husband-wife team of 
Greer and Talbot, who wrote several papers on the subject but didn't 
publish them for quite a long time out of fear that if such knowledge were 
to spread beyond a small group, the usage of this potent "medicine" would 
consequently become degraded. Thus the initial awareness of MDMA was 
kept to a core group of a few hundred psychotherapists, mainly in the San 
Francisco Bay area. 

In March of 1985, 35 people who were concerned about the future 
of MDMA met for a week at the Esalen Institute's grounds, just south of Big 
Sur, California, to exchange views about what had developed so far. On the 
fourth day, 13 participants took MDMA and were monitored by a physician 
and/or psychiatrist. The serious tone of these proceedings is indicated by 
George Greer's report soon after that appeared in Advances: Journal for the 
Institute for the Advancement of Health: 

Among the professionals present, the combined clinical 
experience in using MDMA during the past several years totaled 
over a thousand sessions ... 

The reports on the benefitsofMDMA, although anecdotal, 
were uniformly positive. In the discussion of MDMA's effects, the 
clinicians using it felt it possessed a unique action that enhanced 
communication, especially in couples in therapy. Thedrug reduced 
defensiveness and fear of emotional injury, thereby facilitating 
more direct expression of feelings ... 

Reports of MDMA's facilitation of individual psycho
therapy were also favorable. Many subjects experienced the classic 
retrieval of lost traumatic memories, followed by the relief of 
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emotional symptoms. Victims of child abuse and sexual attack 
experienced the most dramatic benefits. [Philip! Wolfson also 
reported having mUltiple MDMA sessions with psychotic indi
viduals and their natal families, leading to improvements in the 
patient's functioning and ego integration ... 

Another example of the seriousness that flavored the early years of 
MDMA investigation can be found in Through the Gatnvay of the Heart, which 
consists of transcriptions from the recollections of 44 individuals and 10 
group experiences. The importance of intentionality is emphasized heavily, 
as is "real work" on oneself. 

It was at this point when knowledge about MDMA went public, 
and the situation suddenly changed. 

All at once, those who had used this new adjunct to psychotherapy 
found themselves on the defensive. And so there began the DEA hearings 
before administrative-law judge Francis Young, in which professionals 
who had used MDMA would have to convince an anti-drug agency -
which didn't even know of their existence - that this substance both had 
(1) a "recognized medical use" - which is defined in law quite differently 
than a psychotherapeutic use - and (2) that it didn't have a "high abuse 
potential" if their research with and use of MDMA were to continue. 

One major problem they faced, of course, was that they not only had 
tocollch their case in "medical" terms, but also were required to show that 
their work was "recognized" by their colleagues. This was difficult prima
rily on two grounds. In the first place, they had been "playing their cards 
dose tothe chest," and secondly, the natureof their work with MDMA was 
by its very novelty basically offensive to most members in their field. 

Stanley Krippner discusses that second "uphill battle" in his fore
word to Eisner's Ecstasy: Tile MDMA Story. His explanation of objections on 
the part of his colleagues can be summarized in seven key points: 

(1) Most psychiatrists will use drugs that inhibit halluci
nations, block disordered thought patterns, or halt repetitive ver
balizations. But they find it difficult to justify using substances that 
can produce novel ways of conceiving reality, and unusual ways of 
being in the world. 

(2) The ordinary problems of transference, counter-trans
ference, and projection produce so many complications in psy
chotherapy that few practitioners would want to risk augmenting 
this predicament. 

(3) The use of MOM A violates the structure of psychoana
lytically oriented psychotherapy which is geared toward a 50-
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minute hour, not the three- or four-hour session that the proper use 
of MDMA demands. 

(4) Most of those psychologists who practice behavior 
modification are wary ofMDMA not only because of the time factor 
but because it admits to the possibility of quick "insights" and 
"breakthroughs," not the step-by-step learning and relearning that 
characterizes most behavioral approaches. 

(5) When a psychotherapist is trained to use MDMA, part 
of one's apprenticeship involves taking the drug oneself. 

(6) The ecstatic effects of MDMA are looked upon as 
"pathological" or "dysfunctional" by many psychotherapists. 

(7) Psychotherapists who use MDMA often have abandoned 
the medical model that permeates most of contemporary psychiatry . 
The goal of these divergent therapists is sometimes described as 
facilitating the development of "fully functioning human beings" 
and in going ''beyond adjustment" in the enhancement of "human 
capacities" and the "human potentiaL" These terms are suspect to 
a psychiatrist trained to look at his or her clients from the model of 
disease, or a psychologist whose education has emphasized faulty 
learning as the cause of a client's maladaptive behavior. 

The psychotherapists that testified at the DEA hearings on MDMA 
made an impressive case. Robert Lynch presented his belief that "MDMA 
is potentially the most im portan t mind -exploring substance that had become 
available during the preceding 20 years," and that during an MDMA 
experience "the user's own higher mind acts as the therapist" and that the 
experience could be very motivational. Joseph Downing discussed his 
treatment of a 40-year-old "highly successful entrepreneur" suffering from 
depressive symptoms, a moderate stress syndrome, and the recurrent, 
obsessive thought that he "would do away with himself at age 43 as had his 
father, also a depressive," who wished touse MDMA as part of his therapy: 

... We arranged a day-long session, which produced a flood 
of repressed material that emerged into consciousness; he and his 
sister were very badly battered and traumatized for many years by 
their father who was repeatedly jailed, placed in psychiatric hos
pitals, then returned home until he repeated his psychotic behav
ior. The tragic cydeended only when the father ended his life with 
carbon monoxide when the boy was seven. I have rarely heard 
more vicious details from persons who have survived physically 
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intact and sane. The man is still in treatment, making good progress 
with the prospect of having a normal emotional life in a few years. 
I can say, and I firmly believe, that this absolutely central historical 
material would never have emerged without the use of MDMA in 
a proper setting, with a therapist he trusted; and with the effect of 
MDMA, he was able to acknowledge this previously repressed 
history of abuse ... 

Philip Wolfson reported on his treatment of "a 27-year-old male 
whom I would describeasa 'flagrant'borderline individual with long bouts 
of psychoses beginning in his 25th year," when he was hospitalized with 
"symptoms of frank delusions, hallucinations, extreme paranoia, negativ
ism, homophobia, and a fixed persecutory set of delusions centered on an 
entity called the 'force' ": 

... The first session was profound in the change in this 
individual's sense of self. Connections of an affectional nature were 
made with his parents and myself and the openings of trust 
experience began. For the first time in two years, he experienced a 
glimpse of a positive self-image and loving feelings that did not 
panic him. The afterglow of this session lasted several days with 
intensity, but recognition of that positive self-image has lasted 
pennanently. A second session ten days later consolidated his 
sense of difference, increased his ability to cope vvith the delusions 
that he continued to experience, and enabled him to view himself 
as potentially redeemable from the "ape" image that he carried of 
himself ... 

Such were some of the highlights from those urging the government 
to allow them to continue the exploration of MDMA's potential. But 
support came as well from some of those the DEA had lined up, presumably 
in opposition. Eisner relates one such instance: 

.. one of the government's chief witnesses, John Docherty, 
former chief of the Psychosocial Treatment Branch of NIMH, told 
the court that he supported further MDMA research and that 
"MDMA is at the confluence of two great trends in psychiatry: 
psychotherapy and pharmacology," because it had been shown to 
enhance rapport between therapists and their clients. Studies have 
demonstrated that rapport is one of the few factors reliably significant 
in psychiatry. 

As it turned out, Judge Young, after an unusually long evaluation 
of the evidence presented, agreed that MDMA had an accepted "medical 
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use" - but then his finding was ignored, and MDMA was placed in 
Schedule I rather than his recommended Schedule III, making it vastly more 
difficult for even recognized professionals to conduct research or further 
explorations. 

Rape, Childhood Abuse, and Post-War Stress Syndromes. The effi
cacy of MDMA in these areas has already been mentioned. What follows are 
several examples. 

Kathy Tamm, a San Francisco marriage and family counselor, was 
featured in a front-page article in the UJS Ailge/es Times. She had earlier been 

walking to her car following a meditation class in Menlo Park 
when she was abducted, taken to a wooded area, tied up, beaten 
and then tortured for several hours. For six months after the 
incident she underwent intensive therapy, but she showed little 
progress. 

She had terrible nightmares. She was terrified to leave the 
house. Every unexpected noise, every shadow assaulted her senses 
and brought back visions of the attack. 

Tamm, as a result, felt "suicidal, at the end of my rope." As a last 
resort, however, she and her psychiatrist decided to try treatment with the 
aidofMDMA: 

"I've taken it several times, and each time I felt a little less 
fearful," Tamm said. "The drug helped me regain some measure of 
serenity and peace of mind and enabled meta begin living a nonnal 
life again. 

"For the first time, I was able to face the experience, go back 
and piece together what had happened. By facing it, instead of 
always burying it, I was able to sort of slowly discharge a lot of 
horror." 

In Through the Gateway of the Heart appears the story of a graduate 
student and systems designer, 37, who took 150 milligrams ofMDMA with 
a therapist, and then a 50 milligram booster dose: 

... What is the source of my arthritis? Blocked energies. I 
need to get in touch with what I want, and let the knowledge 
lubricate my joints; no more stoppage of anger or love. Let it all flow 
through! 

... Material about a sexual molestation incident - first 
reported during a hypnosis session several weeks ago - has had 
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much more meaning for me since I heard the tape of the Adam 
session. In it I sounded like r W3sseven years old. The impact comes 
from the deep recognition of how man v wavs the event molded mv 
responses to the world around me, in part because of the distrust ~f 
my parents that was focused by the incident. Reliving this incident 
helped to free up my energy and emotions in a number of ways; it 
feels like this process will be ongoing for some time to come. The 
understanding and resolving of this incident is not only helpful to 
me personally; it can be a vehicle for my reaching out to others with 
similar experiences 

Another fragment from the same book, this time a male graduate 
student, 33, who took the same dosage in the company of another partici
pant and two guides: 

I went into the experience seeking greater empathy for the 
child lance was and still am, and to know myown emotional needs 
well enough that I could begin clearly to distinguish my needs from 
those of others . 

The issues of emotional differentiation from mv mother 
and of financial solvency /independence are very closely related. 
The connection was and is a major issue for me to explore. 

For the first twenty minutes or so of the experience I felt 
considerable fear. I felt myself lowering down into a softer and 
more vulnerable place. I could feel the layers of fear peeling off of 
my torso and moving away into space. I felt immersed in fear for a 
time. Soon after ingesting the second capsule, I dropped below the 
fear and contacted a warm and supportive baseline feeling, a space 
of support that was totally without fear. This gave me my first sense 
of what it is like to not be a paranoid, to be like other people. 

And finally: 

I have seen only two anxiety reactions asa result of Ecstasy. 
Bothof them were very therapeutic. Afterward, the people involved 
were very glad the way it happened. 

One was a German pilot who was a prisoner of war in 
Russia for five years. On his first Ecstasy experience, he went into 
all of the horrors of his p.o.w. camp. After about two or three hours 
he came out of this, and felt as free as a new-born child, and literally 
danced with joy. Anytime thereafter that he took Ecstasy, he didn't 
experience the horrors again, as it was something that was locked 
in him and he needed to go through it in order to release it; and 
release it he did, forever. 
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Another anxiety reaction I saw was with a fourtecn-year
old child who released all of the pain of her childhood, when her 
mother and father used to beat her. After sobbing and crying for 
several hours, she became very relaxed and very happy and, again, 
nevennore after that experience did she go through it again ... 

Couples in Therapy. The other outstanding area in psychotherapy 
where MDMA has demonstrated extraordinary power is in the counseling 
of estranged partners. While it "is not a panacea," as those who have used 
it this way readily admit, this substance has worked a kind of "magic" in 
many instances where the prognosis before its use was dim at best. 

"It is our general conclusion," wrote George Greer and Requa 
Tolbert, the team that has published the most about MDMA psychotherapy 
(in this case, in the October-December 1986 Journal of Psychoactive Drugs): 

that the single best use of MDMA is to facilitate more direct 
communication between people involved in a significant emotional 
relationship. 

Not only is communication enhanced during the session 
but afternrards as well. Once a therapeutically motivated person 
has experienced the lack of true risk involved in direct and open 
communication, it can be practiced without the assista nce of M 0 MA. 
This ability can not only help resolve existing conflicts but also 
prevent future ones from occurring due to unexpressed fears or 
misunderstandings. 

Regardless of the mechanism, most subjects expressed a 
greater ease in relating to their partners, friends, and coworkers ... 

These paragraphs relate the finding that has generated probably 
the greatest consensus among therapists experienced with MDMA. In 
general, this substance seems to have an uncanny ability to separate out "the 
barriers people normally interpose between themselves and others," as B. 
Van Alstyne has put it, 

and thereby allows the true feelings present at the heart level 
tomanifest themselves ... Thereisa sense of incredible beautv and 
perfection in your perception of the other person, and a feeling of 
absolutely unconditional love ... Communication becomes effort
less, even when worries or differing feelings are expressed. 

"Usually people just begin to talk," comments a therapist who has 
seen an extensive amount of such interactions occu~, "but sometimes I have 
to take a more active role. With couples especially, sometimes they'll just 
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want to sit there hugging or rocking back and rorth, and I'll have to say, 
'Listen, folks, let's get down to the business at hand:" 

Some therapists have found better results when the drug has been 
given individually, rather than to the pair both at once. And in some cases, 
estrangement has progressed past the point where MDMA can be of any 

help. 

Depression. The main theme running throughout almost every MDMA 
account has to do with acceptllllCC - of the world and of one's place in it. This 
substance somehow provides a lucid, "centered" moment for its user, in 
which hear she is not weighed down with feelings of guilt, with fears of the 
unforeseen, overwhelmed by a need to be "on guard," burdened by 
sensations of inadequacy, grief, illness, and soon. Chronic stress temporarily 
attenuates. The user typically feels the heaviness of the past lifted, so that 
rather than d welling on hurts and resentments, he or she can calmly accept 
them and focus instead on "where to go from here and now." 

The brutal facts of the past are not forgotten; they may, in fact, 
become especially clear. Depression and other troubles do not entirely 
disappear; but one is allowed a kind of "breathing space" in which one may 
"get in touch with feelings which are not ordinarily available" or see the 
"purpose and potential" in their lives. Here is how Joseph Downing 
described this state of consciousness in his testimony about MDMA: 

During the time of acute effect, about four or six hours, 
feelings of fear and anxiety lift. One feels that one can examine both 
one's motives and actions, and those of others, calmly and objec
tively, with acceptance and compassion. Affection and acceptance 
temporarily replace one'~ fears. The dominant experience is one of 
calm and understanding. Depending on the material contained in 
the unconscious, the patient will deal with any situation, from 
childhood traumas, to long-felt adult insecurities, to deeply re
pressed emotions. 

Claudio Naranjo suggests how this change in orientation might be 
applied, 

The MDMA experience is something like artificial sanity, 
a temporary anesthesia of the neurotic self. I mostly use MDMA as 
an "opener" at some point in psychotherapy, not only for the 
wealth of the material gained during the session but for how it 
facilitates therapeutic work in the aftermath. 
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In cases of depression and low self-esteem, the action of MDMA is 
thus very different from phannacological approaches nonnally used in 
therapy. June Riedlinger gave "A Pharmacist's Perspective" on this matter 
in the July-September 1985 Journal ot Psychoactive Drugs: 

It seems that no other drug is available that has these same effects. 
There aTe drugs that are used as a supplement to guided psycho
therapy (i.e., anti-depressants and tranquilizers), but none that can 
be used, like MDMA, as an adjunct to such therapy in order to 
facilitate the process of communication ... its short duration of 
effect would seem to indicate that MDMA is both effective and 
efficient as a drug for the medical treatment of depression. It works 
in a matter of hours instead of days OT weeks and is effective when 
administered infrequently (e.g., in weekly or monthly dosing inter
vals), thus reducing the potential for troublesome side effects. This 
compares favorably to the multiple daily dosing required for all of 
the currently available legal drugs that can be prescribed for 
treating depression ... which often take several days or even 
weeks to produce antidepressant effects and frequently cause 
lasting troublesome side effects. 

Robert Masters, coauthor of The Varieties of PsychedelIC Experience 
and Psychedelic Art, is a therapist who has been impressed with MDMA's 
efficacy in treating severe depression. He has discussed this in correspon
dence with Bruce Eisner, who summarized Masters' position: 

As he has observed it, the tendency of MDMA to eliminate negative 
ideations and emotions extends to even near-SUicidally depressed 
patients. The breaking up of emotional and ideational patterns
also muscular ones - provides the "crack in the iceberg" which 
then allows the syndrome to dissipate - sometimes altogether and 
even permanently after just a single session. When only temporary 
relief is a result, then a second or third session with the drug might 
be warranted. As with most other clinical applications, a good deal 
more evidence is needed to allow anyone to state that this approach 
is always without hazards. However, limited experience suggests, 
Masters says, that there may be no better therapy available when 
the depresSion is extreme to the point of causing great suffering or 
even endangering a patient's life. 

The therapeutic use of MDMA is not always without complications. 
As many of the previous examples indicate, difficulties of a somewhat 
traumatic nature can be encountered in the course of an MDMA session. 
What isat issue here is not whether a session is "good" or "bad," but the way 
in which it is managed. 

MDMA and spirifual development 
III - 83 

George Greer offers the following guidelines on this issue: 

People may experience a recurrence of any psychological 
problems they have ever had in the past. Those with a history of 
panic attacks have had recurrences both during and after sessions. 
For this reason, MDMA is not recommended for people who have 
ever been unable to function socially or vocationally due to psycho
logical problems unless 24-hour care by trained people is available. 
The person should also be fully willing to experience whatever may 
happen during or after sessions. This is the most important factor 
in screening clients. People who are not ready for anything to 
happen should not take MDMA because that mental set predisposes 
one to having a difficult time vvithout benefitting from the experience. 

A similar view was put forth in a four-page pamphlet ("General 
Information: MDMA") circulated among professionals using MDMA during 
the mid-'SOs: 

It is important to say the following: Although MDMA is 
usually free of effects often associated with alteration of perceptions, 
or consciousness-alteration, such as changes in the visual field, 
"stoned" feelings, loss of coordination, among others, there are 
exceptions and individual variations. Negative and unexpectedly 
difficult experiences must be allowed for, and prepared for, even 
though they may be unusual. To give only one example, we know 
of an eventually fruitful and rewarding experience involving a 
young man who underwent a classic identity crisis. It was neces
sary for the leader of the session to devote the two days following 
the experience to the working through of this crisis with the client. 
Unexpected insight can be acutely disturbing to a person of any age 
or experience, and, again, this must be allowed for. 

Spiritual Development. MDMA provides users with a "Time Out" 
during which they can often see the possibilities and direction of their lives 
more clearly than under ordinary circumstances. This experience has led 
many people to recognize their "underlying mysticism," to become more 
interested in spirituality than before. Accounts in Through the Gateway of the 
Heart illuminate this shift. Robert Lynch, as summarized by Richard 
Seymour in his MDMA (Haight-Ashbury Publications, 409 Clayton St., San 
Francisco, CA 94117), concludes that "what is produced is a motivational 
experience that involves a greater understanding by the subject of his or her 
purpose and potential in life." 

MDMA can, for whatever reasons, function as an efficacious "ac
cess code" to spiritual states. Newsweek, in the earliest national media 
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roundup on MDMA, made this point clearly: "A Benedictine monk from 
Big Sur, Brother David Steindl-Rast, says 'a monk spends his whole life 
cultivating the same awakened attitude it gives you.' " 

Here are some comments from one subject who discovered that 
MDMA can operate in this way: 

The first MOM trip I ever had - when I felt I was in the 
presence of God, even though I was an atheist - was pretty 
amazing. I was an atheist at the time. r was a college teacher of 
philosophy, and ... the first college course r ever designed and 
taught myself was called "Atheism - The Case Against God." So 
I was pretty dogmatic about it, to say the least. 

And yet this overwhelming energy came upon me that r 
would in retrospect call the "holy spirit," to use Christian termi
nology. At the time it was coming on, I was sitting next to my wife 
and I looked at her and I said, "If I didn't know better, I would say 
I was in the presence of God!" It was such an obvious way to 
describe it. 50 in some ways that was the most clear experience of 
the presence of God I've ever had. 

Ralph Metzner adds that many MDMA users have found that this 
substance constitutes a fine adjunct to a wide variety of spiritual disciplines, 
often leading the user to see what the practice was all about - and often for 
the first time. 

Sensuality and Sexuality. MDMA, often called a "hug drug," has a 
deserved reputation in this arena. It increases intimacy, but in most instances 
tends to reduce genital sexuality. The standard finding about this substance 
was expressed by John Buffum and Charles Moser in the October ]985 
Journal of Psychoactive Drugs when they reported on the first survey of 
MDMA's effects on human sexuality. "It appears that MDMA does not 
increase sexual excitation or sexual desire in a majority of individuals," they 
wrote, 

even though it increases feelings of emotional closeness and 
sensuality ... Almost half of the males and a third of the females 
indicated that they felt more receptive to being sexual while under 
the influence of MDMA, but this effect was not paralleled by an 
increased interest in initiating sexual activity in either the men or 
the women. 

These findings do not conform to society's usual notions regarding 
aphrodisiacs. "It is curious," conduded this team of investigators, "that a 
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drug, which can increase emotional closeness, enhance receptivity to being 
sexual and that would be chosen asa sexual enhancer, does not increase the 

desire to initiate sex." 
The question of the difficulty of maintaining male erection has been 

answered differently by different people. One man offers a statement that 
differs from the majority finding: 

I have been told that 9 out of 10men don't have intercourse 
on MDMA. That's perhaps their psychology; we [my partner and 
II always have intercourse. I find males can sustain their erection for 
the full trip if they wish - but neither sex has orgasms (the male 
doesn't ejaculate), so the male can continue, Skin tactile sense is 3 to 
4 times more sensitive and wonderful- and after several trips one 
learns to recreate that enhanced tactile sense at will, without 
tripping. 

Fonns, Sources and Preparations 

MDMA generally appears as a white crystal, but it is sometimes 
pressed into a small pill. Usually, about half of such a tablet is actually 
MDMA, and the rest is filler, MDMA crystals are fairly small, about I /S'" in 
length. Pure MDMA is whitish; a more brownish tint indicates that synthe
sismay have been incomplete. Failureto wash this product completely, and 
exposure to light, air, or water, all increase brownish coloration. The early 
testing by PharmChem found that about half of samples submitted were 
MDMA, while the rest either featured only some percentage or consisted of 
other substances entirely. When MDMA is packaged in tablet form, 
it sometimes includes vitamins, amino acids, and minerals that are designed 
to attenuate side effects faT sensitive users. One of the first such products 
was called "Sassyfras," which was packaged with 100 doses to a bottle. 

Pure MDMA crystals are smillI (1/8 inch) and white 
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Sometimes MDMA is taken along with other psycht.>delic sub
stances, such as LSD and 2-CB. 

The process for manufacturing this compound is relatively easy, 
but the chemicals needed for its concoction are "watched" by the DEA ~ 
one of the reasons the product is fairly expensive. 

In its statement of the case for placing MDMA in Schedule 1, the 
DEA in March 1984 noted some of the production routes: 

The first reported synthesis of MDMA was from safrole by con
verting it to its bromo derivative followed by reaction with meth
ylamine (Biniecki ct al., 1960). Bailey t'f al. describe the synthesis of 
MDMA from 3,4-methylenedioxyphenylacetone using a Leuckart 
reaction with N-methylformamide and hydrolysis of the N-formyl 
derivative (Bailey et al., 1975). A third synthesis for MDMA de
scribed in the literature starts with peperonal which is reacted with 
nitroethane, ammonium acetate, and acetic acid to form a 
nitrostyrene derivative that is reduced to the ketone and then 
reacted with methylamine to form MDMA (Rabjohns, 1963). Using 
the method of Borch et al., MDMA can be synthesized by the re
ductive ami nation of the appropriate ketone in the presence of 
sodium cyanoborohydride (Borch et al., 1971). The MDMA syn
theses used in clandestine laboratories are analogous. 

A roundup of methods used since appears in a paper cited by 
Shulgin in his annotated MDMA bibliography. 

Generally, underground production begins with seemingly in
nocuous materials, such as Heliotrope or some residues from camphor 
production. 
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Psychedelic Obituaries 
The following psychedelic pioneers are recently deceaS<."d: 
~ Sidney Cohen, one of the first to receive LSD in the Los Angeles area, who, 

according to Oscar Janiger, was instrumental in introducing the social use of LSD. 
Cohen produced an important early work on LSD, The Beyond Within, along with 
another that was quite influential, LSD, in which he and Richard Alpert addressed 
some 40 central questions raised by psychedelics. 

~ Al Hubbard, who purchased 6,000 bottles of Sandoz LSD, and then 
distributed them along the west coast of the U.s. and acros~ Canada. It was largely 
due to his influenc!.' th,1t large-dosage psychedelic therapy was initiated. "If you 
don't believe LSD works," he liked to say, "just try It." 

~ Michael Hollingshead, one of the main distributors of perhaps the most 
significant gram of LSD - labelled "H-OOU47" - that passed eventually into the 
systems of Donovan, Paul VlcCartney, Keith Richard, Paul Krassner, Frank Barron, 
HustonSmith, Paul Lee,Richard Katz, Pete La Roca, Charlie Mingus, Saul Steinberg, 
Timothy Leary, Richard Alpert, Ralph Metzner, Alan \'\'atts, Jean Houston and 
perhaps a thousand others. "There is some possibility," he once commented, "that 
my friends and J have illuminated more people than anyone else in history." 

.. Ron Stark, a figure of importance in psychedl'hc history with as myste
rious and even more notorious a background than that of Al Hubbard. Stark was 
responsible for bringing in 17 million doses of Orange Sunshine acid to the United 
States. (His story,along with that of Hubbard, is most funy covered in Marty Leeand 
Bruce Shlain's Acid Dreams.) 

~ Abbie Hoffman, one of those turned on to LSD by the CIA, who became 
thearchetypal activist of the' 60s d ue to being a cofounder of the Yippies, an architect 
of the "Levitation of the Pentagon," and one of the "Chicago Seven" tried in 
connection with the police riot at the Democratic Convention of 1968. 

~ John Allegro, a leading Dead Sea Scroll scholar and author of The Sacred 
Mushroom and the em"s, a daring volume of spcculatlOn about the origins of religion. 

.. Leo Zeff, a Ik>rkdey psychiatrist who perhaps acquainted more people 
with the therapeutic use of MDMA than any other single individual. 

.. Timothy Plowman, heir-designate of Richard Evans Schultes, who was 
one ofthe grea t Amazonian plant collectors and an expert on Coca and the Brunmansia 
and Brunfelsia families. 

~ Norman Zinberg, who launched the first sdentific examination of 
marijuana, and published extenSively on drug studies (Drug. Set & Setting) . 

.. R. D. Laing, a cultural hero specializing in controversial theories about 
schizophrenia and family life which were put into pracllce at Kingsley Hall in 
EngJand, who wrote Tilt' P[lliti(~ of bpaicnct', The DI1'ided Self, and Kllots. 

~ R. Gordon Wasson, the father of elhnopharmacology who revealed the 
presence of pSilocybin to the late 20th century. His story is touched on ahead (229 ff.), 
and is described as well in The Magic Mushroom Seek£r, Dioscorides Press, in which 
We get: an intimate portrait of this banker-scholar from his daughter, friends, and 
COlleagues. 

~ Maria Sabina, the Cllrandera whodemons!rated to the Wassons how much 
to use of the psychoactive mushrooms they had collected over the previous couple 
of years, as well as how they were osed ritually. R. Gordon Wasson claimed his 
greatest achievement was transcription of (lne of her l'dada .... 
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